BEVEZETÉS
A jelen kötet az elsı része annak az irodalmi anyaggyőjteménynek, amely a fıiskolai
angol szakos hallgatók (nappali és levelezı tagozatos egzaránt) számára a brit és
amerikai irodalom tananyagának a feldolgozását segíti elı. Az angol nyelv-és irodalom
tanszék a nevezett tantárgyat az alább feltüntetett részekre osztva oktatja: 1. A brit
költészet fejlıdése, 2. A brit drama fejlıdése, 3. A brit regény fejlıdése, 4. Az Ameriakai
irodalom fejlıdése.
A kötet három részbıl tevıdik össze:
1. Az elsı rész tartalmazza az elıadások anyagát, azaz, a brit költészet fejlıdésének
kritikai történetét, amely tartalmazza az irodalmi elemek használatát. A tananyag a
következı részekre van felosztva: A brit nemzet kialakulása, Az angol-szász kor, A
Középkor, Az Angol Renaissance költészete, A Felvilágosodás irodalma, Az Angol
Romantika kora, A Viktória kor és a XX. Század költészete. Minden kor korelemzéssel
kezdıdik, amelybe bele vannak illesztve a tanterv alapján kiválasztott költık és azok
versei. A tananyag fı célja az elemzés, így minden vers után fel van tüntetve a használt
irodalmi elem, rövid glosszáriummal
2. A második rész kizárólag gyakorlati anyagot tartalmaz, amely a versek megértését,
elemzését valamint különbözı esszék megírását tüzte ki célul.
3. A harmadik rész módszertani segédlet azaz elméleti anyag, amely a versek
feldolgozásához ad módszertani segítséget. Külön tér ki olyan elemekre, amelyeknek
jelentıs szerepük van a különbözı típusu esszék megírásánál, felhívja a halgatók
figyelmét egyes nyelvtani megoldások elınyösségére. Itt van feltüntetve az írásbeli
feladatok elbírálásának, értékelésének a feltételei is a megszerezhetı pontszámokkal
együtt.

THE RISE OF THE ENGLISH NATION
Literature is the intellectual product and heritage of a nation, so speaking about the
history of English literature it should be mentioned that it is the intellectual product and
heritage of the people of Britain. So it goes without saying that before starting to study
the history of British literature we have to begin with the studying of the early history of
Britain, the rise of the English nation, its long historical development which, in the case
of the British nation is a complicated mixture of different tribes and cultures. And
whatever we think of as “English” today, traditions and language, owes something to
each of the people inhabiting the island, to each of the island’s invaders.
The first people populating the British Isles and we have considerable knowledge of
were the I b e r i a n s. They were the first people inhabiting the British Isles who had
their own individuality and left enough documentary material for the study of their way
of life. They raised themselves during the long Stone and Bronze ages in Britain from
savagery onto the first step of civilized life. They brought their metal-working skills and
the first civilization to Britain in the first millenium B.C. and were then overrun by the
various C e l t i c invasions. The Celtic tribes occupied the greater part of Europe from
the seventh to the third centuries B. C. and radiated thence in many directions. The two
biggest waves of Celtic invasions were the invasion of the Gaels or Goidela, whose
descendants are still living in Scotland and Ireland, and the Cymri and Brythons whose
descendants are still living in Wales. The Celts were tall, red or light-haired warriors

living in clans or tribes. They were skillful warriors and the tribes or clans were in
constant war with one another. So the Iberians were gradually replaced by the Celtic
tribes, the P i c t s, the S c o t s and the B r i t o n s. /One of the ethymological
explanation of the latter of these names is that it means ‘those who paint their bodies’/.
The Celts introduced their tribal organization and an early form of agriculture before
they were forced westwards into Cornwall, Wales and Ireland /where the Celtic language
still exists in different forms/ by the Roman invasion begun by Claudius in 43 A.D.
One of the heroic Celtic leaders was a Welsh chieftain called Arthur, who developed
in legend as Britain’s “once and future king.”
The British Isles were a remote and not a very wealthy part of Europe and they did
not play a significant role in the European history until the attention of the Roman
Empire was drawn to them. The first time the Romans attempted the conquest of the isles
was 55 B.C. Julius Caesar defeated the Celtic tribes in September 55 B. C., but he did not
leave a powerful
military unit behind only introduced low taxes. The real conquest of the British Isles
began only in the days of Emperor Claudius in 43 A. D. The Romans occupied the
greater part of the island without too much trouble. Serious, though short-lived resistance
was caused only by rising of the Celts under Queen Boadicea. Roman settlers came to
the Isles who maintained busy trade connections with the rest of the Empire. The
conquest was completed by Petillius Cerialis and Julius Agricola around 84 A.D. He
even occupied a large part of the territory of today’s Scotland, but the Romans could not
keep this territory against the warlike Celtic tribes. So Emperor Hadrianus had a wall
built from the river Tyne to the Solvay Bay. The wall remained the more or less
permanent border of the Roman Empire in the British Isles.
The cultural and civilizational effect of the Roman Conquest can hardly be
overestimated. The Romans built roads, erected stone buildings, introduced the Roman
Law, etc.The Roman rule also meant an increased general wellfare and tranquility never
experienced before in the country. Peace was created by the successful campaigns of
Severus, Constantinus secured peace on the Northern border, and Carausus built
fortresses on the seaside against the attacks of the pirates. This flourishing period
continued to 367 A.D. The Romans ruled Britain for over two hundred years and left
behind three things of importance: their roads, the sites of important cities (notably
London), and the seeds of Christianity. The Latin way of life – villas, arts language and
political organization – all vanished, however after the invasions from Northern Europe
by the Angles, Saxons and Jutes. So in 410 when the last of the legions was withdrawn,
the British Isles became the prey of the Picts and the Scots who descended from the north
and attacked the Roman Wall, and the Saxons and the Franks (Teutonic tribes) who came
from the east and attacked the seaside.
These pagan peoples were easily converted to Christianity and the preachers from
Rome brought with them learning and civilization. The historical sources concerning the
half-century following 41O are meagre and contradictory. It seems that the meance
meant by the Picts diminished and the Scots, who had by then been converted to
Christianity, started to settle down on the shores of the territory that was later named as
Scotland.
The power of the Britons was resurrected, and the most powerful chieftain, V o r t i g
e r n became the king of the Britons. Vortigern’s country, however, was still exposed to
occasional attacks by the Picts and the Scots. Vortigern invited Saxon warriors to Britain
as a help against the Picts and the Scots. Three Germanic tribes were reprsented among
those who came over from the territory stretching from the Frisean Islands through the
Southern part of Denmark to what is now the Western part of Poland’s coastline. The
three tribes were the A n g l e s, the S a x o n s and the J u te s. They had easily defeated
the Celtics, but then turned against those who invited them. The Saxons were, according
to legends, led by two brothers, H e n g e s t /sometimes spelt as Hengist/ and H o r s a.

They together with new waves of Immigrants settled down mostly in what is now Kent.
The Great Anglo-Saxon Chronicle puts the date of their arrival in England to the year
449, but other sources mention different years, e.g. 43O. Whichever is true, it was not the
first appearance of the Saxons in Britain. Earlier Roman sources mention them. The
Saxons were skillful warriors, but their relatively low number hampered them on their
way of conquering the whole island. After almost half a century of constant warfare they
could only add some 16O km to their territory when they reached what is now
Hampshire. They did not conquer England overnight. There was stubborn and fierce
resistance on the part of the Britons. The legendary King Arthur is supposed to have won
certain victories over them. But the stubborn resistance of the Britons had finally
collapsed around 48O and they were never able to challenge the Anglo-Saxon dominance
any more. In a comparatively short time they established themselves firmly, settled
down, and began to till the soil. They were still barbarians to a great extent. They
brought with them the worship of Woden and Thor and the belief in Valkyries who
carried the slain to heaven, Valhalla, which was simply a great mead-hall for immortal
warriors. On the other hand the Anglo-Saxons worshipped physical courage, were stoic
in the face of Fate, and brought with them a “strange and poetic genius” rising out of
acquaintance with a harsh, forbidding landscape, wild stormy seas, a mystery in nature
and the workings of circumstance which they could not fathom, a rough primitive
religion and a gusty exhilaration in the drinking-bouts of the mead-hall and the
comradeship of fellow warriors.
The slow Anglo-Saxon consolidation began towards the end of the 5th century. The
borders of the seven Saxon kingdoms – Northumbria, Cumbria, Mercia, Essex, Wessex,
Sussex and Anglia – were outlined. Christianity was an important factor in enabling the
various kingdoms created by the Nordic invaders to be united under Egbert in the 9th
century. The kingdoms already were on their way of unification when the Vikings
launched powerful attacks on the isles. The Vikings /the name means warrior/ first raided
England to plunder it, then in the days of Alfred of Wessex they began ‘to win wide
lands to plough and to rule’ King Alfred the Great fought against them valiantly, but he
could not prevent them from occupying some of the North-eastern territories of England.
In the first decades of the 11th century the Danes even seized the royal power. /King
Canute the Great of Denmark and two of his successors/. Then the Saxon line of
succession was restored, but the permanent warfare on the North against the
Scandinavian pirates exhausted the Saxon warriors and paved the way for the Norman
Conquest.
An adventurous prince in Normandy, William, laid a claim to the throne of England
and gathered army of similarly adventurous volunteers who were ready to follow him in
the hope of obtaining domains in case of success. They landed in England in the autumn
of 1O66 and met the Saxons at Hastings. King Harold II was killed in the battle, and
William – known as William the Conqueror from that time on – became the new king.
He proved to be a skillful politician and a good tactician, because he was quick to declare
that the privileges of the Saxon aristocracy would be left intact if they accept him as their
king. He based his power on his political skills and on military power. He built the
Tower of London, created the Domesday Book and soon consolidated his power.
The Norman Conquest is regarded to be one of the most important turning points in
the history of Britain because it was the last time the island was invaded. From this time
on, no direct outer intervention influenced the development of England. The Normans
also brought the island closer to the feudalism of Europe thus accelerating the
development of England.
Isolated, from the European continent, rain-drenched and often fogged in, but also
green and dotted with thatched cottages, quaint stone churches and mysterious stone
ruins, the island, of Great Britain seems made for elves, legends and poets. And yet this
land of mystery, beauty and melancholy weather has produced Stonehenge, Robin Hood

and Shakespeare, it has also produced the theory of gravity, the Industrial Revolution,
radar, penicillin and the Beatles. We tend to associate the British with their monarchy
and their former empire. But we should also remember that while most of the world,
suffered under various form of tyranny, the English from the time of the Magna Charta
(I2I5) were gradually creating a political system “by and for the people that remains
today a source of envy and inspiration for many nations.…
T H E

A N G L O – S A X O N S
449–1066
“Anglo-Saxon England was born of warfare,
remained forever a military society, and
came to its end in battle”
J. R. Lander
To get a picture about the life of the Anglo-Saxon society read the following article by
Howard. G. Chua-Eoan “Life in 999: A Grim Struggle
L i f e I n 9 9 9: A G r i m S t r u g g l e
Howard G. Chua-Eoan
Today's world is measured in light-years and Mach speed and sheathed in silicon and
alloy. In the world of 999, on the eve of the first millennium, time moved at the speed of
an oxcart or, more often, of a sturdy pair of legs, and the West was built largely on wood.
Europe was a collection of untamed forests, countless miles upon mile of trees and brush
and brier, dark and inhospitable. Medieval chronicles used the word desert to describe
their arboreal world, a place on the cusp of civilization where werewolves and bogeymen
still lunged out of the shadows and bandits and marauders maintained their lairs.
Yet the forests, deep and dangerous as they were, also defined existence. Wood kindled
forges and kept alive the hearts of the mud-and-thatch huts of the serfs. Peasants fattened
their hogs on forest acorns (pork was crucial to basic subsistence in the cold of winter),
and wild berries helped supplement the meager diet. In a world without sugar, honey
from forest swarms provided the only sweetness for food or drink. The pleasures of the
serfs were few and simple: earthy lovemaking and occasional dances and fests.
Feudal lords ruled over Western Europe, taking their share of the harvests of primitive
agriculture and making the forests their private hunting grounds. Poaching was not
simply theft (usually punishable by imprisonment) but a sin against the social order.
Without the indulgence of the nobility, the peasants could not even acquire salt, the
indispensable ingredient for preserving meat and flavoring a culinary culture that
possessed few spices. Though a true money economy did not exist, salt could be bought
with poorly circulated coin, which the lord hoarded in his castle and dispensed on the
poor only as alms. It was in the lord's castle too that peasants and their flocks sought
refuge from wolf packs and barbarian invaders. In 999, however, castles, like most other
buildings in Europe, were made of timber, far from the granite bastions that litter today's
imagined Middle Ages. The peasants, meanwhile, were relegated to their simple huts,
where everyone — including the animals — slept around the hearth. Straw was scattered
on the floors to collect scraps as well as human and animal waste. Housecleaning
consisted of sweeping out the straw.
Illness and disease remained in constant residence. Tuberculosis was endemic, and so
were scabrous skin diseases of every kind: abscesses, cankers, scrofula, tumors, eczema,
and erysipelas. In a throwback to biblical times, lepers constituted a class of pariahs
living on the outskirts of villages and cities. Constant famine, rotten flour, and vitamin
deficiencies afflicted huge segments of society with blindness, goiter, paralysis, and bone
malformations that created hunchbacks and cripples. A man was lucky to survive 30, and
50 was a ripe old age. Most women, many of them succumbing to the ravages of
childbirth, lived less than 30 years. There was no time for what is now considered
childhood, children of every class had to grow up immediately and be useful as soon as

possible. Emperors were leading armies in their teens; John XI became Pope at the age of
21.
While the general population was growing faster than it had in the previous five
centuries, there was still a shortage of people to cultivate the fields, clear the woodlands,
and work the mills. Local taxes were levied on youths who did not marry upon coming
of age. Abortion was considered homicide, and a woman who terminated a pregnancy
was expelled from the church.
The nobility spent its waking hours battling foes to preserve its prerogatives, the clergy
chanting prayers for the salvation of souls, the serfs laboring to feed and clothe everyone.
Night, lit only by burning logs or the rare taper, was always filled with danger and terror.
The seasons came and went, punctuated chiefly by the occurrence of plentiful church
holidays. The calendar year began at different times for different regions, only later
would Europe settle on the Feast of Christ's Circumcision, January 1, as the year's
beginning.
Thus there was little panic, not even much interest, as the millennium approached in
the final months of 999. For what terrors could the apocalypse hold for a continent that
was already shrouded in darkness? Rather Europe — illiterate, diseased, and hungry —
seemed grimly resigned to desperation and impoverishment. It was one of the planet's
most unpromising corners, the Third World of its age.
A Magazine Article From T i m e
The Anglo-Saxon communal hall, besides offering shelter and a place for holding
council meetings, also provided space for storytellers and their audience. As in many
other parts of the acient world (notably in Homeric Greece more than one thousand years
earlier), skilled storytellers, or bards, sang of gods and heroes. The Anglo-Saxons did not
regard these bards (called scops) as inferior to warriors. To the Anglo-Saxons, creating
poetry was as important as fighting, hunting, farming or loving. The poets sang to the
strumming of a harp. As sources for their improvisational poetry, they had had a rich
supply of heroic tales that reflected the concerns of a people constantly under threat of
war, disease, or old age. Anglo-Saxons, whose religion offered them no hope of an
afterlife, only fame and its reverberation in poetry could provide a defense against death.
So the Anglo-Saxon bard’s ability to poetic stories was considered as important a skill as
fighting. Fame in the bard’s mournful poetry – and a place in the community’s memory –
was a hero’s only consolation against death.
Another element of hope was supplied by Christianity. Monasteries served as
strongholds of Christianity and centres of learning. The cultural and spiritual influence of
monasteries existed right alongside the heroic ideals and traditions of the older traditions
of the older Anglo-Saxon religion. In fact, the monasteiespreserved some of the older
traditions: monks recorded (and rewrote) the great works of popular literature.
WOMEN
IN
ANGLO – SAXON
CULTURE
Anglo-Saxon culture with its emphasis on warfare, sounds as if it would be an
inhospitable place for women. Bt women had rights in this society that were sharply
curtailed after the Norman Conquest in 1066.
Evidence from wills first used during the later Anglo-Saxon period shows that women
inherited and held property. Even when married women still retained control over their
own property. In fact, a prospective husband had to offer a woman a substantial gift
(called the morgengifu, the „morning gift”) of money and land. The woman (not her
family or her husband) had personal control over this gift; she could give it away, sell it,
or bequeath it as she chose. Christianity also offered opportunities for women. Women
joined religious communities and some women became powerful abbesses. These
abbesses, usually women from noble families, were in charge of large double houses that
included both a monastery and a nunnery. Hild (614-680), the abbess of Whitby (in
present-day Yorkshire), was one of the most famous of these women. Hild accumulated
an immense library and turned Whitby into a centre of learning. Vikings sacked Whitby

Abbey in the ninth century, but its ruins still stand today, high atop cliffs overlooking the
wild, gray North Sea.
Summary
What does Anglo-Saxon England mean?
Here are some features of this age of warriors:
- Anglo-Saxon society developed, from kinship groups led by a strong chief;
- The people farmed, maintained local government and created fine crafts, especially
metal work;
- Christianity eventually replaced the old warrior religion, linking England to Continental
Europe;
- Monasteries brought learning and literacy and preserved works from the older oral
tradition;
- .English- not just the Church’s Latin - gained respect as a written language.

A N G L O – S A X O N
L I T E R A T U R E
BEOWULF
B e o w u l f is to England what Homer’s Iliad and Odyssey are to ancient
Greece: It is the first great work of the English national literature - the mythical and
literary record of a formative stage of English civilization. It is also an epic of the heroic
sources of English culture. As such, Beowulf uses a host of traditional motifs, or
recurring elements, associated with heroic literature all over the world.
The epic tells the story of Beowulf /his name may mean "bear"/, a Geat from
Sweden who crosses the sea to Denmark in a quest to rescue King Hrothgar from the
demonic monster Grendel. Like most early heroic literature, Beowulf is oral art. It was
handed down with changes and embellishments, from one minstrel to another. The
stories of Beowulf, like those of all oral epics, are traditional ones, familiar to the
audiences who crowded around the harpist-bards in the communal halls at night. The
tales in the Beowulf epic are stories of dream and legend, of monsters and of godfashioned weapons, of descents to the underworld and of fights with dragons, of the
heroes quest and of a community threatened by the powers of evil.
By the standards of Homer, whose epics run to nearly 13,000 lines, Beowulf is
relatively short - approximately 3,200 lines. It was composed in Old English, probably in
Northumbria in northeast England, sometime between the years 700 and 750. The world
it depicts, however, is much older, that of the early sixth century. Much of the poems
material is based on early folk legends - some Celtic, some Scandinavian. Since the
scenery described is the coast of Northumbria, not Scandinavia, it has been assumed that
the poet who wrote the version that has come down to us was Northumbrian. Given the
Christian elements in the epic, this poet may also have been a monk.
The only manuscript we have of Beowulf dates from the year 1000 and is now in
the British Museum in London. Burned and stained, it was discovered in the eighteenth
century. Somehow it had survived Henry VIII’s destruction of the monasteries two
hundred years earlier. The original complete Beowulf consists of 3182 lines. An abridged
modern English version of 842 lines, divided into seventeen parts is given below.
The national epic of England centres around the hero Beowulf, a prince of the Jutes, a
people living along the southern coast of Sweden and in Denmark. The scene is laid in
these places, the action having taken place before the Anglo-Saxons emigrated to Britain.
Though England is never mentioned in the poem and nothing in it can be identified as
English, Beowulf nevertheless marks the birth of English literature because it was
written in Anglo-Saxon and was undoubtedly a favourite in mead-halls on English soil.
The stories about Beowulf were later handed down by word of mouth from generation to
generation and were later put into writing, probably by monks.

Anglo-Saxon poetry has rhythm but no rhyme. Each line has four accents, and in
theory the first three of these accented syllables begin with the same letter or sound, a
device often producing the effect of rhyme. Besides this element of alliteration, the
rhythm is enhanced by a distinct pause after the second accented foot.
In a translation it is not always possible to maintain this alliteration unless the old
words are practically those of today. Other peculiarities of the style are found in the word
order, the abundance of picturesque compounds and synonymous expressions, and the
piling up of descriptive phrases that at first seem to impede the progress of the story.
The poem opens with a short introduction treating of Scyld, king of the SpearDanes, who had come to them as an infant on a mysterious ship. Upon his death, after a
long and unsuccesful reign, his body, clothed in armour and surrounded by treasure, was
placed in a ship and sent out upon the sea whence he had come.
The real story begins with the later years of the reign of Scyld descendant
Hrothgar, who had won great fame and rich soils in battle and was now preparing to
settle down and enjoy himself. Unluck was to pursue Hrothgar from now on. Prophecy is
made of the future burning of the great hall, due to the hostility of a son-in-law. Now
appears the villain of the first part of the story, a superhuman monster named Grendel.
The wise men take counsel together, erect altars to their heathen gods, and pray for relief
from the pest all to no avail. At last, unexpectedly, Hrothgar and his people are given
new hope. Beowulf arives to help Hrothgar and his people. Beowulf and his people are
met by the coast-guard, who, after being convinced of their good intentions, conducts
them toward the palace until the party is met by Wulfgar, an influential courtier, who
goes to Hrothgar to plead for the strangers. Beowulf and his men enter the hall, and
Beowulf introduces himself. The closing part of his speech is a characteristic bit of
Germanic philosophy. Hrothgar replies with complimentary reference to Beowulf's
father, and then once more recounts the horrors of Grendel's visit to Heorot. A banquet is
prepared, with the usual eating and drinking and minstrel’s song. A jealous Danish
courtier belittles Beowulf by sarcastic comment on his strength. After this tilt the banquet
proceeds. Wealhtheow, the queen, passes the ale-cup. The noisy reveal continues until at
last Hrothgar and his followers leave Heorot to Beowulf and his men. After once more
asserting that he would meet Grendel unarmed, Beowulf lies down.
The victory over Grendel is celebrated with feasting, drinking, long speeches, and the
giving of gifts to Beowulf. That night the hall of Heorot is once more occupied by
Hrothgar’s followers, although the King and Beowulf sleep elsewhere. But security is
short-lived. While the thanes are sleeping, Grendel’s mother seeks the hall to avenge her
son. On the awakening of the warriors she seizes and drags away the nearest one, who
happens to be Aeschere, Hrothgar’s dearest friend. She also recovers her son’s bloody
talon hanging beneath the roof. Hrothgar in despair appeals to Beowulf, describing the
home of the monsters as a dreadful "mere" surrounded by windy cliffs where a
marvelous light is seen beneath the water, into which not even a hunted stag dare plunge.
On arriving at this fearsome place, Beowulf and his companions see the head of Aeshera
at the foot of the cliff, and the bloody foam on the waters gives evidence that his body
has been carried below to the monster’s den. Hideous sea-serpents or "nicors" are
playing about the surface. Beowulf scatters them with a blast of his horn and a bolt from
his bow, which kills one of them. Having shown the monsters what to expect if they
molest him, Beowulf prepares to pursue Grendel’s mother into the whirlpool. He is in
full armour and carries Hrunting, a famous sword lent him by Unferth. It takes him an
hour to touch the bottom, but finally he encounters the sea-hag, reputed to be a hundred
years old. She attacks him with her claws, but his chain mail protects him, and she is
only able by her close grip to prevent him using his sword. Soon, however, he frees his
arm and gives her a swinging blow on the head. Strange to say, the mighty sword
apparently has no power against this witch. Hurling the hilt to the ground, he seizes the
creature by the hair; he stumbles, they roll on the sea-floor together, she attacks him with

a knife, again his corselet saves him. At last he overcomes her, and spying a magic
sword, he clutches it and with one violent stroke is able to cleave her neck-bone. Thus
ends Grendel’s mother.
TH E FI GHT WITH TH E FI R E – D RAKE
In the course of time Beowulf becomes king and rules his country for many years. When
an old man, he learns of the ravages in his own land of the fire-dragon who is guardian
over a huge treasure, buried three hundred years before by an earl. Beowulf insists that it
is his duty to free his country of a pest by his own hand, just as he had done for Hrothgar.
He carries an iron shield to ward off the flames breathed out by the dragon. Before
leaving his followers he once more makes a "battle-boast" that he will win fame in the
defence of his people as he did in the days of his youth. He tells his followers that he is
in the hands of Wyrd /Fate/ and that he will meet the monster alone.
Not daunted by the fiery stream issuing from the cave, the hero sends his battle cry into
its rocky depth and is answered by the poisonous breath of the fire-drake, who appears at
the entrance coiled and ready to spring. Beowulf raises his great sword and smites "the
scaly worm” but the edge is turned by the creature’s natural armour and the blow serves
only to enrage the dragon, who now pours on the old king the full blast of his flaming
breath. Even the aethelings, witnessing the combat from a distance, retreat in terror, all
save Wiglaf, beloved kinsman and attendant, who hastens forward to assist his lord.
But armour and weapons are of little avail. For the third time the dragon charges
and fixes his fangs in the throat of Beowulf. Then Wiglaf shows his mettle by thrusting
at the fire-drake from below, though his hand is badly scorched. Beowulf recovers
himself and plunges his knife into the creature’s coils, cutting him in two. Together the
two men put an end to the monster.
But the wound in Beowulf's neck begins to throb and swell. Wiglaf unfastens the
King’s helmet and bathes the wound, but Beowulf realizes that his end is near. He regrets
that he has no son to inherit his weapons, and then he sums up his life in these words:
This land I have ruled
Fifty winters. No folk-king dared,
None of the chiefs of the neighbouring tribes,
To touch me with sword, or assail me with terror
Of battle-threats. I bided at home,
Held my peace and my heritage kept,
Seeking no feuds nor swearing false oaths.
This gives me comfort and gladdens me now,
Though wounded sore and sick unto death.
He bids Wiglaf bring the hoard of treasure that he has rescued for his people from
the fire-dragon. Upon seeing it, the King says that he can now die content. He requests
that, after the burning of his body on the seashore, a great beacon be erected on the spot
to serve as a guide to sailors in future years. He gives Wiglaf the gold chain about his
neck and reminds him that he is the last of the Waegmunding line. Then Beowulf's spirit
departs "to find the reward of the faithful and true".
When the King’s death is announced to the people, they prepare the funeral pyre in
accordance with his last wishes, and cover it with helmets, breast-plates and shields. The
body is burned amid great lamentation. Then the great beacon is built with ten days’ toil,
and rather than touch the treasure which the King has rescued, the people bury it in the
base of the beacon. 'Twelve noble aethelings ride solemnly around the beacon and chant
a song in honour of their dead lord. The poem concludes:
His hearth-companions
Called him the best among kings of the earth, Mildest of men,
and most beloved,

Kindest to kinsmen, and keenest for fame.
B e o w u l f: P e o p l e, M o n s t e r s a n d P l a c e s
Grendel - man-eating monster who lives at the bottom of a foul mere, or
mountain-lake. His name might be related to the Old Norse ‘grindill’, meaning storm or
‘grenja’ to bellow.
Herot - golden guest-hall built by King Hrothgar, the Danish ruler. It was
decorated with the antlers of stags; the name means “hart (stag) hall”. Scholars think
Herot might have been built near Lejre on the coast of Zealand, in Denmark.
Hrothgar - King of the Danes, builder of Herot. He had once befriended
Beowulf’s father. His father was called Healfdane (which probably means “half Dane”).
Hrothgar’s name might mean ‘glory spear’ or ‘spear of triumph’.
Unferth - one of Hrothgar’s courtiers, reputed to be skilled warrior. His sword,
called Hrunting was used by Beowulf in a later battle.
Welthow – Hrothgar’s wife, Queen of the Danes.
Wiglaf - a Geat warrior, one of Beowulf’s select band, and the only one to help
him in his final fight with the dragon. Wiglaf might be related to Beowulf.

Beowulf - a Geat, son of Edgetho and nephew of Higlac, king of the Geats.
Higlac is both Beowulf's feudal lord and his uncle.
Brecca - chief of the Brondings, a tribe and Beowulf's friend
From Beowulf
Translated by BurtonRaffel

The Monster Grendel
1
A powerful monster, living down
In the darkness, growled in pain, impatient
As day after day the music rang
Loud in that hall. the harp’s rejoicing
5

Call and the poet’s clear songs, sung
Of the ancient beginnings of us all, recalling
The Almighty making the earth, shaping
These beautiful plains marked off by oceans,
Then proudly setting the sun and moon
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To glow across the land and light it,
The corners of the earth were made lovely with
trees

And leaves, made quick with life, with each
Of the nations who now move on its face. And
then
As now warriors sang of their pleasure:
15

So Hrothgar's men lived happy in his hall
Till the monster stirred, that demon, that fiend,
Grendel, who haunted the moors*, the wild

*Some scholars point
out a close parallel
between
Grendel's
moor and the vision of 20
hell in Sermon 17 of
the
10th-century
bickling, homilies, in
which St. Paul visits
hel under protection of
St.
Michael.
The
25
parallel is seen as
evidence that the
Anglo-Saxons would
have
equated
Grendel's lair with the
Christian hell.

Marshes, and made his home in a hell
Not hell but earth. He was spawned in that
slime,
Conceived by a pair of those monsters born
Of Cain, murderous creatures banished
By God, punished forever for the crime
Of Abel’s death. The Almighty drove
Those demons out, and their exile was bitter,
Shut away from men, they split
Into a thousand forms of evil—spirits
And fiends, goblins, monsters, giants.
A brood forever opposing the Lord’s
Will, and again and again defeated
2

30

*Herot-means 'hart' or
'stag'. The hart was a
symbol of kingship to
the Anglo-saxons.
35

Then, when darkness had dropped. Grendel
Went up to Herot*, wondering what the
warriors
Would do in that hall when their drinking was
done
He found them sprawled in sleep, suspecting
Nothing, their dreams undisturbed. The
monster’s
Thoughts were as quick as his greed or his
claws
He slipped through the door and there in the
silence
Snatched up thirty men, smashed them
Unknowing in their beds, and ran out with
their bodies,
The blood dripping behind him, back

40

*lament-to mourn or
to express sorrow in a

To his lair, delighted with his night’s slaughter
At daybreak, with the sun’s first light, they
saw
How well he had worked, and in that gray
morning
Broke their long feast with tears and laments*
For the dead. Hrothgar, their lord, sat joyless

demonstrative manner 45

In Herot, a mighty prince mourning
The fate of his lost friends and companions.
Knowing by its tracks that some demon had
torn
His followers apart. He wept, fearing
The beginning might not be the end. And that
night
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Grendel came again, so set
On murder that no crime could ever be enough,
No savage assault quench* his lust

*quench-to
extinguish, to put out,
to relieve with liquid

For evil. Then each warrior tried
To escape him, searched for rest in different
55

Beds, as far from Herot as they could find,
Seeing how Grendel hunted when they slept.
Distance was safety; the only survivors
Were those who fled him. Hate had triumphed
So Grendel ruled, fought with the righteous.
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One against many, and won; so Herot
Stood empty; and stayed deserted for years.
Twelve winters of grief for Hrothgar, king
Of the Danes, sorrow heaped at his door
By hell-forged hands. His misery leaped
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The seas, was told and sung in all
Men’s ears: how Grendel’s hatred began.
How the monster relished* his savage war

*relish-to take great
pleasure

On the Danes, keeping the bloody feud
Alive, seeking no peace, offering
70

No truce, accepting no settlement, no price
In gold or land, and paying the living
For one crime only with another. No one
Waited for reparation from his plundering
claws
That shadow of death hunted in the darkness.
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Stalked Hrothgar’s warriors, old
And young, lying in waiting, hidden
In mist, invisibly following them from the
edge
Of the marsh, always there, unseen.
So mankind’s enemy continued his crimes.
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Killing as often as he could, coming
Alone, bloodthirsty and horrible. Though he

lived
In Herot, when the night hid him, he never
Dared to touch king Hrothgar’s glorious

85

Throne, protected by God—God
Whose love Grendel could not know. But
Hrothgar’s
Heart was bent. The best and most noble
Of his council debated remedies, sat
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In secret sessions, talking of terror
And wondering what the bravest of warriors
could do.
And sometimes they sacrificed to the old stone
gods,
Made heathen vows, hoping for Hell’s
Support, the Devil’s guidance in driving
Their affliction off. That was their way,
And the heathen’s only hope, Hell
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Always in their hearts, knowing neither God
Nor His passing as He walks, through our
world, the Lord
Of Heaven and earth, their ears could not hear
His praise nor know His glory. Let them

*solace-to comfort or 100
to cheer

Beware, those who are thrust into danger,
Clutched at by trouble, yet can carry no
solace*
In their hearts, cannot hope to be better! Hail
To those who will rise to God, drop off
Their dead bodies, and seek our Father’s
peace!
3
So the living sorrow of Healfdane’s son

105

Simmered, bitter and fresh, and no wisdom
Or strength could break it: That agony hung
On king and people alike, harsh
And unending, violent and cruel, and evil.

*Geats-The
Geats
lived in what is today 110
south-western
Sweden. Higlac, king
of the Geats and
Beowulf’s kinsman,
was killed in a raid on
the Franks in 521. In

In his far-off home Beowulf, Higlac’s
Follower and the strongest of the Geats*—
greater
And stronger than anyone anywhere in this
world—
Heard how Grendel filled nights with horror
And quickly commanded a boat fitted out,
Proclaiming that he’d go 10 that famous king,

the complete version, 115
the end of the poem
forecasts the Geats’
defeat by another
tribe, the Swedes.

Would sail across the sea to Hrothgar.
Now when help was needed. None
Of the wise ones regretted his going, much
As he was loved by the Geats: The omens were
good,
And they urged the adventure on. So Beowulf
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Chose the mightiest men he could find,
The bravest and best of the Geats, fourteen
In all, and led them down to their boat,
He knew the sea, would point the prow
Straight to that distant Danish shore.

Beowulf arrives in Denmark and is directed to Herot, the mead-hall of King
Hrothgar. The king sends Wulfgar one of his thanes (or feudal lords), to greet
the visitors.
The Arrival of the Hero
125

Then Wulfgar went to the door and addressed
The waiting seafarers with soldier’s words
My lord, the great king of the Danes,
commands me

130

To tell you that he knows of your noble birth
And that having come to him from over the
open
Sea you have come bravely and are welcome
Now go to him as you are in your armor and
helmets.
But leave your battle shields here and your
spears
Let them lie waiting for the promises your
words
May make
Beowulf arose, with his men
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Around him, ordering a few to remain
With their weapons, leading the others quickly
Along under Herot’s steep root into Hrothgar’s
Presence standing on that prince’s own hearth.

*mail shirt-This mail
shirt would have been
composed of as many 140
as twnety thousand
small
iron
rings
riveted or welded shut,
creating a mash-net
effect.

Helmeted, the silvery metal of his mail shirt*
Gleaming with a smith’s n high art, he greeted
The Dane’s great lord
“Hail, Hrothgar.
Higlac is my cousin and my king, the days
Of my youth have been filled with glory: Now
Grendel’s

Name has echoed in our land. Sailors
145
*mead-an alcoholic
drink of fermented
honey and water

Have brought us stories of Herot, the best
Of all mead-halls*, deserted and useless when
the moon
Hangs in skies the sun had lit.
Light and life fleeing together
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My people have said, the wisest most knowing
And best of them, that my duty was to go to
the Danes
Great king. They have seen my strength for
themselves
Have watched me rise from the darkness of
war
Dripping with my enemies’ blood I drove
Five great giants into chains, chased
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All of that race from the earth. I swam
In the blackness of night, hunting monsters
I
Out of the ocean, and killing them one
By one: death was my errand and the fate
They had earned. Now Grendel and I are called
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Together, and I’ve come. Grant me, then,
Lord and protector of this noble place.
A single request I have come so far.
Oh shelterer of warriors and your people’s
loved friend
That this one favor you should not refuse me—
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That I, alone and with the help of my men,
May purge all evil from this hall, I have heard.
Too, that the monster’s scorn of men
Is so great that he needs no weapons and fears
none
Nor will I My lord Higlac
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Might think less of me if I let my sword
Go where my feet were afraid to, if I hid
Behind some broad linden shield. My hands
Alone shall fight for me, struggle for life
Against the monster. God must decide
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Who will be given to death’s cold grip
Grendel’s plan. I think, will be
What it has been before, to invade this hall
And gorge his belly with our bodies. If he can,
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If he can. And I think, if my time will have
come,
There’ll be nothing to mourn over, no corpse
to prepare
For its grave: Grendel will carry our bloody
Flesh to the moors, crunch on our bones,
And smear torn scraps of our skin on the walls
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Of his den. No, I expect no Danes
Will fret* about sewing our shrouds, if he
wins.
And if death does take me, send the hammered

*fret-to worry or be
annoyed

Mail of my armor to I Higlac, return
The inheritance I had from Hrethel, and he
From Wayland. Fate will unwind as it must!”
5
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Hrothgar replied, protector of the Danes:
“Beowulf, you’ve come to us in friendship,
and because
Of the reception your father found at our court.
Edgetho had begun a bitter feud,
Killing Hathlaf, a Wulfing warrior:
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Your father’s countrymen were afraid of war,
If he returned to his home, and they turned him
away
Then he traveled across the curving waves
To the land of the Danes. I was new to the
throne,
Then, a young man ruling this wide
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Kingdom and its golden city: Hergar,
My older brother, a far better man
Than I, had died and dying made me,
Second among Healfdane’s sons, first
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In this nation. I bought the end of Edgetho’s
Quarrel, sent ancient treasures through the
ocean’s
Furrows* to the Wulfings; your father swore
He’d keep that peace. My tongue grows heavy,
And my heart, when I try to tell you what
Grendel

*furrow-to
make
wrinkles or grooves
210

Has brought us, the damage he’s done, here
In this hall. You see for yourself how much
smaller
Our ranks have become, and can guess what
we’ve lost

To his terror. Surely the Lord Almighty
Could stop his madness, smother his lust!
How many times have my men, glowing
215
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With courage drawn from too many cups
Of ale, sworn to stay after dark
And stem that horror with a sweep of their
swords.
And then, in the morning, this mead-hall
glittering
With new light would be drenched with blood,
the benches
Stained red, the floors, all wet from dial
fiend’s
Savage assault—and my soldiers would be
fewer
Still, death taking more and more.
But to table, Beowulf, a banquet in your honor:
Let us toast your victories, and talk of the
future.”
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Then Hrothgar’s men gave places to the Geats,
Yielded benches to the brave visitors,
And led them to the feast. The keeper of the
mead
Came carrying out the carved flasks,
And poured that bright sweetness. A poet
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Sang, from time to time, in a clear
Pure voice, Danes and visiting Geats
Celebrated as one, drank and rejoiced.
Unferth’s Challenge
6
Unferth spoke, Ecglaf's son,
Who sat at Hrothgar’s feet, spoke harshly

235
*vex-to annoy

And sharp (vexed* by Beowulf's adventure,
By their visitor’s courage, and angry that
anyone
In Denmark or anywhere on earth had ever
Acquired glory and fame greater
Than his own):
“You’re Beowulf, are you—the same

240

Boastful fool who fought a swimming
Match with Brecca, both of you daring
And young and proud, exploring the deepest

Seas, risking your lives for no reason
But the danger? All older and wiser heads
warned you
245

Not to, but no one could check such pride.
With Brecca at your side you swam along
The sea-paths, your swift-moving hands
pulling you
Over the ocean’s face. Then winter
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Churned through the water, the waves ran you
As they willed, and you struggled seven long
nights
To survive. And at the end victory was his,
Not yours. The sea carried him close
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To his home, to southern Norway, near
The land of the Brondings, where he ruled and
was loved
Where his treasure was piled and his strength
protected
His towns and his people. He’d promised to outswim you:
Bonstan’s son made that boast ring true.
You’ve been lucky in your battles, Beowulf,
but I think
Your luck may change if you challenge
Grendel.
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Staying a whole night through in this hall,
Waiting where that fiercest of demons can find
you.”
Beowulf answered, Edgetho’s great son:
“Ah! Unferth, my friend, your face
Is hot with ale, and your tongue has tried
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To tell us about Brecca’s doings. But the truth
Is simple: No man swims in the sea
As I can, no strength is a match for mine.
As boys, Brecca and I had boasted—
We were both too young to know better—that
we’d risk
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Our lives far out at sea, and so
We did. Each of us carried a naked
Sword, prepared for whales or the swift
Sharp teeth and beaks of needlefish.
He could never leave me behind, swim faster

275

Across the waves than I could, and I
Had chosen to remain close to his side.

I remained near him for five long nights.
Until a flood swept us apart;
The frozen sea surged around me,
280

It grew dark, the wind turned bitter, blowing
From the north, and the waves were savage. Creatures
Who sleep deep in the sea were stirred
Into life—and the iron hammered links
Of my mail shirt, these shining bits of metal
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Woven across my breast, saved me
From death. A monster seized me, drew me
Swiftly toward the bottom, swimming with its
claws
Tight in my flesh. But fate let me
Find its heart with my sword, hack myself
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Free; I fought that beast’s last battle,
Let it floating lifeless in the sea.
7
“Other monsters crowded around me,
Continually attacking. I treated them politely.
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Offering the edge of my razor sharp sword.
But the feast, I think, did not please them,
filled
Their evil bellies with no banquet-rich food,
Thrashing there at the bottom of the sea;
By morning they’d decided to sleep on the
shore,
Lying on their backs, their blood spilled out
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On the sand. Afterwards, sailors could cross
That sea-road and feel no fear; nothing
Would stop their passing. Then God’s bright
beacon
Appeared in the east, the water lay still,
And at last I could see the land, wind-swept
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Cliff-walls at the edge of the coast. Fate saves
The living when they drive away death by
themselves!
Lucky or not, nine was the number
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Of sea-huge monsters I killed. What man,
Anywhere under Heaven’s high arch, has
fought
In such darkness, endured more misery, or
been harder

Pressed? Yet I survived the sea, smashed
The monsters’ hot jaws swam home from my
journey.
The swift-flowing waters swept me along
And I landed on Finnish soil. I’ve heard
315

No tales of you. Unferth, telling
Of such clashing terror, such contests in the
night!
Brecca’s battles were never so bold,
Neither he nor you can match me—and I mean
No boast, have announced no more than I
know
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To be true. And there’s more: You murdered your brothers,
Your own close kin. Words and bright wit
Won’t help your soul; you’ll suffer hell’s fires,
Unferth, forever tormented. Ecglaf’s
Proud son, if your hands were as hard, your
heart
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As fierce as you think it, no fool would dare
To raid your hall, ruin Herot
And oppress its prince, as Grendel has done.
But he’s learned that terror is his alone,
Discovered he can come for your people with no fear
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Of reprisal; he’s found no fighting, here,
But only food, only delight.
He murders as he likes, with no mercy, gorges
And feasts on your flesh, and expects no trouble.
No quarrel from the quiet Danes. Now
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The Geats will show him courage, soon
He can test his strength in battle. And when the sun
Comes up again, opening another
Bright day from the south, anyone in Denmark
May enter this hall That evil will be gone.”
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Hrothgar, gray-haired and brave, sat happily
Listening, the famous ring giver sure,
At last, that Grendel could be killed; he believed
In Beowulf’s bold strength and the firmness of his spirit
There was the sound of laughter, and the cheerful clanking
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Of cups, and pleasant words. Then Welthow,
Hrothgar’s gold-ringed queen, greeted
The warriors; a noble woman who knew

What was right, she raised a flowing cup
To Hrothgar first, holding it high
350

For the lord of the Danes to drink, wishing him
Joy in that feast. The famous king
Drank with pleasure and blessed their banquet
Then Welthow went from warrior to warrior.
Pouring a portion from the jeweled cup
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For each, till the bracelet-wearing queen
Had carried the mead-cup among them and it was Beowulf’s
Turn to be served. She saluted the Geats’
Great prince, thanked God for answering her
prayers,
For allowing her hands the happy duty
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Of offering mead to a hero who would help
Her afflicted people. He drank what she
poured,
Edgetho’s brave son, then assured the Danish
Queen that his heart was firm and his hands
Ready:
“When we crossed the sea, my comrades
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And I, I already knew that all
My purpose was this: to win the good will
Of your people or die in battle, pressed
In Grendel’s fierce grip. Let me live in
greatness
And courage, or here in this hall welcome
My death!”
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Welthow was pleased with his words,
His bright-tongued boasts: she carried them back
To her lord, walked nobly across to his side.
The feast went on, laughter and music
And the brave words of warriors celebrating
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Their delight. Then Hrothgar rose, Healfdane’s
Son, heavy with sleep: as soon
As the sun had gone, he knew that Grendel
Would come to Herot, would visit that hall
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When night had covered the earth with its net
And the shapes of darkness moved black and
silent
Through the world. Hrothgar’s warriors rose

with him
He went to Beowulf, embraced the Geats’
Brave prince, wished him well, and hoped
That Herot would be his to command. And
then
He declared:
385

“No one strange to this land
Has ever been gained what I’ve given you,
No one in all the years of my rule.
Make this best of all mead-halls yours, and
then
Keep it free of evil, fight
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With glory in your heart! Purge Herot
And your ship will sail home with its treasureholds full.”

The Battle with Grendel
8
Out from the marsh, from the foot of misty
Hills and bogs, bearing God’s hatred,
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Grendel came, hoping to kill
Anyone he could trap on this trip to high
Herot.
He moved quickly through the cloudy night,
Up from his swampland, sliding silently
Toward that gold-shining hall. He had visited
Hrothgar’s
Home before, knew the way—
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But never, before nor after that night,
Found Her ot defended so firmly, his reception
So harsh. He journeyed, forever joyless,
Straight to the door, then snapped it open,
Tore its iron fasteners with a touch,
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And rushed angrily over the threshold.
He strode quickly across the inlaid
Floor, snarling and fierce: His eyes
Gleamed in the darkness, burned
gruesome

with

Light. Then he stopped, seeing the hall
410

Crowded with sleeping warriors, stuffed
With rows of young soldiers resting together.

And his heart laughed, he relished the sight,
Intended to tear the life from those bodies
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By morning: the monster’s mind was hot
With the thought of food and the feasting his
belly
Would soon know. But fate, that night,
intended
Grendel to gnaw the broken bones
Of his last human supper. Human
Eyes were watching his evil steps,
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Waiting to see his swift hard claws.
Grendel snatched at the first Geat
He came to, ripped him apart, cut
His body to bits with powerful jaws,

*bolt-to
suddenly

Drank the blood from his veins, and bolted*

move
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Him down, hands and feet; death
And Grendel’s great teeth came together,
Snapping life shut. Then he stepped to another
Still body, clutched at Beowulf with his claws,
Grasped at a strong-hearted wakeful sleeper
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—And was instantly seized himself, claws
Bent back as Beowulf leaned up on one arm
That shepherd of evil, guardian of crime,
Knew at once that nowhere on earth
Had he met a man whose hands were harder;
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*talons-claws

His mind was flooded with fear—but nothing
Could take his talons* and himself from that
tight
Hard grip. Crendel’s one thought was to run
From Beowulf, flee back to his marsh and hide
there:
This was a different Herot than the hall he had
emptied.
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But Higlac’s follower remembered his final
Boast and, standing erect, stopped
The monster’s flight, fastened those claws
In his fists till they cracked, clutched Grendel

*infamous-having a
reputation of the worst 445
kind; vicious

Closer. The infamous* killer fought
For his freedom, wanting no flesh but retreat,
Desiring nothing but escape; his claws

Had been caught, he was trapped. That trip to
Herot
Was a miserable journey for the writhing
monster!
The high hall rang, its roof boards swayed,
450

And Danes shook with terror. Down
The aisles the battle swept, angry
And wild. Herot trembled, wonderfully
Built to withstand the blows, the struggling
Great bodies beating at its beautiful walls,
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Shaped and fastened with iron, inside
And out, artfully worked, the building
Stood firm. Its benches rattled, fell
To the floor, gold-covered boards grating
As Grendel and Beowulf battled across them
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Hrothgar’s wise men had fashioned Herot
To stand forever; only fire,
They had planned, could shatter what such
skill had put
Together, swallow in hot flames such splendor
Of ivory and iron and wood. Suddenly
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The sounds changed, the Danes started
In new terror, cowering in their beds as the
terrible
Screams of the Almighty’s enemy sang
In the darkness, the horrible shrieks of pain
And defeat, the tears torn out of Grendel’s
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Taut throat, hell’s captive caught in the arms
Of him who of all the man on earth
Was the strongest.
9
That mighty protector of men
Meant to hold the monster till its life
Leaped out, knowing the fiend was no use
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To anyone in Denmark. All of Beowulf’s
Band had jumped from their beds, ancestral
Swords raised and ready, determined
To protect their prince if they could. Their
courage
Was great hut all wasted: They could hack at
Grendel
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From every side, trying to open

A path for his evil soul, but their points
Could not hurt him, the sharpest and hardest
iron
Could not scratch at his skin, for that sinstained demon
Had bewitched all men’s weapons, laid spells
485

Thai blunted every mortal man's blade.
And yet his time had come, his days
Were over, his death near; down
To hell he would go, swept groaning and helpless
To the waiting hands of still worse fiends.
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Now he discovered—once the afflictor
Of men, tormentor of their days—what it
meant
To feud with Almighty God: Grendel
Saw that his strength was deserting him, his
claws
Bound fast, Higlac’s brave follower tearing at
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His hands. The monster’s hatred rose higher,
But his power had gone. He twisted in pain,
And the bleeding sinews* deep in his shoulder
Snapped, muscle and bone split

*sinews-tendons

And broke. The battle was over. Beowulf
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Had been granted new glory: Grendel escaped,
But wounded as he was could flee to his den,
His miserable hole at the bottom of the marsh,
Only to die, to wait for the end
Of all his days. And after that bloody
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Combat the Danes laughed with delight.
He who had come to them from across the sea.
Bold and strong-minded, had driven affliction
Off, purged Herot clean. He was happy,
Now, with that night’s fierce work; the Danes
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Had been served as he’d boasted he’d serve them; Beowulf
A prince of the Geats, had killed Grendel.
Ended the grief, the sorrow, the suffering
Forced on Hrothgar’s helpless people
By a bloodthirsty fiend. No Dane doubted
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The victory, for the proof, hanging high

From the rafters where Beowulf had hung it, was the monster’s
Arm, claw and shoulder and all.
10
And then, in the morning, crowds surrounded
Herot, warriors coming to that hall
520

From faraway lands, princes and leaders
Of men hurrying to behold the monster’s
Great staggering tracks. They gaped with no
sense
Of sorrow, felt no regret for his suffering.
Went tracing his bloody footprints, his beaten
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And lonely flight, to the edge of the lake
Where he’d dragged his corpselike way,
doomed
And already weary of his vanishing life.
The water was bloody, steaming and boiling
In horrible pounding waves, heat
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Sucked from his magic veins: but the swirling
Surf had covered his death, hidden
Deep in murky darkness his miserable
End, as hell opened to receive him.
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Then old and young rejoiced, turned back
From that happy pilgrimage, mounted their
hard-hooved
Horses, high-spirited stallions, and rode them
Slowly toward Herot again, retelling
Beowulf’s bravery as they jogged along.
And over and over they swore that nowhere
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On earth or under the spreading sky
Or between the seas, neither south nor north.
Was there a warrior worthier to rule over men.
(But no one meant Beowulf’s praise to belittle
Hrothgar, their kind and gracious king!)…

11
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. . . “They live in secret places, windy

Cliffs, wolf-dens where water pours
From the rocks, then runs underground, where mist
Steams like black clouds, and the groves of trees
Growing out over their lake are all covered
550

With frozen spray, and wind down snakelike
Roots that reach as far as the water
And help keep it dark. At night that lake
Burns like a torch. No one knows its bottom,
No wisdom reaches such depths. A deer,
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Hunted through the woods by packs of hounds,
A stag with great horns, though driven through
the forest
From faraway places, prefers to die
On those shores, refuses to save its life
In that water. It isn’t far, nor is it

560

A pleasant spot! When the wind stirs
And storms, waves splash toward the sky,
As dark as the air, as black as the rain
That the heavens weep. Our only help,
Again, lies with you. Grendel’s mother

565

Is hidden in her terrible home, in a place
You’ve not seen. Seek it, if you dare! Save us,
Once more, and again twisted gold,
Heaped-up ancient treasure, will reward you
For the battle you win!”

The Monster’s Mother

570

12
... He leaped into the lake, would not wait for
anyone’s
Answer; the heaving water covered him
Over. For hours he sank through the waves;
At last he saw the mud of the bottom.
And all at once the greedy she-wolf
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Who’d ruled those waters for half a hundred
Years discovered him, saw that a creature
From above had come to explore the bottom
Of her wet world. She welcomed him in her
claws,

Clutched at him savagely but could not harm
him.
580

Tried to work her fingers through the tight
Ring-woven mail on his breast, but tore
And scratched in vain. Then she carried him,
armor
And sword and all, to her home; he struggled
To free his weapon, and failed. The fight
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Brought other monsters swimming to see
Her catch, a host of sea beasts who beat at
His mail shirt, stabbing with tusks and teeth
As they followed along. Then he realized,
suddenly.
That she’d brought him into someone’s battlehall,
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And there the water’s heat could not hurt him,
Nor anything in the lake attack him through
The building’s high-arching roof. A brilliant
Light burned all around him, the lake
Itself like a fiery flame.
Then he saw
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The mighty water witch, and swung his sword,
His ring-marked blade, straight at her head;
The iron sang its fierce song,
Sang Beowulf’s strength. But her guest
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Discovered that no sword could slice her evil
Skin, that Hrunting could not hurt her, was
useless
Now when he needed it. They wrestled, she ripped
And tore and clawed at him, bit holes in his
helmet,
And that too failed him; for the first time in
years
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Of being worn to war it would earn no glory;
It was the last time anyone would wear it. But
Beowulf
Longed only for fame, leaped back
Into battle. He tossed his sword aside,
Angry; the steel-edged blade lay where
He’d dropped it. If weapons were useless he’d
use

610

His hands, the strength in his fingers. So fame
Comes to the men who mean to win it

And care about nothing else! He raised
His arms and seized her by the shoulder; anger

615

Doubled his strength, he threw her to the floor.
She fell, Grendel’s fierce mother, and the
Geats’
Proud prince was ready to leap on her. But she
rose
At once and repaid him with her clutching
claws,
Wildly tearing at him. He was weary, that best
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And strongest of soldiers; his feet stumbled
And in an instant she had him down, held
helpless.
Squalling with her weight on his stomach, she
drew
A dagger, brown with dried blood and
prepared
To avenge her only son. But he was stretched
On his back, and her stabbing blade was
blunted
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By the woven mail shirt he wore on his chest
The hammered links held; the point
Could not touch him. He’d have traveled to the bottom of the earth,
Edgetho’s son, and died there, if that shining
Woven metal had not helped—and Holy

630

God, who sent him victory, gave judgment
For truth and right, Ruler of the Heavens,
Once Beowulf was back on his feet and
fighting.
13
Then he saw, hanging on the wall, a heavy

635

Sword, hammered by giants, strong
And blessed with their magic, the best of all
weapons
But so massive that no ordinary man could lift

*scabbard…hilt: A
scabbard is a case that
holds the blade of a
sword, a hilt is a a 640
sword's handle.

Its carved and decorated length. He drew it
From its scabbard*, broke the chain on its
hilt*,
And then, savage, now, angry
And desperate, lifted it high over his head
And struck with all the strength he had left,
Caught her in the neck and cut it through,
Broke bones and all. Her body fell
To the floor, lifeless, the sword was wet

645
*Critics who trace
Christian
parallels
throughout the epic
have commented that
Beowulf's immersion
650
into the lair is a kind
of baptism (i.e. he is
washed clean of sins).
The light in Line 646
would indicate God's
favour.
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With her blood, and Beowulf rejoiced at the
sight.
The brilliant light shone*, suddenly,
As though burning in that hall, and as bright as
Heaven’s
Own candle, lit in the sky. He looked
At her home, then following along the wall
Went walking, his hands tight on the sword,
His heart still angry. He was hunting another
Dead monster, and took his weapon with him
For final revenge against Grendel’s vicious
Attacks, his nighttime raids, over
And over, corning to Herot when Hrothgar’s
Men slept, killing them in their beds,
Eating some on the spot, fifteen
Or more, and running to his loathsome* moor

*loathsomedisgusting
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With another such sickening meal waiting
In his pouch. But Beowulf repaid him for those
visits,
Found him lying dead in his corner.
Armless, exactly as that fierce fighter
Had sent him out from Herot, then struck off
His head with a single swift blow. The body

665

Jerked for the last time, then lay still. . ..
The Final Battle
14
Then he said farewell to his followers,
Each in his turn, for the last time:
“I’d use no sword, no weapon, if this beast
Could be killed without it, crushed to death

670

Like Grendel, gripped in my hands and torn
Limb from limb. But his breath will be burning
Hot, poison will pour from his tongue.
I feel no shame, with shield and sword
And armor, against this monster: When he
comes to me

675

I mean to stand, not run from his shooting
Flames, stand till fate decides
Which of us wins. My heart is firm.
My hands calm: I need no hot

Words. Wait for me close by, my friends.
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We shall see, soon, who will survive
This bloody battle, stand when the fighting
Is done. No one else could do
What I mean to, here, no man but me
Could hope to defeat this monster. No one

685

Could try. And this dragon’s treasure, his gold
And everything hidden in that tower, will be
mine
Or war will sweep me to a bitter death!”
Then Beowulf rose, still brave, still strong,

690

And with his shield at his side, and a mail shirt on his breast,
Strode calmly, confidently, toward the tower,
under
The rocky cliffs: No coward could have
walked there!
And then he who’d endured dozens of
desperate
Battles, who’d stood boldly while swords and
shields
Clashed, the best of kings, saw

695

Huge stone arches and felt the heat
Of the dragon’s breath, flooding down
Through the hidden entrance, too hot for
anyone
To stand, a streaming current of fire
And smoke that blocked all passage. And the
Geats’

700

Lord and leader, angry, lowered
His sword and roared out a battle cry,
A call so loud and clear that it reached through
The hoary rock, hung in the dragon’s
Ear. The beast rose, angry.

705

Knowing a man had come—and then nothing
But war could have followed. Its breath came
first.
A steaming cloud pouring from the stone,
Then the earth itself shook. Beowulf

710

Swung his shield into place, held it
In front of him, facing the entrance. The
dragon
Coiled and uncoiled, its heart urging it
Into battle. Beowulf's ancient sword

Was waiting, unsheathed, his sharp and
gleaming
Blade. The beast came closer, both of them
715

Were ready, each set on slaughter. The Geats’
Great prince stood firm, unmoving, prepared
Behind his high shield, waiting in his shining
Armor. The monster came quickly toward him,
Pouring out fire and smoke, hurrying

720

To its fate. Flames beat at the iron
Shield, and for a time it held, protected
Beowulf as he’d planned; then it began to melt,
And for the first time in his life that famous
prince

725

Fought with fate against him, with glory
Denied him. He knew it, but he raised his
sword
And struck at the dragon’s scaly hide.
The ancient blade broke, bit into
The monster’s skin, drew blood, but cracked
And failed him before it went deep enough,
helped him

750

Less than he needed. The dragon leaped
With pain, thrashed and beat at him, spouting
Murderous
flames,
spreading
them
everywhere.
And the Geats’ ring-giver did not boast of
glorious

735

Victories in other wars: His weapon
Had failed him, deserted him, now when he
needed it
Most, that excellent sword Edgetho’s
Famous son stared at death,
Unwilling to leave this world, to exchange it
For a dwelling in some distant place—a
journey

740

Into darkness that all men must make, as death
Ends their few brief hours on earth.
Quickly, the dragon came at him, encouraged
As Beowulf fell back; its breath flared,
And he suffered, wrapped around in swirling

745

Flames—a king, before, but now
A beaten warrior. None of his comrades
Came to him, helped him, his brave and noble

Followers; they ran for their lives, fled

750

Deep in a wood. And only one of them
Remained,
stood
there,
miserable,
remembering,
As a good man must, what kinship should
mean.
15
His name was Wiglaf, he was Wexstan’s son
And a good soldier, his family had been
Swedish.
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Once. Watching Beowulf, he could see
How his king was suffering, burning.
Remembering
Everything his lord and cousin had given him,
Armor and gold and the great estates
Wexstan’s family enjoyed, Wiglaf’s
Mind was made up; he raised his yellow

760

Shield and drew his sword. . .
And Wiglaf, his heart heavy, uttered
The kind of words his comrades deserved:
“I remember how we sat in the mead-hall,
drinking
And boasting of how brave we’d be when
Beowulf
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Needed us, he who gave us these swords
And armor. All of us swore to repay him,
When the time came, kindness for kindness
—With our lives, if he needed them. He allowed us to join him,

770

Chose us from all his great army, thinking
Our boasting words had some weight,
believing
Our promises, trusting our swords. He took us
For soldiers, for men. He meant to kill
This monster himself, our mighty king,

775

Fight this battle alone and unaided,
As in the days when his strength and daring
dazzled
Men’s eyes. But those days are over and gone
And now our lord must lean on younger
Arms. And we must go to him, while angry
Flames burn at his flesh, help

780

Our glorious king! By almighty God,
I’d rather hum myself than see

Flames swirling around my lord.
And who are we to carry home

785

Our shields before we’ve slain his enemy
And ours, to run back to our homes with
Beowulf
So hard pressed here? I swear that nothing
He ever did deserved an end
Like this, dying miserably and alone,

790

Butchered by this savage beast: We swore
That these swords and armor were each for us
all!”…
16
…Then Wiglaf went back, anxious
To return while Beowulf was alive, to bring
him
Treasure they’d won together. He ran,
Hoping his wounded king, weak
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And dying, had not left the world too soon.
Then he brought their treasure to Beowulf, and
found
His famous king bloody, gasping
For breath. But Wiglaf sprinkled water

800

Over his lord, until the words
Deep in his breast broke through and were
heard.
Beholding the treasure he spoke, haltingly:
“For this, this gold, these jewels, I thank
Our Father in Heaven, Ruler of the Earth—
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For all of this, that His Grace has given me,
Allowed me to bring to my people while
breath
Still came to my lips. I sold my life
For this treasure, and I sold it well. Take
What I leave, Wiglaf, lead my people,
Help them; my time is gone. Have

810

The brave Geats build me a tomb,
When the funeral flames have burned me, and
build it
Here, at the water’s edge, high
On this spit of land, so sailors can see
This tower, and remember my name, and call it

815

Beowulf’s tower, and boats in the darkness
And mist, crossing the sea, will know it.”
Then that brave king gave the golden

820

Necklace from around his throat to Wiglaf,
Gave him his gold-covered helmet, and his
rings,
And his mail shirt, and ordered him to use
them well:
“You’re the last of all our far-flung family
Fate has swept our race away,
Taken warriors in their strength and led them
To the death that was waiting. And now I
follow them
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The old man’s mouth was silent, spoke
No more, had said as much as it could;
He would sleep in the fire, soon. His soul
Left his flesh, flew to glory.

Wiglaf berates the faithless warriors who had not gone to the aid of their king. With sorrow,
the Geats then cremate the corpse of their greatest king. They place his ashes, along with all of
the dragon’s treasury. In a huge burial tower by the sea, where it can be seen by voyagers.
17
…And then twelve of the bravest Geats
830

Rode their horses around the tower,
Telling their sorrow, telling stories
Of their dead king and his greatness, his glory,
Praising him for heroic deeds, for a life
As noble as his name. So should all men
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Raise up words for their lords, warm
With love, when their shield and protector
leaves
His body behind, sends his soul
On high. And so Beowulf's followers
Rode, mourning their beloved leader,

840

Crying that no better king had ever
Lived, no prince so mild, no man
So open to his people, so deserving of praise.

Elements of Literature
E p i c is a long narrative poem that relates the great deeds of a larger-than-life hero
who embodies the values of a particular society. Most epics include elements of myth,
legend, folklore and history. Their tone is serious and their language is grand. Most epic

heroes undertake quests to achieve something of tremendous value to themselves or their
society. The earliest epic is the Epic of Gilgamesh composed by the Sumerians in one of
the ancient languages of Mesopotamia (now Iraq). Homer’s Odyssey and Iliad and
Virgil’s Aeneid are the best-known epics in the Western tradition. The two most
important English epics are the Anglo-Saxon poem Beowulf and John Milton’s Paradise
Lost. An epic is a quest story on a grand scale.
The epic form includes such features:
- poetic lines that have regular meter and rhythm and formal, elevated or even lofty
language
- main characters who are strong, stronger than normal humans, have even
superhuman qualities and moral
- sometimes the characters see dreams, foretelling something about the future state
of things.
- gods or godlike beings who intervene in the events.
- actions on a huge scale involving the fates of entire people.
- stories that begin in medias res that is in the middle of the things or at a critical
point in the action.
T H E

E P I C

H E R O

Epic plots usually envolve supernatural events during long, lasting periods of time, long
journeys, life and death struggles between good and evil. The epic hero is the central
figure in along narrative that reflects the values and heroic ideals of a particular society.
So the epic hero who undertakes quests to fight against evil sometimes presented by
superhuman creatures (dragons, giants, demons, etc) must have corresponding qualities.
The epichero embodies the ideals and values of his people, he has high moral qualities
and almost always defeats his enemies through his extraordinary physical strength, skill
as a warrior, nobility of character, quick wit. He is a great warrior, a cunning leader, a
clever speaker and highly skilled at everything. The epic hero is rarely modest and
boasting is almost a ritual in epics.
Beowulf, like all epic heroes, has superior physical strength and is supremely ethical.
In his quest he must defeat monsters that embody dark, destructive powers. At the end of
the quest he is glorified by the people he has saved.

ANGLO - SAXON

POETRY

Old English poetry, the Anglo-Saxon vernacular verse composed in England before the
Norman Conquest, constitutes one of the richest medieval traditions in any modern
European tongue. The period extending from the middle of the seventh century to the
end of the tenth has left a body of verse outstanding in variety and literary excellence. It
was the product partly of an ancient culture which had come to England with the
Germanic Settlement of the fifth and early sixth centuries, and partly of the transforming
influence of the age in which it was written, an age of change and growth during which
Germanic strains were slowly moulded by the influence of medieval learning and the
Latin culture of the Christian Church.
The successive waves of the Settlement had brought to England a store of Continental
tradition: myth and saga, folk-tale and chronicle, legends long known among the
Germanic tribes and now remembered and retold in England. The singer was an English
minstrel, but often the song re-echoed a Continental past.
The world of nature that hedged men about was stubborn and harsh. The years were
reckoned by the passing of the winters. Darkness and cold, the freezing hardships of
winter on land and sea, the haunting fear of danger lurking in the shadows after the sun

was gone, these are the themes that set the grim mood for much of the early verse. But
when the long severe winter months came to an end and the sunny, shining days of
Spring returned with the greening meadows and blossoming earth and the charming
music of singing birds could be heard, a joyous time came and not a few passages of Old
English verse contain brief, vivid realisms of Spring mood which make them memorable.
At the same time much in the world of nature was unknown and terrifying.
Superstitious imagination peopled the dark with warlocks and witches, gnomes and trolls
and a malign and haunting crew of evil spirits.
The literature of the Anglo-Saxons falls into two distinct periods: that ofpagan poetry in
the fifth and sixth centuries, and that of Christian literature, both prose and poetry, from
the seventh to the eleventh. The old pagan poetry was passed from mouth to mouth by
scops and gleemen, not being put into writing until the establishment of Christian
monasteries years afterwards. Of course, what we know today is probably only a small
part of the original body of literature. Not only were many word-of-mouth chants
doubtless lost,but also, later on in English history a great many manuscripts were lost
during the reign of King Henry VIII, when he dissolved the monasteries of England.
Libraries were then destroyed or sold for a song. Fortunately some writings escaped the
fate of carrying beyond seas to booksellers there where a great number of them were
used in shops and kitchens, presumably for wrapping-paper or for the keeping of
accounts.
The bulk of old English poetry is preserved in four manuscripts:
1. The Codex Exoniencis of Exeter Book (Chapter Library of Exeter Cathedral) It
contains the most important shorter poems of the pagan period many of which
may have been in existence among the Angles and Saxons before they came to
England.
2. The Codex Vercellensis or Vercelli Book (Cathedral Library at Vercelli, near
Milan) written in the later part of the 10th century.
3. Cotton Vitellius A. XV. (British Museum)
4. Junius MS is now in the Bodleian Library in Oxford.
Beowulf MS was discovered in the early eighteenth century and preserved in the British
Museum
No doubt the MSS remaining to us represent only a fragment of Anglo-Saxon poetic
literature. It is also important to mention that all that literature remained to us in
„modernized” form that is from the Christian period and bear the signs of rewriting or at
least foreign influence.
W i d s i t h, composed in the seventh century, is probably the oldest poem in English.
W i d s i t h and D e o r ’s L a m e n t are poems of minstrel life. „Widsith, the Minstrel”
tells us of his travels, of the great rulers he has known and the rich gifts he has
received.but the allusions cover so many years that no actual Widsith could have visited
all the heroic figures he names. Indeed , it is a question whether the long „catalogue” of
rulers and tribes and tribes was a part of original poem. In many instances the Widsith
supplements names and allusions that occur in other Old English poems.Lines 45-49
mention the bitter feud between Danes and Heathobards outlined by Beowulf in his
account of is Danish adventures.
D e o r’ s L a m e n t, once court-singer of the Heodenings, tells of his displacement
by the minstrel Heorrenda who had supplanted him in his lord’s favour and succeeded to
the „landright” Deor once had held. The poem is in strophic arrangement, each strophe
rehearsing historic instances of adversity and ending with a refrain:”That evil ended, so
also may this!” Both poems may serve as examples following continental traditions.
THE SEAFARER

Another important piece of Anglo-Saxon literature is The Seafarer. To an island people
the sea is an essential and intimate part of national life. It is not surprising therefore that
in English literature the sea theme has probably been more constantly recurring than in
that of any other great nation. The Seafarer is from the so called Exeter Book, a
manuscript of miscellaneous Anglo-Saxon poems dating from around A.D. 940, copied
in A.D.975, and
now preserved at Exeter Cathedral in England. Though the manuscript survived the raids
and fires of the centuries, there are many signs that the Exeter Book had not been well
cared for. Nevertheless today its „songs”, copied down by monks, are our chief source of
Anglo-Saxon poetry.
The Anglo-Saxons were voyagers and the northern seas were then, as now, especially
cruel. The speaker of the Seafarer is an old sailor who drifted through many winters on
ice-cold seas. In The Seafarer the hardship, loneliness and danger of wintry voyages in
unchartedseas, and the lre and fascination that interwine even with knowledge of
peril,these attributes of the sailor;s life are set forth with sensitive faithfulness.Though
not the first lyric poem, The Seafarer, of unknown authorship and exact date, is one of
the earliest lyrics of English literature. In vividness of detail and quality of dictionit need
not suffer by comparison with Seafever, a popular poem on a similar theme by England’s
present poet-laureate – John Masefield. The Seafarer as translated by many different
translators among them Dr. J. Duncan Spaeth, Kevin Crossley-Holland, Burton Raffael,
etc. Burton Raffael describes the special demands of verse translation as follows: “Verse
translation is a mirror art, but a unique one. . . . The translator’s only hope is to recreate
something roughly euivalentin the new language, something that is itself good poetry and
that at the same time carries a reasonable measure of the force and flavor of the original.
. . . .”
The Seafarer’s first line leads us to expect a tale. However the poem is not a story but
the speaker’s thoughts about life – what he has learned and what he believes. It describes
the lifetime of hardships at sea, what is described very vividly. The seafarer believes that
people should respect God, live modestly and control pride. They should treat the world
fairly and seek the grace of God.
This poem has been the subject of scholarly debate for many years because it seems to
shift in tone and subject matter after line 64. Some critics believe the poem is a dialogue
between an experienced mariner and a young man eager to go to sea; others see it as the
conflicting emotions of one man.
Dr. J. Duncan Spaeth translating the poem arranged the poem as a dialogue, though the
original is not divided in this way. This arrangement is warranted by the contrast
suggested in
the poem itself betweenbitter experience and youthful enthusiasm. It is the earliest
example in English literature of the difference in point of view between realism and
romance.
The old sailor has had a hard, lonely life. He has travelled in dangerous seas and
suffered much from cold, hunger and exhaustion. The poem’s diction makes clear that
the seafarer’s life was harsh, lonely and full of hardship. He directly had not said so.
Several lines help us imagine life at sea. They clarify how harsh the sailor’s life is.
Nevertheless, the sailor returns to the ocean time after time.We may explain this also
with the fact that he may feel more at home on the sea than in society. He refers to his
excitement at returning to the waves. He does not identify with the modern world but
believes in God and in an eternal home in Heaven. The speaker of the poem dislikes the
false pride of the cities. We find lines 33-38 and 58-64 that suggest the speaker’s love of
journeys and adventures, but he is not completely satisfied with life at sea. Survival is
difficult.
First he talks about gloies of adventuring at sea but then he changes direction. He talks
about the present state of the world. To the transience of life on earth we may believe the

poet suggests that bravery leads to favour in Heaven, only bravery is appreciated in this
world. He says the present is a pale reflection of the past. Humans had grown old and
weak, and there is
no longer true glory. These thoughts enhace the poem’s elegiac tone as they mourn the
loss of the world as the sailor has known it in the past.
The lines of the verse support the idea that the poet believes that human beings sould
live according to the ways of God so they will ultimately find joy in Heaven.ing
The short lyric is full of striking metaphores: “frozen chains”, “drowning in
desolation”, “summer’s sentinel”, etc. in the first metaphore ice is compared to chains
which may have readers sense the imprisonment the seafarer feels. The second
metaphore compares sadness with drowning, which may have readers sense despair. The
third compares a cuckoo to a sentinel, implying that both stand guard to maintain order.
The seafarer is searching home – a port where he can settle down or circumstances that
will bring peace to his restless spirit.
Feelings in the poem that parallel feelings today include praise of the past and
unhappiness at the decline of the present. This idea can be found in line 88 where the
poem’s speaker says, “All glory is tarnished”.
The two translations of the poem found below are:
1. by Burton Raffel
2. by Dr. J. Duncan Spaeth
T a s k: Compare them.
THE SEAFARER
Translated by Burton Raffel
This tale is true and mine it tells
How the sea took we swept me back
And forth in sorrow and fear and pain,
Showed me suffering in hundred ships,
in a thousand ports, and in me. It tells
Of smashing surf when I sweated in the cold
As it dashed under cliffs. My feet were cast
in icy bands, bound with frost,
With frozen chains, and hardship groaned
Around my heart. Hunger tore
At my sea weary soul. No man sheltered
On the quiet fairness of earth can feel
How wretched I was, drifting though winter
On an ice-cold sea, whirled in sorrow,
Alone in a world blown clear of love,
Hung with icicles. The hailstorms flew.
The only sound was the roaring sea,
The freezing waves. The song if swan
Might serve for pleasure, the cry of the sea-fowl,
The death noise of birds instead of laughter,
The mewing of gulls instead of mead.
Storms beat on the rocky cliffs and where echoed
By icy feathered terns and the eagle’s screams,
No human could offer comfort there,
To a soul left drowning in desolation.
And who could believe, knowing but
The passion of cities, swelled proud with wine
And no taste of misfortune, how often, how wearily,

I put my self back on the paths of the sea.
Night would blacken, it would snow from the north,
Frost bound the earth and hail would fall,
The coldest seeds. And how my heart
Would begin to beat, knowing once more
The salt waves tossing and the towering sea!
The time of journeys would come and my soul
Called me eagerly out, sent me over
The horizon, seeking foreigners’ homes.
There isn’t a man on earth so proud,
So born to greatness, so bold with his youth,
Grown so brave or so graced by God,
That he feels no fear as the sails unfurl,
Wondering what Fate has willed and will do.
No harps ring in his heart. No rewards.
No passion for women. no worldly pleasures.
Nothing. only the ocean’s heave:
But longingwraps itself around him.
Orchards blossom, the towns bloom.
Fields grow lovely as the world springs fresh,
And all these admonish that willing mind
Leaping to journeys, always set
In thoughts traveling on a quickening tide.
So summer’s sentinel, the cuckoo, sings
In his murmuring voice, and our hearts mourn
As he urges. Who could understand,
In ignorant ease, what we others suffer
As the paths of exile stretch endlessly on?
And yet my heart wanders away,
My soul roams with the sea, the whales’
Home, wandering to the widest corners
Ofthe world, returning ravenouswith desire,
F1ying solitary, screaming, exciting me
To the open ocean, breaking oaths
On the curve of a wave.
Are ferventwith life, where life itself
Fades quickly into the earth. The wealth
Of the world neither reaches to Heaven nor remains.
No man has ever faced the dawn
Certain which of Fate’s three threats
Would fall: illness, or age, or an enemy’s
Sword, snatching the life from his soul.
The praise the living pour on the dead
Flowers from reputation: plant
An earthly life of profit reaped
Even from hatred and rancor, of bravery
Flung in the devils face, and death
Can only bring you earthly praise
And a song to celebrate aplace
With the angels, life eternally blessed
In the hosts of Heaven.
The days are gone
When the kingdoms of earth flourished in glory:

Now there are no rulers, no emperors.
No givers of gold, as once there were.
When wonderful things were worked among them
And they lived in lordly magnificence
Those powers have vanished, those pleasures are dead.
The weakest survives and the world continues.
Kept spinning by toil. All glory is tarnished.
The world’s honor ages and shrinks.
Bent like the men who mould it. Their faces
Blanch as time advances. their beards
Wither and they mourn the memory of friends.
The sons of princes. sown in the dust.
The soul stripped of its flesh knows nothing
Of sweetness or sour. feels no pain.
Bends neither its hand nor its brain. Abrother
Opens his palms and pours down gold
On his kinsman’s grave. strewing his coffin
With treasures intended for Heaven. but nothing
Golden shakes the wrath of God
For a soul overflowing with sin. andnothing
Hidden on earth rises to Heaven
We all fear God. Heturns the earth.
He set it swinging firmly in space.
Gave life to the world and light to the sky.
Death leaps at the fools who forget their God.
He who lives humbly has angels from Heaven
To carry him courage and strength and belief.
A man must conquer pride, not kill it.
Be firm with his fellows. chaste for himself.
Treat all the world as the world deserves.
With love or with hate but never with harm.
Though an enemy seek to scorch him in hell.
Or set the flames of a funeral pyre
Under his lord. Fate is stronger
And God mightier than any nun’s mind.
Our thoughts should turn to where our home is.
Consider the ways of coming there.
Then strive for sure permission for us
To rise to that eternaljoy.
That life born in the love of God
And the hope of Heaven. Praise the Holy
Grace of Him who honored us.
Eternal, unchanging creator of earth. Amen.
THE SEAFARER
Translated by Dr. J. Duncan Spaeth
The Old Sailor
True is the tale that I tell of my travels,
Sing of my seafaring sorrows and woes;
Hunger and hardship’s heaviest burdens,
Tempest and terrible toil of the deep,
Daily I’ve borne on the deck of my boat.

Fearful the welter of waves that encompassed me,
Watching at night on the narrow bow,
As she drove by the rocks, and drenched me with spray.
Fast to the deck my feet were frozen,
Gripped by the cold, while care’s hot surges
My heart o’erwhelmed, and hunger’s pangs
Sapped the strength of my sea-weary spirit.
Little he knows whose lot is happy,
Who lives at ease in the lap of the earth,
How, sick at heart, o’er icy seas,
Wretched I ranged the winter through,
Bare of joys, and banished from friends,
Hung with icicles, stung by hail-stones.
Nought I heard but the hollow boom
Of wintry waves, or the wild swan’s whoop.
For singing I had the solan’s scream;
For peals of laughter, the yelp of the seal;
The sea-mew’s cry, for the mirth of the mead-hall.
Shrill through the roar of the shrieking gale
Lashing along the sea-cliff’s edge,
Pierces the ice-plumed petrel’s defiance,
And the wet-winged eagle’s answering scream.
Little he dreams that drinks life’s pleasure.
By danger untouched in the shelter of towns,
Insolent and wine-proud, how utterly weary
Oft I wintered on open seas.
Night fell black, fromthe north it snowed
Harvest of hail.
The Youth
Oh, wildly my heart
Beats in my bosom and bids me to try
The tumble and surge of seas tumultuous,
Breeze and brine and the breakers’ roar.
Daily, hourly, drives me my spirit
Outward to sail, far countries to see.
Liveth no man so large in his soul,
So gracious in giving, so gay in his youth,
In deeds so daring, so dear to his lord,
But frets his soul for his sea-adventure,
Fain to try what fortune shall send.
Harping he heeds not, nor hoarding of treasure;
Nor woman can win him, nor joys of the world.
Nothing doth please but the plunging billows;
Ever he longs, who is lured by the sea.
Woods are abloom, the wide world awakens,
Gay are the mansions, the meadows most fair;
These are but warnings, that haste on his journey
Him whose heart is hungry to taste
The perils and pleasures of the pathless deep.

The Old Sailor
Dost mind the cuckoo mournfully calling?
The summer’s watchman sorrow forbodes.
Whatdoes the landsman that wantons in luxury,
What does he reck of the rough sea’s woe,
The cares of the exile, whose keel has explored
The uttermost parts of the ocean-ways!
The Youth
Sudden my soul starts from her prison-house,
Soareth afar o’er the sounding main;
Hovers on high, o’er the home of the whale;
Back to me darts the bird-sprite and beckons,
Winging her way o’er woodland and plain,
Hungry to roam, and bring me where glisten
Glorious tracts of glimmering foam.
This life on land is lingering death to me,
Give me the gladness of God’s great sea.

THE WANDERER
Like The Seafarer, the Wanderer can also be found in the Exeter Book and according to
its theme ranks among the best old English elegies and dramatic lyrics. The clear lyric
strain which has poured its melody and passion into English verse through the centuries
has early illustration in four Old English poems from the Exeter Book. Two of these
lyrics, The Wanderer and The Ruin, are elegiac in mood. Two others, The Wife’s
Lament and The Husband’s Message, are love poems of dramatic lyrics.
The two elegies differ in mood and pattern from the personal elegy. Their range of
interest is universal, deriving from a moving sense of the tragedy of life itself – a
consciousness of the transience of earthly joy, and the inexorable limitation of man’s
existence by the mutable and mortal. Though this poem has sometimes regarded as a
heathen poem to which conventional Christian sentiments have been tacked on in a few
lines at the beginning and end it is now usually seen as a Christian poem contrasting the
true security of faith in God with the insecurity of all earthly ties.
The Wanderer is the lament of a man who has lost his lord. Loosed from primitive
loyalties to clan or leader, and lacking favour or protection, he has become in a very
special sense a man adrift. Nowhere in Old English poetry has the misery attending this
forlorn fate received more vivid, detailed, and emotional presentment.
THE
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The Wife’s Lament and The Husband’s Message are in one sense companion poems, in
another sense they are poems in contrast. The central theme of each poem is the
separation of husband and wife.
In The Wife’s Lament her husband has crossed the sea, and in his absence his
kinsmen, plotting a permanent separation of husband and wife, have condemned her to a
dwelling in a solitary cave under an oak tree. Here she gives expression to her
wretchedness and continuing love.
In The Husband’s Message the husband has been forced by a vendetta to flee from his
native land to a country beyond the sea. Now he sends back a “message staff” asking his
wife to join him. The speaker is the staff itself telling how once it grew as a sapling near

the sea. Now knife’s point and man’s skill have carved it with runic letters to bring a
message only the wife can understand. The husband reminds her of the pledges they
plighted of old. Now he has wealth and a lordly estate in a new land. One thing only he
lacks – reunion with the “prince’s daughter” to whom he is pledged. Let her take ship
and sail to join him. At this point the five runic letters of the text assume at least a
shadowy meaning. They may be the initial letters of five names, known to the wife, who
stand as “oath-helpers”, or guarantors of the husband’s good faith, in this reaffirmation
of his former vows.
The corpus of Old English verse gives evidence of the extent to which Englishmen of
the seventh and eighth centuries still preserved race memories rooted in Germanic
tradition, and enriched their poetry by borrowings from Continental legend and annals.
ST.AUGUSTINE

BRINGS

CHRISTIANITY

With the conversion of England to the Christian faith there came a refinement of the
scale of human values, a sensitizing of men’s minds and moods, which swelled the
currents of life, and varied and coloured the play of poetic invention. To the early epic
tales and songs of battle were added versifications of Biblical and Apocrypal themes, of
lives of the saints, of martyrologies. The poetic form turned from earlier forms of hymns
of adoration, dream-visions, and prophetic verse. In this expansion, the reader is aware of
the shaping energy of Christian learning: of the moulding force of Biblical exegesis and
the Catholic liturgy, of Hexaemeral and Apoclyptic tradition, of ecclesiastical dogma and
doctrine. The religious poetry reflects both Classical and Christian culture.
A century and a half after the Anglo-Saxon invasion the introduction of Christianity
brought about a great change in literature. In the Northumbrian Monastery of Whitby
under the abbess Hilda, Caedmon, the first Anglo-Saxon poet whom we call by name,
created his Bible chants, according to the quaint legend by Bede. The Venerable Bede
tells an attractive story about the origin of this poem. Caedmon, an illiterate monk who
was rather shy and preferred not to participate when at a feast everybody took turns to
sing and entertain the company, he used to leave the hall in embarrassment. He went out
to the stable, where it was his duty to look after the beasts that night. He lay down there
and fell asleep, and in a dream he saw a man standing beside him, who called him by
name, and asked him to sing a song for him. But Caedmon told the stranger that he is
unable to sing and therefore he left the hall and came there. But the stranger addressed
him again and told:" But you shall sing to me!" "What should I sing about?" was the
question. "Sing about the Creation of all things" the other answered. And Caedmon
immediately began to sing verses in praise of God the Creator that he had never heard
before. This talent was believed to be a gift from God and Caedmon went on to compose
other excellent verses without ever being able to read or write.
Translation into modern English
Now must we praise of heaven’s Kingdom the Keeper
Of the Lord the power and his Wisdom
The work of the Glory-Father, as he of marvelseach,
The eternal Lord, the beginning established.
He first created of earth for the sons
Heaven as a roof, the Holy Creator.
Then the middle-enclosure of mankindthe Protector
The eternal Lord. thereafter made
For men, earth the Lord almighty.

Then came Cynewulf and his followers. No poetry can be definitely attributed to
Cynewulf beyond the four poems that bear his signature in runis letters woven into the
text near the end of each poem. Two of his signed poems are poetic narratives based on
saints’ legends. There are are some religiouspoems that seem to show Cynewulfian
influence, but there is no evidence as to their authorship. One of these is A D r e a m o
f t h e R o o d – a heroic treatment of Christ on the cross. Set in the frame of the
medieval dream-vision, it is one of the loveliest of all the Old English religious poems. It
expresses with lyric grace an adoration that finds its symbol in the Cross. Because of its
style, and an intimate personal reference similar to the personal passages in the signed by
Cynewulf poems, some scholars have been inclined to regard the Dream as the work of
Cynewulf.
Concerning Caedmon and Cynewulf we may say that while Caedmon was a forceful
Anglo-Saxon re-creator of Old Testament stories, Cynewulf, with rather more artistry,
dealt with the legends growing out of the New Testament.
Estimated as a whole, Old English poetry expresses in many ways the changing spirit
of the age.It was a period during which the limited perspectives of a pagan world were
being gradually widened by the Christian philosophy. The stark and primitive social
codes expressive of Germanic folkways were being transformed by the spiritual demands
of Christian ethics. The old English world was beginning to find place for new frame for
the thoughts and strivings of men.
The ancient verse stands as a testimonial of a way of life reborn and reshaped by the
life-giving touch of the Christian faith, and the ecclesiastical culture of the medieval
Church. The dark legends and narrow folkways of the pagan past died into silence, and
poets sang with joy of a new way oflife, and of the shiing symbol which have served to
shape the nature and destiny of the Christian world. One of the dominant characteristics
of the religious poetry is its fusion of sensitive religious faith with the shaping and
vitalizing imagination and emotion of the poet. The Old English poetry is excellent and
timeless. The old Germanic recognition of life’s necessities is strength giving in it as is
also the conviction of man’s imperative need of loyalty and courage. The heartbreak of
elegies, the fortitude of the battle poems, the antique grace and energy of the religious
allegories, the gentle and lonely accents of Cynewulf’s lyric adoration of A Dream of the
Rood, such poetry is memorable in any age. We can find in them the most adequate
poetic symbols of an age which touched life with the light of wider horizons and shaped
new hopes for the hearts of men.
E V E R Y D A Y P O E T R Y : A N G L O – S A X ON R I D D L E S
In the Anglo-Saxon period, riddles were “everyday” poetry and intellectual exercises that
entertained by Puzzling. Like riddles in most cultures, the Anglo-Saxon riddle can be
crude; it usually describes some household or farm object or some aspect of ordinary life.
95 riddles were found in the Exeter Book. Although the major entertainment at the
Anglo-Saxon banquet was the celebration by scop or gleeman of great exploits of heroes,
another form of amusemen was the propounding of a riddle to be guessed by the
audience. The old manuscript in the Exeter Cathedral gives no answerto the question
when they were composed or who composed them.It is most propbable that many
persons had a hand in them. They had great popularity among the Anglo-Saxons.
RIDDLE I
A moth ate world! To me that seemed
A strange thing to happen, when I heard that wonderA worm that would swallow the speech of a man,
Sayings of strenght steal in the dark,

Thoughts of the mighty; yet the thieving sprite
Was none the wiser for the words de had eaten!
,RIDDLE II
Wounded I am, and weary with fighting;
Gashed by the iron, gored by the point of it,
Sick of battle-work, battered and scarred.
Many a fearful fighthave I seen, when
Hope there was none, or help in the thick of it,
EreI was down and fordone in the fray.
Offspring of hammers. hardest of battle-blades,
Smithied in forges, fell on me savagely,
Doomed to hear the brunt and the shock of it,
Fierce encounter of clashing foes.
Leech cannot heal my hurts with his simples,
Salves for my sores have I soughtin vain.
Blade-cuts dolorous, deep in the side of me,
Daily and nightly redouble my wounds.
RIDDLE II
I war with the wind, with the waves I wrestle;
I must battle with both when the bottom I seek,
My strange habitation by surges o'er-roofed.
I am strong in the strife, while still I remain;
As soon as I stir, they are stronger than I.
They wrench and they wrest, till I run from my foes;
What was put in my keeping they carry away.
If my back be not broken, I battle them still;
The rocks are my helpers, when hard I am pressed;
Grimly I grip them. Guess what I"m called.
THE
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The primary character of Anglo-Saxon language derives from the predominance of its
consonants that form a vital part of the syllables. They are explosive, drown the
neighbouring vowels and express force and energy. Further the Anglo-Saxon language is
highly inflected. It expresses changes of tense, number, person and direction either by
modifications of root vowels or differences of endings. The use of the cases was complex
but there was a great freedom in the arrangement of words and word order.
Old English poetry was composed in a flexible type of four-stress, alliterative line
consistingof two half lines of two stresses each, separated by a strongly marked caesural
pause. The stressed syllables established the rhythm and the two half-lines were bound
into a unitby the conventional alliteration.Variations in the relative positions of stresses
within the line, and a convention of subordinate stresses, produced delicate and subtle
currents of mutation and change of rhythm. The recitation of this alliterative verse was
usually accompaniedby chords struck on the harp.
ELEMENTS OF LITERATURE
The Anglo-Saxon oral poet was assisted by two poetic devices: alliteration and the
kennings.
A l l i t e r a t i o n is the repetition of sounds in the beginning of words.Anglo-Saxon
poetryis often called alliterative poetry.Instead of rhyme unifying the poem, the verse

line is divided into two half-lines, separated by a rhythmical pause or c a e s u r a. In the
first half of the line before the caesura, two words alliterate; in the second half one word
alliterates with the two from the first half. Many lines however have only two alliterative
words, one in each half of the poetic line. Notice the alliterative “g” and the four primary
stresses in this Old English Line from Beowulf:
‘
‘
‘
‘
God mid Geatum Grendles daeda
The k e n n i n g, a specialized metaphor made of compound words, is a staple of AngloSaxon literature that still finds a place in ourlanguage today. “Gas guzzler” and
“headhunter”are two modern-day kennings you are likely to have heard.
The earliest and simplest kennings are compound words formed of two common
nouns: “sky-candle” for sun, “battle-dew” for blood, and “whale-road” for sea. Later
kennings grew more elaborate and compound adjectives joined the compound nouns. A
ship became a “foamy-throated ship”, then a “foamy-throated sea stallion”, and finally
“foamy-throated stallion of the whale-road”. Once the kenning was coined it was used by
the singer-poets over and over again.
In their original languages, kennings are always written as simple compounds, with no
hyphens or spaces between them. When kennings appear in translation, they are often
written as hyphenated compounds. (sky-candle;), as prepositional phrases (wolf of
wounds), or as possessives the sword’s tree).
Scholars believe that kennings filled three needs:
a/ Old Norse and Anglo-Saxon poetry depended heavily on alliteration, but neither
language had a large vocabulary. Poets created the alliterative words they needed by
combining existing words.
b/ Because the poetry was oral and had to be memorized, bards valued ready-made
phrases. Such phrases made finished poetry easier to remember, and they gave bards
time to think ahead when they were composing new poetry on the spot during a feast or
ceremony.
c/ The increasingly complex structure of the kennings must have satisfied the early Norse
and Anglo-Saxon people’s taste for elaboration, a taste also apparent in their art and
artifacts.
Summary
The Anglo Saxons brought withthem, as sung by scop and gleeman, certain primitive
heathen poetry, the greatest of which is the e p i c Beowulf. The coming of Augustine
and Pailinus from Rome introduced Christianity, which led to the Christian poetry of the
Anglo-Saxon poet, Caedmon, who probably wrote the poetic paraphrases, Genesis,
Exodus, Daniel and Christ and Satan. He was followed by Cynnewulf, believed to be the
author of the Dream of the Rood and other religious poems. The greatest prose writer of
the North was the Venerable Bede, who gave us the story of Caedmon in his
Ecclesiastical History of the English People. All these writers were Northunbrians,
writing in the North of England.
Alfred the Great, king of Wessex in the Southwest of England, took a great interest in
the education of his people and keeping up The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, which was
written at various monasteries. Alfred translated into English four important worksfor his
people’s guidance:
1. Bede’s Ecclesiastical History,
2. Pope Gregory’s Pastoral Care,
3. The History and Geography of Orosius.
4. The Consolation of philosophy by Boethius

When learning declined in Northumbria, he revived it in Wessex, where he clarified and
developed written Anglo-Saxon. Aelfric followed him as a great Wessec scholar, and he
possessor of the finest prose style in early Anglo-Saxon.
The Danish invasions at the end of the ninth century practically destroyed AngloSaxon literature in the North of England.The Danes settled in Mercia, and the Midland
dialect became the foundation of modern English. Beginning as a fully inflected
language, Anglo-Saxon began to lose its inflections long before the Norman Conquest,
and the purest Anglo-Saxon dialect in Wessex ceased to prevail.

THE MIDDLE AGES
1066-1485
“At his most characteristic, medieval man was neither a dreamer nor a wanderer. He was
an organizer, a codifier, a builder of systems. He wanted “a place for everything and
everything in the right place”. Distinction, definition, tabulation were his delight. Though
full of turbulent activities, he was equally full of the impulse to formalize them. War was
(in intention) formalized by the art of heraldry and the rule of chivalry; sexual passion (in
intention), by the elaborate code of love… There was nothing which medieval people
liked better, or did better, than sorting out and tidying up. Of all our modern inventions I
suspect that they would most have admired the card index.”
C. S. Lewis
In October, 1066 a daylong battle near Hastings, England changed the course of history.
Duke William of Normandy, France, defeated and killed King Harold of England, the
last of the Anglo-Saxon kings.
So began the Norman Conquest, an event that radically affected English history, the
English character and the English language. Unlike the Romans the Normans never
withdrew from England. One of William’s great administrative feats was an inventory of
nearly every piece of property in England – land, cattle, buildings – in the Domesday
Book. For the first time in European history, people could be taxed based on what they
owned.
Although the Normans did not erase Anglo-Saxon culture, they did bring significant
changes to England. William and many of his successors remained Dukes of Normandy
as well as kings of England. The powerful Anglo-Norman entity they molded brought
England into mainstream European civilization in a new way, which included feudalism.
More than simply a social system, feudalism was also a caste system, a property system

and a military system. Ultimately it was based on a religious concept of hierarchy, with
God as the supreme overlord. Since the primary duty of males above the serf class was
military service to their lords, boys were trained from an early age to become warriors.
When a boy’s training was completed he was “dubbed”, or ceremonially tapped on his
shoulder (originally a hard, testing blow). Once knighted, the youth became a man with
the title “sir” and the full rights of the warrior caste. Knighthood was grounded in the
feudal ideal of loyalty, and it entailed a complex system of social codes. Breaking
anyone of those codes would undermine not only the knight’s position but also the very
institution of knighthood. Thus, in the story of “Sir Gawain and the Green Knight”, his
code of honours binds Gawain to accept a challenge that he believes will bring him
certain death.
Women in the Middle Ages had no political rights. A woman’s social standing depended
completely on her husband’s or father's status. Chivalry led to an idealized attitude
toward women and gave rise to a new form of literature, the romance.
The Great Happenings:
Against the backdrop of the feudal system imported from the Continent, several specific
events radically influenced the course of English history as well as English literature.
The Crusades exposed Christian Europe to the Middle East’s sophisticated civilization.
The Magna Charta: Power to (some of) the people. In 1215, English barons forced King
John to sign the Magna Charta as an effort to curb the Church’s power. The document
later became the basis for English constitutional law.
The Hundred Year’s War (1337-1453): The arrow is mightier than the armour. The
English lost the Hundred Year’s War with France, but in the process they began to think
of themselves as British rather than Anglo-Norman. With the advent of the yeoman class,
modern democratic England was born.
The Black Death or bubonic plague (1348-1349), which struck England, delivered
another blow to feudalism. The Black Death caused a labour shortage, leading to the
serf’s freedom and to the end of feudalism.
Another important event of the age is the martyrdom of Thomas a’Becket: Murder in the
cathedral. When Chaucer’s pilgrims set out for Canterbury, their goal was the shrine of
Thomas a’Becket (c. 1118-1170).Thomas a Norman, had risen to great power as
chancellor (prime minister) under his friend King Henry II. At that time all Christians
belonged to the Church of Rome. Even King Henry was a vassal – of the pope, the head
of the Church and God’s representative. The pope in those days was enormously
powerful and controlled most of the crowned heads of Europe. By appointing his trusted
friend Thomas as Archbishop of Canterbury (head of the Roman Church in England),
Henry hoped to gain the upper hand in disputes with the Church. But the independent
and often combative Thomas took pope’s side more than once, infuriating the king. In
December 1170, Henry raged, “will no one rid me of this turbulent priest?” Taking his
words literally, four of Henry’s knights murdered Becket – right in his own cathedral.
Public outrage at this rash deed led to the cult of St. Thomas the Martyr, and created a
backlash against Henry, a significant setback for the monarchy in its power struggles
with Rome.
At its worst, this setback led to the kinds of liberties taken by several of the clergymen in
THE CANTERBURY TALES – corruption that the state was in no position to correct.
Thus Chaucer’s Monk lives a life of luxury without regard to the poor, his friar chases
women and money, and his Summoner and his Pardoner blackmail people with threats of
eternal damnation.
Yet medieval Church did have one positive effect: It fostered cultural unity- a system of
belief and symbol that transcended the national cultures of Europe. The Church
continued to be the centre of learning. Its monasteries were the libraries and publishers of
the time and its language, Latin, remained the international language of educated

Europeans. Its leader, the pope, was king of all kings – and his “kingdom” had no
boundaries.
These characteristics distinguished the Middle Ages, Four Centuries of change:
- The Norman Conquest of England created a powerful Anglo-Norman entity and
brought England into the mainstream of European civilization.
- The feudal system centralized military, political and economic power in the
Crown.
- The Roman Church transcended national boundaries and fostered cultural unity
among Europeans.
- The rise of towns and cities freed people to pursue their own commercial and
artistic interests.
- The Magna Charta weakened the political power of the Church and laid the
groundwork for later English constitutional law.
- Exposure to Eastern civilization as results of the Crusades broadened Europeans’
intellectual horizons.
- The ideals of chivalry improved attitudes toward, but not the rights of women.
- The rise of the yeomen class paved the way for democracy in England.
- The bubonic plague created a labour shortage that contributed to the end of
feudalism and to the passing of the Middle Age.
LITERATURE OF THE MIDDLE AGES
During the reign of Henry II and his wife Eleanor, English poetry was influenced
by French chivalric romances. In southern France (in Provence) the lyric poets of the
Middle Ages were called ”troubadours”. They invented the dancing-songs called
“ballades”(ballet). Queen Eleanor was the granddaughter of a duke who had been
called the first troubadour. During her reign Provencal poetry penetrated into
England.
W a c e.
The Norman poet Wace lived at the court of Henry II. He was born on the island of
he Jersey (in the Channel) at the beginning of the 12th century. He graduated from the
Paris University where he studied theology. A few years later he was invited to the
Court of Henry I (grandfather of Henry II) as a chaplain. (A chaplain was a
clergyman who conducted services in the private chapel of an important person, or if
he was educated he could also serve as secretary or teacher.) Norman kings and
queens were very particular about their possessions, and Henry II ordered Wace to
write a history of England. Two rhyming chronicles were his chief works. These
romances were called:
1. “Brut or the Acts of the Britts” (Deeds of the Britons) and
2. “Rollo (or Hrolf) or the Acts of the Normans.
In the first romance the poet tells his readers how Brutus, the legendary forefather
of the Romans, is said to have discovered the Island and called it. Brutannia
(Britain). Wace imitated the Latin books of history and added to his composition
the songs of the Welsh bards who never ceased singing of the freedom they used
to enjoy before the Anglo-Saxons had come to their island. Arthur, a Celtic chief,
and his warriors are mentioned here for the first time. The Normans, wishing to
justify their claims to England, pretended to be the descendants of the ancient
Britons and made Arthur their hero.
Poetry has given the Celtic chief so much lyrical glory that King Arthur is now
only a connecting link between real history and legend. This work of 15,000 lines
was written in 1155.
Wace’s second romance “Rollo” tells the story of the first Northmen in France
and their chief, the rover Rollo, who was made the first Duke of Normandy.

L a y a m o n.
In the early 13th century, during the reign of the wicked King John, the interest in
Norman-French poetry declined. King John had lost Normandy and other lands in
France and many Norman and French barons came over to England as to their
colony. King John gave lands and castles to the new-comers who had now become
quite English. He put foreign bishops over the English. At last the old barons,
bishops and also the Saxons, who suffered from the French feudal laws united and
threatened to drive the king off the throne unless he would sign the Magna Charta.
The protest against the French brought back Anglo-Saxon traditions and the feeling
of patriotism. This patriotism is felt in the works of Layamon, an English priest.
In 1205, Layamon created a version of Wace’s “Brut”. It was called “Brut or
Chronicle of Britain”. This immense epic (32,000lines), written old English, may be
divided into three books.
Book I deals with ancient history from Brut to the birth of King Arthur.
Book II retells various legends about King Arthur and the “Knights of the Round
Table”. Arthur is endowed with all the virtues of a hero. He has magical power. He is
honest wise and fair to all of his knights.
Book III continues the history of the Briton kings from the death of King Arthur
to the victory of the Anglo-Saxon king Aethelstane over the Britons.
Layamon borrowed his material from Latin histories, songs of the troubadours,
romance the book of Bede and even Beowulf because he wished to show England as
a powerful and glorious country. The work is written in rhyming couplets and in the
rhythm of Norman-French poetry though sometimes the author uses alliteration as in
Anglo-Saxon poetry.
W i l l i am L a n g l a n d

(1332? - !400?)

He was a poor priest who wandered from village to village and protested not only
against the rich bishops but also against all churchmen who were ignorant and did not
want to teach poor people anything. His parents were poor but they were free
peasants. He had a wife, Kit by name and a daughter – Kalot. He believed in the
grace of hard work and said that everybody was obliged to work. His name is
remembered for a poem “The Visions of William Concerning Piers the Plowman”.
Piers the Plowman is an allegory of about 2,500 lines. Human qualities, such as
Virtue and Truth are spoken of as if they were people. Some are young maidens,
Greed is an old Wretch. Many themes are touched. The author suddenly changes
from allegory to real history. The poem was popular in the Middle Ages. This poem
is among the last ones written in alliterative verse.
The content is as follows: On a fine May day, the poet William went to the
Malvern Hill. After a time he fell asleep in the open air. Piers the Ploughman is a
peasant who appears in the dream of the poet. Piers tells him about the hard life of
the people, he tells that only the peasants work and they have to work much in order
to keep the monks and the lords, who live in comfort. The monks say that they do
quite enough for the peasant by praying.
Langland’s attacks on the evils of the Church was not a customary thing in the
days of Langland. The poem is remembered not only for the loveliness of its verse. It
showed that people should fight for their rights. The written text of the poem is dated
1362.
T H E M E T R I C A L

R O M A N C E

Literature reflects the ideal old chivalry. The Norman nobles of these centuries loved
story-telling, as did the earlier Saxons. With considerable leisure on their hands, the
castle people could listen to Long-Winded poems about knightly exploits which
would bore the present age. These “metrical romances” as they are now called
centered around some hero of history who lived far enough in the past so that the
truth of his supposed exploits could not be questioned.
Alexander the Great, Charlemagne and Roland were favourites the Normans brought
with them from the continent, but the hero who really belongs to English soil is
Arthur, the shadowy Celtic king who withstood the Saxons near the Welsh border in
the sixth century. Arthur, as we know him today through literature, belongs not at all
to the pre-Saxon days but to the Middle English period of chivalry, when he was first
written up with all the ideals of medieval knighthood centering about him. Tennyson
in the “Idylls of the King” has cast additional glamour of his own besides that already
supplied medieval writer. In contrast to everything else that has been written about
King Arthur we have that absurdity by Mark Twain, “A Connecticut Yankee at King
Arthur’s Court”, which under all its fun turns the cold daylight of realism upon the
theatrical stage-setting of these old legends.
SIR GAWAIN AND THE GREEN KNIGHT
(Metrical Romance)
Of the metrical romances dealing with King Arthur’s court that have come down to
us from the early part of the Middle English period the best one in the construction of
its plot and the vividness of its detail is “Sir Gawain and the Green Knight”, of
unknown authorship. Its original metrical form, the elaborate stanza combined
alliteration and a rhyme scheme. It dates from the 14th century. The story opens with
a description of the Christmas revels of King Arthur’s court at Camelot and tells how
the King himself would never partake of food on such a festive occasion until he had
been advised of some stranger knightly deed or marvelous tale of arms or until some
stranger knight should seek permission to joust with a knight of the Round Table.
Suddenly an enormous green stranger burst into the hall. King Arthur greets the
Green Knight asks him to state his business. The Green Knight, after a few scornful
words about the manliness of King Arthur’s knights, says he only wishes to play a
New Year’s game. He challenges any knight there to agree to “exchange one blow
for another” – he will even give that knight his gisarme (középkori vágófegyver), his
two-bladed axe. The stranger says he will stand for the first blow.
The knight must agree to left the Green Knight have his turn in a year and a day.
Gawain accepts the challenge – no other knight, except Arthur himself has dared to.
So this strange knight rides to the king’s throne and asks a boon. Filled with
indignation at the taunt, King Arthur seizes his battle-axe and is about to deal a blow
when Sir Gawain intervenes and asks to take the challenge. The King grants him the
privilege, and after some parley with the Green Knight about the terms of the
agreement Gawain grips his axe to deliver the blow.
A year later Sir Gawain starts out to seek the Green Chapel and fulfill his promise to the
Green Knight. After many fruitless wanderings he comes upon a notable castle where he
is entertained by the aged lord and his beautiful young wife. Gawain learns that the
Green Chapel is so close to this castle that he can prolong his agreeable visit and still be
on time for his appointment. His host starting out for a day's hunting makes the curious
agreement with Gawain, who stays behind in the castle, that at nightfall they shall
exchange what each has won during the day. During the lord's absence his young wife
attempts unsuccessfully to induce Gawain to make love to her, but before leaving she
kisses him. In the evening the lord presents Gawain with his game and Gawain frankly
gives the lord a kiss in return. The same thing is repeated the second day, the lady

making more pronounced advances with the same lack of success. As before, Gawain
returns to the lord the kiss he has received. On the third day lady tries to present Sir
Gawain with a gold ring, but he refuses it. Then she offers him her green end gold girdle
saying that its magic charm protects whoever wears it from injury. Gawain thinking of
his future meeting with the Green Knight is tempted to accept it and promises not to
reveal the gift to her lord. That night he returns the lord the third kiss, but says nothing of
the green girdle.
The next day Sir Gawain starts out to seek the Green Chapel. He is accompanied by
a guide who tries to dissuade him from the adventure because of the grim character of the
Green Knight. Sir Gawain, however, persists, and the guide leaves him at the entrance of
a
dark
valley
between
two
great
rugged
crags.
Gawain comments on the great men of history who have been beguiled by women
and then asks the Green Knight his name. The Knight explains that the entire exploit was
brought about through the witchcraft of sorceress, Morgan le Fay, who sought to deride
the valour of King Arthur's knights and terrify Queen Guinevere by the headless giant.
The Game :
Medieval historians believe that courtly love, one aspect of chivalry, was primarily a
game, an intellectual diversion, in which players assumed certain roles and followed
strict rules of behaviour. In fact, in the 12-th century France, there was an actual court of
love that judged questions of behaviour and of love.
But let’s think it over! What are the ways in which love might be considered a game?
Love requires at least two players who take turns making moves and countermoves,
assume various roles and follow set rules. Love involves tension, strategy, risk, chance,
competition, and for the winners – a prize.
One outcome of the court of love was a late-twelfth-century document called “THE ART
OF COURTLY LOVE”, which set down the rules of love, some of which are listed
below. Reading them try to decide whether you agree with them or not. Have the rule of
love changed or not?
- No one can be bound by double love.
- The easy attainment of love makes it of little value; difficulty of attainment
makes it prized.
- A new love puts to flight an old one.
- If love diminishes, it quickly falls and rarely reviews.
E L E M E N T S

O F

L I T E R A T U R E

R o m a n c e. Historically, a medieval verse narrative chronicling the adventures of a
brave knight or other hero who must undertake a quest and overcome great danger for
love of a noble lady of high ideal. Such heroic characters are bound by the c o d e of c
h i v a l r y, which emphasizes loyalty to one’s lord and ready service to the oppressed.
They also adhere to the philosophy of c o u r t l y l o v e, an idealized relationship
between the sexes in which men perform brave deeds to win the approval of their ladies.
Romances are often incredible for some modern readers, too lacking in the realistic
details of life we have come to expect of literature. Yet, in Sir Gawain and the Green
Knight, we feel the gripping reality of sexual temptation and of life in the medieval
castle. This poem is a controlled, unified narrative of great power that speaks to us still.
The r o m a n c e has a simple, inevitable plot: A hero battles an evil enemy and
ultimately wins. As part of the story the hero undertakes a quest. The quest usually has
three stages: a dangerous journey, a central test or ordeal to determine if the hero truly has
the qualities of a hero, and a return to the point from which the journey began.
In Gawain we have the model of the chivalric hero whose honour is being tested. This
is a serious romance whose purpose is clearly to teach a moral lesson. Yet the hero does

not have unlimited powers. Gawain is a human being who, like all of us, is limited in his
moral and physical strength.
From the 13-th century onward, romance was a term applied to a verse narrative,
which traced the adventures of a brave knight or other hero who had to overcome danger
for love of a noble lady or high ideal. Romances are still a popular form found in today’s
novels, movies, television shows and comics. (e. g. Indiana Jones films), C. S. Lewis’s
The Chronicles of Narnia, many of Lloyd Alexander’s books, Brian Jacques’s Redwall
series, J. R. R. Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings, and L. Frank Baum’s The Wizard of Oz.
Romances are traditionally set in the past, which is where the Wife of the Bath sets her
story: “When good King Arthur ruled in ancient days”. Today romances may also be set
in the future as in the Star Wars films. If romances are set in the present, they usually
have an “out of time” quality about them with the hero journeying to remote or isolated
settings. Through this journey to a remote time or place, the hero learns something of
value.
T H E E L E M E N T S O F R O M A N C E :
a/ a near perfect hero,
b/ an evil enemy,
c/ a quest,
d/ a test of hero,
e/ supernatural elements,
f/ good vs. evil,
g/ female figures who are usually maidens (in need of rescue) mothers or crones.
SIR GAWAIN AND THE GREEN KNIGHT
translated by J o h n G a r d n e r
Part One
O n t h e ground, the Green Knight got himself into position,
His head bent forward a little, the bare flesh showing,
His long and lovely locks laid over his crown
S o t h a t any man -there might note the naked neck.
Sir .Gawain laid hold of the ax and he hefted it high,
His pivot foot' thrown forward before him on the floor,
And then, swiftly, he slashed at the naked neck;
The sharp of the battle blade shattered asunder the bones
And sank through the shining fat and slit it in two,
And the bit of the bright steel buried itself in the ground.
The fair head fell from the neck to the floor of the hall
And the people all kicked it away as it came near their feet.
The blood splashed up from the body and glistened on the green,
B u t h e never faltered or fell for all of that,
But swiftly he started forth upon stout shanks
A n d r u s h e d to reach out, where the King's retainers' stood,
Caught hold of the lovely head, and lifted it up,
And leaped to his steed and snatched up the reins of the bridle,
Stepped into stirrups of steel and, striding aloft,
He held his head by the hair, high, in his hand;
And the stranger sat there as steadily in his saddle
As a man entirely unharmed, although he was headless on his steed.
.
He turned his trunk about,
That baleful' body that bled,
And many were faint with fright
When all his say was said.
He held his head in his hand up high before him,

Addressing the face to the dearest of all on the dais;'
And the eyelids lifted wide, and the eyes looked out,
And the mouth said just this much, as you may now hear:
Look that you go, Sir Gawain, as good as your word,
And seek till you find me, as loyally, my friend,
As you have sworn in this hall to do, in the hearing of the knights.
Come to the Green Chapel, l charge you, and take
A stroke the same as you've given, for well you deserve
To be readily requited on New Year's morn.
Many men know me, the Knight of the Green Chapel;
Therefore if you seek to find me, you shall not fail.
Come or be counted 'a coward, as is fitting."
Then with a rough jerk he turned the reins
And haled° away through the hall-door, his head in his hand,
And fire of the flint° flew out from the hooves of the foal.
To what kingdom he was carried no man there knew,
No more than they knew what country it was he came from.
What then?
The King and Gawain there
Laugh at the thing and grin;
And yet, it was an affair
Most marvelous to men.
The next year, Just before Christmas, Gawain
sets off to honor his pledge. Through moors and
forests and mountains he rides, searching for
the Green Knight. One day he comes upon the
most beautiful castle he has ever seen. The lord
of the castle welcomes him and promises to
help him find the Green Knight. But he urges
Gawain to rest a few days in the castle with
him and his lady.
Gawain's host then proposes an unusual
"game."He will go hunting each day. What
ever the host wins in the hunt, he will give to
Gawain. In turn, Gawain must promise
to give the lord whatever he has won that day.
Twice the lord goes hunting, and each time
the lord leaves the castle, his wife secretly visits
Gawain's room and tries to seduce him. Though
Gawain resists the lady and exchanges only
innocent kisses with her, he is becoming greatly
alarmed. When the host returns from his hunts
and gives Gawain what he won that day,
Gawain, true to his promises, gives the host
the innocent kisses in return.
Now the lord goes out to hunt for the third
morning. Gawain is in his room asleep, worried
about many things.
From the depths of his mournful sleep Sir Gawain muttered,
A man who was suffering throngs of sorrowful thoughts
Of how Destiny would that day deal him his doom
At the Green Chapel, where he dreamed he was facing the giant
Whose blow he must abide without further debate.

But soon our rosy knight had recovered his wits;
He struggled up out of his sleep and responded in haste.
The lovely lady came laughing sweetly,
Fell over his fair face and fondly kissed him;
Sir. Gawain welcomed her worthily and with pleasure;
He found her so glorious, so attractively dressed,
So faultless in every feature, her colors so fine
Welling joy rushed up in his heart at once.
Their sweet and subtle smiles swept them upward like wings
And all that passed between them was music and bliss
and delight.
How sweet was now their state!
Their talk, how loving and light!
But the danger might have been great
Had Mary not watched her knight!
For that priceless princess pressed our poor hero so hard
And drove him so close to the line that she left him no choice .
But to take the full pleasure offered or flatly refuse her;
He feared for his name, lest men call him a common churl,
But he feared even more what evil might follow his fall dared to betray his just
duty as guest to his host.
God help me, thought the knight, I can't let it happen!
With a loving little laugh he parried her lunges,
Those words of undying love she let fall from her lips.
Said the lady then, "It's surely a shameful thing
If you'll lie with a lady like this yet not love her at allThe woman most brokenhearted in all the wide world!
Is there someone else?-some lady you love still more m, you've sworn your
faith and so firmly fixed
Your heart that you can't break free? I can't believe it!
But tell me if it's so. I beg you-trulyBy all the loves m life, let me know, and hide nothing with guile."
The knight said, "By St. John,"
And smooth was Gawain's smile,
"I've pledged myself to none, Nor will I for awhile."
Of all the words you might have said," said she,
That`s surely cruelest. But alas, I'm answered.
Kiss me kindly, then, and I'll go from you.
I’ll mourn through life as one who loved too much."
She bent above him sighing ,and softly kissed him;
Then, drawing back once more, she said as she stood,
But my love since we must part, be kind to me:
Leave me little remembrance-if only a gloveTo bring back fond memories sometimes and soften my sorrow."
Truly said he, "with all my heart I wish
I had here with me the handsomest treasure I own,
For surely you have deserved on so many occasions
A gift more fine than any gift I could give you;
But as to my giving some token of trifling value,
It would hardly suit your great honor to have from your knight
A glove as a treasured keepsake and gift from Gawain;
And I've come here on my errand to countries unknown

Without any attendants with treasures in their trunks;
It sadly grieves me, for love's sake, that it's so,
But every man must do what he must and not murmur or pine."
"Ah no, my prince of all honors,"
Said she so fair and fine,
"Though I get nothing of yours,
You shall have something of mine:"
She held toward him a ring of the yellowest gold
And, standing aloft on the band, a stone like a star
From which flew splendid beams like the light of the sun;
And mark you well it was worth a rich king's ransom.
But right away he refused it, replying in haste,
"My lady gay, I can hardly take gifts at the moment;

Having nothing to give, I'd be wrong to take gifts in turn:.
She implored him again, still more earnestly, but again
He refused it and swore on his knighthood that he could take nothing.
Grieved that he still would not take it, she told him then:
If taking my ring would be wrong on account of its worth,
And being so much in my debt would be bothersome to you,
I`ll give you merely this sash that's of slighter value;
She swiftly unfastened the sash that encircled her waist,
Tied around her fair tunic, inside her bright mantle;
It was made of green silk and was marked of gleaming gold
Embroidered along the edges, ingeniously stitched.
This too she held out to the knight, and she earnestly begged him
To take it, trifling as it was, to remember her by.
But again he said no, there was nothing at all he could take,
.
Neither treasure nor token, until such time as the Lord
Had granted him some end to his adventure.
"And therefore, I pray you, do not be displeased,
But give up, for I cannot grant it, however fair or right.
I know your worth and price,
And my debt's by no means slight;
I swear through fire and ice
To be your humble knight:'
Do you lay aside this silk," said the lady then,
Because it seems unworthy-as well it may?
Listen. Little as it is, it seems less in value,
But he who knew what charms are woven within it
Might place a better price on it, perchance.
For the man who goes to battle in this green lace,
As long as he keeps it looped around him,
No man under Heaven can hurt him, whoever may try,
For nothing on earth , however uncanny, can kill him.”
The knight cast about in distress, and it came to his heart
This might be a treasure indeed when the time came to take
The blow he had bargained to suffer beside the Green Chapel.
If gift meant remaining alive, it might well be worth it;
So he listened in silence and suffered the lady to speak,
And she pressed the sash upon him and begged him to take it,

And Gawain did, and she gave him the gift with great pleasure
And begged him, for her sake, to say not a word,
And to keep it hidden from her lord. And he said he would,
That except for themselves , this business would never be known to a man.
He thanked her earnestly,
And boldly his heart now ran;
And now a third time she
Leaned down and kissed her man.
When the lord returns from the third hunt, he gives Gawain a fox, and Gawain in
return gives him three kisses, but not the lady's sash. The next day is New Year's Day,
when Gawain must rendezvous with the Green Knight. Snow and sleet fall that night,
and howling winds pile up huge drifts of snow. Before dawn, Gawain dresses in
burnished armor and a red velvet cloak, winding the lady's green sash around himself
twice. He leaves the castle with a servant to show him the way. The servant urges him
not to keep his appointment, for Gawain will surely die, but Gawain insists on going.
Part Two
He put his spurs to Gringolet, plunged down the path,
Shoved through the heavy thicket grown up by the woods
And rode down the steep slope to the floor of the valley;
He looked around him then--a strange, wild place,
And not a sign of a chapel on any side
But only steep, high banks surrounding him,
And great, rough knots of rock and rugged crags
That scraped the passing clouds, as it seemed to him.
He heaved at the heavy reins to hold back his horse
And squinted in every direction in search of the Chapel,
And still he saw nothing except-and this was strange –
A small green hill all alone, a sort of barrow,
A low, smooth bulge on the bank of the brimming creek
That flowed from the foot of a waterfall,
And the water in the pool was bubbling as if it were boiling.
Sir Gawain urged Gringolet on till he came to the mound
And lightly dismounted and made the reins secure
On the great, thick limb of a gnarled and ancient tree;
Then he went up to the barrow and walked all around, it,
Wondering in his wits what on earth it might be.
It had at each end and on either side an entrance,
And patches of grass were growing all over the thing,
And all the inside was hollow-an old, old cave
Or the cleft of some ancient crag, he couldn't tell which it was.
"Whoo, Lord!" thought the knight,
"Is this the fellow's place?
Here the Devil might
Recite his midnight mass.
"Dear God," thought Gawain, "the place is deserted enough!
And it's ugly enough, all overgrown with weeds!
Well might it amuse that marvel of green
To do his devotions here, in his devilish way!
In my five senses I fear it's the Fiend himself
Who`s brought me to meet him here to murder me.
My fire and fury befall this fiendish Chapel,
As cursed a kirk as I ever yet came across!"

With this helmet on his head and his lance in hand
He leaped up onto the roof of the rock walled room t
And high on that hill, he heard, from an echoing rock
Beyond the pool, on the hillside, a horrible noise.
Brrrack! It clattered in the cliffs as if to cleave them,
A sound like a grindstone grinding on a scythe!"
Brrrack! It whirred and rattled like water on a mill wheel!
Brrrack! It rushed and rang till your blood ran cold.
And then: "Oh God," thought Gawain, "it grinds, I think,
For me-a blade prepared for the blow I must take
as my right!
God's will be done! But here!
He may well get his knight,
But still, no use in fear;
I won't fall dead of fright!"
And then Sir Gawain roared in a ringing voice,
Where is the hero who swore he'd be here to meet me?
Sir Gawain the Good is come to the Green Chapel!
If any man would meet me, make it now,
For it's now or never, I've no wish to dawdle here long.”
”Stay there!" called someone high above his head,
I’ll pay you promptly all that I promised before.”
But still he went on with that whetting noise a while,
Turning again to his grinding before he'd come down.
At last, from a hole by a rock he came out into sight,
Came plunging out of his den with a terrible weapon,
A huge new Danish ax to deliver his blow with,
With a vicious swine of a bit bent back to the handle,
Field to a razor's edge and four foot long,
Not one inch less by the length of that gleaming lace.
The great Green Knight was garbed as before,
Face, legs, hair, beard, all as before but for this:
That now he walked the world on his own two legs,
The axe handle striking the stone like a walking-stave.'
When the knight came down to the water he would not wade,
But waulted across on his axe, then with awful strides
Came fiercely over the field filled all around with snow.
Sir Gawain met him there
And bowed-but none too low!
Said the other, "I see, sweet sir,
You go where you say you'll go!
“Gawain” the Green Knight said, "may God be your guard!
You`re very welcome indeed, sir, here at my place;
I
You've timed your travel, my friend, as a true man should.
You recall the terms of the contract drawn up between us:
At this time a year ago you took your chances,
And I'm pledged now, this New Year, to make you my payment.
And here we are in this valley, all alone,
And no man here to part us, proceed as we may;
Heave off your helmet then, and have here your pay;
And debate no more with me than I did then

When you severed my head from my neck with a single swipe."
"Never fear," said Gawain, "by God who gave
Me life, I'll raise no complaint at the grimness of it;
But take your single stroke, and I`ll stand still
And allow you to work as you like and not oppose you here. "
He bowed toward the ground
And let his skin show clear;
However his heart might pound,
He would not show his fear.
Quickly then the man in the green made ready,
Grabbed up his keen-ground ax to strike Sir Gawain;
With all the might in his body he bore it aloft
And sharply brought it down as if to slay him;
Had he made it fall with the force he first intended
he would have stretched out the strongest man on earth.
But Sir Gawain cast a side glance at the ax
As it glided down to give him his Kingdom Come,
And his shoulders jerked away from the iron a little,
And the Green Knight caught the handle, holding it back,
And mocked the prince with many a proud reproof:: “
You
can't be Gawain," he said, "who's thought so good,
A man who's never been daunted on hill or dale!
For look how you flinch for fear before anything's felt!
I never heard tell that Sir Gawain was ever a coward!
I never moved a muscle when you came down;
In Arthur's hall I never so much as winced. ,
My head fell off at my feet, yet I never flickered;
But YOU! You tremble at heart before you're touched!
I am bound to be called a better man than you, then ,
my lord.”
Said Gawain, "I shied once:
No more. You have my word.
But if my head falls to the stones
It cannot be restored.
"But be brisk, man, by your faith, and come to the point!
Deal out my doom if you can, and do it at once,
For I'll stand for one good stroke, and I'll start no more
Until your ax has hit-and that I swear."
"Here goes, then," said the other, and heaves it aloft
And stands there waiting, scowling like a madman;
He swings down sharp, then suddenly stops again,
Holds back the ax with his hand before it can hurt,
And Gawain stands there stirring not even a nerve;
He stood there still as a stone or the stock of a tree
That's wedged in rocky ground by a hundred roots.
0, merrily then he spoke, the man in green:
"Good! You've got your heart back! Now I can hit you.
May all that glory the good King Arthur gave you
Prove efficacious now-if it ever canAnd save your neck;" In rage Sir Gawain shouted,
"Hit me, hero! I'm right up to here with your threats!

Is it you that's the cringing coward after all?"
"Whoo!" said the man in green, "he's wrathful, too!
No pauses, then; I'll pay up my pledge at once,
I vow!
He takes his stride to strike
And lifts his lip and brow;
It's not a thing Gawain can like,
For nothing can save him now!
He raises that ax up lightly and flashes it down,
And that blinding bit bites in at the knight's bare neckBut hard as he hammered it down, it hurt him no more
Than to nick the nape of his neck, so it split the skin;
The sharp blade slit to the flesh through the shiny hide,
And red blood shot to his shoulders and spattered the ground.
And when Gawain saw his blood where it blinked in the snow
He sprang from the man with a leap to the length of a spear;
He snatched up his helmet swiftly and slapped it on,
Shifted his shield into place with a jerk of his shoulders,
And snapped his sword out faster than sight; said boldly.
And, mortal born of his mother that he was,
There was never on earth a man so happy by half
“No more strokes, my friend; you've had your swing!
I`ve stood one swipe of your ax without resistance;
If you offer me any more, I'll repay you at once
With all the force and fire I`ve got-as you
will see.
I take one stroke, that's all,
For that was the compact we
Arranged in Arthur's hall;
But now, no more for me!„
The Green Knight remained where he stood, relaxing on his ax –
Settled the shaft on the rocks and leaned on the sharp endAnd studied the young man standing there, shoulders hunched,
And considered that staunch" and doughty' stance he took,
Undaunted yet, and in his heart he liked it;
And then he said merrily, with a mighty voice –
With a roar like rushing wind he reproved the knight“Here, don't be such an ogre on your ground!
Nobody here has behaved with bad manners toward you
Or done a thing except as the contract said.
I owed you a stroke, and I've struck; consider yourself
Well paid. And now I release you from all further duties.
If I'd cared to hustle, it maybe, perchance, that I might
Have hit somewhat harder, and then you might well be cross!
The first time I lifted my ax it was lighthearted sport,
I merely feinted and made no mark, as was right,
Four you kept our pact of the first night with honor
And abided by your word and held yourself true to me,
Giving me all you owed as a good man should.
I feinted a second time, friend, for the morning
You kissed my pretty wife twice and returned me the kisses;
And so for the first two days, mere feints, nothing more
severe.

A man who's true to his word,
There's nothing he needs to fear;
You failed me, though, on the third
Exchange, so I've tapped you here.
“That sash you wear by your scabbard belongs to me;
Own wife gave it to you, as I ought to know
I know too, of your kisses and all your words
And my wife's advances, for I myself arranged them.
It was I who sent her to test you. I'm convinced
You`re the finest man that ever walked this earth.
As a pearl is of greater price than dry white peas,
So Gawain indeed stands out above all other
knights.
But you lacked a little, sir; you were less than
loyal;
But since it was not for the sash itself or for lust
But because you loved your life, I blame you
less„ .
Sir Gawain stood in a study a long, long while,
So miserable with disgrace that he wept within,
And all the blood of his chest went up to his
face
And he shrank away in shame from the man's gentle words.
The first words Gawain could find to say were these:
"Cursed be cowardice and covetousness both,
Villainy and vice that destroy all virtue!"
He caught at the knots of the girdle* and loosened them
And fiercely flung the sash at the Green Knight.
"There, there's my fault The foul fiend vex it!
Foolish cowardice taught me, from fear of your stroke,
To bargain, covetous, and abandon my kind,
The selflessness and loyalty suitable in knights;
Here I stand, faulty and false, much as I've feared them,
Both of them, untruth and treachery; may they see sorrow and care!
I can't deny my guilt;
My works shine none too fair! '
Give me your good will
And henceforth I'll beware."
At that, the Green Knight laughed, saying graciously, "
Whatever harm I've had, I hold it amended
Since now you're confessed so clean, acknowledging sins
And bearing the plain penance of my point;
I consider you polished as white and as perfectly clean
As if you had never fallen since first you were born.
And I give you, sir, this gold-embroidered girdle,
For the cloth is as green as my gown. Sir Gawain, think
On this when you go forth among great princes;
Remember our struggle here; recall to your mind
This rich token. Remember the Green Chapel.
And now, come on, let's both go back to my castle
And finish the New Year's revels with feasting and joy,

not strife,
I beg you," said the lord,
And said, "As for my wife,
She'll be your friend, no more
A threat against your life."
EAR LY E N G LI S H AN D S C O T C H BALLAD S
While the lords and ladies of the castle were listening to the high-flown language
of the metrical romance, the common people of kitchen and. countryside were
developing a literature of their own, naturally handed down by word of mouth, since
few of them could read or write. These stories are much closer to real life than the
metrical romances. They tell most commonly of the tragedies, but occasionally of the
comedies, of persons who seem more like human beings than the stock figures of the
romances. The genuine folk-ballad simply grew up without any one author or known
date of composition. Of course, there are many modern ballads written by specific
authors in the form of the original folk-ballads.
The word ballad comes from an old French verb meaning “to dance”. This has
given rise to the theory that the ballads were originally chanted with dances. Whether
or not that is true, they were at least sung, for the singing qualities of the simple
stanza, the repetitions, refrains, and occasional nonsense syllables, are evident.
"Ballad measure" means a four-line stanza with four accents in the first and third
lines, three accents in the second and fourth. The second and fourth always rhyme,
while the first and third may or may not. Variations on this meter of course occur.
The narrative itself is simple and direct, frequently being only the incident which
marks the climax of a story. Sometimes the cause of the tragedy is simply suggested
and must be pieced out by the imagination of the reader. Dialogue appears in almost
all the old ballads. The similarities in the incidents of many ballads seem to prove that
old stories already well known were often adapted to local happenings. The domestic
tragedy, the love story and the outlaw ballad were three of the most widely used types.
Of the latter the Robin Hood ballads are the most famous, for that hero represented
the chief champion of the common people against the oppressive laws of the feudal
system and the legendary halo about his head has made him, like Arthur, a favourite
theme with modern writers as well.
Although these ballads began to circulate in the early Norman days, the existing
versions date back no further than the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
as indicated by their language. When interested scholars began to collect these old
stories, the harvest proved rich indeed. The first collection was that of Bishop Percy in
the late 18th century. This was known as Percy's Reliques of Ancient Poetry. Sir Walter
Scott also was an ardent student of ballads. The standard edition of old English
ballads was made by an American scholar, Francis J. Child. In his large eight-volume
work he presents all the known ballads, only three hundred and five different stories,
but appearing in over twelve hundred versions. It is not likely that any more folkballads will come to light, although in recent years a number of versions of the old
ones have been found in different parts of the United States
LORD RAN DALL
Lord Randal is deservedly one of the favourites among readers of old ballads
because of the tragic love story it unfolds. The story is told by question and
answer between mother and son. There is also a will, a favourite ballad
device. This ballad is sung in different versions in several countries. The basic
story of the song varies little, but Randall is variously known as Donald,
Randolph, Ramsay, and Durango. Sometimes his last meal consists of fish,
sometimes of snakes. It is sung in different dialects entirely as a conversation.

’’O where ha you been, Lord Randal, my son?
And where ha you been, my handsome young man?”
’’I ha been at the greenwood; mother, mak my bed soon,
For I'm wearied wi huntin, and fain wad lie down."
’’An wha met you there, Lord Randal, my son?
5
An wha met you there, my handsome young man?’’
’’I I met wi my true-love; mother, mak my bed soon,
For I'm wearied wi huntin, and fain wad lie down.’’
’’And what did she give you, Lord Randal, my son?
And what did she giv you, my handsome young man?’’
10
’’Eels fried in a pan; mother, mak my bed soon,
For I'm wearied wi huntin and fain wad lie down.’’
’’And wha gat your leavins, Lord Randal, my son?
And wha gat your leavins, my handsome young man?’’
’’My hawks and my bounds; mother, mak my bed soon,
15
For I'm wearied wi huntin and fain wad lie down.’’
’’And what became of them, Lord Randal, my son?
And what became of them, my handsome young man?’’
They stretched their legs out an died, mother, mak my bed soon,
For I'm wearied wi huntin and fain wad lie down.’’ 20
’’O I fear you are poisoned, Lord Randal; my son!
I fear you are poisoned, my handsome young man!’’
’’0 yes, I am poisoned; mother, mak my bed soon,
For I'm sick at the heart, and I fain wad lie down.’’
’’What d'ye leave to your mother, Lord Randal, my son?
25
What d'ye leave to your mother, my handsome young man?’’
’’Four and twenty milk kye; mother, rnak my bed soon,
For I'm sick at the heart, and I fain wad lie down.’’
’’What d'ye leave to your sister, Lord Randal,. my son.?
What d'ye leave to your sister, my handsome young man?’’
30
’’My gold and my silver; mother, mak my bed soon,
For I'm sick at the heart, and I fain wad lie down.’’
4. fain wad: would like to.
’’What d'ye leave to your brother, Lord Randal, my son?
What d'ye leave to your brother, my handsome young man?’’
’’My houses and my lands; mother, mak my bed soon,
35
For I'm sick at the heart, and I fain wad lie down.’’
’’What d'ye leave to your true-love, Lord Randal, my son?
What d'ye leave to your true-love, my handsome young man?’’
I leave her hell and fire; mother, mak my bed soon,
For I'm sick at the heart, and I fain wad lie down.’’
40
Katharine Jaffray
This was a great favorite with Scott, whose " Locbinvar " ia based directly on it, as you
will easily see. In some of the old versions the name Lochinvar occurs.
There lived a lass in yonder dale,
And doun in yonder glen, O,
And Kathrine Jaffray was her name,
Well known by many men, O.
Out came the Laird of Lauderdale,
5
Out frae the South Countrie,
All for to court this pretty maid,

Her bridegroom for to be.
He has teld her father and mither baith,
And a' the rest o her kin,
And has teld the lass hersell,
And her consent has win.
Then came the Laird of Lochinton,
Out frae the English border,
All for to court this pretty maid,
Well mounted in good order.
He's .teld her father and mither baith,
As I hear sindry say,
But he has nae teld the lass herself,
Till on her wedding day.
When day was set, and friends were met,
And married to be,
Lord Lauderdale came to the place,
The bridal for to see.
’’O are you come for sport, young man?
Or are you come for play?
Or are you come for a sight o our bride,
Just on her wedding day?’’
’’I'm nouther come for sport,’’ he says,
’’Nor am I come for play;
But if I had one sight o your bride,
I’ll mount and ride away.’’
There was a glass of the red wine
Fild up them atween,
And ay she drank to Lauderdale,
Wha her true-love had been.
Then he took her by the milk-white hand,
And by the grass-green sleeve,
And he mounted her high behind him there,
At the bridegroom he askt nae leive.
Then the blude run down by the Cowden Banks,
And down by Cowden Braes,
And ay she gard the trumpet sound,
’’O this is foul, foul play!’’
Now a' ye that in England are,
Or are in England born,
Come nere to Scotland to court a lass,
Or else ye I get the scorn.
They haik ye up and settle ye by,
Till on your wedding day,
And gie ye frogs instead o fish,
And play ye foul, foul play.
43. gard: caused.
49. haik up: haul up.
49. settle by: deceive you.
51. frogs: la "Lord Randal," the hero was poisoned by eels.
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GE T U P AN D BAR TH E D O O R
In an argument or a quarrel between man and wife it is often thought funny if the
wife wins her point. In the old ballads that theme was not unusual, but in most cases

the man got the better of it- In ’’ Get Up and Bar the Door ’’ there is no quarrel,
merely a bit of stubbornness about a trifling matter. In order to read old ballads
intelligently you must use your imagination to fill in the picture. If you do that here,
you will: be able to catch the gleam of humour that lights up the situation.
The story in this ballad exists in many version in Europe, Asia and the Middle East
– perhaps illustrating the universal theme of the battling married couple. “Goodwife”
and “Goodman” are terms once applied to married men and women, something like
“Mr.” or “Mrs.” today.
The story takes place around November 11 – Martinmas, or the feast of St. Martin
of Tours which was usually celebrated with a sumptuous meal As you read. imagine
a husband and a wife bickering during the preparation of a large meal – perhaps a
modern Thanksgiving dinner.
It fell about the Martinmas time,
And a gay time it was then,
When our goodwife got puddings to make,
And she’s boild them in the pan.
The wind sae cauld blew south and north,
And blew into the floor;
Quoth our goodman to our goodwife,
’’ Gae out and bar the door.’’
’’ My hand is in my hussyfskap,
Goodman, as ye may see;
An it shoud nae be barrd this hundred year,
It's no be barrd for me.’’
They made a paction tween them twa,
They made it firm and sure,
That the first word whaeer shoud speak,
Shoud rise and bar the door.
Then by thi;re came two gentlemen,
At twelve o'clock at night,
And they could neither see house nor hall,
Nor coal nor candlelight.
’’ Now whether is this a rich man's house,
Or whether is it a poor?’’
But neer a word wad ane o' them speak,
For barring of the door.
1. Martinmas time: November 11.
9. hussyfskap: household duties,
11. "The door will not be barred in a hundred years if 1 have to bar it.’’
13. paction: agreement.
21. The strangers ask the question.
23. them: theman and his wife.
And first they ate the white puddings,
And then they ate the black;
Tho muckle thought the goodwife to hersel,
Yet neer.a.word.she.,spake.
Then said the one unto the other,
" Here, man, tak ye my knife;
Do ye tak art the auld man's beard,
And I'll kiss the goodwife."
" But there's nae water in the house,
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And what shall we do than? "
" What ails ye at the pudding-broo,
35
That boils into the pan? "
0 up then started our goodman,
An angry man was he:
"Will ye kiss my wife before my een,
And scad me wi pudding-bree? "
40
Then up and started our goodwife,
Gted three skips on the floor:
" Goodman, you've spoken the foremost word;
Get up and bar the door."
25. they: the strangers.
27. muckle: much.
33. water: probably to scald the beard in order to scrape it off, like pig's bristles.
35. What's the matter with using the pudding-water?"
36. into: in. 40. scad: scald.
SIR PATRICK SPENS
This old sea ballad has always been a favorite. It is one of the few-ballads that seem to
have a definite historical background. A certain King Alexander of Scotland in the
thirteenth century was 5endmg his daughter to Norway to marry the king of that country;
or, a5 one version of the story has it, he was sending for a princess of Norway to be his
bride. As you read the story, which interpretation seems right? In any case a few facts are
easily seen. Sir Patrick had an enemy at court who saw an opportunity to get rid of
Patrick- (See the second and
fourth stanzas.) And all versions agree on the disaster of the return voyage,
The king sits in Dumferling toune,
Drinking the blude-reid wine:
"O whar will I get guid sailor,
To sail this schip of mine? "
Up and spak an eldern knicht,5
Sat at the kings richt kne:
" Sir Patrick Spence is the best sailor,
That sails upon the se”
The king has written a braid letter,
And signd it wi his hand,
And sent it to Sir Patrick Spence,
Was walking on the sand.
The first line that Sir Patrick red,
A loud lauch lauched he;
The next line that Sir Patrick red,
The teir blinded his ee.
" O wha is this has don this deid,
This ill deid don to me,
To send me out this time o' the yeir,
To sail upon these!20
" Mak hast, mak haste, my mirry men all,
Our guid schip sails the morne."
" O say na sae, my master deir,
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For I feir a deadlie storme.
"Late, late yestreen I saw the new moone,
Wi the auld moone in hir arme,
And I feir, I feir, my deir master,
That we will cum to harme."
O our Scots nobles wer richt laifch
To weet their cork-heild schoone;
Bot lang owre a' the play wer playd,
Thair hats they swam aboone.
1. Dumferling: a small town not far from Edinburgh.
5. knicht: knight.
39 laith: loath.
31. owre: ere.
O lang, lang may their ladies sit,
Wi thair fans into their hand ;
Or eir they se Sir Patrick Spence
Cum sailing to the land.
O lang, lang may the ladies stand,
Wi thair gold kerns in their hair,
Waiting for chair ain deir lords,
For they’lI se thame na mair.
Haf owre, haf owre to Aberdour,
It's fiftie fadom deip,
And thair lies guid Sir Patrick Spence,
Wi the Scots lords at his feit.
38, kerns: combs.
41. owre: over.
41. Aberdoor: Aberdeen.
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ROBIN HOOD BALLADS
This is only one of the many Robin Hood ballads, but it is thoroughly typical of the spirit
of the best of them. The sort of adventure described in this story shows why the
followers of the bold outlaw were so loyal to their chief. Besides, contests of skill and
strength are always fascinating to witness and to read about. At the end of this section
there is a list of the most interesting ballads, including those on Robin Hood.
A favourite legendary hero of the English people is Robin Hood. Many ballads have
been composed about him and his men. Some historians believe that Robin Hood is a
real person. There is a legend about how Robin Hood became an outlaw.
In the 12th century only the King of England could hunt in certain forests in England.
Anybody killing a deer there was punished to death. The King’s Foresters guarded those
forests, who were important persons.. The beautiful Sherwood Forest was near the town
Nottingham. The Head Forester there had a little son Robert by name. The boy was born
in the town of Locksley and was often called Rob of Locksley, or Robin. He
was quite small he learned to draw the bow and shoot an arrow. Later Robin became the
best archer among his best friends.
His father had enemies among them the sheriff of Nottingham. When Robin was 19,
his father was unjustly thrown into prison by the Sheriff. His mother died of grief and his
father died soon after her.
Robin loved the life of the forest and wanted to become one of the King’s Foresters.
But he had a quarrel with the Head Forester, who had taken his father’s place. During the
quarrel Robin killed the Head Forester. He had to hide because the Sheriff of Nottingham
was looking for him and had offered a large sum of money for his head. Robin hid in the
Sherwood Forest which he knew well. At that time it was called the Greenwood. There

were already many yeomen there. They were hiding from the Norman nobles, the rich
tradesmen, the monks and the bishops. They were all outlaws. They all wore green
clothes to hide better in the Greenwood. Some of them knew Robin well. The outlaws
had no chief. In Nottingham there was a contest of archers. The winner’s price was a
golden arrow and the right to crown the prettiest girl of the county as queen of the day.
Robin dressed as an old beggar and covered his head and most of his face with a hood so
as not to be recognized. He won the golden arrow and went up to Lady Marian and gave
her the golden arrow thus making her the Queen of the day. She recognized Robin. When
Rob returned to Greenwood the outlaws already knew about his victory. From that day
on they called Robin their chief. He had many friends there. Among his merry men there
was a fat monk, Friar Tuck by name, who ran away from his bishop. Later on a fine
young fellow, Allan-A-Dale by name was met by Robin Hood in the forest and also
joined the outlaws. Robin Hood helped Allan to find his bride. A very old and very rich
Norman knight had taken her away from young Allan, because he wanted to marry her
himself. That very day Robin Hood went to the church and said he was a musician, but
that he would only play when the bride and bridegroom came:
With that came in a wealthy knight,
Which was both grave and old,
And after him a bonnie lass,
Did shine like the glistering gold.
“This is not a it match” quoth bold Robin Hood
“That you seem to make here,
For since we are come into the Church,
The bride shall choose her own dear”.
Then Robin Hood put his horn to his mouth,
And blew blasts two or three;
When four-and-twenty bowmen bold
Came leaping over the lea.
Robin Hood’s men came into the Church and seized the old knight’s archers and the
bride’s angry brother. Robin asked the bride whom she wanted to marry. She smiled at
Allan-A-Dale and gave him her hand. But the bishop was very angry and refused to
marry them. So Robin Hood called Friar Tuck, who was with the outlaws, and told him
to marry the young people; and so he did.
And thus having end of this merry wedding
The bride looked like a queen;
And so they returned to the merry Greenwood,
Among the leaves so green.
Popular ballads show Robin Hood as a tireless enemy of the Norman oppressors, of
the Church and the tradesmen. They sing about his courage, his readiness to help the
poor. They tell about the love of the poor people for their legendary hero, and their deep
gratitude to him.
These melodious ballads were sung from generation to generation. In the eighteenth
century they were collected and printed for the first time. Thus they became part of
thewealth of English literature.
ELEMENTS O F LITE RAT U RE: BALL AD S
(POPULAR POETRY)
A song or song-like poem that tells a story. Most ballads have a regular pattern
of rhythm and rhyme, and they use simple language with a great deal of repetition.

Ballads generally have a refrain – lines or words that are repeated at regular intervals.
And they usually tell sensational stories of tragedy, adventure, betrayal, revenge and
jealousy.
F o l k b a l l a d s are composed by anonymous singers and are passed down
orally from generation to generation before they are written down (often in different
versions).
L i t e r a r y b a l l a d s, on the other hand, are composed and written down by
known poets, usually in the style of folk ballads. Keats’s “La Belle Dame Sans Merci”
is a famous literary ballad.
The typical ballad stanza is a quatrain with the rhyme scheme abcb. The first and
third lines have four stressed syllables, and the second and and fourth lines have three.
The number of unstressed syllables in each line may vary, but often the meter is
primarily iambic.
Ballads come from an oral tradition, so there are no strict rules dictating their form.
However, a number of characteristics have come to be associated with ballads, and
every ballad reflects at least some of them: supernatural events; sensational, sordid, or
tragic subject matter; a refrain; and the omission of details.
The ballad singers also used some of the following conventions:
 incremental repetition, to build up suspense. A phrase or sentence is
repeated with a new element added each time, until the climax is reached.
 a question – and – answer format, in which the facts of a story are gleaned
little by little from the answer. Again, this device builds up suspense.
 conventional, phrases, understood by listeners to have meaning beyond
their literal ones. ”Make my bed soon” in "Lord Randall" is an example.
Whenever a character in a ballad asks someone to make his bed, or to make her
bed narrow, it means that the speaker is preparing for death.
 a strong, simple beat, with verse forms that are relatively uncomplicated.
Ballads were sung for a general, rather than an elitist, audience. Only later, in the
era of so-called literary ballads (more sophisticated poems that artfully evoked the
atmosphere of the originals), did the rhyme scheme (abcb) and. the meter (a
quatrain in which lines of four stresses alternate with lines of three stresses) of the
ballad stanza become standard.
Literary Focus:
Literary element
: Selection/Feature
Refrain
: Lord Randall
Characteristics of the ballad form
:Edward,Edward
Get up and Bar The Door
Characterization
: The Canterbury Tales:
Imagery
: The Prologue
Couplets
:The Canterbury Tales:
The Wife of Bath’s Tale
The Romance
: Sir Gawain and the Green Knight
GEOFFREY CHAUCER
1343–1400
Geoffrey Chaucer, often called the father of English poetry, made the English
language respectable.
Ordinary people in Chaucer’s England spoke the Anglo-Norman composite now
called Middle English, a language that became the ancestor of Modern English.
But in Chaucer’s time the languages of literature, science, diplomacy and religion
were still Latin and French. Before Chaucer it was not fashionable for serious
poets to write in English. People felt that English could not possibly convey all

the nuances and complexities of serious literature. There were, it is true, some
exceptions: The so called Gawain poet wrote in the northwestern dialect of
English, and Chaucer’s older contemporary William Langland wrote poems in
English, of which the most important is “Piers Plowman”. And, of course, there
were the popular ballads.
But the poets who wrote these lacked the social stature of Chaucer. Chaucer was
a well-known government official who served under three kings – Edward III,
Richard II and Henry IV. By composing in the vernacular – the everyday language
spoken in London and the East Midlands – Chaucer lent respectability to a
language that would develop into the medium for one of the world’s greatest
bodies of literature. In this sense he was indeed the father of English poetry.
Not a great deal is known of Chaucer’s life. He was born into a middle-class
family in London in the early 1340s, not long after the beginning of the Hundred
Years’ War. We are told that his father was a wine merchant who had enough
money to provide his son with some education. The young Chaucer read a great
deal and had some legal training. He became a page to an eminent family from
whom he received the finest training in good manners. As he advanced in his
government career, he became attached to several noble patrons, especially to
Edward III’s fourth son, the powerful John Gaunt, duke of Lancaster, who was
made famous by William Shakespeare in his Play Richard II.
We know too, that Chaucer was captured in France while serving as a soldier
during the Hundred Years’ War and he was important enough to have the king
contribute to his ransom. We also know that he married Philippa and had at least
two children and that he was on several occasions sent to Europe as the king’s
ambassador. In 1367, he was awarded the first of several pensions for his services
to the Crown. (On April 23, 1374, he as granted the promise of a daily pitcher of
wine). In 1385, he was appointed justice of the peace in the county of Kent, later
becoming a member of Parliament. He continued to serve and to enjoy the king’s
protection even after the death of his great patron, John of Gaunt.
It seems clear that Chaucer was a relatively important government servant and
that his work took precedence over his writing. Yet he wrote a great deal, and
sometimes for personal advancement. In 1369 he composed his first important
poem, The Book of the Duchess, in memory of John Gaunt’s wife, who had just
died of the plague. But Chaucer’s writing is just as clearly more than an attempt at
political advancement or a passing fancy. Despite his government responsibilities
between 1374 and 1386, Chaucer managed to create several great allegorical
poems, including the House of Fame and the Parliament Fowls, and his poignant
and amusing love story Troilus and Criseyde.
In 1373 and 1378, Chaucer travelled in Italy where he was very likely
influenced by Dante and Petrarch and by the stories of Giovanni Boccaccio. The
connection between Boccaccio’s collection of tales called the Decameron
and Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales is evident. Both use a framing device within
which the characters tell their tales, and both include tales based on similar old
plots. The framing device in the Decameron is a group of people who have fled
the plague-ridden city of Florence and tell stories while they were away in the
country. Chaucer’s frame is a religious pilgrimage during which each traveller is
to tell four stories, two going out and two returning.
Chaucer died on October 25, 1400 , if we are to believe the date on his
tombstone which an admirer erected in Westminster Abbey in 1556. He was the
first of those famous English poets and writers who has a memorial board in the
Poets’ Corner in Westminster Abbey, one of the great tourists’ sight of London
today. “The Father of English poetry,” notes Nevill Coghill, “lies in his family
vault”.

T H E C A N T E R B U R Y T A L E S.
The Canterbury Tales is a snapshot of an age. It gives us a collection of good
stories and a snapshot, a picture frozen in time, of life in the Middle Ages. To
include the complete range of medieval society in the same picture, Chaucer places
his characters on a pilgrimage, a religious journey made to a shrine or holy place.
These pilgrims, like a collection of people on tour today, are from many stations and
stages of life. Together they travel on horseback from London to the shrine of the
martyr Saint Thomas a’ Becket at Canterbury Cathedral, about fifty-five miles to the
southeast.
The Tales begin with a General Prologue, the first lines of which establish that this
pilgrimage takes place in the spring, the archetypal time of new life and awakening.
Fifty-five miles if a long journey by horseback, especially along muddy tracks that
would hardly pass as roads today. An inn was always a welcome oasis, even if it
provided few luxuries. The poet pilgrim narrator, whom many consider to be
Chaucer himself, starts out at the Tabard Inn in Southwark, a borough in the south of
London, where he meets twenty-nine other pilgrims also bound for Canterbury. It is
the host of the Tabard who suggests to the pilgrims, as they sit around the fire after
dinner, that they exchange tales to pass the time along the way to Canterbury and
back to London. The host’s suggestion sets up Chaucer’s frame story – the main
story of the pilgrimage that includes each pilgrim’s story.
The Prologue of the Canterbury Tales is the most personal, varied and complete
utterance that we have from Chaucer. As the Prologue progresses and we are
introduced to the pilgrims, Chaucer’s brilliant picture of life in the late medieval
England comes into focus. In translator Nevill Coghill’s words,
In all literature there is nothing that touches or resembles the Prologue. It is
the concise portrait of an entire nation, high and low, old and young, male and
female, lay and clerical, learned and ignorant, rogue and righteous, land and sea,
town and country, but without extremes. Apart from the stunning clarity, touched
with nuance, of the characters presented, the most noticeable thing about them is
their normality. They are the perennial progeny of men and women. Sharply
individual, together they make a party.
At its most basic level, Chaucer’s great work possesses and archetypal unity. As
a pilgrimage story, it is one of the world’s many quest narratives, and it moves
appropriately from images of spring and awakening at the beginning of the Prologue
to images of penance, death and eternal life in the Parson’s tale at the end of the
work. The storytellers themselves are pilgrims, presumably in search of renewal at
the Thomas a’ Becket shrine. Coming as they do from all walks of life, all social
classes, they cannot help but represent “everyman”, or all of us, on our universal
pilgrimage through life.
The Prologue of the Canterbury Tales is the most personal, varied and complete
utterance that we have from Chaucer. The transitions of mood are remarkable. In
particular that rapid shifting from the serious to the humorous, which puzzles
readers not to the English manner born, pervades the whole piece .Both in the
Prologue and in the stories themselves the meter is handled with a mastery that
Chaucer did not excel till he came to write “The Canterbury Tales”. But because he
found the stories of these fair martyrs of love becoming monotonous, he abandoned
the whole project, and turned to "The Canterbury Tales", in the large humanity of
which he found himself at home.
The plan of collecting tales and uniting them by a central idea is one of the stock
methods of the world. ''The Arabian Nights” and “The Decameron'' are two of the
most famous examples. Chaucer’s work is incomplete: both as a whole and in
parts. It is sketched out but not f filled in. The only clear string from the first to the

last is the pervading personality of the Host, who gives a unity of character to the
whole work inviting, criticizing, a ring, denouncing, but always keeping himself in
evidence. What is certain is that the couplets, especially of the Prologue, are the
most accomplished, various, thoroughly mastered verse that we find in Chaucer
himself or in any English writer up to his time not are they exceeded by any
foreign model, unless it be the terza rima of Dante.
THE CANTERBURY TALES is Chaucer’s masterpiece at the same time it is
the first real collection of short stories in English literature, though they are in
poetry. Had Chaucer completed his origina1 scheme, there would have been
124 stories, but unfortunately only 24 were finished and the modern reader has
to determine for himself which one should be the prize-winner. Today we are
more interested in the Prologue and the conversations interspersed between the
tales than in the stories themselves.
The ever present humor of the work cannot be missed. The exquisite and
unlabored pathos which accompanies it has been acknowledged even by those who
have failed to appreciate Chaucer as a whole. The stories cover nearly the whole
ground of medieval poetry. "The K n i g h t ’ s Tale" is high romance on a full scale
told in heroic couplets.
The tales of the Reeve and Miller are examples of the
fab1iau, the story of ordinary life with a farcical tendency. "The Man of
Law’s Tale returns to romance, but it is pathetic romance, told in rhyme royal
''The Prioress’s beautiful story is an excursion into hagiology romance with a
difference; and its neighbour, Chaucer’s own tale of Sir Thopas is a burlesque of
all the weakness of the romances put into the weakest of the romance verse forms.
''The Tale of: Melibeus " illustrates the extraordinary appetite of medieval hearers
for long, serious /to our minds / boring and unremunerative prose narrative. The
pilgrims are neither bored by Melibeus nor shocked by the Wife of Bath, ''The
Monk’s Tale'' objected to by the Knight on the score of its lugubriousness may be
intended as a set-off to the frivolous description of that ecclesiastic in the
Prologue. After the admirable fabliau of the Cock and the Fox told by the Nun’s
priest, the Wife of Bath’s delightful prologue, the diablerie of the Friar’s tale , and
the story of Griselda told by the Clerk, romance comes back in the "half-told” tale
of the Squire, the “story of Cambuscan bold" . The romantic tone is kept up in
"The Franklin’s Tale" one of the most poetical of all, and specially interesting in
its portrayal - side by side with an undoubted belief in actual magic - of the extent
of medieval conjuring. With "The Canterbury Tales" we reach, for the first time in
this story the literature of everyman, that is to s a y, the kind of work that belongs
to the same world as the work of Shakespeare and Dickens. The best of "The
Canterbury Tales" can be enjoyed by people today.
Canterbury tales in prose
When the sweet showers of April have pierced to the root the dryness of March and bathed
every vein in the moisture which produces the flowers; when Zephyrus also with his sweet
breath has breathed life into the tender shoots in every wood and heath, and the young sun
has run his half-course in the Ram; when the small birds make melody, and sleep all night
with open eyes - so nature stirs their hearts — then people long to go on pilgrimages, and
palmers seek strange shores to visit distant shrines known in sundry lands; and especially
from the ends of every shire in England they wend their way to Canterbury to seek the
holy blesséd martyr who helped them when they were sick.
It befell, in that season as I was stopping at the Tabard in Southwark, ready to go on my
pilgrimage to Canterbury with full devout heart, that at night a company of nine-andtwenty came to that hostelry, sundry folk, fallen by chance into fellowship, all pilgrims
riding toward Canterbury. The rooms and the stables were spacious, and we were
accommodated in the best possible manner. In short, when the sun had gone to rest, I had

spoken with every one of them, so that immediately I was of their company, and made
agreement to rise early to take our way as I am about to tell you.
But nevertheless, while I have time and space, and before I go further in this story, I
think it reasonable to tell you the characteristics of each of them, as they seemed to me,
what sort of persons they were and of what station in life, as well as the way they were
dressed. And so I shall begin with a
knight.
The Knight. There was a Knight, a worthy man, who, from the time that be first began
to ride, loved the ideals of chivalry — truth and honour, generosity and courtesy. In his
lord's war he distinguished himself; moreover, no man had ridden farther, in Christianas
well as in heathen lands, and he was always honoured for his worthiness. He was at
Alexandria when it was won; often had he sat at the bead of the table in Prussia, above
all other nations; he had campaigned in Lithuania and in Russia, no Christian of his rank
so often. He had also been at the siege of Algeciras in Granada, and served in Belmaria.
He was at Ayas and Adalia when they were won; and along the Mediterranean he had been
in many a noble army. He had been in fifteen pitched battles, and thrice he fought for our
faith in the lists at Tramissene, and each time he slew his foe. Once upon a time this same
worthy knight had served with the lord of Palatia against another heathen in Turkey, and
always he had exceeding great renown. And though he was worthy, he was wise, and in
his bearing as meek as a maid. In all his life he had never yet spoken discourteously to
any kind of person. He was a true, perfect, noble knight. But to speak of his equipment,
his horses were good, although he himself was not gaudily clad. He wore a doublet of
fustian, all stained by his coat of mail, for he had just returned from his journey, and
went to do his pilgrimage.
The Young Squire. With him was his son, a young Squire, a lover and a lusty youth,
whose locks were as curly as if they had been curled with irons. I should judge him
about twenty years of age, of moderate height, wonderfully active, and of great
strength.
He had once been in a military expedition to Flanders, Artois, and Picardy, and had
conducted himself well, considering the short time he had been in service, in the hope of
standing high in his lady's favour. His clothes were embroidered in white and red, like a
meadow
full of fresh flowers. All day he was singing or playing the flute; he was as fresh as the
month of May. His gown was short, with long wide sleeves. He could sit well on a horse
and was a good rider. He could write songs and compose music, joust and dance, draw well
and
write. So ardently he loved that at night he slept no more than does a nightingale. He was
courteous, modest, and willing to serve, and at the table he carved before his father.
The Yeoman. He had a Yeoman, and no more servants at that time, for it pleased him to
ride in such a manner. He was clad in a coat and hood of green. In his belt, like a good
workman, he carried a sheaf of bright keen arrows trimmed with peacock feathers. He
knew well how to arrange his shooting-gear in a yeoman-like manner, for the feathers on
his arrows did not droop; and in his hand he carried a mighty bow. His hair was clipped
close, and his face was brown. He understood well all the usage of woodcraft. Upon
his arm he wore a gay arm-guard; and at one side a sword and buckler, at the other a
splendid dagger, well sheathed and sharp as the point of a spear; on his breast a St.
Christopher of bright silver. He carried a horn slung on by a green baldric. To tell the
truth, he was a forester.
The Prioress. There was also a Nun, a Prioress, whose smile was simple and quiet; her
greatest oath was but by St. Loy. She was called Madame Eglantine. Full well she sang
the divine service, intoned full seemly in her nose; French she spoke quite excellently in
the style of Stratford-at-the-Bow, for the French of Paris was unknown to her. In table
manners she was-well taught, for she let no morsel fall from her lip, nor wet her fingers
too far in the sauce. She could carry a morsel well and see to it, that no drop fell upon her

breast. Courtly manners were her delight. Her upper lip she wiped so clean that no speck
of grease was seen in her cup after she had drunk from it. She reached for her food
daintily, and she was good-humoured, pleasant, and amiable in her bearing. She took
pains to imitate court behaviour, to be stately in her deportment, and to be esteemed
worthy of reverence. But to speak of her character, she was so tender-hearted and
compassionate that she would weep if she happened to see a mouse caught in a trap, if it
were dead or bled. She had some small dogs which she fed with roasted flesh, or milk,
and the finest of bread. Sorely she wept if one died, or if some one hit it smartly with a
stick; she was all sensibility and tender heart. Her wimple was neatly and closely pleated.
Her nose was well formed; her eyes ask blue as glass; her mouth quite small, but soft and
red. Truly she had a fair forehead, almost a span broad, I should judge. Surely she
was….undersized. I noticed that her cloak was well made. On her arm she wore a coral
rosary, with the large beads of green, and from it hung a brooch of bright gold on which
was engraved a crowned A, and then Amor vincit omnia. [Love conquers all things]
She had with her another Nun who was her chaplain, and three Priests.
The Monk. There was a Monk, an exceedingly fine one, an out-rider15 who loved
hunting, a manly man capable of being an abbot. He had many valuable horses in his
stable, and when he rode one could hear his bridle jingling in a whistling wind as clear
and as loud as the chapel-bell of the small monastery where this lord was prior. Because
the rule of St. Maur or of St. Benedict was old and somewhat strict, this same Monk let
old things pass and held his course according to the new order of things. He did not care
a plucked hen for that text which says that hunters are not holy men, or that a monk,
when he is neglectful (that is to say, a monk out of his cloister), is like a fish out of
water. That text he held not worth an oyster. And I said his opinion was good. Why
should he study and make himself crazy by always poring over a book in his cloister, or
toil with his hands and labour as St. Augustine bids? How shall the world be served? Let
St. Augustine have his work reserved fro himself. Therefore he was a hard rider; and he
had greyhounds as swift as birds in flight. His whole pleasure was in hunting the hare
by its tracks; for this he would spare no cost. I saw his sleeves edged at the hand with
gray fur, and that the finest in the land; to fasten his hood under his chin he had a
curiously wrought brooch of gold, at the larger end of which there was a love-knot. His
bald head shone like glass, and his face as though it had been anointed. He was a lord full
fat, with generous paunch. His eyes were bright and rolled in his head; they shone like
fire under a caldron. His boots were of soft leather; his horse in fine condition. Now
certainly he was a fair prelate, not pale like a tormented ghost. Of all roasts, he liked best
a fat swan. His horse was as brown as a berry.
The Friar. There was a Friar, lively and merry, who was licensed to beg, a most
pompous man. In all the four orders there is not one who knows so much gossip and so well
how to flatter. At his own expense he had performed many a marriage of young women. Of
his order he was a noble pillar. He was well beloved, and familiar with the wealthy farmers
everywhere in his district as well as with the worthy women of the town, for he was a
licensed one of his order, and, as he himself said, had greater power of confession than a
curate. Full sweetly he heard confession, and his absolution was pleasant; he was an
easy man to impose penance where he knew he was sure to have good food. To give to a
poor order is a sign that a man is well shriven. He confidently asserted that if a man gave
gifts he knew him to be repentant. For many a man is so hard of heart that he cannot weep
though sorely grieved. Therefore, instead of weeping and praying, men ought to give
silver to the poor friars. His hood was always stuffed full of knives and pins with, which
to make presents to good-looking women. And certainly he sang a merry note, and played
the fiddle well. He always carried off the prize for singing popular ballads. His neck was
as white as the fleur-de-lys, and he was as strong as a champion wrestler, every town he
knew the taverns well, and every innkeeper and ban maid better than he knew the lepers
and the beggar women, for, by virtue of his official position, it would not do for such a

worthy man as he to be acquainted with sick lepers. It is neither becoming nor profitable
to deal with such a rabble, but rather with the rich and the sellers of victuals. Wherever
profit might be derived he was courteous and humble in his service. Nowhere was there so
efficient a man. He was the best beggar in his house, for though a widow had never a shoe,
his In principio was so pleasant that he would have a farthing before he left. What he
gained from his begging was more than his regular income. And he could romp like a
puppy-dog. On love-days he could be of much help, for he was not like a cloistermonk, a poor scholar in threadbare vestments, but like a master or a pope. His cloak
of double worsted was round as a bell out of the mold. To make his English sound
sweet upon his tongue he lisped a little by way of affectation. And in his harping,
after a song, his eyes twinkled in his head as do the stars on a frosty night. This
worthy begging friar was named Hubert.
The Merchant. There was a Merchant with a forked beard, attired in rich motley;
he sat high on a horse, and on his head he had a Flemish beaver hat; his boots were
neatly clasped. He spoke his opinions pompously, always bearing on the increase of
his profits. At any cost, he wanted the sea between Middleburg 22 and Orwell22 kept
safe from pirates. In selling shield-crowns 23 he knew well how to profit by the
exchange. This worthy man used his wit to the best advantage. No man knew that
he was in debt, so stately was he in the management of his bargains and his
arrangements for credit. He really was a worthy man, but to tell the truth, I do not
know his name.
The Clerk of Oxford. There was also a Clerk from Oxford who long had studied
philosophy. His horse was as lean as a rake, and I may say that he himself was not
right fat, but looked hollow as well as serious. His outer cloak was threadbare, for
he had not as yet received an appointment in the church, and he was not so worldly
as to accept a secular position. He would rather have at his bed's head twenty books
of Aristotle and his philosophy, clad in black and red, than rich robes, or a fiddle, or
a gay harp. Although he was a philosopher, he had but little gold in his coffer. But
all that he could obtain from his friends he spent on books and learning, and busily
he prayed for the souls of those who gave him the means for going to school. Of
study he took most care and most heed. He spoke not a word more than was
necessary and what he said was formal and dignified, short and to the point, and full
of deep meaning. His talk leaned toward moral virtue, and gladly would he learn
and gladly teach.
The Sergeant of the Law.
There was also a Sergeant of the Law, cautious and
prudent, full rich in excellence, who had often been at the church-porch of St.
Paul's. He was discreet and dignified — he seemed so because his words were so
wise. Often he was a judge in the county courts by letters patent and by full
commission. Through his knowledge and his high renown he had received many a
fee and many a garment. So great a conveyancer there never was anywhere. All
was fee simple to him in effect, and no flaws could be found in his conveyancing.
Nowhere was there so busy a man as he, and yet he seemed busier than he was. He
knew how to express in proper terms all the legal cases and decisions since the time
of William the Conqueror. Moreover, he knew how to write and draw up papers so
that no one could find any fault, and every statute he knew fully by heart. He rode
dressed simply in a coat of mixed color, with a girdle of silk ornamented with small
metal strips. Of his appearance I tell no more.
The Franklin. In his company was a Franklin, whose beard was as white as the
daisy. His temperament was cheerful. Well he loved a sop in wine in the morning.
To live in delight was ever his custom, for he was own son to Epicurus, who held
the opinion that perfect felicity was to be found only in pleasure. He was a
householder, and a great one; for hospitality he was a regular St. Julian in his part of
the country. His bread and ale were always up to the same high standard. No man

anywhere had better stores of wine. His house was never without pies of fish and
meat, and that so plentiful that it snowed meat and drink, and every delicacy that
one could think of. According to the various seasons of the year, he varied his
meats and his meals. Full many a fat partridge he had in a coop, and many a bream
and pike in his fish-pond. Woe unto his cook unless the sauces were pungent and
sharp, and his cooking utensils ready. In his hall stood a fixed table, ready to serve
all day long. At sessions of the Justices of the Peace he was lord and sire, and he
had often been the county representative-at-large in parliament. A two-edged
dagger and a silken pouch, white as the morning milk, hung at his girdle. He had
been sheriff and a pleader in court; nowhere was there so worthy a middle-class
land owner.
The Five Tradesmen. A Haberdasher, a Carpenter, a Weaver, a Dyer, and an
Upholsterer were with us also, all in the livery of the same great and important
guild. Full fresh and new were the trimmings of their gear. Their knives were not in
sheaths tipped with brass, but all with silver wrought full clean and well, as was
every whit of their girdles and their pouches. Each one of them seemed a citizen
worthy indeed to sit in a guildhall on a dais. Because of his wisdom, each one of
them was fitted to be alderman of the guild, for they had property and income
enough. Their wives also would readily consent, else certainly were they to blame,
for it is gratifying to be called madame, and to go to vigils at the head of others,
with a mantle royally carried.
The Cook. They had a Cook with them for the occasion, to boil chickens with the
marrow-bones, sharp seasoning, and cyperus-root. Well could he distinguish a
draught of London ale. He could roast and boil and broil and fry, make chowders,
and well bake a meat-pie. It was a shame, I thought, that he had a sore on his shin;
as for blanc-mange, that he made with the best of them.
The Shipman. There was a Shipman who lived far in the West; for aught I know he
was from Dartmouth. He rode upon a hired nag as well as he knew how, in a gown
of coarse cloth to the knee. He had a dagger that hung on a cord about his neck,
down under his arm. The hot summer had made his hue all brown; and certainly he
was a rascal. Many a draught of wine had he drawn in Bordeaux while the merchant
slept. In a scrupulous conscience he took no stock. If he fought on the sea and had
the upper hand, he made his victims walk the plank. But for skill in reckoning well
the tides, the currents and the dangers ever near at hand, the harbor waters and the
phases of the moon, and everything about piloting, there was none such from Hull
to Cartagena. In an enterprise he was bold and shrewd. By many a tempest had his
beard been shaken. He knew all the harbors well from Gothland to Cape Finisterre,
and every creek in Britain and in Spain. His ship was called the. Madeline.
The Doctor. With us there was a Doctor of Physic; in all the world there was none
like him when it came to medicine and surgery. He was grounded in astrology, and
he watched carefully for favorable stars in the ascendant, which he knew well how
to choose for treating images to be used as charms to help his patient. He knew the
cause of every malady, whether it sprang from a humor hot or cold, moist or dry.
He was a truly perfect practitioner. The cause known, and the root of the disease, he
immediately gave the sick man his remedy. His druggists he had ready to send the
drugs and medicines when compounded, for each made business for the other. Their
friendship was not of recent date. Well he knew old Aesculapius, Dioscorides, and
Rufus; old Hippocras, Haly, and Galen; Serapion, Rhasi, and Avicenna; Averroës,
Damascene, and Constantius; Bernard, Gattisden, and Gilbertine. He was moderate
in his diet, for it was of no superfluity, but greatly nourishing and digestible. The
Bible he studied but little. His clothes were blood-red and light blue, lined with thin
silk, although he was modest in his expenditures. What he acquired during the
pestilence he kept. Since gold in medicine is a cordial, he particularly loved it.

The Wife of Bath. There was a Goodwife from beside Bath; she was somewhat
deaf, and that was a pity. In making cloth she had such skill that she surpassed those
of Ypres and Ghent. In all the parish there was no wife that dared go before her to
the offering, and if any did, she was so angry that she was out of all charity. Her
kerchiefs were of fine texture, and I dare swear that those on her head on a Sunday
weighed ten pounds. Her hose were of fine scarlet red, closely fastened, and her
shoes full soft and new. Bold was her face, fair and red of hue. All her life she
was a worthy woman. She had had five husbands at the church-door, not counting
other company in her youth, but of those it is not necessary to speak now. Thrice
had she been in Jerusalem; many a foreign stream had she crossed; she had been at
Rome, at Boulogne in France, at the shrine of St. James in Spanish Galicia, and at
Cologne. She had experienced much in her wandering by the way. To tell the truth,
she was gap-toothed. She sat easily on a horse, was well wimpled, and on her head
she had a hat as broad as a shield or buckler. She wore a riding-skirt about her broad
hips, and a pair of sharp spurs on her feet. Well could she laugh and chatter in
company. No doubt she knew about love-charms, for from experience she knew the
old art of love.
The Parson. There was a good man of religion, who was a poor Parson of a town,
rich in holy thought and deed. He was also a learned man, a scholar, whose wish it
was to preach the gospel of Christ truthfully, and devoutly teach his parishioners.
He was benign and wonderfully diligent, and full patient in adversity; such was he
proved many a time. Full loath he was to excommunicate those who did not pay
their tithes, but doubtless rather would he give to his poor parishioners from the
gifts made to himself and also of his own property. He knew how to have sufficient
with little. Wide was his parish, and the houses far apart; but, on foot, with a staff in
his hand, he ceased not, neither for rain nor thunder, to visit in sickness or in trouble
the farthest in his parish, rich or poor. This noble example he gave to his sheep: first
he wrought, and afterwards he taught. Those words he took out of the gospel, and
this figure he added thereto: if gold rusts, what will iron do? For if a priest in whom
we trust is foul, it is no wonder that an ignorant man should go wrong. And it is a
shame, if a priest takes notice, that a shepherd should be defiled and a sheep clean.
Well ought a priest to set an example by his cleanness how his sheep should live.
He did not sublet his parish and leave his sheep encumbered in the mire, while he
ran off to London, to St. Paul's, to look for a position to chant masses for souls, or
to be the hireling of a guild. He dwelt at home and watched his fold well, so that the
wolf did not cause damage. He was a shepherd, not a mercenary. Although he was
holy and virtuous, he was not merciless to sinners, nor overbearing and proud in his
speech, but in his teaching discreet and benign. To draw people to heaven by
fairness and good example — this was his business. But if a person was stubborn,
whosoever he was, of high or low estate, him would he reprove on occasion. I
should say that there was no better priest anywhere. He wanted no pomp and
reverence, nor was his conscience sophisticated, but he taught the lore of Christ and
his twelve apostles, first following it himself.
The Plowman. With him there was a Plowman, his brother, who had hauled full
many a load of manure. A good and faithful laborer he was, living in peace and
perfect charity. With his whole heart he at all times loved God best, in good fortune
or in bad, and then his neighbor as himself. He would thresh, and dig and delve, for
Christ's sake, for every poor fellow, without pay, if it lay in his power. His tithes he
paid promptly and well, both of his own work and his property. In a laborer's smock
he rode upon a mare.
There was also a Reeve and a Miller, a Summoner and a Pardoner, a Manciple, and
Myself; there were no more.

The Miller. The Miller was a stout fellow. Full big he was of muscle and also of
bones; that proved he well, for whenever he came to a wrestling-match he would
always win the prize ram. He was short-shouldered and broad, a thick-set fellow,
and there was no door that he could not heave off its hinges, or break by running
against it with his head. His beard was as red as any sow or fox, and broad as a
spade. Right on the tip of his nose he had a wart, and on it stood a tuft of hair red as
the bristles of a sow's ears. His nostrils were black and wide. At his side he carried a
sword and buckler. His mouth was as big as a large furnace. He was loud-mouthed
and a teller of funny stories, for the most part such as were improper. Well could he
steal grain and take toll thrice, and yet he had a thumb of gold, pardee! He wore a
white coat and blue hood. He could blow a bagpipe well and play upon it, and
therewith he led us out of town.
The Manciple. There was a gentle Manciple from an Inn of Court whom buyers
might take as an example for cleverness in purchasing victuals. Whether he paid
cash or took on credit, he was always so careful in his buying that he was ever
ahead of others and in good standing. Now is not that a full fair grace of God that
such an ignorant man's wit should surpass the wisdom of a number of learned men?
He had more than thirty masters who were expert in the law and careful, of whom
there were a dozen in that house capable of being stewards of the revenues and the
land of any lord in England, and of enabling him to live on his own income,
honorably without debt unless he were mad, or live as economically as he cared to,
and able to help a whole county in any case that might befall. And yet this Manciple
cheated them all.
The Reeve. The Reeve was a slender irascible man, whose beard was shaved as
close as he could. His hair was cut around the ears, short in front like that of a
priest. Full long were his legs and full lean, like a staff; there was no calf to be seen.
He could manage a granary and a bin well, so that no auditor could get the better of
him. Well he knew from drought or rain what yield of grain his seed would give.
His lord's sheep, his cattle, his dairy, his pigs, his horses, all his stock and poultry
were entirely in charge of this Reeve. According to his contract, he had rendered
account since his lord was twenty years old. No man could ever find him in arrears.
There was no bailiff, no shepherd, nor farm-laborer whose craft and deceit he did
not know; they were as afraid of him as of the plague. His dwelling was set
pleasantly on a heath, shaded by green trees. He knew how to make money better
than his lord, and he had a private store of wealth. He knew how to please his lord
by cunningly giving or lending him some of the lord's own money, and would
receive thanks therefor, and a coat and hood besides. In youth he had learned a good
trade; he was a good workman, a carpenter. This Reeve sat upon a fine horse that
was all dapple gray, and named Scot. He had on a long blue cloak, and at his side he
bore a rusty blade. This Reeve of whom I am telling came from Norfolk, near a
town called Baldeswell. His cloak was tucked up around him like a friar's, and he
was always last of our company.
The Summoner. A Summoner was there with us in that place. He had a fire-red
cherubim's face full of pimples, eyelids swollen, brows covered with black scabs,
and a scraggly beard. Children were frightened by his face. No quicksilver, whitelead, brimstone, borax, no cream of tartar nor ointment that would cleanse or bite,
could relieve him of the white blotches and the knobs on his cheeks. He loved
garlic, onions, and also leeks, and to drink strong wine red as blood; then he would
talk and cry out as though crazy. When he had drunk deeply of the wine he would
speak no word but Latin, of which he knew a few terms, two or three, learned out of
some decree, and no wonder, for he heard it all day. You know well that a jay can
call "Wat "as well as a pope, but if any one tested him in other things, then had he
spent all his philosophy. Always he was crying out, " Questio quid juris? " (" The

question is, what is the law? ")
He was a gentle fellow and a kind. A more
disreputable chap one could not find. For a quart of wine he would wink at the sin
of others, and privately indulge in the same vices. If he found anywhere a wicked
rascal he would teach him not to fear the archdeacon's excommunication, unless the
man's soul were in his purse, for in his purse he should be punished. " Purse is the
archdeacon's hell," he said. But I know well that he lied outright; every guilty man
should be afraid of excommunication, for it will slay him just as absolution saves.
Also let him beware of a significavit. He had all the boys and girls of the diocese
under his thumb, and knew their secrets, and was their adviser in everything. He
had placed upon his head a garland large enough to be the sign-pole of an inn. He
carried a flat loaf of bread like a buckler.
The Pardoner. With him rode a gentle Pardoner from Rouncival, his friend and
comrade, who had just come from the court of Rome. Full loudly he sang, "Come
hither, love, to me," to which the ; Summoner bore a stiff accompaniment; never
was there a trumpet of " half so loud a sound. This Pardoner had hair as yellow as
wax, which hung down smooth like a bunch of flax. It hung in strands, spread over
his shoulders, in thin wisps, one by one. For the sport of the thing, he wore no
hood, for it was packed in his wallet. He thought that he was riding entirely in the
latest style, with his hair disheveled, and bareheaded except for his cap, on which he
had sewed a ver-nicle. His eyes glared like those of a hare. Before him on his lap
lay his wallet, brimful of pardons hot from Rome. His voice was as small as that of
a goat. He had no beard, and never would have; his face was smooth, as if lately
shaved. In his business there was not another pardoner like him from one end of
England to the other. In his bag he had a pillow-case which he said was Our Lady's
veil, and also a piece of the sail that St. Peter had when he walked upon the sea,
until Jesus Christ saved him. He had a cross of brass full of stones, and pigs' bones
in a glass. But with these relics, when he found a poor parson dwelling in the
country, he got more money for himself than that parson got in two months. And
thus, with deceitful flattery and tricks, he made a fool of the parson and the people.
But to tell the truth, he was a noble ecclesiastic in the church. A lesson or the gospel
he could read well; but best of all he sang an offertory, for he knew full well that
when that song was ended he must preach and make his tongue smooth in order to
win silver. He knew full well how to do this, and therefore he sang so merrily and
loud.
Now have I told you briefly the social rank, the appearance, the number, and also
the reason why this company was assembled in Southwark, at this fine hostelry
called the Tabard, hard by the Bell. Now it is time to tell you how we conducted
ourselves during the evening when we alighted at this inn, and later I will tell you
about our journey and the rest of our pilgrimage. But first I pray you of your
courtesy that you will not attribute it to my ill breeding if I speak plainly in this
matter when I tell you their words and their expressions, even though I speak their
own words exactly. For this you know as well as I, that whoever tells a story after a
man must repeat it as nearly as ever he can, every word of it, though he speak ever
so rudely or freely; otherwise he must tell his tale untruthfully, or speak falsely, or
find new words. He may not spare any one, even though it were his brother; he must
say one word as well as another. Christ himself spoke quite plainly in Holy Writ,
and you know well that it is not vulgar. Also Plato says (whoever can read him)
words must be cousin to the deed. Also I pray you to forgive me if here in this tale I
have not set folk in the rank where they should stand. My wit is short, you may well
understand.
The Host. Our Host made great cheer for every one of us, and presently he set us to
supper, where he served us with the best food. The wine was strong and we were
well pleased to drink it. Our Host was a seemly man, fit to be a marshal in a hall, a

large man with bright eyes. There was no fairer citizen in Cheapside. He was
confident in speech, prudent and well mannered, and of manhood he lacked
nothing. He was besides a right merry man, and after supper he began to jest, and
when we had paid our bills he spoke among other things about amusement, saying,
" Now, sirs, you truly are right heartily welcome to me, for believe me, I shall not
tell a lie if I say that I have not this year seen so merry a company at this inn at one
time as there is now. I should like to amuse you, if I knew how. And right now I
bethink me of something to give you entertainment, and it shall cost you nothing.
" You are going to Canterbury; God speed you, and may the blessèd martyr requite
you as you deserve. I know well that as you go along the way you are planning to
tell stories and jokes, for in truth there is neither comfort nor pleasure in riding
along as dumb as a stone. So I will offer you entertainment, as I just said, to make
you comfortable.
And if you all like, by common consent, to stand by my
judgment and to do as I shall tell you, by the soul of my father, who is dead, if you
aren't merry tomorrow as you ride along the way, I'll give you my own head. Hold
up your hands, without more words."
Our opinion was not long to seek. We did not think it worth deliberating, and
assented without more consideration, bidding him say his verdict as he pleased.
" Sirs," quoth he, " now hearken well and take it not in disdain, I pray you. To speak
briefly and plainly, this is the point — that to shorten our way on this journey each
of you shall tell two stories on the way to Canterbury, I mean it so, and on the way
home two others, of events formerly befallen. And whichever of you conducts
himself best, that is to say, who tells on this occasion stories most instructive and
amusing shall have a supper at the expense of all of us, here in this place, sitting by
this post, when we return from Canterbury. And to make you the more merry I will
myself gladly ride with you, at my own expense, and be your guide. And whoever
opposes my judgment shall pay all that we spend on the way. If you agree that it be
so, tell me at once, without more words, and I will get ready early."
This thing was granted and oaths sworn with full glad heart, and
we prayed him also that he would agree to do it, and that he would be our governor,
and judge our tales on their merits, and set a supper at a definite price. We would be
ruled by his decision in great and small, and thus by common consent, we agreed to
his judgment. Thereupon the wine was fetched, we drank, and every one went to
rest without tarrying any longer.
In the morning, at daybreak, our Host arose, woke us all up, and gathered us
together in a flock. Forth we rode, a little faster than a walk, to St. Thomas
Watering. There our Host stopped his horse and said,
" Sirs, listen, if you please. You know your agreement; I remind you of it. If
evening song and morning song accord, let's see now who shall tell the first tale. As
ever I may drink wine or ale, whoever rebels against my judgment shall pay for
everything that is spent on the journey. Now draw lots, before we further separate.
He who has the shortest shall begin. Sir Knight," quoth he, "my master and my lord,
now draw your lot, for that is my decision. Come nearer, my lady Prioress; and you,
Sir Clerk, forget your "modesty and don't meditate. Lay hand to, every one of you."
Immediately every one began to draw; and, to speak briefly, were it by chance or
fate or accident, the truth is that the lot fell to the Knight, at which every one was
full blithe and glad, and he must tell his tale, as was right, according to the
agreement and contract, as you have heard. What need of more words? And when
this good man saw it was so, as one that is wise and obedient in keeping his
agreement by free assent, he said,
" Since I am to begin the game, what! welcome be the lot, in God's name. Now let
us ride on, and listen to what I say."

And with that word we rode forth on our way, and with a right pleasant expression
he at once began his tale, and spoke in this manner.
from
THE CANTERBURY TALES
by G e o f f r e y C h a u c e r
translated by Nevill Coghill
The Prologue
When in April the sweet showers fall
And pierce the drought of March to the root, and all
The veins are bathed in liquor of such power
As brings about the engendering of the flower,
5 When also Zephyrus with his sweet breath
Exhales an air in every grove and heath
Upon the tender shoots, and the young sun
His half-course in the sign of the Ram has run,
And the small fowl are making melody
10 That sleep away the night with open eye
(so nature pricks them and their heart engages)
Mien people long to go on pilgrimages .
And palmers long to seek the stranger strands
Of far-off saints, hallowed in sundry lands,
15 And specially, from every shire's end
Of England, down to Canterbury they wend
To seek the holy blissful martyr, quick
To give his help to them when they were sick .
It happened in that season that one day
20 In Southwark, at Tbe Tabard, as I lay
Ready to go on pilgrimage and start
Far Canterbury, most devout at heart,
At night there came into that hostelry
Some nine and twenty in a company:
25 Of sundry folk happening then to fall
In fellowship, and they were pilgrims all.
That towards Canterbury meant to ride.
The rooms and stables of the inn were wide :
They made us easy, all was of the best.
30 And, briefly when the sun had gone to rest,
I`d spoken to them all upon the trip
And was soon one with them in fellowship,
Pledged to rise early and to take the way
T o Canterbury, as you heard me say.
35 But none the less, while I have time and space ,
Before my story takes a further pace,
It seems a reasonable thing to say
What their condition was, the full array
Of each of them, as it appeared to me,
40 According to profession and degree,
And what apparel they were riding in;
And at a Knight I therefore will, begin.
There was a Knight, a most distinguished man,
Who from the day on which he first began

45 To ride abroad had Mowed chivalry,
Truth, honor, generousness, and courtesy
He had done nobly in his sovereign's war
And ridden into battle, no man more,
As well in Christian as in heathen places,

50 And ever honored for his noble graces.
When we took Alexandria, he was there.
He often sat at table in the chair
Of honor , above all nations, when in Prussia.
In Lithuania lie had ridden, and Russia,
55 No Christian man so often, of his rank.
When, in Granada, Algeciras sank
Under assault, he had been there, and in
North Africa, raiding Benamarin ;
In Anatolia he had been as well
60 And fought when Ayas and Attalia fell,
For all along the Mediterranean coast
He had embarked with many a noble host.
In fifteen mortal battles he had been
And jousted for our faith at Tramissene
65 Thrice in the lists, and always killed his man.
This same distinguished knight had led the van
Once with the Bey of Balat , doing work
For him against another heathen Turk;
He was of sovereign value in all eyes.
70
And though so much distinguished, he was wise
And in his bearing modest as a maid.
He never yet a boorish thing had said
In all his life to any, come what might;
He was a true, a perfect gentle-knight.
75 S of his equipment, he possessed
Fine horses, but he was not gaily dressed.
He wore a fustian stained and dark
With smudges where his armor had left mark;
Just home from service, he had joined our ranks
80 To do his pilgrimage and render thanks.
He had his son with him, a fine young Squire,
A lover and cadet, a lad of fire
With locks as curly as if they had been pressed.
He was some twenty years of age, I guessed.
85 In stature he was of a moderate length ,
With wonderful agility and strength.
He’d seen some service with the cavalry
In Flanders and Artois and Picardy
And had done valiantly in little space
90 Of time, in hope to win his lady's grace.
He was embroidered like a meadow bright
And full of freshest flowers, red and white.
Singing he was , or fluting all the day;
He was as fresh as is the month of May.
95 Short was his gown , the sleeves were long and wide;

He knew the way to sit a horse and ride.
He could make songs and poems and recite,
Knew how to joust and dance, to draw and write.
He loved so hotly that till dawn grew pale
100 He slept as little as a nightingale.
Courteous lie was, lowly and serviceable,
And carved to serve his father at the table.
There was a Yeoman with him at his side,
No other servant; so he chose to ride.
105 This Yeoman wore a coat and hood of green,
And peacock-feathered arrows, bright and keen
And neatly sheathed, hung at his belt the while
-For he could dress his gear in yeoman style,
His arrows never drooped their feathers low110 And in his hand he bore a might bow.
His head was like a nut, his face was brown.
He knew the whole of woodcraft up and down.
A saucy brace was on his arm toward
It from the bow-string, and a shield and sword
115 Hung at one side, and at the other slipped
A jaunty dirk, spear-sharp and well-equipped.
A medal of St. Christopher he wore
Of shining silver on his breast, and bore
A hunting-horn, well slung and burnished clean,
120 That dangled from a baldrick of bright green.
He was a proper forester, I guess.
There also was a Nun, a Prioress,
Her way of smiling very simple and coy
Her greatest oath was only "By St. Loy! "
125 And she was known as Madam Eglantyne.
And well she sang a service, with a fine
Intoning through her nose, as was most seemly,
And she spoke daintily in French, extremely,
After the school of Stratford-atte-Bowe ;
130 French in the Paris style she did not know.
At meat her manners were well taught withal;
No morsel from her lips did she let fall,
Nor dipped her fingers in the sauce too deep;
But she could carry a morsel up and keep
135 The smallest drop from falling on her breast.
For courtliness she had a special zest,
And she would wipe her upper lip so clean
That not a trace of grease was to be seen
Upon the cup when she had drunk; to eat,
140 She reached a hand sedately for the meat.
She certainly was very entertaining,
Pleasant and friendly in her ways, and straining;
To counterfeit a courtly kind of grace,
A stately bearing fitting to her place,

145 And to seem dignified in all her dealings
As for her sympathies and tender feelings

She was so charitably solicitous
She used to weep if she but saw a mouse,
Caught in a trap, if it were dead or bleeding.
150 And she had little dogs she would be feeding
With roasted flesh, or milk, or fine white bread.
And bitterly she wept if one were dead
Or someone took a stick and made it smart;
She was all sentiment and tender heart.
155 Her veil was gathered in a seemly way,
Her nose was elegant, her eyes glass-gray;
Her mouth was very small, but soft and red,
Her forehead, certainly, was fair of spread,
Almost a span across the brows, I own;
l60 She was indeed by no means undergrown.
Her cloak, I noticed, had a graceful charm.
She wore a coral trinket on her arm,
A set of beads, the gaudies tricked in green,
Whence hung a golden brooch of brightest sheen
l65 On which there first was graven a crowned A,
And lower, Amor vincit omnia.
Another Nun, the secretary at her cell,
Was riding with her, and three Priests as well.
A Monk there was, one of the finest sort
170 Who rode the country hunting was his sport.
A manly man, to be an Abbott able;
Many a dainty horse he had in stable.
His bridle, when he rode, a man might hear
Jingling in, a whistling wind as clear,
175 Aye, and as loud as does the chapel bell
Where my lord Monk was Prior of the cell.
The Rule of good St. Benet or St. Maur
As old and strict he tended to ignore;
He let go by the things of yesterday
180 And took the modern world's more spacious
way.
He did not rate that text at a plucked hen
Which says that hunters are not holy men
And that a monk uncloistered is a mere
Fish out of water, flapping on the pier,
185 That is to say a monk out of his cloister.
That was a teat he held not worth an oyster;
And I agreed and said his views were sound;
Was he to study till his head went round
Poring over books in cloisters? Must lie toil
190 As Austin bade and till the very soil?
Was he to leave the world upon the shelf?
Let Austin have his labor to himself.
This Monk was therefore a good mail to horse;
Greyhounds he had ,as swift as birds to course.
195 Hunting a hare or ridding at a fence
Was all his fun, the finest in the land.
And on his hood, to fasten it at his chin

200 He had a wrought-gold, cunningly fashioned pin;
Into a lover's knot it seemed to pass.
His head was bald and shone like looking-glass
So did his face, as if it had been greased.
He was a fat and personable priest ;
205 His prominent eyeballs never seemed to
settle
They glittered like the flames beneath a kettle;
Supple his boots, his horse in fine condition.
He was a prelate fit for exhibition,
He was not pale like a tormented soul.
210 He liked a fat swan best, and roasted whole.
His palfrey was as brown as is a berry
There was a Friar, a wanton one and merry,
A Limiter, a very festive fellow.
In all Four Qrders there was none so mellow,
215 So glib with gallant phrase and well-turned speech.
He'd fixed up many a marriage, giving each
Of his young women what he could afford her.
He was a noble pillar to his Order.
Highly beloved and intimate was he
220 With Country folk within his boundary,
And city dames of honor and possessions;
For he was qualified to hear confessions,
Or so he said, with more than priestly scope;
He had a special license from the Pope.
225 Sweetly he heard his penitents at shrift
With pleasant absolution, for a gift.
He was an easy man in penance-giving
Where he could hope to make a decent living ;
It's a sure sign whenever gifts are given
230 To a poor Order that a man's well shriven,
And should he give enough he knew in verity
The penitent repented in sincerity
Far many a fellow is so hard of heart
He cannot weep, for all his inward smart.
235 Therefore instead of weeping and of prayer ,
One should give silver for a poor Friar's care.
He kept his tippet stuffed with pins for curls.
And pocket-knives, to give to pretty girls .
And certainly his vice was gay and sturdy
240 For He sang well and played the hurdy-guardy.
At sing-songs he was champion of the hour
His neck was whiter than a lily-flower
But strong enough to butt a bruiser down
He knew the taverns well in every town
245But any innkeeper and barmaid too
Better then lepers, beggars and that crew
For in so eminent a man as he
It was not fitting with the dignity
Of his position, dealing with a scum
250 Of wretched lepers; nothing good can come
Of commerce with such slum-and gutter dwellers

But only with the rich an d victual-sellers.
But anywh ere a pro fit might accrue
Courteous he was and lowly of service too.
255 Natural gifts like his were hard to match.
He was the finest beggar of his batch,
And, for his begging-district, paid a rent;
His brethren did no poaching where he went
For though a widow mightn't have a shoe,
260 So pleasant was his holy how-d'ye-do
He got his farthing from her just the same
Before he left, and so his income came
To more than he laid out. And how he romped,
Just like a puppy! He was ever prompt
265 To arbitrate disputes on settling days
(For a small fee) in many lerpful ways,
Not then appearing as your cloistered scholar
With threadbare habit hardly worth a dollar,
But much more like a Doctor or a Pope.
270 Of double-Worsted was the semi-cope
Upon his shoulders, and the swelling fold
About him, like a bell about its mould
When it is casting, rounded out his dress .
He lisped a little out of wantonness
275 To make his English sweet upon his tongue.
When he had played his harp, or haying sung,
His eyes would twinkle in his head as bright
As any star upon a frosty night .
This, worthy's name was Hubert, it appeared.
280 There was a Merchant with a forking beard
And motley dress; high on his horse he sat,
Upon his head a Flemish beaver hat
And on his feet daintily buckled boots .
He told of his opinions and pursuits
285 In solemn tones he harped on his increase
Of capital; there should be sea-police
(He thought) upon the Harwich-Holland ranges;
He was expert at dabbling in exchanges.
This estimable Merchant so had set
290 His wits to work, none knew he was in debt,
He was so stately in administration,
In loans and bargains and negotiation .
He was an excellent fellow all the same;
To tell-the truth I do not know his name.
295 An Oxford Cleric, still a student though,
One who had taken logic long ago,
Was there; his horse was thinner than a rake,
And he was not too fat, I undertake,
But had a hollow look, a sober stare;
300 The thread upon his overcoat was bare.
He had found no preferment in the church ;
And he was too unworldly to make search
For secular employment . By his bed

He preferred having twenty books in red
305 And black, of Aristotle's philosophy ,
Then costly clothes , fiddle , or psaltery.
Though a philosopher, as I have told,
He had not found the stone for making gold.
Whatever money from his friends he took
310 He spent on learning or another book
And prayed for them most earnestly, returning
Thanks to then thus for paying for his learning.
His only care was study, and indeed.
He never spoke a word more than was need,
315 Formal at that, respectful in the extreme,
Short, to the point, and lofty in his theme.
A tone of moral virtue filled his speech
And gladly would he learn, and gladly teach.
A Serjeant at the Law who paid his calls,
320 Wary and wise, for clients at St.. Paul's
There also was, of noted excellence.
Discreet he was, a man to reverence,
Or so he seemed, his sayings were so wise.
He often had been Justice of Assize
325 By letters patent, and in full commission.
His fame and learning and his high position
Had won him many a robe and many a fee.
There was no such conveyancer as he;
All was fee-simple to his strong digestion,
330 Not one conveyance could be called in question.
Though there was nowhere one so busy as he,
He was less busy than he seemed to be.
He knew of every judgment, case, and crime
Ever recorded since King William’s time.
He could dictate defenses or draft deeds;
No one could pinch a comma from his screeds
And he knew every statute off by rote.
He wore a homely parti-colored coat,
Canterbury Pro 2
And if they did not think so, then they ought;
To be called "Madam" is a glorious thought,
And so is going to church and being seen
Having your mantle carried, like a queen.
They had a Cook with them who stood alone For boiling
chicken with a marrow-bone,
Sharp flavoring-powder and a spice for savor. He could
distinguish London ale by flavor,
And he could roast and seethe and broil and fry, Make good thick
soup, and bake a tasty pie.
But what a pity — so it seemed to me,
That he should have an ulcer on his knee.
As for blancmange, he made it with the best.
There was a Skipper hailing from far west; He came from
Dartmouth, so I understood. He rode a farmer's horse as best he
could,

In a woollen gown that reached his knee.
A dagger on a lanyard falling free
Hung from his neck under his arm and down The summer heat
had tanned his color brown, And certainly he was an excellent
fellow.
Many a draught of vintage, red and yellow,
He'd drawn at Bordeaux, while the trader snored.
The nicer rules of conscience he ignored.
If, when he fought, the enemy vessel sank,
He sent his prisoners home; they walked the plank. As for his skill in
reckoning his tides,
Current, and many another risk besides,
Moons, harbors, pilots, he had such dispatch
That none from Hull to Carthage was his match.
Hardy he was, prudent in undertaking;
His beard in many a tempest had its shaking,
And he knew all the havens as they were
From Gottland to the Cape of Finisterre,
And every creek in Brittany and Spain;
The barge he owned was called The Maudelayne.
A Doctor too emerged as we proceeded;
No one alive could talk as well as he did
One points of medicine and of surgery,
For being grounded in astronomy,
He watched his patient closely for the hours
When, by his horoscope, he knew the powers
Of favorable planets, then ascendent,
Worked on the images for his dependent. The cause
of every malady you'd got
He knew, and whether dry, cold, moist, or hot;
He knew their seat, their humor and condition.
He was perfect practicing physician.
These causes being known for what they were,
He gave the man his medicine then and there.
All his apothecaries in a tribe
Were ready with the drugs he would prescribe
And each made money from the other's guile;
They had been friendly for a goodish while.
He was well-versed in Aesculapius too
And what Hippocrates and Rufus knew
And Dioscorides, now dead and gone,
Galen and Rhazes, Hali, Serapion,
Averroes, Avicenna, Constantine,
Scotch Bernard, John of Gaddesden, Gilbertine.
In his own diet he observed some measure;
There were no superfluities for pleasure,
Only digestives, nutritives and such.
He did not read the Bible very much.
In blood-red garments, slashed with bluish gray
And lined with taffeta, he rode his way;
Yet he was rather close as to expenses
And kept the gold he won in pestilences.

Gold stimulates the heart, or so we're told.
He therefore had a special love of gold.
A worthy woman from beside Bath city
Was with us, somewhat deaf, which was a pity.
In making cloth she showed so great a bent
She bettered those of Ypres and of Ghent.
In all the parish not a dame dared stir
Towards the altar steps in front of her,
And if indeed they did, so wrath was she
As to be quite put out of charity.
Her kerchiefs were of finely woven ground;
I dared have sworn they weighed a good ten pound,
The ones she wore on Sunday, on her head.
Her hose were of the finest scarlet red
And gartered tight; her shoes were soft and new.
Bold was her face, handsome, and red in hue.
A worthy woman all her life, what's more
She'd had five husbands, all at the church door,
Apart from other company in youth;
No need just now to speak of that, forsooth.
And she had thrice been to Jerusalem.
Seen many strange rivers and passed over them;
She'd been to Rome and also to Boulogne,
St. James of Compostella and Cologne,
And she was skilled in wandering by the way.
She had gap-teeth, set widely, truth to say.
Easily on an ambling horse she sat
Well wimpled up, and on her head a hat
As broad as is a buckler or a shield;
She had a flowing mantle that concealed
Large hips, her heels spurred sharply under that.
In company she liked to laugh and chat
And knew the remedies for love's mischances,
An art in which she knew the oldest dances.
A holy-minded man of good renown
There was, and poor, the Parson to a town,
Yet he was rich in holy thought and work.
He also was a learned man, a clerk,
Who truly knew Christ's gospel and would preach it
Devoutly to parishioners, and teach it.
Benign and wonderfully diligent,
And patient when adversity was sent
(For so he proved in much adversity)
He hated cursing to extort a fee,
Nay rather he preferred beyond a doubt
Giving to poor parishioners round about
Both from church offerings and his property;
He could in little find sufficiency.
Wide was his parish, with houses far asunder,
Yet he neglected not in rain or thunder,
In sickness or in grief, to pay a call
On the remotest, whether great or small,
Upon his feet, and in his hand a stave.

This noble example to his sheep he gave
That first he wrought, and afterward he taught;
And it was from the Gospel he had caught
Those words, and he would add this figure too,
That if gold rust, what then will iron do?
For if a priest be foul in whom we trust
No wonder that a common man should rust;
And shame it is to see—let priests take stock—
A shitten shepherd and a snowy flock.
The true example that a priest should give
Is one of cleanness, how the sheep should live.
He did not set his benefice to hire
And leave his sheep encumbered in the mire
Or run to London to earn easy bread
By singing masses for the wealthy dead,
Or find some Brotherhood and get enrolled.
He stayed at home and watched over his fold
So that no wolf should make the sheep miscarry.
He was a shepherd and no mercenary.
Holy and virtuous he was, but then
Never contemptuous of sinful men,
Never disdainful, never too proud or fine,
But was discreet in teaching and benign.
His business was to show a fair behavior
And draw men thus to Heaven and their Savior,
Unless indeed a man were obstinate;
And such, whether of high or low estate,
He put to sharp rebuke, to say the least.
I think there never was a better priest.
He sought no pomp or glory in his dealings,
No scrupulosity had spiced his feelings.
Christ and His Twelve Apostles and their lore
He taught, but followed it himself before.
There was a Plowman with him there, his brother;
Many a load of dung one time or other
He must have carted through the morning dew.
He was an honest worker, good and true,
Living in peace and perfect charity,
And, as the gospel bade him, so did he,
Loving God best with all his heart and mind
And then his neighbor as himself, repined
At no misfortune, slacked for no content,
For steadily about his work he went
To thrash his corn, to dig or to manure
Or make a ditch; and he would help the poor
For love of Christ and never take a penny
If he could help it, and, as prompt as any,
He paid his tithes in full when they were due
On what he owned, and on his earnings too.
He wore a tabard smock and rode a mare.
There was a Reeve, also a Miller, there,
A College Manciple from the Inns of Court,
A papal Pardoner and, in close consort,

A Church-Court Summoner, riding at a trot, And finally
myself—that was the lot.
The Miller was a chap of sixteen stone,
A great stout fellow big in brawn and bone.
He did well out of them, for he could go
And win the ram at any wrestling show.
Broad, knotty, and short-shouldered, he would boast
He could heave any door off hinge and post,
Or take a run and break it with his head.
His beard, like any sow or fox, was red
And broad as well, as though it were a spade;
And, at its very tip, his nose displayed
A wart on which there stood a tuft of hair
Red as the bristles in an old sow's ear.
His nostrils were as black as they were wide.
He had a sword and buckler at his side,
His mighty mouth was like a furnace door.
A wrangler and buffoon, he had a store
Of tavern stories, filthy in the main.
His was a master-hand at stealing grain.
He felt it with his thumb and thus he knew
Its quality and took three times his due—
A thumb of gold, by God, to gauge an oat!
He wore a hood of blue and a white coat.
He liked to play his bagpipes up and down
And that was how he brought us out of town.
The Manciple came from the Inner Temple;
All caterers might follow his example
In buying victuals; he was never rash
Whether he bought on credit or paid cash.
He used to watch the market most precisely
And got in first, and so he did quite nicely.
Now isn't it a marvel of God's grace
That an illiterate fellow can outpace
The wisdom of a heap of learned men?
His masters—he had more than thirty then—
All versed in the abstrusest legal knowledge,
Could have produced a dozen from their College
Fit to be stewards in land and rents and game
To any Peer in England you could name,
And show him how to live on what he had
Debt-free (unless of course the Peer were mad)
Or be as frugal as he might desire,
And make them fit to help about the Shire
In any legal case there was to try;
And yet this Manciple could wipe their eye.
The Reeve was old and choleric and thin;
His beard was shaven closely to the skin,
His shorn hair came abruptly to a stop
Above his ears, and he was docked on top
Just like a priest in front; his legs were lean,
Like sticks they were, no calf was to be seen.
He kept his bins and garners very trim;

No auditor could gain a point on him.
And he could judge by watching drought and rain
The yield he might expect from seed and grain.
His master's sheep, his animals and hens,
Pigs, horses, dairies, stores, and cattle-pens
Were wholly trusted to his government.
He had been under contract to present
The accounts, right from his master's earliest years.
No one had ever caught him in arrears.
No bailiff, serf, or herdsman dared to kick,
He knew their dodges, knew their every trick;
Feared like the plague he was, by those beneath.
He had a lovely dwelling on a heath,
Shadowed in green by trees above the sward.
A better hand at bargains than his lord,
He had grown rich and had a store of treasure
Well tucked away, yet out it came to pleasure
His lord with subtle loans or gifts of goods,
To earn his thanks and even coats and hoods.
When young he'd learnt a useful trade and still
He was a carpenter of first-rate skill.
The stallion-cob he rode at a slow trot
Was dapple-gray and bore the name of Scot.
He wore an overcoat of bluish shade
And rather long; he had a rusty blade
Slung at his side. He came, as I heard tell,
From Norfolk, near a place called Baldeswell.
His coat was tucked under his belt and splayed.
He rode the hindmost of our cavalcade.
There was a Summoner with us at that Inn,
His face on fire, like a cherubim,
For he had carbuncles. His eyes were narrow,
He was as hot and lecherous as a sparrow.
Black scabby brows he had, and a thin beard.
Children were afraid when he appeared.
No quicksilver, lead ointment, tartar creams,
No brimstone, no boracic, so it seems,
Could make a salve that had the power to bite,
Clean up, or cure his whelks of knobby white
Or purge the pimples sitting on his cheeks.
Garlic he loved, and onions too, and leeks,
And drinking strong red wine till all was hazy.
Then he would shout and jabber as if crazy,
And wouldn't speak a word except in Latin
When he was drunk, such tags as he was pat in;
He only had a few, say two or three.
That he had mugged up out of some decree;
No wonder, for he heard them every day.
And, as you know, a man can teach a jay
To call out "Walter" better than the Pope.
But had you tried to test his wits and grope
For more, you'd have found nothing in the bag.
Then "Questio quid juris" was his tag.

He was a noble varlet and a kind one,
You'd meet none better if you went to find one
Why, he'd allow—just for a quart of wine—
Any good lad to keep a concubine
A twelvemonth and dispense him altogether!
And he had finches of his own to feather:
And if he found some rascal with a maid
He would instruct him not to be afraid
In such a case of the Archdeacon's curse
(Unless the rascal's soul were in his purse)
For in his purse the punishment should be.
"Purse is the good Archdeacon's Hell," said he.
But well I know he lied in what he said;
A curse should put a guilty man in dread,
For curses kill, as shriving brings, salvation.
We should beware of excommunication.
Thus, as he pleased, the man could bring duress
On any young fellow in the diocese.
He knew their secrets, they did what he said.
He wore a garland set upon his head
Large as the holly-bush upon a stake
Outside an ale-house, and he had a cake,
A round one, which it was his joke to wield
As if it were intended for a shield.
He and a gentle Pardoner rode together,
A bird from Charing Cross of the same feather,
Just back from visiting the Court of Rome.
He loudly sang "Come hither, love, come home!"
The Summoner sang deep seconds to this song,
No trumpet ever sounded half so strong.
This Pardoner had hair as yellow as wax,
Hanging down smoothly like a hank of flax.
In driblets fell his locks behind his head
Down to his shoulders which they overspread;
Thinly they fell, like rat-tails, one by one.
He wore no hood upon his head, for fun;
The hood inside his wallet had been stowed,
He aimed at riding in the latest mode;
But for a little cap his head was bare
And he had bulging eye-balls, like a hare.
He'd sewed a holy relic on his cap;
His wallet lay before him on his lap,
Brimful of pardons come from Rome, all hot.
He had the same small voice a goat has got.
His chin no beard had harbored, nor would harbor,
Smoother than ever chin was left by barber.
I judge he was a gelding, or a mare.
As to his trade, from Berwick down to Ware
There was no pardoner of equal grace,
For in his trunk he had a pillow-case
Which he asserted was. Our Lady's veil.
He said he had a gobbet of the sail
Saint Peter had the time when he made bold

To walk the waves, till Jesu Christ took hold.
He had a cross of metal set with stones
And, in a glass, a rubble of pigs' bones.
And with these relics, any time he found
Some poor up-country parson to astound,
In one short day, in money down, he drew
More than the parson in a month or two,
And by his flatteries and prevarication
Made monkeys of the priest and congregation.
But still to do him justice first and last
In church he was a noble ecclesiast.
How well he read a lesson or told a story!
But best of all he sang an Offertory,
For well he knew that when that song was sung
He'd have to preach and tune his honey-tongue
And (well he could) win silver from the crowd.
That's why he sang so merrily and loud.
Now I have told you shortly, in a clause,
The rank, the array, the number, and the cause
Of our assembly in this company
In Southwark, at that high-class hostelry
Known as The Tabard, close beside The Bell.
And now the time has come for me to tell
How we behaved that evening; I'll begin
After we had alighted at the Inn,
Then I'll report our journey, stage by stage,
All the remainder of our pilgrimage.
But first I beg of you, in courtesy,
Not to condemn me as unmannerly
If I speak plainly and with no concealings
And give account of all their words and dealings,
Using their very phrases as they fell.
For certainly, as you all know so well,
He who repeats a tale after a man
Is bound to say, as nearly as he can, _
Each single word, if he remembers it,
However rudely spoken or unfit,
Or else the tale he tells will be untrue,
The things pretended and the phrases new.
He may not flinch although it were his brother,
He may as well say one word as another.
And Christ Himself spoke broad in Holy Writ,
Yet there is no scurrility in it,
And Plato says, for those with power to read,
The word should be as cousin to the deed."
Further I beg you to forgive it me
If I neglect the order and degree
And what is due to rank in what I've planned.
I'm short of wit as you will understand.
Our Host gave us great welcome; everyone
Was given a place and supper was begun.
He served the finest victuals you could think,
The wine was strong and we were glad to drink.

A very striking man our Host withal,
And fit to be a marshal in a hall.
His eyes were bright, his girth a little wide;
There is no finer burgess in Cheapside.
Bold in his speech, yet wise and full of tact,
There was no manly attribute he lacked,
What's more he was a merry-hearted man.
After our meal he jokingly began
To talk of sport, and, among other things
After we'd settled up our reckonings,
He said as follows: "Truly, gentlemen,
You're very welcome and I can't think when
- Upon my word I'm telling you no lie —
I've seen a gathering here that looked so spry,
No, not this year, as in this tavern now.
I'd think you up some fun if I knew how.
And,as it happens, a thought has just occurred
To please you, costing nothing, on my word.
You're off to Canterbury—well, God speed!
Blessed St. Thomas answer to your need!
And I don't doubt, before the journey's done
You mean to while the time in tales and fun.
Indeed, there's little pleasure for your bones
Riding along and all as dumb as stones.
So let me then propose for your enjoyment.
Just as I said, a suitable employment.
And if my notion suits and you agree
And promise to submit yourselves to me
Playing your parts exactly as I say
Tomorrow as you ride along the way.
Then by my fathers soul (and he is dead)
If you don't like it you can have my head!
Hold up your hands, and not another word."
Well, our opinion was not long deferred.
It seemed not worth a serious debate;
We all agreed to it at any rate
And bade him issue what commands he would.
"My lords," he said, "now listen for your good,
And please don't treat my notion with disdain.
This is the point. I'll make it short and plain.
Each one of you shall help to make things slip
By telling two stories on the outward trip
To Canterbury, that's what I intend.
And, on the homeward way to journey's end
Another two, tales from the days of old;
And then the man whose story is best told,
That is to say who gives the fullest measure
Of good morality and general pleasure.
He shall be given a supper, paid by all,
Here in this tavern, in this very hall,
When we come back again from Canterbury.
And in the hope to keep you bright and merry
I'll go along with you myself and ride

All at my own expense and serve as guide.
I'll be the judge, and those who won't obey
Shall pay for what we spend upon the way.
Now if you all agree to what you've heard
Tell me at once without another word,
And I will make arrangements early for it."
Of course we all agreed, in fact we swore it
Delightedly, and made entreaty too
That he should act as he proposed to do,
Become our Governor in short, and be
Judge of our tales and general referee,
And set the supper at a certain price.
We promised to be ruled by his advice
Come high, conic low; unanimously thus
We set him up in judgment over us.
More wine was fetched, the business being done;
We drank it off and up went everyone
To bed without a moment of delay.
Early next morning at the spring of day
Up rose our Host and roused us like a cock.
Gathering us together in a flock,
And off we rode at slightly faster pace
Than walking to St. Thomas' watering-place;
And there our Host drew up, began to ease
His horse, and said, "Now, listen if you please,
My lords! Remember what you promised me.
If evensong and matins will agree
Let's see who shall be first to tell a tale.
And as I hope to drink good wine and ale
I'll! be your judge. The rebel who disobeys,
However much the journey costs, he pays.
Now draw for cut and then we can depart;
The man who draws the shortest cut shall start."
ELEMENTS OF LITERATURE
FRAME STORY
When Chaucer chooses to have each of his pilgrims tell a story on the way to
Canterbury, he is using a popular literary device, the frame story. A frame story is a story
that includes any number of different narratives. Chaucer uses the outer story of the
pilgrimage to unite his travellers’ individual tales, and the tales themselves have thematic
unity as well. The hundred tales in Boccaccio’s Decameron and thousand-and-one tales
in The Arabian Nights are each set within a single fictional frame as well. The frame
story is still used today. If you’ve read Amy Tan’s The Joy Luck Club, you’ve read a
modern Frame story.
CHARACTERIZATION
To create the portraits of his pilgrim characters – “nine and twenty in a company of
sundry folk”, Chaucer uses the methods of characterization that writers continue to use to
this day.Like his contemporary counterparts, Chaucer reveals his characters
a/ by telling us directly what the character is like;
b/ by describing how the character looks and dresses;
c/ by presenting the character’s words and actions;
d/ by revealing the character’s private thoughts and feelings;
e/ by showing how other people respond to the character;

C h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n is the process by which the writer reveals the personality of a
character.
The first method of revealing a character is called d i r e c t c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n.
When a writer uses this method, we do not have to figure out what a character’s
personality is like- the writer tells us directly.
The other five methods of revealing a character are known as i n d i r e c t c h a r a c t
e r i z a t i o n. When a writer uses these methods, we have to exercise our own judgment,
putting clues together to figure out what a character is like – just as we do in real life
when we are getting to know someone.
Characters can be classified as s t a t i c or d y n a m i c. A s t a t i c c h a r a c t e r
is one who does not change much in the course of a story. A d y n a m i c c h a r a c t e
r, on the other hand changes in some important way as a result of the story’s action.
F l a t c h a r a c t e r s have only one or two personality traits. They are onedimensional – they can be summed up by a single phrase, in contrast, r o u n d c h a r a
c t e r s have more dimensions to their personalities – they are complex, solid, and
multifaceted, like real people.
IMAGERY: THE REVEALING DETAIL
Chaucer is a master of i m a g e r y, language that appeals to the senses. Most images
are visual, but imagery can also appeal to our senses of hearing, smell, taste and touch. In
a few vivid words, sometimes with a few added figures of speech, Chaucer has created a
cast of characters as real to us today as the characters in the latest novel – more real,
perhaps, because Chaucer’s people exhibit all the essentials of human nature.
With twenty-nine pilgrims to introduce, Chaucer could not develop any character at
length. He, had to find a few well-chosen details to make immediate impressions. For
example, Chaucer devotes only nine lines to the Cook, yet he found just one now-famous
image to immortalize the Cook and his unfortunate appearance: The Cook has “an ulcer
on his knee”, an open sore, caused either by a skin disease associated with a bad diet and
poor hygiene or by an infectious or communicable disease. With this image in mind,
would you be anxious to try the Cook’s blancmange, even if it rated “with the best”?
How does this detail make you feel about the Cook?
Chaucer also relied upon his readers’ knowledge of physiognomy. Based on some of
Aristotle’s treaties, physiognomy compared varieties of people to animals and asserted
that certain physical characteristics revealed one’s personality type. Thus, when
Chaucer’s contemporaries read that the Wife of Bath had “gap-teeth, set widely, truth to
say ”they knew, that the physiognomists believed that a gap between a woman’s two
front teeth indicated not only that she would travel far but also that she was bold and
especially suited for love.
COUPLETS : SOUND AND SENSE
Chaucer’s favourite rhyme scheme in The Canterbury Tales was the c o u p l e t, two
consecutive lines of poetry that rhyme: “When good King Arthur ruled in ancient days/
(A king that every Briton loves to praise).” (When he was growing old, Chaucer
complained that his faculty of rhyming was leaving him, which may account for the
reason he never finished The Canterbury Tales.) Nevill Coghill, the translator of the tales
used here, followed Chaucer’s rhyme scheme, though he did not always use Chaucer’s
own rhyming words.
THE MIDDLE AGES: WOMEN IN THE MIDDLE
AGES
Only two avenues were open to women with literary ambitions in the Middle Ages:
the luck to be born into an aristocratic family because the girls in such families ware
sometimes educated alongside their brothers or service in the Church, Court or Cloister.
Most women wrote in English rather than in Latin, the formal language used for
religious, legal and political purposes. Women writing in the vernacular wrote mostly
about domestic or personal affairs - everyday matters not considered serious or weighty

at the time they were written. For both these reasons, few writings by women were
preserved in monastery vaults.
For the most part, only in the Church did women have access to the education,
economic support and freedom from family responsibilities necessary for sustaining
writing. But when women did produce religious writings, they didn’t usually fit the
accepted mode of orthodox religious works. Women’s writings were often more
subjective and personal in style.
JULIAN OF NORWICH /C. 1342? /
One of the first English women of letters was a recluse who lived alone in a small
cell attached to St. Julian’s Church in Norwich. In her only surviving work, "A Book of
Showings", Julian described the 16 visions of God, or "showings", that she experienced
during a critical illness shortly after she turned thirty.
Julian first recorded her revelations in short versions soon after they occurred and
in longer versions some 20 years later. Julian’s apology to her readers in the short
version - "God forbids that you should say or take me for a teacher ... for I am a woman,
ignorant, weak, and frail" - is omitted in the longer version. Perhaps this is a sign that
she no longer need to pretend an inferiority she did not feel.
As truly as God is our Father, so truly is God our Mother, and he revealed that in
everything, and especially in these sweet words where he says: I am he, that is to say I
am he, the power and goodness of fatherhood; I am he, the wisdom and the lovingness of
motherhood; I am he, the light and the grace which is all blessed love; I am he -"The
Trinity"; I am he, the unity; I am he the supreme goodness of every kind of thing; I am
he who makes you to love; I am he who makes you to long; I am he, the endless fulfilling
of all desires. For where the soul is highest, noblest, most honourable, still it is lowest,
meekest, and mildest.
Julian’s visions and reflections revealed a loving, nurturing God. The central image of
her meditations is "God the Mother"
MARGERY KEMPE /1373?- ?/
The first autobiography in English, The Book of Margery Kempe, was dictated by a
woman who could probably neither read nor write. Beginning with a religious
conversation after the birth of her first child. Margery dictated her lively recollections to
two scribes over many years. It is considered that the first scribe was her son who was
nearly illiterate himself and the work had to be done again with a second. Although
Margery refers to herself almost exclusively as "the creature" rather than "I" /as though
to underscore her status as a creation of God/, the Book projects the voice of a strongwilled, independent personality. In fact, Margery has been compared to Chaucer’s
vigorous Wife of Bath.
Margery was not affiliated with any convent or religious house. At forty, having by
this time given birth to 14 children, Margery made a pact of celibacy with her husband.
In the following lines, Margery describes her life of penance.
She gave herself up to great fasting and great watching; she rose at two or three of the
clock, and went to church, and was there at her prayers unto the time of noon and also all
the afternoon. Then she was slandered and re- proved by many people, because she kept
so strict a life. She got a haircloth from a kiln, such as men dry malt on, and laid it in her
kirtle as secretly and privily as she might, so that her husband should not espy it. Nor die
he, and she lay by him every night in his bed and wore the haircloth every day, and bore
children in the time.
–Margery Kempe,
from The Book of Margery Kempe
Dressed entirely in white, Margery travelled extensively in the Holy Land and to
shrines in Britain and on the continent. She made these pilgrimages despite the
intolerance and disapproval of her peers. Her plain-spoken declarations of faith and
frequent episodes of loud sobbing /she wept daily for 15 years in sympathy with Christ's

suffering/ weren’t readily understood by others. Indeed, one town even threatened to
burn Margery at the stake as a heretic. She also was abandoned - in circumstances risky
for a woman travelling alone - by several pilgrimage parties.
Margery’s manuscript was widely read in the late Middle Ages but then was lost
for centuries before resurfacing in an attic of the British Butler-Bowdon family in 1934.
We can only wonder how many other women’s writings await a similar rediscovery.
Summary
This long period of about four hundred years falls into three main divisions:
1. The period when the Normans and Saxons are gradually becoming fused (the
11th to the 14th centuries) is marked by French metrical romances in the castle
hall, folk ballads in the village, and Latin histories in the monasteries. The
stories of Arthur appeared in numerous versions, the most important being
Geoffrey Monmouth’s Latin history and Layamon’s B r u t, which brings back
written Anglo-Saxon with noticeable modifications in form. An unknown
writer of the fourteenth century produces two great alliterative poems, Sir
Gawain and the Green Knight and The Pearl.
2. The Age of Chaucer is introduced by great social and political upheavals –
plagues, peasant revolts, religious reforms, and foreign wars. Some of this is
reflected in Piers the Plowman, ascribed to William Langland, and the
translation of the Bible by Wyclif. Chaucer, the first great English poet, brings
Italian cultivation to England, and creates a permanent masterpiece of English
life, The Canterbury Tales.
3. The following century and the half, known as the Age of the Renaissance, sees
such important things as the decay of feudalism, the invention of printing, the
great geographical discoveries, the spread of Humanism, and the separation of
the English from the Roman church. Outstanding figures are: Malory, the
Arthurian recorder; Caxton, the printer; More, the idealist; Ascham, the
educator; and Tyndale, the translator.

THE RENAISSANCE 1485-1660
"O England! Model to thy inward greatness,
Like little body with a mighty heart..."
William Shakespeare
What is Renaissance? The world literally means rebirth, a rebirth in this context
from the decadence and corruption of the Middle Ages and a return to the achievements
of classical antiquity (ancient Greece and Rome). The classical Renaissance, or
rediscovery of classical thought and literature, implied both to a knowledge of the
classical writers and ability to use the Greek and Latin language. Italy gave it birth and it
gradually spread beyond the Alps into Germany, France and England,
Very few ordinary people could read, and those who could read were encouraged to
concentrate on texts promoting Church doctrine. But in the Renaissance, people
discovered the marvels hidden away in old Greek and Latin classics - books that had
been tucked away on the cobwebbed shelves of monasteries for hundreds of years. Now
people learned to read Greek once more and reformed the Latin that they read, wrote and
spoke. Some people became more curious about themselves and their world than people
in general had been in the Middle Ages, so that gradually there was a renewal of the
human spirit, the spirit of curiosity and creativity. New energy seemed to be available for
creating beautiful things and thinking new, daring thoughts. The medieval scholar had
studied everything in the light of logic and theology, but the new fashion was to study
the classics as literature, as the highest strivings of mankind toward truth and beauty
apart from religious dogma. The man who studied these classics in a thoroughly human
spirit received the name of Humanist, and the movement was called Humanism.
Refreshed by the classics the new the new writers and artists were part of an intellectual
movement known as humanism. The most important questions the humanists were
interested in were: "What is a human being?", "What is good life?", "How do I lead a
good life?" Christianity provided complete answers to these questions that were accepted
as true by the Renaissance humanists.
Humanism was the progressive ideology of the Renaissance. Human life, the
happiness of people and the belief in man’s abilities became the main subjects in art and
literature. The works of humanists proclaimed equality of people regardless of their
social origin, race and religion. Humanism did away with the dark scholastic teaching of
the Middle Ages. The development of a new social order opened great perspectives for
man’s creative power.That is why the humanistic outlook was marked with bright
optimism, with belief in the great abilities of man. Renaissance contributed to the
development of every branch of the world’s art, science and culture. Renaissance was
among the greatest progressive revolutions that mankind had experienced, a time that
produced “giants” in power of thought, passion and character in art and learning, such
great men as Leonardo da Vinci, Petrarch and Dürer, Cervantes and Shakespeare.
English humanists dreamed of social changes that would do away with the vices of
society and establish the equality of people. These ideas were expressed by the first
English humanist Thomas More 91478-1535) in his book Utopia which is the Greek for
“nowhere”, a story about an imaginary island where all the people are equal and free.
There is no money on the island because all the people work and get equal benefits for
their labour.
Perhaps, today is the best known of all the Renaissance humanists is Desiderius
Erasmus (1466?-1536). He was a Dutch monk, but he lived outside the monastery and
loved to travel visiting many of the countries of Europe, including Italy, France,
Germany and England. As he wrote in Latin, he could address his many writings to all
the educated people of western Europe, so we can state that he belonged to all Europe
then. On his visits to England Erasmus taught Greek at Cambridge University and
became friendly with a number of important people, among them a lawyer named
Thomas More. Like Erasmus, More wrote in Latin – poems, pamphlets, biographies

and his famous treatise on human society. Desiderius Erasmus and Thomas More,
humanists and close friends, helped shape European thought and history.
Printing was invented. The inventor of printing with movable type was a German
Johannes Gutenberg, but very soon after it John Caxton, an Englishman in the employ of
the Duchess of Burgundy, learned the art of typing from them, and set up the first press
in England near Westminster Abbey about 1475. It was the most important event in the
history of literature without which literature would always have remained the luxury of
an educated minority. His publications standardized the language and made good books
accessible to a far larger public. It is difficult to overestimate Caxton's service to English
literature.
Today we still use the term "Renaissance person" for an energetic and productive
human being who is interested in science, literature, history, art and other subjects.
Here, reduced to a small list, are the major characteristics of that great area called
the Renaissance:
- People expanded their worlds by reading classical Greek and Roman writers
rather
than only religious writings that promoted Christian doctrines.
Humanism spread focusing attention on human life here, now, as well as on
eternal
life.
A new technology - printing - made books widely available.
- A growing merchant class, rich with wealth plundered from America, began to
challenge the power of the bishops and the pope.
- The spread of scholarly Latin throughout Europe made possible the sharing of
ideas.
The period in English literature generally called the Renaissance is usually
considered to have begun a little before 1500 and to have lasted until the Commonwealth
Interregnum (1649-1660). It consisted of
the Early Tudor Age (1500-1557)
the Elizabethan Age (1558-1603)
the Jacobean Age (1603-1625) and
the Caroline Age (1625-1642)
Three chief forms of poetry flourished during this time: the lyric, the sonnet and
the narrative poem. English poets translated many works from other literatures. The
translation introduced blank verse into English literature. We speak about Elizabethan
drama, Jacobean drama. The development of drama reached its highest peak during the
Renaissance. During the Stuart period there were two major groups of poets:
Metaphysical and Cavalier poets. Prose writing also started with the new English version
of the Bible.
THE NEW ENGLISH POETRY
a) E l i z a b e t h a n L i t e r a t u r e.
The great awakening of the world in general and of England in particular came to its
climax in the reign of Queen Elizabeth. England's first theatres were built and there were
many dramatists. The fashion among the courtiers for writing elegant verses brought an
avalanche of sonnet sequences and pastoral poems. The development of musical
instruments such as the virginal or viola da gamba set the world a-singing, and not only
were the plays interspersed with charming songs but also great collections of songs and
lyrics were assembled. The stimulus of national pride and geographical extension
produced histories and books of travel, which in (urns inspired dramatists and the writers

of fictions. Imagination, extravagance, and high-flown language marked prose as well as
poetry.
b) E n g l i s h

P o e t r y.

The reign of the bourgeois Henry VII shows us an England becoming national in
religion and politics, and lifting its head as a power to be reckoned with in Europe. The
English "moderns" of the 16th century were quite unlike the "medievals" of the 15th .
Their poems had three marks of true lyric: they were brief, intense and personal. They
forsook allegory and didactism. They were modeled upon courtly European examples,
and they shyly circulated in manuscript. During the 15th century there had been a
slackening of metrical strictness which produced some examples of beautiful rhythm and
many examples of mere approximation to rhythm. Wyatt and Surrey strengthened by
Italian technique, brought back to meter a recognizable order. Wyatt's chief instrument
was the sonnet, a form which he was the first English writer to use. Sonnets reached their
highest peak this time.
The only literary efforts worth mentioning in the field of epic poetry beside Spencer’s
The Faerie Queene are those dealing with mythological themes. Further we can find
historical narratives describing the sad fates of various great, historical personalities.
Popular ballad poetry (as we know it: i.e. late medieval in origin) was a prominent
feature of English life both in town and country throughout the 16th and 17th centuries
Extensive written copying of the ballads began in the 17th century and since then printed
‘broadside ballads’ survive in large numbers.
Many of the finest Elizabethan lyrics are found in the collections that the musicians
made for household singing.
Satire and miscellaneous short poetic forms (epigrams, occasional songs, proverbs
,etc.) were also very popular. Satire provided a specific branch of pastoral poetry. Many
celebrated poets joined this line and expressed their nostalgia towards country life and
their hatred for town life. Once again the genre owed much to antiquity and was often
mixed with relatives like mock-epics, parable, fabliaux and the like. The greatest
epigrammatist was John Heywood, a dramatist, a professional entertainer to three courts
and a song-writer as well.
Reflecting the great changes of the age, Renaissance poetry brought about the triumph
of metaphor over simile; things in Nature, previously seen as unambiguous, appeared to
be full of contrasts. The same development continues in the critical age of the 17th
century: contrasts develop into paradoxes, metaphors into conceits (concetto).
SIR THOMAS WYATT
(1503-1542)
Sir Thomas Wyatt was a courtier of Henry VIII and spent much of his life travelling
abroad as an ambassador for the king. The life of anyone who worked for the king could
be dangerous as well as glamorous: Twice Henry had Wyatt imprisoned on charges that
were probably false, and twice Wyatt managed to regain the king's favour. Besides being
a diplomat, Wyatt was also a literary innovator, who helped to change the nature of
English Poetry. Up to him poetry was essentially medieval in matter and manner, subject
and form. Wyatt greatly admired Italian poetry, and he brought a new kind of poem, the
love sonnet, to England from Italy. His English sonnets are actually adaptations of Italian
sonnets.
Besides his sonnets Wyatt wrote many delightful lyrics modeled on English dance-songs,
but he never had any of his works printed and publicly distributed. Wyatt had no ambition
to be as a "clerk", or a learned man of letters, the sort of person who published books. As
a courtiers he was expected to compose songs and verses, just as he was expected to do
battle for thus king, joust in tournaments, dance and carry on intrigues with the ladies,
And so Wyatt circulated his poems privately among his friends in handwritten copies. Not

until 15 years after his death did most of his poems appear in print. In 1557, an
enterprising printer Richard Tottel published "Songs and Sonnets", an anthology
containing 97 of Wyatt's poems. This book now called "Tottel's Miscellany", has a rather
bad reputation today as a Tottel "improved" the poems by changing many words so that
poem sounded smoother to his ears. To make certain that we read Wyatt's words, rather
than Tottel's, scholars had to search out the handwritten copies of the poems that
predated their publication.
Of all forms the sonnet is the most compact and precise, and no better corrective could
have been found for vague thought, loose expression and irregular meter. Wyatt's model
was the Italian poet Petrarch. Petrarchan sonnet contains 14 lines, falling into groups of
eight (the octave) and six (the sestet) rhyming abba, abba, cdcdcd. Variations occur,
especially in tha number and order of the rhymes in the sestet. The essentials of a
Petrarchan sonnet are: a) the division into octave and sestet, making something like two linked
poems expressing different aspects of the same idea, and b) the absence of any strong final
emphasis, such as a concluding couplet would give - such emphasis tending to make the sonnet
fall into three parts instead of two. However, Wyatt, though using Petrarchan rhymes for the
octave, accidentally and deliberately chose to end most of his sonnets with a couplet. Thus he
helped to give the Elizabethan sonnet a special character. This used by Surrey, settled down into
three quatrains with alternate rhymes and a final couplet. Any sonnet by Shakespeare will exhibit
the fully developed Elizabethan form, and from his mastery of all its possibilities, this nonPetrarchan sonnet is generally called Shakespearean. The introduction of the sonnet from is
Wyatt's first important service to English poetry. The second is the use of that form as the vehicle
of personal emotions: and from the time of "Tottels" Miscellany English poets desiring to make a
brief emphatic declaration of personal feeling have chosen, almost by instinct the sonnet form.
Wyatt's poems fall into four groups: songs, epigrams, satires and devotional pieces, each
strongly personal. The songs are successful, if not penetrating, lyrics. The epigrams are epigrams
in the older, smoother sense, they are in fact, hals-sonnets. His three satires are written in
Dante's terza rima - aba, bcb, cdc, etc.
Wyatt's poetry conveys the charm of a brave and strong spirit. His technical faults are
those of a pioneer. His chief claim lies in his effort to raise the native tongue to dignity by
making it the vehicle of polite and courtly poetry. Both Wyatt and Surrey are ordinary
diction of their day, free from archaic affection and from colloquial vulgarity.
WHOSO LIST TO HUNT SIR THOMAS WYATT
Whoso list to hunt, I know where is an hind,
But as for me, alas, I may no more.
The vain travial hath wearied me so sore
I am of them that farthest cometh behind.
Yet may I, by no means, my wearied mind
Draw from the deer, but as she fleeth afore,
Fainting I follow. I leave off therefore,
Since in a net I seek to hold the wind.
Who list her hunt, I put him out of doubt,
As well as I, may spend his time in vain.
And graven with diamonds in letters plain
There is written, her fair neck round about,
"Noli me tangere, for Caesar's I am,
And wild for to hold, though I seem tame."
a) Literary elements: METAPHOR. In Wyatt' extended metaphor, what does the hunter stand
for? Who is the hind or deer?
b) (lines 10-11) Literary element: IRONY. Considering how Anne Boleyn died in 1536, what
irony might a reader find in the poem that Wyatt may not have intended?

c) (line 14) Critical reading: Drawing conclusions. Do you think this is a good description of
deer? How might it apply to a woman?
d) Does Wyatt's "Whoso List to Hunt" show regular iambic pentameter? Scan three or four lines
of the poem. What metrical patterns do you identify in these lines? Is the meter irregular in any of
lines?
e) A woman's place. What does the concept of love in this poem suggest about the position of
woman in Wyatt's time? How do you respond to the woman's statement "Caesar's I am"? How
do you think she feels about her situation? Write a paragraph from the point of view of the
"hind", and give her response to the situation described in the poem.
Answer the questions:
1. What warning does the speaker give potential hunters of the woman?
2. What image does the speaker use to show he's finally decided the chase is hopeless?
The speaker says the hind may seem tame, but is "wild for to hold".
3. Do you think he's referring to the woman herself or to Caesar's claim on her?
list: archaic form "desires"
hind: female deer
travail: hard work
put him out of doubt: assure him
4. Analyse the poem:
THE FIRST STANZA
The poem "Whoso List to Hunt" has often been seen to refer to Anne Boleyn as the deer with a
jeweled collar. She was a beautiful young woman at court with whom Wyatt was in love. When
he noticed that King Henry VIII was also attracted to Anne, he gave up the pursuit to however
else who wanted to hunt her.
In the firs stanza the poet uses wonderful metaphor to express the man's love. A hopelessly
man in love - may be the speaker - is the hunter who seeks for the hind. The speaker gives
warning to the potential hunters of the young lady. Firstly he said that she had already been
claimed. The woman's appearance is deceiving: she seems tame, but she is really wild.
As the chase is hopeless the speaker shows it with a humorous image of trying to catch the wind
in net:
".. .1 leave off therefore, Since in a
net I seek to hold the wind".
In t h e s e c o n d s t a n z a the third person is presented. He is Caesar referring to King
Henry WI. in the lines 10-11 the reader may find irony considering how Anne Boleyn died.
The reference to Caesar's collar around her neck might be seen as a striking coincidence with
her death by beheading at the order of the king.
In the last line Wyatt gives a good, but careful description of a deer because it does not look
wild: it has sad, sweet eyes and looks as if it would be gentle, bit it is not tame. This might mean
that the woman is dangerous to be involved with, either because a great man has claimed her
or because she is fickle.
With this poem Wyatt refers to seeking for love. People think that their eternal happiness can be
found in a wonderful feeling. The enormity of love is really unimaginable. Sometimes people
useless seek, but never catch it. This poem absolutely expresses the power of love, and people's
strong desire for reaching this unprintable feeling.
EDMUND SPENSER (C. 1552-1599)
Spenser - unlike such gentlemanly writers as Wyatt, Surrey, Sidney, and Raleigh -regarded
himself primarily as a poet. Upon graduating from Cambridge University, he served as personal
secretary to the earl of Leicester, then the favourite of Queen Elizabeth. In Leicester's household,
Spenser became acquainted with several other poets and wrote his first book, The Shepherd’s
Calendar (1579), a set of twelve pastoral poems, one for each month. Literary historians
recognize 1579 as the date when the great age of Elizabethan literature began.

In 1580, Spenser and his new wife went to Ireland in the service of the English government.
Except for two or three visits to England, he was to spend the rest of his life in the war-torn
country. English troops had invaded and conquered. They particularly resented people like
Spenser, who was given an Irish castle and a vast estate in County Cork. Thirty miles away, Sir
Walter Raleigh was the proprietor of an even vaster estate than Spenser's. When Raleigh was in
Ireland, the two poets met and discussed their works in progress: Raleigh's The Ocean to Cynthia
and Spenser's The Faerie Queene. Raleigh was so impressed with the latter that he persuaded
Spenser to accompany him to London in 1589, and there in the following year Books I-III of The
Faerie Queene were published. In 1591, Spenser returned to Ireland, where conditions remained
very unsettled and dangerous. But he managed to continue work on The Faerie Queene and other
poems. When his first wife died, Spenser married Elizabeth Boyle, an Anglo-Irish woman living
in Cork. Spenser's sonnet sequence Amoretti and his marriage hymn Epithalamion (both 1595)
can be read autobiographical as records of his intense devotion to his wife. In 1596, Books IV-VI
of the Faerie Queene appeared, along with another marriage song called Prothalamion.
As the century drew to a close, the Irish intensified their efforts to expel the English from their
land. During one of their raids, Spenser's castle was burned and his infant son killed. Spenser
himself escaped to London, where he died suddenly in 1599. He was given a splendid funeral
and burial in the part of Westminster Abbey that has become known as the Poets' Corner. He lies
near Chaucer, a poet who provided much of his inspiration. Chaucer, Spenser and Milton - these
three were long regarded as England's greatest non-dramatic poets. Of the three, Spenser is
perhaps the least highly regarded today. Our age does not itself produce long poems of very high
quality, and Spenser's fame depends mainly on the enormously long Faerie Queene, which
despite its unfinished state runs about 33 000 lines. This poem is such a characteristic product of
the Renaissance that some people find it has little to say to our own time. Moreover, Spenser's
language is such hybrid of Chaucerian and Elizabethan English that even when the work was
brand new some purists objected to it. The dramatist and poet Ben Jonson, for instance, said
Spenser "writ no language". But Spenser's special language is just right for his subject matter,
and all the objections to him are easily overlooked by readers who want to lose themselves in the
glorious world of imagination. They will always love Spenser. Spenser's Amoretti that is
"little love poems" is a sequence of eighty nine sonnets recording a man's yearlong courtship of
a woman named Elizabeth, perhaps, Spenser's courtship of his bride Elizabeth Boyle. Poets were
searching for images to express their complex experience of falling in and out of love, that is the
description of two feelings: intense desire and loss of interest. Spenser uses fire and ice. In
sonnet 30, Spenser uses in an original way the convention of the burning man and the icy lady.
Sonnet 75 uses another convention, the writer's "eternizing conceit": submit to my love, and I'll
make you famous and even immortal through my writing, but again Spenser gives this old notion
a new twist. Anyone who has been in love understand paradox: an apparent contradiction that is
somehow true. Love makes you blissful and miserable. It's frightening and healing. It's physical
and spiritual. It's incredibly fragile and yet so strong it seems deathless. In short, love is a potent
puzzle that we never solve. None of the sonnets by Spenser are so beautiful and famous as sonnet
30 and 75. Sonnet 30 has two paradoxes: ice "kindles" fire, and the fire makes fire ice colder and
harder. Fire should melt ice but here ice is frozen harder and colder by the fire, and ice makes the
fire burn. By these Spenser expresses the convention of a burning man and the icy lady. The
sonnet's speaker also says something serious about love and the power of love. Namely that love
can change the natural tendencies of things. This sonnet of Spenser draws upon perfectly a true
proverb: "In love and war everything is possible". Another wonderful poem in Sonnet 75 by
Spenser. Here the author uses the convention of the writer's "eternizing conceit", that is the love
of the two people is still alive today because of the sonnet preserves it and people still read
about it. In this sonnet the poet uses an image for love's impermanence, namely the waves
washing away the writing in the sand. This sonnet is an expression of eternal love. The beloved
name and their love's avenue were written upon the strand, Spenser expresses the idea that the
waves and the tide would warn him that a mortal thing will never be immortal. The passing of
time and death will kill even their love. But the speaker is sure that their love will live forever

because it is stronger and higher of anything else. The speaker is praising the lover's name, if the
name will be written in the heavens, it will live forever. Although Death subdues all the world
the enormity of their love will alive and it will even renew.
SONNET 30
BY EDMUND SPENSER
My love is like to ice, and I to fire;
How comes it than that this her cold so great
Is not dissolved through my so hot desire,
But harder grows the more I her entreat?
Or how comes it that my exceeding heat
Is not delayed by her heart frozen cold,
But that I burn much more in boiling sweat,
And feel my flames augmented manifold?
What more miraculous thing may be told
That fire which all thing melts, should harden ice,
And ice which is congealed with senseless cold,
Should kindle fire by wonderful device?
Such is the power of love in gentle mind,
That it can alter all the course of kind.

a) Critical reading. Identify main ideas. What
do you think the first line means?
do you think the first line means?
b) Literary elements: Paradox. Paradox was
popular with Renaissance poets, who
made statements with internal
contradictions for literary effect. Have
students restate in their own words the fire
- ice paradoxes in lines 2-4, 5-8, 9-12.
c) Readers response: shaping interpretations.
How do the last two lines sum up the
paradox?
d) Critical reading: Making inferences. What
does "second hand mean?"

delayed: tempered
augmented manifold: increased in many ways
congealed: thickened
device: trick
kind: nature
S O N N E T
75
BY EDMUND SPENSER
One day I wrote her name upon the strand,
But came the waves and washed it away;
Again I wrote it with a second hand,
But came the tide, and made my pains his prey.
"Vain man", said she, "that does in vain assay”,
A mortal thing so to immortalize,
For I myself shall like to this decay,
And eke “my name be wiped out likewise."
"Not so", quod I, "let baser things devise”
To die in dust, but you shall live by fame:
My verse your virtues rare shall eternized,
And in the heavens write your glorious name.
Where when as death shall all the world subdue,
Our love shall live, and later life renew.
"
1. How would you feel if someone in love with you had written these poems? Does your gender
affect your response? How?
2. What paradoxes can you find in Sonnet 30? How would you explain them?
3. Fire and ice poems are meant to be clever, but in Sonnet 30, the speaker also says something
serious about the power of love. What is it?
4. In what sense in the love is the love of the two people in Sonnet 75 still alive today?
5. In Sonnet 75, what image does Spenser use for love's impermanence?
6. (Extending the text) Some attitudes toward love and toward men and women have changed

since these sonnets were written. Do you find the speaker's feelings dated or still relevant?
Why?
EDMUND SPENSER
THE FAERIE QUEENE
So as she bad. that witch they disaraid.
And robd of royall robes, and purple pall,
2. pall: mantle.
And ornaments that richly were displaid:
Ne spared they to strip her naked all.
Then when they had despoild her tire and call.
5. tire and call: attire and
headgear.
Such as she was, their eyes might her behold,
That her misshaped parts did them apall:
A loathly, wrinckled hag. ill favoured, old.
Whose secret filth good manners biddeth not be told.
Her craftie head was altogether bald.
11. eld: old age.
And as in hate of honorable eld.
12. scald:scabs.
Was overgrowne with scurfe and filthy scald:
13. feld: fallen.
Her teeth out of her rotten gummes were feld,
And her sowre breath abhominably smeld:
15. dugs: breasts.
Her dried dugs, like bladders lacking wind.
16. weld: ran.
Hong downe. and filthy matter from them weld;
17. wrizled: wrinkled, rind:
Her wrizled skin as rough, as maple rind.
bark.
So scabby was. that would have loathd all womankind....
Which when the knights beheld, amazd they were.
And wondred at so fowle deformed wight.
"Such then." said Una. "as she seemeth here.
Such is the face of falsehood. Such the sight
Of fowle Duessa, when her borrowed light
Is laid away, and counterfesaunce knowne.
24.counterfesaunce:
hypocrisy.
Thus when they had the witch disrobed quight.
And her filthy feature open showne.
26. feature: appearance.
They let her goe at will, and wander wayes unknowne.
Spenser's great poem shows kinship with both the old metrical romances and the
morality plays. Like the former, it deals with the chivalrous days of King Arthur, with
knights and fair ladies, dragons and dwarfs, captives and caitiffs. Like the latter, its
characters are really abstract virtues and vices personified, and therefore not genuine
flesh-and-blood people who are bundles of virtues and vices all tied up together. In this
long, complex and unfinished poem the word f a e r i e does not mean a wee, airy
creature dancing among the flowers. Rather, faerie suggests grand heroic beings whose
superhuman powers come from their own virtue and piety. The Faerie Queene herself /
who does not even appear in the existing poem/, is Gloriana, an idealized portrait of
Queen Elizabeth, and her realm is at once the England that Spenser loved and a strange,
imaginary country.
With its all-embracing approach Spenser’s great unfinished epic, T h e F a e r i e
Q u e e n e is one of the most typical specimens. it was not merely an escapist dream,
coming from fashionable classical and Italianate pastoralism, it was a call to noble ideals
and endeavor, a ‘Renaissance conduct-book in verse’, and it was typical of Christian
humanism that the spectrum of virtues treated should range from Holiness to Courtesy.

The poem is a romantic or chivalric epic. Unlike the classical epics of Virgil and
Homer, romantic epics have an open form, with multiple characters and multiplying plots
spreading out in all directions. The marvels, knights, ladies, battles, tournaments,
enchantments, dragons, giants, dwarfs and demons derive from the medieval romances of
chivalry, such as the tales of King Arthur.
But its lovely stories are only the surface of "The Faerie Queene." Spenser's moral
purposes are especially evident. In a letter to Raleigh Spenser said that he intended his
work t o b e a n a l l e g o r y . Each leading character in the twelve projected books was
to embody one virtue or quality; taken together, they would characterize a truly noble
person. The heroes and heroines of the six completed books exemplify holiness,
temperance, chastity, friendship, justice and courtesy.
The poem is a tremendous feat of rhyming: Each nine-line iambic stanza has only
three rhymes—ababbcbcc. The last line's extra foot makes it hexameter. This line, called
an a 1 e x a n d r i n e , often sums up a stanza or finishes it off with a striking image. This
verse form, which Spenser created for "The Faerie Queene", is now called the
Spenserian stanza.
Spencer’s great poem shows kinship with both the old metrical romances and the
morality plays. Like the former, it deals with the chivalrous days of King Arthur, like the
latter, its characters are really abstract virtues and vices personified and therefore not
genuine flesh-and-blood people who are bundles of virtues and vices all tied up together.
In the original plan there were to be twenty-four books, each recounting the story of a
knight who personifies one of the virtues, triumphing over the corresponding vice. The
Faerie Queene, who sends out these knights on their quests, was supposed to be Queen
Elizabeth – just one of the subtle flatteries of their great patron common among literary
men of the day. The only adventures completed were those of the knights representing
Holiness, Temperance, Chastity, Friendship, Justice and Courtesy.
The incident here given is the story of Una and the Lion from Book I, Canto III. To
the Faerie Queene’s court had come Una, accomplished by a dwarf leading a fully
caparisoned war horse. Una besought the Queene to send a knight to slay the great
dragon that held her mother and father prisoners in their castle. Thereupon a young
unknown knight claimed the quest and was clothed in the armour brought by Una. From
the device on the shield, he is henceforth called the Red Cross Knight. He stands for
Holiness, Una for Truth,and the attendant dwarf for Prudence. In the wood of Error the
three are lost. Here the Red Cross Knight kills the monster, Falsehood, with its horrible
brood of little Falsehoods. Then they encounter the magician, Archimago (Hypocrisy), in
the guise of a hermit, who by his false wiles causes the Knight to believe Una untrue to
him. The Knight deserts Una for Duessa (False Religion), but Una is befriended by a
lion as here described.
THE ELIZABETHAN SONNET
The sonnet which was the invention of the 13th-century Italy, was slow in
winning the favour of English poets. Neither the word nor the thing reached England till
the 16th century, when the first English sonnets were written, in imitation of the Italian by
Wyatt and Surrey. But these primary efforts set no fashion. The Elizabethan sequences
came long after the gentle effusions of Tottel's poets, and were not influenced by them.
But when the writing of sonnets began in earnest it soon became a fashionable literary
habit, and no poetic aspirant between 1590 and 1600 failed to try his skill in this form.
The results are inspiring. Sidney, Spenser and Shakespeare alone achieved substantial
success, and their sonnets, with some rare and isolated triumphs by Drayton, Daniel,
Constable and others, are the sole enduring survivals. "Tottel's Miscellany" contained 60
sonnets, for the most part primitive copies of Petrarch. Though the name "sonnet" is
commonly used for poems in the succeeding anthologies, the actual sonnet form is rare.
Gascoigne's "Certayne notes of instruction" not only described the Elizabethan sonnet

form accurately, but noted the general misuse of the term. It was contemporary French
rather than older Italian influence that moved the Elizabethan mind to sonnet-writing.
Spenser is the true father of the Elizabethan sonnet. He first appeared as a poet
with the 26 youthful sonnets of 1569. It must be noted that Spenser uses the English and
not the Italian form of the sonnet. His sonnets have his characteristic sweetness of
versification. The first Elizabethan sonneteer to make a popular reputation however, was
not Spenser, but Thomas Watson.
Sir Philip Sidney, who follows Watson, is a prince among Elizabethan lyric
writers and sonneteers, and Shakespeare apart, is easily the best. With Sidney we come
to the first real English "sonnet sequence", a collection of sonnets telling a story of love,
like of Petrarch for his Laura. The "hopeless love" of the sonnets must not be taken
literally. The sonnets by Shakespeare and Sidney are as "true" as Hamlet. Sidney's
sonnets are real contributions to English poetry. They have grace, ease and sincerity, and
a genuine character reflecting the admirable spirit of the writer.
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE (1564-1616)
Every literate person has heard of Shakespeare, the author of more than 36
remarkable plays and more than 150 poems. Over the centuries, these literary works have
made such a deep impression on the human race that all sorts of fancies, legends, and
theories have been invented about their author. There are even those who say that
somebody other than Shakespeare wrote the works that bear his name, although these
deluded people cannot agree on who, among a dozen candidates, this other author
actually was. Such speculation is based on the misconception that little is known about
Shakespeare's life; in fact, Shakespeare's life is better documented than the life of any
other dramatist of the time except perhaps for Ben Jonson, a writer who seems almost
modern in the way he publicised himself. Jonson was an honest, blunt, and outspoken
man who knew Shakespeare well; for a time the two dramatists wrote for the same
theatrical company and Shakespeare even acted in Jonson's plays. Often niggardly in his
judgments of other writers, Jonson published a poem praising Shakespeare, asserting that
he was superior to all Greek, Roman, and English dramatists, predicting that he would be
"not of an age, but for all time". Jonson's judgment is now commonly accepted, and his
prophecy has come true.
The Years in Stratford-on-Avon
Shakespeare was born in Stratford-on-Avon, a historic and prosperous market
town in Warwickshire, and was christened in the parish church there on April 26, 1564.
His father was John Shakespeare, a merchant once active in the town government; his
mother - born Mary Arden - came from a prominent family in the country. Presumably,
for seven years or so, William attended the Stratford grammar school, where he obtained
an excellent education in Latin, the Bible, and English composition. (The students had to
translate Latin works into English and then turn them back into Latin.) After leaving
school, he may have been apprenticed to a butcher, but because he shows in his plays
very detailed knowledge of many different crafts and trades, speculators have proposed a
number of different occupations that he could have had. At eighteen, Shakespeare
married Anne Hathaway, the twenty-six-year old daughter of a farmer living near
Stratford. They had three children, a daughter named Susanna and twins named Hamnet
and Judith.
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE: POEMS
Shakespeare's poems have suffered even more than the plays from the
misguidedzeal of those who wish to find in them either the details of personal biography
or proofs that Shakespeare is not himself but several Elizabethan or Jacobean peers. The
main facts are simple. "Venus and Adonis" was licensed on 18 April 1593, and appeared
shortly afterwards with a fully signed dedication by the author to the Earl of Southampton

in which he describes the poem as "the first heir of my invention". It was followed a year
later by "Lucrece", againdedicated to Southampton. Both poems were very popular, and
were praised by contemporaries. Thomas Thorpe published the whole collection of
sonnets by Shakespeare in 1609. He stuck a burning ruse in the live shell of the matter of
the sonnets by prefixing some couple of dozen words of dedication in capitals:
"TOTHE.ONLY.BEGETTER.OF.THESE.mSUING.SONNETS.MR.W.H.ALL.HAPPI
NESSE.AND.THAT.ETEimiTE.PROMISED.BY.OUR.EVERLIVING.POET.WISHET
H.THE. WELL-WISHING.ADVENTURER.IN.SETTING.FORTH.T.T."
Thesesimplenouns, adjectives and verbs called forth many million words of commentary.
Sequences of sonnets about love, real or assumed, became an irresistible
poetical fashion during the decade from 1590 to 1600. To this period and to this species
belong the sonnets of Shakespeare, which differ from the others only in being much
better poems singly and collectively. Shakespeare, whose name calls to mind characters
in the great plays, who have come to life on stages around the world, like Hamlet,
Romeo and Juliet, Macbeth, Othello, King Lear, etc. has an immense reputation as a poet
for his sonnets. Had Shakespeare written no plays at all he would still have an immense
reputation as a sonneteer. There are 154 sonnets altogether, their speaker is a male, and
their chief subject is love. Beyond these three points there is little agreement, only
questions: Is the sonnets' speaker a dramatic character invented by Shakespeare, like
Romeo, Juliet, Macbeth or Hamlet or is he the poet himself? The speaker does call
himself Will a few times, and he does make puns on his name, but is there any evidence
that Will is the speaker in all the sonnets? If the sonnets are about the real man
Shakespeare, then who are the real people behind the characters mentioned in the sonnets:
the rival poet, the beloved young man who may be the subject of many of the first 126
sonnets, or the beautiful and exciting dark-complexioned woman of some later sonnets? Is
the order in which the sonnets were originally published /probably without Shakespeare's
consent/ the correct or the intended sequence?
Could they be arranged to tell a more coherent story? Should they be so
arranged? And in the 1609 publication, who is the "Mr. W. H." mentioned as the "only
begetter" of the sonnets: the young man someone else?
These and dozens of other questions about the sonnets have been asked and
answered over and over again - but never to everybody's satisfaction. We have hundreds
od conflicting theories, but no absolutely convincing answers.
About the individual sonnets, though, if not the whole sequence, agreement if
perfect: They are among the supreme utterances in English. They say profound things
about important human experiences, and they say them with great art.
The sonnets are of "English" form, now generally called "Shakespearean".
They are each built up of three quatrains with a final "clench" in the shape of a rhyming
couplet. There is a break in though at the end.
The Sonnets' Form
Each Shakespearean sonnet has its formal organization established by the rules
of the sonnet form. Each sonnet has also a logical organization of ideas, also established
by the sonnet form. Below you can find how Shakespeare constructed Sonnet 18 to make
these two organizations cooperate in a way that seems natural, not forced.
Sonnet 18
Logical
Formal
organization
Shall I compare thee to a summer's day?
a organization
A question and a Thou art more lovely and more temperate,
b st quatrain
tentative aswear Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May, a
And summer's lease hath all too short a date./A/ b
Sometime too hot the eye of heaven shines,

c

2nd quatrain

And often is his gold complexion dimmed;
And every fair from fair sometime declines,
By chance, or nature's changing course
untrimmed.

d
c

the turn

But thy eternal summer shall not fade,
Nor lose possession of that faith thou owest,
Nor shall Death brag thou wander'st in his shade
When in eternal lines to time thou grow'st.

e
f
e
f

A final
answer

So long as man can breathe, or eyes can see
So long lives this, and this gives life to thee

g
g

d

In the English sonnet form known as the Shakespearean sonnet, the fixed
requirements are fourteen iambic pentameter lines divided into three quatrains and a
couplet, with the rhyme scheme ababcdcdefefgg.
The logical organization of the ideas, of course varies from sonnet to sonnet.
Here is Sonnet 18, the first line's question is followed by negative answers: The speaker's
beloved does have some resemblances to a summer's day, but only superficial ones. The
first two quatrains concentrate on the summer day's imperfections rather than on the
loved one.
Then comes the turn, a shift in focus or thought. Here the speaker turns from
the faulty summer's day to the beloved, and by the end of the third quatrain, the speaker
has entirely abandoned the opening comparison. Like most literary terms, the turn is a
metaphor; the speaker, figuratively speaking, is "turning" from one thing to another.
In an Italian sonnet, divided into an eight-line octave and a six-line sestet, the
turn usually occurs after the octave. Sonnet 18 with its turn after line 8, follows this
pattern, but in an English sonnet, the final couplet is often a second turn of great impact: a
final summary or explanation of all that come before. In this sonnet the couplet says,
perhaps with some exaggeration, that by being addressed in this poem, the beloved person
has become immortal.
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S SONNETS
SONNETS 29, 73, 116, 130.
THE HEART OF A MATTER: Earlier we asked the humanist's question,
"What is the good life?" A related question may be equally difficult, and that is "What is
the happy life?" What is it that makes us happy, that lets us look back over years
receding into the past, and ahead to the inevitable conclusion, without sorrow or despair?
Wealth has not answered the question satisfactorily for many people. Power always
seems to dwindle away or to be wrenched out of our hands in an instant. Fame evaporates
faster than the early morning fog. If there is any answer to this question, for many people
it is love. Time passes and death is inescapable, but love, if we are fortunate enough to
find it or create it, sustains us through it all.
In these four sonnets, Shakespeare speculates about what love is, and what it
does to us and for us.
People warn you not to confuse infatuation with love: Having stars in your eyes
makes for a wonderful glow but blurry vision. Eventually, a warm glow comes up
against a reality check- and sometimes it does not pass. What distinguishes love from
infatuation?

In Sonnet 29 the speaker describes how he rids himself of such ugly emotions
as envy, self-pity, self-hatred, and the dismal feeling of certainty that everybody else is
luckier than he is.
Sonnet 29
When in disgrace with Fortune and men's eyes,
I all alone beweep my outcast state,
And trouble deaf heaven with my bootless cries,
And look upon myself and curse my fate,
Wishing me like to one more rich in hope,
Featured like him, like him with friends possessed, y
Desiring this man's art, and that man's scope,
With what I most enjoy contented least;
Yet in these thoughts myself almost despising,
Haply I think on thee, and then my state,
Like to the lark at break of day arising
From sullen earth, sings hymns at heaven's gate;
For thy sweet love remembered such wealth brings
That then I scorn to change my state with kings.

When analyzing this sonnet pay attention to the following questions:
A. A complaint is a plaintive poem; many of the sonnets in the major sonnet sequences
are complaints, the laments and pleas of unrequited lovers. Shakespeare begins with a
complaint, but gives an unexpected ending. At what point does the tone of the poem
change?
B. What does the narrator wish for in LL. 5-8?
C. Language Note: SYNTAX. Point out that the poem is all one sentence: The first
introductory clause in the poem begins with “when in” L.l and goes through L.8; the
second introductory clause is in L.9. The main clause begins at the beginning of L.l0
and is accompanied by the major shift in tone.
In several sonnets, the speaker emphasizes the difference between his age and his
beloved's. He is much older, and so presumably will die first. In Sonnet 73, the speaker
dwells on his advanced years. This sonnet is rich in striking metaphors, with each quatrain
developing a single metaphor.
Sonnet 73
That time of year thou mayst in me behold
When yellow leaves, or none, or few, do hang
Upon those boughs which shake against the cold,
Bare ruined choirs where late the sweet birds sang.
In me thou see'st the twilight of such day
As after sunset fadeth in the west,
Which by and by black night doth take away,
Death's second self, that seals up all in rest.
In me thou see'st the glowing of such fire,
That on the ashes of youth doth lie
As the deathbed whereon it must expire,
Consumed with that which it was nourished by.
This thou perceivest, which makes thy love more strong,
To love that well which thou must leave ere long.
When analyzing the sonnet pay attention to the following questions:
A. Language note: SYNTAX. What parallel syntax introduces each of the three
metaphors?
B. How do you picture the speaker? /LL. 2-4/
C. What do all three metaphors /LL. 1-12/ have in common? Why are they appropriate
for the speaker's message?
D. How has the speaker's advancing age affected his beloved?
Choirs - parts of a church or cathedral in which services are held. The landscape of
Shakespeare's England was dotted with church ruins resulting from Henry VIII’s abolition of
monasteries.
Consumed ... nourished by - chocked by ashes of the wood that once fed its flame.
Obviously, in sonnets 29 and 73 the speakers are in love but the mood changes particularly
in Sonnet 29. In the speakers’ voices we can hear reflection, regret, satisfaction. Sonnet 29 is
actually a single sentence and in the long introductory clause the speaker says that he envies
one who has reason to hope, who is handsome, has many friends and has ability and power.
The main clause of Sonnet 29 begins the turn (in Line 10). After the turn the speaker’s tone
changes from absorbed self-pity to delight in the beloved.
In Sonnet 73 the speaker uses three metaphors to describe himself. The metaphors
compare the speaker to a bare tree in autumn, the twilight after sunset, and the glowing
embers of a fire. The beloved is young and the speaker is old. In Sonnet 73 the turn comes in
Line 13. In the lines preceding the turn, the speaker says that he is growing old and must die
soon. The last lines mean: “Therefore, you love me more because you will soon be without

me.” The seasonal and daily imagery in Sonnet 73contribute to the sonnet’s poignant and
reinforced melancholy tone.
Sonnet 116
Perhaps the most famous of Shakespeare's sonnets, Sonnet 116 defines true love
metaphorically as a "marriage of true minds". Such love is completely firm against all
"impediments", a word taken from the priest's remarks to those attending a Church of
England wedding: "If any of you know cause or just impediment why these persons should
not be joined together..."
Sonnet 116
Let me not to the marriage of true minds
Admit impediments. Love is not love
Which alters when it alternations finds,
Or bends with the remover to remove.
Oh no! It is an ever-fixed mark
That looks on tempests and is never shaken.
It is the star to every wandering bark,
Whose worth's unknown, although his height be taken.
Love's not Time's fool, though rosy lips and cheeks
Within his bending sickle's compass come.
Love alters not with his brief hours and weeks,
But bears it out even to the edge of doom.
If this be error and upon me proved,
I never writ, nor no man ever loved.
mark - seamark; a prominent object on shore that serves as a guide to sailors
bark - boat
worth's-value's
Height be taken - altitude measured to determine a ship's position
Compass - range, reach
Bears it out - survives,
doom- the Last Judgement; the final judgement at the end of the world
When analysing this sonnet pay attention to the following questions:
A. Literary element: ALLITERATION. How do you think the alliteration of the letter m
in the first sentence relates to the poem's meaning?
B. Which lines in the poem help define love by telling what it is not?
C. What is the literal meaning of LL 5-6?
D. Literary element: FIGURE OF SPEECH. Synecdoche is a figure of speech in which a
part of something represents the whole. What do 'rosy lips and cheeks' stand for?
Why do you think Shakespeare chooses to mention those particulars?
E. Compare the sonnet’s idea with that of Spenser’s Sonnet 75.
Sonnet 130
My

mistress'
eyes
are
Coral is far more red than her lips' red.
If
snow
be
white,
why
If
hairs
be
wires,
black
I
have
seen
roses
But no such roses see I in her cheeks.
And in some perfumes is there more delight

nothing

like

the

then
her
breasts
are
wires
grow
on
her
damasked,
red
and

sun,
dun,
head.
white,

Than in the breath that from my mistress reeks,
I love to hear her speak, yet well I know
That music hath a far more pleasing sound.
I grant I never saw a goddess go,
My mistress, when she walks, treads on the ground.
And yet, by Heaven, I think my love as rare
As any she belied with false compare.
Dun - brown
Damasked - streaked with various colours
Reeks - is exhaled
Go - walk
Belied - misrepresented
Compare - comparison
Here Shakespeare parodies poetry that idolizes a beloved's beauty.
This sonnet ridicules the fashionable, exaggerated metaphors some of Shakespeare's
fellow poets were using to describe the women they loved: Your eyes are suns that set me on
fire, your cheeks are roses, your breasts are snowballs. Such metaphors, known as conceits,
are traceable to Petrarch, but by 1600 they had become, through overuse, tiresome or
laughable. /Note that the word mistress in this poem simply meant "girlfriend" in the
Renaissance/. In the first sentence of Sonnet 116 Shakespeare uses alliteration of the letter
“m”. This repeated “m” sound makes the sentence feel connected, possibly emphasizing the
strong connection forged by a marriage bond. Lines 2-4, 9 and 11 in the poem help define
love by telling what it is not. The literal meaning of lines 5-6 is that love, once set, does not
move and is not changed by external events.
The 9th line contains a figure of speech. Synecdoche is a figure of speech in which a
part of something represents the whole. Rosy lips and cheeks stand for youth. Shakespeare
chooses to mention these particulars because they are attractive features that are subject to the
ravages of time.
Both Spencer’s Sonnet 75 and Shakespeare’s Sonnet 116 note that the body will
decay, and both say that love will live on. In Sonnet 116 Shakespeare uses the following
metaphors to describe the steadiness of love: a seamark (lines 5-6), a star for navigation;
(lines 7-8) the polar star. Time is a reaper, with sickle, who cuts down youth (lines 9-10).
The turn occurs in lines 12 and 13 emphatically or ironically. The final couplet emphasizes
the rest of the poem, showing how strongly the speaker believes what he is saying.
Sonnet 130 could have been written by someone who had read too many Petrarchan
sonnets. The speaker of the sonnet pokes fun at them using unflattering comparisons and
understatements with the help of which he reverses their conventional romantic conceits. At
the beginning of Sonnet 130 Shakespeare repeats nouns and adjectives that is an unusual
technique for the sonnet form (lines 2-6). The effect of the use of repetitions is part of
Shakespeare’s parody, which is usually shunned in the sonnet. The false praise given to other
women does not make them any rarer than his love, whom he appraises honestly, if
humorously. The poem’s parody is clever and funny though it is unkind to the woman he
professes to love.
E l e m e n t s o f l i t e r a t u r e:
S o n n e t. A fourteen-line lyric poem, usually written in iambic pentameter that has
one of several rhyme schemes. There are two major types of sonnets. The oldest sonnet form
is the Italian sonnet, also called Petrarchan sonnet (after the fourteenth-century Italian Poet
Francis Petrarch, who popularized the form). The Petrarchan sonnet is divided into two parts:
an eight-line octave with the rhyme-scheme abbaabba and a six-line sestet with the rhymescheme cdecde or cdcdcd. The octave usually presents a problem, poses a question or
expresses an idea, which the sestet, or the turn, then resolves, answers or drives home. John

Donne’s sonnets and John Keats’s “On First Looking into Chapman’s Homer” are written in
the Italian form.
The other major sonnet form, which was widely used by Shakespeare, is called the
Shakespearean sonnet or English sonnet. It has three four-line units or quatrains followed by
a concluding two-line unit, a couplet. The organization of thought in the Shakespearean
sonnet usually corresponds to this structure. The three quatrains often express related ideas or
examples, while the couplet sums up the poet’s conclusion or message. The most common
rhyme scheme for the Shakespearean sonnet is abab cdcd efef gg.
A third type of sonnet, the Spenserian sonnet, was developed by Edmund Spenser.
Like the Shakespearean sonnet, the Spenserian sonnet is divided into three quatrains and a
couplet, but it uses a rhyme scheme that links the quatrains: abab bcbc cdcd ee.
A group of sonnets on a related theme is called a sonnet sequence or a sonnet cycle.
S p e n s e r i a n s t a n z a. A nine-line stanza with the rhyme scheme ababbcbcc.
The first eight lines of the stanza are in iambic pentameter, and the ninth line is an
alexandrine - that is, a line of iambic hexameter. The form was created by Edmund Spenser
for his long poem The Faerie Queene. Several English Romantic poets used the Spenserian
Stanza, including John Keats, Percy Bysshe Shelley, Lord Byron and Robert Burns.
S p e a k e r. The imaginary voice, or person, assumed by the author of a poem.
This voice is often not identified immediately or directly. Rather, the reader gradually comes
to understand that a unique voice is speaking, and that this speaker’s characteristics must be
interpreted as they are revealed. This process is an especially important part of reading a lyric
poem.
S t a n z a. A group of consecutive lines in a poem that form a single unit. A stanza
in a poem is something like a paragraph in prose: It often expresses a unit of thought. A
stanza may consist of only one line, or of any number of lines beyond that. The word stanza
is an Italian word for “stopping place” or “place to rest”.
S y n e c d o c h e. M e t o n y m y. A figure of speech in which something is
closely related to a thing or suggested by it is substituted for the thing itself. You are using
metonymy if you call the judiciary “the bench”, the king, “the crown, or the race track “the
turf”. Closely related to metonymy is synecdoche, a figure of speech in which a part of a
thing stands for the whole, as in “lend a hand”.
M e t a p h o r. A figure of speech that makes a comparison between two seemingly
unlike things without using the connective words l i k e, a s, t h a n, or r e s e m b l e s. You
are using a metaphor if you say you’re “at the end of your rope” or describe two political
candidates as “running neck and neck”. Some metaphors are d i r e c t l y stated, like Percy
Bysshe Shelley’s comparison “My soul is an enchanted boat”. (if he had written “My soul is
like an enchanted boat”, he would have been using a s i m i l e).
Other metaphors are i m p l i e d, like John Suckling’s line “Time shall molt away
his wings”. The words m o l t and w i n g s imply a comparison between time and a bird
shedding its feathers.
An e x t e n d e d m e t a p h o r is a metaphor that is extended, or developed,
over several lines of writing or even throughout an entire poem. In the following stanza, the
speaker develops a comparison between two lovers and two separate streams that flow into
the same river. (The title and last line allude to the Biblical Song of Songs)
Even like two little bank-dividing brooks,
That wash the pebbles with their wanton streams,
And having ranged and searched a thousand nooks,
Meet both at length in silver-breasted Thames

Where in greater current they conjoin:
So I my best-loved’s am, so he is mine.
Francis Quarles, from “My Beloved Is Mine and I Am His”
A d e a d m e t a p h o r is a metaphor that has become so common that
we no longer even notice that it is a figure of speech. Our everyday language is filled with
dead metaphors, such as foot of the bed, bone of contention and mouth of the river.
A m i x e d m e t a p h o r is the incongruous mixture of two or more
metaphors. Mixed metaphors usually are unintentional and often conjure up ludicrous
images: “If you put your money on that horse, you’ll be barking up the wrong tree.”

E l e m e n t s o f l i t e r a t u r e.
Carpe Diem
The poems that follow reflect an ancient theme the Romans called carpe diem,
meaning “seize the day”. Carpe diem is a call to live life to the fullest right now: ”Let us eat
and drink, for tomorrow we die,” as the Roman Poet Horace said. Carpe diem poems are the
literary counterpart of the human skull that was sometimes part of the décor at wild Roman
parties – a grisly reminder of the fate none of us can escape. The carpe diem is quite
common in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century English poetry. The “invitation to love” is an
old poetic tradition. Along with description of all the delights that await a hesitant young
woman, the Renaissance poet pressures her with what may really be the oldest “line” in the
world: ”We are all going to die, so take your pleasures now.” “The grave’s a fine and private
place,/ But none, I think, do there embrace”, says Andrew Marvell in his poem “To His Coy
Mistress” The theme is forcefully expressed in the poem by Robert Herrick “To the Virgins,
to Make Much of Time” saying: ”Gather ye rosebuds while ye may,” and also in Andrew
Marvell’s poem “To His Coy Mistress”.
P a s t o r a l.
A type of poem that d e p i c t s r u s t i c l i f e in i d y l l i c, i d e a l i z e d
terms. The term pastoral comes from the Latin word for shepherd, and originally pastorals
were about shepherds, nymphs and rustic life. Today the term has a looser meaning and
refers to any poem that portrays an idyllic rural setting or that expresses nostalgia for an age
or place of lost innocence. The most famous traditional English pastoral is Christopher
Marlowe’s “The Passionate Shepherd to His Love,” which is satirized in Sir Walter Raleigh’s
“The Nymph’s Reply to the Shepherd” Examples of untraditional pastorals include William
Wordsworth’s “Tintern Abbey”, William Butler Yeats’s “The Lake Isle of Innesfree” and
Dylan Thomas’s ”Fern Hill”.
Christopher Marlowe
(1564-1593)
Marlowe belonged to the first generation of Elizabethan dramatists. His career ended about
the time Shakespeare's began, although he was only two months older than Shakespeare. The
son of a shoemaker in Canterbury, Marlowe won scholarships to the King's School in
Canterbury and then to Cambridge University. While still a student, he translated some love
poems by Ovid, the roman poet. The poems were declared too erotic by the Bishop of
London, who had the books burned.
After completing his studies, Marlowe apparently became a spy. Elizabeth's government
maintained an elaborate espionage system to keep track of Roman Catholics, but just what
spying Marlowe did for the government remains uncertain. It is certain that Marlowe had only
six more years to live when, at twenty-three, he came down to London from Cambridge. He

also associated with a number of other recent university graduates living near the London
theaters and supporting themselves by writing plays and pamphlets. Excitement and danger
were part of their lives. Marlow himself was jailed for his involvement in a street fight that
ended with one man murdered.
Another brush with the law came when Marlowe's roommate, a fellow dramatist named
Thomas Kyd, accused him of making scandalous, seditious ,and atheistic speeches. Marlowe
was arrested. A few days before the case was to be heard, he went with some rather shady
characters down the Thames to a tavern in Deptford. After support the men got into a violent
fight over the bill. Marlowe was stabbed above the eye and died instantly. The court acquitted
his assailant on the grounds of self-defense, though it is very possible that all the testimony in
this case was fabricated and that Marlowe was assassinated for reasons not yet discovered.
Theories about Marlowe's life and death are abundant; there are even a few people today who
believe, without any evidence, that Marlowe wasn't murdered but lived on to write all of
Shakespeare's plays for him.
All of Marlowe's dramatic poems are tragedies: Dido, Queen of Carthage (written with
Thomas Nashe); Tamburlaine; The Jew of Malta; The Massacre at Paris; Edward II; and
Doctor Faustus. Marlowe's greatest tragic heroes have been called "overreachers": selfdriven, power-hungry men who refuse to recognize either their limitations as human beings or
their responsibilities to God and their fellow creatures. Tamburlaine seeks power through
military conquest; Barabbas, the Jew of Malta, through money; Faustus, through knowledge.
They all want to be more than mere men, and only death can put an end to their monstrous
ambitions. To express these grandiose themes, Marlowe created wild and soaring poetry, like
nothing ever heard before on the stage. Although Marlowe did not write Shakespeare's plays,
he showed Shakespeare what was possible in dramatic poetry.
The Passionate Shepherd to His Love
Come live with me, and be my love,
And we will all the pleasures prove
2.prove:experience
That valleys, groves, hills, and fields,
Woods, or steepy mountain yields
5 And we will sit upon the rocks, Seeing the shepherds feed their flocks By shallow rivers, to
whose falls
Melodious birds sing madrigals.
8. madrigals: complicated songs for several voices
And
I
will
make
thee
beds
of
roses,
And
a
thousand
fragrant
posies,
A cap of flowers, and a kirtle,
11. kirtle: dress, gown, or skirt.
Embroidered all with leaves of myrtle.
A gown made of the finest wool
Which from our pretty lambs we pull,
Fair lined slippers for the cold,
With buckles of the purest gold.
A belt of straw and ivy buds,
With coral clasps and amber studs,
And if these pleasures may thee move, Come live with me, and be my love.
The shepherd swains shall dance and sing
21. swains: young boys For thy delight each
May morning.
If these delights thy mind may move,
Then live with me, and be my love.
A pastoral is a literary work that idealizes the rustic lives of shepherds. It portrays none of
the hardships of the life of rural labourers: bad weather, hard work, lost or sick sheep, low
pay, poor housing, little leisure and so on. Further in lines 13-16 the shepherd promises his
beloved a beautiful dress and shoes with gold buckles among many other niceties. All these
are too expensive and suggest the dress of a lady at court, not a poor peasant. The short
repeated lines /lines 1, 20, 24/, the so called refrains can be found in songs. Here, they give

the poem a songlike effect and also may suggest the shepherd's repeated attempt to persuade
his beloved.
The shepherd tries to convince his beloved by offering her an idealized life and work, but
we know that real life is not like that. Lines 5-10 speak about the beautiful nature, the
melodious songs of birds who sing "madrigals."
This poem is part of two literary traditions. It is part of a carpe diem tradition, and it is a
pastoral, from pastor, the Latin word for "shepherd". Pastoral works are set in a n idealized
countryside, and their characters are often blends of the naive and sophisticated. The most
famous of English pastorals, Marlowe's poem has often been set to music, and several poets
have written answers so sequels to it.
Sir Walter Raleigh 1552-1618
Raleigh is one of the most colorful figures of a very colorful age. A handsome, expensively
dressed, and probably arrogant man, at the peak of his success he was Queen Elizabeth's
confidential secretary and captain of her guard. He fought brilliantly for England in France,
Spain, Ireland, and America. He was passionately devoted to the cause of colonizing the
Americas, and to advertise its products he became one of the first bold Englishmen to smoke
tobacco and grow potatoes.
In his rise to power, Raleigh made many enemies, some of whom saw their chance to
destroy him when the queen died. They poisoned King James's mind against him, and ~ on
trumped-up evidence — he was convicted of treason. Raleigh was sentenced to death in 1603,
though his execution was not carried out until 1618.
Imprisoned in the Tower of London during this long interval, he conducted chemical
experiments and wrote a History of the World that runs from Adam and Eve to the
establishment of the Roman Empire. He also dreamed of another expedition to Guiana, on the
northern coast of South America; he had explored Guiana earlier in his life and believed it
contained vast hoards of gold and jewels. In 1617, still under a death sentence, he was
allowed to undertake his last voyage to Guiana. It turned out to be a disaster. The English
obtained no treasure, and the Spanish killed many of Raleigh's men, including his beloved
son. Very ill with fever, Raleigh sailed home to face a certain and shameful death. But
according to the verdict of history, the shame is King James's, not Raleigh's .Raleigh was
sacrificed to satisfy the Spanish, who were clamoring for his death as a condition for
maintaining peaceful relations with England. The English, who hated and feared the Spanish,
had not forgotten Raleigh when they deposed and beheaded James's son, King Charles I, in
1649.
In his speech on the scaffold, Raleigh described himself as "a seafaring man, a soldier and a
courtier." Although he did publish his History, he did not think of himself as a writer. He was
carefree with his poems; only about thirty five of them have survived, and they have been
slowly assembled by literary researchers through the past four centuries. His most ambitious
poem is The Ocean to Cynthia, one of the hundreds of literary works that Queen Elizabeth's
subjects wrote to express their love and devotion. lt survives only in fragments. This is
unfortunate, because Raleigh's poems have considerable merit. They are powerful,
outspoken, even blunt, and suffused with the courage of a man who was always ready to
accept without self-pity whatever life might bring him. He could have been thinking of
himself when he wrote in his History, "There is no man so assured of his honour, of his
riches, health, or life, but that he may be deprived of either or all, the very next hour or day to
come.

The Nymph's Reply to the Shepherd
If all the world and love were young,
And truth in every shepherd's tongue,

These pretty pleasures might me move To
live with thee and be thy love.
5But Time drives flocks from field to fold, 5.fold:pen where sheep are kept in winter
When rivers rage and rocks grow cold,
And Philomel becometh dumb;
7.Philomel: the nightingale.
The rest complains of cares to come.
The flowers do fade, and wanton fields
8.
wantont:luxuriant.
To wayward winter reckoning yields;
11.gall: a bitter substance.
A honey tongue, a heart of gall
Is fancy's spring, but sorrow's fall.
The gowns, thy shoes, thy beds of roses,
The cap, thy kirtle, and thy posies.
Soon break, soon wither, soon forgotten,
In folly ripe, in reason rotten.
Thy belt of straw and ivy buds,
Thy coral clasps and amber studs,
All these in me no means can move
To come to thee and be thy love.
But could youth last and love still breed,
Had joys no date, nor age no need,
Then these delights my mind might move
To live with thee and be thy love.
"The Nymph's Reply to the Shepherd" is Raleigh's reply to Marlowe's "The Passionate
Shepherd to His Love".
Elizabethan London was a small place, and Raleigh's and Marlowe's paths must have
crossed more than once. Other poets including John Donne and Robert Herrick, replied to
Marlowe, but Raleigh wrote the best answer. His speaker is identified as a "nymph" which
means a young woman. Like her creator, she is a strong character. So the "nymph" gives an
interesting answer: If the world and love stay young and all shepherds are honest, she will
agree. However, because everything cannot stay young and this shepherd's honesty is in
question, we know, she will refuse. In lines 5-10 we learn how the nymph's view of life
differs from the shepherd's. The shepherd focuses exclusively on spring and summer when the
weather is fine, warm, the fields and mountains are green, beautiful flowers 'dance'
everywhere and birds sing their beautiful madrigals. The nymph focuses on the fall, that is
autumn and winter in order to round out his picture of life. Her argument does not present a
balanced picture either, but only a description of the brutal effects of time and season.
It is really interesting to describe the technique the poet uses in lines 11, 12 and 16 to
contrast the sweet appearances of the shepherd's promises with the bitter realities of life. We
can find three sets of antonyms: honey and gall, spring and fall and folly and reason. In the
last stanza the tone changes. It becomes poignant. So the shepherd's tone is romantic,
idealistic, loving, fervent, optimistic and generous. The nymph's tone is realistic,
unsentimental, ironic, bitter, weary, disappointed, betrayed and disgusted.

Robert Herrick
(1591-1674)
We first hear of Herrick as an apprentice to his uncle, a London goldsmith and jeweler; it is
pleasant to think that the future poet may have acquired his taste for small, beautiful things in his
uncle's workshop. Herrick apparently lacked ambition and drive, since he did not enter the
university until he was twenty-two, a very late age in those days, and he did not leave it until he
was twenty-nine. For the next few years, he had, no regular occupation, but enjoyed himself in
London as a member of Ben Jonson's circle of young friends. At some point, he was ordained a
priest, but the serious part of Herrick's life did not begin until he was thirty-nine.
Herrick was then called to parish in Dean Prior, in Devonshire, far from London, in the West
Country, which Londoners habitually regarded as wretched and barbaric. According to some of
Herrick's poems, this was an intolerable exile; according to others, it was heaven on earth. At any
rate, Herrick's stay in Dean Prior came abruptly to an end in 1647 with the arrival of the
Parliamentary Army, which deprived him of his parish and substituted in his place a clergyman of
a more puritanical stripe. (It would not be easy to find a less puritanical priest than Herrick.) When
the king was restored some thirteen years later, so was Herrick, and he lived on at Dean Prior
until he died at the age of eighty-three.
While deprived of his parish and living in London, Herrick published a fat little volume
containing about 1,400 poems. The book was called Hesperides, or the Works Both Human and
Divine of Robert Herrick, Esq.(1648). Less than a fourth of the poems fit into the "divine"
category, and these are mainly witty verses on Biblical characters and events. All the rest of the
poems are definitely "human," though the book's last line -"Jocund his Muse was; but his Life
was chaste"—shows that Herrick's life was a bit less lively than his poetry. The word Hesperides
in the title is borrowed from classical mythology; it is the collective name for the nymphs who
live in a garden where they watch over a tree that bears golden apples. The title implies that
Herrick's book is a garden full of precious things.
Herrick borrowed more than his title from classical antiquity. He was so steeped in Latin poetry
that he frequently wrote his poems as if he were an ancient Roman, imposing pagan customs,
creeds, and rituals on the English country-people and his own household. He imitated the Latin
love poets, especially Catullus, when he addressed poems to beautiful women with such classical
names as Julia, Corinna, Perilla, Anthea, and Electra.
Herrick also wrote about his small house, his spaniel named Tracy, the royal family in far-off
London—whatever came into his mind. Altogether, his poems give us a picture of "Merrie
England," which is not so much the England of any particular time or place, but an ideal, pastoral
state where sadness is momentary and pleasure innocent.
To the Virgins, to Make Much of Time
Gather ye rosebuds while ye may, Old Time
is still a flying; And his same flower that
smiles today, Tomorrow will be dying.
The glorious lamp of heaven, the sun, The
Higher he's a-getting, The sooner will his
race be run, And nearer he's to setting.
That age is best which is the first, When
youth and blood are warmer; But being
spent, the worse, and worst Times still
succeed the former.
Then be not coy, but use your time; And
while ye may, go marry; For having lost but
once your prime, You may forever tarry.
"To the Virgins, to Make Much of Time" is Herrick's most famous poem. It's a little lyric the
first line of which has been a metaphorical part of the English language ever since the 19-th
century, when Herrick was "discovered" by people interested in Renaissance literature. Instead of
courting one woman, as we fin din most carpe diem poems, Herrick addresses all "virgins", or
young women. When reading this poem we must not forget that Herrick was a priest.

First of all let's have a look at such a literary element as carpe diem. What is it? The Roman
poet Catullus /85?-55 B.C./ originated this theme. The actual term c a r p e diem, translated as
"reap today", can be found in Horace I-II: "As we talk, time spites us and runs; Reap today; save
no hopes for tomorrow". A Latin dictionary explains that Horace uses car-p e in a positive sense to
mean "enjoy" or "use". Although carpe diem is usually translated as "seize the day",. Carpo in
Latin can refer to picking, plucking, or gathering flowers or fruits, an association that fits well
with Herrick's imagery.
"Gather ye rosebuds while ye may", says he in the first line of the poem, in other words: Reap
today: save no hopes for tomorrow. Further in the second stanza, he uses an allusion: "The
glorious lamp of heaven, the sun, The higher he's a-getting, The sooner will his race be run, And
nearer he's to setting" Here Herrick alludes to Greek mythology, where the sun Gold, Helios,
drove a fiery chariot across the heavens each day. "that age is best which is the first" the poem
goes on. Analysing Shakespeare's Sonnet 73 and Marlowe's "The Passionate Shepherd to His
Love" we can learn hos do the Elizabethans seem to view advanced age. They do not see it as a
time of increased wisdom and knowledge. It's a time of vulnerability and loss of powers, they see
youth as a better time. The last stanza expresses the speaker's worldview, according to which a
young woman must get married before she gets too much older.

Andrew Marvell
/1621-1678/
Marvell, whose very English name should be accented on its first syllable, like marvelous,
was the son of a clergyman, who sent him to Cambridge University. There he must have received
an excellent education, because the poet John Milton, who was not easily impressed by other
men's learning, said that Marvell was "well read in the Greek and Latin classics." After receiving
his B.A., he travelled for several years to Holland, France, Italy, and Spain. There is, surprisingly,
no record of Marvell's having been involved in the great upheaval of the 1640s. He seems to have
survived the Civil Wars without allying himself with either the Royalists or the Parliamentarians.
About 1650, he became a tutor to Mary Fairfax, an heiress and a daughter of Sir Thomas Fairfax,
who had served as lord general of the Parliamentary armies. The Fairfaxes had several large
estates, one of them at a place called Nun Appleton, and There Marvell wrote a remarkable long
poem, "Upon Appleton House." But he did not publish this or any of the other poems that are so
highly regarded today. In the best Renaissance fashion, he wrote only for his friends' and his own
entertainment.
After leaving the Fairfax household, where presumably he wrote his best poems, Marvell
became tutor to a ward of Oliver Cromwell, the lord protector and virtual dictator of England in
the 1650s. Then, in 1657, he became assistant to John Milton, who needed help in carrying out
his duties as Latin secretary to the Council of State because he was blind. Marvell became active
in politics, serving as member of Parliament for his native city, Hull, from 1659 until his death,
when King Charles II was restored and the Commonwealth government dissolved in 1660,
Marvell somehow had enough influence with the Royalists to save Milton's life. At this point in
his career, Marvell began to publish verse satires against his political opponents and prose
pamphlets on issues of the day. But his lyric poems remained in manuscript until after his death,
when his house-keeper, calling herself Mary Marvell and claiming to be his wife, sold them to a
publisher, who brought them out.
Marvell’s posthumous volume, called Miscellaneous Poems, made little impression when it
appeared in 1681. Styles in poetry had changed after 1660, so that Marvell’s witty, ingenious
metaphors must have seemed old-fashioned to readers who admired the lucid, rational poems of
the Restoration writers. Today we are in a better position to appreciate Marvell. To many
judicious critics, his poems seem to sum up much that is admirable in Renaissance lyric poetry.
Like Jonson, he is a master craftsman, always in control of his materials. His poems have the
precision, urbanity, and lightness of touch associated with the "sons of Ben." Many of Marvell's
poems are also, under their graceful surfaces, deep and thoughtful, like Donne's. No wonder that
Marvell is sometimes called the "most major" of the minor poets in English.

To His Coy Mistress
Andrew Marvell
Had we but world enough, and time,
This coyness, Lady, were no crime.
We would sit down, and think which way
To walk, and pass our long love's day.
Though by the Indian Ganges' side
Shouldst rubies find; I by the tide
Of Humber would coplain.
I would Love you ten years before the Flood,
And you should, if you please, refuse
Till the conversion of the Jews.
My vegetable love should grow
Vaster than empires and more slow;
An hundred years should go to praise
Thine eyes, and on thy forehead gaze;
Two hundred to adore each breast,
But thirty thousand to the rest;
An age at least to every part,
And the last age should show your heart.
For, Lady, you deserve this state,
Nor would I love at lower rate.
But at my back I always hear
Time's winged chariot hurrying near;
And yonder all before us lie
Deserts of vast eternity.
Thy beauty shall no more be found,
Nor, in thy marble vault, shall sound
My echoing song; then worms shall try
That long-preserved virginity,
And your quaint honour turn to dust,
And into ashes all my lust:
The grave's a fine and private place,
But none, I think, do there embrace.
Now therefore, while the youthful hue
Sits on thy skin like morning dew,
And while thy willing soul transpires
At every pore with instant fires,
Now let us sport us while we may,
And now, like amorous birds of prey,
Rather at once our time devour
Than languish in his slow-chapped power.
Let us roll all our strength and all
Our sweetness up into one ball,
And tear our pleasures with rough strife
Through the iron gates of life;
Thus, though we cannot make our sun
Stand still, yet we will make him run.
To His Coy Mistress
The most famous English poem ever written about "invitation to love" was composed by
Andrew Marvell, who himself was a Bachelor. This poem is a much deeper poem than others of
its kind. Its speaker dwells on the details of human mortality with morbid exactitude, to make his
beloved feel that even immoral behaviour while alive is preferable to being good but dead. This
title could be rephrased as "To His Cold, Standoffish Friend". At the time mistress did not mean a
sexual partner, the real title of the poem is "To His Coy Mistress". What is the effect of placing a

woman sifting rubies by the Ganges, while the man loafs by the muddy Humber? /lines 5-8 / It
seems that the images emphasize that they would have enough time to be apart and that he would
be willing to suffer while she enjoyed whatever her romantic fancy desired. Further the poet
personifies time, which is the factor of the speaker's argument. Time is presented as a charioteer
chasing the speaker. Time becomes the enemy in this poem. When time overtakes the lovers, it
will, through death, negate their love, beauty and honour. We cannot spend time sitting around,
talking. We must act before death takes our youth and beauty. Let's have fun and do our best to
outrun time.
The speakers of the poem "To the Virgins, to Make Much of Time" and "To His Coy
Mistress" have quite different purposes and audiences. The speaker of the poem "To His Coy
Mistress" addresses a particular woman. He wants only her and he knows he can do nothing
without her agreement. The speaker in "To the Virgins, to Make Much of Time" does not want
one particular woman. He is just trying to persuade women in general to be less hesitant. Both
speakers talk about the passage of time and the desire to live one's youth to the fullest.
A famous i m a g e of time appears in couplet form in Marvell’s poem, in lines 21-22. In
Marvell’s poem time brings death, beauty decays and eventually the worms will eat the body.
Marvell compares time to a winged chariot. In Herrick’s poem, time brings death, things get
worth with time and people may not be able to marry once they are past their primes.
Herrick’s speaker says the women he is addressing should get married while they have the
chance because nobody will marry them when they are old. Marvell’ speaker does not even
mention marriage. He apparently does not think it is necessary to mention it. The mention of
marriage would give a solemn note to a poem that is obviously intended to comment cer
tain poems freedom and pleasure.
Like Shakespeare, in his Sonnet 130, Marvell also uses mockery , making fun of certain
kind of love poems. Echoes of Shakespeare’s sonnet can be found in the speaker’s proposal to
take hundred’s of years to praise various parts of his love’s anatomy. Marvell’s poem contains
both hyperbole and understatement. (lines 7-10, 11-12 are examples of hyperbole), (an example
of understatement occurs in lines 31-32) They add wit and a wry note to the poem.
John Donne
/1572-1631/
Donne (a Welsh name pronounced "dun") wrote learned, passionate, argumentative poetry,
most of which he never published, since he was never ambitious to be known publicly as a poet.
His first aim in life was to be "courtier"- that is, a member of the queen's government. But he had
a serious handicap: He was born into a prominent Roman Catholic family, being descended from
no less a person than Sir Thomas More, the Lord Chancellor whom Henry VIII had beheaded in.
When Donne was only eleven years old, he was already Studying at Oxford. Catholic boys
went to the university very young, to avoid the oath of allegiance to the queen, whom the pope
had excommunicated. Barred from taking a degree because of his religion, Donne returned to his
native city of London and in his late teens became a law student at Lincoln's Inn, one of the Inns
of Court where lawyers were trained. He had no financial worries since his father, a prosperous
iron merchant, had died when Donne was four and left him some money. He now became "Jack"
Donne, a handsome, well-dressed youth who devoted his mornings to heavy reading in
philosophy and foreign literature and his afternoons to circulating in society. A friend described
him " a great visitor of ladies, a great frequenter of plays, a great writer of conceited verses."
After various adventures, such as taking part in two naval expeditions against Spain, Donne
became private secretary to Sir Thomas Egerton, lord keeper of the great seal. This was an
important post, the staring point of a brilliant career in government, for by now Donne had
abandoned his Catholicism and spent his inheritance. But he blasted all his hopes and ambitions
when, in , he secretly married seventeen-years-old Anne More (no relation). Marriage with a
minor, without her father's consent, was then a serious crime against both church and state. As
soon as Anne's father heard about it, he had Donne arrested, jailed, and dismissed from his
position. In jail, Donne wrote his shortest poem: John Donne, Anne Donne, Undone. Though he
was not kept in prison long, Donne never did recover his position, and for years he and Anne had

to live off the bounty of friends and relatives. They certainly needed help since they eventually
had twelve children, five of whom died in infancy.
In the early 1600s, Donne continued to read voraciously and to write poetry for private
circulation and prose for public consumption. He wrote against the Church of Rome so
effectively that he became known as an important defender of the Church of England. And so the
new king, James I, persuaded Donne to become a clergyman in 1615. his brilliant, theatrical
sermons immediately won him advancement in the Church, and he rose to be dean of St. Paul's,
the principal cathedral of England, in London.
Thus, Jack Donne became the Reverend Dr. John Donne. He preached outdoors before the
cathedral, and he preached at court before the king, always with great effect, for he put into his
sermons the same passion and inventiveness that he put into his poems. He died full of years and
honours, and a portrait showing how he looked in his death shroud can still be seen in St. Paul's.
Song
John Donne
Go, and catch a falling star,
Get with child a mandrake root,
Tell me, where all past years are,
Or who cleft the devil's foot,
Teach me to hear mermaids singing,
And find
What wind
Serves to advance an honest mind.
If thou be'st born to strange sights,
Things invisible to see,
Ride ten thousand days and nights,
Till age snow white hairs on thee,
Thou, when thou return'st, wilt tell me
All strange wonders that befell thee,
And swear
Nowhere
Lives a woman true, and fair.
If thou find'st one, let me know,
Such a pilgrimage were sweet;
Yet do not, I would not go,
Though at next door we might meet,
Though she were true, when you met her,
And last, till you write your letter,
Yet she
Will be
False, ere I come, to two, or three.

As many other poets of the Renaissance, John Donne also used the theme of love in his
poetry, love as an illusion. In his "Song", unlike the multitude of Renaissance songs idealizing
women John Donne's song satirizes women using Hyperbole, or extreme exaggeration. Imagine a
lover who was fallen hard for the Perfect Woman once too often, and now takes a hard view of
perfection. Donne's love songs are collectively known as his "Songs and Sonnets" but the title is
misleading. Most of the poems are too intellectually demanding to be called songs, and none is a
sonnet by formal definition. The poem "Song" was indeed a song, however, because one
manuscript includes musical accompaniment, John Donne's love poems consistently use religious
imagery. The poem starts with the following:
"Go, and catch a falling star,
Get with child a mandrake root,
Tell me, where all past years are,
Or who cleft the devil's foot."

These first five lines of the poem contain suggestions that are impossible. The first two
lines contain suggestions that are physically impossible; the third line's suggestion is
philosophically impossible; the fourth line is impossible because the subject is unknowable by
humans, the fifth line is an imagery, the sixth line is practically impossible. Further the speaker
holds the opinion that a faithful and beautiful woman does not exist. The speaker was either
rejected in love or women have been false to him. Everything in this poem is exaggerated: the
tasks, the length of the journey and the generalizations about women's behaviour. In the last
three lines an outrageous exaggeration is claimed:
"... Though she were true, when you met her,
And last, till you write letter,
Yet she
Will be
False, ere I come, to two, or three."
Even if a woman had been pure before the messenger met her and stayed faithful long
enough for the messenger to inform the speaker, by the time the speaker met her - even if she
lived next door to him - she would have betrayed two or even three other men. Reading this poem
we may come to the conclusion that to some extent it is offensive for women because it
generalizes, saying all women are unfaithful, but I think that it was the overreaction of a man
who had love troubles, not as a stereotyping of women, so in this case we may find it funny. The
unhappy ending of a love affair might have occasioned the poem. Line 12 contains a hyperbole:"
Ride ten thousand days and nights", to make this point. The speaker's tone is cynical, dramatic,
offensive, not to be taken seriously. Words that reveal a dramatic tone or an attitude that he is not
to be taken seriously include "mermaids", "mandrake root" and "ten thousand days". Words that
indicate a cynical or offensive tone include "Swear /NOWHERE/ Lives a woman true, and fair".
May be the speaker is not being serious, but even in jokes there is an implied message.
When John Donne started writing his poetic style was really revolutionary. Samuel Coleridge, in
the 19th century described Donne's inventiveness as a "forge and fire blast" that could twist "iron
pokers into true-love knots". Most poets then aimed for sweet, smooth, musical sounding verse.
But Donne would have none of it. " I sing not siren-like, to tempt, for I am harsh", he says in one
poem. The new style he forged came to be called by later critics, metaphysical poetry - a term
that reflected its intensity of intellect, its self-conscious invention, and its bold emotion. For the
most part Donne based the rhythm and sounds of if poem on colloquial - that is, spoken English.
" For God's sake hold your tongue and let me love", he begins one of his poem. The speaker in
his poems frequently sounds blunt and angry, or he broods to himself, or he seems to be thinking
out loud. At times the speaker almost seems to be lecturing the woman he is addressing.
Whatever his tone is, Donne's speaker is always using his brain and bringing into the poem ideas
from books, especially books of philosophy and theology. He also brings in images from
everyday activities and trades from learned disciplines like law, medicine and science.
Reading a metaphysical poem is frequently like figuring out the solution to a riddle - or
trying to untangle a complicated knot.
A Valediction: Forbidding Mourning
John Donne
As virtuous men pass mildly away,
And whisper to their souls, to go,
Whilst some of their sad friends do say,
The breath goes now, and some say, no:
So let us melt, and make no noise,
No tear-floods, nor sigh-tempests move,
'Twere profanation of ours joys
To
tell
the
laity
our
love.

Moving of th' earth brings harms and fears, Men reckon what it did and meant,
But trepidation of the spheres,
Though greater far, is innocent.
Dull sublunary lovers' love
( Whose soul is sense) cannot admit Absence, because it doth remove those things which
elemented it.
But we by a love, so much refined,
That ourselves know not what it is, Interassured of the mind,
Care less eyes, lips, and hands to miss.
Our two souls therefore, which are one, Though I must go, endure not yet
A breach, buta n expansion,
Like gold to airy thinnes beat.
If they be two, they are two so
As stiff twin compasses are two,
Thy soul the fixed foot, makes no show
To move, but doth, if th' other do.
And though it in the center sit,
Yet when the other far doth roam,
It leans, and hearkens after it,
And grows erect, as that comes home.
Such wilt thou be to me, who must Like th' other foot, obliquely run;
Thy firmness makes my circle just, And makes me end, where I begun.
"A Valediction: Forbidding Mourning" is Donne's very nice poem devoted to the theme
that leaving someone we love for a long time is never easy. According to his biographer, Izaac
Walton, Donne was trying to ease a parting o great pain. The poem is typical of Donne's
poetry in having a dramatic occasion, a particular situation, on which the poem is spoken.
Here the speaker, about to take a long journey, says good bye /"valediction"/ to the woman he
loves, telling her not to cry or feel sad /"forbidding mourning"/. This poem contains the most
famous of all metaphysical conceits, the classic metaphysical conceit, a comparison that is
more intellectual and complicated than the hunting metaphor in the sonnets of Petrarch, Wyatt
and Spenser:
"If they be two, they are two so
As stiff twin compasses are two,
Thy soul the fixed foot, makes no show
To move, but doth, if th' other do. This is a figure of a speech in which one thing is
compared with another thing that is very much unlike it. Here the lovers are said to be the two
prongs of a compass, the kind used to draw circles in geometry. Reading the poem we must
notice that the entire first stanza is a simile introduced by "as" and followed by "so". The
dying man in the stanza is not part of the dramatic situation, but only offered as an analogy to
the lover's separation. The speaker of the poem considers that silence is the most fitting way
for him and wife to separate, because their love is sacred and their relationship is private. A
temporary separation should not be cause for outbursts, nor do they need to broadcast this
event. Donne uses the word "refined" love to describe their love that means that their love is
superior, spiritual, sensitive, purified and restrained. To express the separation of the lovers'
soul Donne uses imagery, saying that the souls are a lump of gold beaten thinner than paper.
The separation becomes not a division into two, but a golden filament stretched between them.
This poem about parting brings up different feelings than poems about seizing the opportunity
for love. It is an expression of deep love and attachment, and even though it has more serious
and obscure language, it is very moving. Their love is deeper than just the love of the body they are two souls joined. He contrasts them with ordinary lovers who cannot bear to be
parted. In lines 9-12 Donne refers to irregular events on earth and in the spheres to describe

their love. These references to earthly upheavals underscore the trauma that "dull sublunary
lovers" feel during separation. This separation of the speaker and his wife is like "trepidation
of the spheres", movements in the cosmos that have little or no effect on Earth.
To explain lines 25-36, the best metaphysical conceit ever used in English literature and
tell what does it suggest about the nature of love we must say that compasses are used to draw
perfect circles and the speaker compares himself and his wife to the two legs of a compass.
She leans toward him when he moves away, but he always returns to her at her fixed position
in the centre of his life. The speaker insists that the lovers- obviously two people - are actually
one because he wants to emphasize the sense of union, harmony and trust that he and his
beloved feel.
Walton said Donne wrote the poem for his wife when he left for a diplomatic mission to
France. She urged him not to go because she was pregnant and unwell, but Donne felt
obligated to the mission's leader, Sir Robert Drury. Two days after arriving in Paris, Donne
had a vision which he described to Sir Robert: "I have seen my dear wife pass twice by me
through this room, with her hair hanging about her shoulders, and a dead child in her aims". A
messenger sent back to England returned with the news that "Mrs. Donne after a long and
dangerous labour...had been delivered of a dead child" on the very day Donne had the vision.
In reading the poem, notice that the entire first stanza is a s i m i l e introduced by AS
and followed by SO. The dying men in the stanza are not part of the dramatic situation, but
only offered as an analogy to the lovers’ separation.
Death Be Not Proud
John Donne
Death be not proud, though some have called thee
Mighty and dreadful, for thou art not so,
For those whom thou think'st thou dost overthrow,
Die not, poor Death, nor yet canst thou kill me.
From rest and sleep, which but thy pictures be,
Much pleasure, then from thee, much more must flow,
And soonest our best men with thee do go,
Rest of their bones, and soul's delivery.
Thou art slave to fate, chance, kings, and desperate men,
And dost with poison, war, and sickness dwell,
And poppy, or charms can make us sleep as well,
And better than thy stroke; why swell'st thou then?
One short sleep past, we wake eternally,
And death shall be no more; Death, thou shall die.
"Death be not proud" is Donne's most famous sonnet, it draws upon a popular subject of
Renaissance. Although death is inescapable, it is not, for everyone, an invincible victor. For
those who believe in immortality, as Donne firmly did, death is merely an episode in the
progress of the soul, the moment of delivery from the confines of the body to eternal life. In
Donne's collected poems, which are grouped by type, "Death Be Not Proud" is one of the
"Holy Sonnets" included in the category of "divine poems". Because Donne never published
the "Holy Sonnets", and because they are arranged in different ways in contemporary
manuscripts and in books printed after his death, we do not know the order in which Donne
wanted us to read them. The sonnet apostrophizes Death, to whom it is addressed.
In the second quatrain, Donne says that if fatigue-induced sleep, one of life's greatest
boons, is the very picture of death, then how much more pleasure will come from Death itself?
Even the virtuous must go with death, to the "Rest of our bones, and soul's delivery".
Although Death thinks that it kills people, they do not actually die, but they simply leave their
bodies and live on as souls in heaven. Donne says that Death itself is subject to other forces:
fate, chance, kings and desperate men, who can call it up at will. The poet even notes that
narcotics or witchcraft can outdo Death in making people sleep. The superiority of these
human based modes of death takes away the last shred of dignity for Death: "Why swell'st

thou then?" His confident reliance is on the victory of Christ over Death through Resurrection.
He ends this sonnet with the words:
"One short sleep past, we wake eternally,
And death shall be no more; Death, thou shall die." It is a Shakespearean sonnet because
of the rhyme scheme and the way the sections are divided: three stanzas of four lines and a
concluding couplet.
The verbal gymnastics that Donne performs in this sonnet cannot disguise the fact that as
a Christian he must entertain these two ideas of death: death as rescuer, death as punisher of
even the most noble. All that he can do in order to deal with the enormity of death is to turn
the sting of death against death itself.
"Death be not proud" is a Petrarchan - type sonnet. It's interesting to see how it works up
to a rousing climax. Its first words challenge Death directly in a manner which suggests
confidence. From confidence, the mood turns to one of scorn, then to pity. /LI. 3-4 " For those
whom thou think'st thou dost overthrow, Die not, poor Death"./ From pity the mood suddenly
switches /" nor yet canst thou kill me"/ to one of open defiance. Thereafter the tension relaxes
in Ll.5-8 where Death is compared with sleep. The mood is now rather one of quiet assurance
-Death is a blessing to be welcomed, not feared. The idea that "those whom the gods love die
young" is recalled in line 7 in the sestet the challenge is renewed with greater vigour. The
arguments against Death are rammed home one by one, in a succession of hammer blows:
"Thou art slave to fate, chance, kings, and desperate men,
And dost with poison, war, and sickness dwell." once again the mood is scornful
/contemptuous/, even derisive.
Death is so impotent really! Drugs, says the poet, can make us sleep just as soundly.
/Note the word "poppy" - one of the few examples of imagery in this sonnet.
Why, then, should Death boast of its power he asks mockingly? Then comes the climax
to which all this has been leading, the affirmation of the belief in the Resurrection. The
opening challenge, "Death, be not proud" finds its vindication in the words "Death, thou shalt
die!" and the ends on a note of triumph.
Elements of literature
Metaphysical Poetry
The four most frequently discussed Metaphysical poets are John Donne (1571-1631),
Andrew Marvell (1621-1678), George Herbert (1593-1633) and Henry Vaughan (1622-1695).
All these authors are highly individual, but certain general areas in their work can be
disthinguished. Originally the term ‘metaphysical’ was coined by John Dryden (16311700)and later popularized by Dr. Samuel Jonson (1709-1784) and the features of the school
which unite the various authors are quite numerous. As well as making widespread use
of c o n c e i t, p a r a d o x, and p u n n i n g or w o r d p l a y, the Metaphysicals drew
their i m a g e r y from all sources of knowledge, and in particular from s c i e n c e, t e c h n
ol o g y, g e o g r a p h y, and p h i l o s o p h y. The images are often startling in themselves,
very tightly packed, and in startling c o n t r a s t to each other, something which has led to
the accusation that their imagery is too shocking, and their poems mere displays of wit. There
is often considerable
v i o l e n c e in the poems, not so much in what is described as in the style and the
occasionally forceful and c o l l o q u i a l approach.
Metaphysical poets tend to take a moment of intense experience, but rarely are content just
to present or recreate it. Linked to whatever is being written about there is an intense and
almost overwhelming urge to a r g u e, p e r s u d e or d e f i n e what is happening; there is
plenty of emotion in Metaphysical poetry but also a fierce desire to come to terms with
experience in an intellectual, rational sense. L o v e, r e l i g i o n and n a t u r e are common
subjects, perhaps because all three offer an intense spiritual moment and the opportunity to a
n a l y s e, dissect and push a point of view about the experience.

These poets talk both about the world they live in, and about themselves. Historians have
pointed out that these poets lived in a time of major social and political upheaval (a few years
after Donne’s death England was to execute its king, and do away with the monarchy for over
twenty years), and this feeling of uncertainty is very visible in Metaphysical poetry, as is the
desire to impose certainty on an uncertain world. The Metaphysical poets were unfashionable
during the eighteenth century, and were thought too wild and rough for contemporary poetic
tastes. They did not really come into their own until the twentieth century, which may well
have been drawn to them by its own uncertainty.
In the I9th century Samuel Coleridge described Donne’s inventiveness as a “forge
and fireblast" that could twist
"iron pokers into true-love knots". In the 1590s, when
Donne started writing, this blazing poetic style was truly revolutionary. Most poets then aimed
for sweet, smooth, musical-sounding verse .. But Donne would have none of it. "I sing not
siren-like, to tempt, for I am harsh," he says in one poem. The new style he forged came to
be called, by later critics, m e t a p h y s i c a l p o e t r y - a term that reflected its intensity of
intellect, its self-conscious invention, and its bold emotion.
For the most part, Donne based the rhythm and sounds of his poems on colloquial that is, spoken – English. "For God’s sake hold your tongue and let me love," he begins one
poem. The speaker in his poems frequently sounds blunt and angry, or he broods to himself,
or he seems to be thinking out loud. At times the speaker almost seem to be lecturing the
woman he is addressing.
Whatever his tone, Donne’s speaker is always using his brains and bringing into the
poems ideas from books, especially books of philosophy and theology. He also brings in
images from everyday activities and trades and from learned disciplines like law,
medicine and science. Reading a metaphysical poem is frequently like figuring out the
solution to a riddle — or trying to untangle a complicated knot.
To their critics Metaphysical poets were showoffs. They were accused of writing
poems just to display their learning and wit. Dr. Samuel Johnson, who coined the term
"metaphysical," even accused Donne and his followers of joining together their odd ideas "by
violence”.
The I7th century poet and critic John Dryden, who disliked it, said metaphysical
poetry "perplexed the minds of the fair sex with nice speculations of philosophy". How do
you feel about this kind of intellectual poetry?
Sir John Suckling
(1609-1642)
Richard Lovelace
(1618-1657)
It is convenient to consider these two poets together because they were Royalists; that is,
they supported King Charles in the Civil Wars of the 1640s. Because of their politics, they are
sometimes called Cavalier poets, "Cavalier" being the nickname for a supporter of the king, as
"Roundhead" is for a supporter of Parliament. But these poets had more than politics in
common; they shared a common literary goal, which was to write poems that sound like
elegant conversation. In the next century, Alexander Pope, looking back at the work of the
poets of the mid- seventeenth century, referred to them as "the mob of gentlemen who wrote
with ease". Pope should have said that they seemed to write with ease, because he knew better
than most people how hard it is to make any kind of writing, and especially poetry, sound easy
and the same time be technically accomplished.
John Suckling was born rich, but he gambled away his money and spent a lot of it on
extravagant clothes. Suckling's military career included service as a gentleman soldier on the
Continent and as the commander of a troop of cavalry fighting in Scotland for King Charles.
He plotted unsuccessfully to deliver one of the king's chief advisers from the Tower of
London; then he fled to France. There, at age of thirty-three, he died- by suicide or murder

(accounts vary). Suckling's poems, which were mostly published after his death, tend to be
lighthearted, as was his life. Dryden praised him, saying that he had "the conversation of a
gentleman". He said to be the inventor of cribbage, a card game.
Lovelace (pronounced "love-less"), besides being very handsome, was altogether a more
serious person than the playboy Suckling. Like his fellow Cavalier poets, he was very rich, at
least at the beginning of his life. He was also a connoisseur of music, painting, and
horsemanship. While still a student at Oxford, he made such an impression on King Charles
and Queen Henrietta Maria, who were visiting the university, that the royal couple ordered the
authorities to confer on him the Master of Arts degree at once. Lovelace became an ardent
Royalist, and when the Civil Wars broke out, he fought bravely for King Charles. The
Roundheads caught him twice and imprisoned him both times. His last days were sad, his
health and fortune ruined in the service of a lost cause.
Cavalier, cavalry, Chivalry: the common root of all three words is the Latin word for
"horse", caballus. All three also share, in their earliest uses, the dual meanings of "horseman"
and "knightly behaviour". Thinking about these two ideas gives you a way of understanding
the Cavalier poets, who saw themselves as modern-day knights. They adopted the chivalrous
code of intense loyalty to a leader, to God, and to one beloved woman. But they were also
boisterously masculine, pleasure-loving, worldly and cynical.
The Cavalier "poets" attitudes toward women, warfare, honour and the other matters
that concerned them shaped the tone of their poetry vividly. In the following three poems, you
will hear the tone of voice strongly, and it will let you know how each poet feels about his
subject.
In Renaissance literature, young men suffer horribly from unrequited love. Part of the
convention is that the women whom the men admire show no pity. In fact, they ignore pleas
for attention so firmly that the men became "pale and wan"- that is, sickly looking- like the
young fellow whom the speaker of this poem is so irritated with.
Why So Pale and Wan, Fond Lover?
Sir John Suckling
Why so pale and wan, fond lover?
Prithee,
why
so
pale?
Will, when looking well can't move her © *
What is supposed to move the lady,
Looking ill prevail?
according to custom?
Prithee,
why
so
pale?
Why so dull and mute, young sinner?
What tone do the rhetorical questions in this
Prithee, why so mute? Will, when
poem
imply?
speaking well can't win her.
Saying nothing do't? ©
Prithee, why so mute?
Quit, quit, for shame; this will not move,
This cannot take her. If of
herself she will not love,
Nothing can make her:
The devil take her! ©
(Tone is the attitude a writer takes toward
the reader, a subject, or a character.)
How does the ending create a surprise?

The English Civil Wars are the backdrop to this poem like John Donne's "A Valediction
Forbidding Mourning", the poem takes the form of a lover's good-bye to his beloved. Unlike
Donne's, Lovelace's speaker is full of noble sentiments. It is tempting to identify Lovelace
himself with this speaker, for the poet was an idealist about king and country, ready to
sacrifice his happiness, fortune and life in their service.
To Lucasta, on Going to the Wars
Richard Lovelace
Tell me not, sweet, I am unkind,
That
from
the
nunnery
© Of thy chaste breast and quiet mind
"
What is quiet mind?
© To war and arms I fly
Which word in this line can be read as a pun?
True, a new mistress now I chase,
The first foe in the field; And with a
stronger faith embrace A sword, a
horse, a shield.
Yet this inconstancy is such
As you too shall adore:
What besides honour might someone need to
©I could not love thee, dear, so much,
*
love in order to love another person?
©Loved I not honor more.
Paraphrase the paradox of the last two lines.
Like "To Lucasta, on Going to the Wars", this poem follows the fashion, set by Sir
Philip Sidney and Ben Jonson, if giving the women in poems classical names. Whether real
women are hidden behind the names Lucasta and Althea, we do not know, nor does it matter,
for there is little or no connection between having a love affair and the ability to write a good
poem. We do know that Lovelace was imprisoned during the Civil Wars, and seems likely
that a man as attractive as he was would be visited by a female admirer.

To Althea, from Prison
Richard
Lovelace
When Love with unconfined wings i
Find four words in this stanza, two of
Hovers within my gates, And
which refer to freedom and two of which
my divine Althea brings
being chained.
To whisper at the grates; When
Lovelace uses these words to create the
I lie tangled in her hair
Tension of paradox in this poem.
And fettered to her eye. The
gods that wanton in the air
Know no such liberty.
When flowing cups run swiftly round,
With no allaying Thames, Our
careless heads with roses bound,
Our hearts with loyal flames;
When thirsty grief wine we steep,
When healths and drafts go free
Fishes that tipple in the deep
Know no such liberty.

What freedoms do fishes have? What do
they
lack?

When, like committed linnets, I
With shriller throat shall sing
The sweetness, mercy, majesty,
And glories of my King; When I
shall voice aloud how good
He is, how great should be.
Enlarged winds that curl the flood ©
Know such liberty.

What freedoms do the winds have? What
do
they
lack?

������
Stone walls do not a prison make,
What kinds of activities can walls and bars
Nor iron bars a cage: Minds
allow?
innocent and quiet take
Do you agree with the opinion expressed in
That for an hermitage. If 1
the last two lines? Why or why not?
have freedom in my love,
And in my soul am free, ©
Angles alone, that soar above, >
Enjoy such liberty
Making meanings
/Why So Pale and Wan, Fond Lover?
To Lucasta, on Going to the Wars.
To Altea, from Prison/
Imagine, Suckling and Lovelace discussing their conception of love? What would they
agree and disagree on? May be they might agree that love is worth pursuing but that pride and
honour must come before love. In the poem "Why So Pale..." the speaker tells the lover that
the woman cannot be made to love him and to forget her. His tone goes from concerned to
annoyed to disgusted. In "To Lucasta" the tone is patient, and in "To Altea", peaceful. In "To
Lucasta" the speaker uses metaphors of love to describe war in the following way: "mistress"to refer to the army, "Chase" to describe his departure for the army, "embrace" to describe his
allegiance to the military, "inconstancy" to describe his devotion to the army in light of his
pledge of love to Lucasta. It leaves out the ugliness and the horror of war.
The speaker in "To Lucasta" implies two paradoxes: that his inconstancy (line 9) is
really constancy and that to be loyal he must be disloyal. And we can find also the explanation
i.e. find answer to the question how could these seemingly contradictory statements be true in
the last stanza (lines 11-12). According to the speaker the paradoxes are resolved in the
following way: he is suggesting that a woman cannot expect a man to be loyal to her if he
does not honour his other commitments.
In the poem "To Lucasta" we find only the words of the speaker and not Lucasta's
words. We can find no other evidence for believing that Lucasta has the same values as the
speaker and will therefore not whine or scold him for losing her. In "To Althea" he compares

himself to others that seem to have more liberty, but as he states, actually have less liberty. In the
last comparison he shows likeness, not difference.
According to line 6 in "To Althea" the speaker has eyes for Althea alone and figuratively
he is chained to her glance. In "To Althea" we find a famous paradox in lines 25-26. According
to it stone walls and iron bars cannot imprison a mind. He feels free because he may still love
Althea and praise his king. The poem implies that mental conformity or abandoning one's
personal values creates a prison far more confining than a jail. You cannot be free if you do not
stay true to yourself.
These three poems are addressed to women or about a woman's treatment of a man. But a
modern woman would tell Suckling's speaker that he is self-centered. A modem Lucasta would
agree that you have to be principled in order to love. And a modern Althea would equate the
prisoner's situation with that of other political prisoners.

S u m m a r y.
With the way prepared by the Renaissance movement of the early sixteenth century,
Queen Elizabeth’ reign becomes one of the most glorious of English history. It is charaterised
by religious tolerance, geographical discovery, patriotic fervor and brilliant literature. Wyatt and
Surrey just before this period introduced the sonnet and blank verse. They were succeeded by
great numbers of singers and sonneteers. Prominent among these are John Lyly, Sir Philip
Sydney, Sir Walter Raleigh, and Michael Drayton, most of whom also wrote prose. Edmund
Spenser, greatest non-dramatic poet of his age, produced The Faerie Queene, and much notable
pastoral and allegorical poetry.
The first theatres were erected in this period and soon there came an extraordinary
flowering of the drama, topped by the precocious genius, Christopher Marlowe, and by the
greatest literary genius of all time, William Shakespeare. After Shakespeare, Ben Jonson, who
became the literary dictator in the reign of James I, introduced the masque and the comedy of
humours. A galaxy of others, Greene, Chapman, Beaumont and Fletcher, and others achieved
remarkable things. John Donne rose to be the first metaphysical poet. William Drummond
linked Scottish poetry with English at a time when Scotland was grimly Puritanical. Finally, Sir
Francis Bacon rose into fame as a great philosopher and essayist.
The Elizabethan age carried over into the Jacobean period and may fairly be called the
Golden Age of the English Drama and one of the most prolific and inspiring ages of English
literature.

The Restoration and the Eighteenth Century
1660 - 1800
a/ P u r i t a n a n d R e s t o r a t i o n L i t e r a t u r e
1625 - 1700
After the death of Queen Elizabeth in 1603 without direct heir,the throne went to James
Stuart of Scotland. The seventeenth century was one long struggle between the adherents of the
Stuart kings and the opposing Puritans. The period falls into three easily remebered divisons:
The reigns of James I and Charles I, marked by the gathering of Puritan and Parliamentary
opposition, culminating in Civil War and the execution of Charles.
The establishment of Commonwealth and later the Protectorate with Oliver Cromwell as
Lord Potector.
The restoration of the Stuarts, with Charles II and James II.
When Charles I came to the throne, ben Jonson was fifty years old and was still the reigning
literary figure. But in the year 1625 he wassmittenwith palsy and the last twelve years of his life
were drawn out with sickness. The Civil War, Cavalier followers, representing gaiety and
gallantry, seem in general more appealing than the glum”Round-Heads,” as Cromwell’s
followers were called. The jack-booted figure of the Stuart Cavalier, with his plumed hat, his
curls and lace collar, his rich dress and air of fashion, is more romantic than the crop-headed,
sober-suited Puritan, with his long face under his broad-brimmed, high-crowned black hat. But
the court of Charles I was corrupt and irresponsible and it was time to end the licentious
extremes of the Stuarts and the idea of „Divine Right”.
The Puritans stood for liberty, both religious and civil. Yet under the extreme Puritan the arts
of the country suffered. Seventeenth-century literature sawa great falling off from the splendid
accomplishment of the age just before. While some of the Puritan ideals were undoubtedly high
they also introduced over freedom of thought a bigotry nd tyranny of their own that obstructed
the development of literature. The controversial nature ofmuch of the writing of the period is
typified in John Milton’s prose. The very intensity of feeling, however, produced noble poetry.
There is no doubt that the Puritan cause possessed the greatest poet of the time – and,
incidentally, one of the greatest poets of the time – John Milton. After him in this period comes
John Dryden. The third figure of the period,the religious mouthpiece of the people is John
Buyan, the author of the Pigrim’s Progress.
The poets of the first half of the seventeenth century may be divided into two general groups,
the Cavalier poets and the Metaphysical Poets. Cavalier poets were polshed writers of worldly
vers; the second turned to religious and mystical themes. The adherents of Charles I, Cavaliers,
are also referred to as Caroline poets, the Latin for Charles being Carolus.

John Milton
160 8 - 1674
John
Milton
(1574-1608)
"Thy soul was like a star and dwelt “art", sang Wordsworth of Milton. John Milton's high
ideals of upright living and devotion to a great cause, together with the majesty of his poetry,
sometimes make ordinary mortals feel that he is too remote and cold. Nevertheless Milton had
his human struggles and sorrows like the rest of us. But he is unquestionably the greatest epic
poet of England. Born in the reign of James I and dying in the middle of Charles IPs reign, his
life almost spans the Stuart regime. His literary life falls into three distinct -periods:

his youth, in which he produced all his great short poems, or, as they have unintelligently
been termed, his "Minor Poems", mere length itself being no standard by which
to judge poetry;
the twenty-year period, during which he wrote many prose tracts and was Latin Secretary
to the Council of State under Cromwell, when he found the opportunity to
compose only some dozen occasional sonnets, nearly half of them being of great
merit;
the period of the Restoration when during the last 15 years of his life, from the age of
about 50 onward he produced his colossal epics, "Paradise Regained", and the
monumental tragedy "Samson Agonists",
Milton's Poetic Technique. As between Milton and Spenser there is of course no
question as to the more eminent. Spenser, in his versification, had perfected the management
of intricate rhyme. But Milton brought the use of blank verse in narrative poetry to its highest
perfection, a perfection that hardly since been equaled and could not be surpassed. It is a far
greater achievement, because technically it outdid the performance of any of the blank verse
dramatists, even of Shakespeare. For an Elizabethan drama demanded only comparatively
short stretches of unrelieved blank verse, while Milton's epics required, for security against
monotony and dullness, a continuous variation of pauses and rhythmic effects within the
meter itself for page after page. If you will take the earliest English blank verse and study its
monotony because what is called the 'end-stopped line', namely the pause coming regularly
and without variation at the end of each line, and then turn to Milton and observe the
multiplicity of devices he employs, without obviously doing so, to avoid this monotonous
toiling rhythm, you will begin to realize his technical genius.
Over and above this Milton is superior to any other poet in his allusiveness, by which his
references to all the information from antique or contemporary sources of which his vast

memory was possessed. Moreover, Milton's use of proper names is doubly remarkable in that,
though we may very easily not know the actual persons or places to which they prefer, they are
never out of place in a line either in their sound, their contribution to the line's rhythm and
music, or in the atmosphere, the colour and proud suggestion that they lend to it.
Milton's diction. Milton ranked as a great Latin Scholar, wrote many poems in perfect
Latin, and his blank verse has frequent Latinisms. But even where these seem strange to us
because the word employed has changed its significance to the modern world, we can realize
the aptness of the epithet. When he speaks of "elephants indorsed with towers", the very
antique flavour lands grandeur. Today we speak of "indorsing" checks, but that is because our
signature is written on the back of the checks, and the tower, in the same true use of the word,
was on the back of the elephant. Milton writes with magnificent directness. He can command
so many different effects in his blank verse, of speed, of eloquence, of hush, of calm, of
turmoil, that we stand amazed.
But 0 how fallen, how changed
From him, who in the happy Realms of Light
Clothed with transcendent brightness didst outshine
Myriads though bright...
... on each hand the flames
Driven backward slope their pointing spires, and rolled
In billows, leave I’ th’ midst a horrid Vale...
He spake: and to confirm his words, outflew
Millions of flaming swords, drawn from the thighs
Of mighty Cherubim; the sudden blaze
Far round illumined hell...
…from Morn
To Noon he fell, from Noon to dewy Eve,
A Summer’s day; and with the setting Sun
Dropt from the Zenith like falling Star,
On Lemnos th’ Aegean Isle …
Note also the last line of the two that follow, where we have indicated, by spacing and
italics, the pauses that yet need no indication in the context. These lines from Samson
Agonistes posses the most wonderfully compressed significance in English poetry:
Ask fro this great Deliverer now, and find him
Eyeless - in Gaza - at the Mill - with slaves.
We have already discussed the merits of Milton's blank-verse diction which distinguish his
great epic of the revolt of the angels in Paradise Lost. He began this masterpiece two years
before the Restoration of 1660. Six years' before the poem's inception total blindness had
descended upon him, but he continued as Foreign Secretary until the end of the
Commonwealth. It took him7 years to write this epic, which was originally in ten "book"
divisions, later rearranged into twelve. The poem is founded on Old Testament legend. Satan
and his Cohorts, defeated and outcast from Heaven, take counsel together in Satan's palace
Pandemonium. They debate whether they shall attempt to recover Heaven by battle. It is
finally decided that Satan seek out the new order of creation of which there is rumour, "another
World, the happy seat new race, called Man". He says he will go alone. In succeeding books
the Garden of Eden is described to us. Satan's first sight of Adam and Eve,

the guardian angels of the Garden, the admonishment of Adam and Eve by Raphael, and the
latter's story of the war in Heaven and the creation of the World. Satan finally tempts Eve in
the form of the serpent; she and Adam eat of the fruit of the Forbidden Tree, and are
eventually expelled of the Garden. The poem ends with the angel Michael showing Adam a
vision of what shall happen till the Flood and after till coming of Christ. Satan has meanwhile
returned triumphantly to Pandemonium, only to find himself and his angels transformed into
serpents "according to his doom given in paradise".
Milton's "Paradise Regained" is said to have written as a sequel because his Quaker
friend, Thomas Ellwood, on reading the manuscript of "Paradise Lost", inquired, "But what
hast thou say of Paradise Found?" It is a quarter as long, its theme being the temptation of
Christ in the wilderness. Though the management of the verse is not inferior to Paradise Lost,
Paradise Regained must take rank somewhat below the other.
At the beginning of "Paradise Lost", Milton describes the content of his epic as "things
unattempted yet in prose of rhyme". His allusions to Homer, Virgil, Dante, and a host of lesser
epic poets leave no doubt that Milton wanted "Paradise Lost" to sum up and also surpass all
previous epics. The quality that would set Milton's epic apart, of course, was that it dealt with
great deeds on a cosmic scale at the dawn of Creation- rather than with earthly matters.
There is a formal, set way to begin his epic. At the outset an epic poet does two things:
the speaker invokes the Muse (one of the 9 Greek Goddesses who inspire poets and other
practitioners of the arts and science) to speak or sing through the poet; and the speaker states
the subject of the poem. Milton does these things in the first complicated sentence (lines 1-16)
of "Paradise Lost". Grammatically, this sentence begins in line 6 with the command "Sing,
Heavenly Muse". "Sing", says Milton and now we move back to line 1, "Of man's first
disobedience", which is Adam and Eve's first act of disobedience against God, who has
forbidden them to eat the fruit of a particular tree in Eden. The result, or "Fruit" of their
disobedience is expulsion form and loss of Paradise, another name of the Garden of Eden. Yet
all is not lost because a "greater Man" (line 4), Jesus Christ, has restored the possibility of
Paradise to the human race.
Milton calls this argument "great" (line 24), for he is attempting to resolve a dilemma
that has puzzled many people throughout the ages. On the one hand we are told that through
his Eternal Providence (line 25) God takes loving care of creation; on the other hand, we
know that there are many very bad things in the world, such as war, crime, poverty, disease,
oppression and injustice. In "Paradise Lost" Milton asserts that God is not responsible for
these evils; instead, Adam and Eve's disobedience to god "Brought death into the world, and
all
our
woe" (line 3). God gave Adam and Eve Freedom to choose between good and evil, and the strength to resist
evil; yet they chose evil, and their offspring - all of us - have suffered the effects of their choice ever since.
This explanation is not original to Milton; many Christians have accepted it for centuries. Yet a reader
need not accept this traditional explanation of the evil in the world in order to enjoy and admire the poem.
Indeed some readers have found evidence in the poem that Milton himself did not really believe it. The
poem is rich enough to provide support for many different interpretations.
Milton decided to write his epic in his native language and in Shakespeare's meter, which is b l a n k
v e r s e, or u n r h y m e d i a m b i c p e n t a m e t e r. Though blank verse was the usual meter in
dramatic poetry, it was not used at all for nondramatic poems in Milton's days and for long after. Most of
Milton's sentences are long, and many of them are not in normal word order (subject-verb-object). His
vocabulary includes words not used in ordinary prose today. (Unfamiliar proper nouns are explained in the
notes, but still have to be understood in their context).
In Milton's heroic, optimistic view of life, goodness was not goodness unless it resulted
from a struggle to overcome evil. God purposely let Satan escape from Hell and establish
himself on Earth, not only so that Satan's deeds would damn him further but also so that
human beings would have something to fight against- and with God's help triumph over. In
one of his prose tracts "Areopagitica" (1644), Milton describes life as a race in which good
must compete with bad. Virtue, he says, is not virtue unless it is won in the "dust and heat"
of the conflict with evil. And so, when Adam and Eve lose Paradise, they also gain

something: the opportunity to prove themselves in the real world. The Archangel Michael,
who comes to dispossess them of their perfect Garden, tells them how to live in the new,
imperfect world. Practice good deeds, he says, and patience, temperance, faith and love, and
then wilt thou be not loath
To leave this Paradise, but shalt possess
A Paradise within thee, happier far.
(Paradise Lost, Book XII, lines 585-587)
Restoration Poetry
The C l a s s i c a l C o u p l e t. The age of the Restoration is the age of Dryden, who established the
style of using the compressed force of the classical cou[let in poetry. In this so called „classical couplet,” a
single statement was supposed to be completein two rhyming iambic pentameter lines.Charles’s II court
had brought back from France an infatuation for French rules of verse, for iambic pentameter and rhyming of
pair lines. Edmund Waller (1606 – 1687) was a pioneer in the field of couplet-writing, the cast of hislines
being „almost exactly like what was to prevail for an entire century, and,with Pope’s refinements,for nearly
two.” Abraham Cowley (1618 – 1667) must be bracketed with Waller for couplets thatalso forecast those of
Dryden and Pope, and for the ode form founded on odes of the Greek poet Pindar, hence called the Pindaric
Ode. This was to be followed later by the odes of Dryden, of Thomas Gray, and William Collins.
The classical reaction on verse manifested itself very strongly toward the close of the seventeenth
century, and resulted in a century of f o r m a l and w i t t y and p r e c i s e but comaparatively c h i l l
y writing.
The rule of the time was to write the „heroic tragedies” as they were called in rhymed couplets, so
Dryden did it, but later on Dryden came to try blank verse. As he wrote later, it was a fortunate departure. In
the field of satire in verse Dryden is a master.The prefaces he fixed to many of his poems sow his critical
ability.
Dryden was the literary dictator of his time, as Ben Jonson had been in the reign of King James I, as Dr.
Samuel Johnson was to be in the eighteenth century.

S u m m a r y:
Natured by the Protestant Reformation and the establishment of the independent English Church, Puritanism
had begun to appear in the Elizabethan era. The second Stuart King, Charles I, by his entirely selfish rule,
finally precipitated a great civil war between himself and the Commons, which led to the Lord Protectoeship
of Oliver Cromwell and the temporary victory of the Puritan cause. The Caroline poets, in the time of
Cahrles I, representedthe King’s side. There were many fine lyrists, the best of whomwas Robert Herrick.
Carew, Suckling and Lovelace , were distinguished Cavalier poets; Crahsaw, Herbert and Vaughan ,
religious and mystical poets following after John Donne. Puritan expression reached its height in John
Milton, England’s greatest epic poet,who brought to unequalled perfection the medium of b l a n k v e r s
e.
The restoration of the Stuarts in the person of Charles II established the classical heroic couplet in verse.
Samuel Butler pointed the way to John Dryden as a satirist. John Dryden became litarary dictator of his age
and by his use of the heroic couplet in satire heralded the coming eighteenth century, during which
controversial and didactic verse of high polish and strict technique was to rule. He also clarified prose and
wrote much drama, little of which is readable today. Firthermore he stands out as England’s first
distinguished critic.
The Eighteenth Century
1700 - 1800
When Queen Ann came to the throne in 1702 literature in England had fallen upon barren days. It was a
time of intellectual stagnation. Yet ten years later, in 1712, there came an extraordinary new flowering. This
rebirth of literature was not, however, of the same nature as that of the age of Queen Elizabeth, but almost
diametrically the opposite. The period that began in the last years of Queen Anne’s reign was one of

precision and argued reason in the use of written word. It was an age that frowned upon the expression of
emotions, that prided itself upon polite restraints, polished manners, wit, artifice, frivolity. It was an age of
the town, London, and of the fashions of the town. All must be formal and cultivated. The architecture, the
landscape-gardening of the time reflected this. Wild nature was abhorred. The common people were to be
kept in their place, and their sufferings politely passed by. It was almost indecent to betray human emotions.
The consequence of all this was that society became highly polished upon the surface, and beneath the
surface human misery was pronounced. “Man’s inhumanity to man” flourished. There were brutal
punishments for comparatively small offences. There was never so much drunkenness in England among the
rank and file. The poorer people often lived in conditions of almost unbelievable filth and squalor.
There were seven groups in English society:
- The Great, who live profusely.
- The Rich, who live very plentifully.
- The Middle Sort, who live well.
- The Working Trades, who labour hard, but feel no want.
- The Country People, Farmers, etc., who fare indifferently.
- The Poor, that fare hard.
- The Miserable, that really pinch and suffer want.
Many foreign goods were brought to England. The introduction of chocolate, tea and coffee as common
drinks led to the establishment of coffee-houses. The coffee-houses kept copies of current newspapers.
Many people went there regularly to learn the latest news, and eventually, the coffee-houses became centres
of political discussion. The number of coffee-houses and their role in influencing public opinion increased
during the eighteenth century. Poets and writers also visited them.
A prime characteristic of the age in literature was the growth of the critical spirit. People wrote on many
subjects and made great contributions in the field of philosophy, history, natural sciences and the new
science of political economy. Writers widely accepted those literary forms, in particular prose forms which
were understandable to the people as a whole. Contact between writer and democratic reader was
established by Joseph Addison and Richard Steele, the famous English essayists who started and directed
several magazines. The central problem of vital importance to the writers of the eighteenth century was the
study of man and the origin of his good and evil qualities. Human nature, they said, was virtuous, yet man
diverged from virtue under the influence of a vicious society. Thus formulated the problem became a social
problem. The writers started a public movement for enlightening the people, they thought to improve the
world by teaching, by bringing light to people. The movement of the Enlightenment was led by the middleclass and was intended for the good of all and spread later to the continent. France produced such eminent
writers who fought for the enlightenment of people as Voltaire, Rousseau and others.
The movement of the Enlightenment all over Europe had much in common. The writers of the age of
Enlightenment insisted upon a systematic education for all, they fought for self-government.
The period saw the transition from poetry and the heroic age of Shakespeare to the prosaic age of
essayists. The style of prose became clear, graceful and polished. Writers accepted such literary form that
were intelligible for all. The hero of the novel was no longer a prince, but a representative of the middle
class. So the common people had usually been depicted as comic characters. They were considered incapable
of rousing admiration or tragic compassion. Satire became popular. The poets of the period did not deal with
strong human passion , they were more interested in the problems of everyday life, and discussed things in
verse. This period saw also the rise of political pamphlet.
Literature became very instructive: Problems of good and evil were set forth. Writers tried to teach their
readers what was good and what was bad from their point of view. They mostly attacked the vices of the
aristocracy and many of them praised the virtues of the then progressive bourgeois class.
The literature of the Enlightenment may be divided into three periods:
T h e f i r s t p e r i o d lasted from the “Glorious Revolution” (1688 – 1689) till the end of the
seventeen thirties. It is characterized by classicism in poetry. The greatest follower of the classic style was
Alexander Pope. Alongside with this high style there appeared new prose literature, the essays of Steele and
Addison and the first realistic novels written by Defoe and Swift. Most of the writers of this time wrote
political pamphlets. The best came from the pens of Defoe and Swift.
T h e s e c o n d p e r i o d of the Enlightenment was the most mature period. It embraces the forties
and the fifties of the 18th century. It saw the development of the realistic social novel represented by
Richardson, Fielding and Smollett.

T h e t h i r d p e r i o d refers to the last decade of the century. It is marked by the appearance of a
new trend: S e n t i m e n t a l i s m, typified by the works of Goldsmith and Sterne. This period also saw the
rise of realistic drama (Sheridan) and the revival of poetry.
Alexander Pope and Jonathan Swift are regarded as the most accomplished literary artists of the early
eighteenth century. And though their era became known as the “age of Pope”, both men had a profound
influence on succeeding writers. During their own lifetimes, however, both Pope and Swift were frequently
out of harmony with the values of the age, and both often criticized it severely. Although Pope addressed his
works exclusively to the educated and leisured classes, he also attacked the members of these classes for
their immorality and their bad taste, two failings that were usually associated in Pope’s mind. Pope loved
order, discipline, and craftsmanship; both he and Swift were appalled by the squalor and shoddiness - in art,
manners, and morals - that underlay the polished surfaces of Augustan life. This violent and filthy
underside of eighteenth-century life is illustrated in the paintings and engravings of William Hogarth.
Later critics said that the poetry of Pope and his contemporaries was conceived and composed in their
“wits”, that is in their minds, not in their souls. The Augustan poets had no desire to expose their souls; they
thought of poetry as having a public rather than a private function. They wrote not merely a poem but a
particular kind of poem. The best Augustan poems are like things artfully made for a particular purpose,
usually a public purpose. If a particular grand person or a lady died the poets wrote e l e g i e s, an
appropriate kind of poem for the occasion where they said the very best things that the poet could think of
saying. On the opposite extreme, a poet might decide that a certain type of behavior, or even a certain
conspicuous person should be exposed to public ridicule, they wrote a s a t i r e. Another important kind of
poem was the o d e - an ambitious, often pompous poetic utterance expressing a public emotion, like the
jubilation felt after a great naval victory.
Regardless of its kind, every poem had to be carefully and artificially constructed, every poem had to be
dressed in exact meter and rhyme.
Alexander Pope
1688 - 1744
The date 1740 divides the eighteenth century literature. The earlier period, 1710 - 1740 lies fort he most
part in the reigns of George I and George II, as Queen Anne died in 1714. This is the period of the great
satiric poet, Alexander Pope; of the journalist and novelist, Daniel Defoe; of the prose satirist, Jonathan
Swift; and of the periodical essayists, Addison and Steele. After 1740, we see the rise of the English novel
and the domination of that great literary dictator, Dr. Samuel Johnson.
Born in London of Catholic parents, Pope was a delicate child who later developed physical deformity
which embittered him. His ill health and morbid sensitiveness in manhood doubtless contributed the sting of
his satire, which earned him the title of the wasp of Twickenham. Owing to his parents’ religion he could not
enter either the church or the law, and soon decided to adopt the profession of literature.
Pope was an English classicist. He developed a taste for the art of ancient Greece and Rome. Classical
forms suited the age, which tried to bring everything under the control of reason. The simplicity, proportion
and restrained emotion of the ancient Greek and Roman writers appealed to the English classicists. In 1715
Pope published part of his translations of the Iliad and Odyssey of Homer, which brought him fame. The first
poems for which Pope became known, when he was twenty-one were pastoral in character, and within five
years he had acquired an established reputation.
Pope deals with the favourite subject of vice and virtue in his famous poem “An Essay on Man”, in
which he analyses the powers and weaknesses of man. He believed that the perverse nature of man was
imaginary rather that real. Each thing in the world was in harmony with the others. He refused to see the
contradictions that arose after the Revolution of 1688 and was later criticized by those writers who were not
satisfied with the results of the Revolution.
His “Essay on Criticism”, appearing when he was twenty-three, lays down principles for the
conscientious writing of poetry; it shows the influence of the French poet and critic, Boileau, who stressed
the idea of simplicity of expression and carefully reasoned thought. A year later came “The Rape of the
Lock”, a triumph of elegant artificiality and stately phrase, treating fashionable triviality in august manner
usually accorded heroic exploits. Hence the term “mock-heroic”. “The Rape of the Lock” tells the story of a
petty quarrel among the eighteenth century English nobility. Extraordinarily, at the early age of twenty-four
Pope had perfected his style and diction. His greatest later works were his translations of Homer’s Iliad and

Odyssey with the proceeds from which he bought his villa at Twickenham; and his highly satiric “The
Dunciad”.
Pope’s principal failing was his untruthfulness in human relationships, as he constantly quarreled and
broke friendships. Swift was about the only literary friend who remained so to the Pope antagonized Addison
by his bitter satire and in “The Dunciad” lampooned cruelly all the contemporary smaller fry of literature.
Pope organized a society of literary men who called themselves the “Martin Scriblerus’s Club”. Swift
was among its members. Martin Scriblerus was an imaginary personage: anyone who wished to publish a
satire in a magazine was allowed to use the pseudonym Martin Scriblerus. Pope hoped to put together these
articles that would make an interesting book, but they remained isolated compositions. Yet it was the Martin
Scriblerus’s Club that inspired Swift to write the famous novel ‘Gulliver’s Travels”.
It is necessary to remember that what Pope referred to as his“crazy carcase”, and his physical disabilities,
undoubtedly soured his attitude toward the world. In the “Epistle to Dr. Arbuthnot” he speaks of “this long
disease, my Life”. He died a martyr to dropsy and asthma.
Pope was supreme among the poets of his time for over thirty years. He remains one of the most brilliant
writers in the history of English literature, within the limits he set for himself. The bulk of his work is in the
heroic couplet and without transgressing its fixed rules he gave it extraordinary flexibility. His method
naturally produced a translation of Homer that was good Pope, but not at all Homer. His “Essay on Man”,
however, has enriched human conversation with more gems and expressions than we sometimes realize. He
possessed a remarkable faculty for setting forth memorably a fundamental truth. He reached the peak of
classical poetry in English: that is to say the closely-knit, the rational, and the polished.
A little weakened, deformed man was Alexander Pope, but the mind in his puny body was more than a
match for the brilliant minds of a brilliant age, and he was universally acknowledged the poet of his day.
Styles in poetry have changed to such an extent that his verses today seem like the clever thrust of an expert
fencer, and lack the emotional appeal, the imagination, and the sensitiveness to beauty which we ascribe to
poetic genius. Nevertheless, it is impossible to read Pope without admiring his acumen. His rhymed couplets
remind one of a military parade, perfect in the uniform rhythm of well-trained feet, yet saved from monotony
by the flash of sabers and flaunting of banners. He turned to literature as a means livelihood and made
fortune from his writings in a day when literature was either the pastime of a politician or the pet
extravagance of a wealthy patron.
The Rape of the Lock
Though Pope was an irritable man, always picking quarrels with others, there was one notable occasion
on which he attempted to act as peacemaker. The result was a unique piece of literature. It happened that a
certain foppish young baron named Lord Petre had cut off a curl from the hair of Miss Arabella Fermor and
refused to give it up. Out of this trivial incident there arose between the two families a quarrel which
threatened to assume the proportions of a feud. A friend of Pope’s named Caryll suggested that the author
write a poem to show the absurdity of all this to-do. Pope, therefore wrote a “mock-heroic” poem.
The chief characters in The Rape oft he Lock all belong o the leisure classes, and they spend their time
amusing themselves rather than working for a living. The title of Pope’s comic masterpiece means “the
violent theft of a lock of hair”. The poem is based on a real incident. The lock in question belonged to a
certain rich and fashionable young lady named Arabelle Fermor. The theft in question was committed by a
certain rich and fashionable young man named Robert, Lord Petre. When Robert snipped a curl from
Arabella’s hairdo, he set off a quarrel between the Fermore and the Petre families. Had the two families less
sensible their row might have escalated into bitter hatred. As it turned out, the feud subsided into laughter.
Pope’s poem is divided into five sections, Cantos. Canto I begins like a proper epic, with a statement of
the subject and an invocation to the Muse – a female deity who was supposed o inspire poets and other
artists. Pope, however, clearly signals his comic intentions in the very first couplet:
What dire offense from amorous causes springs,
Shat mighty contests rise from trivial things,
I sing –
In Canto II, Belinda and her friends take a boat up the river Thames to a party. All who see her admire
the two beautiful curled locks that hang down her back. And despite the small army of sprites (spirits)
assigned to protect Belinda’s beautiful hair, the Baron resolves to possess these locks.
In Canto IV, Pope describes an incident that occurs in all proper epics: a descent into the underworld.
Just as Virgil had Aeneas travel down to Hades, Pope has Umbriel, a “melancholy sprite”, fly down to a
dismal, imaginary place called the Cave of Spleen. (Spleen was the eighteenth century’s name for what we
call depression; rich idle people were particularly subject to spleen in Pope’s day). In the cave Umbriel

obtains a vial of “soft sobs, melting griefs, and flowing tears”, as well as an immense bag full of “sighs, sobs,
and passions”, which somewhat resembles the bag of unfavourable winds in Homer’s Odyssey, given to
Odysseus to keep tightly closed so his ship won’t be blown off course. Umbriel then returns to the earth’s
surface and empties the contents of the bag and vial over Belinda and her girlfriend who is even angrier than
Belinda. The Canto ends with Belinda lamenting to the Baron:
“O, badst thou, cruel! been content to seize
Hairs less in sight, or any hairs but these!”
The others in Belinda’s tea-party audience shed tears of pity,
but the baron ignores her pleas: “Fate and Jove had stopped
the Baron’s ears.
”
E l e m e n t s o f l i t e r a t u r e.
M o c k e p i c. A comic narrative poem that parodies the epic by treating a trivial subject in a lofty, grand
manner. A mock epic uses dignified language, elaborate figures of speech, and supernatural intervention.
The style of the mock epic is called mock heroic (and short mock epics are often called mock heroics).
Alexander Pope’s The Rape of the Lock is considered the supreme mock epic in the English language.
Pope used the traditional epic devices in a comic way, and his educated contemporaries had the pleasure
of recognizing many similarities between The Rape of the Lock and serious epics like Homer’s Iliad,
Virgil’s Aeneid, Beowulf and Milton’s Paradise Lost. For instance the classical epics all have gods and
goddesses, who intervene in human affairs, and Milton uses several kinds of angels as his superhuman
agents. Following these models Pope includes some tiny, airy spirits called sylphs, who try in vain to prevent
the rape from taking place. Readers would also recognize the epic device of the warning dream: such a
dream comes to Belinda from a supernatural being. Since epic always includes battles Pope includes a card
game in his poem as well as a screaming match after Belinda loses her curl. In the complete poem of 794
lines there are many such parallels to serious epic.
A n t i t h e s i s. Pope habitually expresses himself in antitheses. An antithesis uses parallel structures to
present a balanced contrast: “give me liberty, or give me death”. (” Give me liberty or kill me” falls as an
antithesis because it isn’t parallel or balanced) By compressing elements or similarity and difference,
antithesis helps to make a statement more forceful and often more memorable. Antithesis is a contrast of
ideas in a grammatically balanced statement.
W i t: Never so well expressed.
Pope and his contemporaries admired a quality they called w i t. Writers and other people who possessed
wit were intellectually brilliant. their ability to detect resemblances enabled them to write in images, similes,
metaphors and other figures of speech. Their language was polished and exact; their manner, cool and
controlled.
The opposite of wit was dullness. Pope ridiculed the dull writers of his day, calling them dunces, in a
long, brilliant and insulting poem called the D u n c i a d. The chief dunce of the first version of the Dunciad
(1728) was Lewis Theobald, an editor of Shakespeare whom Pope called “piddling” because he was so
concerned with the minute details of Shakespeare’s texts. In 1742, when Pope reissued the Dunciad,
Theobald was replaced as chief dunce by Colley Cibber, an actor and playwright who promoted his own
career by publishing an egoistical biography. Theobald and Cibber lacked wit; Pope and such friends of his
as Jonathan Swift and John Gay had wit.
Wit, then meant cleverness. But it also meant something more serious:
True wit is Nature to advantage dressed:
What oft was thought, but ne’er so well expressed.
Thomas Gray
1716 - 1771
Thomas Gray is perhaps the best lyric poet on the mid-eighteenth century, an age that is not known for its
great lyric poets. The son of a London merchant, he spent nine years at one of the great English “public
schools, Eton college, which is neither public nor college. It is an equivalent of a prep school for boys who
expect to go to Cambridge or Oxford. At eighteen Gray went to Cambridge University where he lived for the

remaining thirty seven years of his life reading literature of a variety of languages; studying archeology, law,
history, botany, zoology; painting landscapes; playing the harpsichord; and growing geraniums in his
window boxes, in a quiet inconspicuous way, he became very learned. These years were interrupted only
briefly by a grand tour of France, Switzerland an Italy with Horace Walpole, a friend from Eton, and son of
England’s prime Minister, who paid the expenses.
The great crisis of Gray’s life came when Richard West, his best friend from Eton died of tuberculosis. Gray
sought consolation in writing poetry. He was always reluctant to publish his verses; although he carefully
and fastidiously revised and rewrote them, they never seemed to him to be quite finished. He was painfully
shy and, unlike most writers, he really did not want the world’s applause. Imagine his distress when his
“Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard” made him famous. Gray’s other poems – only thirteen of which he
published during his lifetime – were also widely admired. Most of them are elegant, gloomy and artificial:
exactly what mid-century demanded. Gray led a quiet, frugal, low-key existence. He is buried in the
cemetery of Stoke Poges, that he immortalized in his “Elegy” beside his mother.
Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard
Gray was one oft he first writers in English to believe that the lives of ordinary people were suitable
subjects for serious poetry. Gray published it anonymously in 1751 and immediately it became a great
favourite of the readers. The poem sounds beautifully and what it says about death is true. Everybody dies
without exception. All people who were born, die, come to the same end . Famous people of the earth meet
the same end as the rest of us. The painfully obvious truths of this kind are called t r u i s m s, and a poet can
be forgiven his truisms only if he utters them memorably. Gray’s “Elegy” exemplifies Pope’s definition of
true wit: “ What oft was thought but ne’er so well expressed.” Gray wanted this poem printed without any
spaces between stanzas “because the sense is in some places continued beyond them”. The fact, that it is
almost never printed in this way perhaps justifies Gray’s misgivings about publishers and makes the reading
of lines 61 – 73 a bit more difficult than it should be. The rhythm of the poem, the sounds that slow down the
poem, the images – the tolling bell at sunset, the herd ambling across the dusky meadow, the tired farmer
making his way home, the darkness create the sober, somber, melancholy, sad pensive and peaceful tone of
the poem. The poem’s predominant meter is iambic pentameter, the rhyme scheme is abab, every other line
rhymes in each stanza. The images Gray includes emphasize the contrast between the dead and the living or
the life they led. He expresses everyday life in poetic terms. In the poem he portrays ordinary, common
people and farm families. The most often quoted line (line 52) says “The short and simple annals of the
poor” suggesting that the poor live simple lives with simple plot line - they struggle to survive. We may
agree or disagree with this statement as we also know, that the struggle is different for each individual, rich
or poor - human life is complex. The poem mentions the fact that poverty, that led to the lack of education
and knowledge resulted the wasted talent of the poor. Lines 53 -56 sum up one of the poet’s central themes:
Many beautiful creations are wasted because they are not seen; the beautiful in life is often obscured by the
harshness. The potential and the individually important moments of the humble people most often go
unnoticed. Gray emphasizes that love of life and fear of death are common to rich and poor alike.
The speaker of the poem is in a country churchyard at dusk. He hears the tinkling of bells from the
sheepfolds and the hooting complaint of the owl. In the fourth through eighth stanzas the speaker describes
the ordinary people in the churchyard. The poet speaks about various things the people will never again
experience: the twittering of the swallow, the crowing of the cock, the sound of the hunting horn, the sight of
a blazing hearth, the sight of the housewife, the greetings of their children, the experience of driving their
team across the fields, and the labour of planting and harvesting. Further the speaker imagines that one might
have become an emperor, another a poet, and still another a soldier. The details of the neglected gems and
flowers show that excellence and virtue often go unrecognized or are unfulfilled. They are symbols of the
potential of the dead that was never brought to fruition when they were alive. According to lines 61 – 72 the
lot or place in life, of poor people, their station in life forbade them to experience high political office and
commemoration in their nation’s history. Their lot also limited their virtues and crimes; none of them
became tyrants, murderers or worshippers of luxury and pride. The speaker imagines that an old man “hoaryheaded swain” may remember him one day after his death as a humble and good man, just as he is now
remembering the other dead who are buried in the churchyard. (lines 98 – 116). In lines 29 and 31 the poet
personifies ambition and grandeur. The poet warns Ambition not to mock the people’s toil or their homely
joys and obscure destiny; he warns Grandeur not to smile disdainfully at these people’s short and simple
history. Further the poet personifies Honour (l. 43), Flattery (l. 44), Knowledge (l. 49), Penury (l. 51),

Luxury and Pride (l. 71), Forgetfulness (l. 85), Nature (l. 91), Earth (. 117), Science (l. 119), Melancholy (l.
120), Misery (l.123). The poet also shows that humble, poor people also wish to be remembered. The
epitaphs on their gravestone give evidence of it. Such a wish is universal among humanity.
E l e m e n t s o f l i t e r a t u r e.
T h e E l e g y. The term e l e g y originally referred to a poem written in a particular meter; in Roman
literature, elegies are frivolous and sensual. By Gray’s time the term elegy was applied to longish, serious
poems reflecting on death – either death in general or the death of a particular person. Gray ends his “Elegy”
with an epitaph – a poem short enough to be inscribed on a particular person’s tombstone.
Gray’s “Elegy” combines elements from several literary traditions. First of all it is a p a s t o r a l e l e g
y. Like Milton’s famous elegy “Lycidas” , its setting is outdoors in a beautiful sammery landscape. The poet
keeps a certain distance from the dirt and bad smells of actual life. His rural people are not individuals but
types: the weary plowman, the busy housewife, the hoary-headed swain. These figures are idealized; oafs
and boors do not appear. Rural life in a pastoral is always placid and civilized.
Another element in the “Elegy” is the G o t h i c, which supplies the “moping” owl, the graveyard, and
the general gloominess. But unlike most Gothic writers, Gray is not interested in giving his readers shivers
and thrills; he is trying instead to create an atmosphere.
Finally, like many other writers of this time, Gray decorates his poem with polished generalizations
about life and death: “The paths of glory lead but to the grave”. These generalizations give the elegy the
solidity of classical architecture.
Oliver Goldsmith
1728 - 1774
Johnson’s friend, “Goldy” , was a strange inconsistent, irresponsible, lovable, witty Irishman, whose life
presents a combination of pathos and absurdity. His boyhood in the little Irish village of Lissoy is accurately
pictured in “The Deserted Village”, the figure of the parson being drawn from his own father. At school the
awkward, blundering, pock-marked boy was regarded as a dunce. He worked his way through Trinity
College, Dublin, where he was thought a buffoon, and came out at the foot of his class. Sums given to him
by the relatives so that he could study law or emigrate to America he lost in gambling or in other mysterious
ways. For a time he studied medicine. Later on he roamed over Europe without earning a penny but what he
picked up from his flute-playing. Returning to England, he tried acting, working in a chemist’s sop, teaching
a boys’ school and even begging, before taking up literature. Here at last he found something he could do
well. His poem “The Deserted Village”, the comedy “She Stoops to Conquer” and his novel “The Vicar of
Wakefield” are still read and enjoyed today.
Goldsmith’s poem “The Deserted Village” came out in 1770. It extolled the working man, and its
humanitarian spirit reflected the teachings of Jean Jacques Rousseau, the French philosopher whose
doctrines had such a profound effect upon his time. Goldsmith’s poem merely painted in sad colours a scene
caused by the inhumanity of the wealthy classes.
The Deserted Village
Three universally known poems of the eighteenth century portray the life of the common people. Curiously
enough, each represents a different country of the British Isles. This one portrays an Irish village’ Gray’s
“Elegy in a Country Churchyard”, an English village, Burns’s “The Cotter’s Saturday Night”, a Scotch farm.
All three of them represent the growing feeling of democracy and interest in humble lives in contrast to the
“society” writing of the early part of the century. Goldsmith’s rhymed couplets are still reminiscent of Pope,
but the subject-matter and sentiment point forward to the new romantic movement.

Robert Burns
1759 - 1796
Robert Burns made an unpropitious entrance into the world and a tragic exit from it at the age of thirtyseven. He was born of poor peasants in a two-room mud hut built by his father’s own hands near Ayr in

Scotland. He was born on January 25, 1759. In the first week of his life, a blast of wind blew in a portion of
the wall on the mother and child. Robert said in later life, “It is no wonder that one ushered into the world by
such whirlwind should be the victim of stormy passions.” From the fist his life seemed ill-fated except for
the gift which enabled him to write poems and songs that have placed him among the stars. Poverty pursued
the family from one stony farm to another, and though the honest, hard-working father did all in his power to
give his sons an education, their schooling was meager enough. Robert, ambitious for more, was an
assiduous reader of the Bible, The Spectator, Pope’s poems, and a book of lyrics that fascinated him and
encouraged him to try his own hand at songs.
As the ploughboy developed into a lively, handsome young man he was easily led into bad company,
especially when he went away from home to learn flax-dressing. What with too much tavern drinking, too
many satires on the ministers, and too much love-making, he was constantly in and out of scrapes. Finally
the father of his sweetheart, Jean Armour, made life so miserable for him that he decided to go to Jamaica.
To raise money for his passage he published his first volume, Poems: Chiefly in the Scottish Dialect, in
1786. The success of this volume was phenomenal. Instead of going to Jamaica in disgrace Burns wet to
Edinburgh in triumph. A second edition of the Poems was arranged. A handsome peasant with flashing black
eyes, a quick tongue, and a book of poems that bore the mark of genius was indeed a novelty. Now that
Burns had money in his pocket he made several tours to Sotland.
But his ride on the crest of Edinburgh social life was brief. His dignified aristocratic hosts could not
forgive his cracking jokes at their expense with his rude tavern companions. The peasant streak in him
became obnoxious rather than attractive, and though his poems sold well, he himself was dropped flat. Back
he went to the farm, married Jean Armour, and wrote some of his finest poetry in the few years which
followed. But again his weakness for convivial company got the better of him and undermined so his
constitution that he could not throw off an illness brought on by exposure to cold. In this last wretched state,
persecuted by creditors and confronted by death, he was yet able to write one of his most beautiful lyrics to
the girl who nursed him. No sooner had he breathed his last than the whole country united to do him honour.
Ten thousand persons are said to have followed him to his grave at Dumfries, and contributions poured in for
his destitute family and for a handsome monument in the Dumfries Churchyard. But cold marble is a poor
memorial for warm-hearted, impulsive Robert Burns. His real monument is his poetry, which reincarnates
his best self and helps us forget the hapless peasant in the honoured poet.
Robert Burns is a pure untutored lyrist. Born in Scotland, writing in the Ayrshire dialect, he seems
entirely apart from all the classical rules or the manners of the eighteenth century, but his songs rank among
the most beautiful in the poetry of Great Britain. The pure emotion gushing forth with a felicitous
spontaneity makes his poetry lively and strong.
Robert Burns’ poetry was inspired by his deep love for his motherland, for its history and folklore. His
beautiful poem “M y H e a r t ’s in t h e H i g h l a n d s” full of vivid colourful descriptions, is a hymn to
the beauty of Scotland’s nature and to its glorious past.
Burns’ lyrical poems are known for their beauty, truthfulness, freshness, depth of feelings and their
lovely melody. Among is best lyrics is “Oh, My Love is Like a Red, Red Rose”
.
To Mary In Heaven
Mary Campbell was a beautiful young serving-woman with whom Burns was deeply in love, but who died
before they had known each other long. Several of his poems are addressed to her.
Oh, W e r t T h o u I n t h e c a u l d B l a s t
Shortly before his death Burns wrote this beautiful tribute to Miss Jessie Lewars, the young woman who
was nursing him. Mendelssohn’s music to which it is set has added to its popularity.
His poetry is closely connected with the national struggle of the Scottish people for their liberation from
English oppression, the struggle that had been going on in Scotland for many centuries. His favourite heroes
were William Wallace, the leader of the uprising against the English oppressors, and Robert Bruce, who
defeated the English army in the battle of Bannockburn and later became the King of Scotland. The poem
“B r u c e ’s A d d r e s s to h i s A r m y a t B a n n o c k b u r n” is the poet’s call to his people to keep
up the freedom-loving spirit of their fathers.
“Scots, who have with Wallace bled,
Scots, whom Bruce has often led,

Welcome to your glory bed,
Or to victory!”
Robert the Bruce carried on the work begun by Wallace of freeing Scotland from English dominion in
the days of Edward I. The battle of Bannockburn (1314) was a critical engagement. The English far
outnumbered the Scots; but Bruce, by digging pits in the plain and covering them with leaves, caused the
English cavalry to be thrown into a panic, and thus won the day. The occasion was always looked back on by
Scotchmen as one of the great milestones in their history. Through the mouth of Bruce, Burns was simply
voicing the desire for freedom from oppression which was abroad in the world at this time and which had
broken out in the French Revolution only a few years before he wrote his poem. He is said to have composed
it while galloping over a moor in a thunderstorm. It is supposed to be Bruce’s address to his army.
Burns expressed the most sacred thoughts and hopes of the Scottish people, who, even in their poverty,
are full of proud love for freedom, hatred for all oppressors, a contempt towards the rich, a human dignity
and an optimistic belief in their beautiful future. Such is the contents of the poem “is Therefor Honest
Poverty”, the poem which is rightly called the Scottish “Marseillaise”.
The same ideas are sung in his “Revolutionary “Lyric” and “The Tree of Liberty”, dedicated to the
French Revolution in which Burns expresses his belief that the tine will come, when all people will be equal
and happy.
The Jolly Beggars
Among his greatest creations is the poem “The Jolly Beggars” which is composed of a number of songs
sung by a group of vagabonds that spend their evening at a tavern, poor but jolly, laughing at the rich and the
ruling. The last chorus ends with the lines that convey the general spirit of the poem:
A fig for those by law protected!
Liberty’s a glorious feast!
Courts for cowards were erected,
Churches built to please the priest.
“The Jolly Beggars” particularly appealed to Thomas Carlyle of which he had said:
“Every face is a portrait, and the whole a group in clear photography. The blanket of the night is drawn
aside; in full ruddy gleaming light these rough tatterdemalions are seen at their boisterous revel wringing
from Fate another hour of wassail and good cheer.”
T a m O’ S h a n t e r
His greatest longer poem is, perhaps, “Tam O’Shanter”, written overnight for publication in a local
guidebook which featured Alloway Kirk. He himself has told us that in his boyhood an old woman lived in
his family who “had, I suppose, the largest collection in the country of tales and songs concerning devils,
ghosts, fairies, brownies, witches, warlocks, spunkies, kelpies, elf-canles, dwad-lights, wraiths, apparitions,
cantraips, giants, enchanted towers, dragons and other trumpery.” Surely, it was the memory of such tales
that inspired his story in verse of Tam O’Shanter’s night ride home from Ayr and his encounter, near Kirk
Alloway, with “Warlocks and witches in dance”, wherefrom he but barely escaped with his life while Meg
his grey mare left her tail in the clutch of a witch.
Hallowe‘en
Still another notably longer poem of Burns is “Hallowe’en”, which deals with a Hallowe’en celebration
among the peasantry in the west of Scotland and recounts local superstitions as well as describing their
jollification.
T h e C o t t e r s S a t u r d a y N ig h t
“The Cotters Saturday Night” is a well-known poem which takes us back in spirit to “The Elegy in a
Country Churchyard” by Thomas Gray and “The Deserted Village” by Goldsmith that was published in
Burns’ popular first volume. An interesting comment comes from Burns’ brother Gilbert. “Robert had
frequently remarked tome that he thought there was something peculiarly venerable in the phrase, “Let us
worship God”, used by a decent sober head of a family, introducing family worship. To this sentiment of the

author the world is indebted for “The Cotters Saturday Night”. The cotter is an exact copy of my father, in
his manners, his family devotion, and exhortations; yet the other parts of the description do not apply to our
family. None of us were ‘at service out among the farmers roun’ “.Instead of our depositing our ‘sairwon
penny fee’ with our parents, my father laboured hard, and lived with the most rigid economy that he might
be able to keep his children at home”.
A M a n’ s a M a n F o r A’ T h a t
In this poem Burns expresses the idea of democracy and the value of manhood, as against mere social rank
which was spreading at this time. The third stanza suggests a possibility, too, that he was letting off a little of
his irritation at his treatment by the Edinburgh aristocrats.

To a Mouse
ON TURNING HER UP IN HER NEST WITH THE PLOW, NOVEMBER, 1785
This poem together with the poem To a Louse form an interesting pair in several aspects: Their unusual
meter, their unconventional subjects, and their oft-quoted lines toward the end. Their moods are in strong
contrast: on the one hand, the despair of thwarted ambition; on the other, the rollicking humour of an
irrepressible wag. In the first, a ploughman speaks to a mouse whose nest he has overturned – a seemingly
insignificant event. But the speaker also recognizes his own human dilemma in the sudden disruption of the
mouse’s shelter, carefully constructed against the cruel winter – what the British writer Thomas Hardy was
to call “the persistence of the unforeseen”. The Scottish dialect gives special music, rhythm and colour to
this poem. If the adjectives from the Scots dialect were replaced with conventional English ones, it would be
easier to read the poem but at the same time the poem would lose its individuality and spoken quality. At the
beginning of the poem we learn the point of view of the speaker. He is sympathetic to the little animal and
dislikes violence. The speaker is sorry for turning up the mouse’s nest because it is winter and there is no
vegetation for the mouse to build another nest. The speaker worries that humanity and nature are at odds and
that humanity is destroying nature. The speaker’s mood is contemplative, playful, sympathetic,
compassionate and ten melancholy. The speaker’s tone changes by line 37. It becomes more philosophical.
In the last stanza we learn that the speaker’s past is dreary and he can only guess at the future and fear it. In
the last two stanzas the speaker makes comparisons between the mouse and himself. For both mice and
people, plans do not always turn out as intended. The mouse, the speaker feels, is fortunate because it deals
only with the present, while humans worry about failure and the future. The poet uses alliteration to create
comical sound effects in line. 4 , and end rhymes in the fourth and sixth stanzas. The moral of the poem as
expressed by the poet in lines 39-42 is that even the best plans are unreliable and that humans and mice are
equally dependent on chance.
“The greatest song-writer in English literature” is a title given to Burns which few would question. No
one else has had qiute the same lilting melody combined with human emotion in such varied manifestations
as Burns. Though he had no actual singing voice of his own, his multitudinous lyrics are yet the most tuneful
and singable in British verse. Burns, in fact, wrote many songs to be set to music. He adapted many an
ancient Scottish melody, incorporating lines that were a racial heritage in wholly fresh and original verses of
his own.
Burns’ poetry may be regarded as a treasury of all that is best in Scottish songs, some of them being late
echoes of much older ones.
Burns’ principal characteristics are:
 a sturdy belief in the brotherhood of man as expressed in “A Man’s a Man for A’ That”
 a hatred of hypocrisy and a constant admonition to human charity, such as is found in his “Address to the
Unco Guid or the Rigidly Righteous”
 a deep sympathy with humble lives whether human or found among the lesser creatures, which is
illustrated by his poem to the field Mouse
 a deep sincerity of emotion;
 a command of Scottish dialect which brings out the full beauty and oddity of its phraseology;
Burns gathered from the past and projected into the future the full panorama of native Scottish life, with
quick intense observation and a combined nobility, warm-heartedness, and drollery of utterance that
expressed his country most characteristically. He was in sympathy with all struggles for independence

and freedom. Before the Reign of Terror he professed an ardent sympathy for the French Revolution. He
preserved his magical gift for pure melodious song.
Burns’ style is characterized by vivid colourful images. His metaphors, similes, personifications are
taken from nature and everyday life. Love is linked to “a rose”, that’s “newly sprung in June”, to “the
melody that’s sweetly played in tune”. A brilliant example of personification is the poem “John
Barleycorn”. Barleycorn, from which ale is brewed, personifies the undying spirit of the common people
who can never be crushed by any enemies.
Burns name is dear to all English-speaking nations for the source of his poetry was the folklore and
the songs of the people whose true son he was. His own son gs and poems have become part of the
folklore treasure.
Summary:
The eighteenth century thought of itself as the age of reason and the ideals of its literature were
classical rule and regulation, a classicism imported more from France than from Greece or Rome. The
age is distinguished by great superficial polish in poetry and by the set style of the heroic couplet, which
Alexander Pope brought to a marvelous formal perfection. Wit played an important role in the writings.
About the middle of the eighteenth century a reaction set in against the strict classicism that had been
binding the wings of poetry. The poetry of Thomson, Gray and Cowper, and others released the love of
natural beauty and of simple country life which had long been fettered. Emotion was beginning to regain
the place which had been usurped by wit. Interest in medieval literature was evidenced in the ballad
collections of Thomas Percy. The exclusive use of the rhymed couplet finally gave way to the readoption of various meters such as ballad measure, blank verse and Spenserian stanza. The reign of
classical standards was overthrown by the new emphasis on individualism. To crown this revolution two
unique geniuses, William Blake and Robert Burns, wrote as no man had before them, the first with the
guileless imagination of a child, the second with the naturalness and emotional intensity of the peasant.
Thus the century that opened with Pope, the greatest poet of artificial elegance in English literature,
closed with Blake, the greatest mystic and Burns, the greatest natural lyrist.

THE AGE OF ROMANTICISM
1798 - 1832
“The divine arts of imagination, the real and eternal world of which this vegetable universe is but a faint
shadow”
William Blake
R o m a n t i c i s m a n d C l a s s i c i s m.
As often happens in literature, at the end of the eighteenth century the pendulum swung from one
extreme to another, from r e a s o n to p a s s i o n. The distinction between a ’classical age’ and a
’Romantic age’ is one of the most vexed issues of literaure.
It is possible to see two basically different ways of looking at life and experience, and tag these two
different approaches as ’classical’ and ’Romantic’. Pope’s age was by and so was a large classical age,
believing in reason and as well as in the fact that the passions should be controlled. Mankind could reach
perfection, but for this to happen basic interests had to be conquered. Civilisation, as attained in Greek and
Roman times, was also within the grasp of the ’modern age’. It is not difficult to see historical reasons for
this attitude in the eighteenth century – perhaps it is too easy to see the links. Reform in medical care and
farming techniques in the eighteenth century began to allow a rise in the population that was to be a major
factor in the Industrial Revolution, the process by which Great Britain became the first nation in the world to
move from a farming to an industrial economy. Discoveries were beginning to be made in the science, in
engineering and even in the social sciences that were to change the face of British society. It must have
appeared as if mankind was set on a new advance, and one which could only bring benefit to all. The huge
commercial growth of the Industrial Revolution created an advanced economy, which in turn created vast
wealth and allowed for a major population growth. In the Middle Ages literature had needed the patronage
of wealthy members of the upper class; the Industrial Revolution created a wider wealth, and the possibility
for authors earning their living through the actual sale of books.
The Romantic outlook, on the other hand, sees man’s salvation as lying within himself. The Romantic
believes in and trusts only himself, believing that society and civilisation corrupt humanity’s natural
innocence and instict for good. Romantic literature, particularly poetry, often sees man in communion with

the natural world, rather than with other men. It trusts instincts, the emotion and the heart, rather than reason,
intellect and the head.
Nowhere is this better seen than in the different attitudes to children shown in the works of poets
influenced by the two different outlooks.To Pope a child is important only in as much as he will become an
adult, and a civilised being. He is the raw, unrefined material that can be turned with time and effort into a
sophisticated and civilised human being. Pope’s attitude is that of the classical age. To the Romantic a child
is in some respect a holier and purer object than an adult. The child is unspoilt by civilisation and
uncorrupted, in a natural state that can mean he is even closer to God and the source of his creation than are
his older fellows. Childhood to a Romantic is a state to be envied, cultivated and enhanced, as well as
admired. A Romantic author will usually use unkindness towards chilrden as the ultimate damnation;
classical author is just as likely to use unkindness against adults, and to ignore children altogether.
In general, a classical author tends to turn his attention outward to the society in which he or she lives,
whilst a Romantic exposes his own soul, directing the light of analysis and comment internally. The
Romantic movement is generally seen as starting around 1770 and affected all the arts and culture in general,
but was essentially, as discussed, a reaction against the eighteenth century and the Age of Reason. Romantic
poetry has become associated with Nature poetry.
During the spring of 1798, two young English poets, aged 27 and 25, sold some of their poems to raise
money for a trip to Germany. Each had published books of poetry, but a new joint work was to be
anonymous. As Samuel Taylor Coleridge, the younger of the pair, told the printer, “Wordsworth’s name is
nothing . . . . . . mine stinks”.
Soon after they left England, their book, L y r i c a l B a l l a d s, with a F e w O t h e r P o e m s
appeared. Among the “few other poems” was Coleridge’s long narrative “The Rime of the Ancient Mariner”
and a last-minute addition, Wordsworth’s “Lines Composed a Few Miles above Tintern Abbey”. Both of
these works are now among the most important poems in English literature.
So began what is now called the R o m a n t i c p e r i o d in England. Literary historians have found
other momentous events to mark its beginning and end, but we should remember the casual, modest
appearance of Lyrical Ballads as we consider the Romantic period and the writers associated with it.
The voice of Romanticism sweeps away old ideas about order, control and subordination, embracing
freedom and human rights, but also sounding a new note of mystical joy: the eternal and beautiful are all
around us, the infinite held in the palm of your hand . . .
It was a turbulent time with bitter realities. Charles Dickens characterized the time in his “A Tale of Two
Cities”: “It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of
foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was the
season of darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, we had everything before us, we
had nothing before us, we were all going to heaven, we were all going direct the other way . . . “
Political upheaval in France and the United States touched England as well. Conservative economic and
political measures and a lengthy war against Napoleon radically affected English life. The poets of the
Romantic period responded to social and economic changes caused by rapid industrialization and to
governmental policies that ignored the problems of the poor. The cry against oppression focused on plain
humanitarianism. Laws were enacted against child labour; the death penalty for small thefts and other minor
crimes was abolished; a system for the education of lower classes was begun. Restrictions on the freedom of
the press were abolished too. All these social and industrial changes had a certain effect on literature.
From the cold, “regular”, self-satisfied literature of the early eighteenth-century classicists who held
slow-wittedness the greatest crime, the poets come to the fiery, individualized, and often rebellious poetry of
the Romanticists. “Whatever is, is right,” wrote Alexander Pope; but Shelley says, “Wail, for the world’s
wrong”. The man of the coffee house lived intensely and whole-heartedly in the social and political life of
his day; the romanticists withdrew from a world of ugliness and misery to the peace of nature, to idealized
oriental countries, to the days of medieval chivalry, or to the realms of pure imagination, where he could
soothe his lacerated soul with beauty. The urbane literary man of Queen Anne’s day saw the masses of the
common people only as general background in the picture of life; the romanticist saw the humble worker as
an individual, brought him into the foreground, and painted his portrait at full length. The classicist imposed
on himself the necessity of following the authority of the writing rules outlined by the Greeks and the
French, and strove to parade his learning by his Latin; the romanticist spurned the classic rules, became
metrically a law unto himself, and drew his inspiration from the earlier romanticists, Spenser, Shakespeare,
and Milton. (Not all of these elements can be found equally in all romanticists).

The word romantic comes from the term romance, one of the most popular genres of medieval literature.
Later, Romantic writers self-consciously used the elements of romance in an attempt to go back beyond the
refinements of neoclassical literature to older types of writing that they saw as more “genuine.” The
romance genre also allowed poets to explore new, more psychological and mysterious aspects of human
experience.
Today the word ‘romantic’ is often a derogatory label used to describe sentimental writing, particularly
those best-selling paperback “romances” about love - a subject that many people mistakenly think the
Romantic poets popularized. As, a historical term, however, ‘romantic’ has at least three useful meanings, all
of them relevant to the Romantic poets.
First, the term ‘romantic’ signifies a fascination with youth and innocence, with “growing up” by
exploring and learning to trust our emotions and our sense of will and identity. Second, the term ‘romantic’
is applied to a stage in the cyclical development of societies: This is the stage when people need to question
tradition and authority in order to imagine better – that is happier, fairer, and healthier – ways to live. (The
1966 – 1975 period in the United States might be called a “romantic” era). And third, in the so-called
Romantic period of the first half of the nineteenth century (up to the Civil war in America), Western
societies reached the conditions necessary for industrialization. This demanded that people acquire a stronger
and stronger awareness of change and that they try to find ways to adapt to it.
The term Romantic relates to being fascinated with youth and innocence, to questioning authority and
tradition for idealistic purposes, and to developing an awareness of adapting to change.
Romanticism is characterized by these general features:
- Romanticism turned away from the eighteenth-century emphasis on reason and artifice. Instead the
Romantics embraced imagination and naturalness.
- Romantic-era poets rejected the public, formal, and witty works of the previous century. They
preferred poetry that spoke of personal experiences and emotions, often in simple, unadorned
language.
- The romantics each used the lyric as the form best suited to expressions of feeling, self-revelation,
and the imagination.
- Wordsworth urged poets to adopt a democratic attitude toward their audiences; though endowed with
a special sensibility, the poet was always “a man speaking to men”.
- Many Romantics turned to a past or an inner dream world that they felt was more picturesque and
magical than the ugly industrial age they lived in.
- Most Romantics believed in individual liberty and sympathized with those who rebelled against
tyranny.
- The Romantics thought of nature as transformative; they were fascinated by the ways nature and the
human mind “mirrored” the other’s creative properties.
Poetry, Nature, and the Imagination
Lyrical Ballads did not remain unnoticed or anonymous for long. In 1800, with Coleridge, looking over
his shoulder, Wordsworth composed a P r e f a c e for the expanded collection. In it he declared that he was
writing a new kind of poetry that he hoped would be “well adapted to interest mankind permanently. . . .”
The subject matter would be different from that of earlier giants of poetry - like Dryden and Pope - who
used poetry to satirize, or to persuade the reader with argumentative techniques. For Wordsworth, good
poetry was “the spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings.” And such poetry should use simple unadorned
language to deal with commonplace subjects for a particular purpose. The form is often a lyric that lends
itself to spontaneity, immediacy; a quick burst of emotion, and self-revelation. Furthermore, Wordsworth
focused on rural life instead of city life, because in the country “the passions of men are incorporated with
the beautiful and permanent forms of Nature.” Wordsworth found hope in “certain inherent and
indestructible qualities of the human mind, and likewise . . . . certain powers in the great and permanent
objects that act upon it, which are equally inherent and indestructible.” In other words, there is nature, and
there are human beings to experience nature.
The Romantics are often called nature poets. This description is misleading if it suggests that their poetry
is full of charming scenes of forests, mountains, and streams - like the scenic overlooks on highways or the
pictures on travel brochures.
The Romantics prized experiences of the beauty and majesty of nature. They did not think of nature as
hostile, but they had a strong sense of its mysterious forces, and they were intrigued by the ways that nature

and the human mind act upon each other. In the Preface, Wordsworth says that the poet “considers man and
nature as essentially adapted to each other, and the mind of man as naturally a mirror of the fairest and most
interesting properties of nature.
Each of the Romantic poets had his own special view of the creative power of the imagination and of the
ways in which the human mind is adapted to nature.
In the Romantic period, poetry was no longer used to make complex arguments in a witty, polished style.
Romantic poets used unadorned language to explore the significance of commonplace subjects, the beauty of
nature, and the power of the human imagination.
The Idea of the Poet
In 1802, in order to clarify his remarks about poetry, Wordsworth added to his Preface a long section on
the question, What is the poet? His answer began: “He is a man speaking to men”. You will have to pay
attention to the following: There is a person in the poem - we will call him “the speaker” to distinguish him
from the poet who is “speaking to someone” or something else: a young Highland girl, a baby asleep in a
cottage, a skylark, a Greek vase or the season of the year.
Each poem of this type not only asks us to imagine that the “speaking” is taking place, but also makes us
consider what kind of speaking is taking place. Is the speaker praising or confessing or complaining or
worshipping or expressing envy? That is, what is the speaker doing by “speaking”?
The speaking in lyric poetry is not the Augustan reasoning in verse. It is a more emotional, passionate
speaking from heart. Romantic lyric uses the true voice of feeling or the language of the heart. In writing this
way the Romantics created a kind of poetry that poets today continue to use.
For lyric poetry to be successful, the speaker and the speaking must be convincing. Thus the poet must
create an artful illusion of the voice of the speaker that conveys certain truths or ideas. The Romantics were
deeply concerned with the truths of the heart and the imagination – with truth, as Wordsworth said, “carried
alive into the heart by passion.” Or, as Keats once wrote to a friend, “What the imagination seizes as beauty
must be truth whether it existed before or not.”
In saying that the poet is “a man speaking to men”, Wordsworth did not mean that the poet is just a man.
In the Preface, it is clear that he poet is a special person, ”endowed with more lively sensibility, more
enthusiasm and tenderness . . . a greater knowledge of human nature, and a more comprehensive soul, than
are supposed to be common among mankind. Though the word ‘supposed’ (meaning thought) may suggest
that Wordsworth thought his fellow citizens had too low an estimate of much of humankind, all of the
Romantic poets described the poet in such lofty terms.
For William Blake, for example, the poet was the bard, an inspired revealer and teacher. The poet, wrote
Coleridge, “brings the whole soul of man into activity” by employing “that synthetic and magical power. .
.the imagination”. Shelley called poets “the unacknowledged legislators of the world.” Keats wrote that a
poet is a “physician” to all humanity and “pours out a balm upon the world.” The poet, in sum, is someone
human beings cannot do without.
The Romantic poets found a way through the imagination to fulfill the poet’s traditional role as “prophet,
priest, and king” in a time of change.
WILLIAM
BLAKE
1757 – 1827
In William Blake we come suddenly upon a transcendental genius, so headlong a mystic that he flares
above the ordered domain of Pope like a meteor in mid-heaven. He sits at the opposite pole from classicism.
In fact, there is nothing of eighteenth-century formalism about him. To illustrate the strange translunar sort
of person Blake was, let us quote the following from a contemporary letter of Henry Crabb Robinson’s to
Dorothy Wordsworth: “Blake is an engraver by trade – a painter and a poet also whose works have been
subject derision to men in general, but he has a few admirers and some of eminence have eulogized his
designs – he has lived in obscurity and poverty, to which the constant hallucinations in which he lives have
doomed him. I do not mean to give you a detailed account of him. A few words will serve to inform you of
what class he is. He is not so much a disciple of Jacob Böhme and Swedenberg as a fellow visionary. He
lives as they did in a world of his own, enjoying constant intercourse with the world of spirits. He receives
visits from Shakespeare, Milton, Dante, Voltaire, and has given me repeatedly their very words in their
conversation. His paintings are copies of what he sees in his visions. His books (and his M.S.S. are immense

in quantity) are dictated from the Spirits. He told me yesterday that when he writes, it is for the Spirits only, he sees the words fly about the room the moment he has put them on paper and his book is then published. A
man so favoured of course has resources of wisdom and truth peculiar to himself – I will not pretend to give
you an account of his religious and philosophical opinions. They are a strange compound of Christianity and
Spinozaism and Platonism.”
This may sound like a description of an insane man, but the fact remains that if Blake was mad, his
madness had such method as to produce some of the most moving and enchanting lyrics in English poetry,
and some of the most superb draftsmanship in the annals of English art.
His father was a hosier, and Blake had but scant education. He was apprenticed early to an engraver, and
Flaxman, the sculptor, helped put out his first Poetical Sketches, among which are some of his loveliest
songs.
Blake, like Cowper, was somewhat unbalanced mentally; but instead of extreme melancholy, his
tendency was toward fantastic imaginings. He produced both strangely symbolical verses and curious,
fascinating engravings to illustrate such books as Milton’s Paradise Lost and Dante’s Inferno. Leaving the
London streets visible to his physical eye, Blake’s mental vision was constantly soaring to green fields, to
tropical jungles, to the realm of the fairies, and to the abode of God and His angles. He and his handsome
uneducated wife were as naïve as children about their visions of saints, prophets and angels. Even the
romantic poets who approved the delicate imagery and subtle magic of Blake’s earlier volumes, Songs of
Innocence and Songs of Experience, were bewildered by the confusing symbolism of such later works as
The Marriage of Heaven and Hell and Jerusalem. Prophet or madman, we cannot be sure which, but at all
events a unique creator, who never bent knee to the sacred poetic rules of the classicist, Pope. Blake can
never command a wide reading public, but rather he will appeal to the elect few of the kingdom of the
imagination.
He engraved his poems upon metal plates and decorated them with his own designs. As a child he
believed he had seen God’s face through a window, and at Peckham Rye he said he had beheld a tree full of
angels.
Blake was a small man, but sturdy and brave, though intensely unworldly. Animated by a tremendous
mystical faith which shone through his great strange mystical eyes, he lived as a man among men, seemed to
work entirely by inspiration. Before his last breath he declared he had looked on Paradise. His insanity, if
such it was – though how could insanity produce such perfect art? – harmed no one, but supplied a driving
evangelistic impulse to all Blake painted or wrote. He anticipates the transcendental poetry that evolved after
his time, but no one in that airy region can truly wing with him, unless it be Shelley.
T h e
Tyger
William Blake
While almost everyone agrees that “The Tyger” is one of the most powerful of Balke’s Songs of Experience,
there has bee much disagreement about the meaning of the poem’s central symbol, the tiger itself. One
possibility is, that the tiger represents a strong revolutionary energy that can enlighten and transform society
– a positive but dangerous force Blake believed was operating in the French Revolution.. The poem’s
speaker at any rate, cannot comprehend such a startling energy, and can only wonder whether it is demonic
or godlike.
To William Blake, who saw visions and devoted his life to worshipping God with his poetry and art, the
world was filled with symbols. He believed that every object and event on earth had a mystical or spiritual
meaning. He gave each symbol a rich assortment of meaning that even his contemporaries could not fully
understand.
THE TIGER
Tiger, tiger, burning bright
In the forest of the night
What immortal hand or eye
Could frame thy fearful symmetry?
In what distant deeps or skies
Burnt the lire of thine eyes?
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On what wings dare he aspire?
What the hand dare seize the fire?
And what shoulder, and what art.
Could twist the sinews of thy heart?
When thy heart began to beat,
What dread hand forged thy dread feet?
What the hammer? What the chain?
In what furnace was thy brain?
What the anvil? What dread grasp
Dared its deadly terrors clasp?
When the stars threw down their spears
And watered heaven with their tears,
Did He smile his work to see? _
Did He who made the lamb make thee?

C

Tiger, tiger, burning bright
In the forest of the night,
What immortal hand, or eye
Dare frame thy fearful symmetry?

The tiger’s ’’burning”, the images of fire in the poem may hint at the animal’s ferocity, power or
mystery. We can compare the vital energy hidden in the tiger with that of a storm, or waterfall, that startle us
with their energy and power. Using an apostrophe in Line 4, that is addressing the animal directly by the
speaker produces the illusion of facing a tiger, that makes the poem more immediate.
Blake in this poem /lines 16-18/ makes an allusion to the war in heaven. This allusion makes the animal
seem to be a symbol of something it adds greater meaning and drama to the poem.
The tiger’s "burning" suggests a powerful theme. The wording conjures up a tiger’s pattern of orange on
black, along with its bright eyes.
The poem’s speaker asks the tiger over and over the question: "Dost thou know who made thee?" that is
repeatedly asks the tiger who created it. It may suggest the answer that the creator is even more daring and
powerful, and, perhaps, even more dangerous than the tiger.
Further the speaker wonders if the tiger may have been created by God /lines 3, 19-20/. A demonic
creator is implied in lines 5-12. The images of a blacksmith or a goldsmith suggest a human creator /the
fourth stanza/.
Blake suggests that the tiger could be a force of enlightenment or a force of violence by the images of
"deep" skies, the construction of the tiger and mention of angels. Violence is suggested by the tiger’s
burning association with "dread" and "deadly terrors".
The phrase about the tiger’s "Fearful Symmetry" describes the animal’s marking, its graceful movement,
or the balance of its physical appearance.
The last stanza of the poem virtually repeats the first with the exception of one word changed. The word
"could" is changed to "dare". The word "dare" suggests something dangerous or forbidden.
The increasingly specific questions indicate that the speaker is in awe of the Tiger’s power yet fearful of
its destructive capacity. The tiger as a symbol represents a powerful natural force that is both creative and
destructive.
We also may think that the poem has always appealed to children as well as to adults. The poem’s simple
metre and rhyme and its vivid descriptions appeal to younger readers. To a young child, a tiger might be
exciting and scary.

BLAKE’S POEMS: EXPLORING CONTRARIES
William Blake first published the "Songs of Innocence" in I789. In 1794- these songs and the "Songs of
Experience" were issued together in one volume, the title page promising a demonstration of ”the two
Contrary States of the Human Soul". Blake conceived the first of these states, "Innocence", as a state of
genuine love and naive trust toward all humankind, accompanied by unquestioned belief in Christian
doctrine. Though a firm believer in Christianity, Blake thought that its doctrines were being used by the
English Church and other institutions as a form of social control to encourage among the people passive
obedience and acceptance of oppression, poverty and inequality. Recognition of this marks what Blake
called the state of "Experience", a profound disillusionment with human nature and society. One entering the
state of "Experience" sees cruelty and hypocrisy only too clearly but is unable to imagine; a way out. Blake
also conceived of a third, higher state of consciousness he called "Organized Innocence” which is expressed
in his later works. In this state, one’s sense of the divinity of humanity coexists with oppression, injustice,
though involving continued recognition of and active opposition to them.
When reading the “Songs of Innocence" and, to a lesser extent, the "Songs of Experience", it is important
to remember that Blake intended them not as simple expessions of religious faith. The poems are
demonstrations of viewpoints that are necessarily limited or distorted by each narrator’s or speaker's state of
consciousness.
W. Blake’s poetry and art reflect his fascination with the Bible and his struggles to find answers to
questions that profoundly disturbed him: Why do human beings do evil? Why do evil people sometimes
prosper? Why does God allow innocent children to suffer?
One of Blake’s early conclusions about the problem of good and evil is his idea that "Without contraries
is no progression". "The Lamb” and "The Tyger" reflect what Blake termed "two contrary states of the
human soul", both of which are as essential to humanity as joy and sadness, innocence and experience.
If tiger connotes fierceness, mystery and awe, what qualities does lamb suggest? What thoughts, words
and images come to you when you visualize a lamb?
One of the "Songs of Innocence", this poem has often been read as a statement of Christian faith.
However, we know that Blake’s other writings show Christ as an active fighter against injustice, not the
"meek” and "mild" lamb - a common symbol for Christ — with which this innocent speaker identifies. The
speaker’s viewpoint; is thus an incomplete representation of Blake’s beliefs.
The Lamb
W. Blake
Little Lamb, who made thee?
Dost thou know who made thee?
Gave thee life, and bid thee feed
By the stream and over the mead,
Gave thee clothing of delight,
Softest clothing, wooly, bright;
Dostathou
know
who made bhee?
Gave thee such
tender
voice,
Making all the
Little
vales
Lamb,
rejoice?
I"ll tell thee,
I"ll tell thee:
Little Lamb,Little
whoLamb,
made thee?
He is called by thy name,
For He calls himself a Lamb.
He is meek, and he is mild;
He became a little child.
I a child, and thou a lamb,
We are called by his name.
Whom do you imagine
as the speaker
in thee
the poem, and whom does the speaker address?
Little Lamb,
God bless
The Lamb is associated
with God
several
important
religious rituals. Just before the exodus from Egypt, the Israelites
Little Lamb,
bless
thee
smeared
the -blood
of a vale
lamb- valley,
on theirHedoorposts
mead
meadow,
Christ so the angel of God "passed over" their homes and did not slay their
firstborn sons /Exodus 12/. This event is commemorated during the Hebrew tradition of Passover with a meal that
includes the paschal lamb.
According to the first stanza the creator gave the lamb life, food, clothing /its fleece/ and gentle voice. The
second stanza responds to the questions posed in the first stanza. The speaker of the poem may be a child.

The lamb in the poem is both a literal object and a symbol.
It is a lamb in the literal sense, but it is also a symbol of meekness, purity and innocence at the same time.
Christ called himself a lamb because, like the Passover lamb slain to save the people of Israel, he
sacrificed himself for the people. What might this imply about the fate of the young speaker in this poem The
Young speaker may have to make sacrifices.
The voice of the Speaker in "The Lamb" is different from the voice of the speaker in "The Tyger". In
"The Lamb" it is more sentimental, more childlike. The question in this poem gets answer because it is a
poem of innocence, so answers seem easy to find, although they may be oversimplified.

AP O I S O N
William Blake

T R E E

I was angry with a friend
I told my wrarh, my wrath did end.
I was angry with my foe:
I told it noy, my wrath did grow.
And I watered it in fears,
Night and morning with my tears:
And I sunned it with smiles,
And with soft deceitful wiles.

J

And it grew both day and night,
Till it bore an apple bright,
And my foe beheld it shine,
And he knew that it was mine.
And into my garden stole
When the night had veiled the pole:
In the morning glad I see
My foe outstretched beneath the tree.

THE FRUITS OF ANGER
What happens to anger that is allowed to grow and fester, anger that is nurtured with our own. deceit? Here
Blake tells us what happens when anger is left unresolved.
The only way to get rid of anger is to express it. There are two methods to handle one’s anger: the
first is to express it and let it go. The second is to suppress anger, thus letting it grow. The speaker’s foe dies
in the last stanza.
Here the poison tree is a symbol of the speaker’s growing anger. There are two victims in this poem:
the speaker’s foe and the speaker himself. The speaker is good in expressing anger to the friend but
evil in allowing the anger for the foe to grow.
The theme of the poem is that unexpressed anger builds up and releases itself destructively.
In the third stanza we find an allusion to forbidden fruit. So the tree may be similar to the tree in the
Garden of Eden.
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The words are arranged in balanced, similar structures, they are said to be p a r a l l e l . Blake was
especially fond of parallelism, and the use of this device contributes to the childlike simplicity on the
surface of the poems.
For example, much of “The TYGER" consists of questions that start with the word "what". Sometimes the
questions occupy one or two full verses; occasionally, Blake varies them so that one verse is split into two

or three questions.
THE CHIMNEY SWEEPER
William Blake
In Blake’s time, in his London, buildings were heated by coal- or wood-burning fireplaces, 30 every
house had at least one chimney that had to be cleaned regularly. Children were often employed as chimney
sweepers, because they could more easily fit into the narrow chimneys. Some poor parents - as the second
line of this poem indicates - sold their children to "masters" who managed crews of young chimney
sweepers. The work was dirty and dangerous, and the children, poorly fed and badly clothed by masters
concerned only with profits, were social outcasts. Blake’s chimney sweeper, like the other speakers of the
"Songs of Innocence", is able to take comfort for the time being in his belief in a heaven that he has been
taught awaits him after death.
In order to understand the context of the poem better try to find original material describing the
working condition at the time of the poem’s writing. Pay attention to the description of child labour and child
labour laws, labour uprisings, the rise of industrialization, methods of manufacture, etc. Find out some of the
various aspects of culture during the Romantic period, including business practices, philosophy, society and
fashion.
During W. Blake’s lifetime the population and the cost of living in England doubled while the
average wage only increased by one-half.
In the late 1700s, prices for food and housing increased sharply, and work became as scarce as food.
William. Blake saw starving people rooting through garbage, homeless families sleeping in doorways, and
children begging in the streets or working at back-braking jobs. Most members of the upper class believed
that they deserved their worldly success, and that the poor must be innately evil, deserving the hunger and
the conditions that they suffered.
Blake was said to be mad not only because he saw visions, but also because his poems cry out against
the social problems he saw all around him: the growing division between the classes, the wretched working
class’s conditions and child labour. No one should get hungry, said he, in a land as green and wealthy as
England.
THE CHIMNEY SWEEPER
William Blake
When my mother died I was very young,
And my father sold me while yet my tongue
Could scarcely cry " 'weep! 'weep! 'weep! 'weep!"
So your chimneys I sweep and in soot I sleep.
There's little Tom Dacre, who cried when his head,
That curl'd llke a lamb's back. was shav'd: so I said
"Hush. Tom! never mind it, for when your head's bare
You know that the soot cannot spoil your white hair."
And so he was quiet and that very night,
As Tom was a-sleeping, he had such a sight!
That thousands of sweepers, Dick, Joe, Ned or Jack.
Were all of them lock'd up in coffins of black.
And by came an Angel who had a bright key,
And he open'd the coffins and set them all free;
Then down a green plain leaping, laughing, they run,
And wash in a river. and shine in the Sun.
Then naked and white, all their bags left behind,
They rise upon clouds and sport in the wind;
And the Angel told Tom, if he'd be a good boy,

A
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He'd have God for his father & never want joy.
And so Tom awoke; and we rose in the dark.
And got with our bags and our brushes to work.
Tho' the morning was cold, Tom was happy and warm;
So if all do their duty they need not fear h
In the first stanza of "The Chimney Sweeper" we learn, that the speaker's mother died when he was very
young and his father sold him off as a chimney sweeper. Further the speaker tries to comfort Tom, who cries
when his head is shaved by saying that Tom will be spared the discomfort and ugliness of sooty blond hair.
And that very night Tom Dacre has a dream according to which thousands of chimney sweepers are locked
up in black coffins but an Angel comes who opens up the coffins with a bright key and promises Tom that if
he is a good boy he will have God as his Father and will always be happy. The speaker draws the lesson that
if he performs his duties, he will be awarded eventually. Tom’s dream of Heaven contrasts with the actual
condition of is daily life. In the dream Tom is clean and carefree. In reality he lives in filthy, depressing and
difficult conditions. He is dressed in dirty rag. He is always hungry and feels cold. The speaker needs a
father because his father sold him off. That is why the Angel’s promise is very significant for him. The
Angel’s promise that Tom and presumably any “good” boy can have God for his father is very important for
all of the chimney sweepers.
Reading the third line we realize that the speaker means to say “Sweep”, but he says “weep”, that sounds
ironic because it conveys his miserable condition. He is so young that he cannot pronounce the sound‘s’. The
irony establishes a tone that pervades the poem: In trying to describe his comforts and hopes, the speaker
unwillingly reveals a clear picture of his suffering. In the second and the last stanzas the speaker tries to
rationalize the misery of the situation, but his arguments are hardly convincing.
In The Chimney Sweeper, parallelism include the use of couplets, the inclusion of two contrasting
settings, and the division of lines at their midpoints grammatically or typographically. /lines1-3, 5-7, 9-11,
13-24/

WILLIAM WORDSWORTH
(1770-1850)
Surveying Wordsworth's life can be like walking around a large statue, awed by its presence and puzzled
by its apparent importance. Sometimes Wordsworth must have felt the same way. As he thought about his
early life and re-created it in his autobiographical poem The Prelude, Wordsworth said he felt as if he were
"two consciousnesses"—one remembering, the other one remembered.
When Wordsworth's mother died in 1778, Lhe and his three brothers were sent to school at Hawkshead
in the Lake District. His sister Dorothy, aged seven, had to live with relatives. When their father died in
1783, the children were placed under the guardianship of two uncles. William managed to get a degree from
Cambridge in 1791, but had little interest in the few careers open to him—the main one being the Church—
as an educated young man with no title, wealth, or head for business. In late 1791, he went to France to learn
the language and, as it turned out, the bliss of being young in that time of birth and rebirth known as the
French Revolution. Thus began a decade of painful growth, as he searched for and eventually • found his
vocation as a poet.
After he returned from France in 1792, Wordsworth was sickened by the war between France and
England that began in 1793 and gradually became deeply disillusioned about his hopes for change. Late that
year he went on a long walking tour. This experience—and the collapse of his radical hope of perfecting
society—drove him back to poetry. Luckily, he was reunited with his sister Dorothy, who became a constant
companion and inspiration.
In 1795, his fortunes began to change. He inherited some money from a friend, he and Dorothy took up
residence in a rent-free cottage, and the poet Samuel Taylor Coleridge suddenly burst upon their lives. By
June 1797, when he and Dorothy moved to a country house four miles from the village where Coleridge
lived, Wordsworth had produced a good deal of new poetry, none yet published, including a play and some
stark narratives. Coleridge and Wordsworth quickly became powerful influences on each other's work.
Lyrical Ballads (1798) was the fruit of their friendship and mutual influence. During the following decade,
Wordsworth wrote most of his best poetry.

But sometime after 1805. Wordsworth's poetic powers began to decline. By the time he was in his
forties, his life was centered on his family; on his duties as a minor government official in the land of his
boyhood, the Lake District, where he settled for good in 1799; and on his unflagging diligence as a poet. As
his writing lost its energy and his political opinions grew more conservative, he became a kind of literary
monument.
By the Victorian era, Wordsworth was the poet laureate (1843), a cartoon image of an old gentleman
delighting in daffodils and butterflies while wandering about the Lake District. This image endured in part
because the family suppressed the fact that in 1792 Wordsworth had fathered a child in France with a young
woman he never married.
The distinguishing quality of Wordsworth's best lyric poetry comes from his simple delight in the nature
of experience itself and in the mind's capacity to shape everyday experience into something lasting and
poetic. Poetry, he wrote in the preface to Lyrical Ballads, is the "spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings";
but, he added, poems of lasting value are produced only by someone who has "thought long and deeply." The
marriage of feeling and thought, as Coleridge recognized, made Wordsworth "the best poet of the age."
The very feeling toward nature as an escape from the evils of human society influenced to some extent a
new note coming into poetry in the I9th century. Beyond the mere objective description of nature or
subjective delight or awe aroused by nature set forth in the older poets, we find in the New Romanticists a
celebration of the "omnipresence of God" in nature. Man finds a secret shrine for worship not only in the
vastness of mountains, forest and seas, but in the smaller intimacies with birds hopping on branches or "the
meanest flower that blows". Though Wordsworth is the greatest exponent of this feeling for the sacredness of
nature, the idea originated with Coleridge. His biographer John Charpentier, says:
„The idea that nature is a real being, the mouthpiece of God speaking through its agency to man, was
actually Coleridge’s own, having already been expressed by him in "Religious Musings. Wordsworth,
though he widened its scope considerably, nevertheless borrowed the idea from him. But Wordsworth’s
reiteration of the note makes him the preeminent nature poet of English literature, and his poetry is religious
in a much deeper and more comprehensive sense that any that preceded it. His religion forgets theology or
forms and ceremonies in its direct communication with God.
William Wordsworth has told us about himself that he "wrote, while yet a schoolboy, a long poem
running upon my own adventures, and the scenery of the country in which I was brought up," thus showing
early the main characteristics that were to distinguish his poetic work.He eventually printed the conclusion of
this poem at the beginning of his "Collected Poems".
Wordsworth’s publications were numerous.He wrote lyrics and sonnets together with his famous "Ode" and
"Tintern Abbey". Of "The Prelude" /I799-I805/. "The Recluse" /I805/ and "The Excursion"/I8I3/ he intended
making a continuous great poem. "The Excursion" by itself remaines his most important long work. In
the preface of the second edition of "Lyrical Ballads" he described his theory of poetry. The tenor of his
poems is chiefly meditative, and as he grew older he became more and more didactic and sermonizing, till
finally he lapsed into much prosiness and triviality. But his sonnets at their best have a nobility equal to
Milton’s, and in natural description and in imparting of the majesty of nature he is supreme. What William
Hazlitt, the famous critic who was his contemporary, says of him is also true: „His style is vernacular: he
delivers household truths. . . . He takes the simplets elements of nature and of human mind, the mere abstract
conditions inseparable from our being, and tries to compound a new system of poetry from tem. . . . In a
word, his poetry is founded on setting up an opposition (and pushing it on an utmost length) between the
natural and the artificial,between the spirit of hmanity and the spirit of fashion and the world.”
In Wordsworth we have an innovator who reacted violently against the chief dicta of the I8th century. He
cared nothing for „the trappings of verse". What he wished to achieve was a profoundly sincere simplicity
sprung of deep human sympathy. And in his best poems he does achieve it. The danger was that his lack of
humour and his constant meditation upon every wayside stone as possessing extraordinary significance, led
him, as was bound to happen, into prosy maunderings at times and voluminous writing that wearies in its
bulk. In his moments of insight he was a genuine seer. His best discriptions of nature still have a fresh
unspoiled beauty that is captivating. His sympathy for the common lot of man is still impressive.
The Lake District
Lake District is famous for its beautiful scenes. The novelist Daniel Defoe described the mountainous
northwestern corner of the country as "the wildest, most barren and frightful in England". Most of his
contemporaries shared his opinion of Lake 'District, an area carved by Ice Age glaciers and transformed by

volcanoes. The area was set apart even by its place names, which reflect the language of Norsemen who
colonized the region. In the late I8th century, the haunting beauty of this area began to inspire writers and
painters who embraced the Romantic ideal of wild, gothic landscapes. Writers were so drawn to the area’s
beauty (William Wordsworth wrote 35 poems on the Duddon Valley alone) that the literary group including
Wordsworth, Samuel Taylor Coleridge and Robert Southey became known as the Lake Poets.
Situated just below the southern border of Scotland, the Lake District is about.30 miles long and 25
miles wide, a small area to contain such geographic diversity. Here sits England’s tallest mountain, Scafell
Pike, towering over the countryside’s lonely moorlands and bracken-covered slopes. The dramatic blue of
the Irish Sea, and the district’s 16 lakes contrasts with the intense greens of meadows and forests. Coleridge
is credited with popularizing the pastime of "fell walking", which rewards walkers who brave the rocky,
barren hills, or "fells", with scenic views of the countryside.
In 1802, Wordsworth"s sister Dorothy could enjoy the peacefulness of "the gentle flowing of the stream,
the glittering lively lake, /and/ green fields without a living creature to be seen on them". Today, ironically,
hordes of tourists flock to the region searching for the solitude of England’s remotest corner,

L i n e’s C o m p o s e d a F e w M i l e s above T i n t e r n A b b e y
On revisiting the banks of the Wye during a Tour. July 13, 1798
William Wordsworth
Tintern Abbey, now a picturesque ruin, is situated in the valley of the Wye river, a tributary of the
Severn, in Monmouthshire, Wales. Throughout his long life Wordsworth always felt himself a part of
Nature. In "The Prelude" he expressed his relationship to her as an active, sportloving boy. His poem reveals
the feeling of his youth and early manhood. Here he speaks of Nature as "the guide and guardian of my heart
and soul of all my moral being".
William Wordsworth loved nature in all of its forms, especially the hills, lakes, trees, waterfalls of his
native England, and.believed that nature made him a better person. Loving nature, he writes in this poem,
quiets his mind, lightens his mood, guides him do kind acts, and brings him closer to God - all ideas
Wordsworth expresses as though exploring his thoughts with a friend.
"Tintern Abbey" (which refers to the ruined Abbey mentioned only in the title) is one of the most
important short lyric works in English literature. A major step forward in Wordsworth’s writing and a
definitive statement of some of the Romantics’ ideas, it has inspired and guided many poets since. The ease
with which Wordsworth wrote it is therefore even more astonoshing.
In July, 1798, Wordsworth and his sister Dorothy went on a vigorous walking tour in Southern Wales.
Shortly after, leaving the Wye River valley, Wordsworth, by his own account, began to compose this poem
about the revisiting the valley, concluding it, "just as I was entering Bristol in the evening after a ramble of
four or five days. . . . Not a line of it was altered, and not any parts of it written down till I reached Bristol.
It was published almost immediately after".
Wordsworth had previously written two long descriptive poems and a few other descriptive lyrics, but.
nothing juite like this. He had been hard at work on the narrative ballads that make up "Lyrical Ballads"
when he went on his tour. But he had learned seme-thing important from two poems by Coleridge, "This
Lime-Tree Bower My Prison" and "A Frost at Midnight": the use of a flowing blank verse and the easy
maneuvering of the meditative poem.
This style was explored and refined in the many poems Coleridge and Wordsworth termed "conversation
poems". First perfected by Coleridge, the conversation poem is usually a deeply personal meditation,
seemingly spoken to a silent listener or to a loved one who is absent or asleep.
The apparent ease of its composition hides the art of" "Tintern Abbey", evident even in the title, which
asks us to imagine that these lines were poured out at the time the speaker returned to the Wye valley .after
five years’ absence. The many days of composition on the way back to Bristol were spent creating a poem in
which we seem to hear the easy, immediate utterance of what is going on in the heart and mind of the
speaker.
The rhythm of the third line of he verse is the most regular. The use of the words ‘rolling,’ soft’,
‘murmur’ – all describe the sound of he water. Dark sycamore trees, plots around cottages, green orchards,

hedges, green farms, smoke wreaths are images used by the poet to ‘paint’ the rural scene. The speaker of the
poem has visited the place before and was deeply impressed by its beautiful sights and carried the memory
with him and returned to it often in imagination. We also feel that remembrances of such beautiful scenes ,
or a nice morning watching the waves of the ocean or watching the sun set over the mountains bring peace to
the mind. Lines 45-4-9 of the poem explain the transcedental feeling that nature brings the speaker the
feeling the poem explores. We can also find personification that implies that the river and the speaker both
are wanderer in'the forest. The apeaker believes he once was more like a man fleeing something he dreads
that a man who came to find "the things he loved”. Lines 88-93 show the change in the attitude of the
speaker toward nature. He no longer feels as recklessly passionate about nature, but in exchange he has
found a deeper understanding of both nature and humanity. Line 91, "The still, sad music of humanity" is
very often quoted in our everyday life. Further the attitude of the speaker becomes calm and peaceful. He
appreciates nature and feels it nurtures him. The speaker’s sister reminds him of himself because she is
seeing the scene for the first time with great joy and "wild eyes" that echo his former passion for nature. In
the middle of the line 134 the speaker shifts from recalling the role of nature in his own life to blessing his
sister. The speaker’s exhortations successfully engage the reader as well as the sister he addresses, The
speaker’s passionate feelings affect the reader so that the reader, like the sister, is given a new, powerful
view of nature. The memory of the landscape would be "more dear" not only because it is properly
appreciated, but also because it is a scene the two siblings have shared.
The poem contains a number of images, feelings or ideas that we remember for a long time. Everyone,
reading it, would find one. Among them may be the picture of the young poet’s enthusiasm, his current
meditative view of the landscape, or his evaluation of his sister’s excitement.
In the first verse paragraph the speaker hears the murmurs of springs and sees the steep cliffs, quiet sky,
sycamore tree, orchard thickets and hedgerows that mark the boundaries of small farms.(Lines I-22). The
"beauteous forms" are not for the speaker "As is a landscape to a blind man’s eye" ( line 24),. Unlike a blind
man, the speaker has seen the landscape firsthand and has been able to experience it emotionally and
reorganize it through memory. Line 67 tells us that the speaker lost the purity and innocence of his youth
since he first visited the place. He is older and responds to nature meditatively rather than spontaneously.
Further the speaker tells us that the he sees in his "dear sister" the passion in the "shooting lights / Of•thy
wild eyes" (lines 118-119) - her spontaneous joy in nature and that makes, him more aware of what he "was
once" (line 120)
The metre of the poem is unrhymed iambic pentameter, or blank verse. Instances of run-on lines include
lines 3, 9, 17, 34, 39, 45, 47. "The burden of the mystery"(line 38) is reference to the mystery of an
"unintelligible world". Lines 73-1II describe Wordsworth’s boyhood days, his later youth and his present
maturity.
The role the speaker’s sister plays in this poem is important from the point of view that the speaker sees
in his sister a picture of his own past. The sister’s intermediary role between the speaker and nature may
seem contrived to those who see the poem as essentially a personal reverie, those, who accept the
circumstances in the speaker’s return to the scene will see the sister’s presence as natural. The speaker also
expresses his attitude toward his past, his present and his future in the following way: the speaker looks back
on his past with a mixture of awe and regret, on his present with a meditation on his losses and gains, and on
his future with hope. In the tranquility of the present moment the speaker recollects a more passionate time.
The speaker realizes that the scene means even more to him now, because of his deeper appreciation and the
presence of his sister, and he hopes she will also remember.
The structure of the poem’s stanza is also interesting. With each new idea the stanza changes so that one
main idea unifies each stanza.
Elements of Literature
B 1 a n k verse : Wordsworth composed poetry in his head while he walked, "his jaws working the
whole time’, recalled a country person who observed him. He spoke the words aloud to memorize them and
to get the rhythm right. When Wordsworth was a child, under the direction of his father, he had memorized
and recited long passages in blank verse from the works of Shakespeare and Milton. In "Tintern Abbey",
Wordsworth uses for the first time a less formal, "conversational blank verse” that he had learned from
Coleridge. The words and phrases he repeats give his poetry the flowing rhythm of natural speech.
Blank verse is poetry written in unrhymed iambic pentameter. Each line contains five iambs: each iamb
or metrical foot, is an unstressed syllable followed by stressed syllable.

L a n g u a g e a n d S t y l e :. Wordsworth’ s blank, verse is best read aloud in the long, rolling
movements of his verse paragraphs, or groups of lines that develop a main idea. These verse paragraphs
mark five major transitions of thought in "Tintern Abbey".
In the first paragraph (lines I – 22), the poet unifies his long clauses by repeating the word ’ again’; in
lines 4, 9 and 14 .The function of the paragraph is to establish the time interval between the speaker's visits
to the Wye ( five years ago) and to describe the scene.
In the second paragraph (lines 22-49), Wordsworth makes his thought easier to follow by repeating a
phrase „blessed mood”,(lines 37-41). The main ideas of further paragraphs are: 1.The second verse
paragraph describes the value of the speaker’s memories; 2. The third verse paragraph reiterates this
importance, even if the memories are not as significant as the speaker believes. 3. The fourth verse gives the
speaker’s history of dealing with nature. 4. The fifth paragraph returns to the presence of the speaker’s sister
and the landscape as experienced through her.
She Dwelt among the Un trod den Ways
William Wordsworth
L u c y — L o v e
a n d
L o s s . This graceful lyric, written during Wordsworth’s
stay in Germany in 1799, is one of five poems called the "Lucy Poems" that were published together in 1800
in the expanded "Lyrical Ballads". As in other "literary mysteries" where we suspect a hidden connection
between the writer’s life and his work, there has been much speculation about who "Lucy" was. "She lived
unknown", but because Wordsworth has immortalized her in his poems, Lucy became famous throughout
tury nineteenth England as an enduring symbol of the universal experience of love and loss. Still, in reading
this poem, it is much more important to stress the workings of the speaker’s imagination than it is to think
about Lucy’s identity. 'What does the speaker make of Lucy, and how does he reveal his feelings? Alfred
Lord Tennyson, Wordsworth’s contemporary wrote, that it is " . . . better to have loved and lost/ Than never
to
have
loved
at
all”

The first question that immediately comes to our mind after finishing reading the poem is
probably who Lucy is. We can make hypothesis about
Wordsworht’s life (such as Lucy is Dorothy), or by
understanding the character as existingonly in the poem. The
speaker uses two figures of speech - a metaphor of a violet and a simile of a star to describe Lucy.
The woman may have qualities of both, such as beauty, or the speaker may see differing facets to her
personality. Lucy is a special person to the speaker. The speaker loves her. She lives alone, is not
known, is little loved, but she is beautiful and pure. This information is enough to justify the
speaker’s concern.

C o m p o s e d u p o n W e s t m i n s t e r B r i dge
September 3» 1802
William Wordsworth
Wordsworth chose to spend most of his time in the English country side, especially in the
beautiful Lake District where, he believed, Nature had made him a poet. First published in 1807, this
sonnet shows that Wordsworth, the nature lover, could be moved not only by mountains and
waterfalls, but also by the majesty of a sleeping city, in this case London. But this is clearly a
different London from the one where Blake’s chimney sweepers lived and from the city known as the
"great wen” [boil] that shocked many of Wordsworth’s contemporaries because of its filth and
poverty.It is London seen from a distance , and by a man happily journeying to see his daughter in
France.
Earth has not anything to show more fair.
Dull would he be of soul who could pass by
A sight so touching in its majesty:
This City now doth like agarment, wear
The beauty of the mornining, silent bear
Ships, towers, domes, theatres, and temples lie
Open unto the fields, and to the sky;
All bright and glittering in the smokeless air.
Never did sun more beautifully steep
In his first splendour, valley, rock, or hill;
Ne'er saw I, never felt, a calm so deep!
The river glideth at his own sweet will:
Dear God! the very houses seem asleep;
And all that mighty heart is lying stilg:
abba abba ede dcd.
Wordsworth breathes life into his sonnet by using p e r s o n i
f i c a t i o n , a kind of metaphor in which a non-human thing is
talked about as if it were human. Look for details that personify the
city, the sun, the river, even the houses of London. The sunlight
makes the bare buildings look as if they wear a new garment. The image
is ethereal - the city is wearing the sheer cloak of a morning haze.
The pulse that is the activity of the city is still now.
Among the details the speaker notices are the ships, towers, domes,
theatres, temples, the smokeless air, the river, the silence. Among
the details that personify the city are:the city wears beauty "like a.
garment", the houses sleep, the city's heart is still. The speaker
seems to be moved mostly by the city"s majesty and calm. In the poem"s
last; line a paradox can be found: a heart cannot be alive and still.

Elements of Literature
P e r s o n i f i c a t i o n : Wordsworth breathes life into his sonnet by using p e r s o n i f i c a t i o n, a kind
of metaphor in which a nonhuman thing is talked about as if it were human. The poet uses details that personify
the city, the sun, the river, even the houses of London. The city wears beauty “like a garment”; the houses sleep;
the city’s heart is still. The poem’s last line has a paradox: a heart cannot be alive and still. The speaker is moved
by the city’s majesty and calm.
T h e W o r l d
William Wordsworth
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The "world" is usually thought of as the world of material objects - the world of money and status
symbols, the world of power, competition and ambition. In seeking out the pleasures of this material world, what
could a person lose? Sometimes we feel .out of tune with the world we live in.
Wordsworth wrote this sonnet in 1807 at a time when he realized that his imaginative powers were
beginning to fail. Although he continued to compose new works and to edit "The Prelude", a long poem published after his death, he knew he was no longer responding to nature with the youthful passion that had inspired
his earlier poems.
This sonnet also counter-attacks the ferocious criticism that Wordsworth was receiving from
conservative reviewers, especially from Francis Jeffrey in the "Edinburgh Review". Jeffrey accused Wordsworth
of using unpoetic language, but, even more, of conspiring against society, brooding needlessly over problems
"instead of contemplating the wonders and pleasures which civilization has created for mankind." Many critics
considered Wordsworth an enemy of progress because of his "idle discontent with the existing institutions of
society" and his yearning for an earlier, less civilized time when people lived in harmony with nature.
The world is too much with us; late and soon,,
Getting and spending, we lay waste our powers:
Little we see in Nature that is ours;
We have given our hearts away, a sordid boon!
This Sea that bares her bosom to the moon;
The winds that will be howling at all hours,
And are upgathered now like sleeping flowers; For this, for everything, we are out of tune’;

It moves us not. -Great God! I'd rather be
A Pagan suckled in a creed outworn;
So might I, standing on this pleasant lea,
Have glimpses that would make me less forlorn;
Have sight of Proteus rising from the sea
Or hear old Triton blow his wreathed horn.
There are too many pressing problems in life, we pay too much attention to material things• Modern
society's embracing matesialism has diminished its ability to value nature. The speaker's preferred
vision of nature relate to images for example i n (Gray’s "Elegy") Here the speaker also finds in nature
meaningful, dramatic emblems. It is a recurring Romantic device. The most important lines of the
poem are lines 1-4 and 8, since these lines contain direct statements of the main ideas. By "world" the
speaker means the material, commercial world. He thinks people have given up too much for material
things. By "hearts", he means the moat important things in our lives, such as nature. The speaker
thinks that the the pagan world at least understood the significance of nature in people’s lives, as
evidenced by their worship of gods of nature. The sonnet is divided in half by the dash in the middle
of the ninth line. The first part is stately, restrained, illustrative. The second half is angry, exasperated,
demonstrative. In the second part we see that the tone of the sonnet change. If we had to choose

sentences , which to our mind would state the theme of the poem we would possible say: Humanity
has given up its most important gifts, nature, in return for the so-called progress.of civilization,
although even the ancient pagans knew how important nature was to humanity.
Do you agree with Wordsworth that if people were "in tune" with Nature they would be
happier and less materialistic? Why or why not? Reason your answer.
Elements
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Romantic Lyrics
The poems in this section represent a number of lyric forms -from variations of traditional
sonnet schemes and experiments with the ode to the distinctive Romantic lyric form, the "m e d i t a –
t i v e p o e m"•
The sonnet was popular in Romantic poetry as a traditional type of occasional poem written
on an important subject, public or private. Milton, for example, had used the sonnet in this way• But
for the Romantics the sonnet was also used for experimentation. Coleridge’s early sonnets, called
"effusions" to excuse their looseness, helped him create the meditative poem. Keats’s sonnets shaped
the stanza forms for his odes. The main sonnet form was the Italian, or Petrarchan sonnet, composed
of an octave /8 lines/ and a sestet /6 lines/. But the Romantics also used the Shakespearean sonnet of
three quatrains and a couplet.
The Romantic ode was a self-conscious use of a classical form that had been brought into
English literature in the 17th and 18th centuries- by the writers John Dryden and Thomas Gray• The
structure of the Romantic ode was certainly influenced by the Romantic meditative poem. Sometimes
a poem in the manner of an ode was called a "hymn". An ode has two distinctive features: 1. it uses
heightened, impassioned language; and 2. it addresses some object. The ode may speak to or
apostrophize, objects /an Urn/, creatures /a skylark, a nightingale/ and presences or powers
/intellectual beauty , autumn, the west wind./ The speaker first invokes the object and then creates a
relationship with it either through praise or through prayer.
The Romantics developed the meditative poem and passed it on to later generations of poets.
It is the best example of the "artful illusion" of the lyric in which we are to imagine a person
speaking.
The prototypes of the form – Coleridge’s "This Lime-Tree Bower My Prison" and Wordsworth's
"Tintern Abbey" - are in a flowing blank verse in which the stanzas are the equivalent of paragraphs,
beginning and ending where sense, rather than strict form, dictates. The tone of these 1yrics is much
easier and more colloquial than the tone of the odes. Coleridge called one of his meditative lyrics a
"conversation poem."
These lyric poems have various speakers: the bard or prophet who speaks about matters of
great concern; the wanderer who happens upon something that turns out to be revealing; the traveller
who returns from far-off lands with his tale t o t e l l ; and the aesthete or l o v e r o f p o e t i c
experiences who finds beauty in all spheres of life.
'
Samuel Taylor ColerIdge
(1772-1834)
He was “the most wonderful man that I have ever known,” said Wordsworth. The three
poems that follow are only sketches in comparison to the full portrait of Coleridge, a man
who was unquestionably a genius poet, critic, journalist, essayist, and philosopher.
The youngest child of a village parson in southwestern England, Coleridge began his classical
education at home and later continued it in London. When he arrived at Cambridge University in
1792, he already had a reputation for insatiable curiosity and wide reading, especially “out-of-theway” books.
He left the university in 1794 without a degree, but with a commitment to a utopian colony in
America. The experiment never materialized, but Coleridge gave radical lectures and married one of

the prospective Utopians. In 1796, he moved to a village in Somerset, with one book of poetry
published but no prospects of a career. The next twenty months, which ended when he and
Wordsworth went to Germany to study, were a time of miracles.
By June 1797, Coleridge had persuaded Wordsworth to live nearby. They became catalysts for
each other, and the friendship helped Coleridge write most of his best poems. But, convinced that
Wordsworth was “the best poet of the age,” the poet in Coleridge hid in the "giant’s” shadow ever
after. After the year in Germany, Wordsworth returned in late 1799 to his native Lake District in
northwestern England. Coleridge abandoned his own roots and followed (as he told a friend) "a great,
a true poet—I am only a kind of metaphysician."
Despite this characteristic self-disparagement, Coleridge was, if only in brief periods, a
“true poet” and, moreover, a profound philosopher. The middle period of his life, from 1800 to
1818, produced great achievements, most notably his lectures on Shakespeare and the Biographia
Literaria, a work on philosophy and criticism disguised as his literary life and opinions. These
works laid the foundations of twentieth century literary theory.
But for Coleridge this period was also a time of pain and despair, memorialized in “Dejection:
An Ode” (1802) and played out in the collapse of his marriage, his increasing addiction to opium,
and his inability to discipline his wonderful mind.
Coleridge was a formidable figure, the “Sage of Highgate” as he came to be known after 1816,
when he began to live in a rural suburb north of London with a kindly physician, Dr. James Gillman.
Through his extraordinary conversation at his “Thursday evenings,” he made a lasting impression as
a genius on a stream of visitors, including the young American writer Ralph Waldo Emerson.
Genius means a “guiding spirit.” Like the spirit of the South Pole in his Rime of the Ancient
Mariner, Coleridge’s guiding spirit was powerful in its effect on himself and others, but the man
himself was lonely. The loneliness came from a lifelong need for the affection and support of others
a need that made the isolation of the writer’s life often unbearable for him. His addiction to
laudanum (a mixture of alcohol and opium) that began before he was thirty was not controlled until
his residence with the Gillmans.
As a thinker and as a writer, Coleridge was truly magnanimous, generous of his intellect and
spirit, and devoted to the good of his fellow human beings as only a youthful utopian and son of a
parson can be. The pity is that we must be content with sketches. The full portrait—and the breadth
of the man’s learning and interests— are too great for anyone to master. Anyone, that is, except
someone like Coleridge himself.
Kubla Khan
Samuel Taylor Coleridge
The poem you are about to read may challenge the limits of your imagination. Fantastical and
strange, it is like a vivid yet incomprehensible dream. Coleridge, in fact, suggested that the poem
came to him in a dream. And like a dream the poem contains allusions to the deepest human desires for pleasure, order, beauty, awe, even chaos and war. It also holds within it the moment when upon
awaking- the vividness and logic of the dream are suddenly, perhaps forever, lost to the dreamer.
‘This poem is but a fragment of a gorgeous oriental dream-picture, In the summer of 1797, while the
poet was reading in "Purchas’s Pilgrimage” a description of the palace of Kubla Khan, he fell asleep
and dreamed this beginning. On awakening he wrote hastily until he was interrupted by a visitor; then
he found that the rest was forgotten. While the main features came from the book he had been
reading, the incomparable imagery and music are his. When the poem was first published in 1816,
Coleridge explained that he included it at the request of a certain great celebrity /presumably Byron/
rather "as a psychological curiosity than on the grounds of any supposed poetic merits.
The enchanting poem, “Kubla Khan” has a lyrical tone and manner that resembles a meditative
ode. Full of mystery and dread, “Kubla Khan” was composed at about the same time /late 1797 or
early 1798/ as "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner".
“Kubla Khan” has always intrigued readers, including Byron, who, after reading it in
manuscript, apparently prevailed on Coleridge to publish it in 1816. At the time , Coleridge added a
prose introduction that offered a rational account of the poems origins. He claimed it was written in a

reverie brought on by opium taken after he read a provocative passage in a 17th-century travel book.
Coleridge contended that he woke from his dream and was interrupted by a visitor while composing
the poem. Only a fragment of his original vision could be reproduced, he claimed.
Kubla Khan /1216-1294/ was the grandson of Genghis Khan and was the Mongol conqueror
of China. He was the emperor of China for more than 30 years. Khan is a Turkic word meaning
"prince" or "ruler"
It is not difficult to relate "Kubla Khan" /1816/ to Coleridge’s biographical circumstances.
But that does not take one far. It is more helpful to join Livingston Lowes /The
Road to Xanadu/ in tracing probable associations with the images. How has Coleridge
related dream and vision, symphony and song, Kubla’s dome and the poets? The pleasure
palace that the tyrant built by enclosing "twice five mile; of fertile ground" is measured, but
the palace of art or "dome in air' that the dangerous poet wishes to raise draws on a less
circumscribed vision, and responds to a world of Romantic chasms and lovers, where the
river of inspired life runs partly underground through an infinitude of "measureless" caverns.
In short, the images relate as symbols of contrasted ways of life. Coleridge guardedly
offered "Kubla Khan" as a curiosity of dream composition; but many see it, now as the
quintessential Romantic poem. Here is dependence on Romantic Literary material,
exploration of dreams; hints of an earthly paradise; and magic powers of the poet set apart
from society. Above all, here is an apparently irrational sequence. The poems order is not
that of prose logic: its fragmentary nature interrupts ordinary reality in such a way as to
make the relation of real and imaginary world problematic. The appearance of fragmentary
incomplition - and even the publication of actual fragments - was a feature of late 18thcentury and Romantic poetry.
Kubla Khan
Samuel Taylor Coleridge
In Xanadu did Kubla Khan A
A stately pleasure-dome decree:
Where Alph. the sacred river, ran
Through caverns measureless to man
Down to a sunless sea.
So twice live miles of fertile ground
B
With walls and towers were girdled round:
And here were gardens bright with sinuous rills
Where blossomed many an incense-bearing tree:
And here were forests ancient as the hills.
Enfolding sunny spots of greenery.
But oh! that deep romantic chasm which slanted
Down the green hill athwart a cedarn cover!
A savage place! as holy and enchanted'
As e'er beneath a waning moon was haunted
By woman wailing for her demon-lover!
And from this chasm, with ceaseless turmoil seething.
As if this earth in fast thick pants were breathing?
A mighty fountain momently was forced;
Am I whose swilt half-intermitted burst
Hugr fagmenls vaulted like rebounding hail.
Or chaffy grain beneath the thresher's flail:
|
And ’mid these dancing rocks at once and ever
It Hung up momently the sacred river.
Five miles meandering with a mazy motion
Through wood and dale the sacred river ran.
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Then reached the caverns measureless to man.
And sank in tumult to a lifeless ocean:
And 'mid this tumult Kubla heard from far
Ancestral voices prophesying war!
E
The shadow of the dome of pleasure
Floated midway on the waves:
Where was heard the mingled measure
from the fountain and the caves.
It was a miracle of rare device,
A pleasure-dome with caves of ice!
A damsel with a dulcimer
F
In a vision once I saw:
It was an Abyssinian maid.
And on her dulcimer she played.
Singing of Mount Abora. Could I revive within me
Her symphony and song,
To such a deep delight't would win me
That with music loud and long
G
I would build that dome in air,
That sunny dome! those caves of ice!
And all who heard should see them there.
And all should cry. Beware! Beware!
1 lis Hashing eyes, his floating hair!
Weave a circle round him thrice,
And close your eyes with holy dread.
For he on honey-dew hath fed,
And drunk the milk of Paradise
Do the measurements given in line 6 make the poem’s setting a realistic place? Why
or why not,?
Tone. How does the tone change suddenly in lines 14 - 16 ?
Simile. What image of the earth do the similes in lines 18 and 22 give thu reader?
An inexplicable conflict arises that reflected in words with contrary connotations,
such as "pleasure" and "war in lines 30-31. What are some other contrary words?
Point of view. What is the sudden change in point of view in lines 37-38?
In lines 45-46, how is the speaker’s desire to build the dome by means of music like the
poet’s creation of the poem?
Alph: probably a reference to the Greek river Alpheus, which flows into the Ionian Sea, and whose
waters are fabled to rise up again in Sicily.
sinuous rills: winding streams
athwart a cedarn cover: crossing diagonally under a covering growth of cedar trees
momently : at each moment
thresher’s flail: heavy whiplike tool used to thrash, or boat, grain in order to separate the kernels ffrom
thier chaff, or husks
mazy: like a maze, having many turns
measure: rhythmic sound
dulcimer: musical instrument that is often played by stiking the strings with small hammers.
Mount Abora: probably a reference to John Milton’s "Paradise Lost " in which Mount Amara, in
Ethiopia, is a mythical earthly paradise.
The measurements given in line 6 do not alter the fantastical picture created by details such as
"sacred river", "caverns measureless to man" and "sunless sea" Further the land becomes demonic in
addition to being exotic. The new tone is more sinister and haunting. The comparisons to panting
breath and "grain beneath the thresher’s flail" show the earth in violent turmoil. We can also find the
use of contrary words: stately, sacred, bright and holy from one hand, on the other side words such as
sunless, savage, enchanted and haunted, lines 8 show a sudden. change in the point of view: the
speaker stops relating the story of Kubla Khan and starts to describe a personal vision. Then “deep
romantic chasm" of line 12 is called a "savage place because within the chasm, turmoil seethes and a

fountain spews from the earth. In line 30, ancestral voices warn of war. In the third stanza the speaker
in a vision sees a damsel with a dulcimer. He imagines himself re-creating the pleasure dome in air.
The rhyme scheme in the first stanza is abaabacdbdb, but it varies in the later stanzas. The
metre is iambic with varying numbers of feet in each line. Lines 19, 27 and 50 provide a few examples
of the poems rich alliteration.
The speaker of this poem is an artist who wants to create beauty, just as Kub'la Khan created
the pleasure dome. The damsel is important to the speaker because she represents imagination, the
power or "song" by which the speaker may rebuild the dome. The speaker can rebuild the dome in the
"air" - out of words and imagination. The dome represents some mysterious, miraculous creation. The
poet uses contrasting images.
They occur in lines 14, 26, 47. The contrast is still unresolved in line 47 but the tone changes
to a celebration of the opposites instead of a conflict between them. Many ancient cultures
regarded poets as seers who had a special relationship with the Gods and thus were to be
treated with special reverence. Coleridge is alluding to such beliefs in the closing lines of the
last stanza telling that people protect themselves against the sight of the prophetic poet by
means of magic rituals /line 51/ and regard the poet with fear and awe, because he has
"drunk the milk of Paradise.”
The Rime of the Ancient Mariner
Samuel Taylor Coleridge
At the time when Colerigde wrote The Rime of the Ancient Mariner, sailors were still
subjected to barely edible food, exhausting labour, pitiful living conditions and countless
dangers. Among the more mundane dangers were disease and shipwreck, but othre dangers
readily lent themselves to tales of the supernatural. The threat of cannibalism, though
exaggerated, was real – if not from the natives of exotic lands then from one’s own
shipmates if the ship wrecked or food ran out.
Coleridge had never been to sea when he wrote this poem. The descriptions and images
have been traced back to travel books he had read about the Arctic regions.
The poem begins with an omniscient narrator, but from line 41 on, the nrrator is the
Anccient Mariner. He tells his story to the Wedding Guest. The Mariner kills an Albatross the embodiment of love and good fortune. Because of his act of irrational destruction, the
Mariner is punished with a life of permanent alienation. The crew dies but continues to sail
the
ship,
and
the
Mariner’s
journey
as he does penance for his sin. Eventually, he returns home, but he is fated always to travel
and retell his story thereby reliving his horrors and shame.
The ship is becalmed; The Mariner and crew suffer heat and thurst.. A woman (Life-inDeath) and Death are the occupants. The crewmen die, leaving the Mariner the last living
person on the ship. A “wicked whisper” makes his heart “ as dry as dust”. When he turns
his attention away from himself and his circumstances, he blesses the water snakes, then he
is able to pray.
The Mariner says he is destined to travel from land to land, telling his tale as penance.
His lesson is to have reverence for all living things.
The poem tells us something significant about human conduct. It suggests that
compassion and feeling for one’s fellow creatures are qualities that every human being
should have.
The wedding is mentioned at the beginning, in the middle (line 345) , and at the end of
the poem. The joy of the wedding party (a celebration of love) contrasts with the Mariner’s
grim tale (a lack of love).out the Mariner’s changing states.
In Part IV we learn about the Mariner’s changing states. The Mariner begins by seeing
himself as cursed and his surroundings as ugly. When he recognizes the beauty of water
snakes and blesses them, he begins to love, and the albatross falls from his neck. These
changes are believable, because in his isolation he can recognize his need for other living
beings. Focusing only on himself – his regret, and shame and guilt – is deadly. Shifting his
focus to others offers him life symbolized by his ability to pray. The difference between
shame and guilt can be explained as follows: Shame focuses on the self; it is the concern that

one has lost respect. Guilt focuses on the victims of one’s actions; it is a feeling of selfreproach for having done something unethical. The Mariner experiences shame after he kills
the albatross. He feels guilt when he acknowledges the great harm he caused to the bird.
The Mariner’s immediate penance is to suffer alone on the ship. His life time penance is
to be an outcast, wandering and telling his story to relieve his agony. Literally, the penance
makes little sense, for the Mariner only shot a bird; allegorically, however, the penance is
fitting, for the albatross is a symbol of all living creaturеs.
The Mariner’s moral is basically that one who loves generously and completely will live
happily and therefore well. To the Mariner, this moral is sufficient, The Guests is sad
because he has heard a tragic story and wiser because he has learned the importance of
loving others.
This ballad is famous for its use of vivid figurative language and memorable sound
devices. Several especially effective examples of simile, metaphor, personification,
alliteration, assonance and internal rhyme are:
1. in lines 33-34 a simile likens the bride’s beauty to that of a rose.
2. In lines195-199, a metaphor describes Death and Life –in-Death casting dice for he
Mariner’s life.
3. Lines 41-44 contain personification that shows the power of the storm.
4. In lines 171-173, the repetition of ‘w’ sound speed up the poem’s rhythm and
suggest the absent breeze.
5. Assonance occurs in lines 521-522 to emphasize the stump and to enhance the lyrical
quality of the stanza,.
6. Internal rhyme of ‘noon’ and ‘tune’ slows line 381 to reflect the sudden stopping of
the ship.
For most part, the form of the poem is regular ballad form. Occasionally, however,
Coleridge varies the meter of the lines and the length of the stanzas. Lines 45-50, 91-102,
111-122 and 589-590 exemplify the breaks in the pattern. These shifts in meter call attention
to the events described. The varied stanzas also help to avoid a singsong quality that could
lull the reader into a daze.
Coleridge once said that he would have preferred to write The Rime of the Ancient
Mariner as a work of “pure imagination”. He believed that it had “too much” of the moral,
and that the moral was stated too openly. We may agree that the moral is unsuited for the
tale, but if the poem were a work of “pure imagination”, it would be impossible to
understand and frustrating to read.
Language and Style
To give his ballad an antique flavour, Coleridge used many word that were archaic even
at the time of his writing, and which, of course, are even more archaic today.
Elements of Literature
T h e Li t e r a r y B a 1 1 a d . Colridge’s litera:y ballad imitates the traditional folk ballad in both subject
matter and frorm. Like the old folk ballads, his sensational narrative blends real with supernatural
events. Goleridge was a skilled poet, and to avoid monotony, he often varies his meter and rhyme
scheme. He also uses sophisticated sound devises like internal rhyme /"The guests are met,
the feast is set"/ and assonance /""Tis sweeter far to me"/ To give his ballad an archaic sound,
he uses language that was even old fashioned in his own time.
A literary ballad, a songlike poem that tells a story , is written in imitation of the folk ballad,
which springsfromagenuineoraltradition.
"The Rime of the Ancient Mariner", Coleridge’s most important contribution to "Lyrical
Ballads", has also a complex svmbolism, although it appears a simple ballad with a narrative
sequence. The consequences of killing the albatross are magical, as in a supernatural ballad. But
beneath the irrational story is a symbolic enactment almost an allegory - of the stages of"
regeneration. Much of its interest lies in the extremely implicit nature of its deeply felt action, in
which narrator, glossator and interpreting wedding-guest have each

Coleridge’s whole approach to literature relies on his concept o the creative
imagination as an agency of change, of growth. For this reason it is vital to him to distinguish
imagination from any mere "fancy" or associative ingenuity subordinated to mechanistic
psychological laws. The poet brings the whole soul of man into activity. The ideal poet must
have a fully active consciousness.
PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY
1792 - 1822
“Sun treader, life and light be thine forever”, wrote Robert Browning of Shelley. Indeed
his verse is like the sun and like life, rich in creative beauty; in some strange way Shelley
almost seems to be his verse. Tameless, swift, proud, and he is the “ wild West Wind” ;
like the “dissolving cloud”, he is full of bright restlessness; “ethereal minstrel”, lover of
beauty and melody, his was the gift of enraptured song as spontaneous and undying as his
own unseen “pilgrim of the sky”. His is a beauty not of this earth, for his life on earth was a
strange muddle. A poet and idealist, never a systematic thinker, he tried to escape the harsh
realities of life, and made havoc of his own.
Shelley came of a wealthy Sussex family. His father, Sir Timothy Shelley, a member of
Parliament
was a conservative, practical man who never understood his imaginative son . Young Percy,
a handsome boy, intelligent, but sensitive, nervous, delicate, and very hard to manage,
became the natural prey of the boys at Eton, who often pursued him with mud-balls just to
arouse a violent temper. “Mad Shelley”, as they called him, sought consolation in books and
soon began to write romantic novels and poems. At eighteen he went to Oxford, where he
read philosophy and developed theories for reforming the world. Within a year he was
expelled for publishing a pamphlet, On the Necessity of Atheism. Then he went to London,
where he was shortly afterward coaxed into a runaway marriage with a young school girl,
Harriet Westbrook. Disinherited by his father, he spent a couple of years in the Lake region
and in Ireland, where he distributed tracts on freedom. On his return to London he became
the intimate friend of William Godwin, a prominent radical, who supported Shelley in his
revolutionary views. There he met Godwin’s daughter, Mary, whom he married two years
later, after Harriet’s tragic death. Scorned now by the public, and threatened with
consumption, he went to Italy to live. There he and Byron became fast friends, for hey were
kindred spirits, both of them poets in revolt against existing conditions. The next four years
were the most productive of Shelley’s short life. Death met him before he was thirty on July
8, 1822. Going out on the Ariel, a small sailboat, with a friend to meet Leigh Hunt, they
were drowned in a terrific squall on the Gulf of Leghorn. The young men did not reach heir
destination. Ten days later their bodies were washed ashore. They were cremated on the
spot, and, according to some accounts the poet’s wife, Mary, snatched her husband’s heart
from out of the ashes. In one of his pockets was found a volume of Sophocles, in the other a
volume of Keats with the page turned down where he had left his reading unfinished. His
ashes were placed in the Protestant cemetery at Rome not far from Keats, whom he had
mourned in his Adonais. The inscription on his tombstone reads: “Percy Bysshe Shelley,
COR CORDIUM” (The Heart of Hearts). There were strange stories about the episode of his
death. In his poetry he had come near to prophesying his own death by drowning, and there
were rumours and signs that he made no attempt to save himself.
Bernard Shaw pointed out that in politics Shelley was a Republican, a Leveller, a Radical
of the most extreme type, . . .he not only advocated the Plan of Radical Reforms which was
afterwards embodied in the proposals of the Chartists, but denounced the rent-roll of the
landed aristocracy, thereby classing himself as what we now call a Land Nationalizer . . .If
he had been born half a century later he would have been advocating Social Democracy with
a view to its development into the most democratic form of Communism practically
attainable and maintainable.

Shelley and Byron
Byron and Shelley have sometimes been classed together as poets of social revolt, but no
two persons were ever more fundamentally different. Byron was inordinately selfish;
Shelley, in spite of certain impulsive blunders in his early life, exhibited throughout his brief
career a selflessness and generosity as remarkable as they are rare. Byron was often grossly
worldly; he was vain; he was cold. Shelly was well-nigh ethereal in his temper, with a
burning passion for social justice, although his intensely emotional romantic constitution
saw revolution and its results through a golden haze. Shelley was innocent of heart, Byron
corrupt. Byron was frequently insincere, often cheaply cynical. But like Byron, Shelley
combines in his poetry the romantic elements typical of the period with a revolutionary
protest against the growing power of capitalism. Shelley believed in goodness, truth and the
power of love, and he glorified them in his writings. To him poetry was a means for
immortalizing all that is good and beautiful in the world.
Among the many admirable qualities of Shelley is his faith in the possibilities of
mankind and in the power of love to regenerate the world. In his hatred of war and his
ceaseless longing for intellectual and religious freedom he was ahead of his time.
Individuality of Shelley‘s Poetry
Though Byron rebelled against society as an individual and finally died in the cause of
the national liberty of Greece, he never possessed what today we would call the social
passion that moved Shelley from his earliest youth. Shelley believed so intensely in the
perfectibility of human nature and in a better social order that all institutions of the time
seemed to him corrupt and villainous. As for his atheism, he himself said that he had set it
up as “a painted devil to frighten the foolish. . . . I used it to express my abhorrence of
superstition; I took up the word, as a knight took up a gauntlet, in defiance of justice.”
Trelawny, Shelley’s most intimate friend says, “Shelley’s thirst for knowledge was
unquenchable. He sat to work on a book, or a pyramid of books; his eyes glistening with an
energy as fierce as that of the mot sordid gold-digger who works at a rock of quartz,
crushing his way through all impediments, no grain of the pure ore escaping his eager
scrutiny.”
Quixotic and chivalrous to a fault in his earlier moving through it not like a creature of
human society but like an inhabitant of a supernal world, Shelley came in conflict with
conventions that he could see in no other light than tyrannies laid upon the noble, free spirit
in man. It is also, however, necessary to bear in mind that in his maturity (if a man who died
before he was thirty can be said to have reached maturity) he had developed through bitter
experience and his own reasoning powers a profound understanding of human beings and of
the world. In the final analysis he is far more than the “ineffectual angel” that Matthew
Arnold called him. In the complicated affairs of his friends he exercised not only notably
sympathy and selflessness, but remarkable reason, judgment, and tact. The spontaneous
generosity of his nature seemed almost unlimited. In the greatest sense he was the most
utterly spiritual human being of is time. His best poetry is indeed so crystalline in its pure
utterance t at the ordinary mind cannot long continue in its rarefied atmosphere as his could
always. Living in a world of great visions and regarding anything alien to these as the
emanation of evil, the poet blundered at first like a child in human affairs. Naturally he
exhibited marked eccentricities, almost all of which, however, if his life is read with
sympathy, have an other-worldly charm. And as life laid hold upon him, and taught him
cruelly of mundane things, the natural strength of his character rose to meet events. He
would never have conformed to certain usages of society that seemed to him base, mean,
superstitious, and cowardly. But his developing human sympathy, as distinguished from his
innate sympathy for mankind in the abstract, revealed to him more and more the very mixed
and tangled fabric of human existence. There was far less, actually, of angel versus devil in
life than he had at first supposed.
As for the individuality of the character of Shelley’s poetry: first, it reminds one in the
lyrics of such songs as might have been chanted by the airy spirit Ariel, in Shakespeare’s

The Tempest. Indeed, Shelley’s latest French biographer, Andre Maurois, named his book
about Shelley Ariel. The longer poems are chiefly fabrics of a vision, full of beautiful
ethereal description and strange dissolving views. Shelley did complete one drama, The
Cenci, and of his lyrical dramas Prometheus Unbound has the most definite underlying
structure, but the longer poems are chiefly to be read for their choral music and occasional
magnificence of phrase. The great ode on the death of John Keats, “Adonais”, contains
some of his most inspired language. Shelley himself has unconsciously in his The Witch of
Atlas given us two lines that fitly describe his own poetry:
Tipt with the speed of liquid lightnings,
Dyed in the ardours of the atmosphere.
There is in almost everything he has written the lift and rush of flight, the sense of
breathing a purer element than air.
SHELLEY‘S POETRY
Bernard Shaw pointed out: „Shelley was not a hot-headed nor an unpractical person. All
his writings, whether in prose or in verse, have a peculiarly deliberate quality. His political
pamphlets are unique in their freedom from all appeal to the destructive passions; there is
neither anger, sarcasm, nor frivolity in them; and in this respect his poems exactly resemble
his political pamphlets. And he did not go back upon his opinions in the least as he grew
older.” Shelley displayed an insatiable appetite for tales of magic, Gothic romances of terror,
and chemistry. Shelley’s identification of all tyranny – whether that of school, father, priest
or king – also seems to have become consciously fixed. In a letter to the radical philosopher
Godwin, to tell him what effect the reading of his Political Justice had had, Shelley also
adverts to this period saying: . . .”till then I had existed in an ideal world –now I found that
this universe of ours was enough to excite the interest of the heart, enough to employ the
discussions of reason; I beheld, in short, that I had duties to perform.”
If Austen’s novels are hardly troubled by rumours of the greater world outside her
Hampshire village, the same was certainly not true of the second generation romantic poets,
Byron and Shelley: their works are saturated by a sense of European civilization and the
events of their own age. Both were born into families of some rank; both railed against the
English establishment which, after Waterloo, could be said to have weathered the
Republican and Napoleonic storms: both spent the later part of their lives, and indeed died,
abroad. Both were colourful charactres – Byron noted for his amorous escapades, Shelley
for is radical atheism and fiery temperament – and both were often more appreciated in
Europe than at home. True, appreciation, when it came, was immense, especially in the case
of Shelley, who became the great model for so many of the later romantics – partly because
of his more purely intellectual contribution, best remembered nowadays in his Defence of
Poetry, where he argues that “Poets are the unacknowledged legislators of the world”.
Shelley was in fact a persistent and provocative pamphleteer, exemplifying his notion of
the artist as one who can – and should - change world. Like Byron he was profoundly
moved by the Greek wars of independence, partly because of what Greece represented in
terms of Western history and civilization, and partly because they offered a cause in which
he could uncritically believe. Many of Shelley’s works are melodramatic, or over-long, or
over-rhetorical, but his essence may be found in one of his most familiar poems, the Ode to
the West Wind.
Shelley’s first major poem was ‚Queen Mab‘ (1813), expressing sharp criticism of
human society past and present and his ideas of the happy future of mankind brought about
by peaceful means. In it he displays many of the features that can be seen as typical for his
poetry. The form of Queen Mab was the sort of fairy-tale dream. The first two cantos dealt
with a vision of the past, the last two dealt with an ideal view of the happy future, while the
five central ones were devoted to a slashing attack on the social evils of the current time.
The third canto showed the evils of monarchy, the fourth of political tyranny, the fifth of
economic exploitation, and the sixth and seventh, of religion.
The fifth canto moves to an extraordinary analysis of the difference between the
wavering, occasional, easily diverted opposition to tyranny of the middle-class man of good

will, and the steady unrelenting hatred of tyranny felt by those “who have nothing to lose but
their chains”.
The sixth and seventh cantos deal with the tyranny of religion and persecution of
atheists, foreshadowing in he hero, Ahasuerus, opposition to a tyrannical deity, the great
theme of Shelley’s epic Prometheus Unbound. In the last two cantos the fairy queen
comforts Ianthe by a glimpse of the happy future when science will have made a paradise of
earth and love will have taught men to enjoy its fruits in peace.
Almost the same idea of bloodless revolution is expressed in “The Revolt of Islam”
(1817), a poem about the leaders of the revolt, the lovers Laon and Cythna, who sacrificed
their lives for the cause of freedom.
Shelley was a revolutionary. He was obsessed by the manner in which society,
institutions and conventional morality destroyed and corrupted mankind. A frequently
quoted line, ‘Power like a devastating pestilence/ Pollutes whatever it touches,’ shows both
the depth of is feeling and his loathing of conventional authority. Shelley had a strong belief
in an absence of original sin, and that humanity could attain perfection. This, and his hatred
of authority, society and conventional morality, may suggest that he was a far more accurate
and precise political and social thinker than was actually the case. His beliefs when turned
into poetry favour a soaring flight after beauty and truth, shrouded in mystic imagery and
versions of Utopia or perfection; how to reach that perfection is less clearly stated. Queen
Mab and many of his other poems have no logical structure to them, and sometimes little
control or planning. He has been accused of self-centredness and of an excess of self-pity.
His lack of structure is perhaps one reason why his short lyric poems are the most famous
parts of is poetic output; his weaknesses tend to diminish with the length of what he writes.
‘The Masque of Anarchy’ (1819) was a response to the Peterloo Massacre in England. It
is a stark, grim poem, in which Shelley, described by Matthew Arnold as ‘a beautiful and
ineffectual angel, beating his wings in a luminous void in vain’, has his feet firmly on a
ground that is filthy, and stained with the blood of oppression. In Alastor, or the Spirit of
Solitude (1816) a more conventional Romantic outlook is used. The hero, in Shelley’s
words, ‘a youth of uncorrupted feelings and adventurous genius’ (and clearly based partly
on Shelley himself), is led out to search for a vision of beauty in a dream world, a search that
is never to be fulfilled and which ends in the death of the hero. Beauty, yearning, a sense of
mystery, and the search for some inspired moment that is forever just beyond; These are
central features of much Romantic writing, of Shelley’s poetry.
Prometheus Unbound (1820) is generally regarded as Shelley’s most successful long
poem. It is based on he Greek myth of Prometheus, who was punished for giving the gift of
fire to mankind. The ‘poem’ is in fact a verse drama, which shows Prometheus redeemed
through love. Shelley’s search for a saviour, a yearning for freedom and an end to tyranny,
his faith and belief in the power of love are all found in Prometheus Unbound, which though
patchy contains some justifiably famous passages. The poem ends in joy, and offers
fulfillment, whereas this fulfillment is merely a dream and an aspiring hope in much of his
other work. His A Defence of Poetry was written in 1821, but not published until after his
death, in 1840, and is a fine prose work that shows clearly Shelley’s own views on poetry. In
Defence of Poetry Shelley attacks Peacock’s view that poetry is only an ornament of life,
saying, ”The most unfailing herald, companion, and follower of the awakening of a great
people to work a beneficial change in opinion or institution is poetry. It is impossible to read
the compositions of the most celebrated writers of the present day without being startled by
the electric life which hums within their words.”
Professor White says in the conclusion of his monumental biography: “The most
characteristic and at the same time the most appealing qualities of Shelley’s poetry seem to
me to be its peculiar intensity: its unique sense of loneliness, and its superb faith in human
destiny. The intensity is a large element in its persuasive power; combined with Shelley’s
music, it makes him one of the most hypnotic of English poets. The sense of loneliness
voices the feeling, which no sensitive person can always entirely escape, of the utter
isolation of his own personality. These two traits, mainly, were sufficient to make him a
great poet in the eyes of generations that could ignore or belittle his faith in human destiny
and his courageous self-dedication to the advance of human freedom”.

The Poet as Legislator
Shelley believed in the poet as a legislator, someone who could reform the world
through poetry. He says that he sees poetry as subordinate to moral and political science, a
suggestion that might be taken to mean that the poet is merely a sociologist who chooses to
write his tracts in verse. Of course nothing could be further from the truth. Shelley believed
that it is through the power of the creative imagination that the world and society will be
reformed, and through the enhanced perception of beauty. It was Shelley above all other
poets who saw the poet as a person with a mission, an actual leader in and of society who,
by unleashing the creative power latent in the human mind, could become a new form of the
Messiah for society. His idealism and perception of beauty are inspiring and uplifting;
equally powerful are the moments in his poetry when he fails to reach that summit of beauty
for which he is aiming. The full-throated idealism in his poetry, when linked to a startling
awareness of the horrors of tyranny, makes for a very potent and startling mixture. His
occasional technical carelessness, selfishness, and even childish fits of anger can be seen as
merely making more human one of the warmest and most fascinating figures in English
Literature.
Ozymandias
Percy Bysshe Shelley
Ozymandias is the Greek name for Ramses II (ruled c. 1304- 1273 B.C.), who left
monuments all over Egypt, including the temples of Karnak and Luxor. This Ramses is
thought to be the pharaoh who contended with Moses at the time of the Hebrews’ exodus
from Egypt. He was a successful warrior. To mark his victories, he inscribed numerous
monuments with his name and likeness, many of which survive today. One of Ramses’ bestknown works is found at Abu Simbel, a temple cut into a sandstone cliff that includes four
sixty-seven-foot figures of the pharaoh. When the Egyptian government built the Aswan
High Dam in the 1960s, Ramses’ temple was threatened with submersion by the Nile’s
waters. From 1964 to 1966,a team of engineers worked to disassemble the site and cut it
away from the cliff. The temple Ramses dedicated to the Gods of the sun is now safely
reconstructed two hundred feet from the river.
All human beings, and all human beauty must perish. But can’t great works of art, of
life, survive beyond the individual? We leave, but is not what we leave behind proof that the
passage matters? Like the poets of another restless age, the Renaissance, the Romantic poets
posed these questions.
Shelley wrote relatively few sonnets and this is certainly one of his best. It was written
as part of a friendly and informal poetry competition with Keats in 1817. Their poetic topic
was Egypt.
This sonnet, ranked among the finest in the English language and has an historical
theme, being based on ta passage in which Diodorus Siculus, the Augustan historian, tells of
this gigantic statue and its inscription. Here Shelley expresses two ideas that occur
frequently in his verse – the vainglory of kings and the inconstancy of life. Although the
feeling of isolation, desert loneliness, and remote antiquity permeate the lines, human
emotion is there also.
There is no introduction to this poem. An introduction would be irrelevant to the poem’s
message. The mystery surrounding the story-teller adds to the poem’s drama. The sculptor
accurately portrayed the ruler’s arrogance and the result is unflattering. The passions that
the sculptor captured in Ozymandias’s “visage” include greed, self-aggrandizement and
contempt for others. Lines 6, 7, 8 mean that the passion of the king, as shown on is face by
the sculptor, have survived both the hands of the sculptor himself who imitated
(mocked)them and the heart of the king which caused (fed) those passions. The setting
reinforces the irony that the king’s great works have disappeared and only barren sands
remain.

Even in the brief space of a sonnet, Shelley suggests a number of narrative frames:
speakers are a narrator, a traveller and Ozymandias.
Irony is a discrepancy between expectations and reality. The fundamental irony in the
sonnet is that the king boasted of his might, but his monument is now in ruins. We can learn
here about the speaker’s message about pride. The speaker shows that pride is foolhardy, yet
validates artists’ pride by showing that their skills remain evident even in monument’s ruins.

The Cloud
Percy Bysshe Shelley
The Cloud by Shelley is perhaps the most important one in Shelley’s poetry in terms of
image and symbols. It symbolizes the force and harbinger of revolution. It is the agent of
change that inspires one to move from apathy to spiritual vitality. It is dynamic and creative.
In this poem the Cloud is even personified, angelic, immortal and mythical. The Cloud in
the poem is treated as a kind of essential element which binds and sustains all other things. It
supplies the soil with rain so that regenerate. It gives shade to the sapling and ripeness to the
fruit. It functions as a gardener, nurse and mother to the natural beings. But it also works
like a thresher, and it has its aggressive nature too. By employing this form of
personification, Shelley is able to endow the nature with the powers and attributes of
immortal gods; the cloud is made a minor divinity.
T h e f i r s t stanza states the various activities and functions of the cloud. It brings
fresh showers from seas and rivers for thirsty flowers. It provides shade for the leaves when
hey sleep daytime. It showers down upon buds that open up after being fed in this manner.
Sometimes the cloud also brings the hail that covers the green plains with a white coat, but
soon enough it dissolves this hail with rain.
In the s e c o n d stanza the poet describes some more of the cloud’s activities. It
disturbs the snow on mountaintops and this makes the tall pine tree groan in surprise. At
night, the snow forms its pillow while it sleeps in the arms of the storm. Lightning guides
the
cloud
over
water and land, because it is attracted by its love for the genii, the negatively charged
counterpart of the positive charge in the lightning above, or the spirits that live below the
purple sea. In search, of this love, lightning travels everywhere taking the cloud with it.
During his journey, the cloud enjoys itself in the smile of the blue sky, while lightening
dissolves itself in tears of rain. The details of the first stanza and the second stanza evoke
both gentle and harsh qualities of the cloud; it is not only the agent of nursing baby plants, it
also threatens and even destroys the old pine trees (in Shelley, the old trees are rooted evil
institutions and conventions of inhumanity.)
T h e t h i r d stanza describes the cloud’s game with the sun. The cloud says the red
coloured sun, with its large eyes and burning feathers, jumps on the cloud’s sailing cradle
when the morning star looses its shine. Its position is similar to an eagle sitting for a
moment on the top of a mountain, which is moved hither and thither by the earthquake.
When the sunset announces the end of the day, singing its song of rest and love from the sea
beneath, when the red covering falls upon the whole world from the sky, the cloud rests like
a dove, sitting in its nest with folded wings. This image evokes the Biblical image of the
Holy Spirit, the one universal creative force, evoking the cloud significance as a universally
creative force of the nature.
In t h e f o u r t h stanza, we find the cloud talking about the moon. It says that the
moon guides over the soft, silken floor of the cloud, the floor that has been prepared by the
midnight breezes that scatter the cloud here and there. At some places, where the moon
places its feet, the cloud’s thin roof is rent open, through which the stars peep and stare.
When after staring, the stars turn round and run away, the cloud laughs at hem. Then, the
cloud widens the hole in its tent-shaped roof and consequently moonlight floods all objects
on the earth’s surface. The moon is then reflected by the calm surface of lakes, rivers and
seas, till is seems that a part of the sky has fallen down. Here, the cloud is the type of

altocumulus. The images of the playful moon and stars evoke the idea of playfulness of the
creative forces like the cloud and its allies.
In t h e f i f t h stanza, the cloud describes the manner in which it restricts the moon
and the sun. It restricts the sun’s throne with a bright circle, while it creates circle of pearls
round the moon’s. When its banner is spread across the sky by the stormy wind, it makes
the bright volcanoes dim and the stars spin and swim. It hangs like a roof over a torrential
sea, and protects it from the heat of the sun. It is itself supported in its roof-like position by
the mountains. The multi-coloured rainbow forms a triumphal arch, through which it
marches, attended by a hurricane, fire and snow, pushed by the stormy breeze. Here, the
cloud changes from the form of cirrostratus to that of stratocumulus.
In the final stanza, the cloud describes its origin; it says that it is the daughter of earth
and water, and an infant nursed by the sky. It passes through the holes in the oceans and the
shores. It changes, but it does not die. The cloud is one thing and also many things; it
changes its forms but it is the same essence of life, growth and change in the nature. It is the
agent of the cycle of life, for it changes seasons, and sustains all living beings by bringing
the rain, giving shade, letting the sun shine when needed, and bringing the dry autumn for
plants to wither and give way to the next spring. It is not only gentle like a child, it is also
terrible like a ghost; it supports the system of life ceaselessly and in numberless ways.
“The poet,” writes Mrs. Shelley, “marked the cloud as it sped across the heavens, while
he floated on his boat on the Thames” The cloud, personified, is speaking throughout the
poem; therefore Shelley’s personal emotions are not in evidence as in the two following
poems, which are grouped with this one as his great trilogy. The Cloud speaks in the first
person that makes the whole poem more personal. The poem describes different aspects of
cloud life. The poet used similes and metaphors in the poem with a light, airy meter and
stanza-formation.

The next poem of the trilogy is the
O d e t o t h e W e s t W i n d.
Percy Bysshe Shelley
According to Shelley’s notes this poem was written in late October 1819 and was
provoked by watching an oncoming storm when ‘that tempestuous wind, whose
temperature is at once mild and animating, was collecting the vapours which pour
down the autumnal rains.’
This ode expresses not only the poet’s love for swift, impulsive motion in nature,
but his wish for a similar swift movement in society toward radical improvements,
ushering in a new era of good will, brotherhood, justice and liberty. The sweep of the
verse is in full harmony with onrush of a tempestuous wind. Especially emphatic is
the close with the poet’s prayer for power to scatter his thoughts among men, and his
triumphant recognition that the coming of winter is the d promise of spring, the
symbol of new life.
Ode to the West Wind consists of five stanzas. Each stanza is a sonnet. The
outline of the stanzas is the following:
a/ The autumn wind driving the leaves;
b/ The autumn wind driving the clouds;
c/ The autumn wind driving the waves;
d/ The poet’s characterization of himself in relation to the wind;
e/ The poet’s prayer to the wind for personal power to bring about world
regeneration.
that is: The first three stanzas describe the power of the wind and make up a single
unit. The last two stanzas also make up a unit, emphasizing the relation between the
wind and the poet.
The first stanza:

-

alliteration ‘wild West Wind’
thou = West Wind
words in connection with death (‘autumn, leaves dead, ghost, fleeing, dark wintry
bed, cold, black . . .)
contradiction between ‘black – pale, destroyer – preserver, autumn – spring,’
The second stanza:
three elements: earth, water, wind (fire is missing!!!)
horizon gets bigger ‘sky, heaven, ocean, earth’
clouds = ‘angles of rain’
‘closing night’= final night
contradictory expressions ‘heaven – ocean, fire – hail, sky – earth’
The third stanza:-

-

West Wind = preserver
idyllic picture (Mediterranean)
‘fear - influence of the West Wind – announce the change of season – harmony will
be destroyed
The fourth stanza

turning point: focus on the speaker (Shelley)
- first person pronouns ‘I, me, my’ (appear nine times)
- Shelley identifies himself with the wind
- ‘Oh lift me as a wave, a leaf, a cloud’ – praying (he knows it is impossible)
The fifth stanza
-

again the wind will be important
comes the fourth element: fire
possessive pronoun ‘my’ predominates
no more request or prayer – demand
“will” - reference to the future – ‘prophecy’
Rhetorical question ‘If Winter comes, can Spring be far behind?’ – reference to death
and rebirth

In Ode to the West Wind Shelley adapts a rhyme scheme called terza rima to the sonnet
form. Terza rima consists of sequences of three lines of interlocking rhyme. Each groups of
three lines picks up the rhyme of the second line of the preceding three lines. As a
technician, Shelley adjusts sound to sense in passages of chiming, onomatopoeic beauty; as
a thinker he dramatizes cycles of death and rebirth .The rhyme scheme of the ode is
ababcbcdcdedee. Shelley has no octave, sestet, or quatrain, using only terza rima for the first
twelve lines of each section. Final couplets are in the sonnet form. Shelley varies his subject,
tone and manner of address, but there are no turns that answer questions or indicate a
climax. Examples of alliteration and onomatopoeia include lines 1, 7, 9, 31 and lines 39, 60.
Reading the ode we are moved by the images of the nature’s power. The central image of the
first three sections is the wind blowing leaves, fleeting clouds and the sea. The wind is both
a destroyer and preserver as it scatters leaves but it also drops seeds to the earth that in
spring start a new life. The speaker identifies himself with the wind, as he sees himself as
‘swift, and proud’ as the wind and he longs to be as free as the wind. Shelley calls his ode an
‘incantation’ as it calls to and asks something from the wind. In lines 23-24 the poet calls the
wind a ‘dirge’ because it is gloomy that the wind brings a kind of death during autumn. In
lines 14 and 28 the speaker asks the wind to ‘hear’ his words because he wants to make a
request. The lines 43-45 summarize the first three sections of the ode in a way that each line
reintroduces the imagery from a previous section. Line 54 is often quoted either to defend

Shelley as the most Romantic of the Romantic poets or to caricature him as ridiculously selfabsorbed. In line 53 he asks the wind:
‘Oh, lift me as a wave, a leaf, a cloud!’ and continues the thought with the words:
‘I fall upon the thorns of life! I bleed!’ These lines show the strain of being overly
dramatic, and since the lines fit the impassioned tone of the poem, there is no reason
to mock at it. In lines 57-65 the speaker’s description of himself changes. The
speaker moves of thinking of himself as a passive object of the wind, as in section 4,
to a powerful view of himself as a lyre for the universe. Here we can find a paradox
that words are like ‘ashes and sparks’. A smoldering hearth contains both dead ashes
and living sparks. Words also can contain the weariness of death and the prophecy of
life. The speaker asks the wind to give him the voice of prophecy and power of
expression. The most beautiful line of the poem is its last one telling ‘if Winter
comes, can Spring be far behind?’ Winter dormancy, grief and silence soon will be
followed by spring, poetry and rebirth, new life. The prophecy of line 59 is that
Humanity, like earth, is renewed in the spring.
Shelley uses apostrophe in the poem. His opening invocation ‘O wild West
Wind’ is an apostrophe with the device recurring repeatedly. In fact, this ode, like
Shelley’s several other poems might be called an extended apostrophe. Examples of
alliteration and onomatopoeia include lines 1, 7, 9, 31 and lines 39, 60.
The faces of nature range from pacifying to terrifying, all of which the Romantics
explored. What so often attracted them in nature was the aspect philosophers call the
sublime: the wildness, immensity, terror, and awesome grandeur of natural
phenomena like the Alps or violent storms.
In the Ode to the West Wind Shelley, stirred into a rhapsodic frenzy by the
inspiring power of the wind, sees himself at the climax as a prophet-poet, whose
‘words among mankind’ will help to move our tired civilization onward to a better
future. This is what Keats, writing of Wordsworth, called ‘egoistical sublime’; but
the brilliant technique and incantatory power are undeniable. . .
This ode is both an expression of Shelley’s sense of purpose as a public poet, and
a personal meditation on the role. In what a biographer calls a moment of both
“triumph and defiance”, he copied a Greek phrase from the dramatist Euripides in his
notebook after finishing the poem: “By virtuous power, I, a mortal, vanquish thee a
mighty god.”
A genuine ode in its overall style and arrangement, the form of this poem is
special. It consists of five sonnets in terza rima, with each section ending, as a
Shakespearean sonnet does, with a couplet.
Shelley’s admirers have been a little embarrassed by the exaggerated selfdramatization of “I fall upon the thorns of life! I bleed!” (line 54). The poem is full
of such heightened effects. They are consistent with the manner of the ode, with its
large scale - the earth, the air, and the sea – with its imagery, and with the situation
of the speaker, who is striving in “sore need” in prayer with a higher power.
“Ode to the West Wind” expresses Shelley’s fascination with power and with those
forces – both destroyers and preservers – that inspire the same powers within the
poet. The west wind itself is a wind of change. As a poem of idealistic hope and
oblation to change, Ode to the West Wind has no close rival.
Ode to the West Wind
by P. B. Shelley
I
O wild West Wind, thou breath of Autumn’s being,
Thou, from whose unseen presence the leaves dead
Are driven, like ghosts from an enchanter fleeing,
Yellow, and black, and pale, and hectic red,
Pestilence-stricken multitudes: O thou,
Who chariotest to their dark wintry bed

The winged seeds, where they lie cold and low,
Each like a corpse within its grave, until
Thine azure sister of the spring shall blow
Her clarion over the dreaming earth, and fill
(Driving sweet buds like flocks to feed in air)
With living hues and odors plain and hill;
Wild Spirit, which art moving anywhere;
Destroyer and preserver; hear, Oh hear!
II
Thou on whose stream, ’mid the steep sky’s commotion,
Loose clouds like earth’s decaying leaves are shed,
Shook from the tangled boughs of Heaven and Ocean,
Angels of rain and lightning; there are spread
On the blue surface of thine airy surge,
Like the bright hair uplifted from the head
Of some fierce Maenad, even from the dim verge
Of the horizon the the zenith’s height,
The locks of the approaching storm. Thou dirge
Of the dying year, to which this closing night
Will be the dome of a vast sepulcher,
Vaulted with all thy congregated might
Of vapours, from whose solid atmosphere
Black rain, and fire, and hail will burst: Oh hear!
III
Though who didst waken from his summer dreams
The blue Mediterranean, where he lay,
Lulled by the coil of his crystalline streams,
Beside a pumice isle in Baiae’s bay,
And saw in sleep old palaces and towers
Quivering within the wave’s intenser day,
All overgrown with azure moss and flowers
So sweet, the sense faint picturing them! Thou
For whose path the Atlantic’s level powers
Cleave themselves into chasms, while far below
The sea-blooms and the oozy woods which wear
The sapless foliage of the ocean, know
Thy voice, and suddenly grow gray with fear,
And tremble and despoil themselves: Oh hear!
IV
If I were the dead leaf thou mightest bear;

If I were a swift cloud to fly with thee;
A wave to pant beneath thy power, and share
The impulse of thy strength, only less free
Than thou, O uncontrollable! If even
I werew as in my boyhood, and could be
The comrade of thy wanderings over heaven,
As then, when to oustrip by skyey speed
Scarce seemed a vision; I would ne’er have striven
As thus with thee in prayer in my sore need.
Oh lift me as awave, a leaf, a cloud!
I fall upon the thorns of life! I bleed!
A heavy weight of hours has chained and bowed
One too like thee: tameless, and swift, and proud.
V
Make me thy lyre, even as the forest is;
What if my leaves are falling like its own!
The tumult of my mighty harmonies
Will take from both a deep, autumnal tone,
Sweet though in sadness. Be thou, spirit fierce,
My spirit! be thou me, impetious one!
Drive my dead thoughts over the universe
Like withered leaves to quicken a new birth!
And, by the incantation of this verse,
Scatter, as from an unextenguished hearth
Ashes and sparks, my words among mankind!
Be through my lips to unawakened earth
The trumpet of prophecy! O Wind,
If Winter comes, can Spring be far behind?

The third poem of the trilogy is T o A S k y l a r k
To a Skylark
Hail to thee, blithe spirit!
Bird thou never wert,
That from heaven, or near it,
Pourest thy full heart
In profuse strains of unpremeditated art.
Higher still higher
From the earth thou springest
Like a cloud of fire;
The blue deep tho wingest,
And singing still dost soar, and soaring ever singest.

In the golden lightning
Of the sunken sun,
O’er which clouds are brightning,
Thou dost float and run;
Like an unbodied joy whose race is just begun.
The pale purple even
Melts around thy flight;
Like a star of heaven
In the broaddaylight
Thou art unseen, but yet I hear thy shrill delight,
Keen as are the arrows
Of that silver sphere,
Whose intense lamp narrows
In the white dawn clear,
Until we hardly see, we feel that it is there.
All the earth and air
With thy voice is loud,
As, when night is bare,
From one lonely cloud
The moon rains out her beams, and the heaven is overflowed.
What thou art we know not;
What is most like thee?
From rainbow clouds there flow not
Drops so bright to see,
As from thy presence showers a rain of melody.
Like a poet hidden
In the light of thought,
Singing hymns unbidden
Till the world is wrought
To sympathy with hopes and fears it heeded not;
Like a high-born maiden
In a palace tower,
Soothing her love-laden
Soul in secret hour
With music sweet as love, which overflows her bower;
Like a glow-worm golden
In a dell of dew,
Scattering unbeholden
Its aerial hue
Among the flowers and grass, which screen it from the view;
Like a rose embowered
In its own green leaves,
By warm winds deflowered,
Till the scent it gives
Makes faint with too much sweet those heavy-winged thieves;
Sound of vernal showers
On the twinkling grass,

Rain-awakened flowers,
All that ever was
Joyous, and clear, and fresh, thy music doth surpass.
Teach us, sprite or bird,
What sweet thoughts are thine;
I have never heard
Praise of love or wine
That panted forth a flood of rapture so divine.
Chorus Hymeneal,
Or triumphal chant,
Matched with thine would be all
But an empty vaunt
A thing wherein we feel there is some hidden want.
What objects are the fountains
Of thy happy strain?
What fields, or waves, or mountains?
What shapes of sky or plain?
What love of thine own kind? what ignorance of pain?

With thy clear keen joyance
Languor cannot be;
Shadow of annoyance
Never camenear thee;
Thou lovest, but ne’er knew love’s sad satiety.
Waking or asleep,
Thou of gath must deem
Things more true and deep
Than we mortals dream,
Or how could thy notes flow in such a crystal stream?
We look before and after,
And pine for what is not;
Our sincerest laughter
With some pain is fraught;
Our sweetest songs are those that tell of saddest thought.
Yet if we could scorn
Hate, and pride, and fear;
If we were things born
Not to shed a tear,
I know not how thy joy we ever should come near.
Better than all measures
Of delightful sound,
Better than ll treasures
That in books are found,
Thy skill to poet were, thou scorner of the ground!
Teach me half the gladness
That thy brain must know,

Such harmonious madness
From my lips would flow,
The world shoud listen then, as I am listening now.
In his poem Shelley reveals himself as a poet of melody, responsive to the moods of
Nature which sing to his own spirit. Of the origin of the poem Mrs. Shelley wrote, “It was a
beautiful summer evening, while wandering alone the lanes whose myrtle hedges were the
bowers of the fireflies, that we heard the caroling of the skylark which inspired one of the
most beautiful of his poems”.
The singing bird is a favourite romantic comparison or analogue for the poet: The human
singer yearns to capture the ethereal beauty of the bird’s song but often must face, as Shelley
does here, the fact that human life can never produce pure song.
While the Romantic poets loved nature, they were not interested in making exact and
detailed observations of natural phenomena. To them, nature often represented a higher
realm of being, harmony and even divinity. Shelley composed this poem in June 1820 at his
summer residence on the northwestern coast of Italy.
Notice how the verse-from suggests the motion of the bird. The first four short lines
represent the swift upward dart of the bird; the fifth long line corresponds to the long,
steady, graceful sweep of the soaring bird.
Further on we can notice the thought division of the poem the outline of which is as
follows:
a/ lines 1-30 - Where and when the bird’s song is heard.
b/ lines 31-60 – Description of the bird’s song by a series of comparisons.
c/ lines 61-75 – The sources and natureof its song.
d/ lines 76-105 – The lark’s superiority to the poet’s song.
Shelley’s skylark is used in the poem as a symbol – it is a skylark, but at the same time,
it stands for something much larger than itself. The lark is a small bird resembling a
sparrow. It seldom lights in trees or shrubs but soars high above the ground, singing. Often
the skylark soars so high it cannot be seen – only its song can be heard.
Lines 30-31 put a question. The speaker is asking the reader to imagine similes for the
skylark, prepares the speaker to create similes. Then line 55 of unusual length and stilted
structure describes a faintness that arises from the scent of flowers on wind, and it meanders
over the thought almost drunkenly. The speaker uses four similes in lines 36-55 to compare
the skylark to a poet, a maiden in a tower, a glow-worm, and a rose. With each simile, the
speaker grows more contemplative. The skylark symbolizes, represents joy and artistic
beauty. I support my interpretation with lines 63-65, 76-77. In lines 63-65 the speaker
compares his praise of the skylark to “praise of love or wine”. It can be explained by the
fact that love and wine are traditional subjects of odes and the superior qualities of love and
wine are explored in poetry. The poet admires the bird and its song. In lines 70-75 the
speaker wants to learn from the skylark the objects of its song. He does it with repeated
questions that can be explained with the fact that the speaker is grasping for possible answer.
Lines 81-85 the speaker wants to learn how it sings so purely. He asks the bird to teach him
its thoughts in line 61-62 and its gladness. The poet uses images and sound effects to
suggest the quality of the skylark’s music: in lines 4-5 the bird’s effusive song, in line 10 its
soaring, in line 1 and 15 its immateriality. Sound effects include its “shrill delight” (line 20).
Lines 86-90 assert that pleasure is always accompanied by pain. Our attitude to this
assertion may differ as someone may think that sorrow does not tinge every positive
experience, others may think that even a completely pleasurable experience will not last.
According to lines 91-95 getting rid of hate, pride, sorrow and fear would be necessary for
the “harmonious madness” to flow from the speaker of the poem. There are also passages in
the poem that seem to reflect the Romantics’ esteem for spontaneity in poetry. These
passages include lines 1-5, 36-40,46-50, and 61-65. The poem contain several phrases, such
as “unbodied joy” (line 15), “ignorance of pain” (line75), “ne’er knew love’s sad satiety”
(line 80), “scorner of the ground” (line 100), “harmonious madness” (line 103) that reinforce
the idea that the skylark is unreachable.

The themes of heartbreak and alienation can be found in popular music too. Lines 86-90
are among the most quoted in English poetry. Concerning this fact it is necessary to mention
that much romantic poetry centres on loss. The themes of heartbreak and alienation can be
found in popular music too.

E l e m e n t s o f l i t e r a t u r e:
A p o s t r o p h e. An apostrophe is a figure of speech in which a writer directly
addresses a person (usually absent), a personified inanimate object, or n abstract idea.
Shelley’s opening invocation “O Wild West Wind” is an apostrophe, with the device
recurring repeatedly. In fact, this poem, like several of Shelley’s, might be called an
extended apostrophe.
Perhaps, the origins of the apostrophe lie in the repeated invocations of prayer, when the
faithful call upon God to hear them. Indeed, not only is the apostrophe a favourite Romantic
device, but many Romantic poems are also titled or described as “hymns”.
The apostrophe also has an interesting relation to Romantic “empathy”, or deep
sympathy or identification with a person or object. Shelley, for example closes “Ode to the
West Wind” with an ecstatic prayer to be or to become what he apostrophizes. Shelley
addresses the wind in lines 1-2, 5, 9, 13-14, 15, 19, 23, 26, 28, 29, 36, 41-42, 43-57, 59, and
60-61.
S y m b o l. A person, place, thing, or event that stands both for itself and for something
beyond itself. Many symbols have become widely recognized: A lion is the symbol of
power, a dove is a symbol of peace, etc. These established symbols are called public
symbols. But writers often invent new, personal symbols, whose meaning is revealed in a
work of poetry or prose. Shelley’s skylark is used in the poem as a symbol – it is a skylark,
but at the same time, it stands for something much larger than itself.
O d e. A complex, generally long lyric poem on a serious subject. In English poetry there
are basically two types of odes: One is highly formal and dignified in style and is generally
written for ceremonial or public occasions. This type of ode derives from the choral odes of
the classical Greek poet Pindar. John Dryden’s “Song for St. Cecilia’s Day” is an English
version of the Pindaric ode.
The other type of the ode derives from those written by the Latin poet Horace, and it is
much more personal and reflective. In English poetry, it is exemplified by the intimate,
meditative odes of such Romantic poets as Wordsworth, Keats and Shelley.
P e r s o n i f i c a t i o n. A kind of metaphor in which a nonhuman thing or quality is
talked about as if it were human.
F i g u r e o f s p e e c h . A word or phrase that describes one thing in terms of
another and is not meant to be understood on a literal level. Figures of speech always
involve some sort imaginative comparison between seemingly unlike things.
Some 250 different figures of speech have been identified, but the most common are the
simile (“My love is like a red, red rose”), the metaphor (“The Lord is my shepherd”), and
personification (“Death, be not proud”)
George Gordon Lord Byron
1788 - 1824
Byron’s life was brief but meteoric. “I woke to find myself famous,” he said soon after
the publication of the first two cantos of Childe Harold – a fame more general and
enthusiastic in England than any contemporary poet achieved, and widespread on the

Continent, where he is still ranked as the chief English poet of his age. In temperament as
well as theme Byron, was a revolutionist. Stormy, proud, sensitive, with a fascinating
personality, boundless energy and unflinching courage, his whole life was “tempest-tossed.”
Byron came of a turbulent, high-spirited race, nobles who traced their lineage back to the
Norman Conquest. When he was ten years old he inherited his grand uncle’s title and
property. He then went to Harrow and afterward to Cambridge, where he occupied himself
with wide reading and sports, swimming and cricket, although he was lame in one foot. At
twenty-one he took his seat in the House of Lords, but for the next two years travelled in
Portugal Spain, Greece and Turkey, keeping such a detailed journal of his impressions that
in his rewriting of them in Childe Harold we see crowded cities, Turkish chieftains, bull
fights, Spanish ladies, mountain peaks, oceans, and historic scenes described in superb
language, with intense feeling and refreshing vigour.
A fascinating, handsome man – one of his biographer called him “glorious Apollo” –
Byron was much admired and sought by society; but his undisciplined ways aroused
opposition, and when the English people learned that his wife had left him, his popularity
died. He left his homeland never to return. A wandering knight, for eight years he travelled
and lived in southern Europe, restless, unhappy, cynical, and always in revolt against
society. When Greece made war to gain her independence from Turkey, Byron’s hatred of
oppression sent him to aid the country whose ancient art he loved. Selling his yacht, he
outfitted a ship, took all his money, and devoted his means, his time, and his life to liberty.
He became an officer in the Greek army, worked hard, and despite sickness, always refused
to leave his post. He died not on the battlefield but from fever. Byron had always loved a
storm; the day of his death the most terrific thunderstorm known in years broke over the
camp where his tumultuous, passionate, but courageous spirit lay stilled. His body was
returned to England for burial with his ancestors near Newstead Abbey. In 1969 the
authorities allowed his remains to be buried in the ‘Poets’ Corner’ in Westminster Abbey.
His death was deeply mourned by all progressive mankind. Pushkin dedicated his beautiful
poem “To the Sea” to his memory, for the sea had always symbolized Byron’s revolutionary
spirit.
He lives as a fighter for personal liberty, a brilliant teller of tales, and a poet of sweep,
energy, and magnificence.
B y r o n ‘s C r e a t i v e W o r k
Byron’s creative work is usually divided into four periods:
T h e L o n d o n P e r I o d (1812-1816). At the beginning of this period the first
two cantos of Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage were published. During the years of the London
period Byron wrote his famous lyrics Hebrew Melodies, his Oriental poems (The corsair,
The bride of Abydos, Lara and others.) He also began to write his political satires, the most
outstanding of which is the Ode to the Framers of the Frame Bill.
T h e S w i s s P e r I o d. (1816 May – October).During these months Byron writes
his third canto of Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage, The Prisoner of Chillon, his philosophic
drama Manfred.
T h e I t a l i a n P e r I o d (1816-1823) is the most important and mature one in his
creative work. He writes the last, fourth canto, of Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage, Cain, Beppo,.
Besides many other works he writes Don Juan. This is considered to be his most important
creation. It is a novel in verse, that was to contain 24 cantos, but death stopped his work and
only 16 and a half cantos were written. In them he gave a great satirical panorama of the
European social life of his time.
He came very close to a realistic approach there, and enriched the language of poetry
with the everyday language spoken by the people.
T h e G r e e k P e r i o d ( 1823- 1824). During the short months in Greece Byron
wrote little; some lyrical poems, among them On This Day I Complete My Thirty-Sixth
Year, and his Cephalonian Journal in prose.
When his first volume of verse Hours of Idleness published at nineteen, was severely
ridiculed by the Edinburgh Review, he retaliated with a biting, vitriolic satire, English Bards

and Scotch Reviewers. Byron pilloried all the leading writers who supported, and were
supported by that journal.
Byron’s speech in the House of Lords was delivered on February 27, 1812, and created a
well-deserved sensation. A few days later the first two cantos of Childe Harold appeared and
he found himself famous. One of his biographers, Dallas, wrote about him: “He was now the
universal talk of the town’ his speech and his poem had not only raised his fame, to an
extraordinary height, but had disposed all minds to bestow on him the most favourable
reception. . .never was there such a sudden transition from neglect to courtship. Glory darted
thick upon him from all sides.” In the House of Lords Byron became known as a dangerous
radical.
Byron soon became acquainted with a group of revolutionary Italians and in 1819 he
wrote The Prophecy of Dante. Here he makes that great poet in exile, with whom he
obviously identifies himself, say, ”They made an Exile – not a slave of me.”
In Byron we have a combination of the deeply satiric poet with the highly romantic.
Though he was a great poser and loved to be identified with the rather melodramatic heroes
of his long poetic dramas, such as Manfred, Cain, he is at his best in verse of serio-comic
vein. He is a strange combination of childish heroics and mature sophistication. Sometimes
he seems all actor; sometimes an accomplished sensualist; sometimes faithful friend, as in
his relations with Shelley; sometimes a devotee to a noble cause. In contrast whatever we
find in his poetry of the flashy, the corrupt, or the insincere, we must remember these last
lines of stark nobility written at Missolonghi on the day he completed his thirty-sixth year:
“The fire that on my bosom preys/ Is lone as some volcanic isle;/ No torch is kindled at its
blaze -/ a funeral pile. . . . / Seek out – less often sought than found -/A soldier’s grave, for
thee the best;/Then look around, and choose thy ground,/ And take thy rest./”
BYRON‘S CHARACTER
As to Byron’s character we may quote this summary of him written by John Drinkwater:
“He was a rake, a rebel, and iconoclast, something of a mountebank, a cynic of deadly aim,
an unashamed egoist, mercurial in his tastes, sudden and uncompromising in his angers,
capable of strange inclemencies. All these we know, but, seen even in their disposition to
his many and lovely virtues, his tenderness and his generosity, his often admirable pride of
rank and his still more admirable pride of art, and at last his utterly heroic devotion to a
cause, a devotion that would have honoured Bayard himself, these flagrancies of character
are still within the compass of normal human complexity.
An Irresistible Bad Boy: THE BYRONIC HERO
Speaking of George Gordon, Lord Byron Lady Caroline Lamb said, ”Mad, bad, and
dangerous to know”.
Both in his life and in his poetry, George Gordon, Lord Byron gave his name to a type of
hero who was devastatingly attractive yet fatally flawed. His personal charms and poetic
talents offset a physical disability (clubfoot), which embarrassed him terribly, and the
complicated romantic entanglements that made him a social outcast. His heroes, whom he
often invited his readers to identify with himself, were also passionate yet flawed
individualists: intellectually searching, incapable of compromise, forever brooding over
some mysterious past sin, painfully yet defiantly alone.
“A man proud, moody, cynical, with defiance on his brow, and misery in his heart, a
scorner of his kind, implacable in revenge, yet capable of deep and strong affection”. This
model of reckless, wounded manhood described by Thomas Babington Macaulay (18001859) became known as the Byronic hero.

She Walks in Beauty
George Gordon, Lord Byron
No matter how often we hear that beauty is only skin deep,we all know the
mysteriousattraction of a beautiful person. Beauty moves us. We want to believe that the
outer appearances express inner qualities, that a person’s facial expression and body
language can give clues to their nature. But beauty does not mean a person is happy or good
as Byron implies.
She walks in Beauty is one of Byron’s most famous lyric poems, was supposedly inspired
by Lady Wilmot Horton, (Byron’s cousin by marriage), a beautiful woman whom Byron
saw at a ball, perhaps in the spring of 1814. Lady Horton was in mourning and, in the
fashion of the times, was wearing a black dress decorated with glittering spangles.
In the first stanza the focus of imagery is the contrast between dark and light. The
woman’s face reveals her beautiful thoughts. The speaker praises the meeting of darkness
and light in the woman’s appearance. “Dark is light” (line 3) suggests a balance of
opposites. The balance suggests her peacefulness and goodness. The speaker calls daylight
“gaudy”, daylight is garish compared to the soft light of night. This idea is developed further
in lines 7, 9-10, and 13-14. In line 17 the speaker says, . . . A mind at peace with all below,”
. . . the word “below” could refer to eathly concerns. The woman’s innocence gives her
peace amid earthly strife.
This poem has been criticized as sentimental and dependent on clichés. The poet’s praise
is a cliché, but the poem’s startling images overcome mere sentiment.
The Destruction of Sennacherib
George Gordon, Lord Byron
The Romantics loved old stories, old ballads, tales of heroism and fantasy – like this
Biblical story of the miraculous deilverance of the Israelites from the Assyrian army. (Watch
the images that romanticize the conflicts – that glorify the victor and demonize the enemy.
In both Kings and Chronicles, the Bible tells the tory of the Assyrian King Sennacherib’s
attempt to capture and inslave Jerusalim. In the seventh century B.C. he lead his army into
Judea and besieged Jerusalem. According to the Bible story (in II Kings 19:35-37), with his
mighty army when he was about to descend on the city, “the Angel of Death” – in the form
of a sudden pestilence or plague- killed man and beast alike, yet spared the King.
Sennacherib’s failure so disgraced “Ashur” (Assyria) that hisown sons murdered him on
return. This poem and She Walks in Beauty are from a collection called Hebrew Melodies,
lyrics that were to be set to music.
We find vivid imagery in this poem, such as the Assyrians’ charge or the Angel of Death.
In the first stanza then Assyrians attack, in the second stanza they lie dead. The leaf simile
unite the two events. Lines 5-8 visually summarise the poem’s events: The Assyrians begin
their attack in full strength and with much colour, like summer leaves. When they die, they
are like withered, scattered autumn leaves. The army’s defeat is personified by Byron in a
way showing that the sleepersdie when the Angel of Death breathes on their faces. The idea
of breathing repeatedly mentioned in lines 13-16 emphasizes the stillness of the dead. In the
last three stanzas the poet uses images and similes to help us to see the aftermath of the
plague. The dead horse, the dead rider and the wails of the Assyrian women show the
plague’s effect. In lines 17-20 the words ‘lay’ and ‘dew’ suggest a gentle settling; ‘unlifted’
and unblown’ emphasize actions that cannot be done. Lines 22-24 tell us about the Lord’
might. It is like the sun’s rays at the same time it is powerful and capable of destruction.
The poem is written in anapestic tetrameter that evokes the charging hoof beats of the
horses; this meter might not fit for a description of a modern battle-poem, but it does here.
We know that Byron sought to illustrate how the divine may decisively influence the lives
of human beings.

Elements of Literature
A n a p e s t iс R h y t h m : Byron skillfully uses the bouncy anapestic rhythm (two
unstressed syllable and a stressed one), which was quite popular in thenineteenth century but
has seldom ben used by serious poets. This rhythm may be too dramatic, exaggerated or
comical in effect. Byron’s anapestic rhythm in lines 1-2 mimics thesound of pounding
horses’ hooves. We may even suggest the the steady third beat of the meter suggest steady
drumbeat or heartbeat.
Don Juan
George Gordon,Lord Byron
The legendary Don Juan is a notorious seducer of women, the greatest lover in history, a
man whose passion for women drove him from one to another – with narrow escapes in
between. But Byron’s Don Juan is different from other versions. His hero is an innocent who
becomes involved in many amorous adventures simply because he is, like Byron, so
handsome and irresistible. However the narrator, also like Byron, is not innocent, and that
makes for lively satire. As women chase the innocent beauty of Don Juan around the world,
the narrator shows us another fruitless quest: for pure beauty and love in hypocritical world.
Don Juan is the longest satirical poem in English literature. Don Juan is generally
considered his major work, and is often classed as one of the few epic poems in English. If
it is an epic it considerably extends the definition of that term, but at any rate it is certainly
one of the few important – and, many critics feel, decidedly the best – of the long satirical
poems English literature can offer. Left unfinished at Byron’s death, it comprises sixteen
long divisions (cantos) and part of the seventeenth. The form the poem would take came to
Byron late in his comparatively brief life. But once Byron mastered it, he found it
accommodated everything he wanted to say about the world he knew. The result was a poem
of enormous popularity and scandalous interest, since Byron’s own erotic exploits lay
behind it. In contrast with the solemn lyricism of his contemporaries, Byron hearkened back
to poets like Alexander Pope, with their penchant for wit as both social grace and weapon
against folly.
Shelley, to whom Byron had read one of the unpublished cantos, wrote on April 15,
1821: “It sets him not only above, but far above, all the poets of the day. Every word has the
stamp of immortality.”
Byron’s purpose in writing it was, as he said in a letter to a friend, “To remove the cloak,
which the manners and maxims of society throw over their secret sins, and show them to the
world as they really are. You have not been so much in high and noble life as I have been:
but if you have fully entered into it, and seen what was going on, you would have felt
convinced that it was time to unmask the specious hypocrisy, and show it in its native
colours.”
For Byron the term ‘society’ meant a political as well as a personal body.
In Canto II Don Juan finds himself shipwrecked on a Greek island. Haidee, the daughter
of a pirate, falls in love with Don Juan. The poet uses different devices to reach his aim, e.g.
in lines 63-64 we can find an intentional strained use of metaphor which is absurd, and its
absurdity also reflects the inexpressible quality of the character’s love for each other. Further
the narrator indirectly mocks women’s demands for constancy from their lovers and men’s
reputation for infidelity. The nostalgic narrator initially praises the lovers’ passion, but he
ends with a jaded view of the pain lovers bring each other. Further the poet satirizes people
as depending entirely on love, causing their lovers to grow bored and quickly seeking
revenge.
In Canto VIII Byron spends some time distinguishing between just and unjust wars, and
said that those which are not carried on in “defence of freedom, country or of laws are sheer
murder, and their heroes murderers.”

The eight-line stanza form of Don Juan is based on the Italian ottava rima. Ottava rima,
in its English form, is eight lines of iambic pentameter, rhyming abababcc. The rhyming
words help carry the reader through the stanza. The final couplet helps to mark the stanza’s
ending. While Byron adheres strictly to the demands of the form, his tone is loosely
conversational, colloquial, and continually punctuated by digressions. One of the poem’s
charms is that it moves at a pace appropriate to the narrator’s quick shifts of attention. He is
confident that the reader will stay with him when, every now and then, he slows down and
dawdles over something he sees from the corner of his eye.
Reading Don Juan we find the tone shifts from a satiric, informal social commentary to a
highly poetic appreciation of nature.
Childe Harold‘s

Pilgrimage

This poem is composed of four cantos. It is written in Spenserian stanza – a nine-line
stanza with the last line a lengthened one, or an Alexandrine.
This long poem, which made Byron suddenly famous, appeared in sections from 1812 to
1818. It is one of the first lyrical epic poems in European literature. The lyrical epic poem
combines narrative with lyrics. The narrative and the descriptions of nature, of people, of
historical facts, are presented lyrically, expressing the poet’s feelings and personal views on
what he describes.
It is a thinly disguised autobiographical account of Byron’s own journeys. Childe Harold
has much in common with the author. That is logical, because Harold was the product of the
same epoch and of its contradictions, as Byron was. Childe Harold became the prototype for
the moody, dashingly handsome character type who would eventually be dubbed the
“Byronic hero”. (In medieval times, childe likely meant a young noble awaiting knighthood;
Byron uses it as a title, like Lord or Sir, for a youth of “gentle” birth.)
At the beginning of the poem Childe Harold occupies the most of the reader’s attention;
later the author begins to address the reader directly. In the middle of the third canto Childe
Harold appears for the last time and the author is left alone with the reader.
From the first stanzas we learn some facts about Childe Harold’s life. He comes from an
old aristocratic family. His ancestors were men of great courage and heroism. Harold’s life
was very different from theirs. It had been wild and gay, full of pleasure and entertainment.
But now he only felt great weariness and discontent. He lost faith in friendship and was
disappointed with the world of lies in which he found himself. Hoping to find Good in other
countries he left England. He did not know very well what he expected to find, but he fled
from Evil, anxious to find Good. Similar characters will echo Childe Harold’s feelings in
many European literatures of the time. (Pechorin for instance in Russian literature) They will
bear Childe Harold’s traits. They will be proud men, sincere in their judgment of evil and
their praise of Good. But they will, like Harold, be passive towards the rank and file.
Thus Childe Harold leaves his country for Portugal and Spain; when the ship is far from
the shores of England, he sings “Good Night” to his Motherland. These stanzas have a
different structure from he whole poem; they are written more in the form of ballad, a lyrical
form, that gives these stanzas a nostalgic quality.
Napoleon’s armies had just stopped fighting in Portugal. The national liberation struggle
was in full force in Spain. Contrary to his personage, Byron reacted very strongly to the
sufferings of the people. He raised his voice accusing his own country, because the
hypocrisy of English policy was very clear: the ruling circles pretended that they defended
the oppressed; at the same time their actions were always governed by their own interests.
Byron hated wars; he considered that they brought every kind of evil to people. He
called to the monarchs to stop these wars. But he was no pacifist. He sang the heroism of the
Spanish people in their struggle for national liberation. He sang the Spanish girls who had
left their homes and their girlish occupations to fight for their country. In this struggle they
showed extraordinary courage. Among these girls was one, especially brave . She was the
guerilla Augustina, who became famous for her actions in the defence of Saragoza. The
stanza dedicated to the Maid of Saragoza reveals Byron’s attitude towards the national
liberation wars, his admiration for the heroic Spanish women.

From then on the poet will try to find consolation in the surroundings, in Nature,
together with his Childe Harold. Harold’s journey took him along the paths of Europe’s
history. Napoleon had lost the battle of Waterloo and his power over Europe had come to an
end.
Harold continued his journey up the river Rhine and on his approach to Switzerland he
appeared in the poem for the last time (stanza CV).
Byron’s thoughts turn to the great minds of the French Enlightenment, to Rousseau and
Voltaire (The first was born in Switzerland, the second found refuge there).These men were
among those who prepared the French Bourgeois Revolution. It upset the old feudal world
but new reaction came, instead of the old; justice did not triumph and that was why people
felt betrayed. However, the people would arise again, Byron was sure of that:
But this will not endure, nor be endured!
Mankind have felt their strength, and made it felt . . . (III, LXXXIII)
The fourth canto is dedicated to Italy and her people. Byron created magnificent pictures
of Italy’s great poets and artists. He wrote of antique Rome where Freedom lived and which
was great in its love of Freedom. The poet felt great sorrow, therefore, when he saw the
people of a once free country slaves of the Austrians. However, Byron’s meditations on the
history of mankind, on Napoleon’s downfall and the return of feudal reaction were
optimistic; he was sure that Time would bring a change and Freedom would triumph.
The poem comes to an end. But before putting the final full stop Byron wrote the appeal
to the Ocean, that was for him the symbol of something unconquerable.
A new romantic character was created in Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage; the poem shows a
new approach to the reflection of the life that surrounds the hero. it is enriched with new
ideas and new emotions, governed by a social and political theme.
Childe Harold’s discontent and skepticism are characteristic traits of the men of his
epoch. In the past, when great social changes were taking place in life, such feelings were
characteristic of people who meditated. Harold’s doubts and melancholy are an echo of the
doubts and melancholy of Shakespeare’s Hamlet. The difference between them is that
Hamlet’s desire for action is quite contrary to Harold’s pessimistic passive contemplation.
Byron’s own attitude to life is reflected both in his lyrical personage, and, more directly,
in his lyrical digressions. These are given against a political background that enables the
poet to disclose his negative attitude to reaction and to oppressive wars as well as his views
on Freedom, his hopes for the Future. The poet’s “world-sorrow”, that is, his great sorrow
for the oppressed people, for Freedom down-trodden by reaction, is best expressed in this
poem. However, the motives of sorrow and pessimism are overcome by a clearly
revolutionary optimism about the Future.
The language of the poem is an innovation. The novelty of the character needed a new
form of expression. Byron filled the words and images with new contents: the historical
events now formed the emotion and the dynamics of the verse. The appreciation of Good
and Evil is achieved through the lyrical description of Nature, of historical and social facts.
In the last canto the language of the poem approaches the spoken language. All this is the
innovation – both of the form and the content.
The Corsair
The romanticists gave an oriental setting to many of their works. Byron, in this, was
not an exception. His hero in these poems is usually a somber, solitary, tragic figure. These
traits and his individualistic rebellion against his surroundings make of him a romantic
figure, the so-called “Byronic” hero, who stands alone against the world. Among the
outstanding figures of Byron’s “oriental” poems, Conrad, the Corsair, is probably known
best (not only through the poem, but also through the ballet composed on this subject by
Adan). The Corsair was published in 1814, and it was a great success.
The poem is composed of three cantos and is written in the measure of the heroic couplet.
The story is about a proud, lonely man, offended by society. He left it and became a Corsair,
the leader of a small group of pirates with whom he lived on an island. He and his men were

always ready to fight the rich. His followers, however, never asked him who he had been in
the past.
Conrad was a man of intellect and great passions. He revolted against those who had
offended him and became a pirate.
Proud and fearless, the Corsair cared for nobody, with the exception of his bride Medora,
whom he loved passionately. After each one of his battles he came back to her. Once,
however, Medora waited for him in vain. He had been made a prisoner by Seyd Pacha. His
men had been defeated. Later he managed to escape with the help of the Pacha’s beautiful
slave Gulnare. But when he returned home, he found Medora dead.
Conrad’s grief at the loss of the only being he loved was so great, that life had no more
meaning for him. He disappeared and his men were unable to find him. They buried Medora
and mourned for Conrad, for they all loved him.
The Corsair’s romantic character is shown in a perfect oriental setting which Byron
knew very well. The descriptions of the battles, the oriental weapons, clothes, ornaments and
customs are perfect. They are accompanied by beautiful descriptions of Nature, in which the
sea plays an important role. The author’s attitude to the world is reflected in Conrad’s
actions. Byron stood up against feudal reaction, against all reactionary forms of bourgeois
rule, against his own ruling class, in fearless, solitary rebellion. The language of the poem is
laconic. The heroic couplet requires a complete thought in its two lines. This obligatory
structure helped Byron to work out the laconic and concise style for which he was famous.
B y r o n ’s

Political

Poetry

The “luddite” theme occupies an important place in Byron’s poetical work. It is with this
theme that he began his defence of the oppressed, his biting satirical poetry directed against
the ruling classes.
He first approached the “luddite” theme in his speech in the House of Lords in 1812. He
stood up against the ruling class of his country defending the men who broke the weaving
machines. Parliament demanded a death sentence for them. Byron’s famous speech in
defence of the weavers became a speech of accusation against the ruling class.
Four days after is speech in Parliament an anonymous “Ode” appeared in a morning
newspaper. The title (Ode) was very ironical, because an Ode is supposed to be a dignified
poem, or a song, recited on formal occasions. This was called “Ode to the Framers of the
Frame-Bill” and it was a combination of biting satire, fiery romanticism and revolutionary
thought.
In the “Ode” the anonymous poet gave a remedy against the rebellious weavers, who
came to their masters to ask for help. He suggested the best thing to do was to hang them.
This would save both the money and the meat they asked for. The poet underlined that men
are cheaper than machinery; and if they were hanged around Sherwood Forest for breaking
the machinery, it would improve the scenery.
Those who listened to Byron’s speech had no difficulty in recognizing who the author of
the “Ode” was, for Byron repeated most of his thoughts and accusations in verse.
In 1816, in Italy, when he heard of the disturbances caused by the Luddites he wrote his
famous “Song for the Luddites”, in which he called the people to revolt against tyrants. This
is considered one of the first revolutionary songs in English classical poetry.
The importance of Byron’s poetic works especially that of his political poems, is very
great. Gertzen called his poetry Byron’s “word of fire”. He addressed the oppressed nations
calling them to fight for Freedom and against tyranny. He was the mouthpiece of the
national liberation wars, which he considered just and necessary.
The motifs of “world-sorrow” that at times appeared in his works should not be
overestimated. Byron had a deep faith in man, in his desire for freedom; he anticipated
future revolutionary changes. All this, at times gave way to deep pessimism, to
individualistic themes, to motifs of so-called “world-sorrow”. These contradictions in his
work can easily be understood if one considers the epoch he lived in: great changes in social
life, the last flare-up of feudal reaction, a not very clear understanding of social and
historical development. Byron’s influence on the minds of such great poets as Heine,

Mitzkevitch, Pushkin, Lermontov was very great, who were among his admirers. Pushkin
called him the “ruler of peoples’ thought”, Belinsky stressed Byron’s humanistic side and
revolutionary approach, and called him the Prometheus of the century.

JOHN KEATS
(1795-1821)
It is surprising that Keats became a poet at all, and surely a wonder that, when he died at the
age of twenty- five, he had accomplished enough to become one of Britain’s major poets.
John Keats’s short life was plagued with troubles, and he lacked most of the advantages a
poet often needs to get started. His father, who ran a London livery stable, died when Keats
was eight. His mother died of tuberculosis when he was fourteen, leaving the family
finances tied up and inaccessible to the Keats children. After four years in a school where
his literary interests were encouraged, he was apprenticed at the age of fifteen to learn
medicine. Keats saw something of his own country as a young man, but his only foreign
travel was a desperate trip to Italy when he was dying, enduring what he called a
“posthumous existence.’’ He had friends and supporters who recognized his poetic
genius,.but he never enjoyed a close collaborative relationship with another poet.
A man of small stature (he was barely over five feet tall), he lived in close acquaintance
with death and the fragile nature of human life.
In 1816, not yet twenty-one, Keats completed his medical studies at Guy’s Hospital in
London. Before he could be legally licensed as a surgeon, he made the momentous decision
to become a poet. Some harsh reviews of his first book of poetry (1817) stung him and
added to the periodic doubts that made his dedication to poetry sometimes seem an awful
burden. Now much of Keats’s time was spent nursing his brother Tom, who was dying of
tuberculosis.
After Tom's death in December 1818, Keats had a little more than two years to make
what he could of his determination to lead a “literary life." Great passages and nearly perfect
poems poured from him in that miraculous time. Already in failing health, he never knew
the greatness of his achievements, which might have given him at least the consolation of
literary success. He had fallen in love — her name was Fanny Brawne—but his poor health
and money problems kept him from marrying. "I am three and twenty,” he wrote
despairingly in March 1819, “with little knowledge and middling intellect. It is true that in
the height of enthusiasm I have been cheated into some fine passages, but that is not the
thing."
In the next six months, he wrote some of his most glorious poems. Yet, he lamented in a
November letter to his brother George (who had emigrated to Kentucky in 1817), “Nothing
could have in all circumstances fallen out worse for me than the last year has done, or could
be more damping to my poetical talent.” Three months later he coughed up blood. His
medical training and the nursing of Tom made the truth obvious: “That drop of blood is my
death warrant.” His only chance, a slim one, was to live in a warmer climate.
After declining an invitation from Percy Bysshe and Mary Shelley to join them in Pisa,
Italy, Keats and a companion settled in Rome in late 1820. There he died in February 1821
and was buried in the Protestant cemetery—that “camp of death," as Shelley called it in
Adonais, his powerful elegy for Keats.
The stark sadness of Keats’s life heightens our awareness of the qualities of his poems—
not bleak, subdued, or heavy with resignation, but rich in sensuous detail and exciting representations of intense emotional experiences, full of courageous hope for what the imagination can seize and enjoy in life. Above all, they show us what Keats was able to wrest from
his troubled life by singlemindedly working at the art of poetry.

La Belle Dame Sans Mercy
John Keats
Keats obtained the title of this poem, which means ’’the beautiful lady without
mercy", from a medieval French court poet translated by Chaucer. The old legends and
romances of chivalry often use the theme of the mortal beguiled into fairy land by some
sorceress and unable to reeover eartly happiness. But Keats has given more than a romantic
title. He has suggested the desolation of a life from which romance had fled.
In this ballad the questioner speaks throughout the first three stanzas’; the remaining
stanzas give the reply of the knight-at-arm.
We can find here borrowings of old technique and forms. We may put the question why
might the title have appealed to Keats enough for him to take it asthe title of is poem? The
possible answer is that it is in French recalls the courtly ballads of the troubadours, so that the
title evokes another place and time, which adds to the mystery of the poem.
The figure of the woman as temptress –irresistibly beautiful, but emotionally cold – is
ancient. Indifferent to the fate of those who come uinder her spell, she vanishes as swiftly and
mysteriously as she arrives, leaving her victim spiritless, deprived of his manhood – and
forever obsessed with the unobtainable.
The most important word in the description of' the woman in this poem is the word
’’wild” as it is repeated often in describing her. The word suggests that the woman is not quite
human but is some mysterious natural force. The poem has two speakers. The first speaker
(stanzas 1-3) is the narrator. The second speaker /(stanzas 4-12) is a knight. The shift; occurs
when the knight responds to the narrator"s questions. The images of the knight’s loneliness,
pallor, aimlessness r fatigue and feverishness help the reader see the man’s sickness and loss.
The withered sedge and harvest indicate the season is late fall. In stanza 10 we see the
knight’s dream. 'The knight’s dream tells him that the woman is more than she appears,
perhaps some sort of demon - the destructive power of her enchantment horrifies him. It is
also important to mention that the meter of the poem varies in the last line of each stanza. The
change arrests the reader’s progress, and breaks the flow of the first three lines. Melancholy,
passion and loss are among the themes common to Romantic poets. If we compare this ballad
with the old literary ballads we may state that this ballad contains the question answer format,
supernatural events and tragic subject matter, among other elements of traditional ballads.
Ode to a Nightingale
John Keats
A major concern in "Ode to a Nightingale" is Keats’s perception of the conflicted nature
of human life, i.e., the interconnection or mixture of pain/joy, intensity of feeling/numbness of
feeling, life/death, mortal/immortal, the actual/the ideal, and separation/connection.
In this ode, Keats focuses on immediate, concrete sensations and emotions, from which
the reader can draw a conclusion or. abstraction. Does the experience which Keats describes
change the dreamer? As reader, you must follow the dreamer's development or his lack of
development from his initial response to the nightingale to his final statement about the
experience.
From the first line of this poem, you know the speaker is passing into an altered state, a
reverie not wholly of the waking world. It is an intense poem of extremes, a searching flight
of the mind at once joyful and despairing, spiritual and startlingly concrete. If you let yourself
take thios journey with Keats (as unfamiliar as it may at first seem), you will find yourself in
a daring poem. Keats is not afraid of the dark.

When Keats was twenty-three , he spent a few months at the Hampstead home of his friend
Charles Brown, who remebered: „In the spring of 1819 a nightingale had built her nest near
my house. Keats felt atranquil and continual joy in her song, and one morning he took his
chair from the breakfast taleto the grass plot under a plum tree, where he sat fro two or three
hours. When he came into the house, I perceived he had some scraps of paper in his hand, and
these he was quietly thrusting behind the books. On inquiry, I found those scraps, four or five
in number, contained his poetic feeling on the song of our nightingale.”
Stanza 1.
At the beginningof the poem (opening lines) the speaker is melancholic, heartbroken and
numb, as if drugged.
The poet falls into a reverie while listening to an actual nightingale sing. He feels joy and
pain, an ambivalent response.
Stanza II.
Wanting to escape from the pain of a joy-pain reality, the poet begins to move into a
world of imagination or fantasy. He calls for wine. ( line 15 means that the speaker wants a
glass of wine that reminds him of the warm southern place where the grapes were grown). His
purpose is clearly not to get drunk. Rather he associates wine with some quality or state he is
seeking.
The description of drinking and of the world associated with wine is idealized.
The last lines of the second stanza tell us that the speaker hopes drinking wine will allow
him to escape his cares and to withdraw.
Stanza III.
His awareness of the real world pulls him back from the imagined world. The third stanza
begins with alliteration. Keats chooses to repeat ’f’,’n’ and ’w’ sounds, giving the lines a
muffled sound that underscores the desire to retreat into a softer world.
The poet uses the word "fade" in the last line of stanza II and in the first line of this stanza
to tie the stanzas together and to move easily into his next thought.
Keats’s younger brother Tom had died of tuberculosis several months before Keats wrote
this poem. It could be that the poet was thinking of him when writing line 26.
Stanza IV.
At the beginning of the fourth stanza the tone of the poem changes (lines 31-33). The
speaker begins to have hope and courage to escape his pain, not with wine but with poetry.
The poet suddenly cries out "Away! away! for I will fly to thee." He turns to fantasy again, he
rejects wine in lines 31-33, and he announces he is going to use poety.
He contrasts this mode of experience (poetry) to the "dull brain" that "perplexes arid retards"
(line 34);
Stanza V.
Because the poet cannot see in the darkness, he must rely on his other senses The
description of the vegetation in lines 41-45 evoke smells without describing their sources. The
speaker uses such words as ’incense’, ’embalmed’ and ’sweet’, as well as giving suggestive
details such as the presence of fruit trees.
The season is spring (the musk rose, which is a mid-May flower, has not yet bloomed)
Nevertheless, Keats speaks of summer and in stanza one introduces the nightingale singing "o
summer," and in this stanza he refers to the murmur of flies "on summer eves."
In Stanza VI, the poet begins to distance himself from the nightingale, which lie joined in
imagination in stanzas IV and V.
In stanza VI we learn about te speaker’s state of mind. The speaker is so desperate for
escape that he clearly wishes for death, thinking it all the more appealing to die while the

nightingale sings. He is confused but then realizes that he will hear the nightingale no more if
he should die.
Keats yearns to die, a state which he imagines as only joyful, as pain-free, and to merge
with the bird's song. The nightingale is characterized as wholly blissful—"full-throated ease"
in stanza I and "pouring forth thy soul abroad / In such an ecstasy!" (lines 57-58)
Stanza VII.
Keats moves from his awareness of his own mortality in the preceding stanza to the
perception of the bird's immortality. The nighgtingale’s song has been heard for centuries.
The allusion in lines 66-67 suggests how timeless and inspirational the bird’s ong is.
„Forlorn” is thekey word that links the last stanza of the poem to the stanza that precedes.
Keats’s completed poem is not „about” or „on” the nightingale, as the title tells us, „to” the
nightingale. The speaker seems, as the poem opens, to have already passed beyond thelimit of
ordinary experience and become „too” happy in the experience conveyed in the nightingale’s
song. The poem consists of a series of propositions, each containing its own rejection as to ow
the speaker might imitate the „ease” of the song he hears – wine, poetry, even death are
considered. Each time the speaker in his humanness is drawn back to his „sole self”, to a
preferencefor poetry as a celebration, not of „summer” but of human lifeas a process of soul
making.
The setting of the poem is a garden in summer. The speaker wants the bird’s „ease” for his
worldly troubles. He is „too happy” because his ties to the bird are illusory. In the second
stanza the speaker wants to join the bird by drinking; in the third stanza he thinks of death. In
the fourth stanza, he connects with he bird through poetry. His mood calms in the fifth stanza
as he hears the song. In the final stanzas, the speaker contemplates death but gains strength
from the song.
The speaker’s realm is that of time and decay; the nightingale’s is a realm of eternity. The
speaker realizes that the song offers hope of transcending human pain but that, ultimately,
there is no escape. However, he does achieve a heightened awarness through the encounter
with the nightingale. Because of the vision provoked by the nightingale, the speaker’s mood is
more exalted, if just barely, at the poem’s end.
Language
I m a g e r y : P o e t’ s

and style

Conjurings

This poem is famolus for its lush imagery. Several of its images, in fact, have been used
by other writers as titles. ( The American novelist F. Scott Fitzgerald called one of his love
stories Tender is the Night).Some concrete images in the poem conjure up quite different
historical or mythological periods.The poet refers to the Biblicalcharacter of Ruth and to the
classical Roman deities such as Bacchus.
In the poetic device called synaesthesia, one sense experience (such as smell) is described
in terms of another *such as touch);”soft incense” (line 42). The image”leaden-eyed” (line 28)
combines sight and touch; ’embalmed darkness” combines smell and sight.
Ode on a Grecian Urn
John Keats
Antique Greek vases are ususally black with reddish painting, often depicting
mythological subjects. They show Gods, Goddesses, heroes and the mortals entangled in their
adventures. Traditionally, Urns have been used for planting oand for burial. No one knows

exactly what urn Keats had in mind when he wrote this ode. Probably it is animaginative
combination . of several vaseses he had seen including two. in theBitish Museum.
In the
British Museum Keats had studied
Greek art,
specially the marble vases with scenes
cut in low
relief. In this ode the highest expression
of Keats’s art in poetry, he has caught his figures at a significant moment in the laife of each,
and so has made them live in lasting beauty. No one could have been more in sympathy with
the artistic spirit of the Greeks than Keats, who loved „the principle of beauty in all tings”.
With him it was a fundamental belief that beauty was just another name for truth and the
beauty alone is imperishable.
The most important messages of the poem are the endurance of beauty abd art’s ability to
inspire humanity.
In lines 1-3 the poet uses three metaphos for the urn: "Still unravished bride of quietness”
describes the urn’s intact survival; "foster child of silence" indicates that the urn has survived
by being hidden; and "sylvan historiain" relates how the decorations on the urn tell a pastoral
story. They all describe the urn as not. Ruined by time, lasting for centuries, and preserving
history. The scenes depicted on the urn as described in 1ines 5-10 are men, and godchasing
maidens, there is a struggle and rnusicians are playing. According to the speaker’s assertion
the "unheard" melodies, imagined experiences are "sweater" than real ones. As Keats argue,
"unheard" music, music that one imagines when inspired, is sweeter. Imagination can often
conjure something better, "sweeter", than what one experiences in reality. The frozen actions
on the vase are men and gods chasing young woman, youths making music and about to kiss
under the trees.
A procession to a sacrifice also is portrayed. Line 20 refers to the enduring scene on the
urn: the youth and girl will always remain as they are. .Art can prserve beauty, love and youth
forever. Lines 28-30 describe the results of the emotional excess described in the lines
preceding it. The „unheard melodies” appeal to the imagination rather than to the ear and
transcend time. Romantic elements include the tension between timelessness in an ideal world
and change in the actual world, and the suggestion that imagination may overcome time.
At the beginning of the fourth stanza we find the speaker looking at another side of the
urn. Now he sees people going to present a sacrifice. The speaker imagines a town, still and
empty. This is a solemn and more mournful side of life. If the urn could „tease us out of
thought” (line 44), what state would be in, and would it be better than thinking? „out of
thought” would be a state of lifeless limbo – theopposite of vivacity the speaker sees in the
urn. The state is not better than thought because it is cold, deathlike and lacking passion.
Lines 46-50 may mean that the speaker asserts that beauty is an ideal that never fades. It is
truth in the sense that it cannot be questioned or changed. Because the urn has lasted so long,
it seems immortal, and viewing it is like contemplating eternity. The result is that the speaker
is saddened by thinking of the passage of time and of his brief life. The urn will survive the
speaker, reminding future generations that „beuty is truth”.
The word ’happy’ is repeated six times; ’forever’ – five times. The repetition does indicate
the moment of the speaker’s unbriddled enthusiasm for the urn’s beauty and the passion it
represents. (stanza 3)
A famous textual difficulty surrounds the poem’s last two lines. Based on the manuscript,
some scholars enclose the entire couplet with quotation marks. If the entire couplet is
enclosed with quotation marks, the urn speaks for itself. If only the phrase is quoted, the
conclusion is the speaker’s.
The visionary poetry of John Keats mokes extensive use of Greek mythological material.
Images like those in "Ode on a Grecian Urn" are the outcome of Keats’s long meditation on
visual art - not on single works but on the ethos af ancient paganism as evoked by such

diverse sources as Claud’s paintings and the Elgin Marbles. This method of inducing mood
doubtless accentuates the images’ static, charged quality. Strongly tactile and visual, they give
the impression of freezing moments or attitudes.
Keats’s odes, which are among the finest short poems of the century, show their greatness in a
complete assimilation of language and thought. Everything in them is proportioned,
integrated, transformed; until the smallest suggestion that carries meaning. More controversial
is Keats's incomplete blank-verse epic "Hyperion”.
Ode on Melancholy
John Keats
Ode on Melancholy, the shortest of Keats’s odes iswritten in a very regular form that matches
its logical, argumentative thematic structure. Each stanza is ten lines long and metered in a
relatively precise iambic pentameter.The first two stanzas, offering advice to the sufferer,
follow the same rhyme scheme, ababcdecde; the third explains the advice, varies the ending
slightly, following a scheme of ababcdedce, so that the rhymes of the eighth and ninth lines
are reserved in order from the previous two stanzas.
The three stanzas of the Ode to Melancholy address the subject of how to cope with
sadness. The first stanza says what not to do:The suffer should not „go to Lethe’, or forget
their sadness (Lethe is the river of forgetfullness in Greek mythology); should not commit
suicide (nightshade, „the ruby grape of Prosrpine,” is a poison; Proserpine is the mythological
Queen of the underworld); and should not become obsessed with objects of death and misery
(the beetle, the death-moth, and the owl). For the speaker says, that will mak the anguish of
the soul drowsy, and the suffer should do everything he can to remain aware of and alert to
the depth of his suffering.
In the second stanza, the speaker tells the sufferer what to do in place of the things he
forbade in the first stanza. When afflicted with „the melancholy fit”, the sufferer should
instead overwhelm his sorrow with naural beauty, glutting it on the morning rose, „on the
rainbow of the salt sand-wave”, or in the eyes of his beloved.
In he third stanza, the speaker explains these injunctions, saying that pleasure and pain are
inextricably linked: Beauty must die, joy is fleeting, and the flower of pleasure is foever
„turning to poison while the bee-mouth sips” The speaker says that the shrine of melancholy
is inside th „temple of Delight”,but that it is only visible if one can overwhelm oneself with
joy unil it reveals its centre of sadness, by „burst[ing] Joy’s grape against his palte fine.” The
man who can do this shall “taste the sadness” of melancholy’s might and “be among her
cloudy trophies hung”. This is the only ode which is not written in the first person. It finds the
speaker admonishing or advising sufferers of melancholy in the imperative mood, presumably
his advice is the result of his own hard-won experience.
Keats and the Odes
Keats’s major achievement, and one of themajor achievement in English literature, is the
sequence of odes, that he worte in 1820. Itshould be mentioned that no other English author
ha produced so much fine poetry in so short a space of time as did Keats in 1820-1821. Ode to
a Nightingale and Ode on Melancholy mark the beginning and the end of the sequence of
odes.
Ode to a Nightingale shows how an awareness of suffering and an awarehess of beauty are
inextricably linked, so that one cannot be shed without the other. Ode on a Grecian Urn deals
with the same themes of transience and permanence, beauty and life. At first sight the figures

drawn or carved upon the urn are ideal. Art and the artist have frozen human activity at its
most beautiful, giving immortality to moments of happiness, preserving them against time.
This poem leaves a deep impression on anyone who has at one time felt moved and uplifted,
and than realised thateven the best and most pure of moments must die and vanish.The poem
than moves on to the realisation of what happens when art preserves human experience. The
price to be making it timeless is also to make it lifeless. The figures on the urn are „frozen”; it
is pure beauty,deprived of the warmth and passion of humanity. It is too cold, too pure,too
lifeless. As with Ode to the Nightingale, the price for our realisation of beauty is that it must
pass, and perhaps this knowledge adds to its piquancy. To perpetuate a feeling is to remove
from it the finer edge of its power; only in its transitory nature can it be fully experienced.
Ode on Melancholy and to a lesser extent, Ode to Autumn conclude the theme, by showing
beauty at its purest, and revealing a capacity to enjoy them for what they are. The great gap
between enjoyment and transience is bridged by the poet expanding the hints in the two odes
mentioned above, and saying that true beauty is beautiful because i is transient and lacks
permanence. The result is a pure and almost unalloyed vision of beauty, realised in Keats’s
most sensuous and richly descriptive language.
Ode on a Grecian Urn ends with the phrase that has fascinated critics, „Beauty is truth, truth
beauty – that is all/ Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know.”It is often overlooked that the
urn makes this comment, not the poet. Itappears to suggest that the whole meaning of life of
life can be summed up bythedefinition and expression of what is beautiful, and that real truth
and real beauty are the samething; where on is to be found, so wil lthe other. It suggests also
tha tbeauty is what life has to offer, and that the searchfor it should be the spiritual aim of all
men.
S u m m a r y:
The early nineteenth century has been called the Age of Romanticism. A revolt against the
classicism and formalism of the eighteenth century had definitely set in. Wordsworth and
Coleridge introduced into poetry the idea of the omnipresence of God in nature and a magical
element which had been lacking. Sir Walter Scott was widely read for his narrative poetry and
attained enormous popularity with his historical novels. Byron usurped Scott’s place as a
poet, bringing an additional gift of social satire. Shelley, the most ethereal of the poets, was a
contemporary of John Keats, who excelled in the sensuous and richly descriptive.
Southey, who had planned in his youth a great social experiment with Coleridge, is a
lesser figure of this time. Walter Savage Landor returned to the classics, and Thomas Moore,
an Irishman, wrote beautiful songs; while Thomas Hood, the friend of Lamb, contributed a
large amount of humorous verse beside certain serious poetry that has been subject to
undervaluation. Lamb himself was the chief essayist of his period, and the eccentric De
Quincey developed a poetic prose which is unique in English literature. William Hazlitt, the
chief critic of this time, was notable for his fearless integrity. The chief features of the period
were a return to nature, a great increase of imaginative power, the introduction of the element
of magic into poetry, and the awakening of a social conscience as illustrated by Shelley

THE VICTORIAN PERIOD

1832 - 1901
So many worlds, so much to do,
So little done, such things to be . . .
Alfred, Lord Tennyson
When William IV died childless in 1837, the crown went to his niece Victoria,
daughter of the Duke of Kent, who had died seventeen years before. Victoria was only
eighteen at he time of her accession. Her life had been completely molded by two women, her
mother and her governess, Baroness Lehzen, daughter of a clergyman of Hanover. Even after
Victoria became queen, the Baroness occupied an adjoining bedroom and managed her
private affairs, though she denied interfering in public affairs. “Drina”, as Victoria was called
in her childhood, was carefully brought up to be simple, obedient, orderly with her
possessions, and devoutly pious.
Curiously enough, three women sovereigns of England – Elizabeth, Anne, and
Victoria – have given their names to periods of remarkable literary output. Queen Elizabeth
died before the greatest writers of her period ceased producing, so that the dates of her literary
age were extended beyond her name. On the other hand Queen Victoria outlived the Victorian
writers, and the dates of her literary age properly close about 1890, a decade before her death
in 1901. The ‘90’s were a period of intellectual unrest fostering the germ of our modern age.
Though England was somewhat ruffle in the ‘40’s by the Irish famine and the
consequent Irish discontent, in the ‘50’s by the Crimean War and the Sepoy Rebellion in
India, and in the ‘60’s by the American Civil War which upset her cotton manufactures – yet
on the whole Victoria’s reign, like Elizabeth’s, was one of peace and phenomenal prosperity.
The Victorian emphasis on decorum grew from the conviction that life would be
improved if it steadily became more refined, more rationally organized, better policed and
therefore safer.
Science was now coming into its own. The Royal Society, which had been founded
in the days of Restoration, had been quietly experimenting ever since, but the traditional
school and university curriculum was slow to open its doors to new studies. There were
problems with the system of education. The first great step in rapid transportation – the
railroad – drew England away from the picturesque days of the stagecoach and wayside inn.
The new penny posts, too, helped to telescope distance and promote communication.
Even if we want to give a very short introduction to the literature, and namely to the
poetry of the Victorian Period we cannot omit certain aspects and facts of the historical
background of the age at the same time giving impressions of life in the country.
The Victorian Age is a period of great contrasts. On the one hand there was an immense
economic progress, the increasing number and territory of the colonies of the British Empire
provided great riches, industry, especially iron – and steel production developed fast, as it was
mentioned before the communication system was greatly improved – between 1832 – 1867
the railway -, post-, and telegraph network was built, that played an enormous role in the life
of the society – and the general standard of living was rising. On the other hand there was
mass poverty, child-labour, long working, unemployment, unhealthy living-, bad housingconditions.
Among the important documents that were issued during this period that influenced
life were the Reform Bill in 1832 and the Poor Law in 1834. The first secured the political
rights of the middle class thus the bourgeoisie became the other leading class beside the
aristocracy. The lower classes remained alone in their fight for social changes, they were left
out of power and prosperity. The Poor Law, according to which the poor and the unemployed,

who had been supported by the parish, now had to go to workhouses, where, in addition to the
miserable circumstances of life, their families were also split up. No wonder the workhouse
became the symbol of Victorian evil and inhumanity, like Dickens’s novels present it.
Who were the Victorians?
Here are some of the social and material changes that marked the long reign of Queen
Victoria:
1. Industrialism made England the workshop of the world, with a mechanized factory
system and extensive railways;
2. Much of the British population moved from rural areas to rapidly growing cities.
3. Expanded educational opportunities increased literacy; flourishing lending libraries
and cheap periodicals created a mass reading public;
4. Continued advances in science and technology gave Victorians hope that all social
problems – disease, poverty, even immorality – could be resolved by the era’s
“progress”;
5. The human cost of individualization was heavy: abuses of child labour, unsafe
conditions in factories, and widespread disease from contaminated air and water.
6. By the end of the century, the disruption and materialism of the era made people
question changes brought on by rapid industrialization and reevaluate their definitions
of progress.
Literature, while showing certain natural sequences from Romantic Age, makes a
right-about-face from poetry to prose. Though poetry had yielded the centre to prose,
it still played an important role. Among all the varied forms of intellectual and literary
life, the drama alone was on the wane. Though Browning developed his dramatic
monologues with telling effect, and though Tennyson wrote poetic dramas (usually
unsuccessful), there was no great stage play and no important dramatist in Great
Britain during the nineteenth century.
Victorian Poetry
The transition from Romantic to Victorian in poetry is said to be clearly distinct.
Certainly the premature death of Keats (1821), Shelley (1822) and Byron (1824) interrupted
development abruptly enough. But we should remember, that Wordsworth’s The Prelude
appeared only in 1850, and that an extensive critical interest in Wordsworth continued
throughout the Victorian period – a fact not unconnected with the voluminous output of
introspection in plain colloquial language. And in another direction, the fashion for Scott
continued to influence poetic diction, giving it a more an more pronounced archaic flavour.
Scott lived until 1832, and even after that there were eleven separate editions of his Poetical
Works, besides many editions of the more popular individual poems. Then, there were poets
whose work overlapped the division between periods: notably Walter Savage Landor (17751865) and John Clare (1793-1864), together with minor figures like Ebenezer Elliot (17811849), an elegist of resonant intensity. In short, there were many continuities.While Victorian
poetry turned to more public types of verse, at the same time it continued Romantic. Two
Romantic inheritances came to be of particular importance: the use of retrospective forms (as
in medievalizing poetic diction); and the freely inventive transformation of genres. Apart from
Worsdworth, Clare was the most impressive poet continuing an older style. To the Romantic
nature poetry he adds detail until his pages teem with sensory particulars, with facts in a more
Victorian manner. Selective quotation could make Clare see a mere observer – and it is a

limitation of the earlier poems that he sees too many things. But he is also an unusually
bookish poet, drawing on the linguistic resources of a wide range of previous literature: not
only Augustan literature (as used to be said) but earlier periods too. His literary diction mainly but not entirely in the pastoral and georgic traditions –enriched Victorian poetic
language as Scott’s relatively crude and repetitive fustian could hardly to.
Clare’s most sustained achievement, The Shepherd’s Calendar (1827), is in spite
of its name, a georgic calendar, of labours as much as contemplative pleasures. Its simple
rambling description seems loosely connected on a random basis, but is in fact subtly
composed. Multiply articulated, by associative linkages as well as oblique, sly implications, it
builds up considerable compression – as when, just after rude jokes embarrassing the
maidens, we hear of ‘the stacks swelled bellying round’. Or take a simpler instance:
The owlet leaves his ivy tree
Into its hive slow sales the bee
The mower seeks his cloaths and hides
His scythe home bent wi weary strides
And oer his shoulder swings his bag
Bearing in hand his empty cag [keg]
(July’ 495-500)
Here the sense of satisfaction with the harmonious closure of he July day comes
partly from the fitness of the counterpointed movements of owlet and bee, or of the similar
movements of the swinging scythe (which passes its traditional epithet ‘bent’ to the mower
himself). In consequence of its unobtrusive art, as much as of its rich observation, The
Shepherd’s Calendar is probably the most enjoyable long poem of the century. But Clare was
not only a nature poet. His oeuvre is resourcefully varied, while everywhere showing that a
hold on objects can be combined with the purest lyric forms. Throughout the century, intense
creative energy went into modulations of genres. Among these, none were so prominent as
mixtures of lyric or of elegy.
Victorian Age was the age of the novel and the development of novel. Poetry played
only a secondary role in the literary life of the country. Nevertheless this poetry that went
through development during the ages that not only inherited but also preserved many features
of Romanticism in a less radical, less personal and less passionate form but with more
discipline, with more perfection and with intellectualism colouring the imagination, still
played a very important role. So it goes without saying that trust in the transcendental power
was characteristic of the early Victorian writers and poets, that is trust in the Romantic idea of
a finite natural world surrounded by and interfused with an infinite, ideal transcendental
reality. The highest purpose of a poet was to make readers aware of the connection between
earth and heaven, body and soul, material and ideal. Fundamentally, as Thomas Carlyle wrote
in his essay “The Hero as Poet” reality is spiritual, a divine idea.
”All Appearances from the starry sky to the grass of the field, but especially the
Appearance of Man and his work, is but vesture, the embodiment that renders it [the divine
idea] possible.” The poet penetrates to the divine idea an makes it palpable in language and
story to those of lesser power and vision. “That is always his message; he is to reveal that to
us – that sacred mystery which he more than others lives ever present with”.
With some exceptions – Gerard Manly Hopkins is one and Christina Rossetti another
– writers younger than Alfred Tennyson and Ruskin found it increasingly difficult to believe
in an infinite power and order that made sense of material and human existence. Some simply
thought it unnecessary. Algernon Charles Swinburne and Rudyard Kipling, in their different
ways, celebrated a relation between humans and their natural world that could be joyous and
even redemptive.

Other writers at midcentury, sometimes reacting to explanations of the world, that
excluded the spiritual, were saddened by what seemed to them to be the withdrawal of the
divine from the world. The dominant note of much mid-Victorian writing was struck by
Matthew Arnold in his poem “Dover Beach”: “The sea of Faith”, Arnold wrote, had ebbed.
There was no certainty; or if there was, what was certain was that existence was not governed
by a benevolent intelligence that cared for its creatures.
By the end of the century, this skepticism and denial had become pervasive in the
works of Hardy, Housman, and others. Early- and mid-Victorian novelists such as Dickens
and George Eliot had dramatized a human ideal achieved through sympathy and
unselfishness. They made sad or frightening examples of people like the Murdstones in David
Copperfield and Godfrey Cass in Silas Marner – all hard surface and no soul. Their heroes
and heroines learned to find happiness in nurturing marriages and in small communities of
family and friends. But there were few such marriages and communities in the fiction and
poetry of Hardy and Housman. These late-Victorian writers told stories of lovers and friends
bereft and betrayed by unfaithfulness, war, and the other troubles that humans add to the
natural troubles of mortal life.
Over the century, the trust in a transcendental power inherited from the Romantics
eroded, giving way to uncertainty and spiritual doubt. Late-Victorian writers turned to a
pessimistic exploration of the human struggle against indifferent natural forces.

Alfred Tennyson
1809 – 1892
When Alfred Tennyson learned that Lord Byron had died while helping Greek
nationalist rebels, he went to the woods and carved on a piece of sandstone, "Byron is dead."
Tennyson was fourteen years old. He felt sure that he would be a poet, and he was already
practicing the dramatic gestures of the Romantic poets he admired.
Tennyson's father was a clergyman of good family but little money, who encouraged
young Alfred's interest in poetry. At Cambridge University Alfred joined a group of young
intellectuals, called the Apostles, who believed that their friend was destined to become the
greatest poet of their generation.
In 1831, when his father died, lack of funds forced Tennyson to leave Cambridge,
and he entered a troubled period. In 1832, he published his first significant book of poems,
which some reviewers derided for its melancholy themes and weak imitations of Keats's
language. The next year Tennyson was devastated by the death of his closest friend, Arthur
Henry Hal-lam. He became engaged to marry in 1836, but the marriage was postponed for
fourteen years because of his uncertain financial prospects. In 1843, he invested in a
woodcarving machine and lost what little remained of his family's money.
During this difficult period, when both his physical and mental health suffered,
Tennyson apparently never considered any career but poetry. He polished his style to develop
the melodious line and rich imagery of poems like "The Lady of Shalott." Tennyson published
almost nothing in his "ten years' silence" from 1832 to 1842, but the friends to whom he read
his poems remained convinced of his promise.
Gradually, Tennyson began to make his way. The two-volume Poems (1842) was
favorably reviewed, and in 1845 the government granted him an annual pension of two
hundred pounds. In 1850, he published In Memoriam, an elegy to Hallam that was
immediately successful. It tells the story of his own recovery of faith in the immortality of the
soul and of the harmony of creation—despite the new, unsettling discoveries of science and
his deep sense of the unfairness of Hallam's death. That year, he was named poet laureate
(after Wordsworth's death), and he finally married. Now Tennyson settled into the long,
successful career that had been expected of him, and for the rest of his life he was considered
the greatest living English poet.
In the forty years before his death in 1892, Tennyson published nearly a dozen
volumes of poems. These include The Idylls o f the King, which makes the rise, fall, and
possible return of King Arthur into a kind of parable about the moral qualities of good
political leaders and of their betrayal by the rest of us. His books sold like best-selling novels
and made him rich. In 1884, he was made a peer of the realm and became Alfred, Lord
Tennyson.
Tennyson never lost the melancholy and sense of chaos that friends and reviewers
found in his early poems. He was immensely popular with his contemporaries because he
spoke in a beautiful, measured language of their sense of the precariousness and sadness of
life. And he also assured his readers that his own experience of sadness and disorder had
taught him that everything was part of a benevolent plan in which eventually all losses would
be made good.
Flower in the Crannied Wall
Alfred, Lord Tennyson
VERSSSSSS!!!!

The poet, the scientist, and the religious believer don’t necessarily have conflicting
ideas about the phrase ‘mysteries of nature’. An yet to some nineteenth-century artists and
believers modern science’s scrutiny of nature was a threat – a fearful one.
Tennyson’s immense popularity was that he addressed these philosophical issues
and, for many, offered ways of resolving them.
Sensitive and deeply responsive to contemporary thought, Tennyson was especially
interested in science. In this short lyric he expresses the idea, familiar in science, that the
secret of existence is to be found in all things alike.
This short lyric is about a flower. The flower’s delicate beauty, its ability to survive
in the cranny of a wall sparks the speaker’s eagerness to understand. Line 5 of the poem
says:”…What you are, root and all, and all in all. . .” The speaker seeks to learn from the
flower its secret of surviving in such conditions. “all in all” may also refer not to just the
flower, but to everything that life and nature represent. If the speaker could understand the
creation of a flower, he would better understand the relationship between God and all things.
The rhyme scheme of this short poem is abccab. The type of rhyme that falls in lines
2 and 6 is slant rhyme; the idea is more important than the exactness of the rhyme.
The Eagle: A Fragment
Alfred, Lord Tennyson
VERSSSSSS!!!!
From this fragment we see that Tennyson was not only sympathetic with Nature, but
that he was a close, accurate observer.
The eagle perches on a high mountaintop, surrounded by blue sky watching the sea
below. The waves make the sea look wrinkled from the high perch. The eagle like a
thunderbolt falls. This comparison to the thunder suggests power in the eagle’s sudden flight.
From up high, the waves probably look like wrinkles. Like the thunderbolt, the eagle is quick
and powerful.
In these two short lyrics the speaker admires such contrasting qualities as the quality
of delicate beauty and of survival.
We may suppose that the eagle and the flower are used as symbols. If so, they would
symbolize to Tennyson the beauty and the strength of nature and the isolation of the
individual.
The flower represents isolation, majesty or tenacity and inspires the speaker. But a
scientist might analyse the parts or purpose of the flower and be impressed by its perfect
adaptation to its environment.
Elements of Literature
T e r c e t. Although Tennyson called „The Eagle“ a fragment, its verse form and
organization give it a feeling of completeness. Each stanza is a tercet: three lines with one
rhyme. The eagle and the world are at rest in the first stanza and are moving in the second.
Tears, Idle Tears
Alfred, Lord Tennyson
VERSSSSSS!!!!
This poem is the most famous of the eleven lyric songs that are interspersed in The
Princess, a long narrative poem about women’s education and emancipation. Tennyson wrote

the lyric while visiting Tintern Abbey in the autumn, the same sight Wordsworth
contemplated in his famous meditation.
The speaker of the poem is an older person. Talk of the “good old days” is associated
with the elderly. The “autumn fields“ might symbolize the speaker in the “autumn of his life”.
In fact, Tennyson said, that in this poem he was attempting the “yearning that young people
occasionally experience for that which seems to have passed away from them for ever.”
The poem begins with a statement of an emotion (lines 1-3) and then analyses the
causes of that emotion in the scenes that follow. Scenes include fields in autumn, sunrise and
sunset, a summer dawn and remembered kisses after a loved one has died. The scenes seem
somewhat chronological. The poem’s sequence of images create an increasingly dark tone.
The poem moves from simple images of autumn fields, to images of boats carrying the dead,
to images of birds singing to dying ears, to intimate images of a dead loved one. In line 2
“Tears from the depth of some divine despair” are mentioned, where “divine despair” refers
to the Biblical fall of Adam and Eve in the Genesis. Human beings are destined to struggle, to
experience sorrow and to die. That story can explain the speaker’s existential sadness.
Stanzas 2-4 present a series of comparisons that attempt to make concrete the
abstract memory of “the days that are no more”. In stanza 2, the days past are as fresh as the
first beam of the rising sun and as sad as the last sunbeam. In stanza 3, they are as sad as the
morning sound of birds to dying ears, as sad as the morning light to dying eyes. In stanza 4,
they are as dear as kisses remembered after death, as sweet as imagined of the kisses, and as
deep as first love. Tennyson appeals to so many senses because he is trying to make an
abstract idea easy to understand. He wants to show that the feeling of loss has affected every
aspect of the speaker’s life. In line 20 the speaker uses a contradictory phrase: “O Death in
Life. . .”The phrase might suggest that thinking of the passed is like experiencing death in the
midst of life. (Try to find other explanations to this phrase).
The Lady of Shalott
Alfred, Lord Tennyson
The readers may differ in regard to the meaning of moral of the simple story this
richly ornamented and carefully wrought poem tells. As you learned before you read the
poem, no one should disregard the clue offered by Tennyson himself: “The newborn love for
something,” he said of the Lady of Shalott, “for someone in the wide world from which she
had been so long secluded, takes her out of the region of shadows into that of realities.” He is
referring particularly to the last lines Part II when, having watched a young bride and groom
in the moonlight, the Lady declares that she is “half sick of shadows.”
Like the weaving that perpetually occupies he heroine – “A magic web with colours
gay” – the narrative moves from scene to scene with a tapestried grace that quietly captures
the romantic heart of the Age of Chivalry. The Lady is appropriately beautiful, wan,
sequestered, and mysterious. Lancelot, panoplied to the hilt with every object in the book of
heraldry, is less a man than a vision of a man. And Camelot itself, “many-towered”, exists
like a little city afloat in time.
The “mirror clear” in line 46 is crucial to both the poem’s narrative line and to its
meaning. In the custom of weavers, the Lady has placed this mirror in a spot facing the loom
from which she is able to seat a glance how her work is going .But, for the purposes of the
story, the more important function of the mirror is to allow the Lady glimpses or “shadows”
of the world in which she takes no part.
The Lady’s curse is that she must die if she leaves her weaving and her isolated
existence for the outside world. Lines 39 -45 first indicate there may be some sort of curse.

When she finally decides to look out of the window and leaves her room, the Lady acts as if
she knows she is doomed and the mirror cracks so that she no longer sees her art or her view
of the world.
Summarizing the main events of this narrative poem we may say that the plot
involves the lonely existence of the Lady of Shalott, who lives in the castle and spends her
days weaving. A curse warns the Lady not to look at the world outside. The climax is when a
song entices her to look out the window and she is compelled to leave her secluded world.
When in the first stanza the “many-towered Camelot” is mentioned the images of a
beautiful castle, knights in armour, a bygone world of fantasy come to mind. The second
stanza hints to the setting giving details that set up a contrast within the stanza. The details in
lines 11 -14 suggest a setting of colour and movement; while the lines 15 -18 suggest
drabness and silence.
The mirror connects the Lady with the outside world. Just as the queen in “Snow
White” does, the isolated Lady of Shalott relies on her mirror to gather information about the
world outside. The Lady sees her world only as images glimpsed in her mirror.
Lines 62 -63 reinforce the sense of the Lady’s isolation. These lines contrast sharply
with the people described in lines 52 -61 –the damsels, the knights, all on their way to
Camelot – and show that the Lady is conscious of the fact that she has no companion or
connection to society. Lines 66 – 72 could foreshadow Lancelot’s arrival. The Lady notices
two young lovers and is envious of them. These feelings could foreshadow her falling in love
with Lancelot and her decision to leave the tower. When she says she is “half sick of
shadows”, she means she is tired of living her life apart form the world and wants to
experience life firsthand. Tennyson himself said that lines 71 - 72 are a key to the poem. “I
am half sick of shadows”, said/ The Lady of Shalott. ‘Trying to predict the Lady’s action we
may say that either she would leave her island and go to Camelot despite the curse, or she
might attempt to thwart the curse by bringing people from Camelot to Shalott.
Tennyson contrasts the Lady’s life with the lives of the villagers and the court in
Camelot. The Lady lives alone in a world of shadows, seeing the world only as a reflection in
a mirror while villagers and the court go down the road to Camelot. So her remark, “I am half
sick of shadows” might also indicate the poet believes any participation in life is preferable to
nonparticipation.
In Arthurian legend, Lancelot is something of an enigma – he is the most noble of the
knights of the Round Table, yet he seduces the queen and plays a key role in Camelot’s
demise. In chasing after Lancelot and Guinevere, Arthur loses his unguarded throne to
Mordred, and in the resulting fight for the kingship, is killed. Part III starts with the arrival of
Lancelot and the images dazzling light are associated with him. The sun flames on his “brazen
greaves”; his shield sparkles; his bridle glitters like a branch of stars. Lancelot contrasts with
the Lady’s world of shadows. Even her castle is gray. The contrast sums up the gloom of
Shalott. The arrival of Sir Lancelot in the poem is so momentous that Tennyson chooses to
rhyme Lancelot (line 77) with Shalott (line 81) – the only place in the poem where Camelot is
not the rhyming word. The alliterative ‘g’ and ‘b’ sounds in lines 84 -85 and 87 add to the
music of the poem. Pay attention to the lines’ 93 -99 use words like meteor, shooting stars and
comets. All these words have been regarded as harbingers of misfortune, even catastrophe.
Lancelot’s gleaming armour makes him seem like a “bearded meteor” above Shalott, pointed
toward Camelot. Lancelot’s arrival results in the Lady’s death. And also must remember that
Lancelot eventually plays a part in the demise of Camelot
Lancelot’s arrival to Camelot brings the narrative to its greatest tension. The Lady’s
desire for a better look at Lancelot causes her to defy the curse. Somewhere between the first
glance and that final step to the window, she had to weigh the threat of the curse against the

fulfilling of her heart’s desire. There is an irony that Lancelot continues on to Camelot, never
realizing the effect that he has had upon the Lady.
In the first stanza of Part IV a pathetic fallacy occurs. Pathetic fallacy occurs when a
writer uses nature to reflect human emotions and moods. This stanza can be qualified as a
pathetic fallacy as the Lady of Shalott knows that she is doomed. The roughness of the wind
and the river may symbolize her doom (or may be nature’s protest against it;) the sky is
raining over Camelot.
Lines 125 -126 show us that the Lady feels it important to write her title around the
prow of her boat. It probably will provide the only identification of the corpse of this isolated
woman, perhaps it is part of her final artistic expression.
Line 136 tells us about the Lady that she was “Lying, robed in snowy white”.
Dressed in white has its own significance. Perhaps it represents the purity of the isolated,
artistic life she is leaving behind. If she is travelling to Camelot out of devotion to Lancelot,
she may imagine herself as a bride.
At the conclusion of this narrative (the last four lines) we find Lancelot’s prayer. The
prayer establishes an ironic tone, for it is only at her death that the Lady of Shalott wins the
attention of Lancelot, the object of her desire and the indirect cause of her death.
This poem was written by Tennyson during his ten years of silence. He may have
seen himself as isolated by his art, poetry, just as the lady must weave in her tower.
Reading the narrative we feel that Tennyson wants to tell something about artists. He
may be saying that the artist is, by nature, outside mainstream society and that the artist who
tries to become part of the mainstream will suffer great loss. Some artists hold both the favour
of the society and the respect of critics. But the more experimental the artist, the more set
apart from the mainstream he or she will be.
The poem is written chiefly in iambic tetrameter. The last line in each stanza is
iambic trimeter. For emphasis, many lines are trochaic and open with a stressed syllable (lines
7-8, 10-17). The poet also uses slant rhyme in the third stanza. Slant rhyme is a good idea
because it makes the narrative a little unpredictable and therefore more interesting or
sophisticated. At the same time slant rhyme gets in the way because the reader, who has come
to expect exact rhyme because of the first two stanzas, stumble over the slant rhyme here.
The short rhythmic lines, the consecutive rhyming words, and the repetition of
Camelot, Shalott and later Lancelot contribute to the poem’s music. The rhyme scheme is
aaaabcccb. The poem’s lilt comes from alliteration such as “Willows whiten” (line 10), or
“silken-sailed” (line 22) and assonance such as “Listening whispers” (line 35)
Elements of literature
Word Music . Be sure to read the poem aloud to hear the famous music of Tennyson’s
language. The music is created by the expert use of meter and by the dazzling use of rhymes
and alliteration and assonance.

In Memoriam A. H. H.
Alfred, Lord Tennyson
VERSSSSSSS!!!! 55, 56, 95, 130
Tennyson’s long memorial poem, or elegy, for his friend Arthur Hallam, is the
outcome of seventeen years of memory, thought and grief. It consists of one hundred and
thirty-one short poems, some of them complete in themselves, which reveal the poet’s

solution of the problems of life and death and immortality. This poem expresses a call of the
heart, asking the reason for and the outcome of death. Somehow Tennyson had to find a way
of holding on to belief in a saving deity, a task made more difficult by the poet’s early
awareness of the new ideas about geological time and evolution. Tennyson acknowledges the
truth of the new science, yet cannot bear to part with the old faith. Tennyson clings to faith in
the midst of doubt; but religious poetry ‘per se’ was alive and well in Victorian times.
In Memoriam (Latin for “in the memory of”) is Tennyson’s elegy for Arthur Hugh
Hallam, his closest friend at Cambridge, and his sister’s fiancé. Hallam who died of a sudden
brain seizure, was thought to be an extraordinarily promising young man, and his death shook
the poet deeply. Tennyson struggled to survive not only his grief but also the religious doubt
that Hallam’s death bred. In the 132 separate lyrics of his elegy, which was written over
seventeen years, Tennyson asks and gradually answers profound questions about life and
death, religion and science, and the immortality of he soul.
Section 55
This elegy starts with the main idea that life would not end at death, that there is an
afterlife of some sort after death. As the speaker tries to make sense of his loss, he turns to
what his culture sees as the two great controlling forces of existence. The expended scientific
inquiry of the Victorian age often challenged views of God and Nature. On the basis of that
fact, Tennyson can be said to be writing not only for himself but for his era. In lines17-20 the
speaker can grasp only “dust and chaff”(the husks of grain, which are discarded in he
winnowing process).It is because his hands are too weak to hold anything more substantial.
Section 56
Here the poet expresses his idea about the Nature’s attitude to human beings telling
that Nature brings everything to life and to death but does not particularly worry about the
fate of humans. The meaning of the sentence in lines 21-24 is as follows: The dragons
fighting each other are mellow in comparison to a God who will let humans die and turn to
dust.
Section 95
Reading the first four lines of the section (a second time after finishing reading the
complete section) we have to think whether the events mentioned actually happened or not.
They seem true to life, so perhaps this episode is based in fact. There is a strong “vision”
quality to his experience, however, especially as the section reaches its conclusion. The detail
in lines 35-44 most strongly suggests an imaginative element.
Lines 6-8 contain onomatopoeia. ‘Chirred’ and ‘fluttering’ are examples
onomatopoeia, words whose sounds imitate their meaning.
In lines 9-12 Tennyson goes into detail about the bats but not about other aspects of
the scene. Perhaps something about that moment causes the speaker to look at the bats in a
new way. Perhaps, given the vision that the speaker is painting, he wants readers to know that
his sensibilities are still grounded in the real world.
We may add to lines 21-24 that when we save a letter and after some years we reread it later we may notice how time changed our perspectives. Time added a layer of
memories of all that had passed since then. Some old concerns did not matter but things we
had not even thought of then were now very important.
Lines 25 – 27. ‘Silent-speaking words’ is a compact verbal paradox, or oxymoron. In
the same stanza we can find the oxymoron ‘love’s dumb cry’. Oxymorons give a sense of
things not being what they seem, of a world in which anything can happen.
Lines 34-43. The speaker’s vision, especially his sense of the “deep pulsations of he
world” and of ”Aeonian music” are what one might expect of a Romantic writer. We have to
think about how these images relate to other things that the speaker has said about cosmic

forces. At this point, he may see Nature as a more kindly force. He may find solace in a belief
that God is working behind the scenes of Nature.
Section 130
Tennyson’s speaker resolved the conflict between God and Nature by concluding
that his departed friend not only is with God but remains a part of the physical world that the
speaker inhabits. The speaker finds that his love is greater that ever before and feels his friend
is still with him. The speaker’s final emotional state is hopeful, blessed, renewed by nature.
The speaker feels a renewed sense of fait and believes he is reunited with his lost friend.
In Lyric 55 the speaker envisions the possibility that God and Nature may be “at
strife” g(line 5). The speaker wishes to believe in life after death but finds no evidence of it in
Nature. Nature has o regard for individual lives. In Lyric 56 Nature answers this complaint.
Nature claims she does not care. She brings life and death to all.
The setting at the beginning of Lyric 95 is the lawn of a country house on a summer
night, where people gather and sing. At the poem’s end, the speaker is alone in the same or
similar setting but at dawn.
In the earlier Lyrics, Nature is portrayed as a cold, unfeeling force that cares nothing
about an individual soul. In Lyric 130, Nature is seen as a positive force no longer in conflict
with God. The speaker senses his friend Hallam’s soul diffused throughout Nature; images of
the air, water, sunrise, sunset, star and flower are positive.
Lyric 95 moves from a local scene to “empyreal heights of thought” to the original
scene. It is related to the speaker’s mood in Lyric 55 and 56, as well as 130. Lyric 55, 56
express the speaker’s doubt and despair as interpreted through Nature, and Lyric 130
expresses his joyful celebration of faith in life and death as interpreted through Nature. In this
change of heart, as well as that of Lyric 95, the speaker returns to the original scene – but with
a new perspective.
The rhyme scheme of these lyrics is abba. The short lines and stanzas and regular
rhyme sustain reader’s interest and allow readers to hear the poem’s music. This poem was
popular because it satisfied readers who believed poetry should deal with serious subjects
such as grieving. Poetry should address serious philosophical issues and also it should delight
the senses, amuse the intellect, expand the imagination or stir emotions

Ulysses
Alfred, Lord Tennyson
VERSSSSSSS!!!!
Old Greek tales as well as the legends of chivalry engaged Tennyson’s attention and
supplied subjects for several of his well-known poems. Among these Ulysses is a favourite,
not only because it shows the sturdy Greek wanderer faring forth in his old age to further
accomplishment, but because it symbolizes the restless onward urge of civilization, which
especially appealed to the Victorian world. It is said that when the question was hanging in
the balance as to Whether Tennyson or another man should receive a government pension, the
decision in Tennyson’s favour came about through the impression made by this poem.
Ulysses (Odysseus in Greek) is one of the Greek leaders who fought in the ten-year
Trojan War. Homer’s epic poem The Odyssey tells of his equally long journey home from
Troy to Ithaca. In Tennyson’s poem, Ulysses, an old king, is at home with his wife and son
Telemachus. After a tumultuous life of both marvels and horrors, the old king might finally
rest – either thankfully or regretfully. But here Ulysses wants to leave again for a final
journey. He knows lost youth cannot be regained, but he seeks something else.

Tennyson said of this poem, “’Ulysses’ was written soon after Arthur Hallam’s
death, and gave my feeling about the need of going forward, and braving the struggle of life,
perhaps more simply than anything in In Memoriam”.
At the beginning of the poem we learn about Ulysses’s complaint. He is tired of the
life at home, where all he does is see his wife and attempt to rule unruly people. He wants to
live life to the fullest. In the seventh line Tennyson uses an interesting metaphor “I will
drink/Life to lees”. On the one hand matching ‘lees’ with ‘life’ creates alliteration. On the
other – he uses this metaphor to show that Ulysses most wants the intensity of an experience,
whether happy or bitter.
A time of intellectual fervor, the Victorian era was marked by a spirit of inquiry.
Perhaps Ulysses speaks not for himself in lines 12-15 but for many of Tennyson’s
contemporaries.
Ulysses wants to leave the kingdom to his son Telemachus. Would Telemachus make
a good ruler? According to the poem it sounds like he has respect for convention and the
ability to do what is expected from him. But can he act quickly or perform well in crisis, when
quick thinking - and sometimes a defiance of tradition – is needed?
Lines 44 – 53 describe how Ulysses’ attitude toward his companions contrasts with
his attitude toward his son. Ulysses feels that he and his son differ, but he seems to feel
camaraderie among his fellow seafarers. There are clues in the poem that help us to shape our
answers: “He works his work, I mine” (line 43) shows how Ulysses differs from Telemachus.
“My mariners,/Souls that have toiled, and wrought, and thought with me” (lines 45-46) show
he feels close to his comrades. Line 64 mentions Achilles, the greatest of the Greek warriors
who fought against Troy. His death caused great mourning among his comrades. Achilles
may represent Tennyson’s friend Arthur Hallam, the subject of In Memoriam.
Ulysses is about a brave, or foolish, response to the securities and comforts of an
orderly life very like that of middle-class mid-Victorian England. Ulysses is admirable in his
courage and determination, but selfish in leaving his family and kingdom to satisfy his desire
for adventure. We may say also that he is a bit foolish in thinking that he can replicate his
youthful success in battle. He contrasts his past and present lives. His present is boring and
unfulfilling compared with his past. He values conquest and adventure. In lines 19-21 Ulysses
tells about “all experience” that experience is an arch through which he sees a boundless,
untraveled world. In the second half of the poem Ulysses addresses his loyal sailors from past
adventures. They share heroic hearts and will. Lines 6-7, 12, 30-32, 45-48, 51-52, 56-65 and
70 emphasize Ulysses’ great endurance and insatiable curiosity. We may characterize him as
a person living life fully. In line 3 Ulysses calls his wife “aged”. He seems to have ambivalent
feelings toward her. He says he loves Telemachus but seems to feel that Telemachus is not
adventurous, which may disappoint Ulysses. Our opinion may differ about it. As the poem is
from Ulysses’ perspective we may agree with him, but it would not be a mistake to step back
and find fault with his reasoning. Lines 56-57 and 65-70 in this poem encourage someone
who needed to go forward despite the temptation to give up the struggle.
Crossing the B a r
Alfred, Lord Tennyson
VERSSSSSSS!!!!
Tennyson tells us that this lyric “came in a moment” to him. That evening when the
poet read it aloud, his son said enthusiastically, “It is the crown of your life’s work”. A few
days before his death Tennyson said to his son, “Mind you put ‘crossing the Bar” at the end of
my poems. The request has always been observed.

In the last forty years of his life, Tennyson lived in the country like an affluent
gentleman. Occasionally, he went to London to walk about in his black cloak and broadbrimmed hat to meet with distinguished writers, scientists, churchmen, politicians, and
sometimes, the Queen. Tourists hung around his country house on the Isle of Wight and
climbed tress to get a glimpse of him. People sent him mountains of poetry; he once esteemed
that he had received a verse for every three minutes of his life. How would you expect such a
person to face death?
Tennyson wrote this poem in 1889, at the age of eighty, while crossing the channel
that separates England from the Isle of Wight. Before his death in 1892, he directed that the
poem be printed at the end of all editions of his collected verse. We may sense the comfort the
speaker of the poem feels though we may find the talk of death depressing. The poet uses the
images of harbour, sandbar and sea here. The sea voyage is an extended metaphor for leaving
the harbour of life for death and, perhaps, afterlife. The first stanza establishes the two
controlling metaphors of the poem: Crossing the bar represents dying, and the sea represents
whatever mystery comes after death. In this stanza we can find the auditory image of the
“moaning of the bar”. It may refer to the cries of people who will mourn the speaker’s death.
Perhaps, more literally, it is the sound of waves or the hull of a boat grating across the bar.
The speaker hopes that there will be no moaning of the bar when he puts out to sea;
he wants no sadness when it is time for him to go; and he hopes to see his Pilot (God) when
he crosses the bar. The speaker, an older person accepts death, but faith has made him hopeful
of life after death.
In the second stanza we find Tennyson alternating long and short lines. By this he
was imitating the ebb and flow of the tides, further he varied the line length to hold his
readers’ interest. Lines 11-12 characterize the speaker’s attitude toward death. Awed by the
mysteries of death and the afterlife the speaker is determined to meet both with dignity, at
peace with the natural cycle of life and death. Line 15 expresses the speaker’s hope to see his
Pilot that is God face to face.
Robert Browning
1812 - 1889
Robert Browning wrote of his first published book, a long poem about the spiritual
development of a poet, that it was part of a "foolish plan." He intended, he said, to write in
many forms and under different names. Browning eventually gave up this idea, but he held on
to his ambition of dazzling the world with his range and variety.
Browning's education allowed him to indulge his wide-ranging interests in music,
art, the history of medicine, drama, literature, entomology, and other oddly assorted topics.
Browning attended boarding school briefly but was mainly educated at home in a London
suburb by tutors and by his omnivorous reading in his banker father's extensive library. As a
teenager, Browning was brilliant, undisciplined, and determined to be a poet like his idol,
Percy Bysshe Shelley. After a term at the University of London, he published (at his family's
expense) several poems, plays, and pamphlets, but not until he began writing the short
dramatic monologues of the 1840s—poems like "My Last Duchess" and "Porphyrias Lover"—
did Browning find his proper form. While Browning struggled to gain recognition for his
writing, he lived comfortably at home, supported by his parents, until he married at thirtyfour.
In 1845, Browning wrote to Elizabeth Barrett, already an established poet: "I do . . .
love these books with all my heart—and I love you too." Barrett was then a semi-invalid in
her father's London house, where she submitted to his sternly protective care. Four months

after the two poets began their correspondence, they met and fell in love. They secretly
married in 1846, and a week later eloped to Italy. Mr. Barrett estranged himself from his
famous daughter for the rest of his life.
Browning's happy marriage confirmed his belief that only by acting boldly can one
wrest what is good from an imperfect world. "I was ever a fighter," he wrote in "Prospice."
He liked to see himself in strenuous but joyous contests with difficulties. In his dramatic
poems, he also liked to emphasize the error, weakness, and even the viciousness of his
characters. His standing as a poet grew slowly in the 1840s and 1850s, for readers did not
know how to react to speakers like the Duke in "My Last Duchess" and the lover in
"Porphyrias Lover," who act boldly but for selfish and perverse motives. It was also hard for
readers used to Tennyson's melodic lyrics to hear the music in Browning's quick, rough
sounds.
Browning lived in Italy until Elizabeth's death in 186 I, when he returned to England
with their thirteen-year-old son. During the 1860s, his fame began to grow. His first
immediate success came with The Ring and the Book (1868— I 869), a long poem spoken by
characters involved in a seventeenth-century murder in Rome. Gradually, readers understood
that by asking them to figure out and judge wicked men like the Duke in "My Last Duchess,"
Browning was really challenging them to discover what is virtuous and healthy, when love
nourishes, and when and why it kills. Browning believed that human beings must act by a
moral standard, just as he believed that those who love constantly and act bravely will be
rewarded.
During the 1880s, admirers all over England and the United States founded Browning Societies and met to read and discuss his work and philosophy. By the time of his death in 1889,
Browning had won a place next to Tennyson as the other great Victorian poet. Like Tennyson,
he was read as a kind of sage who assured his contemporaries that "This world's no blot for
us, / Nor blank; it means intensely, and means good" ("Fra Lippo Lippi").
My Last Duchess
Robert Browning
VERSSSSSSS!!!!
The poet whose name is most often coupled with Tennyson in any survey of
Victorian literature is, of course, Robert Browning. There are good reasons for this: both had
to overcome initial critical disapproval, both wrote prolifically, and both favoured the longer
or semi-dramatic forms.
My Last Duchess is Browning’s brilliant dramatic monologue. He sets his scene in
Renaissance Ferrara, where the Duke is showing his visitor a portrait of his late wife, of
whom he clearly disapproved. The sinister touch comes near the end, when we discover that
his visitor is an envoy of his next bride’s father: what, we wonder, will ‘her’ fate be? . . .
The scene of this poem is in the castle of the Duke of Ferrara, an arrogant Italian
nobleman of the Renaissance period. The Duke is showing a painting of his first wife to an
envoy who has been sent to arrange the details of a second marriage. With keen dramatic
skill, wherein every detail is significant, Browning shows us the true character of the Duke,
revealed through his discussion of his artless young wife. The poem might well be called a
life-study in egoism.( For an understanding of this poem you will need to watch the
punctuation and other pauses. It is best understood when read aloud.)
The speaker in this poem begins by describing a painting of a woman, and by the
speech’s end he has revealed an entire relationship. Yet nothing in this poem may be quite
what it seems.

The speaker in this poem is the Duke of Ferrara, a powerful Italian nobleman of the
Renaissance. In the poem the Duke negotiates to merry his second wife, the niece of a count.
He addresses the count’s representative.
The research that led Browning to learn about Alfonso II, the fifth Duke of Ferrara,
probably included the information that the Duke’s first wife (of the three wives in all) was a
fourteen-year-old girl whom the Duke, after marrying, left for two years. She died about a
year after his return. It is believed that she was poisoned.
The poem begins in mid-conversation. It makes the poem more interesting as this
technique requires the reader to be a detective, looking for clues about what has gone on
before. In lines 13-15 the Duke gives hints that she was unfaithful. But is this statement given
by he Duke enough to convict her? No, the Duke will have to provide more evidence, for this
is just his judgement about her. The Duke offers no evidence that she was unfaithful, rather,
her downfall was that she did not pay her husband as much attention as he felt he deserved.
When asked the meaning of lines 45 -47, Browning said that “the commands were
that she should be put to death, . . . or he might have had her shut up in a convent.”
It is a dramatic monologue. The advantages of hearing this tale as a dramatic
monologue lie in the fact that the Duke’s personality becomes clear through his own words.
Due to the Duke’s hints we have all the possibilities to believe that the Duke had the
Duchess killed. He says he gave commands and her smiling stopped.(line 45).
The Duke intends to present himself as cultured, confident, and wealthy – probably
to ensure his marriage to the Count’s daughter, but in reality he is evil, amoral, jealous and
insecure. Lines 13-15, 31-35 and 42-46 reveal his character.
The Duke’s monologue begins and ends by referring to art. In this way Browning is
pointing out the Duke’s heartlessness. It may strike the readers as horrible that in the same
breath the Duke can imply that he has murdered his wife and brag about his possessions.
The marriage portrayed in the poem is different from the Brownings’ own marriage.
The Brownings seem to have shared mutual respect, while the Duke disrespects his wife and
expects her to be subservient.
The poem is written in iambic pentameter couplets.Passages, that is lines 21-23, 3134and 43-45 may strike the readers as examples of natural, colloquial speech.

Elements of Literature
D r a m a t i c M o n o l o g u e. “My Last Duchess” is one of Browning’s earliest
and most popular dramatic monologues, poems in which there is only one speaker, not
soliloquizing but directly addressing another person or group, whose responses or gestures
are often suggested by the words of the speaker. The speaker, who is not the poet, is
addressing a listener or listeners. Instead of commenting directly on the speaker, Browning
provides us with clues and expects us to make inferences. We are required to think about the
character of the speaker, to reconstruct the situation in which he or she speaks, and to guess at
the speaker’s motives.
Porphyria’s Lover
Robert Browning
VERSSSSSSS!!!!
We might expect a poem titled “Porphyria’s Lover” to be a romance. The speaker in
the poem is a man whose character and identity we can deduce only by what he says.

However, one thing is clear: He is a man of intense emotion. Impressed by his direct speech
and unruffled manner, we then shudder at what we learn late in the poem. Yet we continue to
hear the man out – fascinated, however uneasy, and eventually led to ask, “Is he lovesick or
genuinely disturbed?”
The poem begins with the description of the weather. The violence of the weather
may reflect a frightful violence in the characters or events of the poem. The darkness suggests
mystery or dark deeds, the lake and trees, which indicate an isolated locale, may evoke a
sense of foreboding – a sense that whatever takes place will do so out of sight of witnesses.
This setting creates the mood of the poem.
Porphyria is not strong enough to break the ties of a relationship to which she already
is committed: perhaps a previous marriage or the disapproval of her family prevents her
formal commitment to the speaker, and this seems to be the complication in this relationship.
The speakers in this dramatic monologue and in the poem “My Last Duchess” are different.
On the one hand the speaker of this poem is sure that Porphyria worships him.(lines 32-33).
On the other hand, the speaker in “My Last Duchess” is not sure that his Duchess did worship
him, he believes that she had a roving eye and was flirtatious. The speakers are similar in that
each is obsessed with a woman. When the Duke felt his Duchess was beyond changing, he
ensured his mastery, probably by killing her; If this speaker comes to a similar conclusion
about Porphyria, perhaps he, too, is capable of murder. Lines 38-41 surprise and shock us.
The speaker strangles her and reasoning it tells that he wants to preserve forever the moment
when Porphyria is totally his. He complains (lines 21-25) that she is too weak to commit
herself to him forever. The speaker asserts that Porphyria “felt no pain”. According to his own
delusions: He thinks that after she is dead, her blue eyes laugh (lines 44-45) and her cheek
blushes (lines 47-48). These reactions are proof of the violent conditions under which she
dies. The poem was first published under the general title Madhouse Cells. The speaker’s
action is less surprising if readers already associate him with a madhouse. Lines 46-54
strongly suggest that he is deranged. His obsession with Porphyria is so strong that he is
content to cuddle her corpse and thinks her happy to be dead. The poem’s ending is very
effective. Yet, it leaves a reader with a dreadful understanding of how deranged the speaker
is, that he might even think God approves. “And yet God has not said a word!” The speaker
seems to recognize the awfulness of is deed and perhaps is surprised that he has not been
condemned by God – or perhaps he is so deranged he interprets God’s silence as approval.
The line implies the speaker’s concern about the consequences of his action. The most
disturbing lines of the poem are lines 37-42 because the murder is shocking.
Like his American contemporary Edgar Allan Poe, Browning had a taste for morbid
psychology; he once accused his wife, poems Elizabeth Barrett Browning, of lacking “a
scientific interest in evil”. In poems such as Porphyria’s Lover”, he pursues that interest,
exploring the complexity of human motivations. Browning is different from other nineteenthcentury authors. This psychological poet seems more modern to us than his Victorian
contemporaries.
Elements of Literature
S e t t i n g : The time and place of a story, play or poem. It may be presented
immediately through descriptive details (as for example in this poem), or it may be revealed
more gradually. Setting often contributes greatly to a story’s emotional effect. It may produce
an atmosphere of horror (like the wild heath setting in Shakespeare’s Macbeth), or may create
a contemplative calm (like the beautiful green valley in Wordsworth’s Tintern Abbey).. The
setting also may play a role in the story’s conflict.

Two of the most important functions of the setting are to reveal character and suggest
a theme.
A t m o s p h e r e : The m o o d of feeling in a literary work. Atmosphere is usually
created through descriptive details and evocative language. Rapture, grief, outrage,
amusement, awe – these are but a few kinds of mood that often appear in literature.
Elizabeth Barrett Browning
1806 - 1861
Elizabeth Barrett Browning was one of the most famous poets of her day—more
successful during her lifetime than her husband Robert Browning. She is remembered
today for her Sonnets from the Portuguese, of which "How Do I Love Thee" is the best
known.
During her lifetime, Barrett Browning was well known as an audacious,
versatile poet who frequently wrote on intellectual, religious, and political matters. As a
girl, she had studied Greek, Latin, French, Italian, history, and philosophy—an
uncommon education for a woman in nineteenth-century England. She published long
narratives, a novel in verse, translations of Greek plays, and poems that dealt with the
abolition of slavery, the exploitation of children in factories, religious belief, and Italian
nationalism.
Through the first half of her busy literary career, Elizabeth Barrett was a semiinvalid. Her illnesses have been variously diagnosed, but it is certain that their effect was
enlarged by the sometimes bullying protectiveness of her father and perhaps by the
drugs routinely prescribed in those days for a "nervous collapse." She wrote to Robert
Browning during their courtship, "Papa says sometimes when he comes into this room
unexpectedly and convicts me of having dry toast for dinner,. . . that obstinacy and dry
toast have brought me to my present condition, and if I pleased to have porter and
beefsteaks instead, I should be as well as ever I was, in a month!"
In 1845, she met Robert Browning, and the next year they married secretly and
eloped to the Continent. Her I father never forgave her for the marriage (he had
forbidden all his children to marry), nor did he ever see her again. Barrett Browning
flourished in Italy and bore a son when she was forty-three years old: her own "young
Florentine" with "brave blue English eyes."

Sonnet 43
Elizabeth Barrett Browning
VERSSSS!!!!
Although this series of forty-four sonnets was written by Elizabeth Barrett during the
months of her courtship by Robert Browning, he did not see them until after their marriage.
One day his wife slipped into his study and left the originals on his desk, telling him to
destroy them if he did not like them. He admired them greatly and urged their publication. “I
dared not reserve to myself”, he said later, “the finest sonnets written in any language since
Shakespeare”. To conceal their personal nature, they were named “Sonnets from the
Portuguese” a title derived from Browning’s favourite pet name for his wife, “the little
Portugee”, given because of her admiration of Camoens , the epic poet of Portugal, and also
because of her dark complexion.

This poem expresses an ardent, joyful love – a truly transforming love. And yet it is
not a blind, infatuated love, a love that must weather more than joy. The title suggests that
they were a translation into English from an original Portuguese source.
The interpretation of lines 2-5 is the following: The speaker says that her love is as
great as the urge she feels to reach for ideals (the ends of Being and ideal Grace”) that are
beyond her grasp.
This poem moves the reader because of its simple yet heartfelt words and tone. The
speaker of the poem says in seven, distinct ways that she loves her beloved, plus the
expectation of love after death. The speaker expresses religious faith in lines 9-12 and 13-14.
The pauses in the last three lines are different in rhythm from those in the rest of the poem.
The pauses through line 11 indicate the end of a thought or a natural pause. The pauses in
lines 12-13 indicate an emotional interruption. These lines contrast with the earlier, more
measured declarations.
It is interesting to mention that Elizabeth Barrett Browning decided to use the formal
limitations of sonnet form to express such a sweeping passion. The form juxtaposes passion
with the gentility and quaintness of a rhyming, regularly metered poem. The form contains the
passion, preventing the poem from being overly sentimental.
Elements of literature
P e t r a r c h a n s o n n e t: All forty-four poems in Sonnets from the Portuguese are written
in traditional Petrarchan, or Italian sonnet form: an octave (eight-line stanza) and a sestet (six
lines) in iambic pentameter rhyming abbaabba cdcdcd. Sonnet 43 does not have the usual
turn, or break in thought, at the sestet. Rather, the poem is broken into short units of thought.
Gerard Manley Hopkins
1844 – 1889
Hopkins was the eldest son of highly educated parents who were devoted to the
Church of England. His father, British consul-general of the Hawaiian Islands, sent the young
Hopkins to Highgate, a London boarding school, where he won a poetry prize and later a
scholarship to study classics at Oxford University. Hopkins intended to prepare himself for
the Anglican ministry, but after much soul-searching, converted to Roman Catholicism in
1866—a radical and shocking thing to do at the time.
In 1868, when he entered the Jesuit order, Hopkins burned almost all his poetry (a
few poems remain) and "resolved to write no more, as not belonging to my profession, unless
it were by the wish of my superiors." He wrote no poetry for seven years, but in 1875, he was
asked to write an ode in memory of five Franciscan nuns who had drowned at sea. He sent
"The Wreck of the Deutschland" to a Jesuit periodical, whose editors "dared not print it."
Hopkins, an unusually conscientious man, was ordained as a Jesuit priest in 1877
and devoted himself to the immediate demands of the priesthood. He served in parishes in
poor sections of English and Scottish cities, writing sermons and ministering to the sick. As a
teacher of classics at a Jesuit seminary and later as a professor of Greek at the Roman
Catholic university in Dublin, Hopkins worked hard at lecturing, grading papers, and
planning a series of scholarly papers. In 1889, at the age of forty-four, he died of typhoid
fever in Dublin.
Hopkins published one of his poems in 1863, the year he entered college, but after
that only a few insignificant poems appeared during his lifetime. He composed a small but
very powerful body of poetry that he sent to his friends with careful instructions about how to
understand them. In his letters, he elaborated on his ideas about using the stock of native

English words for the diction of his verse. Hopkins's poems are also characterized by what he
called sprung rhythm, and by assonance, alliteration, and internal rhyme. Robert Bridges, a
friend and fellow poet, published the first edition of Hopkins's poems after his death.
Hopkins attempted in his sprung rhythm to imitate the sound of natural speech. He
explained: "It consists in scanning by accents or stresses alone, ... so that a foot may be but
one strong syllable or it may be many light and one strong." In conventional metrics, a foot
consists of a prescribed number of stressed and unstressed syllables (an iamb, for example, is
an unstressed syllable followed by a stressed syllable). Sprung rhythm is not concerned with
using only one kind of foot in a poem; in Hopkins's poems, a line may consist of many kinds of
feet: iambs, trochees, dactyls, spondees, and so on.
For a while, literary critics regarded Hopkins as a twentieth-century poet—rather
than a Victorian poet—because of his strongly individual language, compression of meaning,
unconventional forms, and singular sound. But Hopkins is unmistakably rooted in the
nineteenth century. In his almost ecstatic love of nature, his passionate conviction of a
transcendental power, and his striving for individuality, Hopkins resembled the Romantic
poets. In the "terrible sonnets" of his last four years, Hopkins expressed the doubts and spiritual anguish of many late-nineteenth-century writers.
Spring and Fall
Gerard Manley Hopkins
VERSSS!!!!
Human life is often compared to the year’s seasons, and in that metaphor, youth is
springtime. In this deceptively simple lyric, Hopkins combines autumn, a child and an adult
speaker for a layered, poignant effect. From the girl’s sorrow and sense of loss over falling
leaves, the speaker moves to a much deeper grief.
At the beginning of the poem we may wonder if Margaret is really crying for the
reasons the speaker suggests or if she is sad about the leaves. At the beginning of the poem
Margaret is grieving for the autumn leaves fallen from the trees. The speaker says she is really
mourning her own mortality. The speaker predicts about Margaret’s feelings that when her
“heart grows older” she will grow colder and not care about the fallen leaves. In lines 6-9
Hopkins have chosen to use assonance and alliteration. They draw attention to certain words,
they make the poem sound sing-songy, reflecting the notion that the poem addresses a child.
In line 11 ‘Sorrow’s springs’ is a play on words. Margaret is sorrowful because of
fall, but the speaker tells her that sorrow also is connected with spring. Perhaps Margaret’s
tears are like a spring of water that wells up from the sorrow of her soul. ‘Spring’ and ‘fall’
may also reflect Hopkins’s belief that humanity’s sorrow springs from the fall of its first
parents. “Sorrow’s springs are the same” (line 11) means that all sorrows have the same
source (probably original sin). Line 14 refers to the Biblical fall. All human beings are
destined to experience sorrow and to die. In the course of the poem we find a shift that takes
place in the speaker’s attitude toward Margaret’s grief. Lines 1-8suggest Margaret will
outgrow her sensitivity, but in lines 11-12 the speaker shifts to say Margaret’s sadness is
about a larger grief. The speaker says Margaret grieves for her future losses.
We can find alliterations and assonances in the poem:
a/ Alliterations are: in lines 1-2 grieving/goldengrove; in line 6 such/sights; in line 8
world/wanwood; in line 11 Sorrow’s/springs/same;
b/ Assonance: line 5 grows/older; lines 7-9 by/by/sigh/lie/why; lines 8-9 leafmeal/ weep;
line 13 heart/head.
‘spring’, ‘fall’ and ‘leaves’ have multiple meaning in the poem. Spring and fall refer to the
seasons. Springs (line 11) refers to the source of water or of sorrow. He fall of man is

suggested in line 14. Leaves (line 3) refers to the leaves of trees as well as to the verb leaves
(goes away).
Elements of literature
A s s o n a n c e: In words placed close together, assonance is a repetition of similar
vowel sounds followed by consonants. E. g. hate, pale create a s s o n a n c e. hate, fate are
exact rhymes.
Pied Beauty
Gerard Manley Hopkins
VERSSS!!!!
This poem, perhaps not surprising from a poet as unconventional as Hopkins, is his
song of praise to God for all things that are ‘pied’: covered with different coloured spots. It is
a praise song – a psalm.
Both poems, (Pied Beauty and Spring and Fall) focus on sadness that arises from a
subconscious source.
The list in lines 2-5 give an overall impression of the world: The world is
wonderfully varied. Nature delights in complexity. In lines 7-8 we find single-word adjectives
All express the speaker’s fascination with unconventional things that run counter to typical
expectations, in line 9, it comes through pairing the opposites.
Discussing the speaker’s emotional state we have to mention that he is filled with
wonder and faith. The poet’s sense of wonder at nature’s intricate beauty is strong. In lines 26 the poet mentions such specific examples of pied beauty as a multicoloured sky, a brindled
cow, rose-coloured spots on trout roasted chestnuts, finches’ wings, and a patchwork
landscape. The poet’s words in line 7 “all things counter” mean that all things unlike the
norm. In line 9 the poet brilliantly combines alliteration with antithesis. The line has three
pairs of words with opposite meanings. Two pairs repeat‘s’ and ‘sw’ sounds, one pair repeats
the ’d’ sound. In the last two lines the poet offers glory and praise to God. He praises God as a
creator of all beauty. In line 1o the poet contrasts the beauty of the physical world and the
beauty of God the creator. He suggests that the beauty of physical world is transitory; God’s
beauty is eternal. The last line’s rhythm makes the line especially effective. Its abruptness
creates emphasis.
Elements of Literature
I m a g e r y : is the language that appeals to the senses. In this poem Hopkin’s
images follow one another with the instantaneous clarity of a movie’s quick cuts. Most of his
images are visual, but a few tap other senses too.
Matthew Arnold
1822 – 1888
Unlike the other major Victorian poets, Matthew Arnold achieved fame as both a
poet and a critic. He is as famous today for his essays of literary and social criticism as he is
for his poetry. His poems stand with the achievements of Tennyson and Browning, their quiet
tones and carefully shaped figures of speech expressing his reflections on what Victorian
society was like, what it would become, and what it had cost.

Arnold had difficulty in his youth living up to the expectations of his famous father,
Dr. Thomas Arnold, one of the leading thinkers of the Victorian era and headmaster of Rugby
School. An uneven student at Rugby, Arnold nevertheless won a scholarship to Oxford
University in 1841. Although he was less than enthusiastic as a student, he seemed to thoroughly enjoy playing the role of a dandy. His performance at Oxford was a failure by Rugby
standards, and he graduated without knowing clearly what he wanted to do. In 1847, he
became private secretary to Lord Lansdowne, head of the Council of Education.
Arnold had won prizes for his poetry at both Rugby and Oxford. In 1849, he
published his first book of poetry, The Strayed Reveller, to mixed reviews. Two more volumes
of poetry followed in 1852 and 1853, and as a result Arnold was elected an Oxford professor
of poetry in 1857.
After his marriage in 1851, Arnold became a government inspector of schools for
poor children, a job he held for thirty-five years. His work was exhausting, requiring him to
travel all over England and write daily reports. Though he continued to write poetry in his
free time, he found it increasingly difficult. In I 853, he told a friend, "I am past thirty, and
three parts iced over . and my pen, it seems to me, is even stiffer and more cramped than my
feeling"
After I860, Arnold almost completely stopped writing poetry and began a second
career as a critic. His travels and his work had given him firsthand knowledge of pressing
social problems, and he became an energetic essayist and lecturer on literary, political,
social, and religious questions. Essays in Criticism, his first work on literary topics, was
published in 1865; a second series appeared after his death in 1888. During the 1870s,
Arnold's essays addressed religion and education. In Culture and Anarchy (1869) and in his
essays on literature and religion, Arnold urged his readers to acquire a knowledge of history
and to study "the best that has been thought and known in the world"—the Greeks, Dante, and
Shakespeare—in order to judge ideas and personal conduct. Without the steadying influence
of what he called culture, Arnold warned, the nineteenth century's technological and political
changes would accelerate into a grossly materialistic democracy. He feared also an
intellectual anarchy in which every opinion was seen to be as good as any other.
All through his life, Arnold was capable of knowing both the excitement of trying to
change the temper of his age and the loneliness of not being comfortable in his own time.
Lionel Trilling, the twentieth-century literary critic, writes that as both poet and critic, Arnold
remains fresh and relevant for modern readers: "As a poet he reaches us not more powerfully
but, we sometimes feel, more intimately than any other. As a critic he provided us with the
essential terms for our debate in matters of taste and judgment."
Matthew Arnold about the Craft of Writing
It should come as no surprise that Arnold, a literary critic, wrote about the craft of
writing.
He wrote the following about poetry:
1. “Poetry is nothing less than the most perfect speech of man, that in which he comes
the nearest to being able to utter the truth.”
2. “More and more mankind will discover that we have to turn to poetry to interpret life
for us, to console us, to sustain us. Without poetry, our science will appear incomplete;
and most of what now passes with us for religion and philosophy will be replaced by
poetry
Dover Beach
Matthew Arnold

VERS!!!!!!
Where do people look for answers in times of crisis? Do they look to science? To
religion? To government? Enormous problems may seem to call for sweeping solutions.
Instead of thinking big, what if we thought small? Arnold reminds people that they also can
look to personal relationships to find the hope, love, and integrity that can make sense of the
world.
While a note of sadness, of questioning and of despair underlies much of Arnold’s
verse, yet there is ever a hint of the patience, perseverance, and fortitude which man needs to
bear his lot. He taught that help must come not from governments or social betterment, but
from the soul itself. In this poem the soft dirge of the sea is reflected not only in the ebb and
flow of the lines, but also in the deeply reflective mood.
Arnold’s first draft of Dover Beach dates from 1851, when he and his wife spent a
night at Dover during their honeymoon trip on the English coast.
The first six lines of the poem establish the mood and the setting of the poem. It is
night in a room in Dover, England overlooking the moonlit sea. The speaker is a person
addressing a loved one. The mood in lines 1-6 is calm, peaceful, perhaps, even joyful. The
seventh line begins with the word “only” that creates an opposition to the peaceful setting that
begins the poem. “Listen!” in line 9 is a strong interjection which also breaks the calm mood.
The “grating roar” and the sea flinging pebbles change the mood. The sea functions as a
controlling metaphor in the poem. Before appreciating the metaphor we have to understand
what power or powers the speaker attributes to the sea in lines 10-14. The sea has the power
to change its world (in that it can “draw back and fling” the pebbles) and to reach into eternity
(bringing an “eternal note of sadness” into the world. Referring to the ”tremulous cadence” of
the sea, which brings in the “eternal note of sadness”, the speaker says that the same sound
was heard centuries ago by Sophocles. On this place the poem begins to move from a personal
experience to a timeless and universal theme.
The poet uses figures of speech to describe faith in lines 21-23 and further in lines
24-28. The “Sea of Faith” (a metaphor for religious belief) once surrounded the earth,
encompassing it like the folds of a bright belt (a simile), that supported and decorated the
earth. The speaker’s faith has weakened; it has withdrawn, leaving the speaker as barren as
the beaches he describes in lines 24-28. The speaker urges that the couple be true to one
another because life, which is filled with chaos, is difficult and painful.
In the third stanza (lines 21-26), these powers are also traditional characteristics of
faith – faith that the speaker sees in retreat.
As it is presented in the last stanza the speaker sees the world as a chaotic, painful
place without joy and peace.
Despite their zest for progress, the Victorians were, in many ways, plagued by
doubts. One of their greatest challenges was to reconcile faith with the new discoveries of
science. The speaker here sounds like many of his day, who felt that if new theories, with all
their implications, were accepted, faith could not stand. Thus, Arnold (like Tennyson in In
Memoriam) can be said to speak not merely for himself but for his era.
Dover Beach was first published in 1867. It is interesting to mention that the closing
image of the poem strike is as prophetic. Arnold was writing about wars of his own day, but
worse wars were to come. The weapons of war would be more sophisticated, but “ignorant
armies” would continue to fight for causes they little understood. In the “confused alarms of
struggle and flight”, of the twentieth century, friends would become enemies (as did the
United States and Iran) and enemies would become friends (as did the United States and
Germany).

Probably we’ll have the strongest emotional response either to the first stanza whose
vivid images evoke a quiet melancholy, or to the final stanza, in which the speaker cries out
for a loving commitment that will provide strength to face the world.
S u m m a r y : The sea is an important image in the poem. Each stanza of this poem
builds upon the previous one to convey Arnold’s sentiment. Arnold’s speaker concludes that
in a world that at best offers only images of comfort, people need to “be true / To one
another!”
Love is itself a faith. More than any other poem written in the nineteenth century,
“Dover Beach” continues to echo through the consciousness of every generation of the
twentieth century. To say why involves matters of both technique and meaning.
Compared with the characteristic product of the Romantic or Victorian poets, “Dover
Beach” is low-keyed. The speaker’s tone is largely that of quiet conversation in which iambs
and anapests are congenially mixed. For all its conversational tone, however, the poem is
remarkably ambitious in its claim to render a universal condition.
Unlike his predecessors and contemporaries, Arnold neither reaches for the sublime
nor dwells on the sentimental in this poem. Instead, he writes a love poem that, incidentally,
expresses the crisis of conscious brought about by the dwindling of religion – “the Sea of
Faith” – and the rise of science. Science has transformed human life through industrialism and
through the mass warfare that scientific inventions made possible. Against these bewildering
developments, Arnold poses the notion that love is itself a faith to cling to and, by
implication, that individual integrity and a humanistic vision broad enough to include the
tragic conclusions of Sophocles are the only defences against a world moving toward anarchy.
Elements of Literature
M o o d : Arnold creates a mood that shifts at certain points of thepoem like the ebb
and flow of the tide described. Mood is the feeling, or atmosphere, in a work created by the
writer’s choice of descriptive details, images and sounds.
Thomas Hardy
1840 – 1928
Thomas Hardy was one of the principal novelists of late-Victorian Britain, but he
began and ended his literary career as a poet. The oldest of four children, Hardy was born in
a small village in Dorsetshire in southwestern England, the setting (under its ancient name of
Wessex) of many of his novels and poems. His father was a stonemason and carpenter who
loved music and taught Hardy to play the violin. Hardy went to the village school until he was
sixteen, when he became an apprentice to an architect. He read widely on his own for the next
six years, "reading the Iliad, the Aeneid, or the Greek Testament from six to eight in the
morning, would work at Gothic architecture all day, and then in the evening rush off with his
fiddle under his arm... to play country dances, reels, and hornpipes at an agriculturist's
wedding." In 1861, Hardy began working as an architect in London, writing poems and
stories in his free time. He tried unsuccessfully to publish his poems, but by the time he
returned to Dorset in 1867 as an architect specializing in church restoration, he had started
to publish fiction.
Hardy's second novel, Far from the Madding Crowd (1874), was enough of a
popular success to enable him to stop working as an architect. During the next twenty years,
he published ten novels and three collections of stories. The plots and themes of Hardy's
fiction, like those of his poetry, express his belief in a world governed by chance and natural
laws that are not hostile, but simply indifferent, to what humans want and deserve. Chance

gives us pain when we try for gladness or glory; sometimes in his novels the entire course of
lives is determined by coincidence. Hardy liked to play the big scenes of his novels against the
backdrop of powerful natural forces that take no account of human life, such as the vast heath
of The Return o f the Native (1878) To chance and the indifference of nature, humans add
the folly of war, the cruelty of ingratitude and neglect, and the irrationality of laws and
customs that frustrate talent and desire. Finally, the central characters' own weaknesses —
Henshard in The Mayor o f Casterbridge (1886), Jude in Jude the Obscure (1895), even Tess
in Tess o f the D'Urbervilles (1891) — make them vulnerable to the destructive powers of
nature and society.
The bleakness, pessimism, and irony of Hardy's novels disturbed many of his
readers. In 1892, after reading an unfavorable review of Tess o f the D'Urbervilles, he wrote,
"Well, if this sort of thing continues no more novel-writing for me. A man must be a fool to
deliberately stand up to be shot at." In 1895, when Jude the Obscure was severely denounced
by readers and critics (some called it "Jude the Obscene"), Hardy decided to have his say
thereafter in poetry: "Perhaps I can express more fully in verse ideas and emotions which run
counter to the inert crystallized opinion—hard as a rock—which the vast body of men have
vested interests in supporting."
He began collecting old, new, and revised poems in a series of volumes. He
published the first in 1898 and was putting together an eighth collection thirty years later, the
year of his death. "My poetry was revolutionary," he wrote, "in the sense that I meant to avoid
the jeweled line." Twentieth-century critics have praised Hardy's poems for their simple, compressed forms and their sad, ironic tone.
The Darkling Thrush
Thomas Hardy
VERSSSS!!!!
A stark winter scene can emphasize physical and emotional desolation. Yet the
gloom of winter also precedes the promise of springtime renewal. Gloomy though is may
appear at the time, the midwinter death of an old year marks the birth of a new one, and with
it the hope of new beginning.
Hardy wrote this poem on December 31, 1900, the last day of both the year and the
century. As night falls, the speaker in the poem hears a thrush (a bird) singing joyfully. His
thrush, like the century, is worn out and diminished – but still singing. Hardy chooses a thrush
and makes it “aged . . . frail, gaunt, and small” rather than a young, robust and perhaps more
exotic bird. The thrush is common enough that anyone might feel kinship with it. Its age may
reflect the fact that it is singing on the last day of the nineteenth century. The details make the
bird seem as old as the century and underscore the point that no matter how old or small,
creatures can still sing hopeful songs.
The gloomy details at the beginning of the poem fit the mood of the first two stanzas,
in the final two stanzas of the poem we can find some reasons for hope. The details of the first
two stanzas establish the setting of the poem: “Coppice gate”(line 1), “Frost” (line 2),
“Winter’s dregs” (line 3), “weakening eye of day” (line 4 ) These words create a gray, snowy,
bleak scene. The thrush is introduced in the third stanza, when the speaker hears its joyful
song. The thrush’s song gives the speaker hope. In the last stanza the speaker suggests that the
thrush knows of “some blessed Hope”( line 31). The use of the word “darkling” in the title
means “in the dark” It suggests emotional gloom as well as physical darkness.
Both Arnold and Hardy wrote their poems many, many years ago – well before two
global wars shattered the world, but nevertheless the poems are insightful and prophetic. They
also show how the horror of war and uncertainty about the future exist in all centuries.

Channel Firing
Thomas Hardy
VERSSSS!!!!
In an age of almost miraculous technological advances, humanity sometimes stops to
ask itself: When will we be too advanced, or too civilized, or too sane towage war? Hardy’s
poem brings a different perspective to that question, imagining what the dead would say if
they were awakened by violence in the land of the living.
The subject of “Channel Firing” is the testing of guns at sea and on the shores of the
English Channel. Hardy wrote this poem in April 1914, when a naval rivalry was growing
between Great Britain and Germany. Four months later World War I began.
The word “chancel” (line 3) refers to the part of a church nearest the altar; a “glebe”
(line 9) is a plot of land attached to a church or its rectory. In the poem’s last stanza, the sound
of guns reaches three sites famous in British history: Alfred’s Tower, near Stourton, which
honours King Alfred’s defeat of a Danish invasion in 879; Camelot, the legendary site of
King Arthur’s court; and Stonehenge, the prehistoric arrangement of huge stones on the
Salisbury Plain.
Lines 13-14 state, that nations are still “striving strong to make / Red war yet
redder”. War remains a part of life on this planet, and weapons continue to proliferate, though
nowadays countries often try to use the United Nations and other means to resolve conflicts.
Lines 21-24. Divine laughter at this moment may be a reference by Hardy to the
Second Psalm, which describes God’s sovereignty over the nations. According to that psalm,
when God sees the raging of the nations, then “He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh: the
Lord shall have them in derision” (verse four).
We may surprise at God’s laughter, or we may even be shocked, and although we
might expect a dead wicked person to regret his or her misdeeds in life, they have in this
poem a good person who regrets is life of upright living since the world was left no better off
by it. The speaker in this poem is one of the dead (the ’we’ in line 4), buried in a churchyard
near the English Channel. In God’s eyes the firing is a pointless activity that accomplishes no
more than do the actions of the dead. Hardy uses irony in an interesting way. Examples of
irony include the fact that the guns disturb the dead but not the living; that Parson Thirdly
wishes he had stuck to pipes and beer; and that the threatening sound of the guns reaches
inland, shaking what it meant to protect. God declares about Judgment Day in the fifth stanza
that it is a good thing that it is not Judgment’s Day for some of the living, who would be
doomed to scour the floors of Hell for their violence.
Hardy was criticized for his deliberate use of “unpoetic” language (such as “drooled”
in line 9 and “mad hatters” in line 14, but we agree that the roughness of Hardy’s language
befits the roughness of his subject. The diction roots the poem in reality.
Ah, Are You Digging on My Grave?
Thomas Hardy
VERSSSS!!!!
Do you miss me? It’s comforting to know that people miss us when we are gone.
What if we could come back from the dead and find out how much they miss us? We all have
expectations of how loved ones would response to our absence, but we might be surprised at
what they say about us when we are not around. Lines 5-6: If she were still alive, she would
have been hurt to learn that the man had rejected her in favour of someone with more wealth
and more “flash”. Perhaps the man wonders whether he has spent enough time in mourning

before marrying this other woman. After reading this poem we may conclude that Hardy
either mocks sentiment about death or finds it misguided. If the situation in this poem is
accurate, then a person who dies is gone and forgotten. From the woman’s guesses about her
visitors’ identities, one can assume that she had a husband or fiancé and a family, that there
was a woman with whom she had a conflict, and that she had a little dog as a pet. The dog’s
answers reveal that her family is no longer grieving, that her enemy, (like the dog itself) has
forgotten her, and that her beloved has just married someone else. The little dog’s answers
combine animal traits with qualities we consider human. Animal traits include such behaviour
as routine surveillance of territory and burying bones. At the same time, more human traits lie
in the dog’s having forgotten the woman’s gravesite and in its addressing the woman.
Anticlimax, or bathos, is the deflating effect we feel when our lofty expectations are let
down. Hardy employs this device in each of the first three stanzas. For each speculations that
the woman makes about how the possible visitor is behaving, it is revealed that none of those
mentioned are devoting themselves to grief. The tone of this poem is wry, ironic, perhaps,
even bitter. In irony of situation there is a sharp discrepancy between what is expected and
what actually happens. Hardy’s use of irony of situation is quite effective. Even if we initially
find the responses to the woman’s questions somewhat comical, upon reflection we should
recognize the sadness of her situation. Hardy’s irony is effective because her repeated guesses
and repeated ironic disappointments become pathetic.
In 1867 Thomas Hardy wrote his Chapter IX: The Age of Anxiety. The poem
belongs, therefore to the High Victorian period; Hardy himself was a friend of eminent
Victorians like George Meredith and Edmund Gosse; yet this bleak little lyric might easily
belong to the next century. The spare language, the almost surreal imagery, and the sense of a
godless, comfortless world point strongly to an anti-romantic reaction. Hardy Janus-like, faces
two ways: on the one hand he looks back to a pre-industrial, agrarian Wessex, while on the
other hand he confronts modern existential despair, documenting with brave directness the
mismatch between nature’s promptings and the demands of society.
Elements of Literature
A n t i c l i m a x: The power of this poem in part depends on Hardy’s use of
anticlimax - the arrangement of narrative details so that something unimportant appears there
where we expect something significant. In this poem Hardy challenges our conventional
beliefs about death and grieving by creating a narrator who has only limited information about
her situation – she therefore receives some very unexpected answers to her repeated
questions.

Alfred Edward Housman
1859 – 1936
Housman said that he was careful not to think of poetry while he was shaving, for “if
a line of poetry strays into my memory, my skin bristles so that the razor ceases to act.” For
Housman, poetry was all feeling. The feelings produced physical effects (shivers along the
spine, tears, the sensation of being pierced by a spear) that came from what Housman said
was the source of his own poems, “the pit of the stomach”.
Housman’s poetry is more restrained than his comments suggest. His poems evoke a
narrow range of subdued feelings that are controlled by simple, tight verse forms and clear

language and syntax. Although he uses simple words, his diction is precise and carefully
polished: Each word is the right word in the right place.
Alfred Edward Housman was born in Worcestershire in western England, the oldest
of seven children. He was close to his mother, who died on his twelfth birthday. His father, a
lawyer, allowed his practice, money and talent to dwindle away in despondency and drink. At
sixteen, Housman won a scholarship to Oxford, where he prepared for a career as a scholar
and teacher of classical literature. But he attended classes regularly, preferring to study on his
own, and failed his final examinations.
In 1882, Housman entered the civil service as a clerk in the patent office, determined
to prove himself as a classical scholar despite his failure at Oxford. For the next ten years, he
set himself a rigorous program: writing and publishing papers on Greek and Latin literature
while working as a patent clerk. In 1892, his series of scholarly papers won him an
appointment as professor of Latin at London University. He stayed until 1911, when he
moved to Cambridge University as professor of Latin and fellow at Trinity College. Housman
spent the rest of his life as a formal and rather aloof teacher, a reserved participant in the small
world of his college, and as authority in the yet smaller world of classical scholarship.
During his lifetime, Housman published only two books of poems containing a little
more than one hundred poems. His first collection, A Shropshire Lad (1896), became popular
because its graceful recollection of youthful pleasure and their transience fit a late-century
mood of disillusionment in a world that has “much good, but much less good than ill.” In
“Terence, This Is Stupid Stuff”, Housman acknowledged that his poems could be dismissed
as self-indulgent bellyaching.
The test of poetry, he believed, is not what is said but how it is said. In the refined
elegance of his poems, he expressed his pessimism about the cold emptiness of the world.
Unlike the major Romantic and Victorian poets who preceded him, Housman saw no hope of
improvement or change, but only the possibility of enduring and making bearable the
conditions of human experience.
When I was One – and – Twenty
Alfred Edward Housman
VERSSSS!!!!
Thousands of poems have been written about the experience of falling in love, and
not all of the stories end happily. The tale ay have to come from events told in “When I Was
One-and-Twenty” is an ancient one, and it reaches a conclusion observed many times before.
The tone of Housman’s poetry is of the nostalgic and bittersweet. This brief lyric
from A Shropshire Lad is a good example. In fact, its lesson may have come from events in
the poet’s own life. At age twenty-two, Housman fell in love and was rejected. He became
severely depressed and failed in Oxford examinations.
A Shropshire Lad, published in 1896 and set in the English countryside made
Housman a famous poet. Other poems of his were published later, but all of them were
written at approximately the same time as the poems in A Shropshire Lad.
In lines 3-4 the wise man’s advice is “spend a little money or spend a lot, but hold
onto your heart”. Housman is of the described as one of the late Victorian writers who held a
grim view of life. Lines 13-14 show a rather grim view. In these lines the wise man’s words
(with which the speaker comes to agree) express a belief that love is always painful. Love is
perhaps the most noble of human emotions. If love is doomed, then life cannot hold much
promise. Between the first and the second stanzas a year or part of a year has passed. The
speaker has learned the truth in what the wise man said. In the last line of the poem Housman
uses a repetition. The repetition of ”tis true” emphasizes the speaker’s agreement, suggests of

the pain of experience that he has had without he giving any information about that
experience, and brings the poem to an emphatic close. Other repetitions in the poem are: the
repetition of whole lines (1 and 9), similar lines (2 and 10), and syntax in the two stanzas. The
poems theme or message is”Falling in love is foolishness”, “young love is doomed”, or “love
does not last”. Housman’s attitude is one of ironic humour. We might agree, with the wise
man, believing that the pain and disillusionment of a failed relationship should be avoided;
but there is also a more optimistic feeling about love, that says the experience of being in love
is worth the risk of pain.
At the end of this poem the speaker is older and sounds more mature. He seems to
have made personal progress and we can see a paradox in tat progress, namely: the additional
year brought painful events into his life, and the wisdom he gained came only with “sighs a
plenty” and “endless rue”.
To an Athlete Dying Young
Alfred Edward Houseman
VERSSSS!!!!
The strong, healthy athletes who earn fame and fortune seem to live charmed lives.
But what happens when the cheering stops? When an athlete dies in the prime of life and at
the peak of fame, faithful supporters discover a very sobering truth: Even these special young
men and women are not invincible.
In 1896, Housman himself paid to have the first edition of the Shropshire Lad
published. He scarcely made a profit of his book of sixty-three verses, which often told their
stories in the voice of a young soldier or farm boy. However Housman lived to see his poems
become enormously popular during World War I. Soldiers saw themselves in the homesick
lad from Shropshire and heard in his voice the echo of their own melancholy. The young man
probably did not recognize the underlying homosexual theme in his poems, yet felt actually
the picture of an idyllic England which the poems also evoked. For Housman, Shropshire was
more an idea than a place: himself brought up in Worcestershire, Shropshire formed the
western horizon and became in the poet’s mind an idealized country, representing lost hope
and lost innocence.
If we did not know the title of this poem reading its second stanza would help us to
find out that it is a funeral procession. The road is described as one along which “all runners
come”, for all people die; “shoulder-high“suggests the carrying of a coffin; “a stiller town”
could refer to a graveyard or to the realm of the dead in general. In the third stanza we can get
acquainted with the speaker’s tone or attitude, regarding the death of the young athlete. The
tone seems ironic, but in a sympathetic way. Instead of mourning the athlete, the speaker
praises him for being wise enough to leave this life while he was still in his prime.
Both the first and the second stanzas mention being brought home “shoulder-high”
by a crowd. In the first stanza such treatment is an act of adulation, but in the second stanza, it
is an act of mourning (carrying a coffin “shoulder-high”). The repetition emphasizes the
parallel. In Line 9 the speaker calls the athlete “smart” The speaker suggests that, although the
athlete probably did not anticipate an early death, his departing while at the prime of his life is
better – “smarter” –than lingering on after glory has passed, especially if they have sensed the
disillusionment in “When I Was One-and-Twenty”. We may come here to the conclusion that
the speaker’s words are tinged with irony but are the nonetheless sincere. The scene of the last
two stanzas involves the young man about to enter the afterworld as the shades of the dead
gather to meet him and gaze upon him.
Is My Team Ploughing

Alfred Edward Houseman
VERSSSS!!!!
When friends tell you they missed you while you were gone, it confirms that you’re
an important part of their lives. If people we love move away or die, we expect to change and
to gradually grow accustomed to their loss. The paradox is that we also hope to keep their
memories alive and to not forget our loved ones too quickly.
This poem is a literary ballad. The questions and answers create here a ballad pattern.
The “yes’ answers form a refrain of sorts. Comparing the reply in the fourth stanza to the
reply in the second stanza we may say that the reply in the fourth stanza creates tension in the
poem. The first reply was fairly matter of fact. Here, however, more emotion is involved. The
primary speaker is reminded of a world where people “play heart and soul”, but it is a world
that he no longer can touch. The poem concludes with a bittersweet tone, a mix of irony and
sympathy (much as in “To an Athlete Dying Young”). There is irony in the fact that the
secondary speaker has taken his friend’s place in the girl’s heart; yet the secondary speaker
seems to be genuinely concerned that his dead friend not be hurt by the truth.
“Forgetting” is a normal part of putting aside grief – not that the survivors consider
the dead person unimportant, but that they, of necessity, focus on going on with their own
lives. Housman’s dialogue format does not explain the speaker’s identities. The first speaker
is a dead farmer, a man, who enjoyed playing football and who had a girlfriend or wife (“my
girl”). The other speaker seems to be a friend of the dead man. There are four questions in the
poem. The questions move from objective to more personal and more emotional. Housman
establishes an order of importance in which each succeeding question draws in the reader a
little more, making the reader as vulnerable to the answers –especially the final answer – as is
the dead man. The speaker’s attitude in the last stanza seems kindly but evasive. We may
differ over whether the speaker is a true friend (for taking care of someone that the dead man
no longer could help) or a traitor (for loving the woman the deceased loved).
People complain that the modern world moves too fast, quickly forgetting people like
the plowman. The situation is timeless. Housman avoids fixing a specific time for the poem;
however, the plowman was certainly a doomed breed, as modern machinery replaced him and
his horses. Thus, this could be construed as a modern lament for times past.
To cope with death people write poetry and practice rituals. When people are
grieving, ritual can provide distraction and help them get through a difficult time. Poetry gives
expression to grief people might not otherwise communicate. Many people still use ritual to
deal with death.
Elements of Literature
L i t e r a r y B a l l a d : Housman once claimed that his inspiration came from
“Shakespeare’s songs, [and] the Scottish Border ballads”. To describe the country life of a
“Shropshire Lad”, Housman borrows from the simple style of traditional folk ballads,
featuring a question-and-answer format in a conversation. In literary ballads, such as this one
by Housman, poets adapt the structure and spirit of traditional ballads to modern uses.
A. E. Housman was, like Hopkins, a classicist of the first rank, and spent most of his
life as an academic, mainly in Trinity College, Cambridge. But his dry donnish aloofness
concealed a passionate, and a passionately unsatisfied, nature. Housman, too, was
homosexual: the love of his life, Moses Jackson, did not return those feelings, and Housman’s
sense of a godless, hostile universe led to the production of a number of exquisitely-crafted,
intensely nostalgic lyrics.

Method – guide
Context Clues in Similes and Metaphors
You can sometimes figure out the meaning of a new word – or a familiar word used
in a new way – by using c o n t e x t
c l u e s. There are hints that are found in the
surrounding words, phrases and sentences.
S i m i l e s and m e t a p h o r s often provide excellent context clues. In both
types of figure of speech, writers associate and compare two apparently dissimilar things or
ideas to vividly communicate images and emotions. In a s i m i l e , words such as ‘like’
,‘as’,’ than’, or ‘resemble’ are used to compare one thing to another, as in “an inquisitive child
is like a blossoming flower”. In a m e t a p h o r , one thing is referred to as if it were
something else, either directly, as in “an inquisitive child is a blossoming flower”, or
indirectly, as in “an inquisitive child grows and blossoms”.
Because each of the two equivalent parts of the comparison describes the other, each
part provides clues to the meanings of words in the other part. For example, if you read “an
inquisitive child is like a blossoming flower” and do not know what inquisitive means, you
can probably at least figure out that it is a desirable and pleasant quality because you know
that in the equivalent part of the comparison the descriptive word, blossoming signifies a
desirable and pleasant quality.
S i m i l e . In Robert Browning’s poem “Porphyria’s Lover”, the lover uses a simile
to describe how he opens Porphyria’s eyes after strangling her to death.
As a shut bud that holds a bee,
I warily oped her lids.
In this simile the word ‘as’ is used to compare the two similar actions. The lover
warily opens the dead woman’s eyes, as he would open a bud that olds a bee. The following
diagram sows the almost equivalent relationship of the two parts.
Open a bud that holds a bee as warily open the dead woman’s eyes
If ‘warily’ is an unfamiliar word, knowing that it describes an action similar to
opening a bud that holds a bee gives you a clue. You might guess that it means “cautiously”.
M e t a p h o r . In the following passage from Ulysses by Alfred, Lord Tennyson, Ulysses,
who had been a warrior and world traveller, uses a metaphor that equates his “pause” – his
current, inactive retirement – to an unused sword.
How dull it is to pause, to make an end,
To rust unburnished, not to shine in use!
This metaphor includes what might be an unfamiliar word – unburnished. However,
like many metaphors, this one is rich with context clues. It contains three clues. First, the
metaphoric comparison implies that an inactive warrior is an unburnished sword. The
following diagram shows the equivalent relationship of the two parts.
Inactive warrior = unburnished sword

The equivalent descriptive word for unburnished, then, is ‘inactive’, meaning “idle,
retired, dull, sluggish”. Second, the sword is rusting, and third, it does not “shine in use”.
From these clues, you may not yet know that ‘unburnished’ means “unpolished”, but you can
probably guess that it does have something to do with the neglected condition in which the
blade is not brilliantly shiny.
Summary
The most important political event in the reign of Queen Victoria was the final
establishment of he House of Commons as truly representative in the English governmental
system, through the extension of the franchise. During this reign England greatly increased
her Empire. Many interior reforms were wrought. The railroad, the telegraph, the telephone,
the cable, steamship travel, and penny postage all caused changes in ordinary life. The theory
of evolution promulgated by Darwin and others caused enormous controversy, and the new
attitude of science led to great endeavour to reconcile its findings with religious belief.
As essayists and historians Thomas Carlyl and Thomas Babington Macaulay are
outstanding both in style and output. John Henry Newman represents religious thought; John
Ruskin, art criticism and social reform; Matthew Arnold, literary criticism. The greatest poets
of the whole era are Tennyson, Hardy, Browning, with Swinburne as a close fourth. The two
outstanding women poets are Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Christina Rossetti. PreRaphaelite poetry is represented by Dante Gabriel Rossetti and William Morris, and the great
lyric poet, Algernon Charles Swinburne, though he stands really apart from any group. Four
great novelists are Charles Dickens, William Makepeace Thackeray, George Eliot and
Thomas Hardy. Thomas Hardy’s powerful novels belong in this time, though he represents a
realistic revolt from Victorians, the difficulties of whose style caused his fame to accumulate
slowly. Robert Louis Stevenson stands out as the great romancer of the century. The Victorian
age is remarkable in its lack of first class drama.
In manners the Victorian era was one of rather stifling decorum; but in the work of
great poets, in the remarkable development of prose writing, in the courageous search for
truth on the part of science, and in the remarkable developments of mechanical invention, it is
a great age. It is also the age that saw the first long-needed constructive attempts to reform
social conditions and the rise of Democratic England.

THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
…England will be still England, an everlasting animal stretching
into the future and the past, and, like all living things,
having the power to change out recognition and yet remain the same.
/George Orwell/
“The old order changeth, yielding place to new”, wrote Alfred Tennyson in “The
Passing of Arthur”, and the line was no less applicable to the Victorian age of which he was
the spokesman. After a good half-century of Victoria’s reign, the writers who had made the
age glorious in literature were either dead or, like Meredith and Hardy, discouraged by
adverse criticism of their advanced views. Stevenson stood out as a unique figure of the 80s
and 90s, neither a Victorian nor modern, but an artistic romancer between two great ages. As
the decade of the 90s recedes further into the past, giving us more perspective, we realize
more its significance as the beginning of a new age. It was labeled in different ways as “the
yellow decade”, “the mauve decade” and the “gay nineties”. Politically it might have been
called “the sinister decade”, for those forces which led to the World War were gradually being
formed beneath the surface. Under the stress of commercial and colonization rivalry the great
nations of Europe stood glaring at one another. Old jealousies and wrongs still rankled and
new ones were added thereto. Military establishments increased to appalling proportions, and
the rapid development of science added to the cost by outmoding equipment almost as soon as
it was provided. In 1987 the Triple Alliance was formed among Germany, Austria and Italy.
This danger signal led to the final conclusion of the Triple Entente among England France and
Russia. Thus seven years before the war Europe was lined up in two great opposing camps.
There were wars, too, at the turn of the century, though they were far from the centres of
civilization. These were the Spanish-American War of 1898, the Boer War of 1899, by which
England annexed a considerable portion of South Africa, and the Russo-Japanese War of
1904, which showed Japan as a power to be reckoned with. Modern warfare was having its
dress rehearsal for the great performance of 1914.
In the latter part of the nineteenth century England became more prosperous than
ever before. Great advances were made in the administration of public education and public
health. One of the most significant changes came in the position of women. Women had won
high recognition in literature, gained admission to universities, entered professions and carried
on valiant struggles for greater property rights and suffrage. English women won the vote in
1918, two years before the Americans. Sometimes this time is called “the woman’s century”.
It was the era of industrialism in large cities. By speeder means of transportation, the
markets for industrial products had been multiplied many times. Science had invented new
products and improved processes of manufacture. The “social consciousness” of people grew
and together with it grew the desire to improve standards of living for all classes. The
products of the industrial age, the improvements brought about in plumbing, heating, lighting
and electrical appliances transformed the construction of houses and led to higher standards of
living, sanitation and health. The bicycle of the 90s gave place to the automobile and the
airplane became a sight to arouse speculation as to the future air-world. Within a generation
the whole mode of living was metamorphosed.
The British Empire expanded. The end of the nineteenth century saw the beginning
of a period of deep social questioning. The problems raised by industrial expansion, the new
inventions, the new discoveries of science, the increased independence of nations in regard to
trade, and the spread of commerce subjected the English people to constant controversy.
Many of the social and intellectual changes that were taking place had their roots in the
nineteenth-century work of three men: Charles Darwin (1809-1882), Karl Marx (1818-1883),
and Siegmund Freud (1856-1939).

Darwin’s Origin of Species (1859) propounded a theory of the evolution of animal
species based on natural selection – those species that successfully adapted to their
environments survived, those that did not became extinct. This theory, which seemed to
contradict to the Biblical account of the special creation of each species, fueled a debate
between science and religion that has continued from the Victorian times to the present.
Social Darwinism, the notion, that in society, as in nature, only the fittest should survive and
flourish, became a controversial aspect of political, social and economic thought.
In Das Kapital (1867), Karl Marx, a German philosopher and political economist
who spent the last twenty years of his life in London, advocated the abolition of private
property. Marx traced economic injustices to the capitalist system of ownership and argued
that workers should own the means of production. His theories of social and economic justice
revolutionized political thought and eventually led to sweeping changes in many governments
and economic systems, including those of Britain.
The psychological theories of Sigmund Freud, a doctor from Vienna, were equally
revolutionary and far-reaching in their effects. In The Interpretation of Dreams (1900) and
later works, Freud found the motives for human behaviour not in our rational, conscious
minds, but in the irrational and sexuality driven realm of the unconscious, which is visible to
us only in our dreams. Conservative Victorians were outraged by Freud’s claims that sex
influenced their behaviour, but artists and writers found the notion of the unconscious and its
mysterious, illogical workings fascinating.
The works of these thinkers helped to undermine the political, religious, and
psychological ideas that had served as a foundation of British society and the British Empire
for generations.
Their writings caused people to question many of the social, religious, and economic
beliefs of the Victorian period. A “social conscience” had awakened in regard to the
sufferings of the poor and the lot of the labourer. Although the British imperial policy
remained much the same throughout the Victorian era, several major colonies - Australia,
South Africa and New Zealand - gained their independence in the first decade of the twentieth
century. Political and social events during the early twentieth century would alter Great
Britain’s preeminent position as a world power and would dramatically change its society.
The twentieth century saw two world wars. When Britain declared war on Germany
in 1914, young Britons crowded to the recruiting stations to enlist. Six months later, hordes of
them lay slaughtered in the miserable, rain-soaked, vermin-infested trenches. Sixty thousand
young British men were killed or wounded, or frozen to death. To be in the trenches was to
experience an unreal, unforgettable enclosure and constraint, as well as a sense of being
unoriented and lost. One saw two things only: the walls of an unlocalized, undifferentiated
earth and the sky above . . . It was the sight of the sky, almost alone, that had the power to
persuade a man that he was not already lost in a common grave. The verses of Trench Poets
tell us about the life in the trenches.
The conditions mentioned were not confined to England only. Conditions had
changed in Ireland too. Since the day of Queen Elizabeth, relations had been strained between
the two countries, with occasional outbursts of rebellion on the part of the Irish. In the
eighteenth century the wrongs of the peasantry had been set forth by Swift and Goldsmith; in
the nineteenth, Tom Moore had aroused sympathy by his patriotic lyrics; at the end of the
century came the Celtic Renaissance under a group of Irish nationalists headed by William
Butler Yeats. This movement strove to build up national sentiment through revival of the
ancient Celtic legends and even advocated the revival of the old Celtic language. It produced
a body of poetry and drama notable for its exquisite imaginative quality on the one hand and
for its humorous or tragic realism on the other. It was part of the last great drive for Irish

independence, which ended in the establishment in 1922 of the Irish Free State, equal in the
British Empire with the other dominions.
Now for the first time India comes to the front in English literature through the
vigorous first-hand presentation of English army life as well as native life by Rudyard
Kipling. He also celebrates the British soldier and sailor in all parts of the world, and more
than any other literary man, voices the imperial ideal of Great Britain.
The twentieth century vision of the future might well be summed up in the final line
of Joseph Conrad’s Heart of the Darkness (1902). “The offing was barred by a black bank of
clouds, and the tranquil waterway leading to the utmost ends of the earth flowed somber
under an overcast sky – seemed to lead into the heart of an immense darkness”.
The novelists that followed Conrad were moving from a concern with society to a
focus on introspection. Virginia Woolf was even rejecting traditional chronological order in
storytelling. Experimenting with novelistic structure and with a shifting point of view, Woolf
probed with the delicacy of a surgeon the human mind to examine all its shifts of moods and
impressions.
In his novels D. H. Lawrence was writing out his own strong resentment against
British society with its class system, industrialism, militarism, and prudery. Lawrence
shocked the British with his glorification of the senses and his heated descriptions of relations
between the sexes. His novel Lady Chatterley’s Lover (1928), about an affair between an
upper-class woman and her gamekeeper, was explicitly sexual, and its full publication in
England was banned until 1960.
Most influential of all was the Irish poet and novelist James Joyce, whose novel
Ulysses appeared to a storm of controversy in 1922. Ulysses, based on Homer’s Odyssey,
narrates the event of a single day of the lives of a Jewish Dubliner named Leopold Bloom and
a young man named Stephen Dedalus, as they unwittingly recapitulate the actions of Homer’s
Odysseus and his son Telemachus. Joyce drew, in a wholly revolutionary way, on myth and
symbol, on Freudian explorations of sexuality, and on new conceptions of time and workings
of human consciousness. The writers began experimenting with both form and content to
challenge the conventions of time and the workings of human consciousness.
Summary:
The following ideas and events distinguish the twentieth century:
- Radically new thinking in science, psychology, and economics replaced many ideas of
the Victorian period;
- With the huge British losses suffered in the Great War, conventional patriotism and
romantic notions of bravery were swept away;
- Disillusioned by the war, British and European artists radically experimented with,
even rejected, traditional notions of beauty and order;
- After a worldwide economic depression, fascist dictatorships arose in Germany and
Italy, along with an equally brutal Communist regime in Russia;
- By the end of World War II, the Nazis had murdered millions of Jews in what is now
known as the Holocaust. The Nazis also killed millions of other people.;
- Its postwar economy in shambles, Britain could not hold onto the territories that had
constituted its empire; one after another, most of Britain’s colonies won their
independence;
- Since the 1960s, British writing has been marked primarily by its diversity, and many
of the most extraordinary writers in English have come from Britain’s former
colonies.
The twentieth century has shown the flourishing of all types of literature. Poetry
received an impetus from the aesthetic movement of the 90-s, the Celtic Renaissance, the

Imagists and free-versifiers, and from the war itself, while Masefield, the greatest living poet
of England, harks back to the old masters for his inspiration. A. E. Housman, Francis
Thompson, and William Butler Yeats are publishing poetry of promise. The novel is still
flourishing with Galsworthy, Conrad, Wells and Bennett at the head. The present day novel is
strongly influenced by realism, tends toward the psychological probing of character, and often
emphasizes the struggle of the individual against his environment, the problems of complex
social life, and even the trend of world events. The short story remains a vital element in
British literature. The tendency in short fiction is the considerable use of dialect. Thus we can
place certain authors neatly on the map in their distinctive localities. (Hardy’s dominion is the
old Wessex in southwestern England; H. G. Wells occasionally forgets his preoccupation with
world events to give us straight Cockney).
Drama comes back into its own. Not since the days of Elizabeth has there been such
an outburst of play-writing that bids fair to stand the test of time. Restoration plays were
corrupt; late eighteenth century drama was confined to a few sparkling comedies; the
nineteenth century was practically barren. But the dawn of the twentieth brings a spectacular
sunrise of stage writing. For causes we must look to the ‘90’s. That decade saw the vogue of
the Norwegian dramatist, Henrik Ibsen, and other Continental writers among them A. P.
Chekhov through translation into English. Soon England was rocking with problem plays.
George Bernard Shaw, a great admirer of Ibsen, began shocking England with his satirically
epigrammatic comedies. John Galsworthy intersperses plays with novels and demonstrates
that tragedy-writing is not confined to Shakespeare and the Continentals. The Irish
Renaissance produced a remarkable drama of its kind. Drama has further development during
the whole period of the century.
Contemporary British literature is marked by great diversity. Satire is a dominant
mode.
Twentieth – Century British Poetry
By John Malcolm Brinnin
British poets in the early twentieth century were not experimenters. They did not
make the daring adaptations that their American cousins were quick to try out. Instead the
main concern of British poets in the twentieth century has been to express themselves in very
conventional forms – even when they are responding to the most violent experiences.
The Trench Poets: Poetry and Pity
The use of this traditional form can be seen in a group of poets who wrote about the
first great war of our war-torn century: the Trench Poets. What these poets wrote was
categorized as “war poetry”. Yet the poets themselves hoped their works would stand as
testament beyond the usual reach of poetic art – and as warnings.
As Wilfred Owen wrote, “The poetry is in the pity,” meaning that the shame of war
overwhelms every attempt to make sense of it, in verse or by any other means. Intimately
acquainted with miseries and horrors inconceivable to civilians, the Trench Poets stripped war
of its glory. They positioned themselves against the romantic rhetoric of their immediate
predecessors, Rupert Brooke (himself a casualty of the Great War), who put into rhyme the
expected patriotic response.
In contrast, the Trench Poets dwelt on the degradation of body and soul caused by
trench warfare, and the humiliation that the trenches represented. In their view, the war that
began as an assertion of righteousness and a test of national will became an exercise in
slaughter. To them, the war demeaned the very idea of civilization and turned history itself
into a “no man’s land” – the few hundred yards of dead terrain that divided German trenches
from British trenches, a terrain, that bore all the features of Hell. Killed in action, or crippled,
blinded, gassed, and shell-shocked, the Trench Poets, dead and alive, spoke to and for the
generations to come.

The two poets among them who most clearly showed signs of genius were the young
soldiers W i l f r e d O w e n and I s a a c R o s e n b e r g. On April 1, 1918, Rosenberg
was killed in action. Owen, whose poems later formed the libretto for Benjamin Britten’s War
Requiem, met the same fate six months later.
The English Group: A Political Agenda
One of the most exciting developments of the 1930s was the emergence of four poets
popularly known in America as “the English Group”. The group consisted of the English
writers W. H. Auden and Stephen Spender and the Irish-born writers Cecil Day-Lewis and
Louis Neice. The audience for these poets was a generation that blamed the failure of
capitalism for the devastation of World War I. This failure, they felt, was made even more
apparent in the social unrest of the 1920s and in the economic collapse of 1929 that led to the
Great Depression. The English Group’s audience was also the generation that began to look
toward socialism as an alternative to Great Britain’s capitalist class system, and to the unequal
distribution of wealth which perpetuated the system.
The most important concern in these poets’ political thinking, however, was the rise
of fascism. Fascism was the dictatorial, militaristic system that swept Germany, Italy, and
Spain – it would eventually unite the democracies of the world in opposition to it and lead to
World War II.
Without quite being aware of the fact, poetry, like everything else, was becoming
politicised:
“ The qualities which distinguished us from the writers of the previous decade lay
not in ourselves, but in the events to which we reacted. These were unemployment, economic
crisis,... fascism, approaching war... .The older writers were reacting... to the exhaustion and
hopelessness of a Europe in which the old regimes were falling to pieces. We were a “new
generation”, but it took me some time to appreciate the meaning of this phrase... that we had
begun . . . in circumstances strikingly different from those of our immediate predecessors
and that a consciousness of this was shown in our writing.... We were the 1930s.”
- Stephen Spender, from World within World
Already entrenched in Italy and Germany, fascism threatened to spread to Spain
when General Francisco Franco overthrew the elected Spanish Republican government in
1936. Franco’s move was supported by Benito Mussolini, dictator of Italy, and Adolf Hitler.
More than any other event of the decade, the events in Spain unified the artists and
intellectuals of a generation in support of Spanish democracy. The Spanish Civil War became
their war. Someone, unwillingly to remain bystanders, enlisted as volunteers in the
Republican Army and were among its casualties. As in World War I, some of the most
brilliant poets of an era were silenced by the Spanish War before they could fulfill their
promise.
Dylan Thomas: A Return to Romanticism
When Auden, whose poetry surpassed that of others in the English Group, became an
American citizen and established residence in New York City, it was the opinion of at least
one critic that British poetry was “up the creek”, but not “without a paddle”. The paddle that
he thought might rescue British poetry was Dylan Thomas. This young man from Wales
effectively ended one phase of poetic history and set the stage for another.
Never a part of any group Thomas established his own poetic goals as a very young
man. On the evidence of the remarkable notebooks he left behind, he pursued these goals
throughout the brief course of his adult life. Yet, in the minds of critics who are more
comfortable with poetry when it comes as the product of a “school” or a movement than from
and individual of genius. Thomas was associated with certain writers more or less his own
age. As time would tell, these other writers were more gifted as theorists than as poets.

Ambitious and bold, they called themselves “the New Apocalypse”. In their opinion
it was time to halt the tendency of British poets to be concerned with politics and psychology
- concern that had turned poetry into a form of intellectual debate. They wanted to return to
poetry as incandescent language – the language of great English Romantics. They wanted to
render individual experience in sacramental mental imagery – such as that found in the
Psalms and in the high rhetoric of the King James’s Bible, in the visionary world of William
Blake, the compacted wordplay and religious wit of Gerard Manley Hopkins. The young
poets also admired the dream imagery of the subconscious, which had been dredged up and
used by the spectacular new painters who called themselves Surrealists.
These poets of the New Apocalypse believed that a new wave of Romanticism was
about to break, bringing with it a heightening of verbal music and a delight in language for its
own sake. They believed that this kind of poetry had been curbed by other kinds of poetry that
emulated public speech and demanded clarity,logic, and a message. True to the name they
chose, they saw themselves as apocalyptic: They regarded poems not as argumentsor
conclusions but,literally,as re-creationsof experience stillin the process of becoming
intelligible.
The poets of the New Apocalypse got they message across, but they did not have the
talent to giveit substance.As they faded from the scene, Dylan Thomas alone was left to carry
on their ideas. His famous career brought a new dimension to British poetry, reminding
readers that poetry could be both sensually excitingas music and as philosophically profound
as Greek tragedy.
The Contemporary Scene
But Dylan Thomas died at the age of thirty-nine, and British poetry again entered a
conservative and technically unadventurous phase. Then, out of this fallowperiod, two
exceptional poetic personalities arose. Each in his own way shpowed that individual talent can
make a mark and still have nothing to do with groups or movements. Each pet also rejected
the nineteenth-century belief that – likesermons or editorials- poetry should be morally
uplifting, or,at least, addressed to public issues.
These two poets were Ted Hughes who is now poet laureate of Englands land and
Philip Larkin. (1922-1985) Philip Larkin was the most widely admired poet in the generation
succeeding that of Dylan Thomas. In their quiet, low-keyed way, his poems reflect all the
great themes of contemporary experience. In his handling of these themes, Larkin keeps to an
intimately human scale, in which the balance lies somewhere between disgust and disdain on
the one hand, and heartbreak and despairing humour on the other.
Today, British poetry is closer to its twentieth-century beginnings than it has been for
many years. British poetry was never modern in the energetically experimental ways that
produced the extraordinary succession of American poets that includes Ezra Pound , T. S.
Eliot, Hart Crane, Wallace Stevens, William Carlos Williams, Elizabeth Bishop, Robert
Lowell and James Merrill. But now that the age of poetic schools, movements, and other
kinds of labeled association seems to have run its course, certain older British poets who
followed no programme but their own have begun to shine more brightly than ever. Chief
among these are Thomas Hardy and D. H. Lawrence. As it comes full circle, British poetry
may have surrendered some of its vitality, but none of its character.
Siegfried Sassoon
Siegfried Sassoon was born into that high level of English society at which lifelong
privilege is sustained by income from landed estates and assured inheritances. Educated at
Cambridge University, and under no pressure to adopt a profession, he lived the life of a
country gentleman until the outbreak of World War I. Along with the pursuit of leisure—
which he would later write about in a famous book called Memoirs of a Fox-Hunting Man
(1928)—Sassoon also wrote poetry. He had sufficient skill to win a place in the anthologies of

the Georgian movement, in which the value of all things English was celebrated—from scones
and honey at teatime to the bells of Winchester Cathedral.
The war would change all that. For Sassoon, it would also lead to a career entirely
at odds with his earlier expectations. Enlisting in the army as a patriot and an idealist
determined to put an end to "Teutonic barbarism," he distinguished himself as an officer and
was awarded a prestigious medal for bravery under fire. But, within two years of his
enlistment, Sassoon's attitude toward the war underwent a change amounting to a total
reversal of his earlier commitment. His new attitude was expressed in stark, almost savage
poems detailing the brutality and debasement of trench warfare. The publication of these
bitter testaments sent a shock wave of doubt through the minds of the English (among them,
Winston Churchill, then minister of munitions, whose secretary, Edward Marsh, was the
leader of the comforting Georgian poets and their most outspoken publicist).
Dissatisfied even with the depth of response his poems evoked, Sassoon wrote to the
war department to protest a war he now believed was "being deliberately prolonged by those
who have the power to end it." In a statement handed to his commanding officer, which
Sassoon himself regarded as "an act of willful defiance," he spelled out his disillusionment: "I
believe that this war, upon which I entered as a war of defense and liberation, has now
become a war of aggression and conquest."
Expecting court-martial, and entirely prepared to sacrifice himself for his own cause,
Sassoon was thwarted by the unsolicited and unwanted kindness of some of his friends,
notably the poet Robert Graves, who shunted him toward a medical board of examiners.
Diagnosed as shellshocked, Sassoon was committed to a military hospital in Scotland. There
he met fellow patient Wilfred Owen, and the two began one of the most famous and mutually
beneficial relationships in modern literature.
Disgust controlled by irony gives Sassoon's war poems their indelible imprint; the
poems stand by themselves in an otherwise pedestrian career marked by one great
parenthesis—the Great War itself.
The Rear – Guard
Groping along the tunnel, step by step,
He winked his prying torch with patching glare
From side to side, and sniffed the unwholesome air.
Tins, boxes, bottles, shapes too vague to know,
A mirror smashed, the mattress from a bed;
And he, exploring fifty feet below
The rosy gloom of battle overhead.
Tripping, he grabbed the wall; saw some one lie
Humped at his feet, half-hidden by a rug,
And stooped to give the sleeper's arm a tug.
"I'm looking for headquarters." No reply.
"God blast your neck!" (For days he'd had no sleep.)
"Get up and guide me through this stinking place."
Savage, he kicked a soft, unanswering heap,
And flashed his beam across the livid face
Terribly glaring up, whose eyes yet wore
Agony dying hard ten days before;
And fists of fingers clutched a blackening wound.

Alone he staggered on until he found
Dawn's ghost that filtered down a shafted stair
To the dazed, muttering creatures underground
Who hear the boom of shells in muffled sound.
At last, with sweat of horror in his hair,
He climbed through darkness to the twilight air,
Unloading hell behind him step by step.

In war no man‘s land is the few hundred yards that separate one army’ lines from
another’s. But for the group of writers who became known as the Trench Poets, war itself
became a no man’s land: a dehumanising, horrific experience that made a mockery of
civilisation. Each of the Trench Poets either died in the muddy trenches of World War I (as
Wilfred Owen did) or survived as a bitter but articulate ghost trapped by memories from
which there was no escape. For many English people during World War I, poetry brought
home war’s full brutality for the first time.
In the battlefield trenches of World War I, enlisted men lived for weeks, sometimes
years, in interconnected underground caverns infested by rats, with no drainage, poor
ventilation, and only occasional dim shafts of natural light. In this poem the “he” who recalls
a grisly trench episode is the officer-poet, Siegfried Sassoon himself.
What might the title of the poem suggest?
A r e a r – g u a r d, is a detachment of troops that protects the rear of a military
force. Do you think the poem is about a battle and about brave soldiers guarding their
comrades in a war? The poet’s intent is to make the readers be appalled, shocked, disgusted
and saddened by the poem and after reading it try to analyse it. In the seventh line the poet
uses the phrase “rosy gloom” when describing the place “exploring” the place” fifty feet
below.” The word rosy is usually cheerful, but here it is contradicted by the word ‘gloom’.
The phrase is a disturbing way to describe how explosions light up the sky. The man in the
tunnel is tired from lack of sleep, lost and disoriented in the dark tunnel, and frightened. He is
obviously used to giving order. He is looking for headquarters, and when he asks a sleeping
man to wake up and give him directions, he discovers the sleeper is actually dead. His
behaviour is brutal. He curses and kicks the “sleeper”. Yet his horror and aloneness are
pathetic. Lines 15 – 18 describe the dead man’s face. Here the poet uses the word ‘livid’ face.
Sometimes the word ‘livid’ means “grayish” or “pale”. Other images used to describe the
dead man’s face are ”terribly glaring” and “agony dying hard”. The poet uses onomatopoeia
in line 22 to help us hear the sounds in the tunnel that echoes with the “boom” of war
overhead. The battle is described by the oxymoron “rosy gloom” in line 7. The poet uses
many strong present and past participles, such as ‘groping’, ‘prying’, ‘smashed’ and
‘humped’. These words help us to see the situation better. They lend the poem a sense of
immediacy, and they hint at the officer’s powerlessness. In line 13 we find the officer asking
the man to get up and guide him through that stinking place. Here the reader can see irony
used by the poet when the officer asks a dead man to be his guide. The last line is also
ironical. By ascending the stairs and leaving the grisly scene, the officer leaves the “hell” of
war’s grisly aftermath behind him and probably feels lighter because of his relief in getting
away. He feels that he is “unloading hell behind him”. The irony of this relief is that he is
emerging into the thick of battle.
Elements of literature
T h e o x y m o r o n. Have you ever had a bittersweet moment, a moment when you felt
happy and sad at the same time? The word ‘bittersweet’ is an example of an oxymoron, a
figure of speech that combines apparently contradictory ideas to create a strong emphasis.

Examples of oxymoron common in ordinary speech are cold comfort, honest thief tough love.
In literature Milton’s famous example is “darkness visible”. The Trench Poets found
oxymoron useful in describing the unimaginable slaughter of trench warfare.
Wilfred Owen
1893 – 1918
Wilfred Owen is one of the most poignant figures in modern literature. "The
Poetry is in the pity," he said, and this famous remark could serve as his epitaph. Within
the few adult years granted to him, Owen pursued a course of development that went
from strength to strength. His interest in experimental techniques led him to master the
use of half rhyme; this would become his most easily recognizable poetic signature. He
also had a gift for lyricism that was bitterly tempered by "the truth untold, / The pity of
war, the pity war distilled." The result was a series of elegies and metrical statements as
terse and stark as those carved on tombstones.
Like an apprentice determined to master his art, Owen immersed himself in the
long history of English poetry. He chose for his model and mentor the poet John Keats,
whose astonishing life's work had ended with his death at twenty-five (about the same
age Shakespeare was when he had only begun to write his plays). As a tutor in France
for two years, Owen studied the French poets who were producing the traditionshattering art that would become known as modernist. But all these literary influences
were to become secondary to the devastating impact of a war Owen witnessed firsthand.
World War I broke out when Owen was twenty-one; he joined the British army,
and the course of his life was determined. His progress in poetry was not made in the
arcades of an ancient university or in the pastoral retreats where his literary
forerunners were privileged to pursue their careers. His progress took place in the
muddy purgatory of trench warfare and in the twilight existence of military hospitals.
In one of those hospitals, Craiglockhart, in Edinburgh, the young Owen met
Siegfried
Sassoon, a fellow officer and poet who had already distinguished himself for
bravery in battle. Ironically, Sassoon was also the author of some of the most biting
antiwar verses ever written. Temperamentally, the two men were far apart. Owen was
an idealistic youth thwarted by circumstance; Sassoon was an aristocrat appalled by the
wartime complacency of his own class. Even so, they became friends and artistic colleagues at once. After Owen's death, Sassoon became the first important British writer
to herald the younger man's genius and to call attention to what he had accomplished
under the most appalling conditions. By that time, events had told the sad story.
In 1918, Owen was listed among those killed in action—a mere seven days
before the war ended with a joyous ringing of bells and dancing in the streets.
Dulce et Decorum Est
VERSSSSS!!!!!!!
This poem’s title is taken from the Latin statement ‘Dulce et decorum est pro patria
mori’, meaning “It is sweet and honourable to die for one’s country”. The statement originally
appeared in an ode by the ancient Roman poet Horace and has been used for centuries as a
morale builder – and an epitaph – for soldiers. Here the motto is given a bitter twist by a
soldier-poet who cannot reconcile the thought it expresses with the reality he has experienced.
After the introduction of poison gas as a battlefield weapon during World War I,
every man in the trenches was equipped with a gas mask: lifesaving armour, if donned in
time. This poem describes the horrible consequences of not getting the mask on promptly.
In the first two lines Owen uses two similes to describe the soldiers: “Like old
beggars” and “like hags.” In lines 5-6 the poet uses hyperbole, or exaggeration to express how

tired the soldiers were: “Men marched asleep,” “All went lame; all blind.” It should be
mentioned that World War I was the first time poison gas had been used as a battlefield
weapon, and gas masks were issued to all soldiers as an equipment. When the “boys”
(soldiers) heard someone shouting “GAS!” they in an ecstasy tried to put on their gas masks.
It had to be put on in a proper way because only in that case would save the soldier’s life. If
not - the soldier died. In lines 13 -14 Owen compares the gassed soldier to a drowned man
because that is an image more people can identify with and that shows how gas affects the
soldiers. The speaker glimpses the dying man through the “misty panes”. The “misty panes”
are the visor in the gas mask the speaker wears. From lines 15-16 we infer about the character
of the speaker in the poem according to which the speaker is sensitive, and deeply affected by
the events he witnesses, even to the point of nightmares long after. Line 26 tells about
“children”, young men eager to go off to war; eager to prove their worth and independence.
The poet might have chosen the word “children” instead of the word men because in this
way he expressed better that they were innocent, enthusiastic, they have not seen the harsher
realities of life and war. Finally Owen ended the poem about World War I (1914-1918) with
the given Latin quotation from the Roman poet Horace calling it an “old Lie”. It is a
successful ending for this poem as after this poem the line is heavily ironic. In the second and
last stanzas of the poem the poet uses the oxymorons “an ecstasy of fumbling” and “desperate
glory” to describe the complex emotions of fear and desire involved in getting the gas mask
on in time and the enthusiasm and confusion with which youth wants to be successful.
In the last line of his poem Owen refers to an honourable death for one’s country as
“the old Lie”. Do you agree that patriotism’s high- minded idealism is a lie? Or is Owen
perhaps stacking the desk by including so many gruesome battle details? Or do you think the
poem presents a valid but insoluble conflict? Relate Owen’s poem to your own concept of
patriotism.
The poems rhyme scheme is ababcdcdefefgh gh ijijklklmnmn. There is one half line
“glory/mori” lines 16 and 28. The “you” addressed in the final stanza is the reader as a friend
used for persuasive purposes and for emphasis. Lines 23-24 contain similes. They compare
the tainted blood that pour forth from the gassed soldier to cancer, and the cancer to a cud of
sores. These graphic images imply that the war is a disease of humanity, and, by associating
the soldier indirectly with a cow chewing cud, shows the soldier as dehumanized and
powerless. The speaker’s tone is tormented and angry, brutally realistic.
Thomas Stearns Eliot: The Voice of an Age
Unlike poets whose long, outstanding careers eventually turn them into cultural
monuments, T. S. Eliot was a monument who later became known as a man.
T. S. Eliot was born in 1888 in St. Louis, Missouri, where his grandfather had
established Washington University. In spite of this geographical displacement, the Eliots
remained New Englanders. They could trace their ancestry back to the first Puritan
settlements in North America. Young Tom Eliot was educated at Harvard College, after
which he did graduate studies at the Sorbonne in Paris. Like many other young writers of his
generation, he found life abroad so stimulating, that he decided not to return home. Settling in
London before World War I, he worked in a bank, married an Englishwoman, and became an
editor and publisher. He made his expatriation complete by becoming a British citizen in
1927. In 1948 he was awarded the Nobel Prize. Not long before his death in 1965, on one of
his several visits to the United States, so many people wanted to see and hear Eliot read his
poetry that a football stadium had to be taken over to hold the audience.
Besides his poetry and drama, Eliot wrote a great number of essays which contain his
convictions in social and political matters and his views on culture, art and the artist. His
outlook concerning the modern world is rather pessimistic: he sees it as chaotic, lacking order,

disintegrating and falling into fragments. The only thing a poet can do in such circumstances
is to attack: to show the chaos and to balance it with irony.
His social views included a strong criticism of the modern capitalist system, of
bourgeois individualism, and of the dominance of commercial and material interests. He
believed in the necessity and superiority of an intellectual and spiritual elite who are the
vehicles and creators of culture. He called himself “a royalist in politics, a classicist in
literature, and Anglo-Catholic in religion”. He recognised the great danger of the rise of
fascism with its totalitarianism, but found in communism a similarly fearful totalitarian
system.
Eliot’s essays and criticism throw light on his aesthetic ideals and views on poetry
and culture. His essays of lasting value are the ones in which he evaluated and analysed poets
who inspired his own poetry (such as The Metaphysical Poets, Dante or Ezra Pound: His
Metric and Poetry) and in which he discussed theoretical questions on poetry or the
relationship between criticism and poetry. Especially in his earlier years he attacked most of
the acknowledged great talents of English literature, first of all the Romantics and those
whom he found romantic. He disapproved the profusion of emotions and the lack of order in
the romantic sensibility, and found his ideal in the order and maturity of classical art.
Although his judgments are often exaggerated and one-sided, his rediscovery and appreciation
of the metaphysical poets (e.g. John Donne and Andrew Marvell) was a great contribution to
modern English criticism.
Eliot tried to bring into his poetry as much of past culture as possible by way of
filling it with references to historical mythical events, figures, customs, rituals, by quoting
from, or alluding to, poems from various times and places, using several languages and
employing a variety of references and symbols. This creates a heavy burden on his poems, as
several critics contend, because the readers have to gather a similarly enormous knowledge to
be able to uncover all these meanings. But according to other critics, and Eliot himself, these
poems are understandable without tracing the origin of all these allusions. Really the essence
of what the poet expresses is clear enough even if we do not recognize the references, but of
course they add a great deal to the shades of meaning and often open the poems up towards
new dimensions besides offering a great intellectual excitement to the reader.
According to his opinion poetry should be impersonal. Using so many references
allow Eliot to be impersonal. According to him “poetry is not a turning loose of emotion, it is
not the expression of personality, but an escape from personality.”
Another method of sustaining the impersonal voice of poetry is to invent ‘personae’.
A persona is not a character, not a personality, not simply a symbol, but an embodiment of a
state of mind, of a consciousness, a sort of collective ego, an expression of the age. A good
example is Tiresias in The Waste Land.
Still another characteristic method of avoiding subjective emotionality in Eliot’s
poetry is what he called the “objective correlative” – a device which shows the influence of
the metaphysical poets, of the French Symbolists and of the Imagist poets, who all tried to
replace logic by the power of images. He believed that it was no longer possible to express the
complexity of the world directly and logically, so he had to use the logic of imagination.
I m a g e s, a set of objects, incidents, situations, events, fragments of conversation or
memory, visible or auditory details were put together, one after the other, without any
explanation, and they were meant to evoke the same emotion or state of mind that the poet
wanted to convey.
Concerning the topics in Eliot’s works we have to mention:
Loss of faith. In Eliot’s early work humanity has lost heart, direction and faith in itself and
what it does. His views reflect those of a society whose confidence had been shattered by a
global war and suffering. He shows society as rotten, sterile, corrupt and hollow, a society

with a past, but no future, peopled by “hollow men”. In his later poetry Eliot gains a faith, that
of Christianity. His poetry moves from almost abject despair to acquisition of this faith. Such
faith may be stoic, bleak and occasionally bitter, but it is faith and it does offer hope and
scrutiny.
Objectivity. Pre-war poetry was largely subjective, limited to the views and outlook of one
person, usually, poet using the “I” mode in his work. Eliot reacted strongly against this, and
said firmly that poetry should be objective, a statement culled from the poet’s own
observations but at the same time expressed as a universal statement that applied to all men.
Such figures as Prufrock appear in his early work, but they are not Eliot himself, and they do
not monopolise the poem. Eliot therefore sought deliberately to make his poetry impersonal,
and the use of irony was both a means and an end in this pursuit.
Wilful obscurity. Eliot believed that pre-war poetry had become too simple, and as a result
was not be able to express truth adequately, truth usually being complex. As a result Eliot
made his poetry deliberately more difficult for the reader to comprehend. Eliot believed that
poetry did have to be understood in order to communicate, a view that can that can sound
ridiculous but which contains a large element of truth. Allusive and difficult are words
frequently applied to Eliot’s work.
Myth. Eliot used myths in poetry, and also frequently alluded to other great works of
literature. The way in which these myths relate to what Eliot wrote and their effect on his
work require detailed study.
Sexuality. A common theme in Eliot’s work is that of sterile sexuality, as a symbol of fertility
turned sour and of a society that has ceased to breathe and grow, and which has lost its
capacity for passion and excitement
Eliot’s first volume of poetry, Prufrock and Other Observations (1917) show a sharp
break with nineteenth-century poetic traditions and is a shocking expression of the horror and
the gloom of the contemporary world.
The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock
VERSSSSS!!!!!
In 1914 the poet Ezra Pound read The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock and
enthusiastically wrote to Harriet Monroe, editor of Poetry magazine, ”Eliot . . . has sent in the
best poem I have yet had or seen from an American… He has actually trained himself and
modernized himself on his own.”
Modernist poets like Eliot and Pound sought to make a clear break with poetic
traditions of the past and especially with nineteenth-century Romanticism. Whereas romantic
poets celebrated the individual and nature, Eliot portrayed the loneliness and alienation of the
individual living in a dingy modern city. While romantic poets believed that poems should be
written in everyday language for common people, Eliot used elevated diction and classical
allusions to separate himself from the masses.
Eliot used the stream of consciousness technique in this poem to reveal the jumble of
ideas, feelings and daydreams that flow through Prufrock’s mind. This technique was
developed by the modernists to present the chronological flow of the seemingly unconnected
thoughts, responses, and sensations of a character.
First of all we have to know that Eliot borrowed the name “Prufrock” from a St.
Louis furniture company. The editor of the London magazine of Poetry and Drama threw the
poem on the floor and called it “absolutely insane”. Ezra Pound persuaded the editor of the
U.S. magazine Poetry to publish it.
The poem starts with an epigram, a quotation in Italian from Dante’s “Inferno”. It
speaks of returning from the dead.
In this poem J. Alfred Prufrock, on his way to a party, is trying to decide what to say
to a woman who will be there. To imagine his feelings and deeds we have to imagine the

person who would like to get better acquainted with someone but at the same time is afraid of
the consequences: Whether the woman would reach out to him when starting a conversation
or would she hold back? In order to imagine and understand Prufrock’s hesitation check it on
a chart while reading the poem:
“reach out”
“don’t reach out”
She is alone now. – go on over.
What’ll I say? I’m not ready.
She looked at me. – Go ahead.
I better go and check my hair. Etc.
At the beginning Eliot compares the environment (the evening) to a “patient
etherised upon a table”. How can an evening be like an etherised patient? The only answer to
this question is that as an unconscious patient, the environment is unresponsive to events and
human emotions. Lines 4-7 describe the city. They suggest a run- down neighbourhood of
shoddy restaurants, shady characters and transient relationships. The poet uses a great number
of metaphors. Speaking about the fog and smoke the poet compares it to an aimless alley cat.
The women mentioned in lines 13-14 may be those at the party Prufrock is going to attend, or
they may be women at other parties Prufrock has attended. Wearing different social masks
they are not sincere. Prufrock is suggesting that their “talking of Michelangelo” at a party
involves a trivial discussion of this great Renaissance artist. “In the room the women come
and go/ talking of Michelangelo.” Eliot repeats this allusion to Michelangelo twice because he
wants to emphasize the contrast between the party’s evasive, meaningless social chatter and
the openly passionate great art of the past.
Lines 37-48 show the hesitation of Prufrock: ”And indeed there will be time/ To
wonder, ”Do I dare?” and “Do I dare?” Prufrock seems to grow increasingly insecure. The
repeated question “Do I dare?” suggests that he wants to do something extraordinary at the
party. He wants to ask an “overwhelming question”. Behind the imagery used in lines 50-56
we find the meaning that Prufrock’s life has been routine and familiar, a series of measured,
petty events, such as attending tea parties at which the conversation is meaningless. Prufrock
compares himself to an insect on display, “sprawling on a pin”. He feels helpless. He recalls
being scrutinised by women at other parties. The image of himself is one of a live insect that
has been classified, labelled, and mounted for display. His attitude to women at the party is
specific. While he admires their beauty and grace, he is too intimidated by them to begin
speaking. He wants to talk about “lonely men” because he feels that he is one among those
lonely men, who is cut off from humanity. In lines 57-58 Prufrock has presented an image of
himself as an insect and later, in lines 73-74 he compares himself to a crab or lobster. All
these let us know that his self-esteem is very low. He feels “pinned” under society’s stare and
he “scuttles” to avoid notice in a hostile, silent world. Lines 75-80 recall the image of the
etherised patient (lines 2-3). In both passages the image of the evening is one of sleep,
however, the languor of the evening in the earlier passage does not stop Prufrock from going
to the party, but here he appears so weakened by the lazy afternoon/evening that he is unable
to act. He fails to ask his “overwhelming question” being afraid of humiliation, appearing
foolish or being misunderstood. Lines 81-83 allude to the biblical story of John the Baptist ,
who is imprisoned by King Herod (Matthew 14; Mark 6). To gratify his stepdaughter Salome,
Herod orders the Baptist’s head cut off and brought to him on a platter. Line 85 mentions “the
eternal Footman”, who is certainly death, but really Prufrock is afraid of humiliation or
appearing foolish, being misunderstood. In the following stanzas (lines 87-110) Prufrock
rationalizes his failure to ask the “overwhelming question”. Here in line 94 we find him
compare himself to Lazarus (from the biblical story John 11:17-44, who lay dead in his tomb
for four days before Jesus brought him back to life). Again we again find an interesting device
for expressing the fact that Prufrock feels lonely and isolated from life. He compares himself
to a character who returned from the dead. This is the cause that expressing his feelings to
another person – perhaps even declaring his love – would be like returning from the dead. It

should also be mentioned that the epigraph at the beginning of the poem is a quotation in
Italian from Dante’s “Inferno”. Speaking to a visitor in Hell, one of the damned says that he
will describe his torment only because the visitor cannot return alive to the world to repeat it.
These words also tell us of returning from the dead.
The explanation of line 105 may be that the magic lantern was a forerunner of the
slide projector. In this image, the “nervous” may be Prufrock’s inner self exposed for all to
see.
Lines 111-119 tell us that Prufrock resigns himself to playing a supporting role rather
than a starring one in life.
“No! I am not Prince Hamlet, nor was meant to be; . . .”, says Prufrock. Hamlet is a
starring role, while Prufrock feels himself to be a member of the supporting cast. Both are title
characters, both are indecisive.
In lines 124-128 “mermaids singing” is mentioned. (Mermaids, in mythology, attract
mortal men by their beauty and their singing, sometimes allowing men to live with them in
the sea). What might the mermaids represent to Prufrock? He dreams of love and mermaids
might represent for him the excitement and he love he dreams of.
The ending of the poem is as follows: “We have lingered in the chambers of the sea/
By sea-girls wreathed with seaweed red and brown/ Till human voices wake us, and we
drown.” To understand the end of the poem we have to put two questions to these words: 1.
Whom do the “we” refers to? 2. What does the metaphor of waking and throwing suggest?
“We” might refer to all humans or those, like Prufrock, split by indecision. When “human
voices” wake Prufrock from his dream world, he “drowns” in his fear of life.
At the end of the poem Prufrock feels lonely, hopeless, powerless and insignificant.
What is Prufrock’s “overwhelming question”? Perhaps, he wanted to ask a woman
out; he wanted to propose a marriage or he wanted to ask about her feelings for him.
The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock is a very difficult and obscure poem. Its
language is “poetic” and beautiful. Eliot’s modernist style creates a verbal collage by weaving
together fragments of modern life. The fragmentary images of the city, the tea party and the
beach in the poem create a picture of modern life as a kind of grab bag full of broken
fragments, with no wholeness or order. Eliot probably felt that his era was one of alienation,
confusion and emptiness.
Preludes
In music, preludes are brief works, usually free in form, that introduce larger and
more formal compositions. When Eliot chose a musical title, he no doubt meant to suggest
that these short poems introduced the mood and method of longer works written in the same
period.
The images in “Preludes” are all drawn from city life. Horse-drawn carriages had not
yet been replaced by automobiles, nor gas lamps by electricity, but nevertheless the
dehumanizing aspects of a growing metropolis like Eliot’s Boston were already sadly in
evidence. Eliot saw multitudes of workers every day moving to and fro like debris washed in
and out by the tides. He saw massive slums that blocked out forever the gentle rural
landscapes of a preindustrial age.
P r e l u d e s are the observations of a wanderer through city streets. The speaker
attempts to come to some conclusion about the meaning of the life around him, yet he finally
gives up. Still in the process, he gives us “a vision of the street”, a scene for which he feels
compassion but which, finally, he considers beyond redemption. Eliot wrote these poems
when he was in his twenties.
The Hollow Men
The Hollow Men
Mistah Kurtz—he dead.

A penny for the Old Guy

III

I

This is the dead land
This is cactus land
Here the stone images
Are raised, here they receive
The supplication of a dead man’s hand
Under the twinkle of a fading star.
Is it like this
In death’s other kingdom
Waking alone
At the hour when we are
Trembling with tenderness
Lips that would kiss
Form prayers to broken stone.

We are the hollow men
We are the stuffed men
Leaning together
Headpiece filled with straw. Alas!
Our dried voices, when
We whisper together
Are quiet and meaningless
As wind in dry grass
Or rats’ feet over broken glass
In our dry cellar
Shape without form, shade without colour,
Paralysed force, gesture without motion;
Those who have crossed
With direct eyes, to death’s other Kingdom
Remember us—if at all—not as lost
Violent souls, but only
As the hollow men
The stuffed men.
II
Eyes I dare not meet in dreams
In death’s dream kingdom
These do not appear:
There, the eyes are
Sunlight on a broken column
There, is a tree swinging
And voices are
In the wind’s singing
More distant and more solemn
Than a fading star.

IV
The eyes are not here
There are no eyes here
In this valley of dying stars
In this hollow valley
This broken jaw of our lost kingdoms
In this last of meeting places
We grope together
And avoid speech
Gathered on this beach of the tumid river
Sightless, unless
The eyes reappear
As the perpetual star
Multifoliate rose
Of death’s twilight kingdom
The hope only
Of empty men.
V

Let me be no nearer
In death’s dream kingdom
Let me also wear
Such deliberate disguises
Rat’s coat, crowskin, crossed staves
In a field
Behaving as the wind behaves
No nearer—
Not that final meeting
In the twilight kingdom

Here we go round the prickly pear
Prickly pear prickly pear
Here we go round the prickly pear
At five o’clock in the morning.
Between the idea
And the reality
Between the motion
And the act
Falls the Shadow

For Thine is the
Kingdom
Between the conception
And the creation
Between the emotion
And the response
Falls the Shadow
Life is very long
Between the desire
And the spasm
Between the potency
And the existence
Between the essence
And the descent
Falls the Shadow
For Thine is the
Kingdom
For Thine is
Life is
For Thine is the
This is the way the world ends
This is the way the world ends
This is the way the world ends
Not with a bang but a whimper.

There are many references to religion in Eliot’s poem T h e H o l l o w M e n. You
may, for instance, recognize a line form the Lord’s Prayer on sight (lines 77 and 91-94). But
Eliot’s main concern here is not to affirm his Christianity, but to give us a picture of the world
of godless despair, a world without religion or the promise of salvation.
Taken from Joseph Conrad’s famous story Heart of the darkness the first line after
the title is significant in two ways. First, it calls attention to the story of a man named Kurtz
who journeys to the centre of Africa and falls into degradation. Kurtz is redeemed by selfawareness, only to find that this painful knowledge is not liberating but useless. Second, the
line strikes the note of futility heard throughout the poem.
The next line – “A penny for the old Guy” – refers to one of the most notorious
incidents in British history, the Gunpowder Plot. On November 5, 1605, a band of
conspirators made plans to kill King James I by planting barrels of gunpowder in the
underground vaults of Parliament. The man chosen to light the fuse that would result a fatal
explosion was a soldier named Guy Fawkes. But before the plot could be carried out, the
conspirators were discovered. Guy Fawkes was arrested and, in the cruel custom of the day,
first hanged, then drawn and quartered.
To commemorate this grisly event, every year on November 5, huge bonfires are set
all over England. When these fires are lit, straw-filled effigies of Fawkes – the “stuffed men”
of the poem – that look like scarecrows go up in flames, lighting up the skies. Children join in
the fun by becoming beggar who ask passerby to give them “a penny for the guy”.
The last four lines of this poem are among the most famous in modern poetry. What
is the difference between ending with a “bang” and ending with only a “whimper”?
The speakers of the poem are people of the modern age, that is Eliot’s
contemporaries, aware of the emptiness of their lives. In Part II the plural pronoun is changed
into singular. It makes the poem more personal, singles out one of the subjects with whom
readers ca identify. Lines 36-38 tell us that the speaker wants to be no closer to the final
judgment of death, in the previous stanza, perhaps the eyes represent things he does not want
to see about his life.
In Part III Eliot uses specific images to describe the landscape, the images of a dead
land with statues worshipped by a corpse in the light of one fading star. Line 60 is an allusion.
Eliot alludes to Dante in his reference to the river that mortals cross to enter the land of the
dead. In lines 68-71 Eliot alludes to a nursery rhyme the words of which are: “Here we go
round the mulberry bush;” Readers would associate the prickly pear with a harsh landscape
like the scene Eliot depicts. Line 77 is a line taken from the Lord’s Prayer and it has a special
purpose. It conveys the fragmented nature of the lives of the hollow men. It makes the prayer
seem desperate. The last four lines are very important the last of which is the most frequently
quoted one. The word ‘whimper’ was specially chosen by the poet. It supports the theme that
the hollow men’s lives have no meaning or importance.
Literary Concepts
I m a g e r y consists of words and phrases that appeal to any of the five senses and
that help the reader imagine precisely what the writer is describing. In keeping with other
modernists, Eliot uses powerful images to convey complex ideas and emotions. For example
the image of the evening as “a patient etherized upon a table” is richly suggestive of the
general ill health and languor in Prufrock’s world. The yellow fog as an aimless alley cat is
another striking image. What does it communicate about Prufrock’s city? Most of the images
in the poem are associated with Prufrock himself and reveal his fears, his self-consciousness
and his sustaining dreams.
Ted Hughes

Ted Hughes, who often uses violent nature imagery to symbolize the human
condition, has been called "a twentieth-century Aesop whose fables lack an explicit moral."
Hughes was born in West Yorkshire, where his father was a carpenter. After serving two
years in the Royal Air Force, he studied archaeology and anthropology at Cambridge. In
1956, he married the now-legendary American poet Sylvia Plath. In 1963, after the couple
had been separated, Plath, ill and depressed, took her own life in an unheated flat during one
of the worst winters in London history.
The titles of Hughes's books of poetry reveal his recurring subjects: The Hawk in the
Rain (1957), Animal Poems (1967), A Few Crowns (1970), and Cave Birds (1975). Although
Hughes writes of nature, he has nothing in common with the Romantics, who saw in nature a
reflection of divine providence and primeval innocence. In Hughes's poems, nature represents
the darkest impulses of the human heart; violence is not only an accepted fact of life, but also
the impulse that links all creatures on earth. Hughes is known as an intensely private writer.
In 1984, he was named poet laureate of England, succeeding Sir John Betjeman.
Hawk Roosting
Ted Hughes
I sit in the top of the wood, my eyes closed.
Inaction, no falsifying dream
Between my hooked head and hooked feet:
Or in sleep rehearse perfect kills and eat.
The convenience of the high trees!
The air's buoyancy and the sun's ray
Are of advantage to me;
And the earth's face upward for my inspection.
My feet are locked upon the rough bark.
It took the whole of Creation
To produce my foot, my each feather:
Now I hold Creation in my foot
Or fly up, and revolve it all slowly I kill where I please because it is all mine.
There is no sophistry in my body:
My manners are tearing off heads The allotment of death.
For the one path of my flight is direct
Through the bones of the living.
No arguments assert my right:
The sun is behind me.
Nothing has changed since I began.
My eye has permitted no change.
I am going to keep things like this.
Is violence really part of the natural order of things in the world? And what about the
human capacity for murder and war? Is it natural too? This poem, or rather its unusual
speaker, a hawk, makes us face these troubling questions. The ruthless, feathered killing

machine of this poem presents us with a frightening message: There are forces in creation that
pay no attention to moral discrimination.
The title and the first line of the poem suggest a bird at rest; “roosting” suggests
domesticity. These lines try to emphasize a difference between the hawk and he humans.
While the hawk lives in the present, people dream of the future or in other words the hawk
dreams only of its instincts, whereas people’s dreams go beyond mere survival. The hawk’s
personality and way of looking at the world is cold, selfish, cruel, conceited and deadly. In
line 12 the hawk says that he holds Creation in his foot. The hawk has the entire world at its
mercy, and its statement expresses a cruel sense of power. It is quite different from the idea
that God has “the world in His hands”, as the latter notion suggests power used for good
instead of selfish impulses. The poet uses personification here. The hawk thinks as a person
and talk of arguments and manners. The hawk is not calculating but instinctive in its action.
Further in line 12 the reference is to God having the world in his hand. Here the image is
ironically reversed so the bird has “Creation” in its “foot”. Lines 13-20 are really cruel. The
hawk tells that the only manners he needs are knowing the best way to tear off heads. His
power is death, it is inevitable, and he, like death, needs no arguments to explain his
existence. Line 21 says, ”The sun is behind me”. This sentence has also an important
meaning: the hawk attacks from its prey’s blind side, where the sun is, and also, that the sun
supports the hawk’s existence.
The hawk’s philosophy is too cruel to be human, but some people also can be
destructive and self-centered like the hawk.
Elements of literature:
P e r s o n i f i c a t i o n . We’re so accustomed to discussing our pets’
“personalities” - a haughty cat, a mischievous puppy – that we don’t think of these
descriptions as a form of personification, but in reality they are. When Ted Hughes tries to
imagine what it’s like to be a hawk, he gives the creature characteristics of human
consciousness, desire, and will. His entire poem is a personification.
William Butler Yeats
1865 - 1939
Generally regarded as the twentieth century's greatest poet writing in English,
William Butler Yeats (rhymes with crates) was born in Dublin, Ireland, the son of a wellknown portrait painter. He came on to the literary scene when the Pre-Raphaelite
movement of the mid-nineteenth century was enjoying a revival under new influences
from Europe.
The revival, called Art Nouveau in the world of painting, emphasized the
mysterious and unfathomed—especially those recesses of the mind just then being
scrutinized by the great pioneers in psychology, Sigmund Freud and Carl Jung.
Particularly in poetry, the revival recommended evocation above statement, symbols
above facts, and musical measures above common speech. It was within this atmosphere
that the young Yeats established a reputation as a lyricist of great delicacy and as a
versifier of old tales drawn from Irish folklore and mythology. In a collection of his early
poems, The Wanderings of Oisin and Other Poems (1889), Yeats was a romantic
dreamer, evoking the mythic and heroic past of Ireland. At this stage of his career, he
was a pioneer of the Celtic Revival, determined to make the Irish conscious of their
heroic past.
Yeats came abruptly into a new phase in 1914 when, heeding the advice of the
American poet Ezra Pound, he set out to create a stark, chiseled, and eloquently
resonant kind of poetry. That same year, he published a volume aptly titled

Responsibilities. The man who had once seen himself as the prophet-priest of Ireland's
national destiny was now grappling with his own personal realities. For years, Yeats had
idolized and yearned for Maud Gonne, the beautiful Irish political activist who rejected
his hand and instead chose another, more politically radical suitor. Finally, Yeats
accepted that rejection and in 1917, at fifty-two, married Georgie Hyde-Lees, an
Englishwoman who would remain his "delight and comfort" for the next twenty-two
years.
With his private life settled, Yeats then cultivated a public role. From 1922 to
1928, he served as a senator of the newly formed Irish Free State. He also toured the
United States, giving ritualized readings of the poems for which, in 1923, he was
awarded the Nobel Prize in literature.
As a poet, Yeats may be said to have carved out of the English language a
language distinctly his own. Monumentally spare and unadorned, "cold and passionate
as the dawn" in Yeats's own words, it confirms the basic definition of poetry as
"heightened speech."
Yeats was also a dramatist, and in this role he helped his friend Lady Gregory
establish Dublin's landmark Abbey Theatre as a monument to Irish culture and high
literary standards. As a playwright, he dealt in poetic drama, allegories, and other
nonrealistic approaches, often making adaptations of the ceremonial choreography of
the Japanese N6 theater. While Yeats's dramas are more theater pieces than plays, they
continue to be produced by small theater groups. Some audiences may agree with Yeats
himself, who felt that some of his most memorable poems are embedded, like gems, in
the working scripts of these dramas.
Yeats dramatized himself in the grand manner, which was entirely in keeping
with his accomplishments and aristocratic pretensions. Nearly ten years after he died in
the south of France, his body was disinterred and returned to Ireland, like that of a
primitive king, with full ceremony and military pomp, on the deck of a battleship.
The Lake Isle of Innesfree
William Butler Yeats
Imagination can literally transport us from our busy lives to the calm of a peaceful
retreat.
Background: Innisfree is a real island in Sligo, the beautiful county in the west of
Ireland where Yeats spent many summers as a child, visiting his grandparents. Yeats once
said that the poem came to him when he was in London on a dreary day. He passed a store
display that used dripping water in a fountain, and he thought at once of the lake island of his
childhood. Yeats’s father had once read Thoreau’s Walden to him. The bean rows and cabin
on Innesfree are straight from Walden Woods in Massachusetts.
The speaker of the poem decides to go to Innesfree where he is going to build a small
cabin and wishes to live alone leading a simple, solitary, peaceful life. In lines 5 – 6 the
speaker uses the alliterative “s” and “p” sounds, the repetition of peace and dropping, the
assonance of the ”ing” sound in such words as bees, a cricket singing, and lake water lapping
the shore which create verbal music. The island is beautiful, natural and tranquil. The
speaker’s actual location is a dreary city. The last stanza suggests a mystical connection or
basic identification with nature that has been diminished by civilization. The speaker cannot
find peace in the city setting probably because he evidently loves nature and the stillness he
finds far away from the crowded city. Really when we find ourselves in dreary surroundings,
the memory of a visited once before beautiful place can give us a mental retreat as well as a
hope of leaving this dreary surrounding and returning to that place.

The tone of this poem is lyrical, nostalgic, yearning and muted. As the speaker
evidently values the tranquility and the beauty of natural surroundings, this poem can be
called a Romantic work.
Language and Style: Assonance and Alliteration
The music of this poem comes in part from Yeats’s use of assonance, the repetition
of similar vowel sounds in nearby words. The poem is also notable for a famous line (line 10)
of alliteration – the repetition of consonant sounds in nearby words. The first stanza is
dominated by the long ‘e’ sound, through the rhymes ‘Innesfree’ and ‘honeybee’, and the
words ‘bean’ and ‘bee-loud’. The long ‘o’ and the long ‘I’ sounds are also prominent. The
rhyming words repeat the long ‘e’, ‘a’ and ‘o’ sounds. In line 10 the repeated ‘I’ and ‘w’
sounds echo the sound of lake water. The ‘k’ and ‘p’ sounds echo the little waves hitting the
shore. The repeated long vowel sounds make the poem musical, haunting, and languorous.
More hard consonant sounds would have made it guttural and harsh.
Elements of literature: Verbal music
As a young man, Yeats inherited much of he vocabulary and poetic posturing of his
nineteenth-century predecessors. Phrases in the poem like “veils of the morning” and
“midnight’s all a glimmer” come from this old-fashioned vocabulary, and Innesfree itself
represents all the impossibly idyllic, great good placesthat weary Victorians “on the roadway
or on the pavements gray” yearned for. Nevertheless, Yeats’s lyrical skills, especially his
haunting use of assonance, have created a poem whose verbal music echoes in the memory.
The Wild Swans at Coole
THE TREES are in their autumn beauty,
The woodland paths are dry,
Under the October twilight the water
Mirrors a still sky;
Upon the brimming water among the stones
5
Are nine and fifty swans.
The nineteenth Autumn has come upon me
Since I first made my count;
I saw, before I had well finished,
All suddenly mount
And scatter wheeling in great broken rings
Upon their clamorous wings.

10

I have looked upon those brilliant creatures,
And now my heart is sore.
All’s changed since I, hearing at twilight,
15
The first time on this shore,
The bell-beat of their wings above my head,
Trod with a lighter tread.
Unwearied still, lover by lover,
They paddle in the cold,
20
Companionable streams or climb the air;
Their hearts have not grown old;
Passion or conquest, wander where they will,
Attend upon them still.

But now they drift on the still water
25
Mysterious, beautiful;
Among what rushes will they build,
By what lake’s edge or pool
Delight men’s eyes, when I awake some day
To find they have flown away?
30
Reading this poem some of us may feel emotionally involved with the speaker, while
others may find an emotional response difficult, because the content of the poem is removed
from their experience. As the speaker gazes at the swans feels melancholy. Line 8 indicates
that nineteen years ago when he heard the beating of the swans’ wings had other feelings as
he took a more carefree attitude toward his world. The speaker’s mood in the third stanza is a
mood of regret and disappointment. The second, third and fourth stanzas offer hints about the
personal experience that underlies the poem. These hints include the image of nineteen
autumns, which means he is much older. We arrive at our inference in line 14 which tells us
that the speaker’s heart is “sore”. His “sore” heart indicates that the speaker has undergone a
sobering, sad experience. Line 15 suggests that everything in his life is changed now. In the
fourth stanza the speaker compares himself to the swans. Everything has changed in his life
since he first saw the swans, but they remain as they were nineteen years ago. Lines 22-24
suggest his heart has grown old; perhaps he has lost a lover or his ability to love. The poet
uses figurative language. In the last stanza the speaker wonders where the swans will have
gone and where they will have built their nests. The speaker envies the brilliance of the
swans, their timelessness, their mystery, and their ability to delight men’s eyes, because he
has lost these qualities or perhaps never possessed them. The swans symbolize beauty, youth,
immutability to the speaker. The time of year, the day in this poem is appropriate to its mood.
The mood, which relates to the speaker’s contemplation of his mortality, is reinforced by the
setting of twilight in the autumn, a symbol for old age and decline. The view of the swans in
lines 25 -29 seems more impersonal and distant. They seem to be approaching the status of
works of art that are delightful to observe. The word ‘awake’ in the next-to-last line is
mysterious at first reading. The word implies that the speaker’s life is as fleeting as a dream –
thus, the word ‘awake,’ paradoxically, could imply the speaker’s death and point to themes
involving mortality and lost innocence. This poem is written in the elegiac mode: Elegies
frequently use imagery drawn from nature, are usually formal in language and structure, and
are solemn or even melancholy in tone, all of which fit this poem. In this regard the poem is
similar to poems like “The Wanderer”, “The Seafarer”, and “In Memoriam”.
Dylan Thomas
1914 – 1953
Born in Swansea, Wales, Dylan Thomas was a prodigy—a poet who wrote some
of his most famous works before he was twenty. By that time, he had also sketched out
themes, ideas, and angles of perspective for poems that he drew on for the rest of his life.
Largely self-educated, he chose the rough-and-tumble life of a newspaper reporter over
the comparative serenity of a university education. His recognition by the leading poets
and literary critics of Britain and the United States came early, and with it came
international fame. Neither was enough to prevent him from having to exist on the edge
of poverty until his death.
The only son of parents who lived by a code of "good appearances" among their
neighbors, Thomas as a child was continually torn between a deep-seated wish to live up
to the expectations of his schoolmaster father and an equally strong impulse to please his
doting mother. At the same time, he rejected both parents' pretensions to gentility. This

conflict was later intensified by a strangely childish self-indulgence that continually
defeated his attempts to be a devoted husband to his wife Caitlin and a loving father to
their three children. The temporary solace he found in alcohol led to that "insult to the
brain" that caused his early and sudden death, in St. Vincent's Hospital in New York
City. At the time, Thomas was making his fourth visit to the United States, and
preparing to collaborate on an opera with the famous composer Igor Stravinsky.
A man of magical presence, with an endless flow of wit and a transparent
hunger for affection, Thomas charmed both his British and his American
contemporaries. When he first came to America in 1950, he was regarded as the most
charismatic British visitor since Oscar Wilde in 1885. His first reading tour of American
colleges and universities was followed by ever more extensive trips in which he
crisscrossed the continent from Florida to British Columbia. Beyond their response to
his personal magnetism, those who attended Thomas's oral readings heard something
new in modern poetry— a kind of expression combining the oratorical hywl, or chanting
eloquence, of the Welsh chapel service with the theatrical delivery of the Victorian
actors who once thrilled American audiences with thunderous recitations from
Shakespeare and Marlowe. Thomas's poems are a mixture of intricate complication and
preacherlike eloquence, of sonorous solemnity combined with a playful use of language
apparent even in his most serious works.
In his last years, Thomas found that the concentration needed to write poetry
was more and more difficult to achieve. Consequently, he turned to less demanding
forms of expression and produced two works that became familiar around the world:
Under Milk Wood (1954), which he called a "play for voices," and his lyrical memoir A
Child's Christmas in Wales (1955), now a holiday classic.
Celebrated by critics, sought after by American lecture agencies, and idolized
almost like a rock star, Thomas died at the height of a fame he could neither accept nor
enjoy. "Once I was lost and proud," he told a reporter from The New York Times, "now
I'm found and humble. I prefer that other."

Fern Hill
By Dylan Thomas
Now as I was young and easy under the apple boughs
About the lilting house and happy as the grass was green,
The night above the dingle starry,
Time let me hail and climb
Golden in the heydays of his eyes,
And honoured among wagons I was prince of the apple towns
And once below a time I lordly had the trees and leaves
Trail with daisies and barley
Down the rivers of the windfall light.
And as I was green and carefree, famous among the barns
About the happy yard and singing as the farm was home,
In the sun that is young once only,
Time let me play and be
Golden in the mercy of his means,
And green and golden I was huntsman and herdsman, the calves

Sang to my horn, the foxes on the hills barked clear and cold,
And the sabbath rang slowly
In the pebbles of the holy streams.
All the sun long it was running, it was lovely, the hay
Fields high as the house, the tunes from the chimneys, it was air
And playing, lovely and watery
And fire green as grass.
And nightly under the simple stars
As I rode to sleep the owls were bearing the farm away,
All the moon long I heard, blessed among stables, the nightjars
Flying with the ricks, and the horses
Flashing into the dark.
And then to awake, and the farm, like a wanderer white
With the dew, come back, the cock on his shoulder: it was all
Shining, it was Adam and maiden,
The sky gathered again
And the sun grew round that very day.
So it must have been after the birth of the simple light
In the first, spinning place, the spellbound horses walking warm
Out of the whinnying green stable
On to the fields of praise.
And honoured among foxes and pheasants by the gay house
Under the new made clouds and happy as the heart was long,
In the sun born over and over,
I ran my heedless ways,
My wishes raced through the house high hay
And nothing I cared, at my sky blue trades, that time allows
In all his tuneful turning so few and such morning songs
Before the children green and golden
Follow him out of grace.
Nothing I cared, in the lamb white days, that time would take me
Up to the swallow thronged loft by the shadow of my hand,
In the moon that is always rising,
Nor that riding to sleep
I should hear him fly with the high fields
And wake to the farm forever fled from the childless land.
Oh as I was young and easy in the mercy of his means,
Time held me green and dying
Though I sang in my chains like the sea.
Childhood is often pictured as a time of carefree innocence, and almost all of us have
some memory from childhood of an idyllic moment, when the world was a glorious place and
everything seemed just right. As a child, Thomas spent his summers among relatives who
worked on a farm that, in his poem, he calls Fern Hill. Set in an apple orchard, the farmhouse
is of the whitewashed stucco typical of Wales and has a number of outlying barns for
livestock and hay storage. Not far from the sea, Fern Hill looks down upon enormous tidal

flats in an ever-changing seascape that provides a bountiful habitat for thousands of water
birds.
“Fern Hill” is a memory of childhood joy, a vision of an earthly paradise as well as
the playground of a boy for whom every day is an enchanted adventure. Yet, typical of
Thomas, joy is never unadulterated or unshadowed. At the end of this extended song of
praise, “Time” holds him not, as we might expect, “green and growing”, but “green and
dying”. Here we have a variation on one of Thomas’s persistent themes – the lurking presence
of death in life, of the worm in the seed.
Some of us may say that the experience described in the poem is not universal
because not all children can play on a farm. On the other hand we may say it is universal
insofar as children can experience summers that are full of fun and adventure. The poem is
told from the point of view of an adult who is nostalgically remembering his childhood. In the
poem we can find details that tell us how the speaker felt when he was “young and easy”.
These details are as follows: “Prince of the apple towns” in line 6, “singing” in line 11, “sang
to my horn” in line 16, “ran my heedless ways” in line 40. Lines 6 – 9 tell us about the games
the speaker plays. One of the possibilities, that the speaker plays imaginative games in which
he pretends to be a prince and a lord. In line 10 the meaning of ‘green’ includes innocent,
fresh, young, inexperienced. In the poem we can find lines that refer to the Biblical account of
paradise, namely lines 29 - 36 in the fourth stanza. The speaker’s childhood in a specific way
is like the life of Adam and Eve led in the Biblical Garden of Eden, the speaker’s joy in nature
which is represented by the references to rivers, stars, calves, foxes, owls, pheasants, the hay,
etc. are proofs for it. The boy’s ’awakening’ into the reality of adulthood may be compared to
Adam and Eve’s loss of Eden. The lines 17-18 and other lines containing religious references
are used to stress the theme of the sacredness of childhood innocence. We also find “Time”
personified in the poem’s fourth and thirteenth lines. If we analyse both use of this
personification, we may find the different kinds of intentions that Time seems to have for the
boy: Time is obliquely personified as an indulgent parent who allows the boy the freedom to
be happy. But in line 53, time is a parent who holds a dying child in his arms. Thus, time
seems to have intended the speaker to be happy but also to grow up, lose the paradise of
childhood, and eventually die .The paradox or seeming contradiction in the next-to-last line of
the poem, the phrase “green and dying” suggests innocent freshness and mortality at the same
time. Thomas repeats two colours in the poem: ‘green’ and ‘gold’. Green appears in lines 2,
10, 15, 22, 35, 44 and 53. ‘Gold’ or ‘golden’ appears in lines 5, 14, 15, 44. Possible
associations with ‘green’ include nature and youth. Possible associations with ‘gold’ include
perfection, value and warmth. The poet uses these words to suggest that childhood has all of
the qualities associated with both words.
In lines 33-34 the phrase “In the first, spinning place” is used. This expression might
refer to the universe, or “spinning” might refer to the earth turning on its axis.
In the last lines of the poem the speaker expresses his thoughts about childhood
innocence that innocence is destined to end.
Metaphorically, all lines of the “Fern Hill” could apply to the lives of all of us.
Though, not everyone experiences as idyllic a childhood as Thomas describes, many people
remember youth as a time of innocence and beauty.
If you listen to a recording of this entirely lyric poem, you may hear the many
elements that produce its music. The poem’s lilting rhythm and the variation of lines reinforce
the carefree mood of youth. Examples of alliteration and onomatopoeia occur in lines 2, 7, 14,
15, 20, 26-27, 34, 41 and 51.
Year after this poem was published, Dylan Thomas told a friend that one line
continued to bother him because it was “bloody bad”. The friend asked what line it was. “I ran
my heedless ways”, said Thomas, and he winced as though he had made a mistake from

which he would never recover. May be Thomas was not satisfied with the line because it does
not contain an original image or figure of speech, or the line seems to be a cliché, but the
truth is that most people accept and even quote it as one of his most celebrated poem.
Elements of literature:
L y r i c p o e t r y. Lyric poetry focuses on expressing emotions or thoughts rather
than on telling a story. In the lyric poem “Fern Hill”, Dylan Thomas uses a full range of sound
effects and figures of speech to convey vivid memories of a young boy’s enchanted life in the
Welsh countryside. Although the speaker’s memories are coloured by reflection and
experience, it is the exuberance of his feelings, above all, that claims our attention.
L a n g u a g e and S t y l e. Even at his most somber, Dylan Thomas continually
indulges amusing puns, sometimes using modifiers in surprising ways, often giving a twist of
emphasis and new luster to an old saying. Clichés turned upside down include “happy as the
grass was green”, “once below a time” and “fire green as grass”. Puns include “the sun grew
round” and “morning songs”. The many surprising uses of modifiers include “lilting house”,
“sky blue trades”, and “lamb white days”. Old sayings with new twists include “the calves
sang to my horn” and “honoured among foxes and pheasants”.
Do Not Go Gentle into That Good Night
Dylan Thomas
Do not go gentle into that good night,
Old age should burn and rage at close of day;
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.
Though wise men at their end know dark is right,
Because their words had forked no lightning they
Do not go gentle into that good night.
Good men, the last wave by, crying how bright
Their frail deeds might have danced in a green bay,
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.
Wild men who caught and sang the sun in flight,
And learn, too late, they grieved it on its way,
Do not go gentle into that good night.
Grave men, near death, who see with blinding sight
Blind eyes could blaze like meteors and be gay,
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.
And you, my father, there on the sad height,
Curse, bless me now with your fierce tears, I pray.
Do not go gentle into that good night.
Rage, rage against the dying of the light.
Death may conquer every living thing in the end, but the instinct for survival remains
remarkably strong. In contemporary literature, as in the Gilgamesh epic of four thousand
years ago, heroes often battle against death’s inevitability. Literature also records the frequent,
fierce refusal of the living to accept a loved one’s death. Suppose you knew someone who
was facing death. How would you advise that person to behave? What attitude would you
want that person to have? In this poem by Dylan Thomas you will be able to learn about the
feelings the poet revealed about his father’s death. In general, Thomas resents the fact that his
father is dying, but he says that wise men “know dark is right”. These men know death must
come, but they do not go without a struggle. In the first stanza the speaker compares death to
night and life to light with the help of metaphor. Stanzas 2-5 describe four types of people,
wise men, good men, wild men and grave men, who respond to the dying of the light in

different ways. The wise men are angry because their counsels failed to influence others; the
good men deplore the ineffectuality of their deeds; the wild men learn too late that time is
fleeting; the grave men regret their failure to enjoy life. Line 10 explains who the wild men
are. Reading the expression we may think it refers to pre-literate people who worshipped the
sun, or to people who experienced life intensely. These people ”do not go gentle into that
good night”. According to the speaker grave men “rage against the dying of the light”. Do you
think dying people should range against death? It goes without saying that life is too precious
to let go easily. But the simple and inevitable truth is that those who had been once born
should die. So people should make every effort to die peacefully. The last stanza of the poem
is very touching. The speaker begs, asks his father to both curse and bless him for he wants
his father “rage, rage against the dying of the light”. We find here a really strange wish from
a son to “Curse, bless, me now with your fierce tears”. Think. What might this strange request
indicate about the relationship between this father and son? The phrase hints at a relationship
involving love and anger.
“Good night” means death. Ordinarily “good night” is used as a casual farewell, not
as a synonym for death. Given Thomas’s feelings about the “good night” we see something
contradictory in his use of the word that is “good” is paradoxical since Thomas obviously
wants his father to resist and protest against death.
The poet uses metaphors in the poem. Metaphors include old age burning and raving
(line 2), wise men’s words forking lightning (line 5), “frail deeds” dancing in a “green bay”
(line 8), the singing of the sun in flight (line 10), and the blazing of blind eyes (line 14) . They
are all the images of death.
Soon after this poem was finished, Thomas sent it to Princess Caetani in Rome,
hoping she might publish it in her literary magazine. In an accompanying letter, he wrote:
“The only person I can’t show the little enclosed poem is, of course, my father, who does not
know he’s dying.”
This poem is an elegy. The elegy form goes back to the ancient Greeks and the
Romans, but those peoples used the term to refer to any serious meditation, including poems
about love, war, and death. Although today “elegy” is used exclusively to refer to poems of
mourning, this poem by Dylan Thomas fits the older definition as well.
Elements of literature
E l e g y. The typical elegy is a poem that mourns a death that has already occurred.
This poem is an elegy that speaks to a dying man, urging him not to surrender but meet death
in a spirit of challenge. As he often did in his poetry, here Thomas gives his own twist to a
familiar subject. The poem may invite charges of irreverence, but its lyrical solemnity, not its
argument, is what reverberates in the reader’s mind.
Only two end rhyme sounds occur in the poem, but both are blended into iambic
pentameter with such skill that the many repetitions of similar sounds become a somber and
delicate music. The use of ‘gentle’ instead of the adverb ‘gently’ may seem ungrammatical.
But when we read the line “Do not go, gentle, into that good night”, as Thomas insisted, we
gain the additional meaning of all that is gentle, including the gentle man who was Thomas’s
father.
Language and Style
Thomas has written his poem in an old form called a v i l l a n e l l e, invented by
French poets. At first this term, which means “rural” or “countrylike”, was limited to light
lyric poems about the country side. Today, villanelles are written on many topics and, as
Thomas illustrates, do not require a light tone.
The villanelle is a complex form. The trick is to make it sound spontaneous and
fresh, yet still adhere to its strict limits:

1. It should have nineteen lines divided into five three-line stanzas (tercets) and a
concluding four-line stanza (quatrain)
2. It can use only two end rhyme sounds in this rhyme scheme: aba aba aba aba aba abaa.
3. It should repeat line 1 in lines 6, 12, and 18 and should repeat line 3 in line 9, 15, and
19.
As to this poem Thomas has been completely faithful to the three rules for the
villanelle. His nineteen-line poem has the prescribed rhyme scheme and pattern of repeated
lines.
The repeated lines in a villanelle must be significant. Line 1 and 3 which are repeated
in this poem carry the central theme: resist the approach of death.
Stevie Smith
1902 – 1971
She was christened Florence Margaret Smith but got the nickname "Stevie" because
she was short, like the British jockey Steve Donohue. She grew up in a suburb of London,
abandoned by her father and raised by her mother and an aunt. Smith lived with her aunt for
sixty-six years, until "Auntie Lion" died in 1968 at the age of ninety-six.
After finishing school, Smith worked as a secretary for a magazine publisher. She
remained there for thirty years and began to publish poetry and fiction while in her early
thirties. Her first publication, Novel on Yellow Paper (1936), is a playful monologue spoken
by a character very much like Smith herself.
Smith's other early publications—mostly novels—also reflect her offbeat outlook
and writing style. But it is in her poems that she fully displays her cleverness. The light side
of her poetry often reflects a darker side as well, making her verse seriocomic (partly serious,
partly humorous). Her poems often deal with death, loneliness, or despair, but Smith is never
self-pitying. Her humor adds sparkle, allowing her to distance herself from her subject. Smith
herself best summed up her paradoxical views when she claimed that she was
"straightforward, but not simple." The poet Robert Lowell described her poetic "voice" as
"cheerfully gruesome," and the poet-humorist Ogden Nash admired her "songs of deadly
innocence."
Not Waving but Drowning
Stevie Smith
Nobody heard him, the dead man,
But still he lay moaning:
I was much further out than you thought
And not waving but drowning.
Poor chap, he always loved larking
And now he's dead
It must have been too cold for him his heart gave way,
They said.
Oh, no no no, it was too cold always
(Still the dead one lay moaning)

I was much too far out all my life
And not waving but drowning.
Everyone has misunderstandings. In fact, we misread each other’s signals about
nearly everything – from the most trivial to the most important things in life. We say one
thing, people think we mean something else. This poem by Stevie Smith is among the most
frequently read ones among her poems. Here is what the poet reveals about her state of mind
when she wrote the poem:
“I often try to pull myself together, having been well brought up in the stiff-upper-lip
school of thought and not knowing whether other people find Death as merry as I do. But it’s
a tightrope business, this pulling oneself together, and can give rise to misunderstandings
which may prove fatal, as in the poem I wrote about a poor fellow who got drowned. His
friends thought he was waving to them but really he was asking for help.”
The title of this poem sums up the literal mean in of the poem. This is a very short
poem but we can hear three different voices speaking in it: the narrator (lines 1-2, 10); the
drowned man (lines 3-4, 9, 11-12); and bystanders (lines 5-7). The third line of the poem says,
“I was much further out than you thought”, that has two different meanings. It suggests the
man had gone farther into the water than he could handle. “Further out” also suggests that he
lives on the edge of the society. In formal usage, ‘further’ signifies quantity or degree as
opposed to ‘farther’, which indicates distance. With this word choice, Smith adds a new layer
of meaning to the poem, which appears at first to be literal. Beyond the literal reading the
“cold” associated with his heart represent a lack of warm human relationships or love, he feels
misunderstood. By “It was too cold always” and “I was much too far out all my life” the
speaker may mean that his life was lonely. “Too far out” may man he has been outside the
social norm or locked within himself. It seems bizarre that a dead man is talking. “dead also
signify in the poem, besides its literal meaning a failure to communicate well or to live fully
could cause one to feel dead emotionally. The man’s signals for help is misunderstood as
“larking”. Hearing the different points of view allows readers to see how the onlookers
misunderstand the situation. The poem is a summing up of one’s whole life in a meaning, that
though people try to communicate in a meaningful way, they may nit always do so.
The rhythm of the poem is irregular, predominantly mixed trimeter and dimeter. The
rhyme scheme is abcb in each stanza. The nursery-rhyme simplicity of the rhyme in lines 2
and 4, repeated in lines 10 and 12, is a stark contrast with the content.
Stevie Smith once said that good writing had to be “sad, true, economical and
funny”. Her poem meets those four criteria but we have to mention that there are other styles
of good writing too.
Wysten Hugh Auden
1907 - 1973
Wystan Hugh Auden gave a name to his times—"the Age of Anxiety"—and he lived
to see the day when his influence was so broad and deep that, as far as poetry was concerned,
that same era could have been called "the Age of Auden."
Auden was born in York, a city in northern England near the city of Leeds. He was
the son of a physician and a nurse who encouraged his early interest in science and
engineering. But in his adolescence, Auden discovered poetry, and he studied, with an
analytical eye, all its forms, from Chaucer onward. By the time he entered Oxford, he was as
much a teacher as he was a student, and he quickly gathered about himself other young poets,
who accepted him as their leader.
Auden as a poet was difficult to classify, and he remains so to this day. By the time
they have been recognized and acclaimed, most of the outstanding poets of any generation
have produced individual works by which, rightly or wrongly, they will be identified.

Sometimes these poems are masterpieces; sometimes they are rather run-of-the-mill poems
which, for one reason or another, have caught the popular imagination. To this pattern, Auden
is an exception. In spite of their virtuosity, uniform excellence, and formal variety, Auden's
poems — lyrics, oratorios, ballads — tend to cohere as a body of work rather than to
distinguish themselves as easily separable entities. For this reason, Auden is often regarded
less as the author of certain individual poems than as the creator of a climate in which all
things Audenesque thrive in an atmosphere uniquely his own.
Auden put his indelible stamp on the poetry of the 1930s, establishing his
preeminence among the brilliant group of poets that included Stephen Spender, Louis
MacNeice, and Cecil Day-Lewis. Auden caused his British compatriots shock and dismay
when, in the critical year of 1939, as Hitler's divisions were about to march into Poland and
initiate World War II, he decided to make his home in the United States. Auden had come to
feel that, as the rise of Fascism made war in Europe inevitable, his chances of enjoying
creative freedom and of making a livelihood were available only in America. From 1939 to
1942, he taught at the University of Michigan and various other American universities. In
1946, he became a U.S. citizen.
For the next ten years, Auden lived mostly in New York City and California. He
spent his summers in Kirchstetten, Austria, in a house he bought in 1957 with profits from his
extensive reading tours—the first, and last, home of his own. This retreat, not far from
Vienna, provided him with much-needed privacy and the opportunity to experience firsthand
the culture of central Europe.
In England, Auden's emigration to the United States was, at the time, widely
regarded as a defection, if not an outright betrayal. But the British eventually welcomed him
back— first by electing him professor of poetry at Oxford, and later by making it possible for
him to live on the campus of Christ Church College as a guest of the university whenever he
returned to England.
Museé des Beaux Arts
W. H. Auden
KÉP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
About suffering they were never wrong,
The old Masters: how well they understood
Its human position: how it takes place
While someone else is eating or opening a window or just walking dully along;
How, when the aged are reverently, passionately waiting
For the miraculous birth, there always must be
Children who did not specially want it to happen, skating
On a pond at the edge of the wood:
They never forgot
That even the dreadful martyrdom must run its course
Anyhow in a corner, some untidy spot
Where the dogs go on with their doggy life and the torturer's horse
Scratches its innocent behind on a tree.
In Breughel's Icarus, for instance: how everything turns away
Quite leisurely from the disaster; the ploughman may
Have heard the splash, the forsaken cry,
But for him it was not an important failure; the sun shone
As it had to on the white legs disappearing into the green
Water, and the expensive delicate ship that must have seen

Something amazing, a boy falling out of the sky,
Had somewhere to get to and sailed calmly on.

Every generation senses imperfections and injustices in the way things are. For
Auden, during what he termed the Age of Anxiety, people had grown indifferent to human
suffering, and society no longer treasured the individual. This indifference to the plight of
others and disregard for the value of individuality were, to Auden, the symptoms of a society
in need of reform.
The source and inspiration for this poem is the famous painting by Pieter Bruegel
showing Icarus drowning, permanently on display in the Museé des Beaux Arts or Fine Arts
Museum, in Brussels, Belgium. The painting depicts a dramatic moment in the Greek legend
of Daedalus and his son Icarus. According to the legend, the two were imprisoned on the
island of Crete. In order to escape, Daedalus constructed wings of feathers and wax. Together
they managed to take off from the island, but Icarus flew so high that the sun’s heat melted
the wax in his wings, causing him to fall into the sea and drown.
According to one critic, the painting represents “the greatest conception of
indifference” in the history of art. The indifference, whether it is the artist’s attitude, or
merely a strategy of technique, lies in its unexpected focus. The painting’s centre of interest is
not Icarus, but a peasant plowing a field. He is handsomely dressed – in a medieval rather
than Greek costume – and the furrows he tills are richly realistic. In the lower right corner of
the painting, almost as an afterthought, Icarus is seen splashing into the water not far from a
passing ship.
(Study the painting The Fall of Icarus by Pieter Bruegel the Elder and find the figure
of the boy falling into the sea. Then while reading the poem see how Auden interprets the
painting. Has he confirmed in words what the painter expressed with pigment?)
In the first lines of the poem Auden points out an ironic contrast: while intense
suffering takes place, ordinary life goes on. it is very important to point out that this poem was
written during a time when the values of Europe were shaken by the onslaught of fascism.
Although the problems of suffering and others’ indifference seemingly apply to this time of
tumult, the issue itself is timeless. In fact, that the painting that provides the impetus for the
poem was finished in the mid-1500s. In line 2 the speaker tells that “the Old Masters”
understood suffering well. The “Old Masters” were the great artists of the European
Renaissance. The examples in lines 3 -13 show individuals’ indifference to others’ suffering.
Lines 5 – 13 describe two other paintings by Bruegel. In the first painting, the subject is
probably the birth of Christ; the indifferent children skate on a pond at the edge of the wood.
The subject of the second may be Christ’s crucifixion or the martyrdom of a saint;
unperturbed dogs and horses are pictured as an ironic counterpoint. In line 10 we find an
allusion, “the dreadful martyrdom” that refers to Christ’s crucifixion. These paintings
resemble Icarus in the indifference of the bystanders. In lines 14 -21 the speaker offers an
example of his theory about suffering. Here the poet refers to Bruegel’s painting The Fall of
Icarus, in which neither the plowman nor the sailors take any interest because Icarus’s fall
does not affect them.
To make his theme more effective Auden uses the possibilities offered by diction.
We can see contrasts between the expressions like ”dreadful martyrdom” and “anyhow in a
corner”. The contrast in diction is between formal and informal diction. Other informal
diction that contrasts with the formal diction of the rest of the poem includes “doggy life,”
“innocent behind”, and “somewhere to get to”. The use of spare style in lines 17 -18 (such as
the sentence that begins “the sun shone as it had to”) the matter-of-fact brevity accentuates the

horror described. At the same time a more dramatic language might have heightened the
poem’s drama.
The overall theme of the [poem suggests people are indifferent to pains that is not
their own.
The Unknown Citizen
W. H. Auden
(To JS/07 M 378 This Marble Monument Is Erected by the State)
He was found by the Bureau of Statistics to be
One against whom there was no official complaint,
And all the reports on his conduct agree
That, in the modern sense of an old-fashioned word, he was a saint,
For in everything he did he served the Greater Community.
Except for the War till the day he retired
He worked in a factory and never got fired,
But satisfied his employers, Fudge Motors Inc.
Yet he wasn't a scab or odd in his views,
For his Union reports that he paid his dues,
(Our report on his Union shows it was sound)
And our Social Psychology workers found
That he was popular with his mates and liked a drink.
The Press are convinced that he bought a paper every day
And that his reactions to advertisements were normal in every way.
Policies taken out in his name prove that he was fully insured,
And his Health-card shows he was once in a hospital but left it cured.
Both Producers Research and High-Grade Living declare
He was fully sensible to the advantages of the Instalment Plan
And had everything necessary to the Modern Man,
A phonograph, a radio, a car and a frigidaire.
Our researchers into Public Opinion are content
That he held the proper opinions for the time of year;
When there was peace, he was for peace: when there was war, he went.
He was married and added five children to the population,
Which our Eugenist says was the right number for a parent of his generation.
And our teachers report that he never interfered with their education.
Was he free? Was he happy? The question is absurd:
Had anything been wrong, we should certainly have heard.
One of the persistent themes of twentieth-century literature is the anonymity of the
individual in an ever more bureaucratic world. Here Auden uses diction that mimics the
language of officialdom, in a report that covers everything except the fact that “the unknown
citizen” had a heart and a soul. Just at the beginning of the poem Auden points out the dead
man’s “virtues”. Dead man’s virtues are often presented in the negative, as in line 2, where it
is reported that “there was no official complaint”. Other examples are “never got tired”,
“wasn’t a scab”, “never interfered with their education”. Auden uses the language and style of
an official report of death suitable for a government file. It could be the style and language of
a detached journalist. We can find a change in rhyme scheme in lines 6 and 7, that draws the
attention to these lines. The rhyme makes light to the tragic uneventfullness of the man’s life.
He worked for Fudge Motors. The Buraeu of Statistics, the Union, the Social Psychology
workers, the Press, the Producer’s Researcher and Highgate Living, the researchers into
Public Opinion, and the Eugenist report the statistics on him. The speaker of the poem may be

a Government official. Although the poet does not directly state his opinions in this poem,
they clearly emerge from the speaker’s tone. The tone is satirical. In line 28 an
unconventional person, perhaps a friend of the deceased asked the questions “Was he free?
Was he happy?” “The question is absurd:/Had anything been wrong, we should certainly have
heard” . The poem ends in this way. Is this a good ending for a poem like this one? One may
think that this is an effective ending because it states directly the problem Auden alludes to
throughout the poem, but at the same time the ending is abrupt, ‘cold’, and dissatisfying,
which emphasizes Auden’s point.
It is very important to mention here, tat under the title of the poem we can find an
inscription. Perhaps the numbers and letters indicate that he could not be identified by name,
or perhaps he performed an honourable deed.
The message or theme of the poem is that the modern world emphasizes conformity
at the expense of individuality, freedom, and happiness that may sound bleak but it is the
reality. We can find the poem’s diction impersonal and bureaucratic. The diction never refers
to the man by name or to any individual traits. Impersonal, bureaucratic language is reflected
in the use of passive voice (“He was found…to be”) and the personification of documents
(“Policies... prove” and “his Health-card shows”). The poem sounds as an official speech.
The poem seems to depict the “unknown citizen” as a colourless stereotype, but we
sympathize with the citizen, claiming that society’s drive for rigid conformity is at fault.
Auden’s message about modern life is quite pessimistic.
Seamus Heaney
1939 Seamus Heaney was born to Roman Catholic parents in largely Protestant Northern
Ireland. His boyhood on a farm in County Derry contributed profoundly to his identity as a
poet. But Heaney never promoted himself as a rustic or regarded his work as an expression of
regionalism. He earned his education as a scholarship student, first at a Catholic preparatory
school and then at Queen's University in Belfast where, still in his midtwenties, he was
appointed lecturer in English.
Instead of leading him away from his roots in Irish soil, Heaney's studies—
particularly those having to do with the history and psychology of myth—opened for him a
way of seeing anew not only the misty grandeur of his native landscape, but also the figures in
it who, unknowingly, unite the past with the present. Heaney is an acute observer of rural life
and of life lived on the industrial margins of cities, and he deals with both without
romanticizing them.
Regarded by Robert Lowell as "the best Irish poet since William Butler Yeats,"
Heaney now occupies the chair at Harvard left vacant by Lowell's death in 1977. In 1995,
commended for his works "of lyrical beauty and ethical depth, which exalt everyday miracles
and the living past," Heaney was awarded the Nobel Prize in literature. He divides his time
between Cambridge, Massachusetts, and a home in the Republic of Ireland.
Digging
Seamus Heaney
Between my finger and my thumb
The squat pen rests; snug as a gun.
Under my window, a clean rasping sound
When the spade sinks into gravelly ground:
My father, digging. I look down

Till his straining rump among the flowerbeds
Bends low, comes up twenty years away
Stooping in rhythm through potato drills
Where he was digging.
The coarse boot nestled on the lug, the shaft
Against the inside knee was levered firmly.
He rooted out tall tops, buried the bright edge deep
To scatter new potatoes that we picked,
Loving their cool hardness in our hands.
By God, the old man could handle a spade.
Just like his old man.
My grandfather cut more turf in a day
Than any other man on Toner’s bog.
Once I carried him milk in a bottle
Corked sloppily with paper. He straightened up
To drink it, then fell to right away
Nicking and slicing neatly, heaving sods
Over his shoulder, going down and down
For the good turf. Digging.
The cold smell of potato mould, the squelch and slap
Of soggy peat, the curt cuts of an edge
Through living roots awaken in my head.
But I’ve no spade to follow men like them.
Between my finger and my thumb
The squat pen rests.
I’ll dig with it.
In 1969, Seamus Heaney read The Bog People, by P. V. Glob, an archeologist who
had unearthed in Irealnd’s peat bogs the preserved remains of several Iron Age humans, all
apparently victims of ritual slaughters. The book made explicit a powerful symbol for the
continuity of human experience that had been present in Heaney’s poems from the beginning:
the bog, the earth that contains and preserves human history.
The Irish farmer digs two things in particular: potatoes and turf, or peat. The peat is
dug from bogs, or huge soggy areas of decaying vegetable matter that have produced for
Ireland, especially in centuries gone by, material that is dried and then burned in fires for
cooking and heat. The poet is also “digging”, just as his father and grandfather had done
before him. But what is he digging for? And what is his tool?
In the first lines of the poem the speaker with the help of figures of speech compares
his pen to a gun perhaps because his pen is his most powerful weapon that gives him a sense
of security. Similes and metaphors compare the pen to a gun, (line 2), and a spade (line 31).
The pen represents a connection between the speaker’s heritage and his occupation. At the
end of the poem the speaker plans to “dig” with his pen that is he will make his living from
writing. The speaker wants to “dig” for memorable incidents that will help create literature.
He can dig into his memory or the collective memory of his family or culture. He can dig into
the psychological aspect of human existence.

In the first line of stanza 3, it seems as if the speaker’s father is digging in the
flowerbeds outside the window where the poet sits writing. In the second line, the speaker
moves in his imagination to a time twenty years earlier when his father was digging potatoes
on the family farm. “Drills” here are furrows in which seeds are planted. In lines 25-27 the
speaker recalls vivid sensory experiences from his childhood. These experiences were
preparing the speaker for his adult occupation by providing raw material for his writing.
The most vividly communicated image in the poem about what the speaker heard,
smelled or felt probably is the image of the raspy sound of digging, the smell of earth, or the
image of a man bending to dig. The speaker sees his father stooping to dig among the
flowerbeds.
In the poem we can find alliteration and onomatopoeia. Spade/sinks or gravelly
ground (line 4) are examples of alliteration. As examples of onomatopoeia we may suggest
‘rasping’ (line 3), squelch or slap. (line 25). The poem is an extended metaphor. The speaker
compares his work to that of his ancestors; he respects the work they did. The speaker frames
the work of is father in a positive light, and, although the speaker says he cannot follow the
exact work of his father, he implies that he can still dig with the tools he is given. He is proud
of his work as a writer and sees it as a continuation of the skilled and dedicated labour of his
forebears.
In lines 25 – 27, the spade cuts through “living roots”. In the literal sense, digging
may kill some plants or tear up the earth. In the sense of writing, digging may unearth painful
memories or feelings.
Elements of Literature
E x t e n d e d M e t a p h o r. Up until the poem’s very last line, one may not
realize that “Digging” contains an extended metaphor, an implied comparison between one
thing and another.
Wole Soyinka
1934 –
A voice of modern Africa, Wole Soyinka in 1986 became the first black African to
win the Nobel Prize in literature. Soyinka's favorite African deity is Ogun, god of both war
and creative fire—a fitting muse for a multitalented writer and performer whose plays, songs,
novels, and poetry combine political activism, universal themes, and African traditions.
Born Akinwande Oluwole Soyinka in a village in western Nigeria, Soyinka was the
son of the principal of a Christian school and a teacher. His parents both supported Europeanstyle education, but his father also retained strong ties to his heritage as a member of the
Yoruba tribe. Soyinka grew up respecting both traditions; his 1981 autobiography Ake: The
Years of Childhood tells of his later struggle with this duality.
After attending University College at Ibadan, Nigeria, Soyinka studied English
literature in
England at the University of Leeds. In London in the late 1950s, he wrote plays and
poetry for theater and radio. During this period of African nationalism and pressure for
independence, Soyinka's themes were racism, injustice, tyranny, and corruption, all treated
with satiric wit. Also concerned with the collision of ancient traditions and modern realities,
he peppered his plays with vivid Yoruba masquerade ritual.
Soyinka felt brutal despotism firsthand during Nigeria's civil war of the late 1960s,
when he was imprisoned for two years for the "crime" of meeting with secessionist leaders
such as the writer Chinua Achebe. He describes these experiences in The Man Died: Prison
Notes, published in 1972. Since then he has continued to record and dramatize, with both
passion and humor, the struggle and spirit of modern-day Africa and Africans.
Telephone Conversation

Wole Soyinka
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The price seemed reasonable, location
Indifferent. The landlady swore she lived
Off premises. Nothing remained
But self-confession. “Madam,” I warned,
“I hate a wasted journey—I am African.”
Silence. Silenced transmission of
Pressurized good-breeding. Voice, when it came,
Lipstick coated, long gold-rolled
Cigarette-holder pipped. Caught I was, foully.
“HOW DARK?” . . . I had not misheard . . . “ARE YOU LIGHT
OR VERY DARK?” Button B. Button A. Stench
Of rancid breath of public hide-and-speak.
Red booth. Red pillar-box. Red double-tiered
Omnibus squelching tar. It was real! Shamed
By ill-mannered silence, surrender
Pushed dumbfoundment to beg simplification.
Considerate she was, varying the emphasis—
“ARE YOU DARK? OR VERY LIGHT?” Revelation came.
“You mean—like plain or milk chocolate?”
Her assent was clinical, crushing in its light
Impersonality. Rapidly, wavelength adjusted,
I chose. “West African sepia”—and as an afterthought,
“Down in my passport.” Silence for spectroscopic
Flight of fancy, till truthfulness clanged her accent
Hard on the mouthpiece. “WHAT’S THAT?” conceding,
“DON’T KNOW WHAT THAT IS.” “Like brunette.”
“THAT’S DARK, ISN’T IT?” “Not altogether.
Facially, I am brunette, but madam, you should see
The rest of me. Palm of my hand, soles of my feet
Are a peroxide blonde. Friction, caused—
Foolishly, madam—by sitting down, has turned
My bottom raven black—One moment madam!”—sensing
Her receiver rearing on the thunderclap
About my ears—“Madam,” I pleaded, “wouldn’t you rather
See for yourself?”

The following poem, written during Soyinka’s college career in Britain in the lat
1950s, records one of his own experiences with discrimination at a time when millions of
people from former British colonies were arriving in England in search of economic and
intellectual opportunity.
Soyinka’s poem presents ideas primarily through a dialogue between two people.
The setting is a red public telephone booth in London some years ago, when users pushed one
button on the phone to speak and another to listen. The two characters are a well-educated
black African speaker and a British woman who rents property. Soyinka’s poem does not just
tell about their exchange; it recreates it through the characters’ own words.

A black man calls a white woman to ask about leasing a residence and announces
that he is African. She asks how black he is, and he answers her in a humorous, satiric manner
that contains some real anger.
The theme of the poem is the absurdity of racial prejudice – the landlady did not
object to him until he told her his colour. The dialogue reveals the participants’ characters.
The speaker is a person of conviction, unafraid to confront the racism expressed by the other
character who is petty and ignorant.
In the fourth line of the poem the speaker uses the word ‘self-confession’ in an ironic
way. He implies that a crime has been committed. His only “crime” is being an African. Lines
10-14 include the landlady’s question about the colour of the skin of the person on the other
side of the wire. “HOW DARK?”. . . In the answer to this question we can find and identify
words that indicate the speaker’s anger toward the landlady’s question. Stench, rancid, the
repetition of red, squelching, and shamed are among the words that show his initial anger. He
satirically refers to her “considerate”. We can also notice that despite the speaker’s anger, the
speaker responds with a playful, satiric tone. It is also humorous about the words describing
skin colour that all words refer to hair colour. The speaker describes the varying shades of his
body. With this he is illustrating the absurdity of the landlady’s prejudice. This poem is full of
colours - not just of skin. Soyinka uses images of colour to communicate his anger (“red”),
the landlady’s phoniness (“gold-rolled cigarette-holder”), the African man’s sophistication
and the landlady’s ignorance (“West African sepia”). Lines 23-26 contain irony. The
landlady’s common accent reveals ignorance and lack of breeding despite the reference to her
good breeding.
The speaker’s final question is both serious and insulting. He would like to be judged
for the person he is and not the colour of his skin, but underneath his polite, articulate tone, he
has merely rephrased insulting, vulgar slang.
The speaker was prepared for her prejudice, but he is unprepared for the blunt way
she displays it.

PART II.
Practical Tasks for Reading and Analysing Poetry
Q U E S T I O N S A N D T AS K S F O R T H E S E M I N A R S
The first seminar

:

1. T h e A n g l o – S a x o n s. 4 4 9 - 1 0 6 6. „Anglo-Saxon England ws born of warfare,
remained forever a military society, and came to its end in battle” – J. R. Lander
1.1. The Celtic Heroes and Heroines: A Magical World.
1.2. The Romans: The Great Administrators.
1.3. The Anglo-Saxons Sweep Ashore.
1.4. Women in Anglo-Saxon Culture
1.5. Anglo-Saxon Life: The Warm Hall, the Cold World
1.6. The Anglo-Saxon Religion: Gods of Warriors
1.7. The Bards: Singing of Gods and Heroes
1.8. The Christian Monasteries: The Ink Froze.
1.9 S o n g s o f A n c i e n t H e r o e s. The Dawn of English Literature
1.9.1. B e o w u l f - the national epic of England.
1.9.2. The story of the epic: the hero saves Hrothgar’s people from the evil Grendel and from
Grendel’s mother, and the hero’s battle against a dragon to protect the Geats.
After reading the selected passage answer the questions:
a/ How did Beowulf feel toward his followers and his people?
b/ What qualities endeared Beowulf to his men?
c/ Of what in his past is Beowulf glad to think as death approaches?
d/ What characteristics of the Anglo-Saxon people are revealed in this narrative poem?
e/ Where did the story take place? Why can it be regarded as part of English literature?
f/ Be able to tell each of the three episodes in your own words. Which combat do you
find the most interesting? Why?
g/ What are the outstanding traits of character shown by Beowulf, Unferth, Grendel,
Wiglaf? Which of these characteristics were evidently admired by the Anglo-Saxons?
h/ Study the unusual use of the words in the poem. See how many words or phrases you
can find that mean sea, ship, armour, weapons. Find at least ten different terms used for
Grendel.
i/ From the brief account of the mead-hall in the introduction, draw a sketch, make a
small model, or write a full description, supplying details from your imagination.
j/ Discuss the elements of literature used in Beowulf: alliteration, assonance, kenning,
epic, epic hero. Find examples in the text.
1.10.
Anglo-Saxon poetry.
1.10.1. T h e S e a f a r e r - an elegiac poem that recounts about the hardship, fear
desolation of a life at sea and glorifies the promise of Heaven. What is an elegy?
Answer the questions?
a/ What is your first impression of the speaker in this poem? What is his life like? What
does he believe in and hope for?
b/ What passages in the poem explain why the seafarer seeks the rigours of the sea
rather than the delights of the land? Does he find what he looked for at sea?
c/ Lines 58-63 suggest that the poet is beginning to talk about the glories of adventuring
at sea, but then he changes direction. What does he turn his attention to over the next fifteen
lines?

d/ In line 80, the speaker begins to talk about the present state of the world – what does
he think of it? How do these thoughts contribute to the poem’s elegiac tone?
e/ The poem ends with a statement of the poet’s beliefs. What are they?
f/ This short lyric is full of striking metaphors – for example, „frozen chains” in line 10.
Select three of these metaphors, and explain what is being compared in each one. What
emotional effect does each metaphor create?
g/ What do you think the seafarer is searching for?
h/ In line 88, the poem’s speaker says,”All glory is tarnished”. Do you think this idea
also applies to today’s heroes and to present-day life? Explain your response.
i/ Could the sentiment expressed in this poem be applied to the homeless today? Find
passages in the poem to support your answer.
1.11. Speak about T h e W a n d e r e r.
1.12. Analyse the poem J u d i t h.
1.13. Everyday English Poetry: A n g l o – S a x o n Ri d d l e s
1.14. Discuss the translations from Old English into Modern English. Speak about the
translators. Examining the primary sources speak about the original language and the
translator’s task taking into consideration the difficulties.
2. T h e M i d d l e A g e s 1 0 6 6 – 1 4 8 5
„At his most characteristic, medieval man was not a dreamer nor a wanderer. He was an
organizer, a codifier, a builder of systems. He wanted „a place for everything and everything
in the right place”. Distinction, definition tabulation were his delight. Though full of turbulent
activities, he was equally full of the impulse to formalize them. War was (in intension) formalized by the art of heraldry and the rules of chivalry; sexual passion (in intension), by the
elaborate code of love. . . . There was nothing which medieval people liked better, or did
better, than sorting out and tidying up. Of all our modern inventions I suspect that they would
most have admired the card index” – C. S. Lewis.
1.15. The Norman Conquest that brought England into mainstream European civilization,
which included feudalism. Feudalism and knighthood: Pyramid Power. A terrible worm in an
iron cocoon.
1.16. Women in Medieval society: no voice, no choice. Chivalry and courtly love: ideal but
unreal.
1.17. The new city classes: Out from under the overlords.
1.18. Great happenings. The Crusades: going to the Holy Land.
1.19. The martyrdom of Thomas á Becket: Murder in the Cathedral.
1.20. The Hundred Years’ War (1337 – 1453).
1.21. The Black Death.
1.22. Middle English ballads. Drama and humour. Lord Randall, Edward, Edward, Get up
and Bar the Door,
After reading the ballads answer the questions:
a/ The appeal of the ballads lies partly in what they don’t tell you. What questions does
each of these songs leave unanswered for you?
b/ What is the emotional effect of the r e f r a i n’s variation in the fifth stanza of
Lord Randall?
c/ Like many ballads, Lord Randall and Edward, Edward build up suspense with
i n c r e m e n t a l r e p e t i t i o n: the repetition of lines with a new element introduced each
time to advance the story until a climax is reached. At what point in each of these ballads does
the story reach a climax?
d/ What could be the implications of Edward’s last response to his mother in the final
stanza of Edward, Edward?

e/ How is the possibility of violence combined with ironic humour in Get Up and Bar
the Door?
1.22.1. Elements of literature: B a l l a d s: p o p u l a r p o e t r y
1.23. Sir Gawain and the Green Knight.
Answer the questions:
a/ Who finally wins the conflict between Gawain and the Green Knight? Why do you
think so?
b/ The „games” Gawain plays within the castle have high stakes: His courage, fidelity
and sexual morality are at risk. Which of these do you think Gawain „wins” or keeps? Which
does he lose?
c/ In what ways is Sir Gawain a superhuman romance hero? In what ways is he weak or
flawed, just as a real person might be?
d/ On a „good-evil scale” of 1 to 5 (with I as totally evil and 5 as totally good), where
would you place the Green Knight, and why would you place him there? What do you think
he might symbolize in the story?
e/ Describe the symbolic use of the colour green in this story. (Green ususally
symbolizes hope; it is associated with the appearance of new life in the plant world.) Why do
you think the meeting with the Green Knight occurs on New Year’s day?
f/ What i m a g e s make the setting of the confrontation seem demonic? Do you think
there is any symbolism suggested by the setting? Explain.
g/ Why might the lord’s wife have had such power over Gawain?
h/ What do you think is the theme of this romance?
1.24. Literary element – the romance.
1.25. Geoffrey Chaucer “T h e C a n t e r b u r y T a l e s”
T a s k s a n d q u e s t i o n s:
Read the Prologue and assemble the characters under the following heads:
a) B y c l a s s e s o f s o c i e t y : 1. Aristocrats, 2. Representatives of the Church, 3.
Professional men, 4. Trade and industrial classes, 5. Peasants and lower class townsmen
b) B y c h a r a c te r t r a i t s : 1. Highly admirable, 2. likable, but showing human
frailties, 3. nondescript, 4. somewhat dishonourable, 5. genuinely bad
F a c t a n d T h o u g h t Q u e s t i o n s:
c) What do you learn from the Prologue about the conditions of the following in
Chaucer’s day: travel, table manners, the Church, the practice of medicine, commerce and
manufacturing?
d) Suggestion for composition: 1. write a composition about the conversation between
two or more of Chaucer’S characters at the Tabard, 2. Point out lines where the Chaucerian
words and rhythm add a humorous flavour hard to catch in a modern prose translation. 3.
Collect details for a description of an individual. 4. Describe individual’s physical
characteristics in the Pardoner’s Tale, 5. Describe individual using figurative language (The
Wife of Bath’s Tale)
e) If you were the 31st pilgrim, which of your fellow-travellers would you choose to
travel next to? Which would you definitely try to avoid? Whose story would you be most
interested in hearing?
f) Chaucer is a master at using physical details – eyes, hair, complexion, body type,
clothing – to reveal character. Tell about at least three pilgrims whose inner natures are
revealed by their outer appearances.
g) Clearly, Chaucer satirizes the Church of the time. Show how this is true by analysing
two characters conected with the Church. What “good” Church people does Chaucer include
to balance his satire?

e) What aspects of society does Chaucer satirize in his portrayals of the Merchant? The
Franklin? The Doctor? The Miller?
f) Which pilgrims do you think Chaucer idealizes?
g) In describing the pilgrims, what do you think Chaucer as the pilgrim-narrator has
revealed about his own personality, biases, and values?
h) Under what conditions did the Canterbury pilgrims meet?
i) What was the purpose of the pilgrimage?
j) Do people still go on pilgrimages? Explain.
k ) In what ways does the the 14th century Knight differ from the picture Tennyson
gives of Lancelot in the Idylls of the King?
l) What details in the description make him seem a real person rather than a character in
fiction?
m) In what ways did the Squire resemble his father? What qualities made him amusing?
n) Whom did the Yeoman serve? What were his duties?
o) What are the things you will always remember about the Nun? Are any of her
characteristics contradictory?
p) How can you tell the Monk from the Friar?
q) What resemblance can you see between the Merchant and modern business men?
r) What sly humour do you find in the description of the Clerk? Have scholars changed in
characteristics since the 14th century?
s) Was Chaucer much interested in the Lawyer? Give the reasons for your answer.
t) What interests had the Frankiln in common with Sir Roger de Coverley?
u) Why are the five tradesmen grouped together?
v) What makes the Shipman an entertaining character?
w) How did Chaucer regard physicians? In what ways has the profession of medicine changed
since his day?
x) What made the Wife of Bath good company?
y) What especially did Chaucer admire in he Parson?
z) The Plowman represents the English independent, rural labourer of the time; what qualities
important to a successful country did he posses?
aa) Why are Millers usually represented in literature as large, jolly men? What makes this
Miller an individual?
bb) What truth in the description of the Manciple must have delighted Chaucer’s audience?
cc) In what ways was the Reeve a good business man? What do you suppose had contributed
to making him a short-tempered man?
dd) What contradictory qualities do you find in the Summoner?
ee) What did Chaucer really think of the Pardoner?
ff) What qualities had the Host that would be valuable to the Keeper of an inn?
gg) Should you have liked to go to Canterbury with this group?Explain your answer.
hh) Who suggested the telling of stories?
Q u e s t i o n s o n T e c h n i q u e a n d A p p r e c i a t i o n:
a) What is the purpose of the Prologue?
b) Can you find any evidence that Chaucer tried to arrange his Pilgrims to make dramatic
contrasts?
c) What experiences in his own life gave Chaucer material for this poem?
d) What description do you like best?
e) What lines seem wittiest to you?
f) What lines show best Chaucer’s knowledge of men?
g) Do you like or resent the swift change of subject and lack of unity?

h) Which characters belong to the aristocracy? Which to the lower ranks of society? Is there
any difference in the success with which Chaucer Chaucer pictured the ‘’\\\\\\more fortunate
and the less fortunate classes?
i) Which characters did Chaucer admire? Were there any he held in contempt? How did he
picture vice?
j) What do you learn of the social background of Chaucer’s time – dress, manners, trade,
professions, travel, position of women, religion, etc?
k) What lines that Chaucer uses to describe his characters could be used as aptly today?
l) If Chaucer were writing of such a group today what types here omitted would he add?
1.26. Literary elements - imagery: the revealing details; characterization; couplets: sounds and
sense.
1.27. Women writers of the Middle Ages:
1.27.1.The Anglo-Saxon period: Nameless Voices, The Middle Ages: Court and cloister,
Julian of Norwich, Margery Kempe
The second seminar
T h e R e n a i s s a n ce 1 4 8 5 – 1 6 6 0 “O England! Model to thy inward greatness,
Like little body with a mighty heart . . .”
William Shakespeare
2. The beginning of the English Renaissance, the changes in people’s values, beliefs and
behaviour.Rediscovering of ancient Greece and Rome and a flourish of genius. Humanism:
Questions about the good life. The new technolgy - the invention of printing.Reformation.
Bloody Mary, Henry VIII-Renaissance man and executioner; Elizbeth – the Virgin Queen,
The Spanish Armada, The Flood of Literature; Fashion; Decline of the Renaissance: A dull
man succeds a witty woman. Jewish life in Britain: expulsion and return.
The epriod in English literature generally called Renaissance is usually considered to have
begun a little before 1500 and lasted until the Commonwealth Interregnum (1649-1660). It
consisted of:
the Early Tudor Age (1500-1557)
the Elizabethan Age (1558-1603)
the Jacobean Age
(1603-1625) and
the Caroline Age
(1624-1642)
The chief forms of poetry that flourished during this age are: the lyric, the sonnet, the
narrative poems, but we can find pastorals (carpe diem poetry), elegies, etc. This age is
famous also for its metaphysical poetry too.
T h e u n i v e r s a l t h e m e s o f l o v e, d e a t h a n d t i m e as p e r c e i v e d
by poets during the Renaissance.
2.1. The development of poetry in the Renaissance. T h e s o n n e t. The origin of sonnet
and its forms.
2.1.1. Sir Thomas Wyatt, Whoso List to Hunt. (biography and analysis)
a) Given the background information, who is the hind in this sonnet and who is Caesar?
b) What warning does the speaker give potential hunters of the woman?
c) What image does the speaker use to show he’s finally decided the chase is hopeless?
d)The speaker says the hind may seem tame but is “wild for to hold”.Do you think he’s
referring to the woman herself or to Caesar’s claim on her? Explain.
e) How do you feel about Wyatt’s description of love as a hunt ora conquest?
f) Find an extended metaphor, and irony in the sonnet.
g) Read the last lineof the sonnet.Do you think this is a good description of a deer?
How might it apply to a woman?

2.1.2. Elements of literature: Poetic metre – giving form to feeling.( metre, iamb, trochee,
anapest, dactyl, spondee, caesure, scansion, dimetre, trimetre, tetrametre, pentametre,
hexametre, iambic pentametre,etc) discuss them.
2.2. Edmund Spenser. (biography). From Spenser’s A m o r e t t i. Sonnet 30, Sonnet 75.
2.2.1. Elements of literature: Petrarchan and Spenserian Sonnets. Petrarchan conceit. Octave,
sestet. Turn, quatrain, stanza, couplet. The English Sonnet. The Spenserian Stanza.
a) What paradoxes can you find in Sonnet 30? How would you explain them?
b) Fire and ice poems are meant 5o be clever, but in Sonnet 30, the speaker also says
something serious about the power of love. What is it?
c) In what sense is the love of the two people in Sonnet 75 still alive today?
d)In Sonnet 75, what image does Spenser use for love’s impermanence ?
2.2.2. The Faerie Queene – England through the Looking Glass.
a/ Explain the meaning of the word ‘faerie’. What does it suggest?
b/ Who is Gloriana? Whose idealized portrait is she?
c/ What can you tell about the setting of the poem?
d/ What do we call a romantic or chivalric epic? What is the difference between a classical
and a romantic epic?
e/ Where do the marvels, knights, ladies, battles, tournaments, enchantments, dragons, giants,
dwarfs and demons derive from?
f/ What were Spenser’s moral purposes?
g/ Explain the meaning of a l l e g o r y.
h/ What was Spenser’s plan?
i/ What virtue or quality do the heroes and heroines of the six completed books examplify?
j/ Why do we consider the poem a tremendous feat of rhyming?
k/ What is the rhyme scheme of the poem?
l/ What is the Spenserian stanza?
2.2.3. Elememnts of literature: epic, allegory, alexandrine, Spenserian stanza.
2.3. William Shakespeare. Shakespeare’s Sonnets: The Mysteries of Love. Problems and
questions. The Sonnets’ form. (The formal and logical organization of the sonnet).
2.3.1.Sonnet 29, 73, 116 and 130 by William Shakespeare
a) Obviously,the speakers in Sonnets 29 and 73 are in love, but what other emotions do
you hear in their voicesw? Do you hear joy, sorrow,or something else?
b) Like many of the sonnets, Sonnet 29 is actually a single sentence. In the long
introductoery clause, what does the speaker say he envies?
c)The main clause of Sonnet 29 begins the turn. Where is it”
How does the speaker’s tone, or attitude, change after the turn?
d) In Sonnet 73, what three metaphors does the speaker use to describe himself? What
contrast is implied between the Speaker and his beloved?
e) Find the turn of Sonnet 73. What is its logical relationship to what comes before?
f) How do the seasonal and daily imagery in Sonnet 73 contribute to the poem’s tone?
g) In Sonnet 73, the idea of line 12 is somewhat compressed. Paraphrase it in your own
words, after you have thought about what originally fed (“nourished”) the speaker’s fires –
fires that are now choked (“consumed”)
h) In Sonnet 29, what do you think is the effect of devoting so many lines to the
speaker’s mental problems and so few to their cure?
i) Do you agree with Sonnet 116’s definition of love?Why or why not?
j) In Sonnet 130, how do you picture the speaker’s mistress?
k) What metaphors does Sonnet 116 use to describe the steadiness of love? How is time
personified in the poem?

l) In Sonnet 116, between which lines does the turn – the change in mood – occur? How
would you speak these lines to convey the change in mood?
m) What does the final couplet add to the message of Sonnet 116?
n) sonnet 130 could have been written by someone who had read too many Petrarchan
sonnets. How does the speaker poke fun at them?
o) Do you think the speaker’s mistress in Sonnet 130 is actually unattractive?Why? or
Why not?
p) Why is the couplet in Sonnet 130 absolutely necessary to keep the sonnet from being
misubderstood?
r) Which of these four Shakespearean sonnets do you think could be read at a wedding?
Could any of them be part of a funeral service? Explain.
2.4.. Christopher Marlowe. The Passionate Shepherd to His Love.
2.5. Sir Walter Raleigh. The Nymph’s Reply to the Shepherd.
a) Rate the shepherd and the nymph on the persuasiveness of their arguments, using a
scale of 0 to 10(with 1o being the most presuasive). Be ready to justify your ratings.
b) Describe the life that the shepherd envisions with his love. How will they be
dressed? How will they spend their time?
c) In pastoral writing, the harsh realities of country life do not exist. Which details of
the shepherd’s description seem distinctly idealized?
d) What Realistic, gritty details of a shepherd’s life can you imagine?
e) In her reply, what flaws does the nymph find in the shepherd’s idyllic vision?What
are her conditions for living with him?
f) What is the tone of the nymph’s reply?
g) How do you think a modern young woman would respond to the shepherd’s
invitation?
h) Idyllic escape with a loved one still has a strong appeal,whether the retreat is a
remote island or a mountaintop hideway. How is this romantic escape motif used today in
literature, television, movies, and advertising?
2.5.1. Elements of literature - C a r p e D i e m. P a s t o r a l s.
2.6. Robert Herrick. To the Virgins, to Make Much of Time.
2.7. Andrew Marvell. To His Coy Mistress.
a)Herrich and Marvell have similar objectives but different approaches. How do you
react to the two poems and poets? Is one more persuasive than the other? How are their
arguments both similar and different?
b) the sun appears in both “To the Virgins” (line 5) and “To His Coy Mistress”(line 45).
How does each poet use the sun? How would you paraphrase the last two lines of Marvell’s
poem about the sun?
c) What does each poet say about time and its effects on youth and beauty? A famous
image of time appears in couplet form in Marvell’s poem, in lines 21-22. What does he
compare time to? What does this image make you see?
d) What does the speaker in “To the Virgins” say about marriage? How do you think
the speaker in Marvell’s poem feels about marriage?
e) Marvell’s poem contains both hyperbole and understatement. Find examples of each
rhetorical device. What does each device contribute to the poem’s effect on the reader?
f) Where in his poem does Marvell seem to be making fun of certain kinds of love
poems? Where do you spot echoes of Shakespeare’s Sonnet 130?
g) Do you think there are echoes of Herrick’s poem in contemporary media? Does the
speaker in this poem hold any values that are shared by modern advertisements, television
shows, or popular songs? What are they?
h) What do these two poems imply about the relationship between men and women?

2.8. Elements of literature - M e t a p h y s i c a l p o e t r y .
2.8.1. John Donne. S o n g.
a) What is your reaction to this poem: Is it offensive to women, funny, both, or
something else?
b) To whom is this speaker talking? What do think might have occasioned the poem?
c) The poem starts with a stanza that contain six impossible statements: The first two
are physically impossible, the third is philosophically impossible, the fourth is impossible,
because the subject is unknowable by humans, the fifth is imaginary, and the sixth is
practically impossible. Do you think that the poet used them for strengthening his opinion
that no faithful and beautiful woman exists in our world? Explain.
d) In the second stanza, what does the speaker say his listener will discover about a
woman both true and fair?
e) In the last stanza, What does the speaker say he will not do ? Why?
f) What hyperbole does the speaker use to make his points?
g) How would you describe the speaker’s tone? List at least three words that reval his
attitude. Do you think he is being serious?
h) How would you respond to Donne’s challenge in this poem?
i) What examples of hyperbole do you see in love songs, whether modern or from other
times? How do the sentiments in Donne’s song compare with those in love songs?
j) Could this poem be revised slightly to be about the faithlessness of men? How?
2.8.2. John Donne, “A V a l e d i c t i o n: F o r b i d d i n g M o u r n i n g”
a) Were your reactions to this poem different in any way from your reactions to the
preceding poem? If so, how and why?
b) How would you paraphrase the simile in lines 1-8?
c) The speaker tells his wife that their love is different from that of other couples. What
difference does he see, and how does he express it?
d) Why do you think Donne refers to irregular events on earth and in the spheres in
lines 9-12? What kind of event is like the separation of lovers?
e) How would you explain the conceit Donne uses in lines 25-36? What does it suggest
about the nature of love?
f) Why does the speaker insist that the lovers – obviously two people – are actually
one?
g) What impression did you form of the writer as you read and discussed this poem?
What sort of man is he?
h) Do you think this poem
comforted Mrs. Donne? Why or why not?
2.8.3. Elements of Literature – m e t a p h y s i c a l c o n c e i t.
2.8.4. John Donne, D e a t h B e N o t P r o u d
a) Did any of his taunts to Death seem surprising or highly original to you? If so,which
ones?
b)According to the poem, why should not Death be proud? Whom must Death serve as
a slave?
c) Explain how rest and sleep are the “pictures” of Death (line 5).
d) How does the sonnet resolve its paradoxes, or seeming contradictions: that those who
die do not die and that Death itself will die?
e) What is the speaker’s tone in this poem – how does he feel toward Death? What
words reveal his attitude?
f) How would you respond to Donne’s mockery of Death?
2.9. Elements of literature – t h e e p i g r a m.
2.9.1. Ben Jonson, O n M y F i r s t S o n, S o n g: T o C e l i a

a) In On My First Son, why can the early death of a boy named Benjamin be regarded
as ironic?
b) In On My First Son, what comfort does Jonson suggest is possible in lines 7-8? Do
you feel he’s comforted?
c) In To Celia, what do you think it means to “drink” and “pledge” with the eyes?
d) What does “thine” refer to in line 8 of To Celia?
e) How would you paraphrase the second stanza of To Celia?
f) These two poems are about two very different situations. Is there, nonetheless,
anything that they share – any attitudes or beliefs?
g) Jonson borrowed some of the features from On My First Son from Latin works: the
direct address to the dead boy in line 9 and the first three words of the epitaph, or inscription,
“Here doth lie . . .” But the idea that his son is his best poem is original with Jonson. What do
you think of this statement?
2.10. T h e C a v a l i e r p o e t s.
2.10.1.Sir John Suckling, W h y S o P a l e a n d W a n, F o n d L o v e r?
2.10.2. Richard Lovelace, T o L u c a s t a, o n G o i n g t o t h e W a r s,
T o A l t h e a, f r o m P r i s o n
a) Imagine Suckling and Lovelace discussing their conceptions of love. What would
they agree and disagree on?
b) In Why So Pale what advice does the speaker give the pale lover? What is his tone,
and how does it differ from Lovelace’s in To Lucasta and To Althea?
c) In “To Lucasta”, how does the speaker use metaphors of love to describe war? What
do you think of these romantic ways of talking about war?
d) The speaker in To Lucasta implies two paradoxes: that his inconstancy (line 9) is
really constancy and that to be loyal he must be disloyal. According to the speaker, how could
these seemingly contradictory statements be true?
e) What evidence can you find in To Lucasta for believing that Lucasta has the
samevalues as the speaker and will therefore not whine or scold him for losing her?
f) In To Althea, what comparison is made in each stanza’s final two-line refrain? What
is different about the last comparison?
g) How would you explain line 6 in To Althea?
h) In To Althea, what is the famous paradox stated in lines 25-26? What makes the
jailed speaker free?
i) What does To Althea imply about what does make prison? Do you agree or disagree?
2.11. Literary element – tone, paradox, refrain, metaphor.
2.12. John Milton. P a r a d i s e L o s t – Milton’s epic. Milton’s poetic style. Epic simile.
Evil on an epic scale.
After reading the selected passage answer the questions:
a/ How did you react on Milton’s portrait of Satan? What images describingSatan
or words spoken by Satan made the greatest impression on you?
b/ According to Milton, how is the rebellion of Satan and the angels against God
connected with “man’s first disobedience” and the origin of evil in the world? How do your
comments compare with Milton’s ideas?
c/ Re-read Milton’s first description of Hell (lines 53-74) How is Hell both a
psychological state and a phisical place? What do you make of the poet’s use of p a r a d o x
inthe phrase “darkness visible” (line 63)?
d/ In his opening speech, Satan vows never “to repent or change” (line 96).
Nevertheless, do you catch any hint of longing in this speech for the angels’ former state?

How might this yearning be related to Milton’s mention of “the thought . . . of lost happiness”
in lines 54-55?
e/ Beelzebub reminds Satan that even in Hell the evil angels may be unwittingly serving
God’s purposes. How does Satan reply to this objection in lines 157-168?
f/ In lines 210-220, Milton offers a solemn assurance that despite all Satan’s power and
grandeur, the devil is still subject to God’s purposes. How do these lines contribute a level of
d r a m a t i c i r o n y to Satan’s ringing assertion of freedom in his final speech (lines 242270)?
g/ Discuss why some people see Satan as a heroic figure.How do you feel about this
heroic depiction of Satan?
h/ What i m a g e s in the story helped you to see and smell Hell?
i/ Perhaps the most famous verses of the selected passage are in Satan’s last speech
(lines 254-255):
The mind is its own place, and in itself
Can make a Heaven of Hell, a Hell of Heaven.
In your experience, is this an accurate description of what the mind can do?
2.12.1. Literary element: E p i c s i m i l e, b l a n k v e r s e, i a m b.
The word a s in Milton’s epic tells us that a simile is coming, an elaborate e p i c s i m i l e,
in which something in the poem is compared to something quite outside the poem – often an
animal, sometimes a human being or human action. These epic similes allowed Milton to
bring into his epic a variety of non-Biblical material.
1. What epic similes are used to describe Satan’s bulk in lines 196-208?
2. What epic simile describes Satan’s landing on dry land in lines 230-237?
Milton uses b l a n k v e r s e, or unrhymed iambic pentametre, to give his epic an exalted
tone. Iambic pentametre means that each line of the poem has ten syllables, with five strong
stresses alternating with five weaker stresses (the lines begin with an unstressed syllable and
end with a stressed one). An i a m b is an unstressed syllable followed by a stressed one, as
in the word re’fer.
1. Scan lines 251-153 to show that they are written in iambic pentametre.
2. Choose a passage to read aloud so that you can hear the beat of the iambs. Where
does Milton vary the metre to give his verse variety and the prevent a singsong rhythm?
2.12.2. Speak about Milton’s uses of irregular syntax (e.g. sentences that do not follow the
normal subject-verb-complement order, his long sentences where in addition he often omits
verbs which should be supplied by the reader, etc.)
1. In lines 76-78, what are the subject, the verb, and the direct object? What additional
words should be supplied in lines 78-81 tomake sense of the rest of this sentence?
2. Using normal English syntax, how would you rephrase lines 157-162
The Restoration and the eighteenth century 1660–1800
2.13. The description of the age. Augustan and neoclassical.Reason and enlightenment:
asking “how?” Life among the “HAVES” and the “HAVE - NOTS”. The age of satire –
attacks on immorality and badtaste. The sting of satire.
2.14.
Alexander Pope. “An Essay on Man”, “An Essay on Criticism”, The Rape of the
Lock”
2.14.1. Literary elements – antithesis, heroic couplet, mock epic, wit.
2.15. Thomas Gray, E l e g y W r i t t e n i n a C o u n t r y C h u r c h y a r d
a) What did you feel was the strongest image in this poem?
b) The poet personifies ambition and grandeur in lines 29 and 31.What does he warn
them not to do? What other examples of personification can you find in the poem?

c) According to lines 77-92, what evidence on their gravestones shows that humble,
ordinary people also wish to be remembered?
d) Many readers of the Elegy have assumed that Gray himself is the poet whose epitaph
is given in the final lines.Is it necessary to make this assumption to understan the poem? Why
does the assumption seem attractive?
e) Suppose that Gray is being autobiographical. What defense does he give of his life?
Would you be happy with such an epitaph – or would you wish to be remembered differently?
f) From Gray’s time almost to the present, many people have thought of poets as
possessing the characteristics described in lines 98-112. Gray established here a stereotype
that the public long accepted as genuine. Does this stereotype fit any of the poets you have
studied so far during this semester? (Think particularly of Chaucer, Shakespeare, Donne,
Milton, Pope and Smith)
g) The poem contains at least two statements that are still frequently quoted:
1) “The paths of glory lead but to the grave” (line 36)
2) “Full many a flower is born to blush unseen,
And waste its sweetnesson the desert air”.(lines 55-56)
How do these lines relate to the poem’s theme? (think of the interpretation of lines
55-56.)
h) In one sense, most neoclassical writers thought the purpose of literature was to
convey ideas. Most Romantic writers, by contrast, thought the purpose of literature aws to
convey emotions. Judging by his Elegy, in which group do you think Gray seems to fit?
2.15.1.Elements of literature –the elegy.
2.16. Oliver Goldsmith, T h e D e s e r t e d V i l l a g e
a) List the scenes and persons described by Goldsmith. Which of these stand out in your
mind as the most vivid? Compare the pictures of the parson and the schoolmaster with some
of Chaucer’s characters. Which author’s descriptions do you like better?
b) What elements of this poem and what specific passages show that Goldsmith still
belonged to the classic school of Pope? Which show, thathe was somewhat touched by the
new romantic ideas?
c) Sum up Goldsmith’s opinions on Irish farm conditions, on the value of farmers to a
country,on the relative merits of country and city life, on Irish emigration, on living
conditions in America. What do you think of his opinions?
d) This poem contains many oft-quoted passages. Mark as many of these as you can,
and memorize those which appeal to you.
Anwer the questions after reading the part The Clergyman
e) In what ways was the clergyman an ideal shepherd of his parish.
f) How do you know he was not a weak man?
g) Explain the figure of speech in “As some tall cliff . . . settles on its head”.
h) What lines have you heard quoted?
i) How did the clergyman influence his people?
2.17. Robert Burns.Creative work. A Cotter’s Saturday Night, To a Mouse and other poems
devoted to the love of his motherland, peace, etc.
R e a d A C o t t e r ‘ s S a t u r d a y N i g h t by Robert Burns and answer the
questions:
a) What similarity can you find between the opening description in the second and third
stanzas and the opening of Gray’s Elegy?
b) Describe the different members of the family. Which stand out in the picture? What
characteristics attributed to the Scotch as a race are evident in the description of this home? If
you have read any of Barrie’s stories of Scotch courtship compare them with this.

c) What three parts of the family worship are described? Are any of the hymn tunes
mentioned still in use? (consult a modern Presbitarian hymnal). How many of the Bible
characters mentioned are familiar to you?
d) What are Burns’s own comments on this Scotch peasant life? How do his ideas
compare with those of Goldsmith on the Irish peasants? What difference do you note in his
language when he begins to philosophise? Which part of the poem do you prefer, the pictures
or the philosophy?
e) From what much earlier poet did Burns obtain this stanza-form? Review its
characteristics.
f) How did the members of this family regard one another?
g) In what ways was the father the head of the family? What economic reasons were
there for a closely knit family with a definite head?
h) What scenes do you like best?
i) What lines describe family life? Religion?
j) Why did Burns fear the effectof luxury on family life? Can you give examples of
lives and characters that have been changed by luxury? Is luxury always a bad thing?
k) Did Burns write better in dialect or in straight English?
2.17.1. Elements of literature –dialect.
2.18. Read „T o a M o u s e“ by Robert Burns and answer the questions:
a) How would you describe the speaker’s mood after reading “To a Mouse”? Do you
ever feel the same? When?
b) Where does the speaker’s tone change? What does the speaker imply in the last
stanza about his own past and his prospects for the future?
c) When you paraphrase the second stanza, what are the meanings of the words d o m i
n i o n and u n i o n here, in your views? What attitude about peopleand nature does the use
of these words imply?
d) What comparisons between the mouse and himself does the speaker make in the last
two stanzas?
e) Readaloudsome uses of alliteration in the poem. Are any of the poem’s sound effects
comical?
f) Do you think that Burns’s use of dialect was a great departure from the elegant
language of most eighteenth century poets?
Read T o a L o u s e by Robert Burns and answer the questions:
a) What points of similarity do you find in To a Mouse and To a Louse? what marked
contrast in the mood? Which do you like better?
b) Show how the point made at the end of each is the natural outgrowth from the
situation. What oft-quoted lines come at the end of each?
c) How do the subject matter and metre of these two poems show that Burns was far
removed from the classic school of Pope?
d) Pick out Scotch words which you think particularly picturesque or expressive,
especially those, which give the humorous touch in To a Louse.
e) See how many of Burns’s other poems you can find that are written in this same
metre, and decide whether or n ot he liked this form.
The third seminar
3. T h e R o m a n t i c P e r i o d, 1798 – 1832.
“The divine arts of imagination: imagination, the real and eternal world of which this
vegetable universe is but a faint shadow.” (William Blake)

The discription of the period. The publication of poems called Lyrical Ballads, a collaboration
between William Wordsworth ans Samuel Taylor Coleridge, began the Romantic period in
England. Turbulent times, bitter realities. The Tyranny of ”Laissez Faire”. What does
Romantic mean? Poetry, nature and the imagination. An irresistible bad boy: the byronic hero.
The idea of the poet. The Romantic poet. The lure of the Gothic. The power of imagination.
Beginning with the publication of Lyrical Ballads, the Romantic poets turned from formal
public verse to a more spontaneous lyric poetry. These lyrics expressed the Romantics’ belief
that imagination, rather than mere reason, was the best response to forces of change.For the
Romantics, imagination encompassed fantasy as well as insight found in nature.
The following selections are planned to illustrate one of the common features of the Romantic
period:
3.1. William Blake. Biography. Aesthetical view. Creative work. Blake’s poems: exploring
contraries. T h e T y g e r. Critics about the poem.
a) What questions does the speaker of the poem ask the tiger over and over? What
answer is implied?
b) Where in the poem does the speaker wonder if the tiger may have been created by
God? What imagery tells us that the speaker also suspects that the tiger could be a demonic
creation? What images suggest a human creator – like a blacksmith or a goldsmith?
c) What imagery suggests that the tiger could be a force of enlightenment? of
violence?
d) What do think is meant by the tiger’s “fearful symmetry”?
e) The last stanza of the poem virtually repeats the first. In your view, what is the
significance of the one word that is changed in the last stanya?
f) How does the poem testify to the simultaneous attraction toand repulsion from evil?
g) What do you think is the meaning of the poem’s central symbol, the tiger?
h) If you had to choose your own symbol for all the things represented by Blake’s
tiger, what would your symbol be? Why?
i) Why do you think this poem has always appealed to children as well as to adults?
What qualities might the word t i g e r connote to a young child?
3.2. T h e L a m b by W. Blake.
a) What did its creator do for the lamd in the first stanza?
b) How does the second stanza respond to the question posed in the first?
c) What do you know about the speaker of the poem?
d) How is the lamb both a literal object and a symbol in this poem?
e) Christ called himself a lamb because like the Passover lamb slain to save the
people of Israel, he sacrificed himself for the people. What might this imply about the fate of
the young speaker in this poem?
f) How do you think the voice of the speaker in “The Lamb” is different from the voice
of the speaker in The Tyger? Why do you think the questions in The Lamb get answers?
g) How would you represent innocence? How would you represent experience? Why?
3.3. The Chimney Sweeper by W. Blake
a) What do you learn about the speaker in the first stanza? How does he try to reassure
Tom Dacre in the second stanza?
b) How does the angel reassure Tom in his dream? What moral lesson does the
speaker draw form Tom’s dream?
c) How does Tom’s dream of heaven contrast with the actual condition of his daily
life?
d) Why would the angel’s promise that Tom (and presumably any “good” boy) can
“have God for his father” be especially significant for the speaker?

e) Re-read line 3 carefully. How is the child’s mispronunciation of the chimney
sweeper’s cry at once poignantand ironic? Is it possible, in your view, that the irony here
establishes a certain tone for the entire poem? What is that tone?
f) Where in the poem does the speaker try to make the best of a degrading situation?
Does his reasoning convince you?
g) What do you think was Blake’s goal in writing this poem? Do you think the last
stanza of the poem is effective in meeting Blake’s purpose, or could it be strengthened? Why?
3.4. A Poison Tree by W. Blake
a) If you were reading this poem aloud, which part of the last stanza would you
remember? Why?
b) What two ways of handling anger are mentioned in the poem? What actually to the
speaker’s foe in the last stanza?
c) What is the “poison tree”?
d) Who are the victims in the poem?
e) How is the speaker both good and evil?
f) What is the theme of the poem?
g) What do you make of Blake’s allusion to forbidden fruit in the third stanza?
h) Does the poem describe ways that anger can be destructive?
3.5. L i t e r a r y e l e m e n t s. Parallelism. What examples of parallelism in „The Lamb“?
How does Blake use parallelism in “The Chimney Sweeper”? How does “A Poison Tree” use
parallelism to link ideas from stanza to stanza?
3.6. W i l l i a m W o r d s w o r t h. Biography and creative work,views on writing poetry.
Nature’s power. Background knowledge .
3.6.1. “L i n e s C o m p o s e d a F e w M i l e s a b o v e T i n t e r n A b b e y “
a) What single image, feeling or idea in this poem do you think you will remember
longest? Why?
b) What do you think is meant by “the burden of the mystery” (line 38)?
c) What three stages of his growing up does Wordsworth describe (lines 73-111)?
d) What “gifts” (line 86) and “abundant recompense” (line 88) does the speaker
believe he has he has received for his “loss” (line 87)?
e) What Role does the speaker’s sister play in this poem? Does Dorothy’s presence
here seem contrived or natural? Why?
f) How is this poem ab example of Wordsworth’s idea that poetry “takes its origin
from emotion recollected in tranquility”?
g) What would you say is Wordsworth’s attitude toward his past, his present and his
future?
h) Summarize and comment on the significance of the speaker’s conclusion, beginning
with the 102. Have you ever been in a situation where you had to come to terms with losing
part of your past? How did you resign yourself to its loss?
i) Notice the stanza structure in Tintern Abbey. Why do you think Wordsworth ends
one stanza and begins a new one, often even in the middle of a line?
j) Literary elements.Verse paragraphs, blank verse, imagery, verse diction, tone, etc.
3.6.2. S h e D w e l t a m o n g t h e U n t r o d d e n W a y s Lucy – Love and Loss
a)What question immediately comes to your mind when you finish reading this poem?
How would you answer the question?
b) What does “difference” in the last line of the poem refer to?
c) What two contrasting f i g u r e s o f s p e e c h does the speaker use to describe
Lucy? How could one person be both of these very different things?
d) Why do you suppose Lucy is special to the speaker? What do you learn about
Lucy? Is this information enough on its own to justify the speaker’s concern for her?

e) Alfred, Lord Tennyson, who was Wordsworth’s contemporary, wrote that it is “. . .
better to have loved and lost/ Than never to have loved at all”. What do you think? Write a
brief response to Tennyson’s words.
f) Reading aloud: Wordsworth’s b l a n k v e r s e is best read aloud in the long,
rolling movements of his verseparagraphs, or groups of lines that develop a main idea. These
verse paragraphs mark five major transitions of thought in Tintern Abbey. In the first
paragraph (lines 1-22), the poet unifies his long clauses by repeating the the word a g a i n in
lines 4,9,and 14. The function of the paragraph is to establish the time interval between the
speaker’s visit to the Wye (five years) and to describe the scenes. In the second paragraph
(lines 22-49), Wordsworth makes his thought easier to follow by repeating a phrase (“blessed
mood”, lines 37-41). Slowly and carefully read aloud another verse paragraph of Tintern
Abbey, observing the punctuation and run-on lines. Then, write a few sentences stating
whether or not you think that the verse paragraph you have chosen is unified by one main
idea. If so, state the main idea.
4.6.3. C o m p o s e d u p o n W e s t m i n s t e r B r i d g e.
a) What one feature of the city described in the poem appeals most to you? Why? How
does this feature compare to the impressions you felt after reading the poem?
b) What details and features of the city are noticed by the speaker?
c) What details personify the city?
d) What paradox do you find inthe poem’s last line?
e) What quality or characteristic of the scene seems to move the speaker most?
f) Speak about the elements of literature used by the poet in this verse. Try to speak
about the effect of imagination.
3.6.4. T h e W o r l d I s T o o M u c h w i t h U s.
a) What do you think is the most important line in this sonnet? Explain your choice.
b) What does the speaker mean by the “world”? What do you think the speaker means when
he says “we have given our hearts away” (line 4) Do you agree with the speaker?
c) Why does the speaker think he might prefer to live in the days of the pagans?
d) What are the two parts of this sonnet? How is the t o n e of the second part
different from the tone of the first part?
e) Write one sentence that, in your opinion, statesthe theme of the poem. Doyou think
this sentence might be the following? (Humanity has given up its most important gift, nature,
in return for the so-called progress of civilization, although even the ancient pagans knew how
important nature was to humanity)
f) What is your first reaction to the speaker’s attack on modern life? Do you agree with
Wordsworth that if people were “in tune” with Nature they would be happier and less
materialistic? Why or why not?
g) Elements of literature. Romantic lyrics.(sonnets, ode, meditative poem, blank verse.
The ode may speak to or apostrophize objects or creatures, etc.
3.7. Samuel Taylor Coleridge. Biography, Style, Aesthetic views.
3.7.1. K u b l a K h a n. Background. Dream World.
a) What image in the poem do you remember mosy vividly?
b) Why is the “deep romantic chasm” of line12 called a “savage place”? What ominious
note is introduced in the second stanza?
c) What does the speaker see in a vision in the third stanza? How does the speaker
imagine himself in this stanza?
d) Describe the rhyme scheme and metre of the poem. What examples of alliteration
add to the poem’s music?
e) Who is the speaker of the poem? Compare him with Kubla Khan. Why is the
“damsel with a dulcimer” important to the speaker?

f) How could the speaker “build that dome in air”? What do you think the dome
symbolizes?
g) Where does the poet use contrasting images? In your view, does he offer any
synthesis of these images in the concluding stanza?
h) Many ancient cultures regarded poets asseers who had a special relationship withthe
gods and thus wereto be treated with special reverence. How my Coleridge be alluding to
such beliefs in the closing lines of the last stanza?
3.7.2. T h i s L i me – T r e e B o w e r M y P r i s o n.
a) In what sense is the bower a prison? What other prosons, literal or figurative, are
alluded to in the poem? How does the poem suggest that one can escape from them?
b) How does the speaker’s tone change in different sections of the poem? Look again at
these four sections: lines 1-9, 32-43, 59-67, and 68-76.
c) Why does the speaker bless the “last rook” (lines 68-70)? What consolation does he
suggest the rook brings?
d) How does the wording of the final line, especially the verb t e l l s , suggest a
paradox, or apparent contradiction?
e) Paraphrase what the speaker seems to have learned from his own experience. Look
carefully at the statement beginning “Henceforth I shall know . . . “ (line 59).
f) What qualities does the speaker attribute to nature in the poem? How is nature
personified?
g) R e v i e w i n g t h e t e x t: 1. What is the situation at the beinning of the poem?
Describe the scene the speaker imagines his friends will see when they “emerge” Beneath the
wide heaven”(lines 29-21). 2. What time of day is it in lines 32-37? Can you tell
approximately how much time passes in lines 43-59? 3. Describe in your own words the scene
the speker sees from his bower in lines 43-59? 4. Whom does the speaker address by name in
the poem?
h) Elements of literature. Personification.
3.7.3. T h e R i m e o f t h e A n c i e n t M a r i n e r by S. T. Coleridge. Crime and
confession.
a) Do you think that this poem tells us something significant about human conduct?
Why or Why not? If so, would it apply to most people?
b) Who is presented as the narrator of the ballad? To whom is he telling his story? In a
time line summarize the main events of the Mariner’s story.
c) According to Part II, what consequences follow the Mariner’s killing of the
albatross?
d) Who are the occupants of the strange ship that appears in Part III? What results from
their appearance?
e) In Part IV, why is the Mariner unable to pray? What happens that enables him to
pray?
f) At the end of the ballad, how does the Mariner describe his current life? What lesson
does he draw for the Wedding Guest from this tale?
g) Describe in detail the changing states of theMariner in Part IV. Given the
circumstances, are these changes believable?
h) After he shoots the albatross, the Mariner experiences both shame and guilt.What isthe
difference between these two emotions? Where in the poem does he experience each
emotion?
i) What is the Mariner’s “penance” (line 408)? What penance does he have left to do?
Does it seem fair to you that he should have to do any sort of penance? Why?
j) Explain in your own terms the Mariner’s m o r a l (lines 612-617)Does the story
indicate that he ought to have added something to his moral conclusion? Explain.

k) Why is the Wedding Guest sadder but wiser after hearing the Mariner’s tale?
l) This ballad is famlous for its use of vivid figurative language and memorable sound
devices. What do you think are several especially effective examples of simile, metaphor,
personification, alliteration, assonance, and internal rhyme?
m) For the most part, the form of the poem is the regular ballad stanza.Occasionally,
however, Coleridge varies the metre of the lines and the length of the stanzas. Read aloud
several examples of such variations.
A s s i g n m e n t: E x p o s i t o r y w r i t i n g. Write a r e f l e c t i v e e s s a y, an essay
about an experience you have had or a situation you have observed that caused you to think
about life and human behaviour more broadly.
A i m: To explore the meaning of an expierence; to express yourself.
(At one time or another, we’ve all stopped to reflect on something, to xplore what an
experience or an event really means to us. Reflecting literally means “thinking back on”, and
though reflective writing may never provide one definite or “right” answer, it ususally leads
the writer and reader through a process that extends and deepens the meaning of an
experience.The Romantic poets often reflected on incidents and observations and from them
drew conclusions about their own behaviour and about human nature in general. In Lines
Composed a Few Miles above Tintern Abbey William Wordsworth’s visit to the Wye valley
prompts reflection on his other boyhood Visits, on the cycle of human life, and, finally, on the
power of nature to renew the human spirit. Whether the occasion of reflection is momentous
or trivial, reflective writing always moves out from its centre –a specific context or an
incident in the writer’s own life – to larger ideas about the world and human life, from the
personal to the universal. It is so important both for the writer and the reader, that nothing else
could be more important.

The second generation of Romantic poets. The beauty of life, the quest for beauty.
Thematic focus: The speaker in each selection acknowledges, contemplates, or seeks beauty
in its myriad forms.
3.8. G e o r g e G o r d o n, L o r d B y r o n. Life and creative work.
3.8.1. S h e W a l k s i n B e a u t y by G. G. Byron.
a) How does Byron respond to this “dark” beauty?
b) What in the woman’s appearance does the speaker praise? What conclusions does he
draw about her character and personality?
c) What does the speaker imply about day when he calls it “gaudy”?
d) “Dark and bright” (line 3) suggests a balance of opposites. How is this idea
developed?
e) What do you think the speaker means by “below” in line 17?
f) This poem has been criticized as sentimental and dependent on clichés. Tell whether
or not you agree and why?
g) Do you think that inward nature can be revealed by outward appearances? Explain.
3.8.2 T h e D e s t r u c t i o n o f S e n n a c h e r i b by G. G. Byron
a) After reading the poem, what image do you remember most vividly?
b) What are the assyrians doing in the first stanza,and what has happened in the second?
What similes describe the changing scenes?
c) How is the army’s defeatpersonified?
d) What images and similes in the last three stanzas help you see the aftermath of the
plague?

e) Identify the poem’s metre, and describe how it helps reinforce the poem’s
action.How do you think this metre would suit a modern battle poem?
f) Does the poem still have appeal for you today? Why or why not? What does it say to
modern readers?
g) Background (of the Bible story). Elements of literature: the use of Anapestic
Rhythm.
3.8.3. D o n J u a n by G. G. Byron
a) Reviewing the text: Canto II. What is the setting?
b) Who is Haidee’s only companion (besides Don Juan0, and why?
c) In what ways is Haidee, lines 81-88, described as totally innocent? Why does not she
ask her lover for a vow of constancy?
d) According to lines 1
45-168, what do women do when they lose love? why?
e) Describe the nuptials that Haidee and Juan celebrate in lines 185-190?
f) Though Byron insisted it was a moral poem, Don Juan was he focus of scandalous
interest when it was published. How would readers today respond to the supposed
“scandalous” passages?
g) What do you think the speaker means by linking Haidee with “pure ignorance” (line
85)?
h) In what way could this story be analogous to the story of Adam and Eve ( Genesis)?
Where does Byron suggest the association directly?
i) Find at least three exaggerated figures of speech, and discuss Byron’s intended
effects.
j) Where does Byron use the final couplet in the o t t a v a r i m a for comic effect?
k) What is the speaker’s tone when he describes Don Juan and Haidee falling in love?
l) If Don Juan is in part witty satire, who or what are Byron’s targets? Where do you
find some barbs directed at the whole Romantic tradition, as exemplified by Wordsworth and
Coleridge?
m) What was your favourite or biggest “surprise” in the poem? Why?
n) What do you think of Byron’s attitude toward women?
o) Speak about the elements of literature used by Byron in this poem (ottava rima, tone,
diction, pont of view, metaphor, satire, climax). Find examples in Canto II.
3.8.4. C h i l d e H a r o l d ‘ s P i l g r i m a g e b y G. G. Byron. Background.(after
reading Canto IV).In stanza 2, what does the speaker say man
a) does to earth? What can man do to the sea – or the sea do to him?
b) In stanza 3, what figure of speech describes the sea as a horse?
c) What single aspect of the ocean does the speaker repeatedly emphasize?
d) In spite of the ocean’s destructive aspects, the speaker professes that he loves it
passionately. What does this tell you about the speaker’s personality?
e) What link does the speaker imply between the pilgrim and himself in the final two
stanzas?
f) From this brief excerpt, what would you guess the pilgrim was searching for?
g) How can the fierce identification and rapture experienced by this speaker in the
presence of nature be felt today? Which of the poem’s lines strike you as being particularly
ironic, from the vantage point of the twentieth century? Why?
h/ Of how many Cantos is the poem “Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage” composed? Whe
were these Cantos written”?
i/ What are the pculiar characteristic traits of Childe Harold’s character? Is he in any
way like the great poet himself?
j/ What is the first Canto about?

k/ What are the second and third Cantos about?
l/ Whom is the fourth Canto dedicated to, and what are the picture, created by the poet
about?
m/ How is Byron’s attitude to life reflected in this work?
n/ Why did Byron have to look for new forms in language and how did he find them?
o) Speak about the Byronic hero.
3.9. P e r c y B y s s h e S h e l l e y. Life and creative work.
3.9.1. a) O z y m a n d i a s. Background. All human beings, and all human beauty, must
perish. But can’t great works – of art, of life - survive beyond the individual? We leave, but
isn’t what we leave behind proof that the passage matters? Like the poets of another restless
age, the Renaissance , the Romantic poets posed these questions. See how Shelley answers
here.
b) What do you think are the passions that the sculptor captured in Ozymandias’s
“visage”?
c) Even in the brief space of a sonnet, Shelley suggests a number of narrative frames:
How many speakers do you hear in this poem?
d) Irony is a discrepency between expectations and reality. Explain the fundamental
irony in the sonnet.
e) Discuss what you think is the speaker’s message about pride – and whether it also
applies to artists.
f) Could this poem apply to any contemporary figures who wield political power?
Explain.
3.9.2. O d e t o t h e W e s t W i n d by P. B. Shelley. Shelley and the ode. Background.
a) Which lines of this poem do you think are most important or have the most beautiful
sounds?
b) What is the central image of each of the first three sections?
c) How are sections four and five different in approach and emphasis from the first
three?
d) How is the wind both a “destroyer and preserver” (line 14)? Cite lines to support
your ideas.
e) Why do you think the speaker identifies with the wind so intensely?
f) Why would the speaker call his verse an “incantation” (line 65)?
g) How do you explain the paradox that words are like “ ashes and sparks” (line 67)?
h) What do you think lines 68-70 mean?
i) What aspect of nature would you choose to represent the sublime” ?
j) To some, this ode argues that poetry iscreated only when the poet is inspired by an
outside, greater force. Explain whether you agree.
k) Elements of literature. Apostrophe: Throwing words to the wind. Extanded
apostrophe. Language and style: Terza Rima and the sonnet.
l) Identify Shelley’s rhyme scheme in each 14-line section. Are the schemes all the
same?
m) Each section is also a sonnet. Review sonett forms and tell how Shelley has adapted
them. Explain whether Shelley’s sonnets have turns/
n) Working in groups, prepare each section of the ode for choral reading. When you
prepare your scripts, be sure to note passages that use onomatopoeia and alliteration.
3.9.3 T o a S k y l a r k . Background. Reading focus: sky-drunk, Earthbound. Elements of
literature: s y m b o l.
a) What, in your opinion, does the speaker most envy about a skylark?
b) What questions does the speaker ask the bird, and what does he ask the bird to teach
him?

c) What images and sound effects do you think suggest the specialquality of the
skylark’s music?
d) How are the four similes in lines 36-55 related, and what do you think they show
about the skylark and about the speaker?
e) What, according to lines 91-95, would be necessary for “harmonious madness” to
flow from the speaker of the poem?
f) In your opinion, what does this skylark symbolize to the speaker? What lines support
your interpretation?
g) What passages in the poem seem to reflect the Romantics’ esteem for spontaneity in
poetry?
h) How do you interpret these phrases: “unbodied joy” (line 15), “ignorance of pain”
(line75), “ne’er knew love’s sad satiety” (line 80), “scorner of the ground”(line 100),
“harmonious madness” (line 103)?
i) Lines 86-90 are among the most quoted in English poetry. Do you see these lines
reflected in your life? If so, how?
3.9.4. T h e C l o ud by Shelley. Analyse the poem. Compare The Cloud, Ode to the West
Wind and To a Skylark.
3.10. J o h n K e a t s. Life and literary career.
“A thing of beauty is a joy forever:
Its loveliness increases; it will never
Pass into nothingness”, wrote John Keats in his Endymion. Do you agree with this statement?
Ehy, or why not?
3.10.1. O n F i r s t L o o k i n g i n t o C h a p m a n ‘ s H o m e r, by J. Keats.
a) Which image from the poem can you still see?
b) What does the speaker say he had already experienced before he read Homer?How
does he say he felt on reading Homer?
c) What could “realms of gold” (line 1) be?
d) Look at the two famous similes in lines 9-14. What is Keats telling you about how
he felt on reading Homer? By implication, what is he comparing the experience of reading
poetry to?
e) What would you say are the two parts of his sonnet?
f) Discuss background information, the wonders of words. For all the romantics, poetry
was the true adventure. Imagination opened whole worlds; the best poetry opened thrilling
vistas of absolute newness – as Keats says here. Review sonnets, their formal and logical
organization. Analyze the given poem.
3.10.2. W h e n I H a v e F e a r s by J. Keats. Background. An intense creative mission
may be both a blessing and a burden: It focuses life but increases time’s pressure.In Keats’s
case, the fears of this poem become even more poignant because we know his early death at
age twenty-five confirmed them. His aspirations to love as well as to fame would both be
frustrated. John Keats would “cease to be” within three years of writing this sonnet.
a) How do the feelings you felt after reading this sonnet compare to the ones Keats
expresses in this poem?
b) What simile describes the books the speaker hopes to write?
c) Whom does the speakr address, and what line tells you?
d) Where is this sonnet’s turn?
e) Describe the speaker’s tone. Do you think it is constant or does it change? Explain.
f) What do you think the last line means? How does it make zou feel about the speaker
and what is soon to happen to him?
g) Read and discuss Keats’ last letter.

3.10.3. L a B e l l e D a m e S a n s M e r c i by J. Keats. Background information.
Under beauty’s spell. The figure of woman as temptress – irresistibly beautiful, but
emotionally cold – is ancient. Indifferent to the fate of those who come ynder her spell, she
vanishes as swiftly and mysteriously as she arrives, leaving her victim spiritless, deprived of
his manhood – and forever obsessed with the unobtainable. Let your reading of this poem
move on two levels: How does the woman so captivate the speaker? What is it about the tale
that so captivates Keats, the Romantic poet? Translation of the title: The Beautiful Woman
without Pity). Discuss the elements of literature used in this poem: ballad, metaphor, point of
view, rhythm, etc. Find examples in the poem.
a) What to you is the most important word in the descriptions of the woman, and why?
b) Who are th poem’s two speakers, and where does one stop speaking and the other
begin?
c) How do the poems images help you visualize the knight and the time of the year?
d) How do you interpret the dream in stanza 10?
e) Where does Keats vary each stanza’s metre, and what is the effect of the rhythmic
change?
f) How does this literary ballad compare with the old folk ballads?
3.10.4. O d e t o a N i g h t i n g a l e by J. Keats. Background information. From the first
lines of this poem, you know the speaker is passing into an altered state, a reverie not wholly
of the waking world. It is an intense poem of extremes, a searching flight of the mind at once
jouyful and despairing, spiritual and startingly concrete. If you let yourself to take this journey
with Keats ( as unfamiliar as it may at first seem), you will find yourself in a daring poem.
Keats is not afraid of the dark.
a) Describe the setting of the poem – its time and place.
b) Why do you think the speaker wants to capture the nightingale’s “ease”, and why is
he “too happy in /its/ happiness” (stanza 1)?
c) Describe the changing desires and ideas that the speaker passes through in stanzas 23, 4-5, and 6-7. How does he resolve each one?
d) What differences are emphasized between the realm (or experience) of the
nightingale and that of the speaker?
e) What do you think the speaker realizes by the end of the poem?
f) Explain whether you feel the speaker’s mood is more, or less, exalted at the poem’s
end than at its beginning.
g) How would you answer the speaker’s final question? Explain your response.
h) Speak about the language and style of the poem. This poem is famous for its lush
imagery. Several of its images, in fact, have been used by other writers as titles.( e.g. the
American novelist F. Scott Fitzgerald called one of his tragic love stories “Tender is the
Night”). 1. What concrete images in thepoem conjure up quite different historical or
mythological periods? 2. In the poetic device called synaesthesia, one sense experience (such
as smell) is described in terms of another (such as touch): “soft incense” (line 42). Find other
examples of synaesthesia in Keats’s ode.
3.10.5.
O d e o n a G r e c i a n U r n by J. Keats. Unheard melodies. This poem is a
work of art about the contemplation of a work of art – a Grecian urn, or jar. That means the
ode is both concrete (descriptive) and contemplative (philosophical). It moves from rich
images to abstract ideas about art/life, permanence/change, and body/spirit. Background
knowledge.
a) What passagesin this poem do you think are most important, and why?
b) Discuss your understanding of the three metaphors for the urn in lines 1-3.
c) Describe the details and actions “frozen” on the vase.
d) How do you interpret lines 28-30?

e) Why do you think “unheard” melodies(line 11) are “sweeter” to the speaker? How
would you relate this idea to Romanticism?
f) If the urn could “tease us out of thought” (line 44), what state would we be in, and
would it be better than thinking? Explain.
g) What do lines 46-50 mean to you?
h) According to stanza 5, what will happen to the urn when the speaker is dead? What
message does the urn give to people?
i) Some critics complain that stanza 3 is badly written because Keats used “happy” and
“forever” too many times. How would you respond to thsi criticism? Explain.
j) A famous textual difficulty surrounds the poem’s last two lines.Based on the
manuscript, some scholars enclose the entire couplet with quotation marks. Explain how this
could change the meaning.
3.10.6. Ode on Melancholy. Analyse the poem. Compare it with other odes by Keats. Speak
about Keats and the writing of odes.
T h e f o u r t h s e m i n a r:
4.

T h e V i c t o r i a n P e r i o d.

“So many worlds, so much to do,
So little done,such things to be . . .”
Alfred Lord Tennyson
The age-old themes of love and loss are explored through the contemplation of God, nature,
and the human heart.
4.1. A l f r e d, L o r d T e n n y s o n. Biography and creative work.
4.1.1.T e a r s , I d l e T e a r s
by A. Tennyson. It is the most famous os eleven lyric
songs that are interspersed in T h e P r i n c e s s, a long narrative poem about women’s
education and emancipation. Tennyson wrote the lyric while visiting Tintern Abbey in the
autumn, the same site Wordsworth contemplated in his famous meditation. Remembering the
past, happy or sad times sometimes isn’t a simple thing. There is a way in which memory
itself – the very fact of the past - always shadows life in the rpesent.
a) What is the scene of each stanza of this poem? Why do you think Tennyson orders
the stanzas as he does?
b) Do you think the poem’s sequence of images creates an increasingly dark tone?
Explain.
c) What do you think the “divine despair” is in line2? Could you relate it to Adam and
Eve’s fall in Genesis (page 416) – would that story explain the speaker’s existential sadness?
Explain.
d) Stanzas 2-4 present a series of comparisons that attempt to make concrete the
abstract memory of “the days that are no more”. What are these comparisons?
e) Does the contradistion in the phrase “Death in Life” (line 20) make sense to you?
Explain. What is your response to this line? Have you ever felt this way?
4.1.2. T h e E a g l e : A F r a g m e n t
4.1.3. F l o w e r i n a C r a n n i e d W a l l
The poet, the scientist and the religious believer don’t necessarily have conflicting
ideas about the phrase m y s t e r i e s o f n a t u r e. And yet to some nineteenth-century
artists and believers, modern science’s scrutiny of nature was a threat – a fearful one. Part of
Tennyson’s immense popularity was that he addressed these philosophical issues and for
many, offered ways of resolving them.
a) What contrasting qualities of nature do you think Tennyson captures in these lyrics?
b) How would you describe what is happening in “The Eagle”?

c) How could the sea in “The Eagle”, be “wrinkled”? What is suggested about the
eagle’s power in the last simile?
d) What do you think “all in all” (line 50) means in “Flower in the Crannied Wall”?
What does the speaker seek to learn from the flower?
e) Suppose the eagle and the flower are used as symbols.What would you say they
symbolize to Tennyson?
f) Do you agree with what Tennyson says a flower could tell us? How would a scientist
regard the same flower?
g) What is the rhyme scheme of the “Flower in the Crannied Wall”? What type of
rhyme falls in lines 2 and 6, and why might those lines be different? Speak about slant
rhyme. Is Here the idea more important than the exactness of the rhyme? What do you think it
is about this flower that sparks the speaker’s eagerness to understand?
h) Elements of literature of the eagle. Although Tennyson called it a fragment, its verse
from and organiyation give it a feeling of completeness. Each stanza is a t e r c e t: three
lineswith one rhyme. The eagle and the world are at rest in the first stanza and are moving in
the second.
4.1.4. T h e L a d y o f S h a l o t t by A. Tennyson. Background information. One of the
main symbols inthis dreamlike ballad is a mirror that the Lady uses with her weaving. Watch
for how the mirror with its reflected images is in opposition to the “real” world. This is only
one opposition, or tension, in the world of theLady of Shalott, of whom Tennyson said:”The
newborn love for something, for someone in the wide world from which she had been so long
secluded, takes her out of the region of shadows into that of realities”.
a)What do you think the Lady’s “curse” is? Why do you think so?
b) Summarize the main event in the plot of this narrative poem. What moment marks its
climax?
c) Scan the poem to find its metrical form. What is its thyme scheme? What example of
alliteration and assonance help create the haunting music?
d) Point out images of dazzling light associated with Sir Lancelot in Part III. Find
contrasting images associated with the Lady. What do you think i the meaning of this
contrast?
e) Explain why lines 66-72 could foreshadow Lancelot’s arrival and the Lady’s actions
in the second half of the poem. What yearning do you think the Lady expresses when she
exclaims, “I am half sick of shadows” (line 71)?
f) How does Tennyson contrast the Lady’s life with thelives of the villagers and court in
Camelot? Do you think that Tennyson indicates preference for any of these ways of life?
g) This poem was written during Tennyson’s ten years of silence. Can you see any
connection between the poem and his own life? Explain.
h) Think of the “magic web” the Lady weaves and the conditions under which she
creates her art. What commentary do you think Tennyson is making on the role and life of an
artist? How do you feel about his ideas? When would artistic seclusion be necessary, and
when might it be undesirable?
i) Literary elements of the poem: word music – the short rhythmic lines, the consecutive
rhymingwords and the repetition of Camelot, Shalott and later Lancelot contribute to the
poem’s music. Theme. Alliteration. Climax. Pathetic fallacy – when a writer uses nature to
reflect human emotions and moods. Irony. Find examples in the poem.
4.1.5. I n M e m o r i a m A. H. H. By A. Tennyson. Surviving grief. Why? That is often
the first question an early or terrible death wrings from us. Tragic loss can make life seem
arbitrary or ruthless; grief can even cause us to question our personal beliefs. Background
information.
a) What word or phrase would you use to describe the speaker’s final emotional state?

Why?
b) In Lyric 55, why does the speaker envision the possibility that God and Nature may
be “at strife” (line 5)? What complaint does the speaker voice against Nature in this poem?
c) How does Nature answer this complaint in Lyric 56?
d) Describe the setting at the beginning of Lyric 95. How does this setting contrast with
the setting at the end of the poem?
e) What is the difference between the aspects of Nature described in Lyrics 55 and 56
and those in Lyric 130?
f) Lyric 95 moves from a local scene to “empyreal heights of thought” to the original
scene. How is this movement related to the speaker’s mood in Lyric 55 and 56 as well as in
Lyric 130?
g) Describe the rhyme scheme of these lyrics. How do you think the poem’s short lines
and stanzas and the rhyme scheme affects the reader?
h) This poem was popular because it satisfied readers who believed poetry should deal
with serious subjects, such as grieving. Do you agree or disagree with such expectations for
poetry? What do you think are the proper functions of poetry?
4.1.6. U l y s s e s by A. Tennyson. Background information.
a) “Ulysses’ is about a brave, or foolish, response to the securities and comforts of an
orderly life very like that of middle-class mid-Victorian England. What do you think of
Ulysses’ decision?
b) How does Ulysses contrat his past and present lives? From this comparison, what
conclusions can you draw about his values?
c) In lines 19-21, what does Ulysses claim about “all experience”?
d) Whom does Ulysses address in the secondhalf of the poem? In the concluding lines of
the poem, what qualities oes he say that he shares with his mariners?
e) Where does Tennyson emphasize Ulysses’ great endurance and insatiable curiosity?
How would you characterize Ulysses?
f) Find Ulysses’ references to his wife and son, and tell what you think his words reveal
about his underlying feelings toward them Then, explain whether you accept Ulysses’ point of
view.
g) What do you think Ulysses is determined not to “yield” to (line 70)?
h) What lines in this poem do you think would encourage someone who needed to go
forward despite the temptation to give up the struggle?
i) Ulysses knows that his journey is like pursuing the horizon. Do you think he is
foolish for setting out on a journey he cannot complete? Explain.
4.1.7. C r o s s i ng t h e B a r by A. Tennyson. Background information. Tennyson wrote
this poem in 1889, at the age of eighty, while crossing the channel that separates England
from the Isle of Wight. Before his death in 1892, he directed that the poem be printed at the
end of all editions of his collected verse.
In the last forty years of his life, Tennyson lived in the country like an affluent
gentleman. Occasionally, he went to London to walk about in his black cloak and broadbrimmed hat and to meet with distinguished writers, scientists, churchmen, politicians, and,
sometimes the queen. Tourists hung around his country house on the Isle of Wight and
climbed trees to get a glimpse of him. People sent him mountains of poetry; he once estimated
that he had received a verse for every three minutes of his life. How would you expect such a
person to face death?
a) Do you find this poem personally comforting, or do you feel some other emotion?
Explain.
b) Explain the extended metaphor of the sea voyage.
c) Who might the “Pilot” be in line 15?

d) Paraphrase each of the speaker’s wishes and hopes, and explain what you think they
show about the feelings of an older person. Is the speaker accepting, afraid, or both?
e)What mental image does Tennyson’s poem create for you? Describe it.
4.1.8. Alfred Lord Tennyson, “T h e P a s s i n g o f A r t h u r” from “Idylls of the King”
After reading the given passage answer the questions:
a/How did you react to Sir Bedivere’s comment about the passing away of the age of
King Arthur and his knights?
b/ As this excerpt begins, what is King Arthur’s condition and what thoughts does he
express?
c/ What does King Arthur direct Sir Bedivere to do with the sword?
d/ Summarize how Sir Bedivere reacts to King Arthur’s order and what he does with
Excalibur?
e/ Where does Sir Bedivere escort King Arthur? What happens there?
f/ How does Sir Bedivere react to Arthur’s leaving, and how does Arthur respond?
g/ Judging from what he says in the first stanza, how does King Arthur feel about the
passing of Camelot? Use details from the poem to supportyouranswer.
h/ Why does King Arthur give the order regarding the sword?
i/ How does Sir Bedivere justify his failure to follow Arthur’s orders? Cite lines from
the poem to support your answer.
j/ What might the barge and the three queens s y m b o l i s e, or represent?
k/ How would you characyterise Arthur’s feelings about his impending death? How do
his feelings compare with Sir Bedivere’s?
l/ Do you think Sir Bedivere is justified in hesitating to follow King Arthur’s orders
regarding Excalibur? Why or why not?
m/ Tennyson had once intended to name his poem sequence T h e F a l s e a n d t h e
T r u e instead of Idylls of the King. Based on the characters in this poem, how well do you
think the original title applies?
n/ The m o o d of this poem has been described as pessimistic but hopeful. Citing
specific details, explain how Tennyson creates this contradictory mood.
o/ Identify an internal and an external conflict in the narrative.
4.1.9. T a s k: C r e a t i v e w r i t i n g. Title: “The Last Knight” What do you think
happens to Sir Bedivere, the last of King Arthur’s knights, after the events described in this
excerpt? Write a narrative in prose telling what becomes of Sir Bedivere.
4.2. R o b e r t B r o w n i n g. Life and creative work.
4.2.1. M y L a s t D u c h e s s by R. Browning. Background information: The speaker in
this poem is the Duke of Ferrara, a powerful Italian nobleman of the Renaissance. In the poem
the Duke negotiates to marry his second wife, the niece of count. He addresses the count’s
representative. The speaker in this poem begins by describing a painting of a woman, and by
the speech’s end he has revealed an entire relationship. Yet nothing in this poemmay be quite
what it seems. This poem is one of Browning’s earliest and most popular dramatic
monologues, poems in which the speaker, who is not the poet, addresses a listener who
doesn’t speak. Instead of commenting directly on the speaker, Browning provides us with
clues and expects us to make inferences. We are required to think about the character of the
speaker, to reconstruct the sitution in which he or she speaks, and to guess at the speaker’s
motives.
a) What do you think happened to the Duchess? Why do you think so?
b) According to the Duke, what happened to the last Duchess?

c) Describe the poem’s rhyme and metre. Read aloud two passages that strike you as
examples of natural, colloquial speech.
d) What impression of himself do you think the Duke intends to create in his remarks to
the Count’s emissary? Why would he choose to present himself in this way?
e) What kind of man do you think the Duke really is? What linesreveal his true
character?
f) Why do you think Browning had the Duke’s monologue begin and end by referring to
art?
g) How is the marriage portrayed in the poem like or different from the Brownings’
own marriage, described in the article “Scenes from a Modern Marriage” by Julia Markus?
h) What do you think of the Duke’s description of his last Duchess? Do you question
his assessments? Why or why not?
i) Can you imagine the situation impliedin this poem taking place today? Explain.
4.2.2. P o r p h y r i a ‘ s L o v e r by Robert Browning. Judging from the title we might
expect a romance. The speaker here is a man whose character and identity we can deduce only
by what he says. However, one thing is clear:He is a man of intense emotion. Impressed by
his direct speech and unruffled manner, we then shudder at what we learn late in the
poem.Yet we continue to hear the man out – fascinated, however uneasy, and eventually led
to ask,”Is he lovesick or genuinely disturbed?” Like his American contemporary Edgar Allen
Poe, Browning had a taste for morbid psychology; he had a scientific interest in evil. He
pursues that interest, exploring the complexity of human motivations in this poem.
a) What, to you, is the most disturbing passage in the poem? Why?
b) What are the speaker’s different moods in the poem?
c) What reasons does the speaker give for strangling Porphyria?
d) What leads the speaker to assert that Porphyria “felt no pain”? What do you think of
this claim?
e) Browning first published this poem, with another, under the general title Madhouse
Cells. How does a knowledge of that setting affect your response to and interpretation of the
poem? Where did you think, the poem was set before you knew about Browning’s original
title?
f) “And yet God has not said word!” Why do you think the speaker expects God to say
something? What does the line tell you about the speaker’s character and his awareness of
what he has done?
g) From this poem, what do think Browning’s view might be on the legal plea “ not
guilty by reason of insanity”? What in the poem makes you think so?
h) If you were serving on a jury for a trial of Porphyria’s lover, would you find him not
guilty by reason of insanity? Why or why not?
4.3. E l i z a b e t h B a r r e t t B r o w n i n g . Life and work.
4.3.1. S on n e t 43 – a poem about an ardent, joyful love – a truly transforming love yet not
a blind, infatuated love. Background information. She wrote her sonnets before her marriage,
but did no show them to her husband until three years later. They were autobiographical. She
gave them a title that suggested that they were a translation into English from an original
Portuguese source.
a) If someone sent Sonnet 43 to you,how would you feel?
b) How many distinct ways does the speaker say that she loves her beloved?
c) What do you think the poem expresses about the speaker’s religious faith?
d) How are the pauses in the last three lines different in rhythm from those in the rest of
the poem? What do you think is the effect of this change in rhythm?
e) In your opinion, has Barrett Browning described all of the important aspects and
emotions of love? Explain your response.

4.4. G e r a r d M a n l e y H o p k i n s. Life and creative work.
4.4.1. S p r i n g a n d F a l l : T o a Y o u n g C h i l d. A change of seasons. Human
life is often compared to the year’s seasons, and in that metaphor, youth is springtime.
Elements of literature: assonance.
a) What questions do you have after reading this poem twice?
b) What is Margaret grieving for at the opening? Whom does the speaker say she is
really grieving for?
c) What does the speaker predict about Margaret’s feeling when her “heart grows
older”?
d) What do you think the speaker mean by saying “sorrow’s springs are the same” (line
11) ? Think back to the account of Adam and Eve in Genesis, and explain the “blight man was
born for” (line 14)
e) How does the speaker’s attitude toward Margaret and her grief shift in the course of
the poem? How would you interpret the poem’s last line?
f) Read the poem aloud. Identify at least four examples of alliteration and assonance.
g) Discuss the multiple meanings of spring, fall and leaves in the poem.
h) How does the source of grief in this poem compare with the “divine despair” in
Tennyson’s “Tears, Idle Tears”.
4.4.2. P i e d B e a u t y in praise of imperfection. This poem, perhaps nor surprising from a
poet as unconventional as Hopkins, is his song of praise to God for all things that are p i e d:
covered with differentcoloured spots. As you read, think of thepoem as being like a psalm – a
praise song. Imagery is the language that appeal to the senses. Find an example in this poem.
a) How would you describe the speaker’s emotional state, and did this poem make you
share it?
b) What specific examples of pied beauty does the poet mention in lines 2-6-?
c) What do you think the poet means by saying “all things counter” (line 7)?
d) How does the poet combine alliteration with antithesis (opposites)in line 9?
e) According to the last two lines, why does the poet offer glory and praise to God?
f) In line 10, what contrast does the poet suggest between the beauty of the physical
world and the beauty of God the creator?
g) How does the rhythm of the last line make it especially effective?
h) How is this poem, like Psalm 23, a “praise song?
In an age when great advances were made in science, people often questioned the validity of
this so-called progress. For each gain, a price was paid and a loss was borne. The literature of
this era mirrors the personal and social turmoil that can accompany progress. Each of the
following selections reflect on loss and gain in a particular way. The paradox of progress.
4.5. M a t t h e w A r n o l d. Life and work.
4.5.1. D o v e r B e a c h by M. Arnold. Love is a kind of faith to cleave to in a world
wheres cience has eclipsed religion. Where do people look for answers in times of crises? Do
they look to science? To religion? To government? Enormous problems may seem to call for
sweeping solutions. Instead of thinking big, however, what if we thought small/ Arnold
reminds people that they also can look to personal relationships to find the hope, love, and
integrity that can make sense of the world. He creates a mood that shifts at certain points in
the poem like the ebb and flow of the tide he describes. Mood is the feeling, or atmosphere, in
a work created by the writer’s choice of descriptive details, images, and sounds.
a) What is the setting in the first stanza? Who is the speaker and whom is he
addressing?
b) What mood do the first six lines evoke for you? What images in the second half of
the first stanza begin to change this mood?

c) Where does the poem begin to move from a personal experienceto a timeless and
universal theme? What does the speaker imagine Sophocles also heard long ago?
d) Explain the figure of speech used to describe faith in lines 21-23. What do you think
has happened to the speaker’s faith, according to lines 24-28?
e) What does the speaker urge in the last stanza, and why? How does the speaker’s
resolution compare to the comforting things ?
f) What is the speaker’s view of his world as it is presented in the last stanza? Do you
think this view is relevant to today’s world? Explain why or why not?
g) Find examples for mood in the poem. Find metaphors in the poem.
4.6. T h o m a s H a r d y 1840-1928. Life and creative work. Hardy’s poetry.
4.6.1. T h e D a r k l i n g T h r u s h by Thomas Hardy. Difficult transitions. A stark
winter scene can emphasiye physical and emotional desolation. Yet the gloom of winter also
precedes the promise of springtime renewal. Gloomy though it may appear at the time, the
midwinter death of an old year marks the birth of a new one, and with it the hope for a new
beginning. Hardy wrote this poem on December 31, 1900, the last day of both the year and
the century. As night falls, the speaker in the poem hears a thrush (a bird) singing jouyfully.
His thrush, like the century, is worn out and diminished – but still singing.
a) Speak about the speaker’s observations about the end of the century. What
observations, if any, do you and the speaker share?
b) What details in the first stanza establish the setting for the poem? Describe what you
see.
c) At what point in the poem is the thrush introduced? How does the bird first come to
the attention of the speaker?
d) Does the speaker’s mood change significantly in the course of the poem? If so, how?
e) What does the speaker say about the thrush’s air, or melody, in the last stanza?
f) What do you think is the significance of the word d a r k l i n g in the title? Do you
think the thrush’s song seems hopeful or hopeless? Explain.
g) Has something in nature ever given you hope, or cheered you? If so, describe your
experience.
h) Both Arnold and Hardy wrote their poems many many years ago – well before two
global wars shattered the world. Do you think the poems are prophetic – do they pertain to the
history of the twentieth century in a particular way? Explain.
4.6.2. C h a n n e l F i r i n g by Thomas Hardy. Wake-up call. In an age of almost
miraculous technological advances, humanity sometimes stops to ask itself: When will we be
too advanced, or too civiliyed, or too sane to wage war? Hardy’s poem brings a new
perspective to that question, imagining what the dead would say if they were awakened by
violence in the land of the living. Background.The subject of Channel Firing is the testing of
guns at sea and on the shores of the English Channel. Hardy wrote this poem in April 1914,
when a naval rivalry was growing between Great Britain and Germany. Four months later,
World War I began.(The word “chancel”, line 3, refers to the part of a church nearest th altar;
a “glebe”, line 9, is a plot of land attached to a church or its rectory. In the poem’s last stanza,
the sound of guns reaches three sites famous in British history: Alfred’s Tower, near
Stourton, which honours King Alfred’s defeat of a Danish invasion in 879; Camelot, the
lagendary site of King Arthur’s court; and Stonehenge, the prehistoric arrangement of huge
stones on the Salisbury Plain.
a) Does anything in the poem surprise or even shock you? Explain why or why not.
b) Who is the speaker in the poem? Who are “we” in line 4?
c) What do you make of God’s irritation at those who fire the guns?
d) Point out at least three examples of irony in the poem.
e) What does God say about Judgment Day in the fifth stanza?

f) What do you think this poem says about war? Explain whether you agree or disagree
with the theme of he poem.
g) In his own time Hardy was criticized for his deliberate use of “unpoetic” language
(such as “drooled” in line 9 and “mad as hatters” in line 14). What is your response to Hardy’s
critics? How does his diction affect his point about war?
4.6.3. A h, A r e Y o u D i g g i n g o n M y G r a v e ? by Thomas Hardy. Do you
miss me? It is comforting to know that people miss us when we are gone. What if we could
come back from the dead and find out how much they miss us? Weall have expectations of
how loved ones would respond to our absence, but we might be surprised at what they say
about us when we are not around. Pay attention to the a n t i c l i m a x . The power of this
poem in part depends on Hardy’s use of anticlimax, the arrangement of narrative details so
that something unimportant appears where we expect something significant. In this poem,
Hardy challenges our conventional beliefs about death and grieving by creating a narrator
who has only limited information about her situation – she therefore receivec some very
uexpected answers to her repeated question.
a) After reading this poem, how do you think Hardy feels about sentimental attitudes
toward death?
b) In the first three stanzas, what information about the dead woman’s life do you get
from her guesses and from the dog’s answer?
c) In the last stanza, how does the dog’s answer combine animal traitswith qualities we
consider human?
d) A n t i c l i m a x, or b a t h o s, is the deflating effect we feel when our lofty
expectations are let down. How does Hardy employ the device of bathos in each of the first
three stanzas?
e) How would you characterize the tone of this poem? How does it comparewith your
description of cemeteries?
f) In irony of situation there is a sharp discrepancy between what is expected and what
actually happens. Do you think that Hardy’s use of irony is effective in this instance? Why or
why not?
4.7. Alfred Edward Housman. 1859-1936. Life and creative work.
4.7.1. W h e n I W a s O n e – a n d – t w e n t y. Advice to the lovelorn.Thousands of
poems have been written about the experience of falling inlove, and not all of the stories end
happily. The tale told in “When I Was One-and-Twenty” is an ancient one, and it reaches a
conclusion observed many times before. The tone of Housman’s poetry is often nostalgic and
bittersweet. This brief lyric from A Shropshire Lad is a good example. In fact, its lsson may
have come from events in the poet’s own life. At the age twenty-two, Housman fell in love
and as rejected. He became severely depressed and failed his Oxford examinations.
a) Did the speaker’s story move you? Why or why not?
b) How much time has passed between the first and second stanzas? In your opinion,
what has the speaker learned in this time?
c) What is the effect of Housman’s use of repetition in the last line of the poem? What
other knds of repetition do you find in he poem?
d) What do you think is the poem’s theme, or message? Do you think Housman is being
serious or humorous in his attitude toward falling in love?
4.7.2. T o A n A t h l e t e D y i n g
Y o u n g by Housman. The prime of life.The
strong, healthy athletes who earn fame and fortuneseem to live charmed lives. But what
happens when the cheering stops? When an athlete dies in the prime of life at the peak of
fame, faithful supporters discover a very sobering truth: Even these special young men and
women are not invincible.
a) How would you react to this poem if it were written about you?

b) What parallel events are described in the first and second stanzas? What is the
significance of repeating “shoulder-high”?
c) In line 9, why does the speaker call the athlete “smart”? Do you think the speaker
means what he says in lines 9-20? Explain.
d) What scene do you see in the last two stanzas of the poem? (Where is the athlete
now?)
e) The speaker suggests that it’s best to die at one’s peak, before glory begins to fade.
Describe your response to this idea.
f) Housman’s poem movingly describes a young athlete’sdeath. If he had written a
similar poem about an aging athlete, could the poem be as powerful? Explain your answer.
4.7.3. I s M y T e a m P l o u g h i n g by A. E. Housman. Remember me. When friends
tell you they missed you while you were gone, it confirms that you’re an important part of
their lives. If people we love move away or die, we expect to change and to gradually grow
accustomed to their loss. The paradox is that we also hope to keep their memories alive and to
not forget our loved ones too quickly. Elements of literature: literary ballads.
a) Why do you think the speaker has been forgotten so quickly? Is this cruel, or is it just
normal?
b) Housman’s dialogue format doesn’t explain the speaker’s identities. Who are the two
speakers?
c) What significance do you find in the order of the four questions asked in the poem?
d) How would you describe the speaker’s attitude in the last stanza? Was he a true
friend to his companion? Why or why not?
The fifth seminar
The twentieth century
Read the given article “Twentieth-Century British Poetry” by John Malcolm Brinnin
5.1.
Rudyard Kipling. Life and creative work.Pay attention to the contest between the
good and the evil, the spiritual and the bestial, progress and primitive in his works, Find
examples of the internal and external conflicts and tensions that arise form cultural
misunderstandings. Analyse his poem If and learn it by heart.
5.2.
William Butler Yeats, The Second Coming
After reading the poem answer the questions:
a/ What does the “centre cannot hold” mean in the poem?
b/ What might the poem say about the age in which it is written?
c/ Why might this poem be chosen as the theme of a whole collection of 20th century
poetry?
5.3.
Siegfried Sassoon (1886-1967) Life and creative work.
In war, “no man’s land’ is the few hundred yards that separate one army’s line from the
other’s. But for the group of writers who became known as the T r e n c h P o e t s, war itself
became a no man’s land: a dehumanizing, horrific experience that made a mockery of
civilization. Each of the Trench Poets either died in the muddy trenches of World War I (as
Wilfred Owen did) or survived as a bitter but articulate ghost trapped by memories from
which there was no escape.
For many English people during World War I, poetry brought home war’s full brutality
for the first time.
5.4. Siegfried Sassoon, T h e R e a r – G u a r d. In the battlefield trenches of World War I,
enlisted men lived for weeks, sometimes years, in interconnected underground caverns
infested by rats, with no drainage, poor ventillation, and only occasional dim shafts of natural

light. In this poem, the “he” who recalls a grisly trench episode is the officer-poet, Siegfried
Sassoon himself.
After reading the poem answer the questions:
a/ What might the title of the poem suggest?
b/ What kind of effect does the phrase “rosy gloom” have? (oxymoron)
c/ Why does the soldier respond as he does to the “sleeper”?
d/ What does “livid” mean? (imagery) What other descriptive words or images are used
to describe the soldier’s body?
e/ What does the officer feel as he climbs up out of the tunnel? How is this ironic?
f/ What did you feel when you finished reading this poem? What do you think the poet
wanted you to feel?
g/ Why is the man in the tunnel, and what happens there? How is the man’s behaviour
simultaneously brutal and pathetic?
h/ Where does onomatopoeia help you hear the sounds in the tunnel? What oxymoron
does the poet use to describe the battle overhead?
i/ The poet uses many strong present and past participles, such as ‘groping’,’prying’,
‘smashed’ and ‘humped’. What do these words help you see?
j/ Explain the irony of what the speaker says in line 13?
k/ How do you interpret the phrase “unloading hell” in line 25?
l/ How do the images in “The Rear-Guard” compare with your own mental pictures of
war? Are visual depictions of war more or less powerful than verbal descriptions – like the
one in Sassoon’s poem?
5.5 Wilfred Owen (1893-1918). Life and creative work.
5.5.1. Wilfred Owen, Dulce et Decorum Est. This poem’s title is taken from the Latin
statement ‘Dulce et decorum est pro patria mori,’ meaning “It is sweet and honourable to die
for one’s country”. The statement originally appeared in an ode by the ancient Roman poet
Horace and has been used for centuries as a moral builder – and an epitaph –for soldiers. Here
the motto is given a bitter twist by a soldier-poet who cannot reconcile the thought it
expresses with the reality he has experienced.
After the introduction of poison gas as a battlefield weapon during World War I, every
man in the trenches was equipped with a gas mask: lifesaving armour, if donned in time. This
poem describes the horrible consequences of not getting the mask on promptly.
After reading the poem answer the questions:
a/ In the first two lines find two similes that Owen uses to describe the soldiers.
b/ What examples of hyperbole, or exaggeration can you find in lines 5-6?
c/ Why do you think Owen compares the gassed soldier to a drowning man?
d/ What can you infer from lines 15-16 about the character of the speaker in the poem?
e/ Who are the children the poet is talking about in line 26? Why does he chose the
word ‘children’ to describe them?
f/ Is it effective for Owen to end this poem about World War I (1914-1918) with a Latin
quotation from the Roman poet Horace? Explain your opinion.
g/ Do you think a poem like this has any relevance to wars as they are fought today?
Why or Why not?
h/ What are the “misty panes” in line 13 through which the speaker glimpses the dying
man?
i/ What oxymoron can you find in the poem’s second and last stanzas? Why is a figure
of speech that expresses contradiction appropriate for the speaker’s purposes?
j/ What is the poem’s rhyme scheme? Can you find any half rhymes?
k/ Who is the “you” addressed in the final stanza?
l/ Explain the similes in lines 23-24. How do they relate to the theme of the poem?

m/ How would you describe the speaker’s tone? How does it compare to the tone of
today’s war stories or war movies?
Task:
5.6. Rupert Brooke (1887-1915) wrote a beautiful poem - The Soldier.
a/ Learn this poem by heart.
b/ In an essay, point out the similarities and differences between Owen’s Dulce et Decorum
Est and the named above poem by Brooke. Brooke served in World War I but did not
experience trench warfare; he died of blood poisoning on route to Europe. Consider how each
poet uses at least three of these elements: imagery, theme and sentiments about war, tone and
sound devices, and figurative language.
5.6.1. Literary element: Oxymoron
5.7. Thomas Stearns Eliot. Life and creative work. (The American confessional poets,
including Robert Lowell, Sylvia Plath and Anne Sexton, rejected Eliot’s view that poetry
should be impersonal)
5.7.1. T. S. Eliot, Preludes. In music ‘preludes’ are brief works, usually free in form, that
introduce larger and more formal compositions. When Eliot chose the musical title, he no
doubt meant to suggest that these short poems introduced the mood and method of longer
works written in he same period. The images in Preludes are all drawn from city life. Horsedrawn carriages had not yet been replaced by automobiles, nor gas lamps by electricity, but
nevertheless the dehumanizing aspects of a growing metropolis like Eliot’s Boston were
already sadly in evidence. Eliot saw multitudes of workers every day moving to and fro like
debris washed in and out by the tides. He saw massive slums that blocked out forever the
gentle rural landscapes of a preindustrial age.
Preludes are the observations of a wanderer through city streets. The speaker attempts
to come to some conclusion about the meaning of life around him, yet he finally gives up.
Still, in the process, he gives us a “vision of the street”, a scene for which he feels compassion
but which, finally, he considers beyond redemption. Eliot wrote these poems when he was in
his twenties. How many images suggest life as a wasteland? How do these descriptions of city
life relate to urban landscapes today? (Note in line 2, “steaks” refers to cheap cuts of meat)
Answer the questions:
a/ To what are the days being compared, and how does this first comparison set the tone
for the poem (line 4)?
b/ (lines 30-39) Who do these details suggest the ‘you’ might be?
c/ (lines 50-54) How is the final stanza related to the four lines that precede it?
5.7.2. T. S. Eliot, T h e H o l l o w M e n
A Lament for the weary. There are many references to religion in Eliot’s poem The Hollow
Men. You may for instance, recognize a line from the Lord’s Prayer on sight (lines 77, 9194). But Eliot’s main concern here is not to affirm his Christianity, but to give us a picture of
a world of godless despair, a world without religion or the promise of salvation.
Taken from Joseph Conrad’s famous story Heart of Darkness, the first line after the title
is significant in two ways. First, it calls attention to the story of a man named Kurtz, who
journeys to the centre of Africa and falls into degradation. Kurtz is redeemed by selfawareness, only to find that this painful knowledge is not liberating but useless. Second, the
line strikes the note of futility heard throughout the poem.
The next line – A penny for the Old Guy – refers to one of the most notorious incidents
in British history, the Gunpowder Plot. On November 5, 1605, a band of conspirators made
plans to kill King James I by planting barrels of gunpowder in the underground vaults of
Parliament. The men chose to light the fuse that would result in a fatal explosion was a soldier
named Guy Fawkes. But before the plot could be carried out, the conspirators were

discovered. Guy Fawkes was arrested and, in the cruel custom of the day, first hanged, then
drawn and quartered.
To commemorate this grisly event, every year on November 5, huge bonfires are set
allover England. When these fires are lit, straw-filled effiges of Fawkes – the “stuffed men” of
the poem – that look like scarecrows go up in flames, lighting up the skies. Children join in
the fun by becoming beggars who ask passersby to give them “a penny for the guy”.
The last four lines of this poem are among the most famous in modern poetry. What is
the difference between ending with a “bang” and ending with only a “whimper”?
Pay attention to the diction of the first stanza. Read this stanza aloud several times in
succession, emphasizing in your reading both the repetition of the word ‘dry’ and the use of
sibilants. Point out the use of alliteration and repetition and their effectiveness in
communicating the stanza’s main image of speakers whose voices and lives are empty and
meaningless.
Answer the questions:
a/ Who is the speaker in this poem? (lines 13-18)
b/ What is the effect of the change in Part II from the plural pronoun to the singular
one?
c/ To what do you think the speaker wants to be no closer? What is he avoiding with his
disguises? (line 36)
d/ (lines 39-44) What specific images does Eliot use to describe the landscape?
e/ (line 60) is an allusion. Eliot alludes to Dante in his reference to the river that mortals
cross to enter the land of the dead.
f/ (lines 68-71) What are the words of the nursery rhyme that Eliot adapted? What does
his revision suggest?
g/ (line 77) What purpose is served by quoting this fragment of the Lord’s Prayer?
h/ (line 98) What idea is conveyed by the choice of the word ‘Whimper”
5.7.3. T. S. Eliot, The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock.
O b j e c t i v e s:
-To understand and appreciate a classic modernist poem that explores
ambivalence and alienation;
-To identify and examine imagery;
-To appreciate the modernist style;
-To express understanding of the poem through a choice of writing
forms, including a personal letter and a narrative;
- To extend understanding of the poem through a variety of multimodal and cross-curricular
activities;
S k i l l s : Reading skills/strategies: understanding stream of consciousness; Literary concept:
Imagery, allusion; Speaking, listening and viewing: Oral interpretation, Group discussion;
In this poem J. Alfred Prufrock, on his way to a party, is trying to decide what to say to a
woman who will be there. This poem makes extensive use of metaphor. Modernist poets like
Ezra Pound and Eliot sought to make a clear break with the poetic traditions of the past,
especially 19th century Romanticism. Whereas Romantic poets celebrated the individual and
nature, Eliot portrayed the loneliness and alienation of the individual living in a dingy modern
city. While Romantic poets believed that poems should be written in everyday langauage for
common people, Eliot used elivated diction and classical allusions to separate herself from the
masses.
Understanding stream of conciousness
Stream of consciousness is a technique that was developed by the modernists to present the
chronological flow of the seemingly unconnected thoughts, responses and sensations of a
character. Eliot used this technique to reveal the jumble of ideas, feelings and daydreams that

flow through Prufrock’s mind. As the poem begins, Prufrock addresses a silent listener who
accompanies him to the party. Pretend you are this silent listener and as you read, pay
attention to Prufrock’s different thoughts and feelings about the decision he is trying to make.
This poem makes extensive use of metaphors.
Eliot borrowed the name “Prufrock” from a St. Louis furniture company. The editor of
the London magazine Poetry and Drama threw the poem on the floor and called it “absolutely
insane”. Ezra Pound persuaded the editor of the US magazine Poetry to publish it. When Ezra
Pound read the poem for the first time he enthusiastically wrote to Harriet Monroe, “Eliot . . .
has sent in the best poem I have yet had or seen from an American . . . He has actually trained
himself and modernized himself on his own.”
Answer the questions:
a/ (lines 15-20) What the fog and smoke are compared to? In what way they are alike?
b/ What are your impressions of Prufrock?
c/ How do you think Prufrock feels at the end of the poem? (Consider: 1. how he
imagines the rest of is life to be;2. his dream image of the mermaids and what they are doing;
3. his thoughts about waking and drowning;)
d/ What do you think Prufrock’s “overwhelming question” is? Consider: 1. what, in
lines 1-10, leads him to think about this question; 2. to whom the question might be directed;
3. Why the question might “disturb the universe”; 4. what the question might have to do with
the “lonely man in shirt-sleeves” in line 72; 5. the response he anticipates in lines 97-98 and
109-110;
e/ How would you judge the women at the tea party Prufrock attends? Consider: 1.
what they do and what they talk about; 2. why Prufrock must “prepare a face tomeet the
faces” (line 27) 3. how the women judge others, as suggested in lines 41,44 and 55-58;
f/ Do you think Prufrock is similar to or different from other people?
g/ Why do you think this poem is called a love song? How does it compare with love
songs you know?
h/ Think about the images that reveal Prufrock’s personality and his opinion of himself.
Note what you think the image or images in each quotation suggest about Prufrock:
1. Do I dare
Disturb the universe?
In a minute there is time
For decisions and revisions which a
Minute will reverse.
i/ The references of the women who “come and go/talking of Michelangelo” imply that
1. the party is at a gallery or museum;
2. the women are experts on Michelangelo;
3. the conversation at the party is shallow and frivolous;
4. Prufrock is impressed by the women’s knowledge of art.
j/ Prufrock does not ask his question because
1. someone else asks it first;
2. he fears being laughed at;
3. he does not have an opportunity
4.he can’t find the person he wants to ask;
k/ Which of the following would be least appropriate to describe Prufrock?
1. timid;
2. decisive;
3. intelligent;
4. slightly silly;

l/ Eliot’s modernist style in The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock is to create a verbal
collage by weaving together fragments of modern life. What impression do you get from the
fragmentary images of the city, the tea party, and the beach in the poem? From the nature of
these images, how do you think Eliot feels about the times he lives in?
5.8. Ted Hughes (1930 -),Hawk Roosting. Is violence really part of the order of natural things
in the world? And what about the human capacity for murder and war? Is it natural too? This
poem – or rather its unusual speaker, a hawk – makes us face these troubling questions. The
ruthless, feathered killing machine of this poem presents us with a frightening message: There
are forces in creation that pay no attention to moral discrimination.
After reading the poem answer the questions:
a/ How did you react to the hawk’s personality and way of looking at the world?
b/ What human qualities does the poet give the hawk in this personification?
c/ What does the hawk mean by saying it holds Creation in its foot? How is this
different from the idea that God has “the whole world in his hands”?
d/ How would you paraphrase lines 16-20?
e/ What two meanings can you propose for the line “The sun is behind me”?
f/ In what ways is the hawk’s philosophy inhuman? In what ways is it like the attitude
of some people?
5.8.1. Literary element: Personification.
The poems in the selection below express personal and idiosyncretic visions of the world.
5.9 William Butler Yeats (1865-1939) Life and creative work.
5.9.1.The Lake of the Innisfree by William Butler Yeats.
Imagination can literally transport us from our busy lives to the calm of a peaceful retreat. As
a young man Yeats inherited much of the vocabulary and poetic posturing of his nineteenthcentury predecessors. Phrases in the poem like “veils of the morning” and “midnight’s all a
glimmer”come from this old-fashioned vocabulary and Innisfree itself represents all the
impossibly idyllic, great good places the weary Victorians “on the roadway, or on the
pavements grey” yearned for. Nevertheless, Yeats’s lyrical skills, especially his haunting use
of assonance, have created a poem whose verbal music echoes in the memory. Innisfree is a
real island in Sligo, the beautiful county in the west of Ireland where Yeats spent many
summers as a child, visiting his grandparents. Yeats once said that the poem came to him
when he was in London on a dreary day. He passed a store display that used dripping water in
a fountain, and he thought at once of the lake island of his childhood. Yeats’s father had once
read Thoreau’s Walden to him. The bean rows and cabin on Innisfree are straight from
Walden.
After reading the poem answer the questions:
a/ What kind of life does the speaker wish to lead on the island?
b/ (lines 5-7) What sound elements create verbal music in these lines?
c/ (lines 9-12)What does the last stanza suggest about the speaker’s relationship with
nature?
d/ How does a place of peace compare with Yeats’s “lake isle”?
e/ In the first stanza what does the speaker say he will do?
f/ What sounds does the speaker describe in the poem?
g/ How do the surroundings of the lake island contrast with the speaker’s actual
location?
h/ Why do you think the speaker cannot find peace in the city setting?
i/ How might a memory of a place like Innisfree affect you if you found yourself in
dreary surroundings?

j/ How would you describe the tone of this poem? Do you think it could be called a
Romantic poem? Explain why or why not?
The music of this poem comes in part from Yetas’s use of assonance, the repetition of similar
vowel sounds in nearby words. The poem is also notable for a famous line (Line 10) of
alliteration – the repetition of consonant sounds in nearby words. 1. What vowel sound
dominates in the first stanza? 2. What vowel sounds are emphasized by the rhyming words? 3.
In line10, what repeated consonant sounds echo the sound of lake water? 4. How would you
describe the total effect of the vowel sounds in the poem? How would the poem have been
different if the poet had used more hard consonants?(like k,d or p)
5.9.2. The Wild Swans at Coole by Yeats.
Answer the following questions:
a/ What is the speaker’s mood in the third stanza?
b/ What does the speaker appear to mean by comparing himself to the swans in the
fourth stanza?
c/ How did reading this poem make you feel? Did you beccome emotionally involved
with the speaker or did you feel distant? Why?
d/ How is the speaker feeling as he gazes at the swans? How did he feel nineteen years
earlier when he heard the beating of their wings?
e/ The second, third and fourth stanzas offer hints about the personal expierence that
underlies the poem. What are these hints? Why do you think the speaker’s heart is “sore”?
(line 14)
f/ What question does the speaker ask in the last stanza?
g/ What qualities of the swans do you think the speaker envies? Why? What might the
swans s y m b o l i z e to the speaker?
h/ How are the time of year and day in this poem appropriate to its mood?
i/ The word ‘awake’ in the next-to-last line is mysterious at first reading. Do you think it
signifies that the poem has all been a dream? Or could it mean something else? How might
this word offer a clue to the t h e m e of the poem?
j/ How could this poem be said to be in the e l e g i a c mode? How does the poem
relate in t h e m e, t o n e, and i m a g e r y to any of the other elegies studied before?
Tasks for developing the writing skills
1. C r i t i ca l w r i t i n g:
In a short essay compare the themes, imagery and progression of thought in The Wild Swans
at Coole with those of Keats’s Ode to a Nightingale
2. C r e a t i v e w r i t i n g :
The first line of The Lake Isle of Innisfree is often quoted. Write your own paragraph
beginning with the words “I will arise and go now”. Then go on to describe your own ideal
place of peace.
5.9.3. Literary elements: Verbal music, symbol, assonance, alliteration.
5.10. Dylan Thomas (1914-19530. Life and creative work.
5.10.1. Dylan Thomas, Fern Hill.
Childhood is often pictured as a time of carefree innocence and almost all of us have some
memory from childhood of an idyllic moment, when the world was a glorious place and
everything seemed just right. As a child Thomas spent his summers among relatives who
worked on a farm, in his poem he calls Fern Hill. Set in an apple orchard, the farmhouse is of
the whitewahsed stucco typical of Wales and has a number of outlying barns for livestock and
hay storage. Not far from the sea, Fern Hill looks down upon enormous tidal flats in an everchanging seascape that provides a bountiful habitat for thousands of water birds.
Fern Hill is a memory of childhood joy, a vision of the earthly paradise as well as
playground of a boy for whom every day is an enchanted adventure.Yet, typical of Thomas,

joy is never unadulterated or unshadowed. At the end of this extended song of praise, “time”
holds him not, as we might expect, “green and growing”, but “green and dying”. Here we
have a variation on one of Thomas’s persistent themes – the lurking presence of death in life,
of the worm in the seed.
Read the poem and answer the questions:
a/ (lines 6-9-) What kind of games does the speaker play?
b/ (line 10) To what does the word green refer?
c/ (lines 17-18) What theme do this and other religious references imply?
d/ (lines 19-23) What feelings do the images of earth, air, fire and water evoke?
e/ (lines 33-34) What do you associate with the phrase “In the first spinning place”?
f/ (lines 52-54) What does the speaker imply about childhood innocence?
g/ Is the experience described in Fern Hill universal? Explain your response.
h/ From whose p o i n t o f v i e w is the poem told?
i/ What details tell how the speaker felt when he was “young and easy”?
j/ What lines in the poem seem to refer to the Biblical account of paradise?
k/ In what specific ways was the speaker’s childhood like the life Adam and Eve led in the
Biblical Garden of Eden? In what ways is the boy’s “waking” in the last stanza like the
“waking” of Adam and Eve as they left the garden?
l/ Where is time p e r s o n i f i e d in the poem? Describe the different kinds of intention
that Time seems to have regarding the boy.
m/ How would you explain the p a r a d o x , or seeming contradiction in the next-to-last
line of the poem?
n/ Locate the occurences of g r e e n and g o l d in the poem. What associations and
feelings do you connect with each colour? Why do you think Thomas repeats the words so
often?
o/ Read this entire l y r i c p o e m aloud and try to hear the many elements that produce
its music. How does the poem’s r h y t h m match its subject and mood? Where does Thomas
use a l l i t e r a t i o n and o n o m a t o p o e i a to provide the sound effect?
p/ Which lines in Fern Hill could apply to the lives of all of us?
q/ Thomas continually indulges in wordplay – sometimes turning a c l i c h é upside
down, sometimes making chilling or amusing p u n s , sometimes using modifiers in
surprising ways, often giving a twist of emphasis and new luster to an old saying. How many
instances of wordplay can you identify in Fern Hill?
5.10.2. Dylan Thomas, Do Not Go Gentle into That Good Night.
Death may conquer every living thing in the end, but the instinct for survival remains
remarkably strong. In contemporary literature as in the “Gilgamesh” epic of four thousand
years ago, heroes often battle against death’s inavitebility. Literature also records the frequent,
fierce refusal of the living to accept a loved one’s death.
Read the poem and answer the questions:
a/ (lines 1-3) What does the speaker compare death and life to?
b/ (line 10) Who are the wild men in line 10?
c/ (lines 13-15) Do you agree with the speaker that dying people should rage against
death?
d/ (lines 16-20)- elegy. As a literary element the elegy form goes back to the ancient
Greeeks and the Romans, but those people used the term to refer to any serious meditation,
including poems about love, war and death. Although elegy today is used exclusively to refer
to a poem of mourning, Thomas Dylan’s poem fits the older definition as well.
e/ What feelings does the poet revel about his father’s death? Are they at all
contradictory?

f/ What four types of people are described in stanzas 2-5? How do all these people
respond to the dying of the light?
g/ What does the speaker pray for at the end?
h/ What is the “good night”? What p u n on the phrase do you catch?
i/ Given Thomas’s feelings about the “good night”, do you see any contradictory in his
use of the word? Explain your answer.
j/ Identify at least three metaphors in the poem.
k/ Why would any son beg his father to “Curse, bless, me now with your fierce tears”?
What might this strane request indicate about the relationship between this father and son?
l/ Soon after this poem was finished, Thomas sent it to Princess Caetani in Rome, hoping
she might publish it in her literary magazine.In an acompanying letter he wrote,”The only
person I can’t show the little enclosed poem to is, of course, my father, who does not know he
is dying”. Given the fact that the poem has become one of the most famous elegies of this
century, do you think Thomas’s reluctance was jstified? What would you have done in his
situation?
5.10.3. T h e l a n g u a g e a n d s t y l e o f t h e p o e m s:
Do not Go Gentle into That Goods Night
Thomas has written his poem in an old form called a v i l l a n e l l e, invented by French
poets. At first this term, which means “rural’ or “countrylike”, was limited to light lyric
poems about the countryside. Today, villanelles are written on many topics and, as Thomas’s
illustrates, do not require a light tone.
The villanelle is a complex form. The trick is to make it sound sponatneous and fresh, yet
still adhere to its strict limits:
1. It should have 19 lines divided into five three-line stanzas (tercets) and a concluding
four-line stanza (quatrain).
2. It can use only two end rhyme sounds in this rhyme scheme: aba aba aba aba aba abaa.
3. It should repeat line 1 in lines 6, 12 and 18 and should repeat line 3 in lines 9, 15 and
19.
m/ How faithfully has Thomas followed the rules for a villanelle
n/ The repeated lines in a villanelle must be significant. Has Thomas repeated ideas
important to his poem? Explain your answer.
E l e g y. The typical elegy is a poem that mourns a death that has already occurred. This
poem is an elegy that speaks to a dying man, urging him not to surrender but to meet death in
a spirit of challenge. As he often did in his poetry, here Thomas gives his own twist to a
familiar subject. The poem may invite charges of irreverence, but its lyrical solemnity, not its
argument, is what reverberates in the reader’s mind.
Only two end rhyme sounds occur in the poem, but both are blended into iambic
pentametre with such skill that the many repetitions of similar sounds become a somber and
delicate music. The use of “gentle” instead of the adverb “gently” may seem ungrammatical.
But when we read the line as “Do not go,gentle, into that good night”, as Thomas insisted, we
gain the additional meaning of all that is gentle, including the gentle man who was Thomas’s
father.
Fern Hill
L y r i c p o e t r y focuses on expressing emotions or thoughts rather than on telling a
story.In the lyric poem Fern Hill Dylan Thomas uses a full range of sound effects and figures
of speech to convey vivid memories of a young boy’s enchanted life in the Welsh
countryside. Although the speaker’s memories are coloured by reflection and experience, it is
the exuberance of his feelings, above all, that claims our attention.
These poems give distinct views of living and dying.
5.11. Stevie Smith (1902-1971),N o t W a v i n g b u t D r o w n i n g.

Life is misunderstandings. We missread each other’s signals about nearly everything –
from the most trivial to the most important things in life. We say one thing. Pepople think we
mean something else.We act a certain way for one reason. People think our action is
motivated by something entirely different.
Stevie Smith published ten volumes of verse, but with the exception of this one poem,
most of her poetry is unknown to readers. Why?
This poem should have become more famous than the others is best answered by the readers.
Here is what the poet reveals about her state of mind when she wrote the poem,”I often tru to
pull myself together, having been well brought-up in the stiff-upper-lip school of thought and
not knowing whether other people find Death as merry as I do. But it’s a tightrope business,
this pulling oneself together, and can give rise to misunderstandings which may prove fatal, as
in the poem I wrote about a poor fellow who got drowned. His friends thought he was vawing
to them but really he was asking for help”.
Answer the questions”
a/ (line 3) What different two meanings might this line suggest?
b/ (lines 7-8) Beyond the literal reading, what might the “cold” associated with “his heart”
represent?
c/ (lines 7-8) The rhythm is irregular, predominantly mixed trimetre and dimetre. Point out
the ironic contrast in rhythm and length between lines 7 and 8.
d/ The rhyme scheme is abcb in each stanza. The nursery-line simplicity of the rhyme in
lines 2 and 4 (repeated in lines 10 and 12) is a stark contrast with the content. Point out the
repeated o sounds, especially in line 9.
e/ What does the t i t l e of the poem mean to you?
f/ How many different voices do you hear speaking in the poem?
g/ What does the speaker mean by “it was too cold always” and “I was much too far out
all my life”?
h/ It seems bizarre that a dead man is talking. What might “dead” signify in the poem
besides its literal meaning? How is the dead man misunderstood or ignored?
i/ How could this poem be a summing up of one’s whole life, or of the human condition in
general?
j/ Stevie Smith once said that good writing had to be “sad, true,economical and funny”.
Does her poem meet these criteria? Do you agree with smith’s prescription for good writing?
5.15.1. Developing writing skills:
a/ Write a short p r o b l e m – s o l u t i o n essay: Many people are “drowning” and in
need of help. What can be done today for people in trouble, people who need a helping hand?
Freewrite your ideas on this issue – focus on identifying the problems and listing possible
solutions. You might want to jot down your response to the words of Joseph Conrad, “We
live, as we dream – alone”. From “Heart of Darkness”
b/ c r i t i c a l w r i t i n g. In an essay, explain how the sea is used as a metaphor for life
and death. What comparisons do you often make between living and swimming, floating,
sinking, diving or drowning?
5.12. Wysten Hugh Auden (1907-1973). Life and creative work.
5.12.1.Wysten Hugh Auden, Musée Des Beaux Art.
The value of the individual. Every genertion senses imperfections and injustices in the
way things are. For Auden, during what he termed the Age of Anxiety, people had grown
indifferent to human suffering and society no longer treasured the individual. This
indifference to the plight of others and disregard for the value of individuality were, to Auden,
the symptoms of a society in need of reforms.
The source and inspiration for this poem is the famous painting by Pieter Bruegel showing
Icarus drowning, permanently on display in the Musée des Beaux Arts, or Fine Arts Museum,

in Brussels, Belgium. The painting depicts a dramatic moment in the legend of Daedalus and
his son Icarus. According to the legend the two were imprisoned on the island of Crete. In
order to escape, Daedalus constructed wings of feathers and wax. Together they managed to
take off from the island, but Icarus flew so high that the sun’s heat melted the wax in his
wings, causing him to fall into the sea and drown.
According to one critic, the painting represents “the greatest conception of indifference”
in the history of art. The indifference, whether it is the artist’s attitude or merely a strategy of
technique, lies in its unexpected focus. The painting’s centre of interest is not Icarus, but a
peasant ploughing a field. He is handsomely dressed – in medieval rather than in Greek
costume – and the furrows he tills are richly realistic. In the lower right-hand corner of the
paiting, almost as an afterthought, Icarus is seen splashing into the water not far from a
passing ship.
Study the painting and find the figure of the boy falling into the sea. Then, read the poem
to see how Auden interprets the painting. Has he confirmed in words what the painter
expressed with pigment?
Answer the questions:
a/ What ironic contrast is Auden pointing out in the poem’s first lines?
b/ To what might “the dreadful martyrdom” refer?
c/ Is the spare style – such as the sentence that begins “the sun shone as it had to”effective? (lines 17-18)
d/Does this poem remind you of any time when the world seemed oblivious to individual
suffering? Explain.
e/ Who are the Old Masters (line 2)? What examples does the speaker provide to show
how the Old Masters understood suffering? Do you think Auden is right about this?
f/ Lines 5/13 describe two other paintings by Bruegel. What do you think are the events
that Bruegel portrays? How do these paintings resemble Icarus?
g/ What example of his theory about suffering does the speaker offer in lines 14-21?
h/ What contrast in d i c t i o n can you see between expressions like “dreadful
martyrdom” and “anyhow in a corner”? Find another example of contrasting diction.
i/ What do you think is the overall t h e m e of the poem? Which lines in the poem do
you think are most important?
j/ Do you agree with the speaker that, in general, people are indifferent to he suffering
they see around them? Why or why not?
5.12.2. W. H. Auden, The Unknown Citizen.
One of the persistent themes of twentieth-century literature is the anonymity of the
individual in an ever more bureaucratic world. Here Auden uses diction that mimics the
language of officialdom, in a report that covers everything except the fact that “the unknown
citizen” had a heart and a soul.
Answer the questions:
a/ Point out that the dead man’s “virtues” are often presented in the negative, as in line 2,
where it is reported that “there was no official complaint”. What are some other examples?
b/ How would you desribe the language and style Auden uses to convey his subject?
c/ What effect does the rhyme have in lines 6 and 7?
d/ Is this a good ending for the poem? Explain.
e/ Do you think this poem gives a true picture of our society? Which details do or do not
ring true?
f/ What did the unknown citizen do for a living? What facts are reported on his conduct,
and what agencies and groups contribute to his report?

g/ Who do you think is the s p e a k e r of the poem? Although the poet does not directly
state his opinions in this poem, they clearly emerge from the speaker’s t o n e. How would
you describe this tone?
h/ Who do you think might have asked the questions in line 28?
i/ What do you make of the inscription under the title? What other “monuments” are you
reminded of?
j/ What would you say is the message or t he m e of the poem? How do you feel about
Auden’s message?
k/ Find examples of impersonal bureaucratic diction in the poem. Do you read or hear
language like this today? If so, where?
l/ The poem seems to depict the “unknown citizen” as a colourless stereotype. Did you,
however, sympathise with the citizen? Explain your response to him.
5.12.3. Elements of literature: D i c t i o n.
Diction is a writer’s or speaker’s choice of words. Auden’s poems combine eloquent and
elegant poetic language with down-to-earth, colloquial words and with technical terms, the
jargon of trades and professions.Notice how he uses contrasting d i c t i o n in these poems
not only to surprise you but also to relate his language to his ideas.
5.13. Seamus Heaney (1939-) Digging.
In 1969, Seamus Heaney read The Bog People by P. V. Glob an archeologist who had
unearthed in Ireland’s peat bogs the preserved remains of several Iron Age humans, all
apparently victims of ritual slaughter. The book made explicit a powrful symbol for the
continuity of human experience that had been present in Heaney’s poems from the beginning:
the bog, the earth that contains and preserves human history.
Answer the questions:
a/ Why do you think the speaker compares his pen to a gun? (line 2)
b/ What kind of experiences from his childhood does the speaker recall, especially in lines
25-27? How were these experiences preparing the speaker for his adult occupations?
c/ How can the speaker dig with pen? (lines 29-31) Extended metaphor.
d/ What i m a g e in the poem most vividly communicated to you what the speaker heard,
smelled or felt?
e/ Describe what the s p e a k e r sees from his window.
f/ What f i g u r e s o f s p e e c h compare the speaker’s pen to other things? What
significance can you find in these comparisons, particularly the one in the last stanza?
g/ At the end of the poem what does the speaker intend to do?
h/ What do you think the speaker wants to “dig” for?
i/ What examples of alliteration and onomatopoeia can you find in the poem?
j/ Why do you think the father comes up “twenty years” away in line 7?
k/ Explain the extended metaphor in the poem. Does the speaker feel that his own work is
less (or more) important than that of his father and grandfather?
l/ In lines 25-27, the spade cuts through “living roots”. How might “digging” , either the
kind done by the speaker’s father or the speaker himself, be seen as an act of violence?
5.13.1. E x t e n d e d m e t a p h o r. Up until the poem’s very last line, one may not realize
that Digging contains an extended metaphor, an implied comparison between one thing and
another. Try to identify the connections between his father’s work and Heaney’s own.
5.14. Derek Walcott. (1930-). Life and creative work.
5.14.1. T h e V i r g i n s by Derek Walcott. Helping developing countries, strengthening
their economies, sending international aid: all these seem to be, and often are, positive acts. If
poor countries are and richer countries give, is not the result progress?Isn’t this a cooperation
of cultures , not a clash? That depends, Derek Walcott might say, on what is given – and on
what is taken away.

“The Virgins” or Virgin Islands form an islanmd chain in the West Indies. The U.S.
Virgin Islands, an American possession sice 1917, have a republican governmentwor
governor and other political leaders are elected by island residents. In this poem Walcott
describes Frederiksted, one of the old port cities on the U.S. Virgin Island of St. Croix.
Frederiksted is now a free port where tourist can purchase goods without paying custom
duties. The economy of St. Croix, once based on sugar cane, is nowdependent on tourism. As
you read keep in mind that ‘virgin” refers to Virgin Islands, but that it can also mean
“unspoiled” or “untouched”, as a virgin forest.
After reading the poem answer the questions:
a/ Did you find yourself sympathizing with or questioning the speaker’s viewpoint?
b/ What is the tourist reminded of, as he strolls the street of Frederiksted?
c/ How does Walcott ironically represent the “good life” of “the American dream”?
d/ How do you explain line 2? What other images in the poem suggest decay and
emptiness?
e/ What positive images suggest the island “simplicities” that once existed in
Frederiksted?
f/ Sum up what you think Walcott is saying about the changyes he sees. Who or what is
responsible for the changes? Are the changes for the better or for the worse?
5.15. Wole Soyinka. (1934-) Life and creative work.
5.15.1. Telephone Conversation. This poem was written by Wole Soyinka during his college
career in Britain in the late 1950s and records one of his own experiences with discrimination
at a time when millions of people from former British colonies were arriving in England in
search of economic and intellectual opportunity. As you read the poem, think about how
Soyinka communicates this experience – is it presented a painful, or as humorously absurd? Is
Soyinka’s criticism straightforward or indirect?
Soyinka’s poem presents ideas primarily through a dialogue between two people. The
setting is a red public telephone booth in London some years ago, when users pushed one
button on the phone to speak and another to listen. The two characters are a well-educated
black African speaker and a British woman who rents property. Soyinka’s poem doesn’t just
tell about their exchange; it recreates through the characters’ own words.
After reading the poem answer the questions:
a/ What is ironi about the speaker’s use of the word self-confession? (lines 4-5)
b/ Identify the words that indicate the speaker’s anger toward the landlady’s question.
(lines 10-14)
c/ What is humorous about the words describing skin colour? (lines 22-26) Why does the
speaker describ tha varying shades of his body?
d/ The poem dramatizes a battle. Who do you think finally wins, and why?
e/ Paraphase what happens in the poem, and then state what you feel is the poem’s theme.
f/ What does their dialogue reveal about these two c h a r a c t e r s?
g/ This poem is full of colours – and just of skin.What colours do you see in the poem?
What does Soyinka want to communicate through these i m a g e s of colour?
h/ What i r o n y do you find in lines 23-26? What irony do you find in the description of
the woman as well-bred?
i/What do you think of the speaker’s last question?
j/ Since the speaker was prepared for prejudice, why do you think the woman’s question
disturbs him so much?

INDEPENDENT

WORK

I. Edmund Spenser, The Faerie Queene
2. The King James Bible (1611): A masterpiece by a committee. Psalms: Worship through
poetry.
3. John Milton, Paradise Lost, L’Allegro, Il Penseroso, On His Blindness, On Shakespeare
T a s k:
L’A l l e r g o, I l P e n s e r o s o
a/ Why is it correct to speak about these two poems as about „twin poems’? Have they many
resemblences?
b/ Prove this statement made by Richard Garnett: Il Penseroso and L’Allegro.
Notwithstanding that each piece is the antithesis of the other, are complementary rather than
contrary”.
c/ The family history or genealogy that Milton provides for Mirth and for Melancholy is, of
course, in each instance allegorical. Notice, that he provides two genealogies for each: one
favourable, the other unfavourable. In a sentence for each tell: a/ What Milton means by the
unfavourable genealogy of Melancholy at the beginning of L’Allegro; b/ by the favourable
genealogy of Mirth beginning line 11 of L’Allegro; c/ by the unfavourable genealogy of Mirth
at the beginning of Il Penseroso, d/ by the favourable genealogy of Melancholy beginning line
11 of Il Penseroso.
d/ What means does Milton employ in L’Allegro to make melancholy repulsive? In Il
Penseroso to make merriment distasteful? Is he inconsistent? Defend him from your own
experience.
e/ Make a list of Milton’s references to Greek and Roman mythology. Do they seem to be
used naturally? Effectively? Do people today still employ the old classical myths for various
purposes? Can you find examples in newspaper articles? In advertising?
f/ Can you find in these poems any evidence that Milton was a close observer of nature?
Quote lines.
g/ Using the twin poems as a basis for your judgement, tell whether Milton was more
interested in nature or in the works of man – his art, his books, his philosophy and religion,
his castles and churches – prove that your viewpoint is correct by citing lines. Do you agree
with Milton?
h/ Make a list of the different kinds of pleasure that Milton enjouys in L’Allegro; then make a
similar list of the different kinds that he enjouys in Il Penseroso. Which kind appeals more to
you?
i/ Was Milton fond of music and dancing? Find as many references as you can to these in the
two poems to show how varied and well-informed Milton was.
j/ As you think over the twin poems, hat are the three pictures that stand out most clearly and
vividly in your mind? Have you ever had an experience that makes these pictures especially
interesting to you?
John Milton, O n H i s B l i n d n e s s
T a s k:
a/ Where does the thought break in this sonnet?
b/ What is the relation of the first part to the second?
c/ Paraphrase the sonnet.
d/ What evidences do you find in this poem that Milton was a sincere Puritan?
e/ How does he regard his blindness? Why was blindness an especially hard infirmity for him
to bear?

f/ What does he regret most?
g/ What is his conception of God?
h/ How does it differ from that of the Cavaliers?
i/ What makes this a great poem?
j/ How is this sonnet different in form and in philosophy from those of Shakespeare that you
have read?
k/ Why was it hard for Milton to discipline himself to stand and wait?
John Milton, O n S h a k e s p e a r e
T a s k:
a/ Compare this with Ben Jonson’s poem on Shakespeare. Which do you prefer?
b/ Which seems to you suggest more of Shakespeare’s characteristics?
c/ Do you find any line that sounds like one of Shakespeare’s own?
d/ What did Milton admire most in Shakespeare?
John Milton, P a r a d i s e L o s t
T a s k:
a/ How did you react to Milton’s portrait of Satan? What images describing Satan or words
spoken by Satan made the greatest impression on you?
b/ According to Milton, how is the rebellion of Satan and the angels against God connected
with „man’s first disobedience” and the origin of evil in the world?
c/ Re-read Milton’s description of Hell (lines 53-74). How is hell both a psychological state
and a physical place? What do you make of the poet’s use of paradox in the phrase „Darknes
visible” (line 63)
d/ In his opening speech Satan vows never to „repent or change” (line 96). Nevertheless, do
you catch any hint of longing in this speech for the angels’ former state? How might this
yearning be related to Milton’s mention of „the thought . . . of lost happiness” in lines 54-55?
e/ Beelzebub reminds Satan that even in Hell the evil angels may be unwittingly serving
God’s purposes. How does Satan reply to this objection in lines 157-168?
f/ In lines 210-220, Milton offers a solemn assurance that despite all Satan’s power and
grandeur, the devil is still subject to God’s purposes. How do these lines contribute a level of
dramatic irony to Satan’s ringing assertion of freedom in his final speech (lines 242-270)?
g/ Explain, why some people see Satan as a heroic figure. How do you feel about this heroic
depiction of Satan?
h/ What image sin the story helped you to see and smell Hell?
4. William Shakespeare, Sonnets.
5. Ben Jonson, „To Celia”
T a s k:
a/ What is the poet really saying in this song?
b/ What has happened as the occasion for this song?
c/ What do you think it means to „drink” and „pledge” with the eyes?
d/ What does „thine” refer to in line 8”
e/ How would you paraphrase the second stanza?
6. Ben Jonson, To the Memory of My Beloved Master, William Shakespeare
T a s k:
a/ What evidence do you find of Jonson’s knowledge of the classics?
b/ Explain the suitabilty of comparing Shakespeare to Apollo and Mercury?

c/ What evidence is there that this tribute is sincere rather than conventional?
7. John Dryden, Epigram Printed under the Engraved Portrait of Milton”
T a s k:
a/ Give the thought of this poem in a few words.
b/ What makes it effective?
c/ Do you agree with Dryden’s estimate of Milton? Explain.
8. Alexander Pope, The Universal Prayer, The Rape of the Lock
T a s k:
a/ Paraphrase this poem.
b/ Are there virtues that you would include in a hymn of his kind that Pope has omitted?
c/ What other hymns do you recall with this meter and rhyme scheme?
9. Thomas Gray,E l e g y W r i t t e n in a C o u n t r y C h u r c h y a r d,
T a s k:
a/ This poem is probably one of the best known short poem in the English language. Do you
think the reason of its popularity lies in its general topic: d e a t h? Are people generally
interested in this subject?
b/ Show that Gray looks upon the villagers less as individuals than as a social unit.
c/ Does he regard their lot as a happy one?
d/ Does he sympathise with them?
e/ Does he praise their virtues?
d/ What compensations have they?
e/ What historical references does the poem contain? Explain them.
f/ What to your mind, is the finest stanza of the poem? The finest line?
g/ Does the poem, in your judgement, deserve its immense reputation? Explain.
h/ Explain in what ways the rhythm and meter are appropriate to the content.
i/ What characteristics of the elegy does this poem reveal?
j/ Paraphrase the stanza beginning „Perhaps in this neglected spot”, etc., and the two
following.
k/ What did you feel was the strongest image in this poem? Why?
l/ The poet personifies ambition and grandeur in lines 29 and 31. What does he warn them not
to do? What other examples of personification can you find in the poem?
m/ According to lines 77-92, what evidence on their gravestones shows that humble, ordinary
people also wish to be remembered?
n/ Many readers of the „Elegy” have assumed that Gray himself is the poet whose epitaph is
given in the final lines. Is it necessary to make this assumption to understand the poem? Why
does the assumption seem attractive?

10. Oliver Goldsmith, T h e D e s e r t e d V i l l a g e,
T a s k:
The Deserted Village, T h e C l e r g y m a n
a/In what ways was the clergyman an ideal shepherd of his parish?
b/ How do you know he was not a weak man?
c/ Explain the figure of speech in „As some tall cliff . . . settles on his head”.
d/ What lines have you heard quoted?
e/ How did the clergyman influence his people?
The Deserted Village, T h e S c h o o l m a s t e r

a/ What are the touches of humour here? Why are school teachers favourite targets of wit?
b/ Was this man a good teacher?
c/ Would he have seemed a learned man in a more sophisticated group?
d/ What lines from this description are often quoted?
The Deserted Village
a/ List the scenes and persons described by Goldsmith. Which of these stand out in your mind
as the most vivid? Compare the pictures of the parson and the schoolmaster with some of
Chaucer’s characters. Which author’s descriptions do you like better?
b/What ekements of this poem and what specific passages show that Goldsmith still belonged
to the classic school of Pope? Which show that he was somewhat touched by the new
Romantic ideas?
c/ Sum up Goldsmith’s opinions on Irish Farm conditions.
d/ This poem contains many oft-quoted passages. Mark as many of these as you can, and
memorize those which appeal to you.
Oliver Goldsmith, A n E l e g y o n t h e D e a t h o f a M a d D o g
a/ Explain the means employed here to secure a highly humorous effect.
b/ Does this poem remind you a modern poem?
c/ Point out instances here of Goldsmith’s sly manner of pointing a joke.
11. Robert Burns, T h e C o t t e r s S a t u r d a y N i g h t
T a s k:
a/ How did the members of this family regard one another?
b/ In what way was the father the head of the family? What economic reasons were there for a
closely knit family with a definite head?
c/ What scenes do you like best?
d/ What lines describe family life? Religion?
e/ Why did Burns fear the effect of luxury on family life? Can you give examples of lives and
characters that have been changed by luxury? Is luxury always a bad thing?
f/ Did Burns write better in dialect on in straight English?
12. William Wordsworth, O d e t o D u t y.
T a s k:
a/ Explain how duty can act as both law and vicory when terror overtakes us.
b/ Do you believe there are many persons who do their duty without realising it? Explain and
give examples.
c/ What does the poet say has been his own experience?
d/ In what ways does the poet link duty with nature? With God?
e/ Is the picture given here of duty attractive? Explain.
f/ How can freedom become tiresome?

PART III.
VII. M E T H O D - G U I D E
Suggestions
concerning reading, understanding and analysing poetry.
Genre focus
Poetry is language that says more than ordinary language and says it within fewer words
and in less space. Poets use language in a special way. They choose words not only for their
sense, but they also choose words for things they want to hint at or suggest, for the way they
want to sound, and for the word pictures they want to create. Ordinary language makes sense.
Poetry makes sense – and sound, and rhythm, and music, and vision. Poetry is usually written
in verse with a definite rhythm and beat, it is usually arranged in columns down the page.
Sometimes these columns of lines are divided into units called stanzas. Lines of poetry have
rhyme, rhythm and metre. Poetry is the most memorable kind of language. „The poem on the
page is only a shadow of the poem in the mind. And the poem in the mind is only a shadow of
the poetry and the mystery of the things of this world”, said Stanley Kunitz. The well-known
Mexican poet Octavio Paz believes that the purpose of poetry is „to create among people the
possibility of wonder, admiration, enthusiasm, mystery, the sense that life is marvelous . . . to
make life a marvel – that is the role of poetry.” How does poetry give us a sense of the
mystery and marvel of life? The answer is given by the African American poet Quincy
Troupe – through „the music of language.” In his poetry he wanted „the words to sing”.
Understanding the basic elements of poetry will help you hear the singing and sense the
marvel in the poems you read and hear. Study the elements of poetry and try to make use of it
when preparing for your seminars.
I. E l e m e n t s o f p o e t r y:
1. S p e a k e r
The speaker is the voice that communicates with the reader of a poem. A poem’s speaker can
be the voice of a person, an animal or even a thing.
(Lie back, daughter, let your head
The speaker is a
be tipped back in the cup of my hand.
parent.
From First Lesson by Philip Booth.)
2. L i n e s a n d s t a n z a s
A l i n e is a horizontal row of words, which may or may not form a complete sentence. A
s t a n z a is a group of lines forming a unit. The stanzas in a poem are separated by a line of
space.
(Drum on your drums, batter on your banjoes, }a line
sob on the long cool winding saxophones.
}stanza
Go to it, O Jazzmen.)
From Jazz Fantasia by Carl Sandburg
3. R h y t h m a n d M e t e r
R h y t h m is the pattern of sound created by the arrangement of stressed and unstressed
syllables in a line. Rhythm can be r e g u l a r a n d i r r e g u l a r. M e t e r is a regular
pattern of stressed and unstressed syllables that sets the overall rhythm of certain poems. The
basic unit in measuring rhythm is the f o o t, which ususally contains one stressed syllable
marked (‘) and one or more unstressed syllbles marked with ( ).
(If I’/ had ‘loved/ you ‘less/ or ‘played/ you ‘slyly
I ‘might/ have ‘held/ you ‘for/ a ‘sum/mer ‘more,)
From „Well, I Have Lost You; and I Lost You Fairly”

By Edna St. Vincent Millay.

4. R h y m e
R h y m e is the repetition of the same stressed vowel sound and any succeeding sounds in
two or more words. I n t e r n a l r h y m e occurs within lines of poetry. E n d r h y m e
occurs at the ends of lines. R h y m e s c h e m e, the pattern of rhyme formed by the end
rhyme, may be designated by assigning a different letter of the alphabet to each new rhyme.
(The glory of the day was in her face,
a
The beauty of the night was in her eyes.
b
And over all her loveliness, the grace
a
Of Morning blushing in the early skies.)
b
From The Glory of the Day was in Her Face”
By James Weldon Johnson.
5. O t h e r s o u n d d e v i c e s
a/ A l l i t e r a t i o n is the repetition of consonant sounds at the beginning of words.
b/ C o n s o n a n c e is the repetition of consonant sounds within words or at the ends of
words.
c/ A s s o n a n c e is the repetition of vowel soundswithin non-rhyming words.
d/ O n o m at o p o e i a is the use of a word or phrase, such as s w o o s h or c l a n k, that
imitates or suggests the sound of what it describes.
(a drum in the desert, harde and harder to hear ]-alliteration
from Making a Fist by Naomi Shihab Nye
harder and harder to hear
]-consonance
The setting sun is watching from a distance
]- assonance
From Missing You by Shu Ting
6. I m a g e r y
I m a g e r y is descriptive language used to represent objects, feelings, and thoughts. It often
appeals to one or more of the five senses: sight, hearing, touch, taste and smell.
(Black horses drive a mower through the weeds,]- appeals to
And there, a field rat, starled, squealing bleeds) ]- senses of
sight, smell
and hearing
From Reapers by Jean Toomer
7. F i g u r e s o f s p e e c h
A f i g u r e of s p e e c h is a word or expression that is not meant to be taken literally.
a/ A s i m i l e uses the word l i k e or a s to compare two seemingly unlike things.
b/ A m e t a p h o r compares two or more different things by stating or implyting that one
thing is another.
c/ P e r s o n i f i c a t i o n involves giving human characteristics to an animal, object or idea.
(the poet like an acrobat/
climbs on rime
]- simile
From „Constantly Risking Absurdity” by Lawrence Ferlinghetti
The spring rain/ is a/thread of pearls ]-metaphor
From a tanka by Lady Ise
Sometime too hot the eye of heaven shines,/
And often is his gold complexion dimmed; ]-personification
From „Shall I Compare Thee to a Summer’s Day?”
By William Shakespeare)

d/ The analysis of a poem’s meter is called s c a n s i o n. When you scan a poem, you
identify the type of foot (feet) used in each line and then you count them. Pay attention to the
fact that a poem’s meter is seldom strictly regular and different readers can perceive meter
differently.
Poetic meter is a regular pattern of stressed and unstressed syllables. It is a rhythmic „beat”.
Meter’s basic unit is the f o o t. A foot consisits of o n e stressed and one, two or more
unstressed syllables. The four basic metrical feet are:
1. i a m b –
an unstressed and a stressed syllable a sin r e ’l i e f
2. t r o c h e e – a stressed and unstressed syllable as in ’a p p l e
3. a n a p e s t – two unstressed and a stressed syllable a sin i n t r o ’d u c e
4. d a c t y l - a stressed and two unstressed syllables as in ’b r o c c o l i
Poets also use two other metrical devices:
a/ s p o n d e e, or double stress
b/ c a e s u r a, (II), or pausa.
You have to count the number of feet in each line.
1. D i m e t e r –
means two feet per line
2. T r i m e t e r –
means three feet per line
3. T e t r a m e t e r – means four feet per line
4. P e n t a m e t e r – means five feet per line
5. H e x a m e t e r – means six feet per line
e.g. Since ’in a ’net I ’seek to ’hold the ’wind (Wyatt, Whoso List to Hunt)
In this line we can find five streesed syllables where an unstressed syllable is followed by a
stressed one, that is it has five iambs. So this line from the poem uses iambic pentameter.
II. A c t i v e R e a d i n g S t r a t e g i e s. P o e t r y.
Reading poetry is an act of discovery. Active readers ask questions about the use of words
and clarify the intended use of language. They listen for the music of the poem. They stop to
summarize and to paraphrase the poem’s meaning. Finally they pull together all the elements
of the poem and add to it themselves. Use the following strategies to help you read a poem
actively and to help you completely understand and appreciate each poem you read.
1. L i s t e n
Read the poem aloud listening to the way it sounds. Read without stopping until you come to
a punctuation mark or a natural pause. Poetry has a musical quality, to fully enjoy it listen to
the music created by the use of rhythm and rhyme. Look for the effect of the repetition of
sounds, words and phrases. Notice how the poem is formed and the lines are grouped. Are
there sound patterns within this group? Also remember that the end of a sentence in poetry is
not necessarily the end of a line. Let punctuation marks guide your reading.
A s k y o u r s e l f:
a/ What kind of rhythm does this poem have? Is it slow, fast, regular, irregular?
b/ Does the poem use rhyme? If so, what is the pattern of rhyme?
c/ What other sound devices does the poet use? How do these devices affect me? How do
they affect the mood of the poem?
2. I m a g i n e
Conjure up the sights, sounds, smells, tastes and tactile sensations the poem describes or
evokes.
A s k y o u r s e l f:
a/ How does this scene or subject look?
b/ What details appeal to my different senses? How would they sound, smell, taste or feel?

c/ What overall feeling does the poem convey?
3. R e s p o n d
Think about your spontaneous reaction to the poem.
Say to yourself:
a/ This poem makes me think . . .
ative language in this way?
c/ What allusions or references does the poet use and how do they help me understand the
poem’s message
5. C l a r i f y a n d p a r a p h r a s e
Poems are often filled with figurative language – that is, language that says one thing but
means another. As you read poetry stop to clarify – to ask if the words mean exactly what
they say. If the words suggest something beyond their basic literal meaning, perhaps the poet
is using them figuratively or intends a more imaginative meaning. Ask what the poem means
and then put this meaning into your own words. You don’t truly own or understand a poem
until you can express its meaning in your own words. Then summarise the poem and think
about what it might mean on a deeper level.
S a y t o y o u r s e l f:
a/ These lines can be restated like this . . .
b/ This stanza is about . . .
c/ This image brings to mind or symbolizes . . .
d/ Rereading this stanza helps me understand that . . .
6. I n t e r p r e t
Read the poem several times, focusing on interpreting its overall meaning.
Ask yourself:
a/ Does the title give a clue to the meaning of the poem?
b/ What main theme, or message, is the poet trying to convey?
c/ Does the poem have more than one meaning?
d/ How do the symbols and language support the meaning of this poem?
Suggestions
concerning the writing tasks
Writing tasks in the indicated above passage under the title ’TASKS FOR THE SEMINARS’
are classified as e x p o s i t a r y, d e s c r i p t i v e, n a r r a t i v e, or p e r s u a s k s s i v
e. Each of these classifications has its own purpose.
1. E x p o s i t o r y w r i t i n g explains and compares. It has six types.The kind of essay
you write depends on your goal. Expository writing is used as part of many kinds of writing g
e s t i o n s, including novels, short stories, poems, interpretive essays, essays speculating
about causes and effects, reflective essays, informative reports,etc.
The f i r s t type is process explanation. It explains how something happens, works,or is
done using step-by-step organisation.
The s e c o n d type is cause and effect. It identifies the causes or/and effects of something
and examines the relationship between causes and effects.
The t h i r d type is comparison and contrast. It examines similarities and differences to find
relationships and draw conclusions.
The f o u r t h type is definition. It explains a term or concept by listing and examining its
qualities and characteristics
The f i f t h type is classification. It organizes subjects into categories and examines the
qualities or characteristics of those categories.

The s i x t h is problem solution. It examines aspects of a complex poblem and explores or
proposes possible solution.
Writing an expository piece you have to guide your writing by such questions:
a/ Does my opening contain attention-grabbing details or intriguing questions to hook the
readers?
b/ Are my explanations complete, clear, accurate?
c/ Have I presented information in a lgical order?
d/ Have I included specific, relevent details?
e/Have I defined any unfamiliar terms and concepts?
f/ Have I made comparisons clear and logical?
g/ Have I used language and details appropriate for my intended audience?
For example: One time or another, we stop to reflect on something, to explore, to define, what
an experience or an event really means to us. Reflecting literally means thinking back on.
Reflective writing may never provide one definite or right answer, buti t leadsthe author
through a process thatextends and deepens the meaning of an experience. The Romantic poets
oftenreflected on incidents or observations and from them drew conclusions about their own
behaviour and about human nature in general.
2. D e s c r i p t i v e w r i t i n g. Good descriptive writing creates word pictures of people,
places, things and experiences. It includes carefully chosen details that appeal to the reader’s
senses. Descriptive passages are a part of many kinds of writing, including novels, short
stories, informative essays, biographies, poems, persuasive speeches and observational essays.
The techniques of observational writing will help you in other kinds of writing : in reporting
events (journalism), in writing about scientific investigations and in writing about historical
events.
If you want to write a good and complete descriptive piece you have to put yourself the
following questions questions while you arewriting it:
a/ Did I use an introduction that grabbed the reader?
b/Were the images I used clear and striking?
c/ Did I organise details carefully and consistently?
d/ Did I use exact, energetic verbs to enliven my description?
e/ Did I write froma vantage point that makes sense?
f/ Have I used precise, vivd word choices?
g/Have I created a strong, unified impression?
3. N a r r a t i v e w r i t i n g . A narrative whether fictional or nonfictional,tells a story.
Narratives include novels and short stories as well asbiographies, memoirs, narrative poems
an histories. Narratives typically include a setting, characters and a plot,which revolves
around a conflict of some sort.
As you write your narrative, use the following questions to guide yourself:
a/ Did I introduce characters, setting, plot and conflict?
b/ Did I include descriptions and dialodue appropriate for the characters – whether fictional or
nonfictional?
c/ Did I present a clear and consistent point of view?
d/ Is the conflict or complcation interestingto my audience?
e/ Did I use mood, foreshadowing, or dialogue to move the story along?
f/ Is the writing vivid and expressive?
g/ Did I end in a way that satisfies my audience?

4. P e r s u a s i v e w r i t i n g. Persuasive writing expresses a writer’s opinion and tries to
make readers agree with it,change their own opinion, and perhaps even take action. Effective
persuasive writing uses strong, reliable evidence to support the claims. Persuasive writing is
used in newspaper editorials, letters of complaint, advertisements, product evaluations, and
many other applications.
Every day in our lives we make a range of judgements: „I love it!” „I hare it!” etc. Some are
based on personal preference or whim, but othersare careful, reasoned evaluations. Manty
Victorian writers considered it a duty to evaluate the changes taking place around them:
Hardy, Arnold and Dickens each made judgements, carefully measuring the benefits of
industrial growth against the misery of workers. Our lives would be chaos if we never truly
evaluated things. Evaluation or judging something against a definite standard, is one of the
most basic forms of writing and thinking.
Both Jonathan Swift and Alexander Pope were attuned to the c o n t r o v e r s i a l i s s u e s
of their dayand they did not shy away from addressing those issues and trying to win others to
their way of thinking. When you care deeply about a controversial issue, it’s only natural to
take a stand on it and to defend your position against objections That is the essence of
writinga persuasive essay. Persuasive writing will force you to draw on a wide range of
writing skills: speculating about causes and effects, recounting autobiographical incidents,
reporting information, and evaluating points for refuting objections to your arguments.
Problem solution essays or proposals that call for definite actions are written every day by
scientists investigating solar energy, by citizens concerned about crime, by newspaper
columnists proposing changes in the economy, by politicians, etc.
For writing a good persuasive piece use the following checklist:
a/ Is my position stated in a clear thesis statement?
b/ Is the supporting evidence convincing?
c/ Have I anticipated and responded to opposing viewpoints?
d/ Are my facts and opinions relevant and credible?
e/ Does the conclusion relate to the evidence?
f/ Is the tone appropriate/
g/ Have I used strong, specific words to support my argument?
h/ Did I end with a strong call to action?
E v a l u a t i o n:
(weak, average, strong)
Ideas and content
1. Clearly states the issue and the writer’s opinion in the introduction
2. Supports opinions and ideas with observations, facts and expert opinions
3. Takes into account and answers opposing views.
4. Uses sound logic and effective language.
5. Concludes with a strong argument, summary, or call to action.
S t r u c t u r e a n d f or m
6. Uses well-organized paragraphs and a clear organ
7. Includes transitional words and phrases to ahow relationships among ideas.
G r a m m a r, u s a g e a n d m e c h a n i c s

8. Contains no more than two or three mionor errors in grammar and usage
9. Contains no more than two or three minor errors in spelling, capitalization and punctuation.
C o m m e n t s:
The strongest aspect of this writing is ..........................................................................................
A skill to work on in future assignments is ..................................................................................
Additional comments:...................................................................................................................
Demonstrate (show, illustrate, present)

5. A n a l y t i c a l w r i t i n g :
When you investigate or analyse a story/poem, try to find answers to the five Ws and H
questions – who, what, where, when, why and how.
Study the topic thoroughly and you feel that the subject of your analysis is becoming very
familiar to you will need to get objective reactions. Ask a friend or someone else who
understands your subject to respond to the following questions:
1. What did you learn from reading my analysis?
Response
Suggestions for revision:
2. State the main points of my analysis in your own words.
Response
Suggestions for revision:
3. What word or ideas need more explanation?
Response
Suggestions for revision:
4. What questions do you still have about this topic?
Response
Suggestions for revision:
5. What parts of my analysis don’t fit together or are confusing?
Response
Suggestions for revision
6. How else could I have analysed this topic?
Response
Suggestions for revision
After this state you will need to revise and proofread your analytical essay/writing/report. As
you reread your analysis, think about the following questions:
1. Did I clearly state the topic of my analysis?
2. Did I identify the parts of my topic of my analysis?
3. Did I identify the parts of my topic and show how they are related?
4. Did I present my ideas in a logical order?
5. Is the conclusion effective?

S c o r i n g g u i d e:
The given scoring guide shows on a 6-point scale the features that tend to appear in a range of
student papers representing various levels of accomplishment.Its aim is to guide teachers in
the evaluation of student papers.
I. L e v e l : s t r o n g:
a/ E x c e p t i o n a l – 90-100 points A
A paper at score 90-100 points A
- Has a clear and consistent focus
- Has a logical organization
- Uses transitions to connect ideas
- Supports ideas with details, quotations, examples and other evidence
- Exhibits well-formed sentences varying in structure
- Exhibits rich vocabulary, including precise language that is appropriate for the purpose and
audience of the paper
- Contains almost no errors in usage, mechanics, and spelling
b/ C o m m e n d a b l e – 82-89 points B
A paper at score point 82-89 B has the same general features of organization and effective
elaboration as a 90-100-point A paper, but it represents a somewhat less accomplished
performance. It may, for example,
- Have an organization that is predictable or unnecessarily mechanical
- Lack the depth and logical precision of a 6-point paper in presenting its argument and
supporting evidence.
- Exhibit appropriate sentence variety and vocabulary but without the control and richness of
a 90-100-point A paper
- Contain a few errors in usage, mechanics and spelling
II. L e v e l : A v e r a g e
a/ P r o f i c i e n t – 74-81 points C
A paper at score point 74-81 C
- Has a fairly clear focus that may occasionally become obscured
- shows an organizational pattern, but relationships between ideas may sometimes be difficult
to understand
- Contains supporting evidence that may lack effect and so only superficially develops ideas
- Has complete and varied sentences most of the time
- Contains some errors in usage, mechanics and spelling but which o not confuse meaning
b/ B a s i c – 64-73 points D
A paper at score point 64-73 D
- Has a vague focus and so may contain irrelevant details or digressions
- Shows an attempt at organization, but connections between ideas are difficult to understand

- Lacks important supporting evidence, or the evidence cited does not sufficiently develop
ideas
- Shows little sentence variety
- Contains several serious errors in usage, mechanics and spelling which causes distraction
and some confusion about meaning
III. L e v e l : W e a k
a/ L i m i t e d – 60-63 points E
A paper at score point 60-63 E
- Has a topic but does not include any elaboration
Lacks plausible support for ideas
-Shows limited word choice
- Contains serious and numerous errors in usage, mechanics, and spelling which leads to
confusion about meaning.
b/ M i n i m a l – 35-59 points FX
A paper at score points 35-59 FX
-Only minimally addresses the topic and lacks a discernible idea.
- Has only a few simple sentences
-Shows minimal word choice
- May be incoherent and/or have serious errors in almost every sentence
IV. L e v e l U n s a t i s f a c t o r y
A paper at score points 0-34 F is unsatisfactory.
Writing Essay Tests
Essay tests call for you to think critically and express your understanding of selected material.
A well written answer must always be a complete response to the question and contain
sufficient information to demonstrate your thorough knowledge of the material. Essay
questions usually ask you to perform specific tasks expressed by the verb in the question like:
Analyse, take something apart to see how it works;
E.g. Analyse Yeats’ use of verbal music in The Lake Isle of Innesfree.
Argue, take stand on an issue and give reasonsto support this opinion;
E.g. Compare and contrast Merlin in White’s The Once and Future King with Merlin in
Stewart’s The Crystal Cave.
Compare/contrast / discuss like;
Define, give specific details theat make something unique;
E.g.Define the term d é n o u e m e n t as it relates to drama.
- provide examples to support a poem;
Describe, give a picture in words;
E.g.Describe an incident in Macbeth that features the three witches.
Discuss, examine in detail’
E.g.Discuss the character of King Arthur as portrayed in Le Morte Darthur
Explain, give reasons;
E.g.Explain the appeal of Robinson Crusoe to modern readers.
Identify, descuss specific persons, places, things or characteristics;
E.g.Identify the characteristics of the medieval chivalric code.

Interpret, give the meaning or significance of something;
E.g.Interpret the symbolism of blood and water in Macbeth
List,(outline, trace), give all steps in order or all details about a subject;
E.g.List three types of figures of speech
Summarize, give a brief overview of the main points.
E.G.Summarise the plot Coleridge’s The Rime of the Ancient Mariner

Grammar
I. When you are telling a story you have to pay utmost attention to sentence combining.
If you read the following sentences you will understand the difference:
Beowulf neared the dragon’s cave. He let out a loud battle cry. The dragon rose. The
dragon approached Beowulf. It was angry that a man had come to this fearful place. The
dragon breathed melting fire and scorching smoke. Beowulf held firmly his sword and shield.
This scene is held back by something making it stiff. Namely it itt he rhythm of the sentences,
which share a basic subject-verb structure. C o m b i n i n g sentences makes the flow
smoother, the action more continuous and the ideas clear.
Read the sentences once more after combining them:
Beowulf neared the dragon’s cave letting out a loud battle cry> The dragon rose and
approached Beowulf, for it was angry that a man had come to this fearful place. While
Beowulf firmly held his sword and shield, the dragon breathed melting fire and scorching
smoke.
Don’t forget about the possibilities for combining sentences. You can:
1. I n s e r t p h r a s e s, such as ’with no warning, shocked by his presence,etc.
2. C o m b i n e i d e a s. E.g. when sentences express similar ideas, you may combine
subjects, verbs, objects or entire sentences with conjuctions a n d, b u t, o r, f o r,.. y e t.
e.g The dragon roese and approached Beowulf for it was angry that a man had come to this
fearful place.
3. S u b o r d i n a t e i de a s .When sentences express related ideas, create one sentence with
the main clause and a subordinate clause. To show the relationship of the clauses you must
add a connecting word such as: a l t h o u g h, b e c a u s e, t h a t, w h o, w h i l e.
Remember that placing the subordinate clause first adds even more variety.
E.g.While Beowulf firmly held his sword and shield, the dragon breathed melting fire and
scorching smoke.
II. Verbs in English have six basic tenses to indicate different times when an action or state of
being occurs. Each of the six tenses has its own uses. The present tense for example is used to
express a state of being or action taking place in the present. It has also several especially
important uses, one of which is important in writing about literature.Called the l i t e r a r y
p r e s e n t, this use of the present tense enables writers to summarize or analyse works that
outlive their authors taking on a life of their own.
E.g. in discussing one of Edmund Spenser’s sonnets is an essay you might write the following
sentence: In Sonnet 75, Spenser’s speaker asserts the eternal nature of his love. Here the verb
a s s e r t s is int he literary present.
K e e p i n m i n d : When you quote directly from a work,use the same tense the author
uses. B u t when you paraphrase the author’s idea sor draw your own conclusions about he
work, use the literary present.

E.g. ORIGINAL

One day I wrote her name upon the strand,
But came the aves and washed it away.
Edmund Spenser,Sonnet 75.
(past tense)

PARAPHRASE:

The speaker in Edmund Spenser’s Sonnet 75 writes his
beloved’s name int he sand, but waves erase it.
(literary present)

CONCLUSION:

In line 5 of Sonnet 75, Spenser uses the word ’vain’ in two
different senses: ’conceited’ and ’fruitlessly”
(literary present)

III. One way to create sense of urgency about a persuasive issue is to focus attention on key
terms and core ideas by using p a r a l l e l s t r u c t u r e .This is the use of matching
’forms’ for senence elements that have the same function.Paring adjectives with adjectives,
prepostional phrases with prepositional phrases, noun clauses with noun clauses,
etc.emphasizes the relationship between the elements. Parallel structures can be used to link
coordinate ideas, to compare or contrast ideas, and to link ideas with correlativeconjunctions
(both. . .and, either.. . .or)
IV. A common problem in writing comes about when several clauses are strung together with
only the word ’and. You can make your writing more precise by using subordinating
conjunctions instad f ’and’ when appropriate.A subordinating conjunction is a word that
clarifies the relationships between ideas by indicating time (after as, before, until
when),cause,(because, since unless), purpose (so that), or condition (although, if, though)
V. A g r e e m e n t : C o m m o n p r o b l e m s.
Here is a draft essay about one character from The Canterbury Tales.
The pilgrims who met by chance at the Tabard Inn was an unlikely collection of friends.
The Friar, along with the similarly well-fed Nun, were the most outlandish pilgrims. Still the
Miller remains my favourite. His knotty shoulders and wart-tipped nose make quite a vivid
picture. Either his furnace-door mouth, or his spadelike, red beard are the detail that best
announces the Miller’s volatile temper. It’s also hard to imagine a man who can break a door
with his head playing the mournful-sounding bagpipes, but I guess I’ve just never seen one.
While the writer uses strong, vivid details, she has trouble with some sticky subject-verb
combinations. All writers, even professionals, encounter the grammatical problems in this
paragraph, but these problems can be mastered.
1. Subject-verb agreement means that a singular subject takes a singular verb and plural
subjects take plural verbs. A subject’s number is not changed by a following phrase or clause:
E.g. The pilgrims who met by chance at the Tabard Inn were an unlikely collection of friends.
2. In formal usage, a singular subjet followed by a paranthetical phrasesuch as ’along with ’. .
’as well as’, . . . .or ’in addition to’. . . remains singular.
E.g. The Friar, along with the similarly well-fed Nun, was the most outlandish pilgrim.

3. A compound subject is two or more subjects having a single verb. A compound subject
joined by ’a n d’ usually takes a plural verb, even if one subject is singular.
E.g. His knotty shoulders and wart-tipped nose make quite a vivid picture.
4. For a compound subject joined by ’o r’ or ’n o r’,the verb agrees with the subject closer to
the verb.
E.g. Either his furnace-door mouth or his spadelike, red beard is the detail that best
announces the Miller’s volatile temper.
VI.An essay that speculates about causes and effects delves into relationships. In such essays
you are leading the readers not just seeing the facts or events but you have to inform them
exactly how those facts and events are connected. That’s why transitions, to connect ideas,
are so important in cause-effect writing. Notice how the bold-face words in the following
paragraph make it easy to follow; they create coherence both by connecting words and
thoughts and by stating relationships.
Immediately after their father’s murder, Malcolm and Donalbain don’t even cry. The two
brothers speak to no one and hastily leave Scotland in fear –’even though’ the obvious
murderers are dead. Are ’they two’ cold, uncaring ’children’? Or are there good reasons for
’this behaviour’? Yes, and one ’reason’ is simple: shock. Malcolm himself asks, „Why do we
hold our tongues. . .?” ’so that’ we know he is not just ’upset and confused’.
T e c h n i q u e s f o r C r e a t i n g E f f e c t i v e T r a n s i t i o n s:
1. Use a pronoun, noun, or synonym to refer to a word or phrase used earlier. Notice how „the
two brothers”and „children” refer to Malcolm and Donalbain, and how „this behaviour” and
„upset and confused” are related.
2. Repeat a word used earlier. For example, „they two”, refers back to „the two brothers”, and
„reason” refers to „good reasons”
3. Use transitional expressions that express relationship. In the paragraph above, the phrases
„even though” and „so that” link ideas. Here aresome other examples of transitional
expressions:
- cause/effect: as a result, because, consequently, since, therefore.
- time:
after, eventually, finally, immediately, meanwhile, next, then.
first, last, mainly, most important, primarily.

